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Sli.li IIIIH Two moioT-diiOtn Jennings Hytor Vacuum Pumps with

automatic control, installed in the new B. of L. E. Bank

Building. Cleceland, Ohio. These units serve 92.000

sq.ft. equivalent direct radiation.

'tm^-

This is the new Bank. Building of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers. Cleve-

land. Ohio. Mr. R. G. Nairn, Engineer

of Construction, Cleceland. Ohio.

Hytors—a logical choice

for this up-to-date plant

Starting in 1920 with modest
quarters, the labor bank of the

Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers, Cleveland, grew so

rapidly that by 1925 larger fa-

cilities became necessary. As a

result, the new 19-floor bank
and office building, shown at

left, was planned and built.

This building is up-to-date in

every respect. Only the most
improved equipment is installed

for providing light, heat and
power.

For removing the condensate

and air from the exhaust steam
heating system, Jennings Hytors
were a logical choice. For in

the many years they have been

in use, Hytors have proved
again and again that they can

always be depended on for effi-

cient trouble-free performance

—the kind of performance that

is indispensable in getting the

best results in cooperation with

other high grade equipment in

the plant.

For complete information on

Hytors and the uses for which

they are recommended, write

for our illustrated bulletins.

Nash EngineeringCompany

So. Norwalk Connecticut

Branch Sales Offices in: .\tlanta. Boston. Buf-

l:ilo. Cliuago. Cleveland. Dallas, Denver, De-
Iroit, Houston. Indianapolis. Kansas City. Los
\nfieles. Minneapolis. New Orleans. New York.
Phdadelphia. Pittsbursh. Portland. Richmond.
.St. Louis. Salt Lake City, San Francisco,

Seattle, Washington.

In Canada; Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver.

Jennings Hytor
RETURN LWE AND AIR LINE VACUUM PUMPS^^CONDENSATION AND ^^CIRCULATING PUMPS
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A Program for 1926

NUMBER

WITH this first issue nf 1026, which marks the

sixth year of this journal, we are glad to call

attention to improvements in nearly every

feature of the publication.

In appearance you will note many changes. \ more
pleasing cover has been adopted, in which the dis-

play of the title has been modified to bring out more
clearly the field of the journal. The page size has

been made larger, permitting an increase in size of

tj^pe, wider illustrations, less crowding of items in the

tables—in short resulting in a printed jiagc warm and
inviting in appearance. A still liigiier (|uality of

paper has been used, and numerous details of arrange-

ment have been improved.

It is hoped that these modifications will all uiake

the magazine still more useful and usable to its sub-

scribers and readers. It is our aim to have a publica-

tion of quality up to the highest standards of those

who are giving it such cordial support.

Purpose .\nd Ob.jective

Likewise in subject matter the issues of 1926 will

surpass the efforts of any preceding year. For those

new readers who are not so familiar with the maga-
zine we are glad to take this opportunity of stating

somi^thing of its purpose and olijective.

This publication is a montldy journal for men who
operate manufacturing businesses to make them pay.

It is devoted to deserxed profit-making as the result

of the successful carrying on of every activity in maim-
facturing industry. Its pages deal with ways and
means to secure a maximum economic output of plant

proikiction, to foster and maintain harmonious indus-

trial relations and high employee morale, to obtain

low manufacturing and distribution costs, to <letennine

and put into etTect master programs stretching over

a period of years, and as a result to realize month by
montii and year liv year a high level of continuous

profit.

Thus the journal is for men who are responsible

for getting work done. Every issue gives practical

information, useful facts, organized data—the mature
experience of the managers and executives of suc-

cessful concerns. Ninety per cent of the articles

printed are the personal contributions of men who are

leaders in the positions they occupy. What they write

is reliable and authoritative.

Actual Cases and Proved Results

Much of the material consists of actual cases and
proved results. There is little discussion of generalities

or principles, unless they are associated with some
concrete application showing their value and worth.

In carrying out the editorial program during 1926

an effort will be put forth to cover all essential prob-

lems of profitable manufacturing under present day
conditions of keen competition. The all-round view-

point will be taken of every manufacturing problem.

Thus the major lines of executive effort will be pre-

sented in a co-ordinated way—the effect of marketing
on production, of production on finance, and of all

three on earnings and jirofit.

To indicate some of the material which will be pre-

sented in carrying out this editorial purpose and
program ten topics are briefly outlined as represen-

tative, liy no means do they cover all, or even a

major part, of the information which will be presented

in these pages during 1926. But they not only show
the source and quality of articles and discussions to be

offered here; they also will suggest to readers their

lines of ]ilanning and progress for the new year.

Tkn \'ital Topics

Financial MaiuKjcincnI.—Since 1922. management
has produced a new tool, the financial budget. It is

hoped that every reader will try to get his business

on a Iniflget basis in 1926. as the soundness of the

method is un(|uesti(inal)li'. More information on its
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establishment, organization of personnel for its admin-

istration and its results in manufacturing concerns has

appeared in the pages of this journal than in all others

put together. This enviable record we purpose to

maintain.

Industrial Investigation.—Another tremendous ad-

vance has been in methods of organizing and drawing

conclusions from operating and financial facts. One
of the outstanding figures in this development is

Arthur Andersen, of Arthur Andersen and Company,

who with his associates has applied ingenious methods

with marked success to both large and small manu-

facturing concerns. A group of articles, of which one

is in this issue, is the first disclosure of this procedure

which promises to take at once a deserved place in

modern management.
Where and Why to Locate a Plant.—Too often the

selection of a manufacturing site is thought of as

something that is done but once in a lifetime and is

so exceptional a business act as to demand no atten-

tion until a specific need arises. From now on con-

ditions will force this method to be abandoned for

long range planning which will consider where a par-

ticular industry or plant should be located 5, 10 or

even 20 years hence. We are pleased to announce that

Harrison S. Colburn. who has negotiated many of the

largest and most carefully studied transactions f)f in-

dustrial property along the Atlantic seaboard, will

treat this topic extensively during the year lit2li in

the pages of this journal.

Modern Manufacturing Buildings.—The advance

in industrial building design and construction since

1919 has been so great as to be almost revolutionary.

The same situation exists as regards fixed manufac-

turing equipment. To open these advances in the

"greatest tool of production" to the subscribers to this

magazine a group of articles was planned and pub-

lication begun in September, 1925. This monthly fea-

ture will be continued throughout 1926. The article in

this issue is by Harold Ashworth, Engineer of Plants,

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company.
Production Control.—Production control is still a

wonder worker though it was the first application of

management. Almost imbelievable increases in out-

put, reductions in cost, improvements in quality and
maintenance of shipping schedules are being made.

Developments and records of this kind will be in every

issue drawn from the most progressive manufacturing

establishments. A representative article of this kind

is the one by John J. Swan in this issue.

Material Handling.—During the year 1926 im-

mensely valuable experience will be acquired in the

operation of material handling equipment. Thus the

demand for information on performance will have

especial attention for the time has come for the appli-

cation of better management to the operation of such

equipment, in order that costs may be reduced and
a basis had for further improvement. During 1926

this magazine will present, for the first time, articles

on bonus plans for material handling, machine-hour

rates for conveying ('(|ui])ment. analyzed costs for

handling material, relationship of material handling

to processing, and on other equally significant topics.

This part of our editorial schedule is under the direc-

tion of George E. Hagemann, A.ssociate Editor, who
is a member of the executive committee of the Mate-
lials Handling Division of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers.

Low Cost Power Production.—The present editorial

policy of including one article each month on efficient

power production, transmission and application will be

continuerl. Power management deserves to be up-

graded, with improvement in the operating personnel

and methods of control. The performance of all equip-

ment more than five years old should be investigated

to determine if repairs, changes or replacement would

not earn a handsome return on the additional invest-

ment. All these questions are scheduled for discussion

in these pages during 1926. H. W. Gochnauer, Plant

Engineer, Northern Paper Mills, takes up coal han-

dling in this number.

The Working Force.—An enormous number of

printed pages has been and is being devoted to the

lelations between employers and employees. This

kind of material is easily written and as easily thrown

away. But here and there important work is being

done to stabilize the working force. Such worthy

developments will be presented. Safety and accident

pievention, which promises to receive- new attention

in 1926, will be in the forefront of this part of the

schedule. The article by Robert L. Luckenbach.

Safety Engineer, Edward G. Budd ^lanufacturing

Company, in this issue is an example.

Marketing Management.—There is no question but

that in 1926 marketing must be fully co-ordinate with

production and finance as a management respon-

sibility. The new, scientific approach to this part of

the work of the manufacturer will be presented

throughout this year. Methods will be explained to

keep production and sales in step, to increase profits

by expanding markets and volume of sales, to set fair

selling prices, and to realize anticipated profits on

the amount of business done. For example. W. L.

( 'hiu'chill will in February follow further the ideas in

liis discussion, in a previous issue, of "Dangerous Sell-

ing Prices," which caused so nuich comment.

The Management Program.—There is evidence that

manufacturing management will take a great forward

step in 1926, the like of which has occurred only three

or four times in its history. Intensive work and all

embracing jjlanning now being done in several large

industries are the reason for this belief. This work
is being studied to determine just when and how it can

be made available to the readers of this journal. It is

confidently expected that some interesting disclosures

will be made during the year.

All this material and more will be presented in these

pages with the hope and purpose that Manufacturing
Industries may be of direct and definite help in suc-

cessful manufacturing operation thu'ing 1926.



The Modern Manufaeturino- Plant

AtwatiT Kent C()nii)any lias World's Larsi:e.st Radio Factory,

a Single Stor\ Huildiim with 1.") Acres I'lidcr (Jlass

Hv llAIJOLD A>ll\\()iri'll

SiiiHriiitiinlciil iif I'liint.t. Atwnhr K< iil Manufnctnriiig Comjmny

A ri;W yoars ajio the Atwaii-r Knit Maiuit'ac-

luriiig Coiiipaiiy began to forge ahead in the

radio field at a phenomenal rate. The manu-

taetine of automotive ignition equipment and otiier

accessories, formerly tlie major v)Utput of the com-

jiany. was soon overshadowed liy the very rapid devel-

opment of its radio department.

With a sudden growth in business actually upnu it,

and a future
growth of un-

known potenti-

alities ahead, the

company w a s

face to face with

the problem of

expa n d i n u it~

m a n u facturini;

facilities in such

a way as to take

care of the actual

business in hand,

while at the same
time allowing for

further growth >

'

iniknown flimeu-

sions. It was aj)-

parent that con-

tinued g r o w t h

w o u 1 d involve

constant enlargement of departments, so that flex-

ibility was an e.<:sential characteristic of any new plant.

\\ the start, when railio was a po)iular fad of doubltul

duration, it seemed wise to make any new plant readily

convertilile to other uses, should the flemand for radio

ecjuipment vanish with the .\hiddin-like speed at which

it ha<i arrived.

.\11 of these factors led the com|)any to the pur-

chase of a large tract of land ojiposite Fern Hill i'ark

in the lower part of Ciennantown. I'hiladclphia. within

a single fare and 2.') minutes trolley ride of the City

Hall, as the site for a plant of indefinite size. The

property included something over Jd acres, all told,

and was fairly level over the main jiart. tiiough sloping

."-harply on two si<ies so that the maximum ditYerence

in grade was al)out 30 ft. The plant built upon this

land has successfully met the unusual condition- that

the circumstances imposed.

Fu;. 1 .Nkw ,\i\v \m.i

Tlie plant. Fig. 1. as it stooij until recently, was

built in three sections and contained a total floor area

of 4"t2,4.")n sfj. ft. or aiiproximately 11'- acres. A
fourth unit adjoining the main building, but at lower

grade, is now under construction. This building will

ad<i l.'iO.nnO sq. ft. of floor space. l)ringing the total to

(i42.4.jU n\. ft., or about 15 acres.

The first unit, or western section, triangular in shape

ami consisting of

(lo.Sili sq. ft., was

c o m pi e t e d in

1023. Almost im-

iicdiately after it

a- imt to use,

I h ( continued

growth of busi-

ness necessitated

the erection of

the central sec-

tion of 2()7.S0O

sc], ft. This in

turn was quickly

followed by the

eastern section of

1.->S.7:)0 sq. ft.,

completed in the

first jiart of 1025.

The new unit, to

l)e in the right

backgrouiKl of Fig. 1. will be ready in thesiiringof 102r..

The entire i)lant is one story in height, except that

where the slope of the ground permits, ba.seinent space

has been provided. The first, or main. fl(«)r of both

the comjileted and the new units is of special saw-

tooth construction, providing natural lighting prob-

alily unsurpa.«se<l by any mamifacturing plant in the

country.

The first feature that impre.sses the new vi.sitor is

liie architectural excelliMicc of the exterior an<l the

attractive development of the groimds with plantings

of trees and .shrubbery. an<l finely kept lawns.

The entrance, the iloininant architectural feature

of the building, is of limestone colored terra cotta in

Renaissance design, with heavy columns on each side

of an arched doorway. The walls of the plant are

of dark red rough-textured brick with terra cotta orna-

ment and trim. The walls are carried up above the

\N1 lll\hli:
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windows to form a parapet which conceals the saw-

tooth skylights, and this area is ornamented by having

the brick set in a simple diagonal pattern.

Aside from the attractive lobby with its tile floor,

paneled plaster walls, fii'eplaces and ornament of the

Georgian period, and the beautiful private office suite

of the president, the next features that leave lasting

impressions are the enormous size of the plant, its

superli lighting, and its very wide column spacings.

The main plant has a frontage of 736 ft. on Wissa-

FiG. 2 Excellent Daylight, Clb.^nlixess .\nd Wide Sp.\cixg

OF Columns Are Import.^nt Fe.^tuhes

hickon Avenue, 456 ft. on Abbottsford Road, 600 ft.

on Deacon Street and 736 ft. on a private driveway.

The new unit under construction has a frontage of

225 ft. on Roberts Avenue, 198 ft. on King Street and

a depth of 514 ft. When one realizes that a person

can seldom be recognized at a distance of much over

250 ft., the impression of limitless extent can be imag-

ined when one enters the main section and looks 600 ft.

or more down the building to the far walls.

Within the plant one gets the impression of being

out-of-doors, the light is so perfect. See Fig. 2. By
actual test, the impression of least light occurs when
one approaches to within about 6 ft. of the northerly

wall windows. This effect is due to the fact that the

area of glass in the saw-tooth skylights is more than

one-third the area of the floor beneath. The skylights

face due north, a feature accomplished by placing them

diagonally across the building, thereby excluding the

direct rays of the sun with its attendant glare and

heat, and admitting only the light reflected from the

north sky.

The skylight sash is glazed with clear glass, and

the under side of the roof slabs, the walls, columns and

structural members, are painted white to assist in the

diffusion of the light. Even the roof is coated with

specially selected light colored pebbles to reflect light

into the adjacent skylights. The building is absolutely

fiee from shadows, providing abundant soft light in

every part to aid the operatives in the fine work re-

quired by the company's product.

The spacing of the columns supporting the roof like-

wise arouses comment. In the original or western sec-

tion the columns are spaced at intervals of 40 by 80

ft. In the sections constructed later the columns are

sj-jaced 40 by 40 ft. These wide spans were made pos-

sible by the adoption of the patented Ballinger "Super-

Span" type of saw-tooth construction. This embodies

the formation of a simple truss using structural mem-
bers of the saw-tooth skylights themselves. The upper

members of the skylights are joined together at inter-

vals by a horizontal beam extending from peak to

]5eak above the roof. Where the spans are 80 ft., four

skylights are thus joined together to form the truss.

Where the columns are but 40 ft. apart, only two sky-

lights comprise each truss. This system also employs

light trusses directly in back of the glass in conjunc-

tion with the main trusses joining the skylights. It

is a very economical method of procuring free and un-

obstructed floor areas. Its use in this plant has made
]iossible the expansion and often the complete inter-

change of departments without any loss of effective

floor area due to the varying space requirements of

the equipment used in each process.

In ordinary saw-tooth construction there is a row

of columns under each skylight. The columns are gen-

erally spaced from 16 to 25 ft. in each row. Since

in this plant the individual skylights are 20 ft. wide,

the use of ordinary construction would have required

a spacing 20 by 20 ft., or 400 sq. ft. to a column. The
arlopted span of 40 by 40 ft. for the major part of the

plant gives a floor area of 1600 sq. ft. per column, and
in the western section there is an area of 3200 sq. ft.

per column. This indicates the benefits in flexibility

and space economy with this special type of roof.

The roof is of gypsum cast in place and supported

by steel purlins. The upper surface is a four-ply tarred

felt and pebble built-up roofing with copper flashings.

The columns are of steel fireproofed to the lower

chord of the trusses with concrete.

The floor is of maple laid on 2-in. plank and yellow-

pine sleepers over a concrete structural floor, except

in the basement where concrete alone is used.

Interior partitions surrounding the carpenter and
cabinet shops, the sand blast room, the oven room
(where the speaker horns and other metal parts are

enameled and baked), the toilets, and other special

areas, are of both brick and hollow tile. All interior

surfaces are painted with mill white paint above a

dado of khaki color to minimize staining.

The side wall windows are of rolled steel sash with

ventilating sections individually hand-operated. They
are glazed with clear glass in the lower units, while the

two upper lights are glazed with actinic glass to reduce

sun glare. The skylights are all of clear glass and
have ventilating sections about 120 ft. long, manually
operated by chains hanging within easy reach.

The interior doors are mostly of wood, except where
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fire iloors are required leading to some of the special

departments. These doors are tin-clad. There are

electrically-operated rolling .'^ted shutters enclosing the

truck slips.

There is one freight elevator of 6000 lb. capacity

running from the basement to the ground floor, and

operated by electricity at a speed of 50 ft. per min.

when fully loaded. The enclosures are of steel, formed

of solid steel plates in the lower half and wire mesh

grilles above. The doors are two section lift up gates

of similar materials.

The entire plant is fully sprinklered with a wet-

jjipe system connected to the city supply and to an

auxiliary fire pump of 1500 gal. per min. capacity,

fed by an outside steel reservoir holding 150,000 gal.

of water.

The heating system is interesting because of the

wide use of unit heaters. Steam coils are enclosed

in a casing through which air is circulated by means

of powerful but silent electric fans. The air passes

out through horizontal ducts at the top, the vents

being arranged to direct the air uniformly around the

heater in a plane about eight ft. above the floor. The
unit heaters are individually automatically controlled

by thermostats employing the Johnson system of tem-

Fir.. 3 Belt Conveyor for .\ssEMBi.iNf: Radio Sets

perature control. There is some direct radiation in

the oflSces. toilets and special workrooms. A vacuum
system is employed throughout.

Steam is generated by a battery of two 150-hp.

lioilers and two 500-hp. boilers. One new 500-hp. unit

is being installed. All boilers burn oil. and a com-

plete Peabody oil liurning and storage system has been

installed. There is a single radial brick stack 175 ft.

high, having a top inside diameter of 8 ft.

Electric current is supplied by the Philadelphia

Klectric Company at 13.000 volts to a main substation

of ItUiti kva.. which reduces the voltage to 2300, and

distributes current within the plant to 3 substations

of 400 kva. capacity, each transforming from 2300

volts. 2-pliiise to 230-115 volts. 2-|ihase.

riie artificial lighting is provided by direct ceiling

fi.xiures placed just below the lower chord of the saw-

tooth skylights. Steel reflectors containing 300- to

500-watt lamps are spaced on 20 ft. centers, pro-

viding illumination of 6 to 12 ft.-candles intensity at

the working plane.

Considerable attention has been given to the pro-

vision of adequate and modern toilet and wash rooms

and women's rest rooms. Wash basins are provided

in batteries 16 ft. long, eight basins to a side. There

is also a complete emergency hospital and dispensary

within the building. Drinking fountains are installed

at regular intervals throughout the plant.

Many hydraulic presses are required for bakelite

moulding. These are served by high-pressure, elec-

trically-driven pumps located in the power house, sup-

plying working pressures around 3000 lb. per sq. in.

There is also a low pressure system operating at about

225 lb. per sq. in.

A description of the process equipment and its ar-

langement would require altogether too much space,

for many types of machines are employed, many of

them designed by Mr. Kent and constructed for his

special use. It would also be futile, especially as far

as layout is concerned, for it is no uncommon thing

for a whole department to be removed to a new loca-

tion between a Saturday closing hour and Monday
morning, while another department is expanded with

ecjual speed to occupy the space thus vacated.

Necessarily, this extraordinary growth has militaterl

against the development of a perfect '"straight-line"

production arrangement. Nevertheless, a general pro-

gression of parts manufacture, sub-assemblies, finished

assembly, testing, packing antl shipping has been suc-

cessfully maintained.

In the cabinet department the assembly of the woofl

cabinets is done in part on a conveyor, ancl the various

slejis have been assigned to individual woi-kmen who
perform their parts without removing the work from

the conveyor.

The main assembly of the sets is done on long

benches in the center of which are slow-moving belt

conveyors. Operatives sit on both sides of each bench

and. after finishing their operations, place the parts

on the conveyor. At the head end the first units are

l)ut together, and as the panels move down the

bench other pieces are added until the completed

receiving set is finally delivered to the testing de-

partment. See Fig. 3.

Tlie benches are specially designed so that each

operative has the proper racks, jigs and tools for the

task assigned to her.

Testing is done by comparing the finished set with

a standard set permanently mounted on the testing

table. Thus variations in transmitting, due tfi static

or other outside causes, do not interfere with testing

by actual radio reception. The new set simply must

work as well as the standard test set, whatever the

season or time of day.
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Another conveyor is used in the shipping depart-

ment to deliver the paclved cases directly to the rail-

road siding. A flat belt conveyor carries the cases

several hundred feet outside the building through a

sheet metal housing to a special gravity conveyor which

drops them down about 30 ft. to the freight plat-

form. This combination of conveyors is due to the

difference in grade between the main building and the

freight yards which abut upon one side of the property.

A great deal of sliipping is done by motor trucks.

In rush seasons buyers often send their own trucks

from cities hundreds of miles away to get their quota

of sets and speakers as fast as they come from the

packing room. Foi- the acconnnodation of these trucks

as well as those used for local orders, there are exten-

sive truck slips entirely witliin the walls of the build-

ing. Rolling steel shutters protect the openings. In

a similar way, goods received by motor truck come in

to truck slips on the opposite side of the building.

Absolute cleanliness and perfect ventilation prevail

in this plant at all times. The floors, benches and

machines are maintained like between decks on a

battleship. The air is kept fresh by the use of the

ventilating skylights above described and by the liberal

use of hoods or cubicles and exhaust fans for all

machines or operations producing dust or fumes.

The general maintenance of the building is also

noteworthy. In spite of the enormous area of glass

—

nearly four acres in the completed units—every pane

is washed regularly. The grounds are kept like the

gardens of a private estate.

The entire plant was designed and its construction

supervised by The Ballinger Company, architects and

engineers, of Philadelphia and New York. Construc-

tion was performed by Irwin and Leighton, general

contractors, except the western section, on which sub-

contractors were employed directly.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF DATA OX ATW.-VTER KENT PLANT

Location

Construction

Groumis

Property .

Buildings, size

Arrhitecture. type

Neighborhood.
Employees. . .

Transportation facilities

-

Entrances

Windows

,

Glass

Doors, exterior.

Doors, interior

.Lower Germantown, Philadelphia. Within single fare

limit from City Hall.

Steel and brick, fireproof. Exterior has terra cotta trim
Floor over basement, flat slab reinforced concrete.
Gypsum roof.

. Lawns, well planted on all sides with shrubbery and ever-
greens. Ornamental pool, flag poles and walks op-
posite main entrance. Separate grounds for employees'
recreation field.

.Area of plot covered by plant about 20 acres. Recre-
ation field 3 acres.

Manufacturing building: Length 736 ft., width 456 ft.

one end and 600 ft. at the other.

(_)ne story saw-tooth construction throughout. (Part
basement in places, all above ground due to topography.)
High parapet wall with ornainental brickwork and stone
trim conceals saw-teeth. Main entrance ornamental terr.'i

cntta. Renaissance.
.Between residential and industrial areas.

.2000 to 3000. Men for heavy work and machine work.
Girls employed for assembly, sub-assemblies, etc.

Sidings from Pennsylvania Railroad. Large truck load-

ing slips anil platforms.
,
Main entrance to office at truncated corner of buikling.
Employees entrances on Wissahickon Ave. Trucking
slips on two streets.

Steel sash, side walls and saw-tooth skylights.
.Double-thick Grade A American. Clear in skylights.

Clear and actinic in side walls.

.Mostly wood. Fire doors tin-clad. Large trvick slips

and shipping doors rolling steel shutters with Kinnear
unit No. 1 operating mechanism.

. Mostly wood. Some heavy partitions have tin-clad doors
on wood core. Elevator doors 2-section lift-up gates:
lower section steel plate, upper .section ^4-in. diumond-
mesh screen. Toilet doors wood.

\"entilation

Walls, exterio

Walls, interior

Floors, office and lobby
Floors, shop

, , .

Ceilings

-

Partitions, office

Partitions, shop

Stairs. . .

Lighting

Heating,

Boilers

Fuel
Feed water pun.p.-^

Boiler feed regulat r.

Water purification
Feed water heater
Boiler instruments
Stack
Pipe covering. .

Power facilities

Compressed air

Water system

,

Fire pumps.

.

Motors
Hand trucks.
Elevator

Conveyor systems,

Dust and fume collecfn

Sprinklers

.

Fire alarms
Watchmen's syste.n
Storage shelving. . .

Storage racks ...

Factory benches
Factory stools
Drying kilns

Hot water l.eaters
Wash bow!s

Closets

Urinals. ...

Toilet partitions
Drinking fountains
Plant communication
Time system

First aid equipment
Rest rooms
Recreational facilities.

Cafeteria, etc

Ballinger "Super-Span" saw-tooth design, permitting
long spans between crjlumns. Steel frame construction,
gypsum slab poured in place. Surface built-up 4-ply
asphalt felt and specially selected white gravel to reflect

light into saw-tooth skylights. Skylights placed tliagon-
ally across building to get true north orientation. Area
of glass in skylights approximately 3o per cent of floor

area, giving exceptional natural lighting without glare
or shadows.
Continuous sections in saw-tooth skylights, operated by
hand from floor in units averaging 120 ft. long. Hand-
operated ventilating units in steel wall sash. Special
ventilators, cyclones, and exhausters in carpenter shop,
spraying rooms, etc.

Brick. Face brick on street facades .Tohn T. Brady No. 4
shade (red) rough texture, set in pattern with terra cotta
ornament and coping. Terra cotta tooled and colored
to match limestone.
Brick, conmion red. Dado 5 ft. from floor khaki c<jlur.

.\bove. painted mill white.
Ornamental tile in pattern.
Basement, cement, granolithic finished, treated with
Quickstone integral waterproofing and Ironstone metallic
hardener (A. T, Maimed Co.). Rest, maple on yellow-

pine sleepers laid on concrete structural floor.

Underside of saw-tooth skylights, gypsum slab painted
mill white.
4-in. tile, plastered and decorated inside.

Mostly 9-in. brick, some 4-in. tile, around special de-
partments.
Concrete with Feralum I'niversal Improved Perfection
safety treads. Pipe rails. 1 's-in. galvanized pipe.

Direct system, mostly ceiling lights. Power from Phila-
rlelphia Electric Co. 220-110 volt. .5-wire, 2-phase. for

lighting. Basement fixtures mostly Benjamin X5425 on
short nipple. Main flrxir mostly Benjamin X.5509 on
short nipple. Designed to provide 6 to 12 ft.-candles
in manufacturing areas. Spacing approximatelv 20 by
20 ft. 300 to 500-watt lamps.
Steam generated at 16o lb. pressure and reduced in

power-house to working pressure of .5 to 15 lb. Unit
heaters of York Heating and ^'entilating Co. make em-
ployed throughout ntain plant. Contain coils and elec-

trically driven fans that force air over coils and out at
top through ^-ents distributing heated air in a horizontal
plane. I'nits vary in size from 400.000 Btu. per hr.

to 1.0.50.000 B.t.u. per hour. Direct radiation in women's
washroom, offices, etc.. mostly Ftiwler and Wolfe 10-ft.

-sections. Unit heaters automatically controlled by
.Tohnson system of temperature control with thermostats
placed to insure even distribution. A'acuum system
throvighout operated by Nash Engineering Co. Jennings
H>tor vacuum punips.
Two l.")t)-hp. Keeler water tube.
Two .")00-hp. Keeler water tube.
< )ne .500-hp, Case\- Hedges water tube now being installed.

<.til- Peabodj- system in all boilers,

Warren Steam Pump C(j.

-Berry, on 2 large and 2 small boilers. Copes on the new
Casey Hedges boiler.

Boiler feed water from Bethlehem 2-efFect evaporator.
Webster.
General Electric flow meters.
Brick, radial, 17.5 ft. high. S ft. inside diameter at top.
So per cent magnesia on expansion bends and main feeders
only.
One main substation 1666-kva. cap., 13.200-volts 3-phase,
to 2300-volts. 2-phase. Four secondary substations, one
666-kva.. three of 400-kva. Each from 2300 volts, 2-

phase to 230-115 volts. 2-phase.
Three Sullivan duplex air compressors delivering 6s0
cu. ft. per niin. direct connected to 120-hp. motors.
City supply.
( )nc l.'>0[)-gal. per min. De Laval pump, driven by 150-
lip in<luction motor, manual control.
\'arious kinds used throughout plant.
Mostlj' .-special racks on castor wheels.
( )ne freight from basement to first floor. 6000 lb. capacity,
50 ft. per min. travel, traction type, electric.

Horizontal belt conveyors in assembly departments. .\lso

large belt conveyor from plant to railroad siding deliver-
ing cases direct to cars.

Cyclone and separators in cabinet and carpenter shops.
Hoods and exhaust fans over many special machines in
spray painting and varnishing booths. Also in sand
blast department.
Wet pipe system throughout plant. City supply and
150.000 gal. steel reservoir supplying fire pump.
One city box.
Key stations.
Mostly wood made in shop. Some steel-

Largely shop-made to suit needs of departments. Wood
and iron.

Mostly shop-made wood benches with light plank tops.

.\ll types to suit operations.
Crawford sectional ovens and Gehnrich indirect ovens,
gas fired for drying and crystallizing speaker horns.
Alany smaller drying ovens for enameling and heat treat-
ing. All gas fired.

Wiiitlock instantaneous type.
Porcelain enameled iron in units 16 ft. long with 16

brass compression, stream-regulating, double, wash-sink
cocks. S on each side. China index handles.
X'itreous china, extended lip type, with ebony Whale-
bone-ite open front seats without covers, low down tanks.

, \'itreous china.
W'ood.

, Manufacturing Equipment and Engineering Co, type-
Bell system extensions throughout.

. Fifteen time clocks for in and out records. Arranged in

batteries with pipe rail aisles.

Complete emergency hospital facilities.

, Large room for women, well eriuipped.
-Outside recreation field.

, Concession to outside firm to serve lunches at two
counters located in plant.



Hand Labor and Mac^hinery as Producers

C()m|)arati\f A(l\antaLr<'^ and Fonmilas for Cost Calculatinns

Uv KIH)])KS roi.T.KVS

E\
I^I;^' executive, no matter what industry he

may direct, is vitally interested in keeping jiro-

ductiiin costs at the lowest possible fijiure. There

are many important items of expense which he is called

upiiM to keep at a minimum if a satisfactory state-

ment is to be prepared tor the stockholders at the end

of the year. Perhaps the one item of most imjiortauce

to the av(Ma<ie manufacturer is his labor cost.

Many industries have expensive machinery for turn-

ing out their product while others are almost entirely

dei)enilent on the hand worker, due to lack of me-

chanical development in tiieir particular fields. In

this article both hand and macliine latnir will l)e con-

sidered from the standjioiiit of production and a

methiid will also be shown by which a comparative

analysis can l)e made as to their costs.

Hand Labok Problems

The term ham! labor is generally used to express

the work turned out by the em])loyee who jierforms

his task witliout the aid of any mechanical devices

except those of minor importance, rufioubtedly such

a worker has distinct advantages as a producer. First

of all. he is an artist and can give that final touch of

individuality \i> liis work which machinery can seldom
liuplicate.

In sdine lines of mamifacture which cater to special

trade, hand uurk is not only desirable l)ui an abso-

lute necessity if sales are to be made. Tliis is par-

ticularly true of the jewelry and furniture industries.

.\iiother point in favor of the liand worker is the

ease witli which he can be adapted to work in ditTerent

departments of the factory. It is very conveiuent at

times to have an extra man or two for sjjeeding up
profhicfion in the unit which is lagging in its schedule.

Perhaps liis l)iggest a.>*set is due to tlie fact that when
his daily work is completed, there are no overhead costs

on manufacturing fools to eat into the profits during

nonproducli\(' hours.

Dl.SADVA.VTAC.KS Ol IIa.ND l.AUOK

Considering the dii^advantages of hand labor, it is

generally true that the product lacks uniformity and
recjuires expensive supervision. Tliis is very costly

while products are made in large (|uantilies. for

it is necessary to have each minor part of the profluct

alike in (|uality and dimensions so that it can be
easily a.<semble<i. It is exiiensive l)usiness to make

individual fits on each assembly of the article under
mamifacture.

Lalior trouble migiit l)e includeil as a disadvantage

of being dependent on hand labor, and it rightfully

should be. provided the manufacturer is not retiuired

to employ large numljers to operate his meciumical

equipment. If the latter is the case, labor trouble

would, of course, be likely to occur with either method
of ])roduction.

Ll.MITS To II AM) WoKKKli's PkoDII TION

First, last, and always, a hand worker's production

is dependent on the human equation of Amount Pro-

duced ^ Skill -^ Will. It is very difficult to obtain

uniform results wiien the last half of the equation nuist

be drawn from a group of workers whose abilities and
cajiacities are variable (luantities.

.\nother serious disadvantage is the scarcity of

trained iiand workers. Business is seasonal in many
industries and during their slack periods the employees

are lost to various occupations. \\ hen the rush l)egins

again, new workers must be found ami trained at con-

sideral)le expense for fluur ]ilaces.

Ma( iiiN'K l.AHOH Problems

.Machine lalior. which ttMin w(^ will use to express

tlie work turned out liy machinery although manually

operated, has many advantages over the hanrl method
of manufacturing. First of all. mechanical labor tmns
out a imiform jMiiduct. This means that standard-

ization is possible with all its advantages in quantity

pro<luction work, as all duplicate parts of the final

liroduct can l)e maile exactly alike.

.\iiollier advantage of machine labor is the fact that

its output is generally much fastei' than the human
machine. Also, new machine operators can l)e ((uickly

taught owing to the work being more subdivided and
concentration being neces.^ary on only a few operations.

Not oidy is fatigue lessened l)y performing the hard

parts of the work mechanically, but. in addition, ma-
chinery has a tendency to act as a pacemaker and
spurs the ojierator on to increa.'sed output. Any one

who has ever stood beside a machine worker who was
operating under a jiiece-rate system of compensation,

wilii jierhaps a ixmus for exceeding his riuota. can

appreciate what a stimulating effect machinery has

on the worker. He becomes a part of the machine
itself and learns unconsciously to cut every corner in

II
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order that liis mechanical pacemaker will not be

delayed.

:\Iachinery has its disadvantages. It is costly to

install and must be carefully maintained in order to

function at its best. Even when it is idle, machine

expense goes on, as the fixed maintenance charges such

as interest on the investment, depreciation, insurance,

taxes, etc., must be set aside annually and derhicted

from the profits.

Unfortunately, also, it depreciates rapidly in finan-

cial value no matter how little use it may be getting.

The second-hand machinery market governs its price

and this, in turn, is largely controlled by the style or

serial number of the mechanism rather than by its

physical condition. This makes disposing of obsolete

or excess equipment a costly transaction.

Comparing Machine and Hand Labor

When an executive is considering the abandonment

of hand labor in favor of machinery, he should pro-

ceed cautiously. There is something fascinating about

mechanical devices and many times their production

results are not comparable with those obtained from

the hand workers. It is generally true, however, that

machinery's advantages outweigh its disadvantages

considerably.

Before installing such equipment, the executive must

be certain that the volume of orders will allow him

sufficient machine hours for the machine to pay for

itself. This can best be determined by carefully

analyzing the average yearly production of the oper-

ation in question and resolving it into machine hours.

Knowing the cost per man hour it is an easy matter to

make the desired comparison. If the saving is to be

small, the chances are that the machine will never pay

for itself, as replacement due to obsolescence or wear-

ing out must be reckoned with.

In order to find out just where one stands from

a cost standpoint when comparing the machine cost

against the hand cost, tlie following formulas can be

used

:

Yearly Hand Labor Cost "A"

Daily wage per man ^ ^^^.^^^ prochiction
One man's daily production

of machine) 270= Hand labor cost for prochiction

equal to proposed machine per year

Yearly Machine Labor Cost "B"

f
Power
'Interest on investment'

j Depreciation'

Taxes and insurance

Repairs a n d mainte-

nance

+ (Total machine

daily wage) 270=
Total yearly machine

expense

In explanation of the above formulas, the figure 270

is a constant which is taken as the average number

of working days in the industrial year. This works out

very conveniently, as the fixed charges can be esti-

mated on machinery, yearly, with less efi'ort and error

than on an hourly or daily basis.

It will be noted that in formula "B" the first unit

in the equation is made up of several items such as

power, depreciation, etc. These items should be esti-

mated yearly and their total cost makes up the fixed

charges which must be included when figuring on the

operation of any machine equipment.

Machines Operated Under Royalties

Modern machinery is being used under various

terms by the manufacturer and sometimes it is im-

possible to purchase equipment outright. There are

many who, because of this fact, are dependent on

special machinery which can be operated only under

the terms of a royalty agreement. If such is the case,

the above formula for machine labor costs "B" can

be altered to take care of this condition. It will be

necessary to substitute the total charges of the

royalty or lease agreement, for a fixed production per

day, in place of the first bracket. The formula might

read as follows:

270 [(Royalty per production unit) (Daily ma-

chine production) + (Total machine daily wage)]

= Total yearly machine expense

After the above formulas have been solved by using

the figures of the particular problem, it is an easy

matter to determine by comparison which method of

production is the cheapest from a cost standpoint.

1 Figured on ''Original Cost -|- Installation Cost."

General Electric Group Insurance

EIGHTY per cent, or 38,709 of the 48,435 eligible

employees, have taken out additional life insur-

ance under the group rate provided by the General

Electric Company. The plan became effective Novem-
ber 16, 1925. The figures do not include employees

of the incandescent lamp works, the Oakland, Cali-

fornia, works, or the Pacific coast district, where sep-

arate campaigns are being conducted. This insurance

is in addition to the free policies provided by the

company.
The percentages of employees in the various works

of the company taking the additional insurance are:

West Philadelphia, 92; Erie, 91; New Kensington, 91;

York, 89; Baltimore, 84; Philadelphia, 83; Fort

Wayne, 81; Bloomfield, 80; River Works, Lynn, 79;

Pittsfield, 79; Schenectady. 78; West Lynn. 77. and

Bridgeport, 76.

In the general office, 76 per cent of the employees

applied; and among the employees of the International

General Electric Company in this country, 93 per cent

applied. Eighty-five per cent of those in the mer-

chandising division have applied. In the district or-

ganizations, the Rocky Mountain district led with 93

per cent, the Atlantic district was second with 90 per

cent, and the Central district third with 88 per cent.



How the Rakelite Corporation EfFectiw^ly

Manages Oro-anized Research

A Strikiiiir Exainplo oftlic MfKlc-rn Trond in Industry

By A. \ . 11. MUUY an.l LKOX \ . g^l(.Ll:^
Axsociale Director of Research, Technical Editor,

Bakelitc Corporation Bakclitc Corporation

Rl'SEARC'H is litorally. "a searching with care

"r diliiionce; a critical iiK|iiiry. or examination

111 seeking: facts or principles; a diligent in-

vestigation in order to ascertain something."'

.V summary like the foregoing, though precise as

a lexicograjiher might wish, would give us the idea

that research was a drab business, conducted by de-

voted toilers who labored in a vineyard for medicine

rather than spirit. Results there might be, and use-

ful—but, never inspiring.

Instead, research is a living, active world of thought,

unique. It is one of the most fascinating realms that

human interest enters—its storj', a great epic which
has passed through generations. It has inspired men
to unbounded triumphs and the happiness engendered

by original progress. There is of course also the bitter

with the sweet, and lost in the mazes of extended

research, men have groped for a while, then lost their

poise. The history of science occasionally records the

tragic passing of those who have abandoned all when
the investigations of a lifetime came to naught.

No Royal Road to SfCCEss

There is no royal road to research success. Those
whom it has baffled will agree to this, and none will

give better evidence in proof than those whom we
regard as eminently successful in its conduct. Re-
search is a hard ta.'^k-master. It is the profound guard-

ian of Natures secrets. Then should we not expect

that those privileged to enter its inner court must
be tried and found worthy of the trust?

The term research from its origin in the French
word which means '"to seek," and from its prefix, sug-

gests especially the idea "to search again." Who in

research has not tried, retried, and tried again to win

a point? Research is desirably the province of men of

painstaking, analytical, logical, pervading thought.

Though they may aver that their confidence is inter-

mittent, they are entlowed with a stimulating hope and
abiding faith.

Research may be applied to many fields of thought.

Most especially we link it with the sciences, chemistry

in particular. When years were read in smaller num-
bers, and costumes were quaintly picturesque, men re-

searched ill garrets and dungeons, and recorded their

results in allegorical cipher. They were often secretive

and thought little of making their toil of maxhnum
service to a needy world.

That research was a thing desirable might be a

premise granted by its practitioners, but many decades

were to elapse before there was more general agree-

ment as to its worth. It was when the group was

served, rather than the individual, that the dawn of

a broader appreciation was imminent. Research

came to be looked to as the riddle-solver of industry,

but many who needed it most, were no little skeptical,

and even torlay. this condition in no small measure

persists.

Delvi.\(;, a.nd kok Wii.\t?

The scientist might delve for data and be content,

but those in control of industrj' were often too busy

to listen to his needs,—they were delving for dividends.

When numerous actual demonstrations had proved

that research in industry yielded dividends as well as

data the world began to be more convinced. Research

had come into its own. perhaps not as altruistically

as could be w-ished, but very decidedly by a means

which could best insure its expanding future for gen-

eral welfare.

Since research has evolved from a private craft to

a public enterprise, it has naturally a.ssumed some

complexity. It is now ordinarily conducted under

some one of the following auspices: Individual; manu-

facturing concern; research company, consulting as

speciaUsts on varied problems; educational institu-

tion; and government bureau. No matter what the

agency, the work is usually either on fundamental

research, purely of scientific interest and having no

immediate prospect of commercial use, or it is on a

])robleni wtiich is being solved especially for its indus-

trial application.

TuF. Rese.krcmkr and the Hrsi.NE.-i.s .Man

Formerly the researcher and the "business man"
were different—so much so. that they did not co-

operate well. The chief chemi.'st spoke a different

language, a language of symbols and technicalities

which made non-researchers disinterested and bored.

Recently there have appeared interpreters, who hap-

pened to be both chemists and "business men," and

who bv reason of a dual unrlerstanding, have been able

13
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to do much in ejecting co-operation. The influence

of these "interpreters" is behig reflected by the gi'owth

of hu'ge-scale research enterprises, which in the aggre-

gate are backed by niilHons in doUars. conducted by
thousands of workers, and directed liy leadei's pre-

eminent in science.

Rese.arch axd Why?

A few years liack, research was ]5robably intensively

entered by an industry only when its need became
]-)i'essing. So much the pity. Had the development
of investigation along fundamental lines been more
progressive and provident, all science would have been

materiallj' advanced.

Nowadays, wise executives do not make research

merely the headlight of their progress, but they try

to light a safe highway of advancement, reasonably

ahead of their train of immediate thought.

There are a number of institutions in the United

RESEARCH
DEPARTMENT

Personnel

Director

^^Organization

Subdivision of Functions

^-Divisions

Assoaate Director_

Division Heads

Investigators

In Laboratory

In Field

^Raw Materials

'Processes

'Fquipmeni

-Products

Research

* Development

Process Control

SALES
DEPARTMENT

Jt-Service to Consumer * Fquipmeni

Correiatio'n * Technique

By interpreting * New Uses
, consumer needs

Correlation
In maintenc^nce and
developmentofproducts

Chemical

Physical

Development

Fnaineerina
Service

Fii.. 1 Chart Showixc How the Bakei.ite Research Depahtmext Fuxctio.n

States which spend great sums on vast departments of

oi'ganized research. In proportion to its size, the cor-

poration which engages in the manufacture of the

chemical products solfl under the ti'ade mark Bakelite,

invests a relatively large per cent of its earnings hi

research. Bakelite owes its birth to research, and
quite naturally lof)ks to its parent for the best pre-

cepts of healthy growth.

Research Idea Inherent in Bakelite
Corporation

Bakelite is the product of the brilliant and intensive

research of Dr. L. H. Baekeland, American chemist,

who announced his results in 1909. Under Baeke-
land's leadership, the Corporation is imbued with the
spirit of research and is uniformly convinced of its

manifold and far-reaching value. Under the imme-
(hate direction of L. V. Redman, also an early worker
in phenol resins, research and development is being
conducted along many lines, all in tlie direction of

improved product and broader industrial application.

While a description of the laboi'atories and their

equijmient might be of some interest, we shall confine

our attention to the subject of management. The
chart presented in Fig. 1 is a delineation of how the

unit functions, and is inchuled because it may help

the eye to \'isualize what tlie mind is gathering from

the jirint.

Whil(> those experienced in research have freciuently

affirmed that over-organization is detrimental to

initiative and efficiency, it must also be apparent that

a riepartment may have so many specialized problems

that a finite definite system of distribution must be

adopted to facilitate their successful handling. The
Bakelite Corporation researcli personnel consists of

director, associate director, and investigators, these

latter being variously classed as division heads, re-

searchers, and assistants. The lines and titles on the

chart give a general concept of how the department

is organized and how it operates.

Grouped under organization have

been listed the principal classifica-

tions of the work in which the re-

search department engages. These

headings may be in turn quite

complexly subdivided. Raw mate-

rials are fundamentally important.

Whether produced or purchased

they must conform to rigorous

specifications and their progress in

reaction is subject to vigilant con-

trol. Investigation tending to im-

prove their methods of production

and standards of quality is also con-

ducted. The furtherance of these

aims involves both pure research

and development work.

The development of pi'ocesses,

and the provision of special equip-

ment, as well as the standardization

of both, is work which very naturally comes under

the surveillance of a separate division. Products and
processes which, after exhaustive preliminary research,

show special promise of industrial impoi'tance, become
the subjects of development on semi-works scale as

the first conservative step toward full-scale manufac-
ture. "]\Iake your mistakes on a small scale and your

profits on a large scale" was the motto of Dr. Baeke-

land in his early work and is the fixed policy of the

Corporation today, as indeed it is of all wise and con-

servative manufacture.

The ability of the Research Department to serve the

consumer's needs is a point which the Bakelite Cor-

poration emphasizes. It offers continually to co-

operate with customers and prospective users in the

solving of their problems. This provision of extensive

specialized facilities, and a quite copious industrial

experience, is frequently a great boon to manufac-

turers whose equipment and experience are more lim-

ited. The Research Department has very often been

able to co-operate with the consumer by aiding him

• Research

Control

> Consultation

• Process

- Fquiprnent

Assistance to

customers re-

lative to equip-

ment methods,
and design.
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ill L-rtVctiui; jiiactical .k'siiiii in product, sugscstiiifi

proper equipment, and guidinji liini to technique cal-

cidated to iimduce host results.

Satisfactory liandliiif; of the many problems is made

jiossible by the fact that there are a number of divisions

which function co-operatively, thousii individualized

in the details of their work.

The Chemical and Physical Divisions, while pri-

1 .-.. _ :... '..i L M.

With such e(|iiipnieiit, research on iiinterials ami proces.=es, new

and old. is carried on.

niarily engageil in research, serve Development and

I'.niiineerinir Service in a considting capacity.

The function of the l)ranch entitled en^ineerinji

service must already be evident. Generally speaking,

this service involves either the correcting of manufac-

turing difficulties encountered by present users, the

introduction of Bakelite products to prospective users,

or the guidance of customers—both new and old—in

new applications of these products. The engineers in

this division often devote considerable time to study

and experiment in helping a prospective user so to

develop his efiuijjment that full advantage of the

special characteristics of the Hakelite materials may

be secured.

WiDEspRE.M) Application oi B.xkemtk

To appreciate the function of research in a business.

certainly some picture of what the business is. must

be re(|uisile. So prevalent has the use of Hakelite

become, since its invention, that hardly a person on

the civilixed j)ortion (»f the eartii lias faih'il to see it

or enjoy its use. To know the myriad ramifications

of its application is to be thoroughly conviMced that

such a statement is indeed true.

Perhajis some of you who are reading this article

have forgotten what Hakelite is. You're .<ure you've

seen the stutT l)Ut cant remember whether its a trick

metal, or an improvement on amber. Maybe you

would swear it was a wood, like teak".'

The clear, amljer-hued Hakelite is made by allowing

phenol (carbolic acid) and formaldehyrle solution to

react under heat and pressure. These two foul-o(h»red

li(iuids react to yield a clear solid which is lioth chem-

ically and physically without the .slightest resemblance

to its constituents. Such is the power of chemistry,

wonder science of the ages!

Of course this is by no means the whole story. Fur-

ther heat with pressure makes the molecule.* cavort

more merrily and join in groui)s. An odorless, trans-

jiarent. highly refractive, dense, hard, strong, infusible,

insoluble substance is the result.

IXCORPORATION OK OtHER M.VrKHIAI.s

To go back to the fumlamental resin resulting from

tiie phenol-formaldehyde reaction.— it can be finely

ground, and incorporated with materials like wood

Hour, asbestos, or graphite, to form molding materials

suitable to the needs of strength, heat resistance or

self-lubrication. Or. instead of this, the resin may be

dissolved in solvents to give enamels, varnishes, or

lac(iuers. Moreover, the varnish may jirovide a dipping

bath for sheets of canvas, linen, or paper, which, when

freed of solvent and subjected to heat and pressure, are

transformed to tough, rigid plates from which articles

as contrasting as silent gears and radio panels are suc-

cessfully cut out.

Tiie transparent variety has been yoin- cigar holder,

shift lever ball, or fountain pen. perchance, and you

111.. ,; lu\i'i:iaMi;\ I M. M<>ii>in<. Kyin-MKsi

Hero .specifirations are deterniimtl for iimldinc inixiiires for

spcci.il jiuriMjscs.

have seen it in jewelry of great beauty. Your autonut-

bilc has a ilistril>utor head of Hakelite molded, and the

wattm(>ter case at tin- ix'wer hovi.se is moMed of the

same. We have not space to tell what interesting

stories surround the apiilication of Hakelite on every

.Vmerican automobile ami truck, on nearly all the radio

sets, on railroads under and over the ground, aiirl on

the leviathans of air and sra. What we have indicated
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however, is convincing proof that such a business is

justified in making research a major part of its

program.

The large investment in researcli, by the Bakelite

Corporation, and by other concerns for that matter, is

only justified from an economic standpoint by im-

provement in quality, by extension of product appli-

cation, and by augmented sales.

RESE.-iRCH AND SaLES

As indicated in the chart, there is reciprocal effort

between research and sales, in the interest of prod-

uct maintenance and improvement, and in consumer
seivice.

In addition to the engineering service rendered by
the Research Department is that afforded by the De-
partment of Sales. The latter department might be

considered as consisting of two main divisions, namely,

the centi'al organization, interpreting consumer needs,

analyzing markets, and handling distribution generally,

and the outside organization consisting of sales engi-

neers. These latter are all technically trained men,
and are by no means mere order-taking salesmen.

They are specialists who can aid customers and pro-

spective users of Bakelite in solving many problems
connected with its application. When they have dem-
onstrated the effectiveness of Bakelite for a particular

service, orders are a natural consequence.

In the research laboratories, on the other hand, is

a trained staff of competent advisers whose data the

field engineers apply in their problems. It must be
readily appreciated that since the men in the field

know the problems confronting their products, and are

in touch with consumer needs—and since the men in

the laboratory are skilled in adjusting materials or con-

ditions to manufacturing requirements—two such

groups can work wonders when they come to a meeting
of the minds. This really must strike one as a research

consideration of paramount importance, yet it is un-

doubtedly a feature which some organizations have
neglected to encourage.

Two Heads Better Than One

Whenever a manufacturer and Bakelite research

engineer get together, ideas are generated. No doubt
most executives and engineers, when convinced of a

material's special suitability to their needs, will adopt
it ffirthwith. Often the peculiarity of the problem
makes its solution come necessarily within the jirovince

of a research division. Perhaps some experimental

work must be done which is beyond the ability or

equipment facilities of the manufacturer. The Bake-
lite laboratories may already be equipped to conduct

such an investigation and with good effect. The sales

engineer can well arrange the details.

It need hardly be stated that this service to con-

sumers is conducted in an ethical manner. There is

no obligation incurred liy requesting the call of a

Bakelite engineer, and lie is always a respecter of con-

fidences with regard to product, plant, or wliatever

entrusted to him.

But let us cite a few of the applications of research

to plant problems; their variety is great, as would be

expected since they pertain to The Material of a Thou-
sand Uses. The first problem one week may be on the

design of a bushing for high speed bobbin spindles,

and the next be about the possibility of molding banjo

frames from Bakelite. Perhaps insulated parts on a

hair-waA'ing machine may next furnish a problem, and
be followed by the question of coil impregnation in

generators and motors. The question of putting Bak-
elite beaded designs on cloth, and the advisability of

using Bakelite laminated vanes for high speed rotary

pumps will each be referred to the proper specialists.

The matter of subway insulation, or electric burglar

alarm parts will get careful attention, and so will the

design of radio condenser end strips.

Much interesting research and development work
often precedes the introduction of Bakelite to replace

other materials of construction. Perhaps it will per-

tain to the use of Bakelite for buttons, and will be

prompted by the difficulty experienced by the manu-
facturer in obtaining large size ivory nuts when the

market has been bought up by foreign interests. Or
perhaps tool handles which were formerly made of

apple wood can be molded of Bakelite with a result of

finer finish, better grip in the hand. ]ierfect uniformity,

and lower cost.

Chance of Effecting Economy

Before Bakelite replaces some other insulating ma-
terial for a switch part, there may have to be a careful

study of design, and a rather complete analysis of man-
ufacturing cost. Ordinarily the cost of material may
be greater when Bakelite is used. Rather is the

chance of effecting economy likely to arise from the

elimination of hand labor in assembling metal parts

and in finishing, in addition to which greater accuracy

in dimension is likely to be insured.

Moreover, the opportunity of rendering valuable

service may arise in connection with the installation

of molding equipment of demonstrated economy and

effectiveness. Counsel in this matter may save the

new user of Bakelite costly blunders and annoying

delays.

One might go on ad infinitum to tell of the Research

Department, its functions, and demonstrated results.

Sufficient has been said to make the picture fairly clear.

It is also hoped that another chapter has been added

to the gospel of research in inrhistry.

Research is the province wherein the profoundest

minds may never tire of seeking and re-seeking. It

is a difficult school but its rewards are commensurate

with its rigors. Linked with industry it enjoys its

broadest service for human betterment. Thinking men
must indeed be gratified in knowing that the hidustrial

organizations whose prominence is outstanding are

making research a large item in their annual budget.



Scope of Financial and Industrial

Investigations

Conditioiis ami Sources of Data

BY AHTlllK A.M)K1{SKX
Arthur .liulirsm ^y Ci>.

IN
the past few rlecades the conditions of industry

liave been sireatly changed, principally throush

tlie j)crtVctii>n of labor-*aving machinery which

often can produce more units of a certain product

in an hour than couli! formerly be produced in a week.

This tremendous mecluinical chanjie ha? given rise to

various industrial and economic changes. In the first

place it has tended to decrease the number of men

required by industry, and so has led to the develop-

ment of new jiroducts. new industries and new uses

for existent prixhicts. In the second place it has de-

manded a far wider distribution of all products, an

increased market.

Fortunately mechanical advancement itself i)rovided

the means for greater distriliution. giving improveil

instruments of transportation and communication.

The steam and electric railroad, steam boat, automo-

bile, truck, airplane, telephone, telegraph, radio, print-

ing press, all have been developed or improved to aid

in the nationalization an<l internationalization of in-

dustry. Hut as markets have broadened and as all

mechanical devices have been continually bettered,

these very factors have, in tiun. placed a new pressure

on industry, demanding greater and greater production

facilities ami larger and larger industrial imits. thus

creating a regenerative cycle of growth.

Larger industrial units have led to a nniltii)lication

and magnification of all of the problems of financing,

piuehasing. mamifacturing and merchanriising. Mass

production is possible only if there is an assured and

steady supply of raw material: it is possible only when

all manufacturing departments work to controlled

standards and in a co-ordination of time and ((uantity:

it demands a balanced relationship between sales de-

mand and jiroduetion schedules; and it requires the

closest attention to finance as related to the producing

and selling pmgrams.

('h.\n<;e in Ownkk.ship

In the matters of finance, industry is changing from

sole i)ro|irietorships and partnerships to coijiorations

and these corpi>rations are continually demandinu a

more widely contributed capital. The increased capital

requirements have led to more public financing,

greater bank loans and contiiuious refinancing. This

process leads in turn to the relationship of manage-

ment with liankers. lawyers, appraisers, accountants

engineers, stock and boufl brokers. It necessitates

audits, statements, improved accounting, budgets, per-

petual inventories. In the matters of sales and dis-

tribution the large industrial unit is involved in prob-

lems of freight rates, ocean freights, international

exchange, international credit, foreign agencies, branch

house control, sales budgets, national advertising,

tariff's. On the production side there are problems of

engineering research, design and development, patents,

processes, materials, sources of supply and mechanical

improvements.

All of this merely presents a picture of things as

they are and gives some idea of the modern trend

toward greater size and complexity of the industrial

unit. Recently there have been some striking examples

of the growth of particular busine.s.«es. This growth

may be by reason of expansion from within—as was at

first the case with the Ford Motor Company—or by

the acquisition of supplemental busines.«es and indus-

tries to form one "vertically integratetl" structure—as

is the present policy of the Ford business. Or it may

result from the combination of similar industries to

form a "horizontal integration." as was the case with

General Motors. International Harvester Company

and the Standard Oil Company. In any event tlie

tendency is more and more to combinations and

mergers and it is useless to attempt a forecast of what

may eventually come atiout in the way of huge busi-

ness structures. An ultra-modern effect is seen in the

recent efforts of the Stiimes interests, which became

international in their program of combination and

acfiuirement.

This means that the problems of business also will

increase and will attain a complexity and variety even

greater than they have at |iresent. It is possilile to

see that the purchasing functions of a great business

may become those of divisional co-or<linalion rather

than of merchandising. That is. one industrial struc-

ture may own and operate its coal and iron mines, its

palm, cotton or olive plantations, its timber tracts and

sawmills. It may carry the raw materials so produced

on its own railroads and vessels to the points of fab-

ricatii>n or ilistril)Ution. It may operate intermediate

processing plants such as refineries, blast furnaces,

rolling mills, planing mills and spinning mills. Its

warehousing facilities may be tremendous. The final

manufacturing units may draw on all of these pre-
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liniiiiary processing elements and may feed a multitude

of sales products to an international merchandising

organization. It may operate banks and insurance

companies, newspapers and printing plants, may ad-

minister connnunities of employees with the infinite

details necessary to everyday life. :\Iany of these

elements already exist to a greater or less degree, mark-

ing the first steps toward a true industrial socialism.

Place of the Financi.\l Investig.\tion

With the expansion of industrial units the matter

of outside financing has assumed a continually greater

importance in the affairs of modern business. The past

ten years have witnessed also an increasing degree of

responsibility upon the part of investment bankers

with respect to securities which they place before the

public. This responsibility not only concerns itself

with the immediate history of the issue, but also with

its probable future in terms of interest and principal

obligations. At the same time there has been a decided

tendency throughout the United States toward financ-

ing businesses on a long term basis. The natural con-

seciuence of these trends has been to develop such

methods of analysis as may, to some extent, be used

in foi-ecasting the future of a security issue, and also,

to some extent, in suggesting safeguards which may
preserve its soundness.

These methods of analysis have in a way been forced

upon management. It is to be expected that manage-

ment will be an unintentionally biased party and will

be itself convinced of the necessity for a security issue;

will believe that the proceeds of the financing are to

be correctly applied: and will see no real need for

any extensive analysis of conditions. On the other

hand the investment banker has seen too many in-

stances of business failure to accept at face value

the opinions of the management, even while retaining

also a certain bias in favor of the issue. Therefore,

the day is practically past when the company's state-

ment "per books" is accepted as a basis for long term

loans. The audited statement is both the bankers" pro-

tection and the managements' own instrument for in-

ternal control. Its position is so well defined and

its use so customary that the yearly audit or the audit

preliminary to refinancing attract no more than pass-

ing attention.

Place of the Appraisal

Still other forms of analysis are, however, neither

so well established nor so well understood. Recently

because of the wide fluctuation in fixed values and

because of past lax handling of plant accounts, the

appraisal has begun to attain a standardized place in

business analysis. The financial and industrial in-

vestigation is still somewhat immature in development

and uncertain in its use and status, yet promises to be

one of the most effective methods of analysis in the

event of refinancing, especially where there is to be a

public offering of securities.

Anyone who has made a stiuly of business realizes

that the true security behind any issue of securities

is not the cash in bank, not the accounts receivable,

not the inventories, not the plant, nor any of these

tangible assets. But the real security behind any issue

is the more intangible factor of management which

is the cause of the ifow of earnings from the use of

assets.

While management is always the most vital single

element in business, it assumes a broader importance

when refinancing is contemplated, because upon this

factor rest the expectations of bankers and security

holders. Within the loan period of 10, 15 or 20 years

the conditions of any given business may change

greatly. Patents and copyrights may expire: public

favor may change: new inventions in that or in other

lines may influence many external conditions: local

labor, transportation and sources of material supply

may be subject to wide variations. If management

does not compensate for these changing conditions by

changing the equipment or policies of the business,

profits may rlisai^pear. Yet even though management

is the principal ])oint to be studied, the analysis will

be incomplete unless all of the facts of equipment and

conditions are also known, since these facts set up

the standards for judging the effectiveness and the re-

quirements of management.
The effectiveness of management in the past may

be partially gaged from the results shown by correctly

audited statements and statistics, but even here the

conditions must be shown, since profits sometimes flow

from patent monopolies, distribution monopolies, or

favorable labor or material markets, in spite of lax-

ness in management.
Present conditions and the trends of conditions may

be infinitely more important than the balance sheet

and the profit and loss account. Unfortunately, these

more vital points are the more intangible points.

Experience, knowledge and practiced analysis are

required to draw conclusions as to the trend of public

favor, trends of the industry as a whole, trend of

the economic cycle, the status of the company in the

industry, arrangement of organization, personnel, etc.

Differences Between External and Intern.\l

Investigations

The external investigation is always largely con-

cerned with past operations as a basis for judging

the future, but the internal investigation, on the other

hand, is usually concerned with some defect in present

operations or present methods. The external proposes

to indicate the future course of the business in a broad

way, but the internal proposes detailed corrections in

order to give generally better future records and oper-

ations. The external is broad in scope and most of

these investigations cover the same general outline of

points, but the internal is usually more detailed, con-

fined to a relatively few points of procedure, with each

such investigation very distinct in itself and different

from all others. Even if the internal investigation

covers a fairlv broad field it will do so in the form of
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a jicncral i)icliiiniiar.v sur\cy. to In- hiH-r Mipplfinfiiti-.l

liy individual invest ijiatioiis of oach important section,

which are often interniinfiled wiili consideraljle "in-

stallation work."

Tims the scope of an internal investisatioii may
extiMid from a broad survey of the business as a whole,

to determine the causes of existing weaknesses, to a

stuiiy of some very minor jjoint. such as the best

method of setting up a certain card index, or the

proper form of inventory record in a small warehouse.

Fundamentally, the difference between the two

forms of Investigation is that the external discusses

conditions with a third party for protective purposes,

while the internal (Hscusses conditions with the man-

agement for corrective purposes.

Points ioh Intkknai. Investigation

.<inc(> tlie internal investigation covers usually the

present operatinii conditions it will only rarely touch

such ])oints as markets, condition of the industry, jiosi-

tion in the industry, financial policies, etc.. which so

often are vital and sinnificant points in the external

survey. If it does touch tliese ]ioints it will usually

be as a part of tlie prolilem of investigating budget

possibilities, or of (levelo])inii a new sales product, or

correlating sales with pioduction. These, however, are

the more unusual subjects for analysis.

The more usual jioints are those in connection with

1. Organization

2. Materials control

8. Labor control

4. Production con t ml

5. Cost control

6. Accounting records

7. Sales records

S. Miscellaneous records

Of all of these, probably, costs call for more inves-

tigation and installation than any other one ])roblem.

This is because cost of sales which, next to sales, is the

largest and most important item in the operating state-

ment is. at the same time, the most complex: yet the

cost department is of necessity a hyt)rid. tied on one

side to the shoji ojierations and on the other to the

books of account. Not infre(|uentiy there is no definite

super\isory responsibility ovei' the cost work, which

nia>' or may not t)e tied into the books.

Moreo\cr. any investigation of costs imist include an

investigation of labor, material. pro(hiction and burden

controls, as well as some study of the accounting sys-

tems and records, which makes a cost investigation

just al)out as broad a fiehl as one could wish to co\'er

in complete detail.

The internal investigation is so special and so de-

tailed in most cases that very little standar<li/ation of

data and methods is possible. The external investiga-

tions ustuilly follow liasically similar lines, anrl certain

somces of data nuist always lie taken into consiilera-

tion. The following sections therefore apply i^ar-

licidarly to ni\t >tigations made lur purpo.ses of

financing, although many of the same points may
arise in the course of internal analysis.

Data Used in Investigations

The data gathered in the process of making an in-

vestigation varies and has varying importance accord-

ing to the particular situation. It varies not only by

reason of the internal condition of the business but

also by reason of the type of security is,sue which is

proposed.

i'luis in an issue of bonds one of the first factors to

l)e considered, thougli this floes not mean the most

important factor, is that of property values. Here it is

probable that considerable dependence must be place<l

upon an appraisal. Because of the difference in jirop-

erty values from a "going business" viewpoint and a

"liquidation" viewpoint the banker is used to setting

uj) a certain margin or factor of safety between the

amount of the bond issue and the apparent value of

tlie property.

Data ihom .\i'i>uaisal

The facts brouglit out hy the appraisal, however,

cannot be acceiited l)lindly by the investigator who
nnist first study and weigli the appraisal in order to

grasp its true significance. The appraisal, for instance,

may have been made at a time of low dollar values.

such as we have at the present time and had to a

greater extent in 1919 and 1920. This may mean that

a property which cost new .?1. ()()(),()()() will be appraised

at .S2.()()().()()(). This in effect represents the market

value of the property. But it is only the market value

in case you have a willing or eager buyer. Also, it

is a present market value, and if the value of the rjollar

should change as it does almost continuously this value

will change. Thus the commodity inriex by Babson

was as iiiuli as 297 in the year 1920. whereas now it is

close to 170. This means that the average something

whicli liad a market value of about ?3.000.(K)0 in 1920

now has a value of about §1.700.000. The conseriuence

is that plant values as set by appraisal in 1920 have

already suffered a great value deflation which has sim-

ilarly reduced the safety factor of any l)oii(i financing

predicted im these apprai.sed values.

On tiie other hand, it cannot be a.«sumod that book

values, or cost, are always a safer basis for determining

plant values, since it may well be the case that con-

struction was carried on thiring a period of inflated

values and that a sul)se(]uent deHation ha.s left an

unreal book figure.

It woidd appear then that almost any data used

by the investigator is open to (juestion and analysis,

and this is really the true answer, for no data can be

accepted for the purpose of the investigation at its

face value, no responsibility for actual facts can be

shifted on to some otiier person or some other firm. So

in the case of apprai.'sal data the investigatctr checks

it from several different viewpoints, regardless of

whether or not it is used in the balance sheet.
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It is checked first as to date which in turn correlates

with economic cycles to indicate a period of abnormal.

normal or subnormal dollar value. Then it is checked

by comparison with the book fi<i,ui'es, tletermininf>- the

years of principal construction and fitting them also

into the economic cycle. If the case appears important

it may be advisable to go back over a ])eriod of years

to apply an adjusted basis of depreciation or to inspect

in some detail the ])roperty accounts for wrongly

capitalized expenditures, or the maintenance and

repair accounts for charges which should have been

capitalized.

There are, moreover, other im]ioi-tant items, espe-

cially as applied to the equipment account. The ap-

praisal may set a high value on jigs, patterns or dies

which are special to certain orders, which have no value

unless there are continuous repeat orders, and which

may actually have been charged into the cost of the

original job. These values do not support a bond issue

and must be separated out in any comment on plant

and equipment assets.

f^imilarly nnich of the eqni]iment niay be in the

form of special machines which slmw a high appraisal

value, but which may have no sale value except as

junk. They also do not support the issue even though

they properly have a place in the accounts and in

the appraisal as a value to the going business.

Even the buildings may not have a real liciuidation

value in the amount indicated by the appraisal or de-

preciated cost figures, by reason of a number of con-

ditions. They may be of uimecessarily expensi\e

construction, or they may be of a type difficult io adajit

to any other line of business, or they may be located

in some place remote from other manufacturing busi-

nesses—just some local industry which has grown up

far from any industrial center and dependent upon

local labor and local goodwill. Any of these condi-

tions would act adversely when it came to selling the

buildings.

From these facts it is easy to see why the bankers

like to have at least a two-to-one ratio between fixed

assets and the size of the issue. It is also easy to see

why the investigatoi' caimot merely accept the data

which comes from other sources. It is not sufficient

to secure the truth, the whole truth must Vie known.

Legal Data

Just as appraisal data are e.ssential, yet nuist be

tempered with information from other sources, so

certain legal data are necessary yet must be used in

a practical sense.

Situations of this nature arise in connection with

the deternunation of whether a company has a direct

or contingent liability for Federal or State income

taxes. Even where the audit has been made by othei'

accountants, and where legal advice has been taken in

the matter there still remains a responsibility on the

part of the investigator to determine whether the tax

situation has been correctly handleil.

It may happen that there exists an unstated lialiility

great enough seriously to upset the profit figures for

past years and to cause a weaker financial position than

that stated. On the other hand there may be a pos-

.sibility of I'educing the stated liability or of securing

a i-efund. It may also be that the assessment has been

made and that the financing must be arranged to take

care of fairly immediate cash payments.

At still another important point legal data enter

into the investigation, this time in connection with

the present situation. It may be that the company is

suing or being sued, and the status of this litigation

will have a bearing on contingent liabilities and pos-

sibly on the whole future of the business. Thus there

was litigation on the basic Bell telephone patents

during their entire life and an adverse decision as to

their validity would ha\'e changed the entire history

of a number of companies. Not only would it have

affected the Bell company but it would have changed

the course of the entii'e industry. A somewhat sim-

ilar situation exists today in the radio industry, though

probably in a more complex form, for not only are

basic patents involved, but also a multitude of manu-
facturing and design patents. Various companies ad-

mittedly copy the product of others, and not merely

on a "bootlegging" basis. Another striking example

of an involved and serious patent situation is to be

founfl in the patent history of the automobile indus-

ti-y, in which the Selden patent was declared invalid

by the Supreme Court only after millions of dollars

in royalties had been paid.

This legal patent factor comes up in many investiga-

tions. It has an effect in determining income, liabil-

ities, future prospects and present policies. Thus
some companies under strong patent protection lease

their machines instead of selling them, getting a large

rental income which will probably cease or be mate-
rially reduced after the expiration of the patents.

Policies must be so shaped that the transition from a

protected situation to a competitive situation may be

made without undue loss of income.

There is another angle to this problem, in tiuit

patents may carry a large balance sheet value, which
may or may not have Ijeen depreciated. If the \a\ue

has been set up in an unreal fashion, through appraisal

or excessive assignment of stock, and if adequate de-

preciation has been provided on the patents on the

basis of their book values there may result an element

of concealed earnings; or if the patents have not been
dej-jreciated, earnings may have been overstated anrl a

write-off of the patent values against surplus may be

required on their expiration. Or it may be that de-

preciation has not been taken in the past, but may be

perniissible, and may result in a reduction or refund

in the prior years' income taxes. The whole ques-

tion of patent depreciation and the jiossibility that

expenditures for patents may eventually, with pro-

pi'iety, be merged /// tnfo with goodwill is, of course,

a question to be considered in each individual case.

The answer dejiends largeh' u])on the success of the

company in building up goodwill during the protected
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pciiiMJ. Ill .iii\ I'.ii.;. ilif iiivi .Nlijialnr must .-(•ciirf

all possible Icfjal ami practical data rcfjardinp; the

patent situation and must dijiest and analyze it for its

etl'ect on the various jihases of the i)usiness.

Research D.\ta

Still anotiier class of data which must he frathered

and used (huinj; the invest ifjat ion may be called re-

search data. This is of various sorts, ^'ery often, as

a preliminary, a study is made of all of the published

financial data on the comjiany. for which Poor's and

Moody's Manual is the chief source. It may be neces-

sary to fio back in these volumes for 10 or 15 years.

l)ickinu; out essential data and havinjr it transcribed

for the workinfi papers. Often it is surprising tn

I'nfortunately. also, it depreciates rapidly in finaii-

find iiow mucii data may be so gathered on sales, on

l^rofits. on balance sheets, on history and financial

reorganization ami on personnel, much of wliich is use-

ful in establisiiing a liackground for a true under-

standing of present conditions.

Sometimes this same source jiermits of gathering

(hita on the company's principal ciim|)etitors and gives

a gage for judging whether tliis particular l)usiness

is maintaining projier profit and ex])ense ratios. Such

data are of course incomjilete. imcertain as to com-
position, and must l)e used witli caution.

.\gain. tiiere are industries and l)usinesses in which

tariffs are a vital factor and in such ca.ses it is neces-

sary to get not only the existing rulings but also some
knowledge of contemplated legislation. For this class

iif research data one is led to government bureaus and

trade associations. Just to illustrate tlie situation

((insider the cutlery industry. Mere tlie .\inerican

mamifa-Muers are in (hrect comi)etition with ( ler-

many. The war lias not changed this conditimi aj)-

l)recial)ly. (lerinany excels in its tool steels and i)ays

a jirice for lalior so astoundingly low that often its

jiroducts can lie given a i(>tail price in tiiis couiitrN-

which is lower than the cost of ]iroduction for .\mer-

ican maiiufactmcis. TarilT is at present th(> only prop

which can possibly uphold this industry. .Miicli the

some thing has been true in the past in the dye and
chemical industries, and is still truer than is com-
fortal)le to contemplate.

Data of this sort are vital, but often other data on

the industry are essential even thougli not (|uite so im-

portant as the tariff condition just noted. For cxaniple.

the growth of the industry, its total size (exi)re.sse(l

in sales, investment, etc, ) and its general history should

he known if the particular business is to be assigned

its place in the industry and if its jiroljlenis are to be

fully understood. For sucii information one goes first

of all to the files of government ])ul)lications, I'sually

such data are dependable, but very often are incom-
plete and care must l)e taken to sift out wiiat is au-

thentic from what is statistical. Thus the "Census of

Manufacturers" now published eacli five years is prob-

ably as accurate as such information can hope to l)e.

but the interim data l)v year.s probably will be basevj

on jjarlial or iiiciiiii|)|( ;i ut.iiii.- an. I liiiuir>.

One of the surprising things about such research is

the great mass of often very detailerl data which has

been compiled In' the V. S, Clovernment on the major

industries. On agriculture the information is not only

comjilete and detailed but al.«o very clo.sely up to date.

The same thing is true to a lesser extent of the ir(jn

and steel inrlustries.

In many of the industries there are trade associa-

tions which have unusually comijlete information on

lih-. Tlie Rubber As.sociation of America is typical.

The search for data is almost a jirofession in itself

and there are firms which specialize in this type of

service. .\ similar, yet basically different, source of

information is that of the business forecast services,

which deal with business as a wh(}le. with certain

specific inckistries in detail, with certain phases of

industry (such as the labor (luestion). and with gen-

eral data on a number of industries. Primarily they

supply data on the current situation or else attempt

to forecast the trenrl for a year or more in advance.

They have great value, for this purpose, but must be

used with discretion .«ince facts must be (Ufferentiated

from opinions and opinions may be based on in-

complete facts.

The investigator must know how to make the best

use of all such sources. Often data nnist be secured

from all sources and then correlated, siftefl and judged,

to arrive at the true picture. Seldom can research

data be accepted at face value and often great mas.ses

of non-essential data must be gone through in arriving

at the significant facts,

AccorNTixo Data

Naturally a great <leal of information must be drawn
from the company's own records and it is often a ques-

tion of what to get, how much to get, how nuich to

omit and liow to set up these data in the most forcc^ful

form. At first glance, it would appear that there is

little se(|uence, logic or comicction to tlie fiiiures which

can he secured.

However, the bulk of the essential and useful mate-

rial is contained in a comiecteil logical form, the profit

and loss statement. Hy this is not meant merely the

usual jirofit and loss statement, but one which covers

a fair period, usually five, liiit sometimes as miicli as

ten years,

Ihis statement can first be set uji in a very con-

densed manner, having the jirincijial items of net sales,

cost of sales, gross profit, other income or deductions,

selling expense, general expense, special expenditures

(such as Feileral Taxes) and finally surplus net profit.

In tliis form it usually a|)p(\irs as tiie principal i)rofit

and lo.«s exhibit in the report. Su|iporting this sum-

mary statement detailed taltulations will be prepared

analyzing the \arious sections. Probal»ly sales will be

shown by the more important cla.ssifications of goods

sold and. if possil>le, cost of sales and gross profit.

Then cost of sales may lie analyzed as a whole in con-

siderable detail, with particidar reference to the items
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composing manufacturing burden. Another scliodule

will analyze in detail the items of selling expense

while others will similarly analyze general and admin-

istrative expense.

Thus there is prepared a complete tie-up analysis

of profit and loss over a period of years. In preparing

is there is needed a large element of judgment in

deciding just how much detail will be shown. Car-

ried out to the extreme of original entries would of

course result in the detailing of every transaction

taking place in the business, which would then be

useless. In other words, the purposes of these state-

ments are summarization and analysis, which in a way
are opposite qualities, so the final result is a balance

between detail and final figures.

From these analyses one may determine the trend

of sales as a whole and by products, gross profits by

lines, trends of principal expense items, ratios of

various expenditures to sales, trends of net profits,

as well as make a multitude of other facts which will

have a (Ustinct bearing on company operations and the

qualities of management.

Use of Balance Sheets

In addition to this accounting data, setting forth

the results from operations by years, there will also

be required balance sheets, as at the end of the period,

the beginning of the period and preferably at the end

of each year in the period under investigation. These

will permit stating the trends of inventories, of cur-

rent assets and liabilities, of fixed assets, of cash, and

of receivables, loans and payables. Such analyses are

usually best expressed as ratios, usually the ratio

to net sales or net profits, but often to each other.

The full discussion of the more significant ratios is

reserved for later consideration.

From the above data also will be drawn off an ap-

plication of funds statement which is often one of the

most significant single items in an investigation, show-

ing as it does the use management has made of the

funds provided.

In some cases tiie accountinti (hita may be carried

a step further. All of the above compilations deal

with past records, but it is possible to assume an ex-

pected sales volume and then, using the financial rela-

tions developed from past experience, to set up a

forecast for the coming year. Usually this will be

done where the cash position is a vital factor in ordei'

to show the bank loan or other credit requirements.

Thus there might be developed what is j^ractically a

budget for the coming year, and evidenced in monthly

balance sheets and profit and loss statements. As has

been stated, this is an unusual procedure, but very

illuminating if the company appears to be in a dan-

gerous financial position. It is more likely to be done

where an issue has "gone bad" than where a security

issue is contemplated.

All of this is what may be called routine accounting

data. Undoubtedly, in most investigations, there will

be a need of special accounting information and

analyses incident to the compilation and verification

of the results contained in the exhibits. These data

take the form of conunents on the handling of the

accounts, with special reference to the deficiencies in

procedure disclosed by the examination, classifications

of receivables according to age and collectibility,

studies of the company's depreciation policies, surplus

reconciliations, etc, etc.

Relative Importaxce of Data

While a complete and detailed analysis of a given

situation would result in a great mass of information,

not all of this material would be pertinent or necessary

for the purpose of investigation. A sense of dis-

crimination and relative values must regulate the

manner in which the analysis is made. Thus a hasty

survey may indicate beyond a doubt the stability of

the industry, generally sound policies of merchandising

and manufacturing, satisfactory qualities of manage-

ment. This throws greater importance upon the audit

and financial findings, which may then compose more

than three-fourths of the entire report, concerned pri-

marily with the average earnings, the various values of

assets back of the issue, the position after financing,

etc. In short, the report may be concerned primarily

with the analysis and interpietation of the facts dis-

closed by the audit.

On the other hand, the audit and financial data may
be unusually complete and satisfactory, the vital ques-

tions being those of the industrial future of the busi-

ness. An example of this latter type might well be

found in connection with the financing of a brewery

business in 1920 or 1921. when the effects of j^rohibi-

tion were problematical, when the future success of the

business might be dependent upon the qualities and

marketalnlity of entirely new products, when an en-

tirely new distribution system was being inaugurated,

when even new operating processes anrl personnel were

being developed. Here the report could briefly deal

with the financial aspects of past performance and

present position, but would be forced to give a lengthy

and detailed analysis of the industrial problems of the

present and future.

A somewhat similar type of report would be re-

(|uired ]ireliminary to the financing of a rubber com-

pany in 1921 or 1922, when a tremendous overexpan-

sion of the entire industry had vitally changed the

prior industrial status, and when the rate of growth

of the automobile industry became a dominant factor

in determining when conchtions might again approx-

imate a pre-1920 normal.

Factors, such as those just outlined, might cause two

reports to take entirely different forms, even though

the broad scope of the two investigations was funda-

mentally the same. In this, the experience and judg-

ment of the investigator come into full play, not only

in setting the proper emphasis, but in so shaping the

report that the necessity for this emphasis and the

importance of certain conclusions is clearly conveyed

to the bankers and the management.



Coal Handling' and Boiler Operation at

Northern Paper Mills

Mv H. W. (i()( ll\ Al KK

I'liiiit EiHf'm I r. Xtirthrni Pnpt't Mills

IT lias been saiil that there are three principal pre-

re(|uisites in tlio inaiuifactiire of paper—wood,

coal and water. Wood is the princijial ingredient,

coal is needed for process work, and water as a

conveyor.

The Northern Paper Mills, home of 'Xorthern

Tissue." is located at the mouth of the Fox Eiver, in

the city of Clreen Bay. Wisconsin, and thus is near

the timber lands. Another distinct advantage in the

location lies in the fact tiiat although geographically

the Xorthern is far removed from the coal mines, it

is. at the same time, relatively close to the coal sup-

ply, as excellent dock facilities are availal)le at the

site.

II.\XDi.iX(; C'oAi.

Coal is brought from the eastern mines through

the Creat Lakes by boat and i)lace(l by these .self-

unloading steamships on our dock, innnediately ad-

jacent to the boiler plant. See Fig. 1. The self-unloafl-

ing ships have a capacity of from 4.000 to 0.000 tons

and through their use. the investment of expensive

unloading efjuipment is avoided, .\bout 32,000 tons

of the 40.0()0 annual re(iuirenient have been obtained

and deliverefl in this manner. The remainder is

switched by car from the local coal docks. The re-

sult is a fair stock of high test eastern nut ami slack

coal delivered near our boiler plant, with no exjiend-

itures for unloading equipment and at a price under

§4 a ton.

The Xorthern Paper. Mills boiler plant is etjuippetl

with three 400 II. P. and four 300 H. P. Stirling

Ixiilors, equipped with Type E Combustion F'ngineer-

iiig ( 'omi)any stokers. See Fig. 2. Coal for the stokers

is furnished by a traveling electric weigh larry of 1000

pounds capacity, supjilierl from a 100-ton over-head

steel coal bunker. ( 'oal is conveyed by means of an ele-

vator bucket conveyor from a track hopper beneath

a switch track near the boiler plant. The coal from

the stock piles on the dock is moved by scraper chain

conveyors, which are located under the coal pile and

lead to the track hopper.

The records of the coal received aiul consumed are

of ]5erhaps more importance than the physical manner
in which it is handled. Vast sums can be lost by
negligent supervision. The weigh larry permits of the

weighing of the coal consumeil in each individual

boiler. .V box with separate compartments ami slots

is pr()\ide(l. Coal is weighed into a stoker and the

weigh ticket is punched and dropped into the slot

representing that particular l)oiler. In this manner.

it is possible to oiitain the sununation of the coal sup-

l>lied to each boiler over any period of time by col-

lecting and totaling the weigh tickets. .\ specimen

report is shown in Fig. 3.

Republic flow meters are installed on all of the
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Fig. 2 Boiler IIou.m, Xouthekx I'.U'eu .Mills

boilers, and also on the main headers to the several

mills. Thus it is possible to obtain a record of the

steam produced by each boiler by the entire battery

NORTHERN PAPER MILLS

ENGIXEERIXG DEPARTMEXT
Steam Records

D.\TE, Dec. 2, 192.5



Relation of Safety and Produetion

Practice of Kdward (i. Budd Maiiutacturiim' Compaiu'

U.v KOHKirr II, 1.1 (KKXHACII

Snfcly Eugineer, Edward G. liudd .Vnnufacturing Company

IX
ilic Aufjust. 192."). iiuiiilxT of this iiiafjazinc

appoarcvl an interesting article entitled "Heal

Safety Movement to Come." The writer brought

out a number of vital points concerning the import-

ance of safety in American industry, particularly em-

phasizing the need of executive interest and accept-

ance of responsibility.

In this paper, the writer has endeavored to enijiha-

size some of the important points which have assisted

in improving the safety of the plant with which he is

connecterl. and which are in liiii' with the pulicv of

the one previously printed.

Industry has liad many years of development, and it

is remarkable how great have been the strides of im-

jirovement in machinery and equipment to simplify

and short-cut the methods of ])ro(hiction. so that the

ultimate product may be placed upon the market at a

lower cost. Safety does not have so many years to

its credit as industry, and it is reasonable therefore to

think that there must still remain a wide ficM for

imiirovement.

Many manufacturers have carried safely work

liarallel with their other industrial develii])ni(Mii by iu-

clmlinsi the factor of safety in their calculations of what

l)roductioii shouM be received from their machinery.

The man wiio operates the I'liuijiment is i'(|ually as

im])ortant as the machinery, and to protect him will

enable him to give more valualile service to his em-

ployer. Our safety endeavors should therefore nm
parallel to the industiial. am! not l)e considere(l as a

remedy to be taken only during an acciilent epidemic.

With the iiulu.stry established on a firm foundation,

and in consideration of the relation of safety to indus-

try, the maiuigement is called ujwin to bear the re-

sponsibility of the safety of its employees. The estab-

lishment of a safety division in a jilant should be

considered e(iually as important as the treasurers

department or the sales department, for accidents will

make their dent in both production and finance, de-

spite the fact that this is often oNcrlookeil.

Nearly all machinery is dangerous. He\dl\iiiti tl\-

wheels, belts, etc.. are all hazards. an<! while th(>y may
be covereil with guards for jirotection. they are not

always kept in this condition, and ofter a possil)le

hazard at any time. The "point of operation"" is nearly

always open for the necessary work to be accomjilished

by the machine. Hazard is therefore always present.

.Ml machinery must be fully guarded to avoid

coining in contact with moving parts. The removal of

these giuirds for any i)U!pose other than repairing the

machine, except in a very few cases, is a serious otTense.

as it subjects some unfortunate workman to injury

that he should never receive. .\ guard should be con-

sidered carefully from an engineering standpoint just

as much as the expected tonnage from a large power

jiiess or the i)ioduction pov hour. .V guard well made
and ]M'()perly ai)plied becomes an asset. Init a cheap

temporary affair is a dangerous liability, and often

ntT(Ms a worse hazard than none at all.

After a certain time men i)ecome so accustomed to

machinery that they will let down in their fear of

an accident from it. and become more daring while

ojieiating or caring for the machinery, and climb about

l-'iii. 1 .S\Ki:rv TiMn.s mu .'S.\kk ()rKH.\Tii>N ok I'|(K>si>

or operate these moving parts with a feeling of security

which, considering their years of experience, excuses

them somewhat but does not jirotect them from pos-

sible injury. This becomes a serious problem, for these

men are subjecting themselves to dangers they ,«houlfl

not be exposed to. and sooner or later the inevitable

happens.

In addition to the hazanl of the common handling

which is neces.sary at all plants where sheet metal is

used in large ciuantilies there is in our plant, as well

as many others, a hazaid fearerl by many, the punch

jiress. It seems to l)e the tieneral opinion that presses

are more dangerous than most machines, but it has

been our experience that if employees are properly

2.)
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trained in the safe operation of presses, and the in-

structions eiven by the safety department are carried

out, accidents from presses are rechiced to a very small

number.

Where the piece of steel to be formed has sufficient

flange or projection so that the hands do not come too

close to danger points, and under certain conditions

where presses have long slow strokes, safety tools are

not required, but in every other case it is essential that

safety pliers, suction feeders, hooks, etc., must be used.

The fingers and liands must not be placed imder the

die when placing a stamping on the die or while taking

it out. We instruct our men in this manner, and do

not feel justified in risking their fingers and hands in

having them depend upon special devices to push their

hands out of danger before the ram of tlie press

descends.

Fig. 1 indicates a few of the safety tools necessary

for safe operation of our presses. Fig. 2 illustrates the

most dangerous manner in which to feed the die. The
failure of a clutch or brake, or the thoughtlessness of

an operator who trips the press too soon will surely

cause an accident. But if the safety tools are used

as in Fig. 3 there is no danger of accident to the man's

fingers. Due to the particular style of die necessary

and the number of different dies which must be

changed daily, we have also found that point of oper-

ation guards are not applicable. Fig. 4 illustrates what

liappens to safety tools and devices wlien the press is

tripped too soon or by mistake. The gruesome truth

is self-evident. Fingers could readily have been cut

off in place of these tools, but the safety rules are

observed and accidents averted.

It is also an essential production and safety feature

to keep all machinery in perfect working condition.

All parts should be carefully inspected and loose or

defective parts repaired or rei^laced. Guards should

be kept in place at all times. Even with all the care-

ful inspection and repair of machinery some of the

possible dangers are not removed. The clutch mechan-
ism may fail at any moment or the brakes may work
loose and permit the ram of the press to descend sud-

denly. Bolts work loose on parts of the press over-

head or even in the dies and in falling from their place

cause serious injury.

The careful design of dies from a safety standpoint

is another important item in connection with press

work. Sections of dies may be cut away to provide

room for the hands of the operators or for the use of

a special shaped tool to remove the finished piece from
the die. In some cases dies may be equipped with

gate guards which close down in front of the point of

operation before the ram descends to form the piece,

but usually this guard offers a hazard in itself and we
seldom use this type of safety appliance. Complete
permanent enclosures of dies may be used where pos-

sible if desired, and chutes or automatic feeds can be
attached to assist in safely operating the press, and
in many cases increase the prorkiction.

Eye protection in intkistry is as necessary as pro-

Fiii. 2 Most D.\n(:ierous Manner in Which to Feed
A Punch Press Die

tection to the fingers and hands and owing to the sim-

plicity of bringing about this protection every organi-

zation should have little or no eye difficulty. There

are some excellent goggles, .shields, etc., on the market

today, and if the safety organization insists upon their

use in connection with the various hazards the eye

injui'ies can be reduced to a very small number. Many
of our employees can smile in the face of the possible

loss of an eye as shown in Fig. 5, wliich was taken

from a hoiia-fide case.

All operations of grincUng, polishing, chipping, spot

welding, hand-snipping, etc., require the use of goggles,

and good goggles properly fitted, with compulsory

Fig, 3 Use of S.wety Tools Prevents Accidext>

To the Fingers

measures that they are worn, is a sure cure for eye

accidents.

Men who are to be responsible for the accident ex-

perience of a plant should l^e chosen with care just

as the management would select a cashier or produc-

tion manager. A manufacturer was once heard to say,

"Well, yes, we do require a safety man. Let's see.

there is old Jim Jones, who has been around here for
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yl•aI^. atilli;; ouil jnijs in tlir nliicf nlnl :<lui|i, ui- cali

make him our safety man." Tlie success of safety in

this plant will not cause much interest, and the man
iiiinself will be worse off than in his old job. A man
witli experience, personality and good judgment is the

man who will make the safety movement a success,

and with the complete co-operation of the manage-

ment, tliere is but little d()ubt of tlie ultimate result.

Forced production has been blamed many times for

accidents and in some cases justly, but there is no

really good reason why production anil safety should

not run parallel with each other, for without safety,

production would be horribly crippled. Those directly

in charge of production should Ite in close harmony
with the safety movement for it is but natural at times

to feel that the man on a machine is but a tool or spoke

in a wheel. The great tragedy of the question seems

Fiii. 4 Dam.\ged Safety Tools and Devices

to be that production in its mad rush to do the nearly

impossible loses thought of the fact that workers are

human. Everyone of them represents the spark of life

which should be protected and nurtured so long as

possible for we are here only a short time at the best.

To amplify and illustrate the subject, the writer

selected a few photographs, reproduced herein. These

represent the general practice of this organization to

make a safe plant for the employees.

The product is difficult stampings, principally auto-

mobile bodies, of the all-steel full-vision type. Our
management is very proud of its jiroduct. and also

proud of the fact that safety is one of the important

features in the construction of "Burid" bodies, both for

the user and for the employees within our walls.

A good reason can nearly always be found for an

accident. There is always a real cause for it and one

rarely "hajipens" simply from some mysterious, in-

evitable reason. Everyone is sympathetic and doubly

interested at the time an accident happens, and the

origin of the trouble should be traced at once so as to

prevent its recurrence. If these small details are for-

gotten, when the excitement is over, the accident is

soon forgotten, and so is the origin and cause of the

accident. The safety organization should boil the

entire situation down in orfler to trace the cause and

riiii.-i-i 111.- ilflt'ci. \Mili ilioiiglii.- t.l tlie tuture.

There are a large number of hazards connected with

other phases of industry such as the loading of shop

trucks, piling of material about the factory or in

storage, anil considerable jirogress can be made in pre-

venting serious accidents from this source. C'lood

housekeeping in a factory, no matter how large or

small, is a very important feature of safety work.

Neatness and cleaidiness of the floors, locker room,

machinery, halls, etc.. present a good appearance and

create a certain .satisfaction to both management and

employees.

At the Budd plant, each .safety adviser is held re-

sponsible for his particular division of the plant, or

group of departments, as to their accident experience.

It is his duty to study the various operations and

decide where safety devices are required, and to enforce

their use.

He reports daily to tiie .-^au-ty Depart-

ment head and when safety rules have

been ignored or disobeyed, a report is sent

to the head of the department where in-

fractions have been made and a copy to

the works manager. This makes it pos-

sible for the management to keep in close

touch with the ]>rogre.*s of each depart-

ment. A monthly report is then issued,

giving the total number of offenses for

each department. This is posted upon the

bulletin boards with the man's number,

under the name of his foreman or depart-

ment head .«o that everyone may see what

each department is doing toward safety.

The form of the daily report is shown in

Fig. (j on the following page.

The safety advisers are trained to know every oper-

ation, and are capable of suggesting safe methods of

(ipiTjitinc the niachinory. They are fully capalile of

Fig. 5 Use of riOii.i.Ks, Shik.i.ds, Kn., Hkih i

Injiries to a \'ehy Small Nimbeu
» Eve
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actually running the job so as to prove to the em-
ployee that the work may be accomplished safely and
many times with less physical energy. When the

worker realizes that a safety man can operate the

machinery himself, his respect for safe practice is mul-

tijilied considerably.

During the year 1924. our total loss time of days

was rerhiced 67 pev cent from the total of 1923, and

DEPARTMENTAL SAFETY REPORT
Edw. G. Budd Mfg. Co.



Budaetino- the Textile Industry

How to Establish a Riulirct

Hv CAKKV K. TIIAKI*

POSTWAR experience of the textile industry has

lieen marked by rapidly expanding manufactur-

iiifl facilities not justified by any corresponding

increase in the demand for textile materials. As a

result, there has been a marked overexpansion. and

an economic readjustment is inevitable, by which the

weak will be weeded out and the stronger units will

.survive. The present intense competition has caused

many concerns to show unfavorable results, and some

individual mills must either change their operating

methods, or else fall under the ban of the economic

law. Quality and texture of fabrics is fairly well

standardized, and the principal operating problem is

to produce standard grades at a cheaper price than

is done by competitors.

No textile treasurer desires to head the concern that

may be eliminated in this competition. He is there-

fore more interested in affecting economies in oper-

ating methods than ever before. While he cannot

make many mistakes, and is not inclined to jump
liastily into new methods, he nevertheless desires to

study suggestions carefully to see if new ideas are

aflaptable to his business.

One treasurer recently told the writer that he

thought the budget, as apjilied to manufacturing oper-

ation*, "was a lot of rot." "What would you do." he

asked, "if yoiu- budget called for the jjurcha.^e of so

nnicli cotton, and danger of overrunning would not

allow you to lake fidl advantage of a favorable market.

WouM you hold otf l)uying until you could live

within your buriget?" I convinced him lliat a real

bndgel would not work in that manner.

The textile liuilget is workal)lc and economical.

While it is not a panacea for all imlustrial ills, for

such does not exist, the budget can be made the most

ctTective link in a company's chain of internal control.

An.\l»TINi; THK Hi DOKT TO I.NTEKNAl, I'koBLE.MS

In any concern, in any industry, the principal prob-

lems should be studied in conjunction with the fiin-

damrntal uses that can be made of the budget. .Ml

functions for which a budget may l)e adajited cannot

lie introfhiccfl into any one company, but some of

these functions can be adaptefl to ailvanlage to any
given industrial i)rol)lem in such a way as to justify

beyond doubt the additional cost. The following, in

coiulensed form, is a budget classification, suggesting

various ends that may be gained l)y different uses:

1. Income Budget.

1. Sales (by classes of products).

2. Miscellaneous income.

II. I )isbursements Budget.

1. Operating expense (by tlepartments).

2. Purchase of raw materials.

3. Additions to plant.

4. .\ccounts. notes or bonds payable.

III. Quantity Budget.

1. Sales (by products).

2. Manufactured goods inventories.

3. Production.

4. Raw material inventories.

5. Raw material purchases.

The budgets have these fundamental functions:

1. Dctcrmiuation uj Financial f'osition. \ care-

ful estimate of income and expenditures, and periodic

statements showing a comparison of actual iierform-

ance with these estimates, will enable the planning

ahead of expenditures, and provision of cash to meet

expected requirements.

2. Economies in Uperatiny Costs. A budget sets

standards of expenses for operating units, basing these

standards on past trends of expen.ses and the estimated

futme production.

3. Stabilization of production through Forecasts of

Sales. .\n organization that experiences wide fluctua-

tions in tiie volume of .sales during short periods of

time must either foreca.st these fluctuations, or allow

production to fluctuate in similar fashion. Tlie

latter policy is especially expensive, as it increaj^es

labor turnover through failure to provide steady

employment.

4. iJtfinition of Nisponsibilittj. Kach executive

should know definitely the extent of his authority and

responsibility.

"). I'lanninij I'olicies. Planning ahead of definite

policies toward inventories, raw material purcha.'ses.

anil additional machinery.

In general, the textile industry has two main prob-

lems that can best be served by a budget, although

problems \;uv witli iiiili\irlual mills. Theso are:

29
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1. Reduction of operating costs.

2. Funds available for meeting obligations.

Stabilization of the volume of production is some-

times a third problem. When seasonal movements

are eliminated, however, production is usually fairly

stable although it may be chronically dull over long

periods of time.

The first step in establishing a budget should be to

study carefully the problems of the particular mill, and

having determined the most important problems, to

adapt budget organization to their solution.

Relation of Intern.\l Organization to

Budgetary Control

The writer uses a rather large plant for purposes

of illustration. The manufacturing unit is divided into

eight mills, all at one location, each specializing in one

type of product, but some producing goods in common

with other of the mills. The treasurer is general man-

ager. Directly responsible to him are the selling agent,

manufacturing agent (herein termed the agent) and

comptroller, heads, respectively, of the sales, produc-

tion and finance departments. This organization is

charted in Fig. 1.

The treasurer heads the budget. Due to the volume

of detail required in supervision, however, he has as-

signed all detail work to a staff assistant, herein termed

the budget director. The treasurer reserves for him-

self final approval of all estimates, and serves as a

supreme court, whenever necessary, to settle differ-

ences of opinion between the budget director and the

executives who operate under the budget. Any ques-

tion may be referred to the treasurer, acting in this

capacity, by any of the parties mentioned above. This

virtually limits the authority of the budget director

upon fundamental matters to persuasion by facts and

reasoning that his point of view is correct. If he fails

to "sell" his point of view to division heads, his re-

course lies in carrying his point with the treasurer

by the same means.

The exact position of the budget director in the

organization is unimportant. The function may be

exercised by the comptroller, or by an assistant to

the comptroller. It is fundamental, however, that

close supervision of budget policies and results be

retained by the general manager, otherwise the budget

will suffer from a lack of prestige. Results can be

accomplished most easily by direct contact between

the budget director and the general manager.

The following duties, illustrated below in this paper,

represent the principal duties of the budget director:

1. Compilation of estimate data.

2. Checking the accuracy of estimates.

3. Establishment of budget procedure.

4. Extension of scope of the budget.

5. Final approval of expense divisions.

6. Compilation of periodic budget results.

7. Analyses of budget performance, and comments

of corrective and constructive value thereon.

8. Compilation of budget system book.'

9. Forecast of company's general business.

10. Diffusion of budget information.

Budget divisions are made according to lines of

authority and responsibility. Each executive is bud-

Office
Manager

Employmert
Medical
Safety

Accounting
Statistics
Budget

General
i

Mech ficEledrical
j

Expenmental
Superintendent

I

Superintendent | Superintendent

Shops
Power Plants

Efficiency
Department

Superintendent

Mills ia;2

I
Superintendent

Mills 38:4
Superintendent

Mills 5 8t6

Superintendent
Mills 78c8

!

Overseers Overseers Overseers

I
Overseers

Fig. 1 GENER.-iL Org.^niz.^tiox Chart

geted only for those activities for which he is directly

responsible. In Fig. 2. for example, operating ex-

penses are divided between the agent, selling agent

and comptroller, depending on which is responsible

for the outlay. Each of these, in turn, must hold sub-

ordinates responsible for good or bad results on sub-

divisions; consequently, each has his budget so

subdivided that performance can be traced to the ulti-

mate superintendent, overseer or sub-department head

responsible therefor.

TREASURER

Budaet
Director

Selling Agent Agent

Volume
of Sales

Value
of Sales

^
Advert, and
Selling Expense

Comptroller

Financial
Programme

Office
Expense

Subordinates
Volume of
Production

Operating
Expense

Subordinates

Mill Office
Manager

Subordinates

Fig. 2 Lines of Authority for Bidget.^ry Control

Budgeting according to lines of responsibility also

means that overhead should be budgeted at the source.

For example, a mill superintendent is not responsible

for the amount of insurance, taxes and depreciation

that is charged against him for accounting purposes,

and should not be budgeted for them, as he cannot

possibly reduce any of them in amount, no matter

how much he might try. To this extent, an expense

1 A budget svstem book [-rystallizes all rulings, organization, pro-

cedure, etc., pertaining to the budget. A detailed descrijition of its

contents will appear in the next paper.
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budget shimltl net coiiiciiic with accounting charges;

the budget and the accounts could represent the same

aiiKiuiits of Mioncy in total, but <listribution of this

total according to responsibility is dit^Vrent from liis-

tribution according to account iiiii tlicmy.

Tlio agent may find it necessary to confer detailed

supervision over his l)udget upon some sulxirdinate.

due to its size, and to the amount of time involve(| in

keejiing up with budget perforniance. Fre(|uently

this function can be exercised l)y the mill office

manager.

Selling the Budget to the Organization

The budget must be sold in the executives as it is

Iieing installed. .\ l)udget in which executives place

no faith is worse tiian no budget at all. If executives

are to believe in the luidget, they must understand it.

Th(>ir initial kiiowliMltic alonti this line is usually \-ery
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the mill departments. It is also the easiest place to

begin, since general office expense does not fluctuate

with changes in the volume of production to any great

extent, and we could assume with safety, in setting

our standards, that changes in production would not

upset our estimates.

The first problem in developing any budget is to

determine a fair standard of expense for some future

period of time, basing it on past expenses for cor-

responding periods and special knowledge of future

requirements. The second problem is to make periodic

comparisons of actual performance with this standard.

Third, it is necessary to ascertain causes for devia-

tions of actual performance from the standard.

We drew off from accounting records expenses by
semi-annual periods for the previous three years, using

expense classifications shown on the accounts. The
grouping shown therein did not always give an ideal

subflivision, because it was originally subdivided more
for accounting convenience than for purposes of con-

trol. It was easily accessible, however, and was satis-

factory as a beginning. The comptroller and the sell-

ing agent were given btidget estimate forms (similar

to Fig. 3) showing past expenses of their respective

departments, and were asked to prepare estimates for

the second half of 1924 from three viewpoints.

1. What figure would be consistent with the trend

of past expenses?

2. What extracjrdinary expenses will occur during

the new budget period that were not experienced in

previous periods?

3. What extraordinary expenses have occurred pre-

viously that will not recur during the forthcoming

period?

Of course, these three points of view could not be

covered completely for the first estimates. Experience

only would indicate all the extraordinary expenses of

a business. A sufficiently thorough review can be

made, however, to produce a standard that parallels

approximately the normal future performance. Addi-

tional experience would reduce the element of error

in estimates caused by incomplete data.

When estimates were completed, the budget depart-

ment checked their accuracy, basing its calculations

upon the above point of view. We did not request

a change of figures unless the original estimate fur-

nished us varied considerably from our check. While

we made every effort to determine a truthful fore-

cast of expenses, we did not desire to establish too

rigid standards at first. We preferred to have execu-

tives thoroughly satisfied with original forecasts, and
depended on putting teeth in the budget machinery

at some future date, when procedure would be some-

what crystallized.

Having established fairly satisfactory estimates for

the head office, we decided to budget innnediately

MONTHLY BUDGETARY CONTROL
Mill No. 4 (Continued)

Page 14

4 WEEKS ENDING AuKUst 29. 1925
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some i>t' the fusicr mill ilt'i):irtiiu'nts. Logical next

steps wtif th(> extension of our efforts to the mill ntfice

arnl the service ilepartmciit. Hoth were essentially

nt>n-(iperalinji in character, ami neither had many
expenses that Huctuateil very nmch with chanjjes in

the volume of iirmluction. We desired, in addition,

to establish innnediate contacts with tiie ojieratinfi

mill I'xrcutives. The mechanical and electrical en-

•rineer seeme(| to he the best choice as an opening

wedgf. lie was a younii engineer, jirogressive in

thought, who viewed new ideas in an experimental

light, and who was certain to give the budget a fair

trial. These three executives were given a brief out-

line of the purposes of the expense budget and ils

ultimate scope at a conference, and as a result, they

desired to give it a trial.

KXPENSK ."^l MDIVlsniXS

1-uither conferences with each resulted m the estab-

li.«hment of a tentative list of expense subdivisions.

Kxpenses should always be so divided that each execu-

tive can trace good or bad performance to the ultimate

subordinate responsible for it. or to departmental con-

ditions that account for it. A careful classification of

expen.ses is of obvious importance, since it consti-

tutes the fundamental guide posts of an expense

budget. We tried, in developing expense divisions, to

ditfuse two points of view: first, that each operating

executive should have any expense subdivision tIku

would facilitate a ready control on his part, anrl tiiat

discretion lay mainly with him as to the method of

subflivision. Second, we could furnish an executive

any information desired, but too elaborate informa-

tion means high clerical expense, anil we ditl not want

to build up a costly record system. C^onsequently

each executive was expected to bear in mind the in-

terests of the company as a whole; and in case infor-

mation was wanted additional to that shown on the

.Assembled Charges, he was asked to weigh its value to

him against the additional cost of ol)taining it.

We prepared budget estimates similar to Fig. 'A. to

cover the last six months of 1924. Mill executives

were shown the method of estimating u.sed in the head

otlice. \iz.. l)asing estimates on (I) average of past

expen.ses I
"2

1 unusual additions thereto, aufl (3) un-

usual deductions therefrom. They were also asked to

ignore for the present any efl'ect that fluctuations in

the volume of pioduetion wouM have on the size of

expen.ses. Later, we expected to develop means of

forecasting i)roduction and of setting standards of

expense covering all mill operations, for any given

rate of production. The initial liudget. however, oiier-

ated on the assumption that there would l)e an average

volume of |iroduction during the budget peiiod. that

previous expen.ses as a whole were incurred on an

average volume of production, and therefore roughly

accurate results on indirect exiieiises could be obtained

by ignoring fluctuations in the volume of business.

Our initial attitude toward the volume of produc-

tion was crude, but it had one distinct advantage.

executives deriveil aijditional educational value

through following our solution of a fundamental prob-

lem connected directly with their end of the budget.

.\s the metho(l of setting expense standards developed,

tiieir knowledge of budget methods would be grounded

im fimdamentals.

.\fter one month's results unrler burlget operations

were available, we sent each executive a taV)ulation of

his performance on a form similar to Fig. 4. This

shows three comparisons: ( 1 ) current month's ex-

pense, compared with a month's share of the budget.

(2) cumulative expense for the budget perif)d. com-

pared with a pro-rata share of the budget, and (3)

cumulative expense- for the current year, compared
with the corresponding figures for the previous year.

This furnished the necessary information for an

analysis of budget performance. To illustrate by use

of Fig. 4 (which represents the performance of a manu-
facturing unit during August. 1925) we note that

Department 46, of ^lill No. 4. spent $52. or 8 per

cent le.ss than its budget during the month, and that

cumulatively it is S(j7(). or 20 per cent underexiiended.

The cumulative expense is also S443. under the cor-

responding ex])ense for the previous year: and assum-

ing that ])roduction has not fallen otf materially, the

current budget shows the results of careful super-

vision. A copy of the Monthly Budgetary ('(mtrol is

sent through the organization to tlie executives respon-

sible for jierformance, together with a comment letter

analyzing results shown therein. This tabidation and

its analysis constitute fiur l)asic control over budget

performance.

At this stage, executives asked numerous (|uestions

as to how the tiudget would work under \aiious con-

tingencies. \\'e therefore thought it expedient to write

a ]ireliminary exjiosition of theory ami procedure for

distribution among all executives of the company.

This ]iaper had four divisions: (1) Purposes of the

budget. (2) Hy whom operated. (3) How operated,

and. (4) Data and reports. The third heading de-

scril)e(l the way that the budget works, and took up

every ])rol)lem that we thought woidd confront an

executive, illustrating liy reference to the maimer in

wliieli a family l)udget would work under the same
conditions. This is given below, in condensed form:

.\nai.o(;v 1^ktw?:en Fa.mh.v anu Company's HrD(;ET.><

l)e<\mf'um. The (Ippartinpnt lipatl. or oporalins executive, as

.<(t forth heroin, is the man who is hcltl re.-i)onsil)lc for expomii-

tiirc- of money over .-iome inleural section of the mill ojierations.

Assiimpliim minrdiiig income. Ui'rein we a.-i,<nme that the

family limlcet is siii)porteiI hy a steady income of even size, anil

that the companyV income continue at a fairly even level, as

in the past. This analoey therefore takes past expenditure.- as

an indicator of the size of future expenditures. If future condi-

tions of the company shoiiKi chanue radically, the budget mieht

he reduced to a level sul)stantially lielow pjist exjienses.

Clnssifirntioii of rxpriiJ^e-K. If a department head were con-

templaiinc a family hudeei, his first proldeni would Ix- to classify

expen.-ies under the main headincs in which they would fall,

for instance, rent, pn)cerii*s, clothine, etc. Likewi.^e, in hudcet-

inK hi.s department, such a cla.ssification is of primary importance.
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He should analyze tentative subdivisions, to see if the informa-

tion shown by them is that which carries the maximum meanhig

to him.

Amount of past expeti^es. The second step, in establishing a

family budget, is to determine as accurately as possible what has

been spent in the past, both in total, and for each of the classes

of expense. With this point in mind, the next step in the depart-

ment budget is to receive figures covering past operations, which

will enable him to measure future requn-ements. These figures

will be compiled by the budget department.

Estimate of future e-xpemes. Estimates, in a family budget,

would be based primarily on the run of past expenses. To this

one would add the cost of extraordinary items not experienced

previously, and deduct the cost of expensive items previously pur-

chased, but which would not be repeated during the new period.

For instance, it might be necessary to purchase a new overcoat

during the coming period, which is an extraordinary addition to

the normal clothing budget, and he might have moved his resi-

dence the previous year, which entailed charges that would not

be experienced during the new budget period, and would there-

fore be a deduction from his former expense. The department

head would use this method of procedure as a fundamental liasis

for making estimates.

Daily control of expenses. The next step in operating a family

budget is to watch expenditures from day to clay, to see that

they come reasonably close to what should be spent. Likewise,

in the department budget, the executive would have a daily

control as his next step. This can be done by him in a crude

way, which is nevertheless exceedingly valuable, by thinking in

terms of his budget standard each time he authorizes an expendi-

ture. Each month, when he receives the monthly budgetary con-

trol covering activities of the previous month, it will be easy

for him to analyze his complete financial position to date.

Seasonal expenses. Suppose the family budget has apportioned

S120 per year for coal, which is .§10 per month, and actually

spends SlOO during September, because most of the year's supply

is purchased dunng that month. Obviously, this fact in itself

would cause no worry, for the entire outlay for coal over the

>-ear might be well within budget limits. Likewise, if the depart-

ment head, after analyzing budget results, should find that on

some expense subdivision he has exceeded his monthly allow-

ance, his first question would be "Is this a normal outlay of

money, due to the fact that a great portion of the expenditure

for this item comes in one month, or have I spent too much
money?" He can analyze this to his own satisfaction by review-

ing the nature of the item to ascertain if it is seasonal in char-

acter, or if it would be spread normally in equal amounts over

the months of the budget period. His main concern should be

whether he is likely to spend more in the cumulative ]ierioil

covered by the budget than his standard indicates.

Other headings used for analogy were:

Need of Elasticity for Expense Divisions.

Nature of Expense Item.

Unforseeable Expenses.

Budgeting Manuacturing Expenses

We contemplated introducing the expense budget,

to some degree, in every manufacturing department,

before the end of the year. Budget organization, here.

as in other units, should be such that responsibility can

be traced to the ultimate employee responsible for per-

formance. Fig. 1 shows the following general organi-

zation:

1. General Superintendent.

A. Four ^lill Superintendents, each supervis-

ing two mills.

(1) Department Overseers.

Complete allocation of responsibility could be ac-

complished by the following budget organization:

1. Summary of total expenses for ^lanufacturing.

1. Summary of Expenses for Mills 1 and 2.

A. Expense of ^lill 1.

(1) Departments 11 to 19 inclusive.

(2) General expense.

B. Expense of :Mill 2.

(1) Departments 21 to 29 inclusive.

(2) General expense.

2. Summary of expenses for ^lills 3 and 4. etc.

Having determined a general means of allocating

responsibility, our next step is to create expense classi-

fications for the manufacturing department, the unit

of the overseer, or the ultimate executive responsible

for expenses. The following general division of manu-

facturing expenses (exclusive of fibre) suggested itself:

1. Direct manufacturing expense (95% piece work).

2. Imlirect manufacturing expense (time work).

3. Machine repairs.

4. Room supplies.

We chose the last two items as the field of our initial

budget, because they represent expenses that are

largely controllable by mill supervisors, although they

are also affected by the volume of production. We
prepared estimate forms covering past expenses, and

divided expense of each department between (1)

Mechanical Labor. (2) Machine Supplies, and (3)

Room Supplies. ^lill superintendents made estimates

for the last four months of the year, which were

checked by the budget department in the manner

already described.

Fundamental Advantages Gained

The most fundamental advantages gained during

the initial budget period were (1) inculcating a gen-

eral interest in ultimate ends to be gained. (2) in

diffusing knowledge of budget routine, and (3) in

paving the way for expansion into a unified system.

Doubtless some saving was affected through conscien-

tious efforts to show favorable results, but we regarded

this as of secondary importance in the beginning.

Problems to be solved immediately were

:

(1) Extension of budget scope to all expenses that

are partially or wholly controllable by some executive.

(2) Establishment of estimates of the future volume

of production, based on estimated volume of sales.

(3) Construction of a comprehensive system book,

that would crystallize budget rulings and procedure.

(4) Determination of standards for each class of

manufacturing expense, showing the amount of ex-

penditure for any given volume of production.

These problems will be developed in the next paper

to be printed in the February issue.



Haiidlino- Products in tlie Squibb Plant

Conwyors, Klrvators. Lift Trucks. S|)iral Chutes and (Gravity Methods

Used in a Most Effective- Combination

By r.EOUCiK K. TIACKMAW

Associate Kdilur. MANUFA(TrniN<i iNnrsTRiKs

Till, iiandliiifi of luatciials in inamit'acturiiifi is a

l)ioblein wliich. for pniper solution, must be coii-

sidercfi pcixiratcly and distinctly from {\\c purely

mechanical (ipciations of iiioci'ssinj";. Xovortheloss,

when thus studied out, it nnist tic in directly at every

step with the jiroccssinii. so that routinji is short.

direct, as fast as the prothictive operations, and as

simply performed as possible.

The new 18-story reinforced concrete huildinii at

the Brooklyn plant of K. H. S(iuibb and Sons, de-

.scribed in a previous article.' was laid out not only

from a carefully conducted study of present and future

processing requirements, hut also with special and

thorough attention to material handling as a distinct

service intimately connected at every step witli t In-

actual making of products.

The material handling anfl process systems, as well

as the general plans for arrangement and for co-or-

dinating the various activities of the plant, were worked

out by the general suiierintendent and his associates.

While only one group of American manufacturers

is engaged in the production of pharmaceutical and

toilet preparations, yet the principles behind the study

made and results accomi)lished are adaptable to prac-

tically every form of industry, and therefure may l)e

of extensive u,se to many.

Future developments at the Brooklyn plant will

call for a new mamifacturing building across the street

from the |)resent new struct inc. to be served by a rail-

road siding. The streets surrounding the plant are

too narrow to permit continuing the former practice

of receiving and shipping all materials and products

by truck. But as truck delivery is necessary at pres-

ent, and always will l)e for local service in ami out. an

ade(iuatc receiving and shiiiiiing department, witii

ample covered platform space and room for trucks

to operate witliout congestion on the property, was

re(|uired.

Such a department has been installeil in a building

on the site of the future new structure. When tiie

new plant is l)uilt, the shipping department will not

have to be moved, for it is already located at just

the position on the fir.<;t floor whicii it must eventually

occupy to best serve anrl be served by auto trucks

> Soo DforniHHT 192,5 i.'v-^iir, \>y. 339-42.

and l)y freight cars on the iiroposed railroad siding.

Another location requirement for this riepartment

was that it should be at the point where it would

have direct contact with the rest of the plant, to get

materials into the mamifacturing departments in the

quickest and easiest manner, and to receive outgoing

products from the order filling departments in prac-

tically a direct line.

In order to meet this necessity a large tunnel has

been constructed under the street between the new

buildiim and tlie shipping building. This tiumel con-

I'll,. 1 KkiKIVINc; AM) ."^HU'l'lM. ('<iN\h...u- K.

TuHOKiH TlN.NKI. I'.NDKK StIIECT

. \ 1 N (
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tains two Dow apron conveyor systems (see Fig. 1 ».

the piping and conduits from the boiler room and the

electric substation, and a iiassageway for the men

working in the ortier filling and sliipping departments.

One of the conveyors is reversible an<l extends not

only under the street but also beneath the floor of the

new buihhng. rising to the level at the far end by

the elevators. See F"ig. '-'.

Incoming materials received by truck or railroad

in the receiving flepartment are loailed on this con-

veyor, delivered to the space in front of the elevators,

35
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piled on lift truck platforms, and moved to their re-

spective storage points on floors above, where manu-
facturing processes originate.

The starting point of one of these processes is shown

in Fig. 3. Bags of chalk are carried on lift trucks

hy means of elevators to the ninth floor where they

are stored. As needed, these bags of material are

Fig. 2 Delivery End of Receiving Conveyor

weighed on the scale and recorded. The contents are

then dumped down the floor hopper and discharged

into a sifting machine on the floor below. All lift-

ing in rehandling is thereby avoided, and the material

is stored where it does not take up room around

machine processes. The hopper has a cover which

protects it from dirt and foreign sul^stances when
not in use.

This method is typical of all of the manufacturing
operations where it can be applied. As explained in

the article describing the new building, every angle

of present and probable future manufacturing recjuire-

ments was carefully studied out, and equipment was
grouped both horizontally on each floor and vertically

on successive floors so that the progress of materials

from operation to operation would be as direct and
simple as possible. Expansion of the business was
jirovided for by leaving space foi' the installation of

additional units, where sales forecasts showed the

probability of their need. Hence, in casting the con-

crete floors, openings were left at points where imme-
diately or later they would be required to feed ma-
chines, and the space on floors below was assigned to

present or future eciui]mient for the particular process

in question.

Emphasis is again placed upon the fact that the

new building was not laid out merely with the idea of

performing chemical and mechanical processes suc-

cessfully and economically, and without any great

attention to the intermediate handlings required.

Neither was an elaborate and expensive handling sys-

tem developed, into which the manufacturing processes

were made to fit. In the course of the study, layouts

were devised which were probably characterized by
both these independent lines of thought. But the

separation of the two functions, processing and han-

dling, thus worked up individually, was finally co-

ordinated into the correct composite, and the finished

building, operating now for the past nine months,

has amply justified th(^ time and care spent in

planning it.

Naturally, due to the present lack of adequate

standaidized methods of engineering and accounting

study, only rough estimates can be placed upon the

savings brought about, and perhaps many economies

will be forever hidden among the figures making up the

annual balance sheet. Just how much saving to credit

to improvements in processes and equipment, and how
much to attribute to better methods of material han-

dling, are questions which cannot be accurately nor

perhaps even approximately answered. But the very

directness of manufacturing and handling, coupled

with propel' maintenance of equipment and expert

operation by skilled workmen, means continuous qual-

ity production with a minimum of executive super-

vision, in addition to the elimination of waste labor.

Further details of handling during manufacture

would be of special interest only to men engaged in

the same or a very similar line of work. Moreover,

they would differ only in the kind of product turned

out, and the consequent variation required in the han-

FiG. •; ,\1 \i i.KiAi.s Alii, M(ii;i;n Xi:m; Fijuik Hoppers Through
Which They Are Fed to M.achines

dling at each stej). Essentially, every material goes

to one of the upper floors above the fifth (even the

many water tanks are at the top of the building) and
flows by gravity from process to process down through

successive floors, until it is ready to go into the in-

dividual containers and be finally packed for shipment.

The fifth floor forms the starting point of filling
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One of the Dental L'uka.m Fii.i.ini.

operations. One typical pnicoss. that of filliiii!; tubes

with dental cream, is illustrated in Fig. 4. which shows

one liattery of several used in this work. The empty

tubes, already capped but wide open at the bottom.

are received in eardboarrl boxes, carried in wood crates

from the maker, come into the receiving department,

like other materials, and are l)rought by lift trucks

on elevators to tiie fifth floor, into storage space be-

yond the new buihhng (on one of the floors of the

ad.ioining old Inulding). They are unloailed at tlic

filliiig tables as needeil.

Dental cream is delivered from its final iiianufar-

turing process thniuiih tubes into filling machines.

These pump measured (juantities tludugh tubes of a

diameter to suit tlie metal containers, which move on

the machine in a row of holders carried by an end-

less chain. Filling, closing, wiping, folding and clip-

ping are all ])erformed automatically by successive

operations at the several stations on the machine.

The tubes are deposited on a revolving table where

ihey are inspecteil and then placed on a convey(»r

feeding the next machine. This

machine wraps a circular arouiifl

each tube. de]>osits it in a folding

carton and seals the ends. These

cartons, after inspection, are packerl

by hand, in larger containers hold-

ing 12 eacii. at tlie far left in Fig. 4,

and are then jilaced on a belt con-

veyor traveling up the department.

where they are packed in larger

shipping containers. ."Spiral chutes

carry tlieni to the order fillinu de-

jiartment storeioom on tlie first

floor.

The filling ami lunuliinu ol)cra-

tions for milk of magnesia, another

."Squibb product, are illustrated in

Fig. '^. Bottles are received in in-

verted position in corrugated ship-

]iing containers holding I'J each. l-n;.

riiese are carried U> the sixth floor

where they are stored until used.

A sjjiral chute, ^hown in Fig. 5 de-

livers them to the floor Ijelow. aiul

a roller conveyor carries them to a

revolving table where the' cases are

emptied. The ca.ses are reserved as

containers for filled and finished

bottles.

The bottles are inverted over pegs

II a washing table and are thor-

(Migldy washed by hot water. Then

ihey are rim through the adjacent

machine wliich fills them. From
there they pass tludiigh a cai)ping

iiKu-hine and then through a labeler

and over a conveyor table where

I hey arc individually wrapped. .\t

the end of this conveyor table they

again arrive at the starting point.

and are placed in their original shipi)ing containers.

The conveyor table adjoins the right -liand end of the

loller conveyor in Fig. 5.

Filled cases are glued and closed, and run through

the jiower-driven sealer. They are then automatically

count id. and dischargefl into a secoml spiral chute

whicli carries them down to the storeroom. A view

of the delivery end of one of these Otis Elevator Com-
pany 4-system spiral chutes is shown in Fig. 6. Cases

~li(iot out on the receiving table and are piled on

a lift truck ])latform nearby. Tlie product sliown in

the illustration happens to l)e epsom salt, which

lias followed a course similar to other products in its

preiiaratioii. packing, and final delivery to the store-

room.

The lift platforms are moved to convenient points

until slii])meiits are made, when they are unloafled.

If large quantities are sent out at once, whole platform

loads are moved bodily over to the shijiping conveyor.

Tiiis conveyor is the one mentioned at the beginning of

the article (see Fig. 1) and pas-ses under the street.

ISnTII-IM. \M' I'm KIM. MlIK OK .\I\<.NKSU
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Fig. 6 Spikal Chutes End at Stokekoo.m on First Floor

It is reversible, and wlien run backward carries goods

to the shipping department instead of in from the re-

ceiving department.

The second coiiveyor under the street is non-rever-

sible and serves for shipping only. It is the outlet

line for the Dow conveyor system shown in Fig. 7.

The products on that gravity roller conveyor are placed

there from storage, or from special packing depart-

ments to be described later, are checked and stencilled

by the order filling department, and pass down a short

chute to the apron conveyor under the street.

Xot all products go out in bulk. Many shipments

are made up of smaller quantities of an assortment of

pharmaceutical products, in dozen lots, or so. Store-

rooms are maintained on the third anrl fourth floors

of the older connecting buildings, and here small

packages of products are kept classified on shelves.

Orders for miscellaneous products are sent to this

department and the packages called for are placed in

boxes separate for each order. These boxes travel on

a belt conveyor to the i^acking rooms immediately ad-

jacent to the main storeroom. In the first room the

boxes containing export shipments are taken otf and

packed to conform to tlie requirements of steamshii)

companies and the importing countries. This work is

done by men familiar with such requirements. In the

second room parcel post shipments are made into pack-

;ages that are safe and conform to postal regulations.

In the third and fourth rooms express and freight ship-

raents for country and city delivery, respectively, are

carefully packed to prevent loss or breakage in transit.

The shipping containeis thus filled are moved by
trucks to the spiral conveyor which delivers them to

the gravity roller conveyor shown in Fig. 7, and from

thence, after weighing, adding case goods, marking and

checking, to the shipping room. Empty temporary

boxes used by the miscellaneous package storeroom

to collect orders are placed on a return belt, which

runs beneath the conveyor taking orders down from

these points, and are sent back to the storerooms.

From the above outline it is clear that no unneces-

sary travel of materials in process or finished products

is permitted. The layout adopted automatically

routes everything, whether in raw or completed state,

directly on its way by the simplest possible means.

Traffic congestion is thereby avoided, and definite

courses for each material or product to follow elim-

inate delays in processing, packing and shipping and

cut executive supervision to a minimum. Order, speed,

sanitary conditions, and correct administration and

execution of work are brought about of necessity by

the plan adopted.

This comprehensive plan was not by any means
an accident nor a hastily devised method. It was
based upon years of special experience in the busi-

ness, and intimate knowledge of all its present and
possible future requirements, and then a careful, tried

and many times retried, arrangement and grouping

of i^rocessing and handling operations was made, until

finally the full result was achieved and put into effect.

A trip through the plant shows all floor area use-

fully occupied, so that maximum return on the build-

ing investment is assured. When sales demands
increase and additional equipment is placed, slight

readjustments in present stocks carried and methods

followed are bound to occur. But the capacity of the

handling equipment is ample to enable it to keep pace

Fig. 7 Gravity Roller Conveyciu Carrying Orders

Ready to Ship

with the manufacturing equipment, and expansion of

business will mean, in the main, simply a larger and

quicker incoming and outgoing of materials and

products. No trouble is anticipated because the

facilities have been studied out purposely to avoid

any "neck of the bottle" as manufacturing expands.

New lines of products, as taken on. will naturally be

made in the contemplated new building so that the

scheme laid out for the present structure will serve

its purpose effectively for many years to come.



An Effective Production Control System

Employed in tlir Manut'acture of Automatic PriiitiuL;- Pn-sscs

]W -lOIlN .1. SW \\

Mechanical Engineer

THE master control board at the Kelly Press

i'lant ' carries production schedule sheets for all

classes of material, and. in addition, an annual

assembly schedule sheet. Referring to this schedule.

Fig. 4. tinder the montldy headings, the figures on the

top line. "Week Ending.' are calendar dates that close

each period, and the letter T indicates "Total for the

ASSEMBLING SCHEDULE OF
KELLY PRESSES
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Fi(i

applies to schedule sheets tor Classes A, B and D.

The red line (shaded black) hidicates actual de-

liveries of completely finished jiarts in the company's

store room. The extension of the line to the right

indicates assemlily requirements to the period in-

dicated hy the chart. This applies to Class A, B
and D.

Wlien the master control board shows

that it is time to order a new supply of any
part manufactured in the shop, the plan-

ning and scheduling section fills out in

quintuplicate a Stores Requisition and Pro-

duction Order. Fig. 5. This states the clas?

of material wanted—A, B, C, or D—works

material number, total quantity, in what

sized lots to deliver, and where to deliver. It tells the

kind of material, with specifications and dimensions,

and provides for recording part deliveries and value.

Spaces are also provided for countersigning by all

parties responsible for requisitioning, delivering and

receiving.

The five copies are distributed as shown by the

chart, Fig. 6. The white original is retained for record

in the files of the planning and scheduling section.

The back of this form is ruled and headed as shown
by Fig. 7 to permit all essential labor cost items to be

entered. The second copy, also white and ruled on

the back as shown by Fig. 7, goes to the cost depart-

ment, and is held there until the order is completed

and all labor cost items entered on the back, when it
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DEPARTMENTAL ROUTE

duplicate to the purcliasiii'i tlepartinent file for record.

Two white copies go to the receiving department, one

for its nTonl file, the other to be returned to the ]iur-

duisinfi department wiien the material is received.

The remaining copy. pink, is held by the purchasing

department until the order is actually placed with the

selected vendor, when it is sent to tlie planning and

scheduling section. Then the plaiming and schecUiling

section enters the fact on the proper sheet of the

master control lioard.

From the foregoing it will be seen tliat tliere are

checks, counter checks and clearances Ijetween all in-

volved departments, but the general control resides

in the planning and scheduling section of the produc-

tion department, actually under one head.

The details above described will enal)le one to under-

stand the operation of the master control board and

the use of Class A. B. C and D sheets, shown in Fig.

2 of the previous article. Note that this particular

sheet begins with January 1. KfJo. .\lso tliat the lines

shown are arbitrary, and purposely do not show actual

figures. The broad shaded lines are supposed to be

red. and the broad

/
' ~ \ stippled lines blue.

]\oi\ lines (shaded

black) indicate actual

deliveries of completed

stock in stores. Blue

lines (stippled) imii-

cate deliveries prom-
ised, or en route.

Classes A, B. and
( slieets cover pur-

chased material: Class

D sheets cover manu-
factured or purchased

material actually in

stock.

W •' will also assume
that we are striking a

balance for the end
ot the first period

of April. Referring,

then, to the first line.

\V. M. X... l.TOO. re-

versing crank, we see that only one of these parts is

used for each K-type press. In colunm ten. If) K
presses are retpiired for delivery jiei period, or a total
of 10 X 1 := in parts are needed per jxMioil. The l)road

light shadeil lines show that at tlie end of the first

period of April the plant was ahead of schedule. The
shadet! square in the fourth jieriod of .\pril shows that

a production order is actually in tlie department mak-
ing this part, to cover requirements to the end of the
fourth quarter of April, three weeks aliead. Column
nine will show that 20 days are re(|uired to manu-
facture a new stock. Column eight will show that
ItiO parts is the miml)er to order for a grand period of

four months. We note also that although the stock
on the first orfler is almost userl up. there is another

QKJAS.
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in the foreman's hands. The stippled material line

shows ample raw material for scheduled protkiction up

to and including the first period in June, with a fur-

ther delivery due to the end of August, and another

material order in for requirements to December 31.

It is evident at a glance that this part, 18350, impres-

sion cylinder, an imjiortant part in the S-type press,

is holding up delivery of these presses, and that the

shi];)ment schedule is two weeks behind on this account.
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A Neq'lected Phase of Cost Accountiiig

By J. W. ROBINSON
Chartered Arco}intant : Lnte Geiiernl Urcrttary, Thomas A. Edison Industries

COST accounting deals with the cost of materials,

cost of (hrect labor—that is, labor applied directly

to the product—and overhead expense. Getting the

cost of material placed where it belongs is, in the main,

fairly simple, and so is the charging of what is termed

"direct" or "productive" labor to the cost of the

profhict. It is in the problem of properly distributing

overhead expense, including "indirect" or "unpro-

ductive" labor, that accountants find their rUfficulties.

This is true not only of manufacturing plants, but

also of selling businesses. However, inchrect labor

usually receives the accountant's attention only in

connection with the general problem of distributing

overhead expense as a whole.

Close study is made of the cost of direct labor per

unit manufactured or sold and its relation to cost

and selling price, its variations between periods and

between individual workers being used as a yardstick

to measme efficiency. The cost of indirect labor is

buried in tlie item of general overhead expense, and.

though compared as a total, or perhaps in sub-totals,

with its cost in previous periods, and in its relation

to volume of production or sales, usually escapes

searching analysis.

Production Departments Know Outputs

The manager of a manufacturing plant, or of a sell-

ing force, knows exactly which "productive" depart-

ments, and even which individual emj^loyees, are help-

ing to produce jjrofits, and which are not. These

managers can ciuickly eliminate the drones, or can take

steps to correct cf)n(hti()ns which may be the cause of

misdirected and unprofitable work. But how seldom

is any attempt made to keep account of the value of

the work done by "indirect" or "unproductive" em-

ployees, and its relation to the wages and salaries paid,

and incidental expenses involved.

With certain exceptions, such as typists paid on

a lineage or per letter basis, inspectors paid on quan-

tities handled, etc.. "unproductive" workers cannot

be placed on a piece work or (juantity jiroduction basis,

nor can conmiissions be paid as in the case of sales-

people, but there is no reason for neglecting all at-

tempt to ascertain the value received in return for the

wages and salaries paid.

It is the writer's opinion, based on observations made
in the course of public accounting, and as an executive

of large corporations, that there lies concealed in the

items of "indirect" labor, clerical wages, and executive

salaries, a vast amount of unsuspected waste.

This waste is probably greater in offices than in-

side the walls of factories, or on the floors of selling

establishments. Factory superintendents, foremen, in-

spectors, stockmen and timekeepers, and head sales-

men, store superintendents, section managers, and de-

partment cashiers, are usually very busy people, whose
working hours are every bit as productive as those

of the "direct" workers. But step out of the factory, or

off the selling floor, and you are confronted, in almost

every office you enter, with mis-directed effort, hap-

hazard methods, moss-grown routine, and work done at

a cost entirely disproportionate to its actual value.

Cost Accounting for Office Work

Cost accounting has scarcely entered the office, and
has not dared to dream of entering the sacred precincts

of the executive departments.

In how many offices is known the cost of writing

a letter, sending out a bill, entering a regular trans-

action on the books, or holding a conference? Yet
how large these expenses are, and how many units

of output must be produced in the plant to pay for

each one of these office operations. Some attempts

have been made to regulate office costs, but usually

they have covered only such insignificant items as

supplies—paper, pencils, typewriter ribbons, etc.

Labor, the most expensive item, has been utterly

disregarded.

It is not hard to get at these costs—much simpler,

in fact, than to arrive at the cost of a manufactured
unit, or of effecting a sale. Probably the average

office worker, from clerk to executive, puts in less than

two thousand working hours a year. Salaries are

more or less fixed, office expenses are known, and
arrival at hourly rates is easy. It is not difficult to

count the number of letters sent out, or transactions

handled, nor to time the beginning and end of those

weekly, or perhaps daily, conferences, committee meet-

ings, and the like.

What Do Conferences Cost?

If conferences were "costed, ' there would be less

of them, especially if the cost were carefully weighed

against the actual results attained.

If the letters personally dictated liy liigh-priced

executives, taken down by stenographers (instead of

being dictated to an Ediphone), typed, reread and

signed, were costed, much wordy and unnecessary cor-

respondence would be cut out, and a great proportion

of the routine letters which many executives now in-

sist on personalh' dictating would be left to sub-

orchnates to handle.

If the cost of work done by executives, junior

executives, accountants, clerks, stenographers, and "in-

direct" workers generally, were figured as closely as

is that done by "direct" workers, there would be an

immediate and ch-astic reduction in the army of "white

collar workers."



Management in Lumber Drv Kilns

I'st'tul Motluxls for DctiTminin-- Costs of Haiidlini^' and Dryiiiir

Bv THOMAS I). 1' l!IO'

Secretary, Uigtluw, Kent. M'illnrd nmt Coiiipatiy

P'tuli Kirlianl's ailinoiiition. "Save the pennies

and the dollars will take care of themselves."

is as true today as when it was first published.

Its observance in woodworking plants appears to vary

according to the familiarity of the accounting depart-

ment with the particular kind of expense involved.

Nickels, dimes and ciuarters spent for postage, fares,

telegrams, telephones, stationery and the like, are

laboriouslv enumerated. Recognized and familiar

Sti per 1000 ft 4.000

Kiln drying costs, according

to thickness and greenness. S4

to §10 per 1000 ft 4.000

G.OOO
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C-Dry Kilns

D - Dry Storage
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items are not overlooked. But the entire range of lum-

ber and dry kiln records and costs is a relatively

unknown (luantity. and rarely enters into the average

accounting system, except in the form of monthly,

quarterly or annual aggregates.

The use of l.OOO.OfM) ft. of lumber per year, or ap-

proximately 300(1 b(l. ft. (one kiln car) per working

day. is a modest consumption, and many thousands

of plants use more. Vet even this nmilerate utilization

involves tlic nsf of coiisidfrablc money, viz.:

1.(1(1(1.0(111 tt. at averace cost

per 1000 ft. of from ?50 to

SlOO $50.0<K) to $100,000

Yard and kiln deterioration.

.") per cent on value ^2.'^^M) .").(M)()

Unloading and lianrlling

through kiln into factory. §4 to

Total S60.500 S121.000

It is probable that unit items above and subsequent

costs might be somewhat reduced in larger plants (in-

creasing this ratio of a smaller plant will

undoubtedly be safe), but it is certain that

the costs extended are conservative, and

considerably below averages in manv (^xi<t-

ing plants.

A thorough and accurate account of

stock representing such a substantial sum

of money should be carefully maintainerl

at all times.

In order to examine the possibility of

such records in some detail, it will be ad-

visable to assume a modern lumber yard

layout on wheels, with ade(iuate dry kilns,

transferring and shifting tracks, green and

dry storage, and lumber lift for unloading

at saw or planer, all sulistantially as shown

in outline plan. Fig. 1. The size and

capacity are estimated to jiroduce one kiln

car of dry lumber daily and to keep ci>n-

stantly three months" supply on ham! ready for use.

Two Kinds ok Records

The problem involves, first, a simiile and compre-

Iiensive record of the quantities of lumber receiverl

and forwarded through the yard anrl kiln, showing its

treatment, condition, and location at any time: and.

second, the aggregate animal cost of handling and

dryinti. with suitable overhead, and ampl(> allowances

for appropriate deterioration and depreciation, the

whole being customarily spreail on the lumber cost

jier thousand feet.

For iiurpo.ses of convenience, all record blanks shoulrl

be S'^. X 11 in. sheets, punched for loose leaf binders.

Cards can be used, but are more likely to be lost or

misplaced.

Every kiln operator not only should have "wood

sense" intuitively to recognize the character and unrler-

E - Green Storage
r- Transfer
G - Green Storage Tracks

H- Loading Tracks
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stand the treatment of wood, but should also be com-
petent and interested enough to keep adequate and
systematic records. Such records are not only neces-

sary for the business, but they also demonstrate the

care and accuracy with which the operator performs

his duties, and provide a defense in the face of unjust

criticism, for the poor kiln operator certainly does re-

ceive more than his fair share of criticism.

Lumber received is indicated at first by inbound

railroad car number. The subsequent identification

is carried forward by kiln car numbers (when lumber
is transferred thereto) as soon as such are assigned

and kiln cars tagged, A form is suggested in Fig, 2.

It might be possible to crowd two car records on

one sheet, but this is liable to result in confusion over

kiln car numbers, shown in the upper right-hand cor-

ner. No price is extended, as all lumber records in the

yard office should be quantitative only, price figures

being added by the purchasing department only when
wanted. Additional information may be included, but

the simpler the form the better, and the greater the

probability of its proper and complete use. These
forms are often filled out in duplicate or triplicate for

superintendent's office, purchasing department and
kiln operator's record.

Numbering and Tagging Kiln Cars

Each railroad car, holding from 15,000 to 20,000 ft,,

will fill from five to seven kiln cars, on which lumber
should always be separated for thickness, and so far

as possible segregated for length, to prevent sagging

NOTE

LUMBER RECEIVED
BLANK Fl'RNITURE COMPAXV

James Rapids

R. R, INITIALS Lou. & Nash.

R, R. NUMBER gn.cis
T-tvUM Tennessee Lumber Co.

ADDRESS Memphis. Tenn.

f re-i/i

KILX CAR Xos. \ ^'j
I
S0-4U

lni-e/4

Kind of Wood
Grade

Sap-gum
F. A S. Thick 4/4-A-e/4

Quantity Billed
Received on

li. 361-4/4
May Srd. 1924

537.5-6/4

Inspected or Scaled by .4. J. Rice
Resulting Scale li,43B-4/4 S£47-S/4

Loaded on Kiln Cars by Jone^

Remarks:
Lumber too w€l. Keep on yard two
months before going into kiln.

B. E. K.

Fig. 2 Record of Lvmber Received

overhangs. It is customary to scale lumber as it comes
from the railroad car, in order to verify invoices, and
in smaller yards the same man often acts as yard fore-

man, inspector and scaler, as well as kiln operator.

Scale records can be printed on the back of the sheet

in Fig, 2, or scale cards (filled out) can be pasted on
it, if preferred.

Kiln car numbers are assigned consecutively and a

®
BLANK FURN. CO.

JAMES RAPIDS

Kiln Car No.

Amount

Wood

Thick

Grade

Out of R.R.Car No.

Bought from

Received in Yard on

Scaled by

Loaded on Kiln Cars by

Entered Kiln

Out of Kiln % M.C.

Days in Kiln

Cut by & When

Remarks

tough tlurable tag. Fig, 3, is nailed or tacked in a con-

spicuous location on each kiln car. These may all be

printed with the same form, but four or more colors

of cardboard are used for convenient separation ac-

cording to desired treatment.

Yellow, or manila, tags are used on lumber that is

suitable to go directly into kilns, that has been verified

properly as to grade and scale, and that follows the

normal procedure. The record on this tag down to

"entered k i 1 n" is

filled out when first

placed on kiln car,

and remaining en-

tries are made as car

progresses.

Red indicates a

shipment of lumber
received, below

grade, checked short

on scale, miscut,

mixed as to age, or

otherwise subject to

rejection or price

adjustment before
going to kiln. When
released, either the

red tag will be torn

off a n d destroyed,

copying the data on

the replacing tag, or

the red tag will be

covered with another

color.

Blue tags indicate

lumber sufficiently

dry to use without

going through the

kiln, such as custom
dried i n transit,

crating stock that

does not require kiln

drying, etc. For con-

venience in shifting

around the lumber
yard such stock is best piled on kiln cars, with or with-

out stickers.

Green tags are true to color, and indicate lumber too

green to go into the kiln, and that must remain
"stuck" on kiln cars in the yard until the moisture
content ch'ops to 25 per cent, or other designated limit.

Other colors can be used singly, or in combination,

to cover local conditions, to indicate various shippers,

or to identify different woods and cuts. Simplicity,

however, makes for accuracy.

Final Disposal of Tags

These tags remain on the kiln cars until they reach

the first saw or planer, and are then removed and
turned in with time cards as evidence of the amount
of lumber cut.

Fig Kiln C.\r T.\g

Made in 4 colors: (1) Yellow

—

toUows regular course of kiln dry-

ing; (2) red—do not use except on
superintendent's orders; (3 1 blue

—

dry enough to cut when received;

(4) green—hold in yard for air dry-

ing to 25 per cent moisture content.
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Tliis c.pIui M'iit'iuf i> >iili>I;iiiliall\ the uiir used ijy

W. S. Miliip, of ("liattanoofia, wliore it has served

efficiently for several years.

A dummy of a lumber yani is shown in Kifi. 4, eon-

sistinji of a small model wilii movable "ears." which

are shiftable wooden blocks (approximately :^ x ."> x '-

in.) representinj: one kiln car each. Then* is enough

of the "jjame" instinct in all of us to want to •"move"

these blocks aroum! into propiM- position every day.

FlC. 4 IllMMY IIF LlMBKl! YaUI)

like father's interest in i)layuig with son's mechanical

Christmas toys. These blocks may be slotted at the

ends to slide between mouldings. Celluloid faced

blocks, from which records can be repeatedly erased,

are best, although in most instances cards are tacked

on the blocks and renewed as often as lumber ]xisses

into the factory to be cut. Cards may be colored to

correspond to tags as described above.

Such a graphic representation of the

lumber yard is remotely descended from

the illuminateij dunnny of the railroad

terminal yard in the dispatcher's office. Its

value is obvious for the jiurpose of (juickly

locating a kiln car of the desired lumljer,

or iilanning what cutting orders will be

next supplied with dry stock, or deter-

mining the a.«sortment of stock with wliicii

the kiln is to be ciiarged; in ntlicr wniils,

it is a flexible visual control Ixiard. Such

a miniature yard is usually located in the

office of the superintendent of woodwork-

ing, or of the general superinten<Ient.

Kii.N niivixt; Hecouds

The habit ot keeping kiln records ex-

pres.ses itself in strange and devious ways,

from an old-fashioned journal-ruled pocket

hook with piMieil entries, to a most care-

fully drawn graiiiiic chart with nudti-eol-

ored India ink lines: from a chalk date on

the kiln floor when lumber enters (to be

era.sed when discharged), to a carefully

compiled record on a clip Imard himg on

each kiln dooi'. Most of the methods are inadequate.

The real effectiveness of a kiln record is scarcely

appreciated by the rank and file of woodworkers, many
of wiiom regard it as a theoretical and technical "col-

legiate" stunt, and unworthy of and unnecessary to

a "practical" artisan. The writer, during some ten

or more recent years. ha<l access to the records of one

of the larger kiln construction companies, and experi-

ence with some 4000 kilns proved conclusively that

the kiln operator, without much in the way
of records, is in trouble about 20 times as

often as the upeiator with well maintained

records. Approximately It") jjer cent of the

complaints received were from kilns oper-

ated by "judgment" fguesswork and luck),

or from kilns where it was assumed Cquite

optimistically) that kilns would govern

thenisehes, or from kilns where occasional

superficial tests were made with instruments,

such tests being spasmodically recorded. The
other .") per cent had legitimate grievances

—

faulty control devices or instruments, un-

familiar species of lumber, stock damaged
before recei])t and the like. In other words,

adecjuate records of what hajJiXMis in the kiln

from day to day were most clearly proven to

be worth while as an insurance against lum-

i)er tliying troubles.

Not only is the moral influence of a required

adeciuate record effective in avoiding carelessness on

the part of the operator, but it serves as a ba.sis of

careful diagnosis as to why a certain charge of lumber

was well dried (showing valve and damper settings

to secure desired conditions), or reveals the reasons

why the particular drying operation resulted in costly

TABUL.AR BOX KILN DRVING
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damage to much valuable lumber, or may show that

under dried stock was heedlessly put in work. Tliis

is the reason for the complete recording of the valve

and damper positions twice daily.

The form shown in Fig. 5 is a reasonably compre-

hensive form for single charge kilns, simple enough

to be easily managed. The two daily readings, early

morning and late afternoon, are quite essential.

Valves and damper handles can be equipped with dials

or gages for easy reading.

A word of caution should be given against the so-

called "automatic" controls for lumber thy kilns.

There are three variables—heat, humidity, and cir-

culation; there is as yet no complete controller,

manipulating tlie three into balanced or co-ordinated

conditions. Automatic control of

one or two variables may be se-

riously upset by the fluctuations of

the uncontrolled element. Still fur-

ther, present control devices either

are too delicate for rough service in

lumber kilns, or kiln operators must

learn by experience the proper anrl

careful manipvdation of such re-

cording and indicating instruments.

A careful operator, with "wood

sense." and a well-maintained

record still continue to be the

best guarantee of effective lumber

seasoning.

The lower portion of the blank.

Fig. 5, provides for tests of lumber

for moisture content. Good prac-

tice demands that the term "hu-

midity" refer to atmospheric condi-

tions in the kiln air. and that the

term "moisture content" apply to

the percentage of wetness of the

lumber.

The record of a progressive (ov

continuous) kiln is quite different

from a box kiln, as observations

must be made simultaneously at en-

tering end. near center, and at un-

loading end. Fig. 6 covers the essential data, although

some operators prefer to amplify the record of lumber

tests in the last two columns.

Gr.\phic Records

The above tabular records will always be the most

complete, but the "graph" offers a convenient and

obvious method to verify records of a box. or single

charge, kiln and arrange the main items in visible form

so that differences and irregularities can be more easily

understood and remeched. Fig. 7 suggests a useful

blank for graphic records, with the same opportunity

for moisture content data that is given at bottom of

the tabular record in Fig. 5.

Frequently the graphic chart is kept in the super-

intendent's office, filled in every day by the kiln oper-

ator from his own tabuhir record of lumber drying.

The progressive kiln record is not easily reduced

to graphic form.

Reference is made in the note at the bottom of

Fig. 7 to standard schethdes. which should lie supplied

by each kiln maker. One leaf from such a series is

shown in Fig. 8, giving suitable temperatures and

humidities for different thicknesses and moisture con-

tents of the lumber to be dried.

Haxdlixg axd Kilx Drying Costs

It has been customary in many woochvorking plants

to add the yard handling and kiln (hying costs (from

inbound railway car to first machine operation) to

the purchase price of lumber. This may interfere

Spray pressure live lbs.

r.nil prpcicilirp live Ihs.
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made in Grand Rapids in 1924' at the plants of the

John Widdicomb Company and the American Seat-

ing Company, showed actual condensation of 0.096 lb.

and 0.133 lb., without any allowance for steam spray.

Averaging and adding 25 per cent for average spray

use brings 0.143 lb., or a trifle under % lb. condensa-

tion per hr. per sq. ft. of radiation in kilns: % lb.

will be the safest figure to use.

2500 (sq. ft.) X ys (lb. per sq. ft. per hr.) X 24

(hr.) = 12,000 lb. daily

12,000 (lb.) X 360 (days) =4,320,000 lb. annually

The cost value of 1000 lb. of water evaporated into

steam can be fairly stated as about $0.40. This

figure varies widely according to ]ilant conditions, in

many cases being much higher; but it is certainly

conservative.

4320 (1000 lb.) X 0.40 (dollars per 1000 lb.) =$1728

An additional sum of $500 should be added for

stickers, oil, trucking and unexpected contingencies

that always happen.

Recapitulation

Summarizing, we have the following annual charges:

Overhead on investment $2500

Labor, direct and indirect 3555

Material, steam 1728

Contingencies, unanticipated 500

Total $8283

On a basis of 1,000,000 ft. kiln dried annually this

would show a net factory cost of $8.28 on 4/4 in. maple

dried from 25 per cent to 5 per cent moisture content.

If this takes nine days, it would come to practically

$0.90 per kiln day per 1000 ft. Caution would sug-

gest that an allowance of $1 per KDMF would be a

safe figure to use.

This kiln drying cost can be added to each thou-

sand feet of lumber cut, when it is entered on the cost

records. The elapsed time in the kiln is shown on the

tag (Fig. 3). The kiln will receive credit for full

service done, and there will be a reasonable com-

parison with the purchase of pre-kilned lumber. Such

pre-kilned lumber, in any event, would have to be

handled over and if purchased at a differential of $5

could go into costs on a parity with the $8.28 drying

above.

PUECHASE ON MoiSTURE CONTENT BaSIS

The figures above suggest the possibility of specifi-

cation buying, with penalty for excessive moisture

content. The amount of moisture assumed to be re-

moved was 20 per cent (25 per cent reduced to 5 per

cent).

$8.28 -f- 20= $0,414 (cost per per cent moisture

content). If a deduction of $2 were made for each 5

per cent moisture content in excess of specification,

either the buyer could afford to carry the lumber during

necessary air drying, or the seller would see that suit-

ably dry lumber was delivered. And the adjustment

would be equitable.

Conclusion

Should this brief outline, urging the keeping of

records showing quantities and condition of lumber

on hand in yards and kilns, and suggesting a method
of determining yard handling and kiln drying costs,

result in a better understanding of the subject by the

reader, and prompt him to adopt definite measures in

his own plant, the message will have done some good.

The suggestions, while based on sound actual experi-

ence, are unusual in some regards, and questions and
queries will be gladly considered.

2 See Mechanical Engineering, Augu.st 1924, pages 472-6.

A Fence Made From Scrap
By H. G. EDWARDS

The Linde Air Products Company

OXE large plant recently had need of a strong yet

not ungainly fence, with an impressive gateway.

They had an ingenious man who saw the connection

between a nearby junk pile containing a lot of scrap

pipe, the oxy-acetylene blowpipe, and the company's

need. Sketches were made and work was started.

The first step was to provide pipe of correct diameter

in proper lengths. Long sections were cut to required

dimensions with the cutting blowpipe. Short pieces

were as easily welded together. When a good supply

of usable lengths was on hand, assembling began.

The fence was a simple afi'air. It was made with

all joints welded. Heavy wire netting was used for

fence covering between posts. The apparent difficulty

of attaching this to the posts was easily overcome by
use of the cutting blowpipe. U-shaped cuts were made
in each post and the tongue formed bent inward over

strands of heavy wire. The methods insured strength

and durability.

An attractive gateway was especially desirable, so a

little more time and thought were spent in its con-

struction. Carefully graduated lengths of pipe were

welded to a straight supporting cross-beam of heavier

pipe, forming the bottom of each half of the large

gate. Two bent pipe lengths, in parallel curves a few
inches apart, were used to round off the top of each

half gate. These bends were made by heating the

pipe with an oxy-acetylene flame. The space between
them was occupied by circles formed by cross sections

of large diameter pipe cut with the blow-pipe, and
welded in place at equal intervals along the top of

the gates.

Using the same general methods, smaller sidewalk

gates were made. Concrete gate posts 3iL> ft. square

gave an imposing appearance to the entrance. The
entire cost of erection was slight and a valuable prop-

erty item has arisen, as if by magic, from a scrap pile.



What Management Has Done for Us
Mason Tire Ai)i)lies Time Study and Establislies Satisfactory

Wajy:e Rates by Employee Co-operation

Bv r. 1.. IIAIIMOX

Factory Comptroller, The Mason Tire and Rubber Company

IN
many of tlie articles whicli are being published

today the theory of control is well presented, but

it is not always evident how the theory can be

readily applied to the various kinds of manufacturing

industries. The writer wishes to show in this article

what has actually been accomplished in the last three

years by applying theory to practice in the plant of

The :Mason Tire and Rubber Company, Kent, Ohio.

This plant was operated as a great many other

plants were before their managers thought of looking

into the plan of scientific management. In the years

preceding the fall of 1922, the management of the

Mason organization established piece-work rates by a

''hit or miss" method, taking averages of the produc-

tion of the better skilled workmen for the various

units of work for a period of time, mentally deciding

what the workman was to be permitted to earn for a

day's wages, and setting the piece-work rate on that

particular item accordingly.

OBSERVATION SHEET

Observer's Name j Smiih Machine No. ^ Date 6- i'^ Vi2S
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INSTRUCTION CARD
Mason Tire & Rubber Co., Kext, Ohio

Name of Part Finishing i & iW
AND Size Tires by Hand

Number and Name HieoD
OF Operation Finishing

Machine No.

Sheets, Sheet No.

Time Per Piece Mix.
Tire
6.02 Min.

Elementary Time
Items Detailed Instructions

1. Put trolley on hook
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tlio nianasemont could get together on any problems

that affected the workmen in any way. whether it was

working conditions in the plant, the amount of money
any group was oarnins. or any grievance or improve-

ment which came to mind. It was truly a workmen's

committee, elected by the men for the benefit of the

men.

After this committee functioned for approximately

three months and had settled various matters of

interest to the men, the ouestion of a scientific methofl

of establishing piece-work rates was presented by the

manasement. The su<rs:estion. after much discussion,

was fa\dral)]y received anfl soon afterward the work

was started. We secured the services of a competent

consulting ennineer to give us an outsider's viewpoint

on the various operations for the benefit of both the

management and the men.
Work was no more than started, however, when

the question arose in the minds of the workmen as

to the basis of pay for the various onerations after

the correct "times" were deteiinined. The object fore-

most in the mind of the workman is the amount of

nionev he will receive at tlie end of the week or pay
periofl. Our aim. let me state again, was not that of

reducing the amount of the average liourly earnings,

but to increase the output per man. With these two
points held clearly in mind, we made a survey of all

T.\BLE 1. COMPARISON OF BASE RATES AND
AVER.\GE EARNINGS

Kont Plant.

Operation
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day's wages. However, should he produce 40 units

in 10 hr. at the same piece-work rate, $0.21, his earn-

ings would be S6.40. Therefore his $0.36 hourly rate

would no longer apply, for he would be earning in

excess of $0.54 per hr. In such a case he would be

paid straight piece-work.

Thus, we have three distinct classes into which our

wage earners are divided and accordingly compensated:

1. The experienced piece-worker's base rate, by
which all piece-work rates are determined. This

rate in no instance is a day-work or hourly rate

used for any operators.

2. The experienced piece-worker's hourly rate,

which is paid an experienced piece-worker when
he is working on any job at which he is not ex-

])erienced, or on work for which no piece-work

rates have been established.

3. The hiring rate for productive workers, $0.36

per hr. plus one-third the piece-work rates for the

various operations involved.

Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the second

class of wage payment, that of the experienced piece-

worker's hourly rate, for by this method we are able

at all times to control the earnings of our men when
piece-workers are put on a day-work job, or on new
work at which they are not experienced. We all

realize that a man will not work as efficiently or con-

sistently on a day-work job, or on any job paid by the

hour, as on a job which carries a piece-work rating.

However, if he knows that he will lose money on a
change of jobs he will immediately bend every effort

to learn his new job so that he can either make his

base rate, or nearly so, if it is an established piece-

work job, or become so efficient that new "times" can

be taken and a piece-work rate established.

Establishing Standard Times

In many instances our methods of construction have
been changed, or a rearrangement of the department is

made, which necessitates a change on the "time" for

that particular operation. In the past 18 months,
after we had completed the major portion of the ob-

servations, we set up what we called "standard times"
for certain parts of the operations, which may be ap-

plied to similar operations, and these standard times

are used for any adjustments that become necessary

in the changes of methods. These standard times are

for such parts of the operation as stopping and start-

ing motors, benzoling plies, setting beads, etc.

Fig. 1 shows an observation sheet of an original time

study analysis. Fig. 2 shows a sample of our instruc-

tion card as it is presented to foremen and workmen.
I might add that, in all of the changes that become
necessary in the manufacture of tires and tubes, we
do not consider any change of time that does not add
or take away more than five per cent of the original

time. Otherwise we would be continually making
minor changes which would not affect the cost of the

product or the earnings of the workmen in the least.

We are using a daily time card, as shown in Fig. 3,

throughout the plant for all workmen. This card is

also our production check to show the operation on

which the operator is working, his production, the

hours worked and his earnings. The production, hours

and earnings are carefully checked and verified in the

pay-roll department, not only for the money verifica-

tion but also to see that the men are making "task

time," that is, producing the full quantity expected

in the hours worked. The payi'oll department then

summarizes weekly the records of each department ac-

cording to the operations, and this summary is used

as a guide to maintain "task time" production and
average hourly earnings of the workmen. A monthly
distribution of labor is then tabulated showing the

quantity, hours and earnings of the operations. This

is broken down to show the average hourly earnings for

the operations throughout the plant, as shown in

Table 1.

We are using the time study system of Dwight V.

Merrick, the consulting engineer on whom we called

to help us work out and apply our new methods.^

Time Allowances

On all preparation work we allow a straight 25 per

cent over the selected time, and on all actual pro-

ductive time we use the scale of machine and fatigue

time allowances worked out and adopted for this

system.- We have found in many instances, in fact

in perhaps 90 per cent of our observations, that our

selected times are less than the average time which
the workman used to complete the unit of production

while we were studying his operation. The psycho-

logical effect of having a man standing beside him with

a watch has a great deal to do with this, as the work-

man knows the rate will be set on the time taken and
he will naturally take a longer time to complete his

work than he would if no one were observing him.

Now the reader will be interested to know the results

accomplished through the installation of time and
motion study in our plant. We have increased produc-

tion approximately 40 per cent; eliminated so called

"bottle necks" where production would not keep

abreast of the departments ahead, or behind, giving us

an even flow of material throughout the plant; and
standardized operations and working conditions; all

without reducing the average hourly earnings of the

men employed. Maintenance of an equitable rate of

pay has been a great aid in keeping the men on our

payroll satisfied, and, in addition, in giving us the

reputation of fair dealing with our employees. As a

result, we have always a waiting list of desirable appli-

cants, men of the class which any firm might well be

glad to have working for them.

1 This .system is explained in "Time Studies As a Basis for Rate
Setting," "by Dwight V. Merrick.

- Reproduced in "Management's Handbook," p. 825. Regraphed
in a simpler foi-m in the February 1925 issue of this magazme,
pp. 143-4, "A New Graphical Solution for Time Allowances in Task
Setting," by Carl G. Barth.
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Kc'c|)inLi' Down the Cost of tlic Factor\' Di.spcii.sary

]W M. s. HOSSV

Formerly Service Manager, John A. Dunn Company

IN tlie state of Massachusetts a law was passed a

lew years a^o n'(niiriii<; iiidu.strial estahlishinents

that employed 100 workers, or more, to maintain a

first-aid room. If a factory set apart a room of cer-

tain (hmensions, equipped it with prescribed materials,

and furnished a person experienced in first-aid work
to take charge of it, that establishment satisfactorily

complied with the demands of the law.

Installation in One Factory

A recent investigation by a factory employing 600

workers was enlightening with respect to the expense

of such a dispensary and clianged the opinion of the

management regarding the so-called "extravagance."

This factory, being financially embarrassed by the con-

struction of new buildings at the time when the dis-

pensary was installed, had chosen to abide by the min-

imum requirements of the law and had set aside for the

dispensary a room no larger than the exact measure-

ments stated. This room, having been previously used

for manufacturing purposes, was made with a rough

floor and had stained and marred walls. One of the

painters of the factory painted the walls and ceiling

white in a few hours, and then the appearance of the

floor was improved by a covering of linoleum. Running
water was provided, additional electric lights were

allowed, and a small electric stove was installed for

hot water and hot applications. As this was a wood-
working factory, chairs, tables, cots and screens were

made bj' the employees at a small cost. By an ar-

rangement with the accident insurance eompanj', ex-

pensive equipment, such as cabinets, sterilizer, waste

pail, etc., was loaned by that company to be returned

if at any time the insurance should be withdrawn. All

other equipment, such as bandages, disinfectants, ad-

hesive, etc., was purchased outright from a supply

house. The total initial cost was slightly below SIOO.

The selection of a person to preside over the dis-

pensary was of utmost importance to the factory,

as it was felt that a capable nurse would be able to

save doctors' bills by attending to minor injuries her-

self and doing the re-flressings in tiiose instances where
a doctor's services had been needed at first. As the

factory now under discussion did not wish to assume
the expense of a doctor on the payroll, a decision was
made to employ a graduate nurse on account of her

superiority to a first-aid worker. If a graduate nurse

is experienced, she demands high jiay, so this factory

decided to employ one just out from training, who
ought, at least, to be expert in surgical dressings and
have some knowledge of the common ailments. The
small salary that the factory offered would be offset

by the fact that regular employment was provided, no
night work reciuircd, and vacations allowed on .Satur-

day afternoons, Sundays and holidays. It was not

difficult for the factory to find a candidate for the

jiosition, a recent graduate, who, in view of the advan-

tages named, was willing to work for S30 a week.

The dispensary soon discovered that it treated on

an average IS cases a day. Of this number, approx-

imately 10 were new surgical cases, six were re-dress-

ings, and two required simply mefjical aid. About two

cases a week were hurt so seriously that it was neces-

sary to call upon a doctor for surgery. The amount
of supplies used was small.

On the basis of the expense of supplies, the salary

of the nurse, and the expense of electricity for the

sterilizer and small stove, the average cost per patient

per treatment was found to be about S0.42. In addi-

tion to this, there was the loss of 15 or 20 min. of

work that the factory had to allow to each time worker

treated. (Of the IS patients, there was a daily average

of only seven of them who were not piece-workers.)

Before making this investigation, the factory had
been inclined to look upon the dispensary as another

liability; after the investigation, it realized that the

dispensarj^ was a definite a.sset. The expense of that

"humanitarian" proposition was more than balanced

by the money saved. To begin with, there was a de-

cided rebate on tlie premium asked by the insurance

company. Also, the efficient nurse had been able to

save doctors' bills, for the employees, educated to

expect skilful treatment when they got hurt, would

many times have demanded a surgeon if the dispensary

had not provided good service. If the factory reckoned

the expense of the time lost from work when an em-
jiloyee came to the dispensary for treatment, it also

was obliged to take under consideration tlie time saved

for work because surgical attention had been imme-
diately available for the hurt employees. Unfortu-

nately, no accurate statistics could be produced to show
how many cases of sejisis, involving jirolonged absence

from work, might have developed if the dispensary

had not been on the spot to combat germs with its

antiseptics. At any rate, the factory does not care if

it cannot reckon tlie gain here in exact dollars and
cents; the money spent comes back with interest.

The Manager's Testimony

"No, we can't say tliat we have spent ver>' much
on our dispen.sary." the manager thoughtfully de-

clares. "We didnt have much money to put into it

and we really dithi't want to spend a dollar for it.

But we honestly think that we never made a better

investment. Of course, there's no sense in throw-

ing money awaj', so it helps to know that keeping

down the cost doesn't mean hoMing back the good
work.

"
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Industrial Buildini2:s and Plant Maintenance

Buildings and Equipment
E. J. & E. Steel Car Shop at Joliet. 658.2

Railu-ay Mechanical Engincvr, Dec. 1925, pp.

769-73. lUus. Description of shop method of

organizing to rebuild 12 composite gondolas

a day.

Essential Facts on Textile Mill Lighting.

658.24

C. M. Snyder. Maiiujactiirers' Record, Nov. 19,

1925, pp. 72-3. Illus.

Is Water Always "Cheap"? 658.238

K. D. Hamilton. Factory. Dec. 1925, pp. 912-16,

938, 940, 942, 984. 986, 988. Sources, treat-

ment, application to processes, and equipment
for handling drinking and sen'ice water in in-

du.sfrial plants. From the practice of the Geo.

E. Keith Co.

Layout and Design of Chemical Plants on a

Philosophical Basis. 658.2

Crosby Field. Chemical ai>d Metallurgical En-
gineering, Oct. 1925, pp. 794-9. Illus. Method
of developing plants in a rational manner
which results in the nearest possible approach

to the ideal.

The Modern Manufacturing Plant. Atwater

Kent Company Has World's Largest Radio

Factory, a Single Story Building With 15

Acres Under Glass. 658.2

Harold Ashworth. Manufacturing Indus-

tries, Jan. 1926, pp. 7-10. Illus. Excellent

lighting, extreme cleanliness, wide column

spacing, facility of changing plant layout, and

provision of the best production equipment

and material handling service are important

features of this plant.

Modern Methods for Temperature Control of

Industrial Buildings. 658.25

Charles L. Hubbard. National Engineer, Dec.

1925, pp. 559-62. Illus. Sugge.stions for the

selection, operation and control of heating sys-

tems for industrial buildings.

Paint As An Aid to Illumination. 658.24

Roy A. Palmer. Electrical Record, Dec. 1925,

pp. 401-3. Illus. Color and finish of walls and

ceilings have a great influence on lighting.

Southwestern—Carl Leonardt's New Cement
Plant at Osborn, O., Now in Successful

Operation. 658.2

E. S. Hanson. Cement, Mill and Quarry, Nov.

20, 1925, pp. 9-19. Illus. Description of South-

western Portland Cement Company's new plant

and equipment.

Which Type of Lighting Best Fits My Pro-

duction Needs? 658.24

Ward Harrison and Roy A. Palmer. Factory,

Dec. 1925, pp. 905-8. Illus. Emphasis upon
the proved economy of good light provided by
the method which fits the particular require-

ments.

Maintenance and Repair

Maintenance Problems in the Small Plant.

658.58

Maurice C. Cockshott. Industrial Engineer,

Dec. 1925, pp. 567-72. Illus. Items having im-

portant bearing on production, with suggestions

for handling them in the absence of a highly

trained organization. Covers, belts, bearings,

lubrication, tools and supplies, and use of

charts.

General Management and Policy

Economics and General

Conferences, Committees, Conventions and
How to Run Them. 65

Edward Eyre Hunt. Harper and Bros., New
York. 218 pp. $2.50. Starting with the fact that

many conferences, committee meetings and
conventions are poorly organized and accom-
plish but little by way of practical result, the

author has made a study of procedure of such

gatherings and brought together manv helpful

suggestions and much detailed information.

While this experience is drawn principally from
large bodies, the methods are applicable to

those that are small. The practical point of

view taken is that the preliminary work and
planning should seek to create "an atmosphere
for fruitful discussion rather than the adopting

of a fighting code." The book is well worth the

reading of anyone who has to deal with the

work of organized bodies of this kind, whether

as officer or member.

Current Economic Problems. 33

Walton H. Hamilton. University- of Chicago

Press, Chicago. Third Edition. 960 pp. $4.

(postage extra). A series of authoritative read-

ings in the control of industrial development
drawn from a wide variety of sources. Treats

many phases of the following general topics;

Problem of control of economic activity; ante-

cedents of modern industrialism ; the industrial

revolution ;
problems of the price system

;
prob-

lems of the business cycle; railway regulation;

capitalistic monopoly
;

population ; economic
insecurity ; trade unionism ; control and legal

institutions; control and taxation; comprehen-

sive scheme of reform ; control of industrial

development.

Effective Business English. 651.74

Alta Gwinn Saunders. The Macmillan Com-
pany, New York. 603 pp. $3. Intended both

for college text and general business use.

Treats of the nature and make up of business

letters. The sales letter—its selling and lan-

guage qualities ; analyzing the factors and con-

structing the letter; influencing thought and
action: the mail order letter. Analyzes and
presents the important factors of many types

of business letters: Inquiry, orders and ac-

knowledgments, credits, collections, claims,

adjustments, applications, sales presentation,

sales follow up, preparation of reports.

How to Write Business Letters. 658.75

John A. Powell. University of Chicago Press,

Chicago, 192 pp. $1.50. A small book in-

tended for the man who dictates letters and for

his stenographer who transcribes them. It

deals with those factors which make a letter

persuasive and convincing rather than with a

"punch." Numerous form letters are presented

and such practical points as capitalization and
punctuation are thoroughly discussed. An ex-

tensive appendix gives hints on the mechanics

of letter writing.

Influence of the Interest Rate on the Busi-

ness Cycle. 338.97

Carl Snyder. American Economic Review,

Dec. 1925, pp. 684-99. The questions consid-

ered are: What are the typical and dominant

interest rates of the country; how much do

they vary; how much influence has this varia-

tion on the changes in the trade cycle?
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Life of Elbert H. Gary. 92

Ida M. Tarbell. D. Api'lcton and Co., New
York. 301 pp. $3.50. A welcome contribution

by a forceful and ciipal)le writer to the series

ol biographies of American business and indus-

trial leaders. Written out of the knowledge

gained from many personal conversations with

Judge Clary and a large group of prominent

men who know him intimately, from actual

investigation of the public and private files

of the United States Steel Corporation, and

from a study of correspondence, technical

data and other important papers in the Con-

gressional and other libraries. Traces the life

of the present chairman of the board of the

world's largest manufacturing corporation from

boyhood to the present, stressing especially

those events having to do with the growth

of a new era in American industrj-, and the

prominent part which Judge Gar>- had in help-

ine to shape present-day big busine.'^s.

A New Departure in Engineering Educa-

tion. 6(07)

H:iri)lil Pender. American Institute of Elec-

trical Engifieers Journal, Nov. 1925, pp. 1208-10.

University of Pennsj'lvania offers course requir-

ing completion of two years of college courses

followed by two years of engineering courses

to up-grade the quality of engineering graduate.

Profits. 339

William Trufant Foster and Waddill Catchings.

Houghton Mifflin Co., New York. (For the

Pollak Foundation for Economic Research.)

465 pp. $4. Takes up the important economic

question: "Why is it impossible for the people,

as consumers, to acquire and enjoy all the com-

modities which, as i)roducers, they are perfectly

able and willing to make?" After laying down
the fundamentals of the problem, the author

presents an analysis of the necessity of profits

and losses, the amount and distribution of

profits, the functions of prices and profits, and

money and profits in relation to consmnption.

For the best adverse criticism of this book a

prize of $5000 is offered.

A Systematic Scheme for an Employment
PoUcy. 331

Dr. Berger. Intcrnalionnl Labour Rcvitw,

Nov. 1925, pp. 634-49. Scheme suggested by a

ministerial counsellor in the German Federal

Ministrj' of Labor to restore equilibrium be-

tween labor supply and demand.

The Use of Cost-of-Living Figures in Wage
Adjustments. 658.32154

Elma B. Carr. U. t>. Dept. of Labor. Bureau

of Labor Statistics, Bulletin No. 369. 506 \>\\

$0.65. Cost-of-living figures that have been

u.«ed in wage adjustments, how used, and influ-

ence on wage cst.abli.-ihed by the adjustment.

Covers federal boards and commissions, state

and municipal agencies, .state arbitration

boards, minimum wage boards, industrial

agencies and imlividual companies. Includes

extensive bibliography.

Women Workers and the Minimum Wage,
658.32156

Mollii- R. Carroll. American Federationist,

Dec. 1925, pp. 1155-8. Unfortunate aspects of

the recent decision against the unconstitution-

alit.v of the Arizona law.

Management

Business Organization and Management. 658

Henrj' P. Dutton. A. W. Shaw Co., Chicago.

Flexible binding. 545 pp. $6. Treats the

subject primarily from the standpoint of pro-

cedure rather than of organization theory.

Covers the following topics: Typical business

activities; scientific management; organiza-

tion; ownership; co-operative enter))rises

;

opportunity in business; promotion; capital;

financial management; accounting, cost ac-

counting and executive control; credit; collec-

tions; banking; insurance; forcca.sting; manu-
facturing; production control; purchasing; the

ofSce; marketing; retailing; selling and adver-

tising; labor; w.iges; executive leadership; and

the art of handling men.

Engineering Research—An Essential Factor

in Engineering Education. 658 57

C. Edward Magnusson. American Institute oj

Electrical Engineers Journal, Nov. 1925, pp.

1243-5. Broad and effective plan for co-opera-

tion between industries and colleges is sug-

gested.

Getting the Most Out of Your Machine Tool
Dollar, 658.27

William Bailey. Amerirnn Machinist, Dec. 10,

1925. pp. 917-20. Policy of the Hoover Com-
pany which is to sell obsolete machines second

hand, if a market can be found within 6

months. If not. the niarhinrr>- i.* junked

Hand Labor and Machinery as Producers.

6S8.5

Hlmiiis Polleys. M.anuf.vcturing Industmes,

,l:m. 1926. pp. 11-12. Develops a set of simple

lonnulas for their economic comparison.

How the Automotive Industry Selects

Equipment—III. 658.27

Mnrhincri/. Dec. 1925. i.p. 271-6. Illus. Small

tools, records of performance, ground-thread

taps, twi.st drills, milling cutt<^rs, reamers,

broaches.

How the Bakelite Corporation Effectively

Manages Organized Research. 658.57

A. V. H. Mory and Leon V. Quigley. M.\Nf-

F.ACTVHisc Indi'stries, Jan. 1926, pp. 13-16.

Illus. Methods by which the company de-

velops uses, improves technique and plans

equipment for its customers in the ajiplica-

tion of bakelite to manufacturing purposes.

The organization and its functions.

Measurement of Engineering Work. 658,5

Tyler C. Price. Electric Light and Power, Oct.

1925, pp. 15-17, 84. Illus. A comprehensive

and effective system used by the Common-
wealth Edison Co. to measure the work per-

formed by its engineering department.

Modernizing a Boxboard Mill. 658.5

H. G. Ingraham. t.'hrmical and Metallurgical

Engineering, Oct. 1925, pp. 783-7. Illusi. De-
.scrii)tion of a scheme of technical and mechan-
ical reorganization recently put into effect at

the National Paper Products Co. plant at

Stockton, Cal.

$115,000,000 Profit in 14 Years. 658

A. Mololle. Automotive hiduxtrics, Dec. 10,

1925. pp. 967-71. Illus. Financial history of

the .Studebaker Corjioralion.

Organizing for Production in the Cotton

Manufacturing Industry. 658.5

Kenneth Moller. Pamphlet. 7 pp. American

Management Association New York.

A Program for 1926. 658

1, P. .Mford. MA-NUF/XCTrKiNc Indvstiuks, Jan.

1926, pp. 5-6. Outline of the most important

developments anticipated in the management
field during the coming year.

Progress in Management Engineering. 658

Management Division, .\nierican Society of

Mechanical Engineers, Mechanical Engineer-

ing, Dec. 1925, pp. 1119-20. Report of the

Executive Committee of the Management
Division of the American Society of Mechani-

cal Engineers.

Team-work by Sales and Manufacturing De-

partments. 658

Crorgi' C. Miller. Printers' Ink, Dec. 10, 1925,

pp. 3-8. ISO. 181, 182. Methods u.sed by the

Dodge Manufacturing Coqi. to fester team-

work. An attempt is made to have ever>-body

in the organization adopt the selling view-

point.

These Pohcies Cut Both Production and

Selling Costs. 658

Thomas C. Sheehan. Si/xtcm, Dec. 1925. pp.

707-9. Illus. Methods whereby the Durham
Duplex Razor Co. has been able to iron out

seasonal hump? and slumps.

What Management Has Done for Us. 658.

S

V. L. Harmon. MANiF.AcniuN<; Indistiues,

Jan. 1926. pp. 51-4. Illus. Extensive changes

in manufacturing nielho<ls base<l on time

studies and with adequate wage adjustments

accomplish remarkable results in improving

production and reducing costs at the M.ason

Tire and Rubber Co. i)lant.

Power CJeneratioii and Transmi.s.sion

Fuel

Coal Distilling. 662.6

G. Canlieny. Engineering Progress, Nov. 1925,

pp. 349-52 Illus. Favorable re.xults obtained

at the Mathias Stinnes I/II Collier>-.

Power Plant and Equipment
Ball Bearing Electric Motors. 658.26

T. C. Delaval-Crow. Machinery, Deo. 1925.

pp. 265-9. Illus. .Advantages of ball bearing;^

for motors, and methods of mounting and
lubricating.

Universal Type Motors. 658.26

L. C. Packer. American Institute of Elec-

trical Engiticers Journal, Dec. 1925, pp. 1319-23.

Illus. Description, ratings, limitations, design

features, and successful applications to indus-

trial Uiies

Power Plant Operation

Coal Handhng and Boiler Operation at

Northern Paper Mills. 658.26

II. W. Gochnauer. M.\.Nri--ArTiBiNG Indis-

THiEs. Jan 1926. pp. 23-4. Illus. Methods by

which the Green Bay. Wis., plant of the

Northern Paper Mills accomplished a reduc-

tion in power costs. Layout and equipment

for low cost coal handling.

Brush and Commutator Maintenance. 658.581

I'. S. Howe. Industrial Engineer. Dec. 1925,

pp. 575-Sl. Illus. Important things to watch

for and methods of checking them in case of

commutator trouble.
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Getting the Best Results from the Small

Power Plant. 658.26

Ralph S. Twogood. Industrial Management,
Dec. 1925. pp. 323-30. Illus. Making steam;

heat transfer; plant design; instruments;

operation and supervision of plants ; education

of operators; results obtained from super-

vision.

The Executive Control of Steam Costs.

658.26

F. M. Gibson, hidustrial Management, Dec.

1925, pp. 346-50. Illus. Need for accuracy;

ratio of input to output; fuel values; check-up

of heat balance ; operating cost records ; the

small power plant.

The Fallacy of "Dead Reckoning" in Power
Plant Operation. 658.26

Francis Juraschek. Industrial Management,
Dec. 1925, pp. 362-6. Illus. CO^- percentages,

flue gas temperatures, rates of steam flow,

volume of air to support combustion, etc., should

be carefully and constantly checked-up. Typi-
cal instances of savings.

Guarding the Oil Engine's CooUng Water.
658.26

Oil Engine Power, Oct. 1925. pp. 583-8. Illus.

Means and methods for protecting jacket water
circulation and avoiding scale.

High Efficiency in the Use of Steam. 658.26

Poiuer, Dec. 1, 1925, pp. 846-7. Illus. Advan-
tages and economies in the adoption of the

steam turbine in plants requiring both power
and process steam.

How to Reduce Industrial Power Costs.

658.26

H. A. Woodworth. National Engineer, Dec.

1925, pp. 573-4. Suggestions on how to im-

lirove economy in industrial power plants by
(oni]iaratively simple means.

Iron Mountain Plant Makes Power from
Wood Waste. 658.26

Power Plant Engineering, Dec. 1, 1925, pp.

1186-94. Illus. Methods for burning sawdust,

wood, gas, oil, charcoal, in one of the Ford
jilants. Steam for power and kiln drying is

produced.

Overcoming the Handicap of Haphazard
Growth in a Power Plant. 658.26

J. P. Doolan. Industrial Management, Dec.

1925. p]). 376-80. Illus. Boiler room and engine

room changes that improve power per-

formance.

Records Cut Maintenance Costs—I. 658.26

F. A. Westbrook. Electrical Record, Dec. 1925,

pp. 394-6. Illus. Data on motors and meters

kept by S. D. Warren Co., paper manufac-
turers, are cutting operating expenses by dis-

closing repeated troubles and costly power
losscsf

Some Examples of Possible Savings in In-

dustrial Power Plants. 658.26

Andrew F. Sheehan. National Engineer, Dec.

1925, pp. 563-5. Seven cases where substantial

savings were made through improved operation

of industrial power plants.

Steam-Power in Its Relation to the Develop-
ment of Water- Power. 658.26:621.2

Richard C. Powell. American Institute of

Electrical Engineers Journal, Dec. 1925, pp.
1291-5. Illus. Economic phases of both con-
sidered. Simple method of finding minimum
cost of power for an assumed water power
development with auxiliary steam power.

Using Oils and Greases for Industrial Lubri-
cation. 621.89

Frank E. Gooding. Industrial Engineer, Dec.

1925, pp. 558-63. Illus. Sources of materials,

compounding, manufacture, applications. Use
of graphite with lubricants, its action on scored

bearings. Effect of speed on choice of a

lubricant.

Where Gravity Helps the Power Bill. 658.281

Matthew W. Potts. Industrial Management,
Dec. 1925, pp. 351-4. Illus. Handling coal

and ashes at the Hammermill Paper Co. plant,

Erie. Pa.

Why Management Is Responsible for Ex-
cessive Coal Bills. 658.26

Thomas A. Marsh. Factory, Dec. 1925, pp.

891-3, 988. Illus. States that the reason for

the waste and losses in power plant operation

is lack of information among executives.

Power Transmission

The Control of Mechanical Power Trans-
mission—IV. 658.262

William Staniar. Industrial Management, Dec.

1925, pp. 338-43. Illus. Transmission applica-

tions; unit or group driving systems; babbitted

and anti-friction bearings; idler systems.

The Tension Ratio and Transmissive Power
of Belts. 658.262

C. A. Norman. Mechanical Engineering, Dec.

1925, pp. 1111-3. Illus. Report on investigation

into the increase of transmissive power with

slip conducted on i-ubber, leather and fabric

belts. In general the transmissive power of

belts on cast iron pulleys shows a tendency to

increase with the slip.

Marketing and Distribution

Advertising

How Advertisements Are Built. 659.1

Gilbert P. Farrar, D. Appleton and Co., New
York. 296 pp. $3.50. Written for business

men and for students of advertising. Explains
the principles of magazine, newspaper, folder

and circular advertisements. Shows what a
good advertisement is. Outlines the art of

expression under the heads of attracting atten-

tion, creating interest, arousing desire, develop-
ing conviction, and producing action. Points

out the factors of impression and shows how
to treat them—size, borders, pictures, text,

trade name. Finally, tells how to build ad-

vertisements. Amply illustrated by effective

samples of good advertisements.

The Organization of an Advertising Depart-
ment. 659.1

S. E. Conybeare. Advertising and Selling Fort-

nightly, Dec. 16, 1925, pp. 25, 54-55. Practice

and methods of the Armstrong Cork Co.

Selling

Credit Analysis. 658.882

W. C. Schluter, Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York.
439 pp. $5. Comparative study of reports and
methods used by many of the foremost bankers
and credit men. How credit information is

obtained, and points used in reaching a .judg-

ment on credit risk. How bankers, accountants

and mercantile credit men determine the safe

and jirofitable proposition between borrowed
and owned working capital. Importance of

budgets in credit analysis is described and an
outline is given for estimating external influ-

ence on income. The chapter headings cover
these subjects: Approach to credit risks; credi-

tor's experience; interchange reports; credit

risks and the business cycle; neglected ele-

ments in credit; financial statements; source
of capital ; uses of capital ; supply of working
capital

;
productivity of assets ; rate of fixed

expansion ; management of working capital

;

credit analysis and principles of budgeting

;

indicators of collections.

How to Reduce the Cost of Selling. 658.8

A. G. Frost. National Association of Cost
Accountants Bulletin, Dec. 1, 1925. pp. 239-63.

Methods of the Wahl Co. whereby they have
been able to substantially reduce the cost of

selling their products.

How We Inject the Operating Point of View
Into the Sales Program. 658.8

A. M. Williamson. Factory, Dec. 1925, p. 899.

Methods developed and used by the Acheson
Graphite Co.

Packing, Shipping, Transportation

Co-ordination of Railroad and Motor Truck
in Freight Handling. 656.124

Joseph L. Scott. Society of Automotive En-
gineers Journal, Dec. 1925, pp. 607-S. Illus.

Penn.sylvania Railroad successfully handles
less-than-carload freight by contract with Scott

Bros, who ser\-e 469 towns in four states by
motor truck.

Electric Truck Facts. 656.124

B. J. Martin. Electric Light and Power, I

—

Nov. 1925, pp. 68, 104, 106, 108. Illus. Data
from electric service companies' use of electric

transportation. II—Deo. 1925, pp. 68, 107.

Illus. Electric trucks in the seiwice of the

Milwaukee Electric Railway and Light Co.

More Facts on Electric Trucks. 656.124

Electrical Record, Dec. 1925, pp. 397-9. Illus.

American Railway Express makes studies and
keeps operating records on cost« and space

factors.

Railway Men Study Freight Claim Preven-
tion Methods at Laboratory. 658.7884

Barrel and Box, Nov. 1925 pp. 43, 45, 47. Illus.

Testing machines described and results of in-

vestigations shown.

Wooden Boxes from the Forest to the Pack-
ing Room. 658.7884

Harry N. Knowlton. Barrel and Box, Nov.
1925 pp. 30-2. Illus. The $21,000,000 avoid-

able annual waste in box and crate construc-

tion is illustrated by several examples of sav-

ings brought about.
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Material Handliiiu- and Production Control

Material Control

Buying Finishing Materials. 658.7

Wood Working Industries, Nov. 1925, pp. 18-19,

34. Need of gniding rules for tliese products.

Buying to Specifications. 658.

7

Electric Light and Power, Dec. 1925, pp. 15-17.

Illus. Outline of methods and results produced

at the Detroit Edison Co.

Glues for Use With Wood. 668.31

Wood Working Industries, Nov. 1925, pp. 31-2.

Discussion with comparative table.

Testing Lumber for Moisture Content.
658.772:674

Thomas D. Perr>-. li'ood Working Industries,

Nov. 1925. pp. 22-5. Illus. Before, during and
after kiln diying. Suggestions for purchasing

lumber under moisture content limits.

Mechanical Handling

An Efficient Material Handling System in

this Garnet and Silica Sand Plant. 658.281

Pit and Quarry, Dec. 1, 1925, pp. 93-S. Illus.

Methods in the Grove Stone and Sand Co.

Iilant.

Handling Products in the Squibb Plant.

658.281

George E. Hagemann. M.\NUF.ACTtRiNn Ix-

DUSTHiES. Jan. 1926, pp. 35-8. Illus. E. R.

Squibb Co. has erected a new 13-stor>' build-

ing at Brooklyn, which was planned from the

standpoint of co-ordinated material handling

and processing. Outline of plan and descrip-

tion of method.s.

The Hidden Costs in Handling Bulk Ma-
terials. 658.281

Factory. Dec. 1925, iip. S96-9. 9GG. !)GS. 970, 972,

974, 976, 978. Handling coal and ashes is a

simple matter now; conveyors pave the way
to lower handling costs; monorail conveyor cut

our handling costs 29 per cent ; $7,805.47 .saved

annually by improved handling methods.

How to Save Money in Your Lumber Yard

—

IV. 658.281

H. S. Bartholomew. Wood Working Indus-

tries, Nov. 1925, pp. 16-17. Methods of reduc-

ing handling costs of lumber.

Reclaiming Materials from Storage Effi-

ciently and Economically. 658.281

Pit and Quarry, Nov. 15, 1925, pp. 89-91.

Illus. Methods at the Wyoming Sand and
Stone Co. plant.

Reducing Sand Handling Costs. 658.281

Iron Age, Nov. 26, 1925, pp. 1437-9. Illus.

Material handling equii)ment at the No. 1

Plant of the .\llis Chalmers Manufacturing Co.
Conveyors unload incoming cars. Elevators and
dump trucks move sand from storage to mixer.

Progress in Materials Handling. 658.281

Materials Handling Division, American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers. Mechanical
Engineering, Dec. 1925, pp. 1116-9. Review
of the work done by the Materials Handling
Division of the American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, and suggestions for future

activities.

Production Methods and Control

Cement Industry Offers Big Saving By Oxy-
welding. 665.882:666.94

Cement, Mill and Quarry, Dec. 5, 1925, pp.

22-6. 28, 30. Illus. Examples of equipment
]iroduccd and repairs made by the process.

Cleaning Casting Hydraulically Proves Eco-
nomical. 621.72:658.5

E C Barringer. Iron Trade Retieiv, Nov. 19,

192."), pp. 1267-9. 1318. Illus. Allis-Chalmers

Mlg. Co. installs new system which enables

two men to do the work of 60.

Economy in Producing Sand and Gravel.

658.5

George Ransom. Pit and Quarry, Nov. 15,

1925, pp. 39-44. Illus. Balanced operations at

the Iron Ledge Co. plant.

An Effective Production Control System

—

II. 658.5

John J. Swan. Manufacturing Industries,

Jan. 1926, pp. 39-43. Illus. Methods by which
the Kelly Press Division of the American Type
Founders Co. has established direct control

over production, inventory, and handling.

Even-Flow Production: What It Can Mean
to the Small Plant. 658.5

Frank J. Lynch. Factory, Dec. 1925, pp. 909-10,

950. .'Vdvantages of even flow of production
through manufacturing processes of a small

plant. From the experience of the Sun Tube
Corporation.

Heating by Electricity in the Chemical In-

dustries. 658.27:668

Robert M. Keeney. Chemical and Metallurgi-

cal Engineering, I—Oct. 1925, pp. 805-9. Illus.

Applications to many industrial processes. II

—

Nov. 1925, pp. 855-9. Illus. Various designs

of heaters and their uses. Heating control and
purchase of equipment.

Management of Lumber Dry Kilns. 658.5:674

Thomas D. Pfm^ Mantrxcturing Indus-
tries. Jan. 1926, pp. 45-50. Illus. A sj'stem by
which handling and production can be ma-
terially simplified and reduced in cost in the

lumber industry.

Save Worn and Broken Parts by Oxy-Acety-
lene Welding. 665.882

T. C. Fctherston. Barrel and Box, Nov. 1925,

pp. 28-9, 51. Illua. Machinery and equipment
can be readily reclaimed when damaged.

Temperature Control in Japanning
Ovens. 658.27:667.8

Brass Worid. Nov. 1925, pp. 389-90. Illus. Its

jiossibilitics and advantages.

Employment and Personnel Management

Employment and Training

A Self-Supporting Apprenticeship Sys-

tem. 658.3861

Machinery, Dec. 1925, pp. 326-8. Illus. Fea-
tures of the system used by the Marion Steam
Shovel Co. Figuring costs; teaching economics.

We Train Foremen to Think. 658.386

Glenn L. Gardiner. Factory, Dec. 1925. pp.

894-5, 978. Illus. Methods used by the Oak-
land Motor Car Co. to develop foremanship.

Personnel

Essential Personnel Records. 658.3

Brj'ce Haynes. American Management Asso-

ciation, New York. Pamphlet. 44 pp. Re-
port of the Committee on Personnel Tech-
nique of the .American Management As.so-

ciation.

Measuring and Grading the Supervisory
Forces. 658.3

W. D. Steams. American Management .Asso-

ciation, New York. Pamphlet. 72 pp. Report
of the Committee on Supervisory Forces of

the .American Management Association.

Health and Safety

Aeronautic Safety Code. 629.13:614.8

Societj- of -Automotive Engineers, Inc., New
York. Pamphlet. 52 pp. Tentative .Ameri-

can standard approved by the .American En-
gineering Standards Committee, by the

Bureau of Standards and Society of Automo-
tive Engineers, Inc. The intention has been

to formulate canons of good practice which

should be helpful in utilizing experience of the

past by indicating proper practice and elimi-

nating unnecessary hazards. Airplane design,

fabrication and tests, signals and signalling

equipment, airdromes and ainvays. opcnition

of airplanes, qualifications of airmen, and

general requirements of balloons and para-

chutes are considered.

Analysis of 300 Accidents in Wood Working
Factories. 658.3823

Herbert L. Reid. Dept. of Labor, state of

New York, Special Bulletin No. 139. With
suggestions as to safe practice and suitable

machine guards.

The Reduction of Accidents to Em-
ployees. 658.3823

Pailuay Engineering and Maintenance, Nov.

1925, pp. 450-4. Illus. Handling materials,

falls, hand tools, the personal factor.

Relation of Safety and Production. 658.3823

Robert II. Luckenbach. Manufactvri.vo In-

dustries. Jan. 1926, pp. 25-8. Illus. Methods
by which the Edward G. Budd Manufacturing

Company makes Jvifcty a management respon-

sibility and has reduced the accident rate.

Remuneration

Our Wage Payment Recognizes Cost of Liv-

ing, Length of Service, Efficiency. 658.32

J. A Hiliy. Fiirlory, Dec. 1925. pp. 917-8, 980.

Methods of the Palmolive Co.
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Financial Control and Accounting-

Budgeting the Textile Industry. 658.14

Carey E. Tharp. M.^xuf.acturing Industmes,
Jan. 1926, pp. 29-34. Illus. Complete pro-

cedure in working up, adopting and establish-

ing a comprehensive budget; the organization

necessarj', and methods of getting the plan
across.

Budgeting—My Experience with Many In-

dustries. 658.14

H. I. Shepherd. Syste7n, Dec. 1925, pp. 699-

701, 742. The experience of the author who
is vice president of the Guardian Trust Co.,

in investigating budget methods and the re-

sults in numerous industries.

Elements of Business Finance. 658.14

Joseph H. Bonneville. Prentice-Hall, Inc..

New York. 412 pp. $5. Not only describes

different means of starting a company, but
shows how and why to choose between a

partnership, corporation, "trust" or a -personal

proprietorship plan. Various methods gen-
erally used to raise funds, secure capital and
to meet indebtedness. Discusses forms of

stocks and bonds and their comparative advan-
tages and limitations, from the standpoint both
of the bon-ower and investor. Actual plans
that can be followed in small undertakings as

well as in large mergers are described, of par-

ticular interest to business men is the discus-

sion on the legality of partnerships, stock com-
panies and corporations. Table of contents:

Starting a business; fonns of business organi-

zation ; limited partnerships ; management of

corporations; stock; borrowed capital;

mortgages and mortgage bonds; extinction of

bonded indebtedness ; financial plan ; working
capital; selling securities and underwriting
syndicates; intercorporate relations; income
and its management ; surplus and dividend
policies; effects of credit policies; business

finance and the banks; illegal combinations;
failures and reorganizations and others.

Principles and Scope of Budgeting. 658.14

Henr>- Bruere. Pamphlet. 16 pp. American
Management Association, New York. Briefly

covers its topic for public utilities, banks, in-

surance companies and department stores.

Scope of Financial and Industrial Investiga-
tions. 658.1

Arthur Andersen. Manuf.acturing Indus-
tries, Jan. 1926, pp. 17-22. Conditions and
sources of data; change in ownership; place of

financial investigation and appraisal; internal

investigations; appraisal, legal, research and
accounting data and importance of such data.

What is Your Capital Ratio? 658.14

C. R. DeLong. Chemical and Metallurgical

Engineering, Nov. 1925, pp. 853-4. Illus. This
factor is a valuable index to profits as well as

a distinctive characteristic of the chemical

engineering industries.

Accounting and Cost Finding

Computation of Good-Will Profits. 657.4236

C. J. Foreman. American Economic Review,
Dec. 1925, pp. 652-64. Discussion of the dif-

ferent methods of computing the ^-arious profits

of good will in business.

Flexible Coupling. 621.825

To correct unavoidable errors of shaft mis-
alignment in all classes of connected machinery'
and allow free end float to two connected
shafts. Consists of six parts, two hubs having
an external gear on each, meshing with internal

gears in two sleeves which are bolted together,

and two aligning rings which are fitted in the
two sleeves. If the two shafts are out of align-

ment, the sleeve assumes a neutral position with
a perfectly formed and lubricated bearing on
the spherical surface of each shaft hub. An all

metal gear type of coupling, lubricated and
self aligning. Unusual strength, greater in all

cases than the connected shafts. Complete
protection from dust and dirt. Operates
equally well in either direction, on continuous
or reversing service and at high or low speeds.

All parts made of high carbon forged steel,

and are interchangeable. Sleeve bearings and
gear teeth are entirely submerged in oil. Sizes:

From 1% to 5 in., by half inches, and from 6

to 12 in. by inches. Made by Poole Engineer-
ing and Machine Co.

Gasoline Hoist. 621.86

Made by American Hoist and Derrick Co.
Has gear drive instead of chain drive. Power
is transmitted directly to the pinion shaft of

the hoist, which is between the two rear

drums, and from there to the friction gears, by
at least two teeth—one to each adjoining fric-

tion gear—whereas on the old arrangement
power was transmitted to the rear drum and
from there to the rest of the drums by only
one gear tooth.

Hoist and engine are mounted on a cast iron

bed plate, insuring rigidity and absolute align-

ment of gearing, shafting and bearings. Sup-
plied with the drum equipment of the regular
"American" steam hoisting engine. By means
of the hoist unit system no greater number
of drums than present requirements call for,

need be purchased as future growing require-
ments can be taken care of by bolting one
additional drum at a time to the front of the

New Industrial Equipment

hoist. Three sizes: No. 24.32 G. 32 hp. enguie.

drums 10 in. diam. by 20 in. long, capacity

4000 lb. at 160 ft. per min; No. 28.60 G, 60 hp.

engine, drums 12 in. diam. by 23% in. long,

capacity 6000 lb. at 200 ft. per min; No.
111.75 G, 75 hp. engine, drum 14 in. diam. by
27 in. long, capacity 8000 lb. at 185 ft. per min.

Gasoline hoists combine the cleanliness of

the electric hoist with greater portability, can

be used where electric power is not available,

where the water supply is unsuitable for use

in steam boilers, or where there is no boiler

water at all. A licensed engineer is not re-

quired.

Light Duty Hand Lift Truck. 621.85

Built for speed and ruggedness; 2000-lb

capacity; easy lift; alemite lubricated; fur-

nished with 3 or 4 roller bearing wheels, 6. 7. or

9 in. diam.; high or low lift respectively lW\c,

in. and 2%, in. elevation platforms of various
sizes, from 17 by 32 in. up to 25 by 48 in.

Trade name "Blue Streak." Made bv Cowan
Truck Co.

Magnetic Switch for Woodworking Ma-
chines. 621.3173

Enclosed magnetic switch (CR-7006-S-3).
made by the General Electric Co. for wood-
working applications where frequencies higher
than 100 cycles are necessary. A special coil

and magnet frame construction is used, with-
out increasing the overall dimensions of the
switch. The rating of the switch varies accord-
ing to the frequency of the circuit on which
it is used : at 120 cycles, it will be operated
on 220 volts; at 150 cycles, on 275 volts; at

180 cycles, 330 volts, or any other correspond-
ing intermediate voltage and frequency. The
switch is built in the two-pole form for the
convenience of machine builders in conserving
space and providing one disconnecting switch
for all motors.

Oil Burner and Preheater. 669.8

In welding many castings, preheating is

necessary to neutralize expansions and con-
traction strains, or to effect economy of gases.

Large castings will absorb a large amount of

heat, so a great gas saving can be made by
first preheating the entire piece. The Alexan-
der Miiburn Co. has placed an oil burner and
preheater on the market for this purpose.

The Milbum oil burner and preheater is

primarily designed to give maximum combus-
tion and greatest heat in the quickest possible

time, thereby reducing overhead and resulting

in greater output from men and machineiy. It

is of the atomizing type utilizing economically
the cheapest grade of crude, fuel, kerosene oil

or distillate and compressed air under pressure

^arj-ing from 50 to 100 pounds. The air sup-

I)ly line serves two purposes. While furnishing

a direct flow to the burner, the air also main-
tains a similar pressure in the oil storage tank,

creating a greater velocity in the oil feed line

thus insuring a positive and uniform flow of

both oil and air. Immediatelj- upon opening
the valves the gas at the burner can be ignited

and the work at hand can be started. Car-
bonization and oxidation are eliminated.

Six-Ton Hy-Lift Truck. 621.86

X new Baker 6-ton Hy-Lift truck is being
marketed by the Baker-Raulang Company for

use in steel stamping, automotive and other
industries to change dies conveniently and at

low cost.

The main frame consists of two S-inch and
two 9-inch channels. The vertical track on
which the roller carriage runs consists of two
8-inch nickel-steel special I-bearas. The power
plant employs a Baker totally enclosed series

motor driving through a worm reduction and
full floating axle shafts. The hoist is of the
2-cable type and the drums are driven by a
compound wound motor through a combina-
tion worm and planetaiy reduction.

When dies are changed by the hy-lift truck
method they are conveniently stored on roller

racks three or four tiers high and quickly

transferred to and from the truck platform.

Heavy dies can be stored on the floor on skids

or on blocks so that the hy-lift can run under-
neath the dies and pick them up.
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GERRARDi
Uni-Lastic

^^

'C

Jkli9JMDin(ls

Approved by the

Western Weighing
& Inspection Bureau.

Sec W. W. & I B.

Bulletin No. 606.

W/hflt 7< It^ A method of car-loading that ties the load

. into two flexible units of such si:e that they

absorb the shocks and impacts of train movement and switching,

It allows a slight compensating movement of the whole load in

the car and permits enough elasticity in the load itself to cushion

transportation shocks and prevent damage either to merchandise

or rolling stock.

How Is It Done? Four strands of S gauge wire are

draped around the mside or

the car and spaced with spacer wires according to the height of

the load. After the load is placed, the wires are drawn tight with

a Gerrard Little Giant Wire Tying Machine. "The Tie That

Binds" is made, and the load is ready.

One of the Qerrard

group of Wire T\iTig

Machines— the xuell

knuun Model"B" for

light packaging. Uses
uire, 12 gauge, or

smaller. Ask us how
to make safer single-

packagc shipments.

rrard Uni-

tic Stowage
What Does It Accomplish? p"

L Las

accomplishes the safe carriage of merchandise.

It reduces dunnage to 30 pounds and eliminates the use of

spikes, nails or timber bracing.

It saves $2.C0 to $4.C0 per car in loading costs for the t>'pe of

shipment illustrated.

It reduces damage to both merchandise and rolling stock.

GERRARD WIRE TYING MACHINES CO.
1943 South 52nd Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.
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Now Ready

Montgomery's Manual of

Tax Procedure
for 1926 '''^"

CURRENT tax problems have developed to the

point where preparing each j-ear's return is only

part of your work. You nuist now be prepared also to

handle appeals, hearings, and reviews as necessary.

When important decisions are handed clown which may
mean big refunds, you want to be in position to act

promptly, and before it is too late, to recover anything
due your company or j'our clients.

Offers the Counsel
of an Acknowledged Authority

Montgomery's 1926 manual enables you to meet these

changed conditions. It is the personal work of Robert
H. Montgomery, Counselor-at-Law and member of the
firm of Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery. The in-

formation which it contains is based upon sound pro-

cedure as determined bj- decisions of the courts and
Board of Tax Appeals and upon Treasury regulations

and rulings issued dm'ing ten years' experience under
five tax laws.

This edition, because of the increasing amount of

material which must be presented, is divided into two
volumes. The first is devoted to the Income Tax; the
second treats the Excess Profits, Estate, Gift, and
Capital Stock Taxes.

The value of this 1926 manual will not be lessened or

affected by the passage of the new tax law during 1926.

You need have no liesitancy in avaihng yourself of its

interpretative counsel regarding questions now pend-
ing or of the precautions and protection which it sup-
plies for making returns for the past \'ear's operation.

Explains Tax-Board Decisions and Practice

Mr. Montgomery's complete treatment of cases and
procedure before the Board of Tax Appeals alone v/ill

make his manual a necessity to every corporation
official, lawyer, banker, and accountant.

Already more than 1,000 decisions have been handed
down by this Board. Many of the changes in Treasury

Department rulings which these entail are nothing short

of revolutionary. Thousands of returns are affected.

For this volume, Mr. Montgomery has digested and
arranged according to subjects every case decided. On
each decision in which questions of principle, or im-
portant, interesting, or novel points are involved, he
gives in full his pei'sonal comments. This service can-

not be duplicated elsewhere.

Only in this manual, too, do j'ou get constructive

and detaOed explanations of what must be done in pre-

senting cases before the Board, together with helpful

suggestions regarding what should be done.

The Only Complete Manual of the
Excess Profits Tax

During the past year, there have been handed down
decisions of far-reaching importance to every corpor-

ation which paid excess profits taxes. One, made public

only a few weeks ago, may involve refunds of hundreds
of millions of dollars.

In view of these developments, and in view also of

the fact that most of the cases now up for appeal in-

volve the excess profits tax, a book of jjrocedure under
it becomes vitally necessary. Mr. Montgomery has
brought together for his manual everything to date re-

garding this tax—the law, regulations, rulings, and de-

cisions since 1917. Nowhere else in print is anything
like this available.

Have Both Volumes Sent You Postpaid

THE price of this two-volume manual is $18.00.

Singly, Volume I, Income Tax Procedure (2005
pages) is $12.00; Volume II, Excess Profits, Estate,
Gift, and Capit.\l Stock Tax Procedure (853 pages)
is .16.00.

To secure the maximum benefit of the protection

which these volumes afford, you want them as soon as

possible after publication. Get your order in now.

The Ronald Press Company, Publishers, 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

Use This Order Form

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY, 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

Send me postpaid immediately the tax manual or manuals by Robert H. Montgomery which I have checked below:

( ) Income Tax Procedure—1926. $12.00.
( ) Excess Profits, Estate, Gift, and Capital Stock Tax Procedure—1926. $6.00.

Within five days after their receipt, I will send payment in full as stated above. Or, if the volumes are not satisfactory, I will return them to you.

Name {Please print)

Firm Position

Business Address City

Signature

(70M5n

. State

.
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MORE THAN 2,000,000 SKAYEF SELF-ALIGNING BALL BEARING HANGERS NOW IN USE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

HOW 79 OF THESE ANTIFRICTION
HANGERS PAID A DIVIDEND
OF 93%-THE FIRST YEAR
WHEN the total loss to Industry due

to friction is tabulated, it probably

aKF"
Certijicd Campaign
Every statement made
in this advertisement

IS substantiated by an
unbiased engineering

analysis and report, a

certified copy of which
may be obtained upon
request.

will bulk even higher than the nation's
fire loss. No one today knows just how
much friction costs each year.

But an idea may be gleaned trom the
experience of a large textile mill* that
formerly used plain bearings on its line
shafting. After years of general dissatis-
faction, excessive maintenance and power
costs, 79 Skayef Self-Aligning Ball Bear-

ing Hangers were installed. The result
was that the very first year, the cost of
power and maintenance was reduced
$1,446.97 -93^c of the cost of Skayef
installation.

EK"> engineers will show you how
Skayef line shaft equipment will reduce
your power and maintenance costs, speed
up production, eliminate expensive de-
lays and pay for itself in less than two
year.s' time.
• Name an J certified copy of cnglnccrinn report on rcque^i.

The SKAYEF BALL BEARING COMPANY, 165 Broadwav. New York

BALL BEARING
1516

POST HANGERS, PILLOW BLOCKS
f

Puts the
' I Hlpht Beartnp
->\ '' in the o.

yHight Place y

AND TRANSMISSION APPLI.\NCES
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The Ames Maxufacturing Company
Comparative Balance Sheet

As of December 31

Assdi 1921 1922 1923 192-t
Cash 8 4,052 813.371 $ 7,190 $10,512
Accounts Rereivable (Net) 14,468 8,217 5,029 5,857

Net Quick Assets $19,120 $21,588 $12,819 $Ui,369
Inventories 17,556 20,007 28,077 22,210

Total Current Assets . . $36,670 $42,195 $40,890 .$38,579
Fixed .\,«ets (less Dcpreci.itii.n) 17,922 25,707 36,163 37,990
I'repaid Expense 76 213 2,545 2,459

Total Assets $54,674 .$68.115 $79,604 $78,328

Liahilitics and Capita!
X.il. - P.nyable

—

Trade.. $1,000 $ 3,000 $1,000
N"l.Wayable—Bank... 4,000 $4,000 3,000 2.000
.\. >. Mints Pa.vable 7,000 4,000 8,000 5.000
Dividends Pa.vable 2,000 2,000 2,000
Accrued Liabilities 128 690 337 248

Current (and Total) Liabilities $14,128 $8,690 $16,337 $10,248

Capital Stock Outstanding $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $50,000
Surplus I DcBcill 9,454 0,425 13,267 18,080

Total Net Worth $40,546 .$59.425 $63.267 $68.080

Total Liabihties .and Net Worth. $54.674 $68.115 $79,604 $7S,R28

Sales $52,088 $66.38.'i $90.P52 $96,691

^
What Would You Read
From These Figures?
From the data gi\cn at the left, would you .say

that the Ames Manufacturing Company is

carrying too large an in\entory?

Is it tying up too much money in recei\ables?

Is there any tendency to over-in\-estment in fixed

as.sets?

Do you see any serious evidence of insufficient

cajjitalization?

Would you suggest any immediate remedial
measures?

Everj'thing considered, is the company in good
position?

Here is a 7icir volume irhich (/iir.t j/ou a definite

basisfor positive answers to cjiiestinns like these—

AnalyzingFinancial Statements
By Stephen Oilman

Certified Public Accountant; First Vice President, International Accountants' Society. Inc.; formerly member of the firm. Tanner, Oilman & F.Ilis;

formerly Manager of Credit Department. Tennessee Coal. Iron and Railroad Company; Author of "Principles of Accounting"

c/41

AREMARiwVBLE manual of organized method,
procedure, and technique for accountants,

credit men, corporation officials, and in-

vestors. Its viewpoint is that of the man, outside
or inside of the organization, who must form his

judgments without access to information other
than that contained in properly constructed
accounting statements.

Give Definite. Flexible Procedure

This volume gives you definite and unusually effective pro-

cedure for determining from both balance sheets and profit and
loss statements the real trends and conditions in the com-
panies prejiaring them. It suggests programs for analyzing

both single and companitive statements. It shows how to use

such common measures as the current and "acid test" ratios;

what danger signals to watch out for; and how to determine

the cau.ses for changes favorable and unfavorable.

ShoHs Hon- to Recognize Business
Jf eahnesses

It points out positively what conclusions should be drawn
from the presence of any particular indication. It is the first

boni; in which the methods of analysis are interlocked

with the detection of specific business ailments. As
gauges for these ailment-s, the author suggests eight

ratios among such items as sales, net worth, current

assets, and current liabilities. These he shows how
to compare for successive statements, using for illus-

tration a number of actual comparative balance sheets

and profit and loss statements covering several years' op-

erations. He includes also a valuable chapter on the use of

"standard ratios".

Explains a Netv and Effective Way of

Studying Trends

An important contribution of this volume is Mr. Gilman's

method of analysis by "trend percentages"—a development of

the ratio idea which is particularly helpful in getting a bird's-

eye view of the whole situation. Tlie simplicity, quickness,

and interpretative value of the method have been proved by
succes.sfnl application to a wide variety of statements over a

period of many months. Hundreds of Certified Public

Accoimtants have already signified their intention of adopting

it for their reports.

Send for This A olunie

"VTo matter what other books on statement analysis you may
•^ ^ have, you need this manual of INIr. Gilman's. It is

short and to the point—less than 250 pages. Its price of $3.50

will be repaid you many times over in the time and un-

certainty alone which the book will save you. Send for a copy

—the order form below will bring it to ,vou postpaid.

r

I

"— — — "USE THIS ORDER FORM— — — — — — —
The Kofiiilil Press Company,
l.>East 26lli Stpet, New York, N. Y.-

I'm interested in Stephen GiluL'tn's new book, An.\lvzi\g Fin-\N(1.\l St.\tf.mf.nts.

Send me a tupy postpaid. Within five days after recei\-inK it. I will send you $3.50

in full payment or, if the bonk is not satisfactory, rctu:n it tn you.

i

The Rouald Press Company, Puhlishers ,

15 East 26th Street--New York, N. Y.
,

Name

Business Addn

City

I-'irm . ,

Pignaturc

70M54

State.

rnsition . . .
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*^^Jtinghouse Motors
/ for YOHrVENTURAFIN

UNIT HEATERS

q-iHERE are twtnty-
^ nine W«tin^ouic

icrvicc itations one of

which is located within

a niahl'i ride of each

industrial center. This

insures the continuous

operation of Westinn-

house-etiuipped heaters.

For a wide variety of heating

applications, ranging from small

retail stores to gigantic factories,

warehouses, and auditoriums, the

unit method of heating is superior.

It is superior because of the speed

with which the building can be

heated up, the efficiency obtained,

and the low cost of installation.

Westinghouse motors contribute

to this superiority. Westinghouse

motors are on thousands of such

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &.

Offices in -A" PTimipul Cilics

I.nonitreH S*Tvice-

heaters now in use because:

1. The motor is totally enclosed

—dirt can't get in.

2. The complete windings are

dipped in insulating compound

and baked.

3. The motors are noiseless in

operation.

Specify Westinghouse motors for

a maximum of satisfaction with

unit heaters.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Rff»Tc»cntaci»«» Everywhere

-Men. Psrts, Shop*
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"The Most Significant

Forward Step in MOTOR Design

in a Quarter Century.
^^

This motor has driven a boring

mill without any attention for

over nine months. Note the

dust that covers the bearing

housing. It is perfectly dry and

can be blown off easily.

This motor is being used in

severe machine tool service.

When the photograph was taken

it had been operating over ten

months, without oiling. The oil

level in the overflow plug had

not lowered perceptibly.

Announcing
a motor bearing that has all the

old, familiar sleeve^type advaii'

tages, but that is

Sealed
Oil can't get out

—

Dirt can't get in

—

Removes forever the cause of

motor bearing troubles*

Westinghouse Motors

Have Sealed Sleeve Bearings

Ask any operating or maintenance man what type

of bearing is most satisfactory for general purpose

motors and he'll tell you "sleeve-type bearings."

They have a low coefficient of friction because the
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shaft "floats" on a film of oil. This oil film always

separates the surfaces of the shaft and the bearing.

And since the area of these surfaces is lar<j;e, the

bearing has longer life than is obtainable in other

types. The oil film acts as a cushion, too, so that

the effect of shocks, vibration, and jars which ct^n-

tinually arise in service is reduced.

Moreover, the bearing is simple, and economical

of maintenance and replacement. Its principles and

operation are everywhere tully understood.

What Westinghouse has done is to perfect this

bearing until it has all the merits of every other

type of bearing, while at the same time retaining the

old familiar sleeve-type bearing advantages.

Westinghouse has given it an air-tight housing

that keeps the oil inside, where it belongs—and that

keeps dirt, grit, and other foreign particles that may

cause destruction of the bearing metal absolutely

out. What Westinghouse has done removes for-

ever the possibility c^f oil-soaked windings; they

simply can't happen with Sealed Sleeve bearings;

even vapor can't get out of the housing.

Exhaustive operating and service experience has

developed other advantages which will interest you,

and which prove conclusively that the niotor bear-

ings of the future will be Sealed Sleeve bearings.

Sealed Sleeve bearings are available only in West-

inghouse motors, and all Westinghouse motors for

general use now offer their advantages.

The windings in this motor
lirivinKa machine tool are hone

dry. No oily filmorcoatinR was

apparent on the motor windings

even after ten months of con-

tinuous operation.

This motor replaced one with

conventional hearings that had

given serious trouhle duo to

burn-outs caused by oil leakage.

No oil had been added even after

eleven months of operation in

this Ohio steel mill.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY
offices in all Principal Cities Representatives Eterytvhcre

Localized Service—Men, Parts, Shops

© 192i. W. E. 6l M. Co.
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Now an ^^^^^'^^^^^^'^^^^'^^^^^^^

International Authority
THE German translation rights for MANAGEMENT'S HANDBOOK

were recently secured by the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure, the

great engineering society of Germany. This will be the first trans-

lation of any technical handbook from English into German.

Considering the advanced development of German industry, this

transaction pays high tribute to American manu-

facturing methods and is a striking recognition

of Management's Handbook as the means

through which they have been success-

fully recorded.

The Handbook is also widely used in

other foreign countries—as England,

France, Italy, Japan, and Poland—in

its original text. Such extensive ac-

ceptance abroad as well as in this

country stamps the manual as an in-

ternational authority.
The Great Manual
for Manufacturers

Walworth Manufacturing Company . Ke~
wanee. III., A. J. Mather.V/orks Manager:
"Exceedingly convenient to refer to for prac-
tical information and suggestions in my every-
day work. Grows more valuable as the owner
uses it and becomes more familiar with its

contents."

Strathmore Paper Company, Mitti-
neague. Mass.. B. A. Franklin, Vice-
President: "A real inspiration and a start-

ing point for definite improvement in the
management of all those concerns which equip
themselves with it."

Management's
Handbook,

32 Sections
Organization for Operation

Management Ratios
Maintenance of Labor
Budgetary Control
Office Management

Classification and Symbols
Production Control

Tool Storage and Issue
Quality Control

Cost and Profit Variation Formulas
Material Handling
Market Analysis

Wage Payments and Timekeeping
Mathematics of Management

Graphic Methods
Plant Layout

Purchasing and Storeskeeping
Operation Study and Rate Setting

Plant Maintenance
Salvaging Materials
Shipping and Traffic
Cost Accounting

lisanking Relations
Simplification and Standardization

Packing for Shipment
Tables and Statistics
The Industrial Plant

Forms
Economic Principles

Organization of Ownership
Information Filing System

Insurance

Flexible Binding — 1607 Pages
Price $7.50

Edited by L. P. ALFORD

You need this Handbook for ready ref-

erence on the workaday problems of

manufacturing management. Its 1607 pages
bring together in organized form the best

up-to-date experience on every phase of

control in all departments of a manufactiu--

ing company.

Production—Finance
—Marketing

Whether your business is large or small

and whether your personal responsibility is

production, finance, marketing, or any of

the related operations, you will find in this

Handbook reliable answers to hundreds of

questions in your daily work. To get an
idea of the tremendous range of its contents,

and the intensely practical nature of the

ground covered, read over the list of sections,

32 in all, at the left.

Prepared by Able Authorities

Broad experience and thor-

ough acquaintance with the
manufacturing field have given
to Mr. Alford an unequalled
background for editing this work.
Associated with him as contribu-

tors are 34 able specialists, each

an acknowledged authority in the field

which he covers. Their material summa-
rizes the best practice of a wide range of

companies which have developed unusu-
ally profitable methods.

The book contains 650 illustrations and
290 tables. Printed on thin strong paper.

Durable flexible binding that will stand
hard daily use. Exhaustively indexed.

1607 pages. $7.50.

Send for a Copy
Management's Handbook is saving to

thousands of active managers all over the
world many hours they would otherwise
spend in research and investigation. It

provides complete, compact descriptions of

methods founds successful by other men
meeting like difficulties.

Send for a copy and see how it will help

you in your own work.

The Ronald Press Company
15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

Publishers also of the Accountants' Handbook
and the Financial Handbook—Send for circulars

"—^^^ ^^USE THIS ORDER FORM^—^^^^^^
The Ronald Press Company

15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of Managennent' s Handbook.
Within five days after receiving it, I will either send you
$7.50 in full payment or return the book to you.

Name
(please print)

Business Address
(70M55)

City State

Firm Position

Signature
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Bigelow. Kent, Willard & Co 70

Buffalo Forge Company '<>

Calculagraph Company '^
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General Fireproofing Company 79
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KEEPS THEM WORKING
Clear, fresh, pure water from Rundlc-Spcncc \'ertico-Slant

Fountains puts the •prod" in production, winter and sum-
mer, the whole year 'round. It keeps your workmen irorting.

They take fewer trips to the fountain and less time out.

Thai's because every drink invigorates.

Lips can't touch the R-S nozzle. Positive sanitation is en-
forced. The slidht slant stream prevents water from fallinit

back upon the jet, and is just right for easy and convenient
drinking. Everyone may drink w ithout contracting or spread-

ing contamination through lip-contact.

The R-S line includes Sanitary Drinking Fountains, Bath
and Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies. Write for catalog, which
gives specifications, prices and complete information.

RUNDLE-SPENCE MFG. CO.
62 Fourth Street Milwaukee. Wis.

RUNDLE-SPENCE
<^'-

It's Good
Business to let

G., P. & F. Make
Your Stampings Because:

Pressed metal parts and pressed metal problems occupy 99-44 100'
,

of our time. When you consider that we've been at it for 44 years,

and now have 1500 employees you can readily realize that we have

encountered a wide variety of pressed metal problems. We have

solved them too; that's why it will pay you to benefit from our

experience by turning over your pressed metal work to us. The

chances are that some of our 100,000 stampings (made daily
i
are

vei^ similar to yours. At any rate you arc assured of perfect satis-

faction in every stamping job produced by our_15 acre plant.

€.p&F:sERy|c^

Be Sure to Consult Is

Geuder, Paeschke & Frey Co.
13I0-18I0 St. Paul Ave. Milwaukee, Wis.

303-319 W. Ohio St., Chicago. 111.
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Professional Counsel

WALLACE CLARK
Consulting Managennent Engineer

Methods that get things done on
time, reduce costs and give the

executive complete control.

50 West 12th St. NEW YORK
Full information on request

HEVERLE & HAY
Public Accountants and Engineers

Costs Taxes
Production Audita

Visible Management Methods
Investigations

Main Office

City Centre Building Philadelphia

PENROSE R. HOOPES
Mechanical Engineer

Special 8b Automatic Machinery
Design and ConsultatioD

252 Asylum St. Hartford, Conn.

WALTER N. POLAKOV & CO.

Savings in

INDUSTRIAL POWER
without capital investment

25 Fifth Avenue, New York City

FACTORY ACCOUNTANT
Thorough knowledge of accounting and

shop practice, having a diversified manufac-
turing experience, covering all phases of
accounting, systematizing, graphic presenta-
tion, cost control and budget making, quali-
fied to take charge of any plant as Chief
Accountant. Address Box 328, Management
and Administration, 15 East 26th Street,
New York, N. Y.

Carle M. Bi^elow, M. E.

President
Robert W. Kent, B. S.

Vice-President
John A. Willard, S. B.

Treasurer

BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD & CO., Inc.
clinsulting engineers and accountants

Park Square Building Boston, Massachusetts

Production—Costs—Sales—Building Design—Valuations—Audits—Financing

Scovell, Wellington & Company

\cos!m.cmTj Audits Tax Service Costs Industrial Engineering

Boston Springfield, Mass. New York Syracuse Cleveland Chicago

MILLER. FRANKLIN. BASSET & COMPANY
ENGINEERS

'^.

ACCOUNTANT*

t47 MADtSON AVINUI
NEW VORK CITT

STEVENSON, HARRISON & JORDAN
A Consolidation of

The Stevenson Corporation— G. Charter Harrison—
J. P. Jordan and Associates

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERS

19 W. 44th St., New York Hanna Building, Cleveland

779 Washington St., Buffalo 80 Federal Street, Boston

Organization, Measurement and Control

of Sales, Production and Costs

Literature and Complete Information Gladly Furnished

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Executive—10 years* varied experience, some engineering, some commer-

cial. Available January or February. Desires connection with reliable

progressive concern offering good opportunity. Would welcome research

work. Can make moderate investment. Box 329, MANAGEMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION, 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

WANTED
Position as Safety and Welfare Inspector.

Ten years* experience with large corporation
as Safety and First Aid instructor in United
States and Mexico. Can assist Surgeon in

operations and give anesthetics. Best of
references. Willing to go anywhere. John
C. Knopke, 2651 West 34th Ave. Denver,
Colo

EXECUTIVE WANTED
A large corporation is seeking a high grade executive trained as an

engineer, experienced as a production manager, familiar with every depart-

ment of an industrial organization, and not over 45 years old. A construc-

tive opportunity awaits a real progressive who has steadily climbed to large

responsibilities and is now accomplishing results. Box 330, care MANAGE-
MENT IN MANUFACTURING, 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE

available for position offering real oppor-

tunity to a man with energy and proved

ability to get results. Age 30. Married.

Salary $6000. Box 327. MANAGEMENT
AND ADMINISTRATION. 15 East 26th

Street. New York City.

%
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A Battery of POWERS
Accounting Machines
In Action.

that tell fortunes
Many representative concerns get better results

by the use of mechanical accounting equipment

Fortune in modem business is based

neither on dairvoyancy, nor on good
guessing.

Fortune is based on foTesight; and
foresight is based on accurate analysis

of facts—facts from the past right on
up to the immediate present.

The quick, accurate analysis of these

facts can hardly be accomplished
with modern dispatch unless you use

modem accounting equipment.

Mechanical accounting equipment is

quick enough and accurate enough
to give you the guidance which you

/
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Big Printings Required to Supply
the Pre-Publication Demand Alone

Now Ready

Financial
Handbook
ROBERT H. MONTGOMERY, Editor

Author ot Income Tax Procedure and of Auditing Theory and Practice: Counselor-

at-Law; Certified Public Accountant; Member of the firm, Lybrand, Ross Bros.

& Montsomery; Past President. American Association of PubUc Accountants, and

of New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants; etc., etc.

Assisted by 32 Contributing Specialists

Covers All Questions of Financial Management

NEVER until now has a financial handbook been available. This

new volume meets the need by concentrating between two covers

trustworthy information on all aspects of practical financial management.

Whether your organization is large or small, few if any questions of

principle or detail, pohcy or working method, can arise to which it will

not supply the basic data for a ready, rehable answer.

Under the Editorship

of a Nationally Known Authority

No one could be better qualified to

edit such a Handbook than Robert H.
Montgomery. As a consulting accountant,

he has for over twenty-five years played a

prominent part in the financial management
of hundreds of well-known companies. The
results of these years of intimate contact

and experience he has drawn upon freely

in the editing of this great work.

In preparing the Financial Handbook
he has had the help of a group of 32 con-

tributors and editors, each an able specialist

in his field. Yet such was the mass of material

which had to be assembled, compared, and
organized, that more than two years were

needed to complete the work.

A Reference Volume of

Tremendous Scope

The matters with which the Handbook
deals are those which come up daily in the

operations of every company, of whatever

size. The list of sections, 34 in all, as given

at the right, will show you the amazingly
wide field which it covers.

Throughout the volume, whole pages of

material have been compressed into para-

graphs. Wherever possible, forms and tables

have replaced extended text descriptions.

Even with this extreme condensation, the

information presented fills 1749 pages,

equivalent to fully 4,000 of ordinary style.

The 65-page index provided contains over
7,500 subject references, enabling you to get

quickly all aspects of a question.

Designed for Convenient

Everyday Use

In every detail, this Handbook has been
designed to save the time of the men who
use it. The typography has been selected

for easy reading and arranged to bring
important points to your notice at a glance.

Binding flexible st.vle, strong and durable
for hard, continual use. Page size, 45^" x
714", makes book, for all its 1749 pages,
surprisingly easy to handle.

For Immediate Delivery, Place Your Order Now
EVERY executive concerned with finances will want a copy of this newly

published Handbook. It sells for $7..5(>—an almost incredil)ly low price

for so wonderfully complete and so handsomely manufactured a volume.

To get your copy promptly, you need to send in your order at once. The

Handbook will be mailed postpaid, and you can send us your check for the

price within five days after it reaches you. Or, if the volimie is not in every

way satisfactory, ship it back. Use the form at the right—now.

The Ronald Press Company
Publishers also o/ the ACCOUNT.\NTS' HANDBOOK

and of MANAGEMENT'S HANDBOOK

34 Sections
Financial Statements and Reports

Budgets Mathematics of Finance

Fundamentals of Business Economics

Control of Current Operations

Capital Structure and Policies

Fixed Capital Expenditures

Control of Sales and Sales Expense

Business Law Insurance Protection

Types of Business Organization

Controlling Inventory Investment

Purchasing Credits and Collections

Security Markets "Blue Sky" Laws

Export and Import Procedure

Foreign Exchange and Financing

Dealings with Embarrassed Debtors

Real Estate Transactions

Traffic Management Federal Taxes

Transportation Rates

Treasurer—Comptroller—Secretary
(Functions, Duties. Etc.)

Banks and Their Uses

Profit-Sharing Plans

Accounts and Audits Cost Determination

Abbreviations of Business Terms

Federal Regulation of Business

Investing Surplus Funds

Business Statistics Fiduciary Relations

Purchase and Sales Terms

1749 Pages Gilt Edges
Flexible Binding

15 East 26th Street New York, N. Y.

"^•^^——— USE THIS ORDER FORM-———^^^^
THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY

15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of Robert H. Montgomery's Financial
Handbook. Within five days after receiving it, I will send you
S7.50 in full payment, or return the book.

Name
{please print)

Business Address

City State
(70M55)

Firm Position

Signature.

i

(
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^5.?-

Construction and Equipment
for

The Modern Plant

A GREAT tiuartor century of manu- liotter materials, improved machinery,

facturing has just closed; a new more efficient equipment which are

quarter century is just beginning with ready for installation and use.

great promise for its first vear—1926. „,,* ^ . , ^ ^. , .

Profits larger than ever before earned
T he materials, construction and equip-

await the managers who operate on "'^'"^ indexed below an. advertise, in

sound lines ^''o following pages are being installed

In the forefront of a policy adapted in modern manufacturing plants which

to the needs of today is the utilization are striving for improved operation and

to the full of the new construction, lower costs.

P.\GE

Buildings

Stone k Webster 74

Copper and Brass

Copi^er and Brass Research Association ... 79

Industrial Trucks
Marion Tool Works 78

Mercury Manufacturing Company 78

Instruments. Recording
Taylor Instrument Company 75

Lineshaft Bearings
Hyatt Roller Bearing Company 79

Scales

Merrick Scale Manufacturing Comi)any 79

Superheaters
Superheater Company 7G

Time Recorders
Calculagraph Company 77

Valves
Jenkins Brothers 7S

A'entilating. Heating and Power Equipment
ButYalo Forge Comjiany 70
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ELEVATOR
COMPANY

pRtS.DtNT
September 22, 1^2

January, 1926

Stone « "^"
„^.

GeiitieiEeni-

vTv made an ii^~

Having recently
^^ ^^3^g^.

your orga^ ^^;^
considering ti^^^

^.^^ ^i^ter

^elo^w your estin^

Yours very truly.

BOSTON, 11? MILK STREET

NEW VORK. 130 BROADWAY

CHICAGO. FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLLlG

STONE & WEBSTER
*^ INCORPORATED

BUILDERS
PHILADELPHIA. REAl ESTATE TRUST BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO. HOLBROOK BLLKi.

TRUST BLDG,
PITTSUURGH.
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How Mami Dollars Do
^You SMp With Your Goods?

If you suddenly discovered that
every time a shipment of your products
left the plant your shipping clerk in-

cluded a package of dollar bills from
the cashier's drawer, what would you
do?

Don't smile—you may be doing that
very thing right now; perhaps not
quite so tangibly, but nevertheless, just
as effectively. If you are depending
upon hand control of heat and pressure
regulation, you are shipping away dol-
lar bills, in the form of added costs.

Tycos Indicating. Recording and
Controlling Instruments give you the
accurate knowledge of temperatures
and pressures so necessary if waste and
a piling up of overhead are to be
avoided. There are many places in

every plant where a close and constant
check with Tycos Automatic Controls
will do wonders toward reducing costs.

There's a catalog for you. Write for
it Now.

ycos
Automatic

Temperature
Control

Toy/orInstrumentCompanies
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Plant Tycos Bldg. Toronto
69;

2

1. Tycos Electric Contact Control

2. Tycos Dubl-Duty Regulator

3. Tycos Thermo-Tyme Regulator

4. Tycos Self-Acting Regulator

Tycos TemperatureInstruments
INDICATING • RECORDING • CONTROLLING
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Boilers Operated at 21^% of Rating

with Forced Draft

One of the Buffalo stoker fans at Detroit Copper & Brass

Rolling Mills

Charles Henderson, Maintenance Engineer,
Detroit Copper & Brass Rolling Mills, Detroit,

says:

"For the manufacture of our sheet copper

and brass, tubes, pipes, wire, etc., we make
all our own power. Our power house con-

tains SLX 600 H.P. boilers, some of which were

installed in 1913, and some in 1916, and a 1200

H.P. boiler added last year.

"These boilers are all forced draft, stoker

fed. The forced draft is furnished by 4 Buffalo

Forge Turbo Conoidal type fans, driven by
steam turbines. Three No. 6i

2 Buffalo Forge

fans have furnished forced draft for the sbc 600

H.P. boilers for the past nine years, and their

successful performance led us to choose a No. 7

when we installed the new 1200 H.P. boiler last

year. This fan is driven by a steam turbine

developing 75 H.P. with 1.55 pounds of steam

at 1275 R.P.M.

"By the use of stokers and forced draft we
are able to operate our boilers at 270% of

their normal rating. As our plant works 24

hours a day all the year round, and Sundays
during the winter months, we consider that

our equipment is subjected to unusually heavy
service. Our Buffalo Forge fans have been very

satisfactory, and have given us practically no
trouble or expense for upkeep or repairs."

Our catalog No. 730 describes these fans.

Perhaps we can help you to cut costs in your
plant.

BUFFALO FORGE COMPANY
453 Broadway, Buffalo, New York

Branches in All Principal Cilirs

Factrolite Wire Glass
For windows,
this is the best

type of glass tn

install.

Because it is

scientifically do-

signed especially

for windows tn

eliminate t h i

glare of the sun

and afford uni-

form light dis-

tribution.

By using Far-

trolite it is pos-

sible to increase

the light in a

room 25 feet or

more deep from

38 to 72 per cent

as compared
with clear glass.

iHi-

!::•: 't{

:;;:

I >-»*fi»>»rf^y

'

f >» mrirfrrrtt

Made in both Plain and Wire Glass

MISSISSIPPI GLASS CO.
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.

220 Fifth Avenue

Chicago, in. New York St. Louis, Mo.

EubbLU SUFERHEAThlR installed in a 242 hp. Spnngfie'd boiler at
Kimble Glass Co.. Viieland. N. J., imintains an even superheat at

100 degrees at I 50 lb. boiler pressure. Note minimum obstruction to gas
flow and accessibility for installation and in5paction due to the design
and arrangement of the Elesco Superheater.

The superheater company
17 East 42nd Street (WltM

NEW YORK Vijt^^
Boston Pittsburffh

Canada: The Superheater Company, Limited. Montreal

Peoples Gas Building

CHICAGO
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Calculagraph
— an Investment for Many Years

Protection of your accounts—printing a permanent and unalterable

record of the exact total of working time elapsed, as well as the

beginning and ending of each job—that's the work of Calculagraph.

An "investment" that saves money, earns money—and Calcula-

graph goes on saving for you, year after year.

Calculagraph is sturdy, durable and fool-proof! In design, construc-

tion and quality it is more than equal to constant daily performance.

Though its calculations are made with the utmost sensitive precision, the

machine serves for a long, hard term.

Send at once for free booklet, 'Elapsed Time Records."

The Calculagraph Company
50 Church Street Dept. 50 New York City

CALCULAGRAPH
-T Cn

Ih Slapscd^lUm i\ccordcr
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U^lMi^i
C This is No. 1 of a series 3

Let^s^^thinkStraight^'
about Factory
Trucking—

If your power unit pulls trains— in-

stead of carrying a single load— it does

more work and earns more money for

you— doesn't it?

No argument here

!

The simple principle briefly stated

above is the foundation of the Mercury
business. After eleven years experience

we are still building "tractors and
trailers"— to the exclusion of all other

types of trucking equipment. And— the

kernel in the nut is, that our business

is increasing nicely every year.

There must he something to it!

The back-bone of the Mercury sales

organization is composed of men who have
been with us froni the start. They know
" tractors and trailers " and the way to

use them.

If a Mercury Sales - Engineer says— "it

can he done"— he will back up his recom-
mendation with an actual demonstration in

your plant.

Just ask us to send a bulletin
— no salesman will call.

Mercury Manufacturing Company
4124 So. Halsted St. Chicago, U. S. A.

and

Trailers

!!l5!!SS!!!i^^

Hovl^NurSiockFosil];)
You can move the heaviest rolls easily, safely

and quickly! Marion Dolly Trucks cost no
more than ordinary Dollys, but embody many
new and exclusive advantages. Built low and
with sloping skids; easy to load and unload;

frame curved to hold rolls of paper and bar-

rels firmly in place. Will turn in their own
length; will handle up to 2} 2 tons right along.

Simple and light enough to be carried any-
where needed, yet durable and practically in-

destructible. Made of steel and Marion cer- \\i^

tified malleable. ^p^

Marion Dollys
"stay put" while
being loaded; won't

crawl away from
you. Heavy rolls

can be loaded or

unloaded without

jarring, tearing or

bursting.

Your savings in stock and manpower will make it cheaper for you
to own Marion Dollys than to try to skimp along without them.
Write today for complete information prices and special 10-day
trial offer.

., MARION TOOL WORKS. INC.
Marion ... Indiana

iirriiiiiiiiirrMiifl^r j-^*^"-' '*

Jenkins
as a matter of course

It never occurs to hundreds of en-

gineers to buy any other valve but
a Jenkins. And the preference in

most cases is based on experience.

Jenkins Valves give maximum rather

than average service because they're

built to give it. Strength where
strength is needed is a feature of

Jenkins design; the metal used is

analyses proved both before and after

casting.

The thoroughness of Jenkins man-
ufacture provides, too, for the testing

of the completed valve to allow a wide

margin of safety.

JENKINS BROS.
80 White Street New York. N. Y.
524 Atlantic Avenue Boston. Mass.
133 No. Seventh Street Philadelphia. Pa.
646 Washington Boulevard. . . Chicago, III.

Fig. 106, screwed
Jenkins Stand-
ard Bronze
Globe Valve.

JENKINS BROS.
Montreal, Canada

LIMITED
London, England

AJivays marked with the Diamond"

nkinsValves
jI since 1864
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Save Time and Labor

Use the

Merrick Conveyor Weightomeler
Any mfltcrial handled on a belt, bucket or pan conveyor fitted

with MERRICK WEIGHTOMETER is automatically weighed as it

movea along. The scale i« always on the job—it makes no slip*

—it's honest—«nd its totals at the end of the day are accurate

and they require no special attendant.

Material being

handled over

Weigh tome tert

COAL
ORES (all kinda)

CEMENT
SHALE
CLINKER
ROCK
GYPSUM
FISH
FERTILIZER
PHOSPHATES
SAND
PAPER MILL

PRODUCTS
HOG FUEL
SALT

ETC., ETC.

TYPICAL INSTALLATION

MERRICK SCALE MANUFACTURING CO.

186 Autumn Street, Passaic, New Jersey

M^hat price upkeep—
Repairs, replacements and the annoy-

ance that goes with them are not

wholly inevitable.

For instance, where metal enters into

construction—Copper, Brass and

Bronze, appropriately used, reduce or

entirely eliminate the e.xpense caused

by repair or renewal of rusted parts.

In home, office or plant, used as

Brass pipe plumbing, as COPPER
flashings, gutters and downspouts, as

Brass or Bronze hardware and

lighting fixtures these metals do not rust.

Freedom from expense and trouble

assured by COPPER, BRASS and

Bronze warrants their use.

COPPER ^ BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

25 Broadway - New York

*.''

The Complete Line of Office Equipment

Allsteel Files
DRAWKRS that operate at a touch,

with velvet smoothness-greater
filing capacity per unit—unusual fire

protection—and no wearing out. .A.11

these are Allsteel File advantages.

Welded construction throughout,
beautifully and richly finished in

baked-on enamel, Allsteel Files—
like the entire /I //s^Pf/Ufiice Equip-
ment line—guarantee you permanent
satisfaction, at a reasonable cost.

/) rite for the new OFAllsteel Furniture Catalog.

THE GENERAL FIREPROOFING CO.
Youngstfncn, Ohio

Deattn Everywhere * Canadicn Plant: Toronto, Ontario

-•^ .^ m^« MM «. ,1 ;.' I,-*, .", i
• - tj;. n (i> i,our firm Irtterhmt — "^ — ^— ^— ^—

The Crnrrnl Fireproofin« Co., Youngltown, Ohio MA.\

PUaae acnd me without obligation a copy of your AlUSted
Furniture Catalog.

Name
Firm
Street Nn.

City >'•="
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Easy to install because ifs split

THE neu' Hyatt lineshaft roller bearing

is split, as its predecessors have been
for 35 years.

Therefore, it is not necessary to dismantle

the entire transmission line when instal-

ling. Pulleys, clutches and other shaft

fittings are not disturbed, nor is it neces-

sary to move hangers.

This unique feature has saved thousands
of dollars for purchasers of nearly two
million Hyatt lineshaft bearings.

It takes but seven minutes to remove an
old bearing and install the netv Hyatt. A
small wrench is the only tool used.

Just lay the lower half of the box on the

shaft and roll it under to its operating

position. Tighten the adjusting bolt. Drop
the top into place, turn down four bolts

which seal the two halves, and then turn

down the upper adjusting bolt in the

hanger. Lubricate, align and turn on the

power.

A small quantity of oil three or four

times a year assures efficient operation of

all Hyatt bearings. Machined housing

joints prevent oil leakage.

Friction is eliminated where Hyatt roller

bearings are used, because they impart an
easy rolling motion.

Once installed, Hyatt line shaft bearings

last a lifetime.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

^Phone your nearest

mill supply dealer ROLLER eEA^RINOS
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*^Running £or T^relve Years and We
Haven*t Spent a Nickel on Them—**

k

LINK-BELT
118 4-8

Drivel No'w Carried
in Stock

Link-Belt Silent Chain Drives,
from !j to 10 H. P.. in almost
any speed ratio from 1 to 1 up
to 7 to 1. can now he obtained
from stock from a Link-Belt
Distributor near you. Send for

Book 725, or name of your
nearest distributor.

SAID a certain veneerman to a Link-Belt engineer.

Quoting further from his statement— "Yes, our

drives will wear out, but built as Link-Belt builds them,

Silent Chains are dependable".

Then he showed our engineer several machines which had
not lost an hour's time in 12 years where failure could be

attributed to power transmission.

You will know what it is to be carefree, when you use

Link-Belt Silent Chain Drives. Ask the nearest Link-Belt

engineer to show you how these efficient drives may be

applied to your machines.

Send for Silent Chain Price-List Data Book No. 125.

MSSLINK-BELT COMPANY
Leading Manufacturers of Elevatinc, Conveying and Power Transmission Chains and Machinery

PHILADELPHIA. 2045 Hunting Park Ave. CHICAGO. 300 W. Pershing Road INDIANAPOLIS. P. O. Box gS

Offices in Principal Cities

LM^- m^T
Efficient Silent Chain Drives
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Putting the Power of a Pachydenn
in the Hands of One Trucker

THE Worm Drive Electric Stacker^and
the Jack-Lift truck with two front

wheels—new developments of the Lewis
Shepard Company of Boston, Mass.—are of

course Hyatt equipped.

Users and manufacturers alike know that

one man and a Hyatt equipped truck or

stacker easily handles heavy, bulky materials

that formerly staggered several men.

Adoption of Hyatt Roller Bearings means positively

lubricated rolling motion substituted in place of the

rubbing, sticking action of ordinary bearings. They
take the strain off your truckers reduce tloor wear

—

and lengthen the life of equipment.

And besides increasing the capacity of your trucking

system and storage space—they reduce maintenance
worries and expense.

Lubrication every three or four months is the only

attention that this Hyatt equipment requires. This
means time and money saved when low production
cost depends upon a continuous flow.

Lewis Shepard Company and the several other many
facturers of such high class equipment specify Hyatt
Roller Bearings because they know that they add
to the value of their products.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY
NEWARK DETROIT CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

WORCESTER PHILADELPHIA CHARLOTTE
PITTSBURGH CLEVELAND

WATT
Manufacturinc Industries— I'o/. A"7, No. S—Published on the first of each month b]/ The Ronald Press Companv. Subscription price $5.00 per year.
Publication office. Federal and Nineteenth Streets, Camden, New Jersey. Entered as second-class matter in the post office at Camden, New Jersey, under
the Act of March S, 1S79. Copyrioht 1S16 by The Ronald Press Company.
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New York, N. Y. Air. Arlhur Loomis Har-

mon, Architect; Jaros and Batim. Consulting

Engineers; Gillis and Geohegan, Heating Con-

tractors; ^Helton Holding Corpn., Owners.

Here are the three motor-driven Jennings
Hytor Vacuum Heating Pumps, installed on
the return line heating svstem of the Shelton

Hotel, Ne7v York. N. Y.

Hytors serve the Shelton, also

Three motor-driven Jennings Hytor Vacuum
Pumps are depended on for removing the conden-

sation and air from the return Une heating sys-

tem of the Shelton Hotel. New York, N. Y.

—

two units each capable of handling 65,000 sq. ft.

equivalent direct radiation, and a third suitable

for 40.000 sq. ft.

In a building of this character, good heating is

a requisite of first importance. Only the most
efficient design, and equipment will assure the

results that are expected and demanded,—and
the fact that Hytors were specified for this in-

stallation is a significant recognition of their ex-

cellence.

Jennings Hytors deserve this commendation.
In the many years they have been in use. they

have conclusively proved again and again that

they give reliable service season after season,

with the characteristic dependability that dis-

tinguishes superior equipment.

NASH ENGINEERING COMPANY

So. Norwalk Connecticut

Write for these Bulletins. They com-

pletely describe the several Jennings Heat-

ing Pumps,—their construction, method

of operation and the superior service they

always give in the uses for which they are

recommended.

Branch^ Sales Offices: Atlanta. Boston. Buffalo. Chicago. Cleveland. Dallas,
Denver, Detroit, Houston. Indianapolis. Kansas City. Los Angeles. Minneapolis,
New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh. Portland, Richmond, St. Louis,
Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington. In Canada: Montreal,
Toronto and Vancouver. European Offices: London, England, Norman Engi-
neering Co.; Brussels, Belgium and Amsterdam, Holland, Louis Reijners Co.;
Oslo, Norway, and Stockholm, Sweden, Lorentzen & Wettre.

Jennings Hytor
BFTURN LIKE AND AIR LINP VACUUM PUMPsd^CONDENSATION AND ^^ORCUIATING PUMPSR£TURN LINE AND AIR UNI VACUUM PUMPS'
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Buick Saves $3,500,000 in Nine Months

Intensive Study of Labor, Materials ant] Scraj) Has Remarkable Results

By ^^. W. ( LAIJK, Ji.

Factory Economist, Office oj II. II. Bassett, President, Buick Motor Company

TilK Buick Motor Company is lunniiiii at its

capacity of over a thousand cars a clay, with nOOO

less einph)yees than in 1923 when production

reached the figure of 925 cars per day. It has also

etTected economies in manufacturin<!; which in them-

selves seem trivial, but which become items of great

importance when the entire saving is estimated. The
result is that the company is turning out its product

of the same high finality as at any previous time,

but at a greatly reduced ^lost to the consumer.

Up-TO-D.ATE KqllI'MK.VT .\XD METHODS

Tlic reduction of working force has been brouglit

about through the installation of up-to-date equip-

ment as soon as it is develojied, and by numerous

changes in machines and in methods of handling stock,

materials and scrap.

N'arious manufacturing economies have been accom-

plished in the face of an ever changing situation. First,

the comparatively small output in 1924 mounted up-

ward in 1925 to the largest in the history of the com-

pany. Then, the jiroduction of closed cars in 1923

of approximately 3S per cent of the total, today is

over SS per cent of all models built.

This latter condition necessitated a radical rcvani])-

ing in every phase of body building, jiainting and trim-

ming. The small pnuluction of 1924 intensified the

drive for economies along even broader lines than those

regularly employed before. This campaign, as in the

pa.<t, was based on a scientific study of every detail of

operating costs in each unit of the entire works. In

accomplishing this end, it was necessarj':

Fii-st, to utilize to the fullest extent the experience

in factory operation and cost distribution of the execu-

tive heading the work, and the training and experience

of his assistants.

Second, in each unit to make a study of all the

various items of expense over an extended period of

time, in order to get the correct picture of its opera-

tions under various conditions.

Third, to make a careful study of plant operations

anil personnel for as long a time as necessary to obtain

a fair idea of current operations and to confirm de-

ductions made from analysis of the expense.

Fourth, to make a written report to the works man-

ager covering all jihases of the investigation, in-

cluding favorable conunents, as well as criticisms and

suggestions.

Fifth, where necessary, to liold a meeting of the

works maiuiger, general superintendent ami unit execu-

tives for discussion and instruction.

This plan has been largely responsible for the

splendid showing made, and it is accomplishing its ends

without the necessity of any radical changes in the

management of the ditTerent ]ilants. It has given the

superintendents an ojiportunily to become better

posted on expense distributions. They are better able

to analyze them, to put tiieir fingers on any items of

excessive cost and to enlarge upon or tighten down

methods alreafly used in controlling their expenses.

Manufacturing expen.ses can usually be divided into:

1. Fixed and non-controllable expenses such as:

Taxes
Insurance

Depreciation

85
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BUICK MOTOR COMPANY
- FLINT MICHIGAN -

Fig. 1 Gener.\l View or Buick Motor Comp.\ny's .Modern

2. Variable or controllable expenses such as:

Xon-productive labor

Operating supplies

Tools

Maintenance and replacement

Scrap

An increase in the fixed expenses as a result of addi-

tions to plant buildings, machinery and equipment
normally results in a much greater reduction in

variable expense. This comes about in two ways: If

the expenditure is for additional machinery, or for

more floor space, or both, there follows greater pro-

duction, which means reduced cost. If the expenditure
is for special tools, or special equipment, such as con-

veyors, there follows a reduction in labor with its

corresponding saving.

Savings Made Through Two Channels

The Buick ]\Iotor Company has made savings

through both channels, as for instance: The stamp-
ing plant prior to July 1923 was a one-story building
with a roof of saw-tooth construction. While this

building was nearly 1150 ft. long and 150 ft. wide, the
increased production called for more floor space and
height. A modern two-story building was designed to

replace the old one. This was erected around and over
the old building without losing a day's production, or

even a single automobile. It was erected by Buick's

engineers and construction crew at a cost of 15 per
cent less than estimated. The results obtained from
this building with its larger capacity, modern equip-
ment and better working conditions have made the
increase in fixed charges well worth while.

Aside from the increased capacity and production,
with resultant lower cost, a saving worthy of note has
been made in scrap losses. They have been so greatly
reduced that the average cost for scrap in eight months
of 1925 shows a saving of over $120,000 compared with

the average cost during the last half of 1924. This

has been accomplished by furnishing additional floor

space, by better methods of handling work in process,

and through the work of a steel expert who is at all

times in co-operation with the superintendent and in

close touch with the steel mills, seeing to the delivery

of steel of the proper gauge, finish and treatment.

Also, by a careful study of the actual raw material

requirements of stampings, the company has been able

in many instances to change specifications as to finish,

treatment, pickling, etc., thereby saving very substan-

tially in the original cost of productive materials.

Labor-saving devices are continually being installed,

such as mechanical and gravity conveyors. These con-

veyors may range from a simple arrangement on which

to slide work from operation to operation, to one for

handling automobile bodies from the third floor of the

body plant, down to the basement, under a street

through a tunnel 200 ft. long, then up to the first

floor of the paint department. This installation made
a big saving by eliminating the use of trucks and men
for handling. The company has been able to wash
sheet metal stampings automatically, and is now dry-

ing them mechanically, doing away with many men,
and saving much expense in wiping rags, etc.

Special machines have been installed in some de-

partments, enabling the operators in some cases to

double tlieir daily output. In many instances new
methods have been developed which eliminate pro-

ductive costs and expenses at the same time.

Controllable items of expense have also been re-

duced to bring about substantial economies. The ratio

of productive labor to the total labor employed
depends entirelj^ upon the nature of the product and
the amount of mechanical equipment used in manu-
facturing and handling it. Some time ago standards

were set for each factory covering the number of men
per foreman, or the number of productive men per

inspector, based on past performance. As soon as
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Automobile Manufactuking Plant at Flint, Michigan

the superintondcnt reached or bettered that ratio, it

was lowered, until finally it was felt that the ratio was

as low as it could be consistent with economical and

satisfactory production. The superintendents, in turn,

set limits for all classes of non-productive labor in

each department and saw that foremen adhered to this

schedule. The results were apparent when in the face

of a reduction of 5000 men in the working force, the

ratio of productive labor to total jumped six points

to the highest percentage in the history of the

companj\
Extensive tests are run on practically all standard

mill supplies and perishable small tools. A graphic

chart showing tests on belting is shown in Fig. 2. As

high as one hundred tests on belting are run at one

time. When the purchasing department obtains an

especially attractive price, tests are run to determine

if this material is as good or better than that in use.

Standards are set upon each and closely adhered to.

Superintendents receive daily statements showing all

expense materials used in their respective plants.

These statements show the kind and quantity of mate-

rial used, its cost, and the department to which it is

charged. The superintendent passes these on to the

department foremen and, where advisable, takes up

these expense items with the foremen, singly or in a

general meeting.

Certain hard and fast rules are laid down regarding

the distribution of expense material. For instance, a

laborer cannot obtain a new shovel without returning

his old one to the stock room. A machine operator

cannot obtain a now drill without returning the old

one. All small standard tools go to the tool .salvage

department to be repaired for further use on the same

job or on some other work.

The few examples in Table 1, selected at random
from hundreds, show the result in the cost per car.

They illustrate tlie enormous saving which can be

made in large production tluough a large number of

such economies, when all are added together and taken

from the cost of each automobile produced.

Items of expense in maintenance and replacement

are vitally necessary to the economical operation of a

plant, for it is in this department that "a stitch in

time saves nine." The general maintenance depart-

ment has functioned so well that a shut-down of any

plant or department because of power trouble or break-

downs is practically nil, even in the face of a reduc-

TABLE 1. COSTS OF TYPICAL ITEMS PER AUTOMOBILE
PRODUCED, AS LOWERED BY IMPROVED METHODS

Item

BeltinK
,\brasive cloths and sandpaper
.Aprons. Rioves and mittens. .

.

Files
Hack and band saws

Period

1923

$n.fi7
0.26
0.07
0.275
0.027

1924 8 Mo.sTHS 1925

J0..i2
0.24
0.047
0.199
0.026

$0,399
0.197
0.046
0.110
0.021

tion of nearly 300 men in this department from the

number employed in 1923.

Maintenance repairs and alterations are being made

continually in individual plants in the form of per-

manent improvements representing savings which

cannot be estimated. For instance, in the grey iron

foundry, the molten metal is all handled with over-

head monorail cranes. Until about two years ago,

one or more of these cranes was always down for

repairs. A wholesale job of rebuilding and strength-

ening them was done, and today it is most unusual

to find one out of commission for more than a few

minutes. Thus a big saving in maintenance, and a

greater saving in loss of production through delay, have

been effected.

In the forge shop, preiieating furnaces have been

designed by the management of this plant to replace
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old furnaces. The new furnaces are so designed as

to fit each particular job, to better localize and retain

the heat, to save fire brick, to speed up the work and

to better the job for the furnace men. These furnaces

are being built by department men and installed as

fast as completed. Less than one-third of the fur-

naces have been replaced and these have been of the

3500

3000

2500

2000 ~;

1500

1000

500

RESEARCH Hi



Successful Budo'et Installation

IVrtnrinaiK'C and Results in the Textilr Industry

Bv CAIU-.V K. TIIAUr

T UK l',tL'4 builget operations described in the

previous issue,' accomplished the following

results:

1. Introduction of the expense budget into every

department of the company.

2. Preliminary education of the staff on budget re-

quirements and procedure.

3. Securing a general attitude of co-operation toward

budget policies.

The last two items are of vital necessity during the

initial stages of any budget. It does not matter which

phase of the budget field is developed first, so long

as the principal initial aims arc co-operation and educa-

tion of staff. The next logical steps were:

1. To complete the scope of the expense budget.

2. To crystallize and organize routine, rulings and

procedure.

3. To extend the scope of the budget to other fields.

4. To develop standards, by which to establish esti-

mates and measure performance.

Analysis of the nature of expenses indicated that no

advantage could be gained by extending the expense

budget to the following items:

1. Salaries of chief executives.

2. Insurance, taxes and depreciation.

3. Direct manufacturing payroll.

The first item is not available, since it is confidential

and cannot be isolated even as a total for all chief

executives. Moreover, it is not controllable by any

executive, but by the Board of Directors. The second

item, also, is not controllable by any executive, as it

is either the res>ilt of general policies of the treasurer

and the Hoard of Directors, or else it is fixed by out-

siders, as in the case of taxes. The thirrl item, direct

manufacturing payroll, is almost entirely piecework,

an<i Huctuates directly witii the volume of production.

The completed expense budget, as initiated in 1925,

included the following items:

I. Head Office Ex])ense

1. Accounting anfl finance department.

2. Selling and advertising.

3. Salaries (except chief executives^.

4. General office expense.

' MAMUFAcrtnuso Industries, Januar>" 1926, pp. 29-34.

II. .Mill Expense.

1. Non-manufacturing departments (Sub-

divided by units).

A. Maintenance of equipment.

B. Salaries.

C General expense.

2, ^lanufacturing expenses (By mills)
=

A, Mechanical labor.

B. ^Machine supplies.

C\ Room supplies.

D. Indirect labor.

E. Salaries.

F. General expense.

In order to establish a workable budget estimate on

manufacturing operations, it is necessary to make some

assumption in regard to the future volume of produc-

tion, for this is the fundamental variable that affects

most operating expenses. Costs of operation may vary

directly in proportion to the volume of production, as

for example, direct payroll, or they may be entirely

independent of production, as in the case of most head

office expenses. Usually, however, manufacturing

expenses come in between these extremes; they are

affected by changes in the rate of production, but

not in direct proportion thereto.

The value of budget estimates depends primarily

on their fairness as a standard of performance. This

is affected by two factors:

1. Accuracy of production forecast.

2, Application of this forecast to expense estimates.

One does not expect the resultant estimate to be

absolutely accurate, for a comjiutation of each of the

above factors is subject to an element of error. But

production forecasts within 10 per cent of accuracy are

readily pos.sible in the textile industry.

Tlie following discussion is an outline of the organi-

zation in our company as applied to profluction esti-

mates, and to the method of using production esti-

mates, after having determined them.

The Selling Department estimates future sales, based

on the trend of past sales, and the Budget Depart-

ment makes an independent forecast, by way of a

check. The Selling Department is held responsible for

the accuracy of the final .sales forecast, however, and

imless figures presented by them are unreasonable,

= Items A to D inclusive were subdivided by m.inufacturing de-

partments, the units of overseers. Items E and F were given in

total for each mill.
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the Budget Department does not insist on revisions.

Our methods, however, are far more comprehensive

than theirs, and involve considerably more statistical

technique than would be possible for them to use.

We therefore expect to persuade them by means of

facts and reasoning to revise their estimates, if their

figures indicate that revisions should be made.

The Budget Department ascertains from the treas-

urer the probable future inventorj^ policy, and con-

verts forecasts of the volume of sales into estimates

•of the volume of production. Estimated production

of each class of goods is divided between mills by the

agent, whenever the same class of product is manu-
factured in two or more mills; for responsibility for

distributing the total production among the various

mills lies entirely with this executive. He uses as a

basis the actual division of production by mills during

the years immediately preceding.

The Budget Department takes no further action on
production estimates, beyond that mentioned above.

Distribution of production forecasts is like playing

with dynamite, since it can easily cause labor trouble,

and the agent, who is responsible for the labor situa-

tion, should have a free hand with which to handle

the gunpowder. The main likelihood of trouble comes
whenever production forecasts indicate a busy future

;

labor, if cognisant of this fact, would probably demand
better terms, and might actually cause trouble. The
agent's policy is very successful here, and no trouble

has ever occurred. He distributes production figures

to his head executives, only, and impresses upon them
the fact that such figures are strictly confidential.

Thus, at every stage, the Budget Department has

Dollars Over Per Cent
or Under Under

50 40 30 20 10 10

Per Cent
Over

20 38 40 50

Total Budget ...18,750

Mfg. Units 12,071

Non-Mfg Units^.6,679

Mill

" 2-.

" 3.

" 4.

" 5..

« 6..

" 7..

" 8..

" 9.

" 10.

_ 1,228

_.754

.2,238

2,399

.4,138

.4,150

. 1,817

2,788

.2,241

2,856

Mech'l a Power ...5,514

Service _„ 329

Experimental 1,015

Mill Office 836

Mill I

Deptll.._

II 12 _...

' 13

II I4._

214

.147

.38

.112

I

J

M

I

^H

focused responsibility upon some other branch of the

organization. The Selling Department is responsible

for sales forecasts, and the treasurer provides an inven-

tory policy. This gives automatically the production

forecast. The agent distributes production by mills,

and diffuses to his subordinates all information per-

taining to production estimates. In each case, the

Budget Department supplies the necessary data, makes
independent checks and suggests changes; but in no
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penecl over some past period of time. In form they

maj' be almost identical.

Application of the Financial Budget

Many concerns have a financial budget and do not

recognize it as such. My company has operated under

one for years, calling it a Cash Position Sheet (see

Fig. 8). When we were extending the scope of our

budget, so as to include all functions of control we
did not change this statement at all, for it fulfills every

requirement that could be covered under any other

form of financial budget. This illustrates the prin-

ciple that we have tried to follow consistently, of never

making up a budget for the sake of having a budget.

If any phase of a budget does not fill some existing

need, for purposes of administrative control, tlien that

particular phase has become useless red-tape.

A strong concern uses the financial budget as a

means of utilizing its working capital to better advan-

tage. If the concern should require $30,000 per week

to meet all of its cash requirements, it is not econom-

ical to keep $300,000 on deposit, for some of this money
might be earning interest. On the other hand, $75,000

would be inadequate, unless there were securities that

could be liquidated to advantage overnight. If a con-

cern is forced to meet an unexpected emergency by

hasty borrowing, it is likely to pay slightly high

interest rates.

A weak concern requires a financial program from

necessity. Having limited credit, it must make use

of what cash it can acquire, if it expects to remain in

business.

The work of laying out a financial program is com-
paratively simple, as compared with an expense

budget. There is no large amount of clerical routine,

no executives to educate, no goodwill to secure. This

budget is the special tool of the comptroller, and the

rest of the organization do not necessarily know of

its existence.

Cash Position Sheet

Our Cash Position Sheet covers semi-annual periods,

and estimates income and disbursements for the end of

each month covered by this period. Estimated liquid

balances are carried forward to the following month,
affecting the cash position of that month.
We have observed two rules in making this sheet:

first, that we desire substantial accuracy of estimates

two months in advance, but for subsequent months
a ca.sh position is mainly useful for showing general

trends of liquid assets. Consequently, it is unneces-

sary to spend a great deal of time forecasting income
several months in advance, provided we feel that esti-

mates for immediate months are fairly accurate.

Second, we tend to slightly underestimate income, and
overestimate disbursements. Any given item of either

income or disbursements cannot be forecasted exactly,

of course, and this method provides additional protec-

tion against financial embarrassment.
The first section of Fig. 8 shows the cash that we

estimate we should receive from sales. The October

cash to be received from sales of Product A is $420,000,

and is, roughly, the value of sales of this product

during September. We add to the estimated total

sales the estimated cash on hand October 1 (over a

safety balance of $250,000) and the amount of invest-

ments in bonds and other securities. This gives the

total amount ($1,625,000) that we estimate can be used

for disbursements during October without borrow-

ing. Estimated disbursements of $660,000 leave an

estimated surplus of $965,000.

The difference between $965,000 and the A-alue of

securities ($625,000) is $340,000 which is the esti-

mated cash on hand for the November position, pro-

vided holdings of securities do not change. In this

case, $100,000 of securities matured, and the cash in-

creased to $440,000 for November.

Estimated Performance Revised from Actual

When actual performance for a month is available,

the estimated performance for all subsequent months

is revised, to take care of the adjustment. Suppose

October's actual surplus were only $865,000 due to the

purchase of more raw material than was anticipated,

the estimated cash balance for November and Decem-
ber would be adjusted to $340,000 and $80,000, re-

spectively. Surpluses at the end of these months

would also be reduced by $100,000 each.

Suppose it were obvious later in the season that

November cash receipts from sales would be much less

than the figure of $1,000,000 anticipated earlier, and

detailed analysis indicated $800,000 as a fairer figure.

The "liquid funds" of $1,965,000 would be cut by
$200,000. and the surplus (last line) would be cut by
the same amount. This would reduce the estimated

cash balance for all subsequent months by the same
amount.

Suppose it became known that only $200,000 instead

of $700,000 would be spent during November on raw

material. This would increase the estimated cash

balance for December 1 from $180,000 to $680,000

(above a "safety margin" of $250,000.) Obviously

this would be too much unemployed capital, and the

concern should invest the greater part of it in securities

during November.
In theory, this budget is identical with an expense

budget. The mechanics only, by which they are

utilized, is different. Both the Cash Position Sheet

and the Expense Budget establish standards of per-

formance, based upon past experience, and study

actual results in light of these standards. The ex-

pense budget usually maintains its standards irre-

spective of variations of actual performance therefrom;

standards are not revised from month to month, but

actual results are being constantlj^ measured by this

yard-stick. The financial budget establishes monthly

progressive standards of expected performance over

several future months, and revises subsequent figures

whenever actual performance in a previous month
replaces the estimated performance.



Simplified Production and Handling

Mothods ()t'K(]l\ Press Based on Cla.s.sifieation of

\A\)rk in Round and Flat Groups

JJy 11. 11. EDGE
lV,,rI< \t„n.„„r, Kelly Press Division, Aincrican Type Founders Company, Elizabeth, New Jersey

UN I )I;R the title of "The Modern Manufacturing;

Plant," an article by John F. Fallon, Assistant

Manager of the Kelly Press Division, Amer-
ican Type Founders Company, appeared in a previous

issue of MANfF.\CTURiNG IxDisTRiES.' This article

was a comprehensive description of the general con-

struction facts of the new factory at Elmora Station,

Elizabeth. New
Jersey, a short

distance out from
New York City

on the main line

of the Central

Railroad of New
Jersey.

The plant was
designed ami
built for the pro-

duction o f t h
company's well-

known line of au-

tomatic printing

presses, invented

by William M.
Kelly, w h o is

general manager
of the company.
This factor\' is

the largest in the

world devoted ex-

clusively to the

production of au-

tomatic printing

presses. It is also the most recently built jilant for

this purpose.

For these various rea-sons it is felt that a full expla-

nation of its production and equipment features will be

of interest, particidarly as the operating system and
plan of tool equipment arrangement have resulted in

appreciable savings in handling of material and in

speeding up production.

In any manufactured product there are some ele-

ments of design, material, machinery and sales that

are identical, or in common, with other products, but

'See the September 1925 issue, pp. 119-24.
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—
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every article that is fabricated or manufactmerl also

has certain elements or problems that are individual.

In the picking out of these unique phases, and in the

determination of how far methods, machinery or ap-
pliances used by others can be exactly employed in

the particular case, or how far and how much orig-

inality or pioneering in new ways and equipment can

or must be em-
ployed, is one
measiu'c of the

ability of man-
agement and the

engineer. "Cure
for one is poison

for another," is

true in manufac-
ture as well as in

medicine.

It is equally

true that, in gen-

eral, certain re-

sults, or certain

production symp-
toms, indicate to

every practical

engineer certain

time-honored cor-

rectives. A hot

bearing indicates

excessive friction

and suggests
lul>rication. but

mere additional

lubrication will be only a partial or temporary cor-

rective if the details or elements of a proper bearing

are not present in the particular bearing. Likewise

the actual factors that are cs-sential to cau.se the par-

ticular bearing to work properly are not the same as

those for one to carry twice the load, at double the

speed.

In other words, once again we have the truth of

the old adage, "Every tub must stand on its own
bottom," and equally every manufactured product
requires individual study to meet its own problems
in the permanently best manner.
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Today, manufacturing methods may be subdivided

into two broad classifications;

1. Quantity, or Processing

2. Individual, Separate, or Jobbing.

Of course, there is overlapping, or a twilight classi-

fication, running between the two. It is impossible

to make a positive black and white demarcation in

all cases, especially in the iron and steel industry.

Fig. 2 Turret Chucking Lathe Department—Round
Work

By quantity, or processing, is meant such products

as screws, bolts, stampings, Ford automobiles, or any
product completely standardized, and called for in

such large quantities as to permit special machinery
and long or continuous runs. In such manufacture the

entire plant becomes, as it were, a single machine. Its

departments are like levers or gears, and as in a

machine, such departments are placed and function

in full co-ordination. They must articulate in har-

mony, each having an equal importance in the pro-

duction chain with all other links. A stoppage of one
member dams the flow, and clogs or stops the entire

machine.

The second basic classification—Individual or

Jobbing manufacture—for extreme purposes, might be

illustrated by ship-building, architectural stone

carving, the building of special racing cars, locomotives,

printing presses, or any heavy special machinery.

Here standardization, in the foregoing meaning, is only

partially possible. The use of conveyors and means
for causing continuous flow are not available, or at

least can be used to a far lesser extent, yet the ques-

tion of routing and planning to eliminate, or reduce

to a minimum, the handling and criss-cross, back flow,

or stagnation of material becomes most important.

Placing of Machine Tool Equipment

In the former method the machine tool equipment,
in number and arrangement, is decided and placed

entirely according to a predetermined method or

process of manufacture, with the idea of flowing the

parts continuously from machine to machine, without
interruption, or accumulation between.

In the latter plan the tool equipment is segregated

in departments, all drills in one place, all lathes in

another, and so on. In this segregated or jobbing

shop plan, the work, which is constantly varying as

to shape and size, is carried to the grouped tools and
set up on one of the many machines.

Where productive machine tools and equipment are

segregated completely, frequently the same piece will

be returned several times to a department, say, drill-

ing department, for a succession of holes, each move
requiring a considerable haul and much handling,

with consequent increase in the volume and value of

material on the floor, and slowness in turning out the

finished article. Investigation of delays in comple-

tion of the product will often show that although the

plant has ample tool equipment and a large number
of trucks, there are often none available to move im-

portant parts, which therefore have to be set aside and
work stopped until a truck can be released, or robbed

from somewhere.

In other words, an excessive amount of process mate-

rial may be on trucks being toted about the plant to

get to remote department for some simple operation.

Perhaps it is an operation requiring a small drill press

Hand Screw jNIachines on Jjak Wiikk—Round Work

or milling machine, that could have been done in a

few minutes without any trucking by a different

placing of machine tools.

Two Typical Examples

To demonstrate in a concrete way the importance
of the foregoing, the following illustrations will be of

interest.

Consider the vai'ious operations in their order in

the case of a larger piece—a printing press cylinder.

The production of this part in an average segregated

or jobbing type of shop of three floors necessitates a
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lai^e aiimuiit ul travel, liy a llunnu^h simiy, liie

actual routing of the same piece in the Kelly plant,

in which the machine tool equipment is arranged to

constitute what we have termed a "specialty shop,"

or perhaps better a compromise between a true

jobbing and a complete specialty layout, has been

vastly simi)lified.

In the first instance, the cvlinder is assumed to

Fic. 4 Vektical TfHKET Lathe Department—Round Work

move from receiving stores to rough stores, both on

the ground floor (one floor below railway tracks). It is

then trucked to an elevator and taken to the second

floor for cleaning and painting. The next move is to

the elevator and down to the lathe group for three

operations. Next it is truckerl to the elevator and
taken up to the drilling department on the second

floor, then down to the first floor for grinding, then

up to the second floor for milling, drilling and milling

acain. Thereafter it becomes a steady passenircr tip

Fig. 5 Gear Hobbers—Roind Work

and down elevators from operation to operation.

According to this plan, before the cylinder is com-
pletely ready for finished stores, it has been moved
over SOflO ft. on trucks, or over a mile and a half.

It also has to make 15 one-floor elevator trips, or more-

than equivalent to raising it 19 floors in one trip.

This particular piece weighs about 300 lbs., is 30 in.

long and about 14 in. in diameter in unfini.shed condi-

tion, so not over one to three can be loaded on a
truck at a time.

Now compare this with the actual conditions in the

jModuction of this part in the Kelly plant. The gross

tnick-feet is 2463, and the elevator handling three one-

fioor lifts—a reduction to less than one-third in truck-

ing and one-fifth in elevator lifting.

To illustrate further, and selecting a lighter piece,

let us follow the production of a cam. With the

jobbing shop plan and method, the piece would travel

over 2700 ft. on a truck and require five one-floor

elevator lifts. Under the Kelly system, the same
liiece with identical operations is trucked only 963 ft.,

and calls for only one one-floor elevator lift, .\gain

the showing is about one-third truck travel and
one-fifth elevator lift, as against similar work in a

strictly jol)l)ing shoji layout. This same ratio of

saving would not follow with all parts, and it is also

true that with very small parts, of which several thou-

sand can be carried at a time, the saving is not so

large as in the case of heavy, bulky parts. However,
tlie foregoing analysis demonstrates the general argu-

ment, and clearly shows how, in the case of a par-

ticular plant, with its product fairly well standardized

and the machine tool equipment carefully arranged, a

very great saving in time, labor and cost has resulted

from an intelligent study of the layout, routing and
handling problems.

The good residts accomplished suggest the import-

ance, in all cases, of making a carefid study or survej'

of any manufactining plant to determine whether

specialty shop methods cannot l)e applied or extended.

As explained in the previous article referred to

in the beginning of this discussion, the bulk of the

production equipment of the Kelly plant is distributed

throughout two floors, each Iti.j ft. by S40 ft. in size.

In laying out the equipment, and starting with the

foregoing basic idea, the writer made a careful study

of all machining operations entering into the com-

pany's product—automatic printing presses.

It was found desirable to cla.«sify such work under

two broad divisions
—"round work" such as turning,

boring, screw cutting, cylindrical grinding, cam milling,

etc., and "flat work" such as planing, general milling

and surface or flat grinding. ".\.ssemblying" might be

termed a third cla.ss. but this is mostly bench work,

although some drilling is required at assembly. Drill-

ing machines for this purpose are provided in the sub-

assembly department.

The criterion was whether the major portion of

the work was round or flat. Many pieces involved

both types of machine operation, but even so, with
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Fig. 6 Fellows Ge.\r Sh.^pers—Round Work

every piece it was fairly easy to determine its basic

classification.

All Work "Round'' or "Flat"

Therefore, all machining work was given a primary

classification as either "round" or "flat." The first

floor was set aside for round work, and the second floor,

or receiving level, for flat work, and the tool equip-

ment was arranged to correspond with this general

plan.

Likewise, the various operations on the component
parts of the products were examined, and the respective

Fig. 7 Local Machine Tools for Special Jobs on Round
Work Between Various Major Operations on Cylinders

machine tools grouped in general so that parts, es-

pecially the larger and heavier ones, moved from one
machine to an adjacent tool without any necessity for

trucking. In this way the bulk of the heavy planers,

slab millers, shapers, etc., were grouped.

However, where some single or simple drilling.

shaping, or milling operation was necessary in advance
of another flat operation, a suitable machine tool (or

tools) for this particular operation was conveniently

lilaced, and the operation performed there without
the necessity of conveying the part away to a remote
department and back. In general these intermediate

special operations are simple and short, so there is no
hold up of the larger machines.

When all flat, and the above described special oper-

ations are completed, the parts requiring round work
are then transported to the round work department
on the lower floor, where turning, and circular grind-

ing ojierations are performed.

In like manner, parts primarily classed as round
work are delivered in the beginning to the round work
department, on the first floor, and they proceed in

Fig. S Local Machine Tools for Special Jobs on Round
Work Between Departments

the same manner. Keyseaters, drilling and milling

machines are conveniently placed for essential inter-

mediate operations occurring between the progressive

round operations.

Special Jobs

There are several special jobs that are known by
the work that is assigned to these special machine
gioups. The "gear job" is provided with turning,

milling, broaching, and gear-cutting machines. The
"cylinder job" is provided with vertical and horizontal

milling machines, radial and multiple-type drilling

machines, lathes, horizontal boring and cylindrical-type

grinding machines. The "cam job" is provided with

turning, milling, tlrilling and cam-cutting machines.

Most all of these special jobs have all the machine tools

that are necessary to completely machine the part on
the floor and in the department where the work is

started. Wherever it is practical, these special jobs

are organized to save trucking, fix responsibility, and
expedite the work.

[This article will be continued in the ]\Iarch

issue.—The Editors.]



Unfair Sellino' Prices

Dangerous Fallacies

By W. L. ( III IMIIILL

Consulting Engineer

IN a recent article' I called attention to the low-

average level of profits generally earned by nianu-

faot wring cntorjirisps. Figures available on this

subject indicate an appalling lack of sense of respon-

sibility to the stockholders.

With more than 70 per cent of manufacturers earn-

ing loss than SoOOO per year, and with the large pro-

portions of earnings that are turned back into new
buildings, equipment, advertising campaigns, or simply

held as cash reserves, stockholders of manufacturing
enterprises receive ridiculously small returns on their

investments.

There is no necessity for this situation as is amply
proven by the less than 30 per cent of manufacturing
enterprises that do intelligently safeguard the stock-

holders' interests, and pay liberal dividends year after

year. Even these firms could be more liberal to their

stockholders, and maintain more stable dividend rates

if they were not forced to meet competition in which
the stockholders' interests are ignored.

The Illinois Manufacturers Cost Association has
brought out a report "Financial Burden in Cost" that

emphasizes this lack of responsibility. The conclud-

ing paragraph states:

From a moral, financial and sound business standpoint,

stockholders are just as mucli entitled to reasonable returns

in the shape of dividends as bondholders are entitled to

their returns in the shape of interest. The management
of every business and industrial organization assumes a
serious responsibility when it accepts stockhoklers' money.
It should expect to meet tiiis responsibility at all times.

WiiY Stockholdeks' Interests Are Forgotten

The management of practically every business be-

lieves it is meeting this re.sponsibility to the best of

its ability. The reason that stockholders' interests

are apparently ignored in the fixing of many selling

prices is the belief that by ignoring profit, the reduced
prices will bring in more than compensating volume
of business. Many will even figure with minute exact-

ness the profits that will result from this anticipated
increase in sales at the lowered prices.

I'nfortunately for stockhohlers. no one management
has a monopoly of the scheme of making profits by
increasing or multiplying production, and when a num-
ber of competitors put on simultaneous campaigns
for this purpose the ])roilucing capacity quickly exceeds
the market. No one gets all the business he needs to

' "Dangerous Selling Pricc.«." .\ugust 1925 issue, p. 79.

earn his stockholders' profits, at the price levels devel-
oped. The error of the various managements lies in

pricing unfairly, that is, to their stockhohlers, in the
expectation that the unfair prices will quickly develop
markets that will make the prices fair. It is a form
of speculating with stockholders' money that has
proven very unprofitable to stockholders, and is largely

responsible for the generally low repute of "Indus-
trials'' as investments.

Until profit to stockholders is considered as an obli-

gation and is insisted upon as being made a part of
the sales price of every unit manufactured, this pre-
vailing low regard for "Industrials'' will continue.

Owner management is even more prone to disregard
profit as an obligation than is hired management.
Many owners of enterprises assume that their personal
familiarity with their business and their intimate
knowledge of its technique and conditions enables
them to produce and sell at lower prices than con-
cerns depending upon salaried oSicers to operate the
business.

On the strength of such assumption, prices of manu-
factured commodities are placed at unprofitable levels,

even when costs may indicate their unprofitableness.

The fact that employee managed concerns quote cer-

tain prices is sufficient excuse for the owner managed
enterprise to quote lower prices on the theory that,

"if they can make the goods at that price we can make
them for less."

Typical Case of Little Profit

A typical example is that of an enterprising, ener-

getic manufacturer who by dint of hard work and
shrewd management over a periorl of years, hafl devel-

oped a busine.'^s producing annually well over a quarter
of a million dollars worth of goods, and earning in net
profits $10,000 to SIo.OOO annually.

His products were copies (chiefly) of three or four

larger firms. He would first get their prices, then
make his a shafie lower, and then by his resourceful-

ness and ingenuity he would find ways to fill his orders

at a profit, even though this profit was small. This
practice, carried over a period of years, had gradually

depressed the price level so that no one in the business

was making adequate returns on his investment, de-

spite the fact that they were producing a necessity

with a definite and established market in which low
prices effected no increase in consumption.

Some of the principal manufacturers brought about
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an industrial survey wliich disclosed that the com-

bined effect of the price competition had eventually

so depressed price levels that they needed elevating

35 per cent to insure fair returns to stockholders.

Instead of being elated over a net profit of $10,000

to $15,000. the owner manager was brought to realize

that his investment was entitled to ten times this

return, and that it was only necessary for him prop-

erly to price his essential products to enable him to

obtain this only fair profit.

Profit Ideals Too Low

This case also illustrates another phase of injustice

to stockholders chie to profit ideals being too low. If

the dividend rate aimed at is but little more than

savings bank interest, the possibility of continuous

earnings is very remote.

Surprisingly few manufacturers have a proper con-

ception of what their stockholders are entitled to for

the risk they take and for the weary periods of patient

waiting they are often put to between dividend pay-

ments. A recent survey of 40 manufacturing firms

disclosed that only five had profit ideals that were fair

to their stockholders, while the other 35 were com-

placent over inadequate returns or were reconciled

to their meagreness.

The differences in ideals were very marked. One
owner manager prided himself that he didn't care for

profit so long as he could keep his one hundred odd

people employed. The other profit ideals differed so

that the highest required more than six times the rate

of profit of the lowest in the same industry.

Ox What Are Profits Earned?

The differences are due to lack of uniform concep-

tion as to what a manufacturer has to earn profits

on. The firm operating largely with borrowed money
in low priced rented quarters, with cheap or second

hand equipment often figures that its capital invested

is very small and consequently its net earnings need

be but a trifle as compared with the firm owning

modern buildings and equipment. It is sometimes

difficult to bring the under-capitalized firm to a full

realization of its earning requirements, but w^hen this

is done it is generally found to equal, approximately,

and frequently to exceed the fully equipped and ade-

quately financed institution. Rarely has the former

any advantages over the latter that can be reflected

in selling prices if stockholders are properly considered.

One of the explanations for this is in the additional

cost of maintaining and replacing old or cheap equip-

ment over that of newer and niore modern machinery

and the generally increased output per producing unit

from the latter.

Another phase of unfairness to stockholders is in

the lack of proper maintenance of the property repre-

sented by the stockholders' investment. Repairs are

neglected for temporary saving in costs so that prices

may be lowered, and depreciation is arbitrarily reduced

for the same purpose or to make a fictitious showing

of profit on the profit and loss statement.

Almost any industry that has not been paying satis-

factory dividends for a few years will reflect this con-

dition of its earnings (or lack of earnings) in the

appearance of its buildings and equipment. One does

not need to read balance sheets of some concerns to

know that tliey are not paying stockholders good divi-

dends. The shabby, unkempt buildings, lack of paint

and cleanliness, leaky roofs, broken windows un-

mended, all point to lack of funds to keep stock-

holders' capital intact. ^Machinery in poor condition,

and lack of modern equipment and facilities all point

to the same thing and should be the warning to stock-

holders that their investment is deteriorating, even
if some sort of divitlends are forthcoming.

Few manufacturers know how much they should

spend to keep their plants and all of their equipment
in condition to earn profits. Perhaps still fewer appre-

ciate what they should reserve from selling prices to

insure keeping their equipment up-to-date. They are

too apt to depend on an arbitrary bookkeeping figure

as a basis for property maintenance and not enough
upon sound judgment as to the requirements of a
business.

Only $450 for Depreciation

One manufacturer was charging $450 per year

depreciation against an old worn-out plant, because

good bookkeeping demanded this charge. In actuality

he needed over $8000 per year to replace the older

units in his equipment with more modern ones to

enable him to make profits for his stockholders. His

selling prices included only the $450 until revised to

a proper profit ideal.

There is sufficient handicap against the stockholder

in the general lack of uniformity in ideas and ideals

as to his proper interests in the selling prices of manu-
factured goods, not to impose the further danger of

impairing his investment by failure to provide for

]5roper care of his property. Failure to provide for

maintaining its modernity and profit-earning ability

would seem sufficient excuse to make him more chary

than he is to invest in industrial enterprises. On top

of all of this, however, he suffers the further indignity

of having selling prices made up with his interests

deliberately reduced and even entirely omitted.

Cost systems and cost departments have been de-

vised and installed ostensibly for the improvement

of profits. In reality they are often used for the

exclusive benefit of customers and only to insure the

stockholders against the actual loss of their investment.

Seemingly, the more thorough the cost knowledge

in many industrial plants the lower they dare to price

their goods, since it enables them to determine just

wliere profit ceases and loss begins. Since profits are

not considered an obligation, and since low prices

bring the business, they price without profit or at

less than a fair profit, and customers get the goods

below their real value and at the sacrifice of the

stockholders.
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production capacity exceeds the al)sorl)ing capacity of

the market. None, or very little, of this pricing with-

out profit or pricing with less than fair profit is in-

tended to dejirive stockliolders of dividends. In fact.

quite the reverse is the intention, as the hope and
expectation is always that the low price will bring

ad(htional business or that it will hold business that

is liable to be lost to others if the price is not reduced.

Sometimes retaliation against competitors who have

taken or threaten to take liusincss away is the motive,

but even then it is the thought lliat one such salutary

lesson will be sufficient to (k'ter tlie offender from a

repetition of supposed price cutting.

!MoTi\^s FOR Low Prices

Whatever the motive behind low prices the stock-

holder is always the loser. "Profit is the first item to

be reduced or omitted wlien price reductions are under

consideration."

In almost any cost department of an industry jno-

dueing competitive goofls you may hear such remarks

as the following: "How low must we go to get the

business?" When this question is answered the

remark will be. "Well, we can do it all right but witli-

out a profit. We won't make any mone.y. neither will

we lose any." Or some one will say, "It will bring

us a new account," or, "It will bring our overhead

down anyway." Any of a dozen or more fallacious

reasons why the goods should be sold without due

regard for the stockholder may be made.

The stockholder has no one to represent lum with

the courage to say. "No!" and with the authority to see

that the order was not taken unless he was recom-

pensed as well as the people who supplied materials

and labor, and who may have loaned money (on

security) to enable the order to be filled.

When the financial reports are made to stockholders

the usual excuse for the unsatisfactory showing is that

competition has forced low prices. This excuse is

made in good faith and few manufacturers alone can

entirely overcome the handicaps of competition of

imjiioperly advised business opponents.

When forced to sell in a market needing substan-

tially higher price levels even though partially respon-

sible for these levels he finds it difficult to obtain fair

prices for a reasonable volume of goods.

Manufacturers who set out to obtain fair prices

regardless of competitive conditions often obtain sur-

prising co-operation from their trade. They may not

obtain the full volume of business formerly consid-

ered as their standard of production volume, but the

net income almost invariably improves anrl stock-

holders receive better returns on their investment.

Profits from Fair Prices

Manufacturers have so long accustomed themselves

to seeking profits via the big volume channel that it

requires a considerable mental wrench to accept the

possibility of earning the desired profits by the "fair

piiciim" clianuel. .Minlai uicnchcs arc uui)lea.sant.

-Vccustomed to seeking big outlets, and figuring on
the reduced selling costs due to a few large gilt-edged
accounts as against numerous smaller and more pre-
carious accounts he is apt to overlook the greater ease
with which fair prices can be obtained in the less com-
petitive markets.

One recent survey of six firms catering to the same
class of trade showed that the firm with the lowest
selling costs made the least for its .stockholders, while
the firm with the highest costs made the most, although
iiiiiic made reasonably fair returns on their invest-
ments and efforts. The firm with the lowest .selling

co.st sold only to a few huge accounts but at prices
that left them practically no profit for their stock-
holders. The firm with the heavy selling cost catered
to smaller but more numerous accounts anrl despite
the added credit risks, lessened tonnage and greater
sali's effort lecjuired. securefl prices that covered the
extra costs and left a larger profit.

The moral of this survey is that organized buyers,
by the power of their size and organization, have
been able to depress the price levels below a fair
ret mil to stockholders of the manufacturers supply-
ing their needs. Few of these large buyers have any
desire to be unfair to the firms with whom they do
business. More often it is the fault of the manufac-
turers themselves voluntarily quoting prices that are
unfair to themselves in their eagerness to get big
business. The Big Order is the siren that lures many
nianufacturers to the troubled sea of deficits and fre-

quently to disaster for which the stockholder pays
and pays.

The arguments used by manufacturers to justify
ignoring their obligations to their stockholders when
making these sales are as varied as human reason-
ing. One manufacturer will deliberately quote un-
l^rofitable prices until his factory is reasonably well
filled with business and then he will assume an inde-
pendent attitude and advance his prices to additional
customers with the idea that these customers will earn
him his profits. Another in the same line will reverse
his reasoning and accept only profitable business until
he has a comfortable quota on hand; then he will

accept all oft'ering business at any price above cost of
material and labor as so much extra velvet.

Of course, neither firm makes a fair profit and their

divergent sales policies simply add to the tlemoraliza-
tion of an already chaotic market condition.

Why Not "Oxe Price System?"

Manufacturers in many lines have yet to learn the
value of the "one-price" system now all but universal
in retail trade. When manufacturers give their sales-
men price lists with instructions to "shade" if they
have to. they simply rob stockholders of so much profit.

The shading or reduction from fair prices means the
stockholder hands the customer the difference between
the fair price and the price sold for. This is done
without asking his permission but with the idea that
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if it was not done he would lose more by loss of the

whole order.

How any manufacturers can justify different prices

for the same goods to different customers buying the

same quantities is a mystery beyond the lay mind to

understand. Yet this is a very common practice and

partially explains the necessity for many manufac-

turers making every sale a matter of special effort

and expense. Customers never being sure of their

having obtained the lowest prices and best terms

refuse to establish a permanent connection, or send

repeat orders without specific bargaining over each.

All this adds to cost and deprives the stockholder of a

part of his fair remuneration.

Trying to "Get the Account"

This pernicious practice feeds on itself and pre-

vents even the fair minded manufacturer doing busi-

ness in what should be the most satisfactory method

for his customers. Naming fair prices and a one-price

policy, he finds competitors who have lost out in

their competitive bargaining with other customers,

rushing to his established customers and deliberately

tempting them away from him by low prices often

deliberately at losing figures to "get the account."

Result! the stockholders of the price cutting firm lose

their profits, and the fair price firm because of less-

ened business also fails to pay its stockholders as

much as it otherwise would.

No one profits by these tactics; not even the con-

suming public as the additional selling costs imposed

by them must be borne by the ultimate consumer.

Many manufacturers even put it up to their sales

organization to make their prices and price lists on

the basis of a belief that they know best what the

prevailing prices are and what can be obtained for

their products. This practice is not confined to firms

who do not know their costs but many who have most

elaborate and complete systems will ignore them when
pricing products.

Fear of Prices Based on Costs

When prices are submitted that are based upon

costs, many manufacturers will ignore them stating

that "these prices will not do in our particular line

of business. We have to make prices according to

competition not according to costs." And again the

stockholder is left out of all consideration.

The stockholder is not organized to protect his own
interests, and they simply are not protected. It is

only by manufacturers intelligently accepting their

responsibility towards their stockholders that they

can be protected. Most manufacturers recognize the

injustice that is being done to their stockholders but

feel that the trouble is inherent in manufacturing, or

in their particular line of industry.

Many owner-managers chafe and fret over the un-

satisfactory conditions of their industry and wish they

could get out of it. They feel that they have simply

gotten into a poor industry and if they were out of it

they would choose a better one, where competition did

not force losing prices.

It is unnecessary for any worthy business to tolerate

conditions that are unfair to their stockholders. It

only needs a full realization of this fact to induce a

study of the underlying causes for low profits. These
will be found to be so few and elementary that their

correction and elimination can be quickly effected and
stockholders be 'let in' for profits that will justify their

faith and confidence instead of "being 'left out' in the

cold."

The trouble is not in competition nor in excessive

capacity or production, but lack of intelligent concep-

tion of the effect of all of these influences and others

upon proper selling prices. Fair pricing insists upon
stockholders profit being included at all times.

To induce this it becomes necessary to know: 1,

What should that profit be; 2, how should it be allo-

cated to the different products; and, 3, what volume

of production is necessary to insure the normal profit

being earned.

To answer the first question requires more than a

snap judgment rule of earning some fixed ratio to

sales, or to investment. It calls for an intelligent

analysis of the industry's characteristics, best con-

ducted by someone with facilities to study a number
of firms in similar lines and whose conclusions will

appeal to the judgment of the firms interested as being

sound and rational.

The second question calls for uniformity in under-

standing among all members of an industry, and
uniform application to different products in order that

selling prices may be comparable.

The third question can best be answered through

group knowledge of the collective producing capacity

of an industry and its relation to output or sales.

Work for Manufacturer's Associations

Here is one large item of justification for manufac-

turers associations. The collected reports of capacity

production, sales, etc., form bases for pricing guides

comparable to our government reports of wheat, cotton

and other staples.

Several groups of manufacturers have already un-

dertaken a program of education of members of their

industries for the purpose of insuring protection to

stockholders.

The results being obtained from these efforts jus-

tifies the belief that as confidence grows in the

permanency of the betterment secured, more manu-

facturers will adopt the educational method of im-

proving and stabilizing profits. With the growth of

the idea more associations will form and those already

organized will find a greater scope of usefulness.

When men are thinking along similar lines it is easy

to get together and work out mutual problems. When
they are in antagonistic frame of mind harboring sus-

picion and resentment of each others business methods

and activities it is very difficult to get concerted action

for even the simplest of mutual problems.



Scientifir Plannino- for the New
Western Electric Plant

Bv O. C. SPIHUNG

Engineer oj Plant, Western Electric Company

THE continuously growing demand for telephone

service throughout the Bell System has caused

a steady expansion of the manufacturing
facilities of the Western Electric Company, which
makes most of the nation's telephones and telephone

equipment.

In 1000 the Company purchased some 200 acres of

prairie land at Hawthorne on the outskirts of Chicago,

Illinois. On that tract there has been constructed,

year by year, on a comprehensive plan, a great plant

known as the Hawthorne Works. But even this works,

with its floor area of eighty acres, was inadequate, and
further increase of manufacturing facilities was deemed
necessary.

A study was made to determine whether increased

capacity could be provided advantageously at Haw-
thorne or at some other place. The initial investiga-

tion resulted in a decision to select a new site and
develop a new factory, and then followed a series of

studies looking to the selection of a location.

The economic studies went thoroughly into such

factors as the source and transportation of raw mate-

rials, including the time elements involved in obtain-

ing materials, the market for the finished products

and the cost and method of distribution, whether by
truck, train or water. They weighed carefully the pos-

sibility of shipping the prorUict from an eastern water-

front location to the Pacific coast by way of the

Panama Canal. Another very important considera-

tion was the labor market.

The result of these investigations indicated that a

location within 50 miles of New York City would be
most economical from all standpoints.

The Company then undertook a close scrutiny of

available sites in the district selected. The essential

features to he considered were railroad facilities, water-

,':hipiiing, labor market and local transportation of

employees.

A total of 42 properties was investigated. 24 of which

were waterfront properties, the remaining IS being

inland sites. Of the properties having a water front-

ago, five were on Long Island, two in the Bronx, three

it.

Fig. 1 Power Hoise and MANUF.ACTtiuxG Bvii.dings From the Centim
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Fig. 2 A Handsoinie Exterior Has Been Obtained by the Use of Selected and Matched Brick

on Staten Island, and the others were all in New
Jersey, extending from Paterson on the north to Perth

Amboy on the south. In order to be assured that all

available waterfront property had been given con-

sideration, a tour by boat was made of the New York
upper bay district, the Arthur Kill and the Kill von
Kull Rivers, Newark Bay and the Passaic and Hacken-
sack Rivers.

Kearny Site Finally Selected

After due consideration of all properties investi-

gated, it appeared that the Kearny meadow site more
closely approximated important requisites than any
of the others, and after borings and pile tests had
been conducted in order to give careful consideration

both from an engineering and a financial standpoint,

the site on the Kearny peninsula was selected and
the property was purchased and title taken on Feb-
ruary 9, 1923.

The site selected fronts on the Passaic River, the

southern edge of the property abutting the right of

way of the New York and Newark Branch of the Cen-
tral Railroad of New Jersey. The Lincoln Highway
is but a short distance north of the property and is

reached easily by a new street, Central Avenue.
The chief advantages which determined the final

selection of this site were: (1) Its close proximity to

Newark and Jersey City, which are considered very

desirable labor markets; (2) convenient transporta-

tion for employees, available over the New York-
Newark Branch of the Central Railroad of New Jer-

sey, and by street car and bus service along the Lin-
coln Highway; and (3) good railroad freight service.

The location was considered most desirable from a
shipping and receiving standpoint, as all shipments

for the plant can be delivered direct by rail or

water, and the delivery of finished products can be

handled in the same manner. The site also offers

a central position for local and long distance shipments

by automobile truck, and is accessible to the new
vehicular tunnel under construction from Jersey City

to Manhattan.
It was apparent tliat piling would have to be driven

to form a foundation for the entire plant. This re-

quirement involved a careful study of the initial and
ultimate location of all heavy equipment. It was
obviously uneconomical to provide excess piling at

places where only light loads were to be carried. At

the same time, machines requiring especially strong

supports could not later be removed to locations having

insufficient piling to bear concentrated loads.

The sizes and shapes of the various buildings were

determined after thorough study, involving the figur-

ing of machine floor space, operating space, storage

space, a comprehensive system of main aisles, and

the proper lighting and ventilation. Other vital

factors were the arrangement of tracks for receiving

and shipping material and finished equipment.

Plans for Ultimate Development

The plans invoh'ed provision for an ultimate de-

velopment of the whole site into a works to employ
eventually some 30,000 people. The growth toward

this ultimate development will come over a period

of years, during which a few units at a time will be

constructed, according to current needs.

The first unit to be constructed was for the manu-
facture of lead-covered telephone cable. For such

work as the manufacture of lead-covered cable, a

single-story type of building is considered most satis-
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of material and equi])iiient. This

type of construction also lends itself

to continuity of jiassafio of the iimd-

uct throuf^h the plant, from the re-

ceiving of the raw materials to the

shipment of tlie finished product.

The next development authorized

was a series of multi-story buildings

for the manufacture of telephone

switchboards. Tl>e number of

floors—six—was arrived at from
pa.'Jt experience.

The Kearny Works will supply

its products to the Bell System and
it will share with tiie Hawthorne
works the responsibility for a de-

pendable source of sup]ily. A
prime requisite for dependability is

a minimum risk of interference with

manufacturing operations by fire,

and consequently fire - resisting

buildings were chosen.

Steel was adopted as the preferable frame and roof

construction for the cable shops—which consist of

wide, single-story buildings. Steel framework was also

decided upon as the most feasible type for a power
house.

CONSTRVCTIOX OF MuLTI-StORY BuILDINGS

In the multi-story buildings, reinforced concrete

design throughout would have resulted in a lower

building cost, but columns to support such construc-

tion would have been much larger and would have

interferred with the economical placing of manufac-

turing equipment. Hence, steel columns, supporting

steel floor framing which when protected with con-

crete or terra cotta is fire-resisting, were selected. Re-

inforced concrete was used, however, in the first floor,

because of its strength and cheapness, but structural

segmental tile was selected for tlie manufacturing floors

above the first, to make it pos.sible to cut through the

Fig. 3 Ttpic.\l Construction' .\nd LicHTiNn in the C.\ble Buildings

floor wherever desired without sacrificing its strength.

The exterior walls were constructed of buff face brick

trimmed with architectural terra cotta. See Fig. 2.

A hot water heating system was selected in prefer-

ence to all others because, with such a system, the

amount of heat furnished to the buildings can be

easily regulated to meet the requirements of different

weather conditions. The close control possible with

the hot water avoids furnishing too little or too much
heat, and not only makes working conditions very

much better, but saves the considerable amount of

money wasted when steam heating is used and win-

dows are opened during mild weather to cool off the

buildings.

A sprinkler system was installed to extinguish fires,

if any should occur, while they are still small. The
savings in insurance premiums more than absorbed

the fixed charges on the investment in the system.

Modern types of plumbing fixtures were chosen with

a view to maintaining the best sanitary conditions

Fig. 4 L.*v.\ti>kies .\he in the MANrFACTiuiMi Dep.\rtmexts ox Tile D.\dos and Over Tile Floors
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Fig. 5 Bucket Conveyors axd Coal Btjxkers

readily and cheaply. Tile floors and wainscoting have

been installed in toilet rooms, with this in mind.

Piping is concealed to leave the walls clear and ac-

cessible for easy cleaning. See Fig. 4.

Combination faucets are used in all lavatories so that

emploj^ees may use running water of any temperature

desired.

Modern types of lighting fixtures have been adopted,

with generous amounts of illumination.

The coal and ash handling equipment is designed

to permit the receiving of coal and removal of ashes

by rail, water, or truck. Coal storage facilities take

care of three months" supply. Either hard or soft coal

can be used. The boiler settings are arranged, how-
ever, so that oil fuel may be used if it should be desir-

able to make this change at any time.

Coal and Ash Handling Building

The coal and ash handling building is connected to

the power house proper by a bridge near the roof

level and by a tunnel at the basement grade. This

building is adjacent to the bulkheads so that barge

as well as railroad shipments can be handled directly.

In this structure, which is served by two railroad

tracks, the coal is handled entirely by automatic ma-
chinery. It is dumped from the cars directly into a

track hopper feeding bucket conveyors. These con-

veyors carry the coal up and across the connecting

bridge to bunkers above the boilers. See Figs. 5 and
6. The buckets of the conveyors, which are in the form
of an endless chain, then pass down to the basement
of the boiler room and back through the tunnel to

the track hopper again. This same conveyor system

handles the ashes from the ash hoppers below the

boilers to the ash bunkers in the coal and ash handling

building. From these bunkers the ashes are chuted

directly into cars, wagons, trucks, or an ash receiver

on the bulkhead deck from which the ashes can be

loaded by crane to barges. Thus, from the time the

coal is loaded into the cars at the mine until the ashes

are ready to be hauled away, all handling is mechanical.

In the turbine room are installed one 1500 kw. non-

condensing, one 1500 kw. and one 5000 kw. condensing

turbo-generators, two exciters, two boiler feed pumps
and the switchboards. Provision has been made for

the future installation of turbo-generators to bring

the capacity up to approximately 23,000 kw., as

required.

In the basement of the power house are located the

water filter and refrigerating machinery for drinking

water, the hot water heater and pumps for supplying

hot water to the heating system, and the condensers,

air compressor and other auxiliary equipment.

The question of manufacturing equipment was given

the most careful attention, the endeavor being not to

put in any equipment or fixtures until the require-

ments had been thoroughly considered and the most

satisfactory type decided upon. In many cases com-

pletely new designs have been worked out, resulting

in economy of floor space, improvement of quality,

decrease of manufacturing cost. etc.

Work on the cable buildings began in April 1923,

with the dredging and removal of some 300,000 cubic

yards of mud along the river frontage of the prop-

erty to permit construction of a bulkhead. Then
followed the pile dri\'ing operations during which

36,675 piles were placed, 69,901 cubic yards of earth

excavated and 1,000 barge loads of filling used. Work
on the superstructures of the cable buildings was

Fig. 6 Boiler Equipment Is of the ^Iost Modern Type

started in January 1924. Some of the steel trusses used

in the roofing of these buildings are 120 ft. long and

required three flat cars to transport them to the job.

Pending the completion of the first units of the

Kearny Works, temporary plants were leased in Jersey

City and Newark. Personnel was trained (principally

under supervisors brought from the Hawthorne Works

at Chicago) at the Waverly Shops at Newark and
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the West Si.lt' Shops al .Irrsey C'lly.

and manufacturing: oporaticnis were
bo^im in those j^laees.

Meanwhile, other employees, se-

lected for their fitness for doinp;

specific kinds of supervisory work,

were hired in the Metropolitan dis-

trict and sent to the Hawthorne
Works for training in the respective

positions they eventually would
hold at the Kearny \\*orks.

The entire plant and equipment
was laid out and the building pro-

gram handled by the organization

of the Engineer of the Plant of the

Western Electric Company. Mc-
Kenzie, Voorhees and Gmelin acted

as consulting architects; the J. G.
White Engineering Corporation, and
also Charles W. Staniford, as con-
sulting engineers.

Fu;. 7 Stokagk Battery Locomoti |\- < APAtTTY

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF DATA OX WESTFKX ELECTRIC
KEARXV PLAXT

(Data on buildings covers completed portion only,)

Location Kearny. X. J.

Construction Structural steel frame. Interior walls—common brick
and terra cotta partition tile. Exterior walls—common
brick, faced with buff faced, hand picked brick. Exterior
trim—preca.*it stone silU; lintels, corbels and copinKS.
made up of red architectural terra cotta with red pressed
face brick trim.

Foundation structure Hulkhead. ^700 wood bearing piles—timber deckinR and
concrete dock wall. Buildings: 33.000 wood bearing piles,
cupped with concrete piers supporting reinforced con-
crete columns which carry first floor concrete. In multi-
story buildings, steel columns are carried down to piers
encased in concrete.

Grounds Fille<l-in land, with no landscape gardening done as yet.
Hulkhead 1671 ft. long, and providing clear depth of
20 ft. along Passaic River. Rasements of buildings lo-
cated slightly above high tide level.

Prowuiy .Approximately GO acres. I7.V) ft. long by 1,'»00 ft. wide.
Buddings erected One structure coni|xised of six (Gi one-storj- manufactur-

ing buildings. 6ve io> of which are each 4.50 ft. long and
one tl building 260 ft. long. One power plant 1S2 ft.

long, 118 ft. wide and \M ft. high. One gas house 60 ft.

long by 4o ft. wide and 27 ft. high. One track scale-
bouse 28 ft. long by 12 ft. wide and 15 ft. high.

Buildings now under con-
struction One structure composed of eleven (11) buildings: Two

one-story structures, one 260 ft. long. 60 ft. wide and
3.5 ft high, the other 237 ft. long. 40 ft. wide and .3.5 ft.

high; two five-stor>- structures, one buihling 2G0 ft. long.
JSO ft. wide and So ft. high, and one building 60 ft long,
60 ft. wide and S.5 ft. high; six six-.'-torv structures each
300 ft. long. 60 ft. wide and 100 ft high; also one build-
ing known as the Destructor Building, 82 ft. long. 61.5
ft. wide and 40 ft. high.

Floor area, present 225.037 net total sq. ft. in manufacturing depts.. ofEces.
and sections now used for temporary purposes

Floor area, in part under
con.<!truction 647,173 total sq. ft.

Total floor area present and
under construction 872.210 sq. ft.

Architecture Modern industrial design.
Neighborhood Entirely industrial.

Fences Wire fence on 3 sides.

Employees Both men and girls in shops and office.^.

Transportation facilities Central Itailroad of New Jersey siding, giving oonncc-
tiona to all railroad linci*. Waterfront gives lighterage
connection with all steamship lines from New York-
Connecting thoroughfare gives access to portion of Lin-
coln Highway between Newark and New York, for auto
tnin.*;port.

Entrances Main gateway to property. Each building in cable sec-
tion equipped with front and rear exits to yard, and itide

dtM^rs on both sides, toward each end, to reach adjacent
departments.
Ileceiving builiilng, extending across nne enil of cable
buildings, has railroad car entrance. Shipping platform
runs along side of building nearest to waterfront.

Windows Steel sash. Side wall units 5 by 10 ft. with two venti-
lating sections in each. 6-fl. monitur siections in 4, 5,

and G bays, in which all di\-is»ons are nf ventilntir u t\i>o

Glass .\ll gl:i*s of the Factrolitc gliLss t \i>e I I b> J

in side wall sash. Monitor sash h.as 21 in. I

except polished wire glass on sixth floors :ii

floors.

Doors, exterior Exterior doors for employees* pn.4sage. wooden frames and
panels. Freight entrance d(K>rs, steel frames and rolling

steel shutter doors.
Doors, interior Steel frames with swinging iron doors, alidinx tin-dad

d.M.r-i ami roHuiB •U-ei j'lHitt'T 'Iimt,-*.

\'entilatinn

llotirs, plain
r'eihngs. .

I'ortitions

i^tairs

Lighting.

atl one-st>>ry buildings.
Monitor jcwh operate*! by motor-driven sash openers.
rpi>er M'lf wjiil -:i>li vri,til:i:.r- t.|w-r:iir-.I by motor-
driven d operated
by ch:i

Hn. k -- border, to

\' incretc base.
I T itnif.irturing

^^hite.

1 ilcti*.

to a
I

. Tions

I
- i,hop

« ..pl>t--l vmlIi ftix'--'. panel
. and standard in site

* •. ahd steel. .\. M. Mason safety trea/is. Pipe

< 'i M i; tights .lOO-watt Maida lamps in Benjamin i^ass-
stccl reflectors. lid^t about 12 ft. above floor. Spacing

Fig. S WiKK Bins .\nd Special Titr< k
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19 ft. 9 in. une way. and from 19 to 20 ft. across depart-
ments. Intensity in shops 7 to S candlepower 36 in.

above floor.

Office also equipped with enclosed overhead lights to
give 10 to 11 candlepower at desk height.

Heating Hot water heat obtained from exhaust steam of certain
power house units, passed through an Alberger Spira-
flow closed heater.
Heating lines run through tunnels to various buildings.
About 60.000 sq. ft. of radiation now installed, or ap-
proximately 1 sq. ft. for every 100 cu. ft. of space to be
heated. Wall and column type radiators used, installed
under windows and in monitors.

Boilers Four 800-hp. Babcock and Wilcox boilers, to operate at
300 lb. pressure. 200 deg. superheat. Two Kingston
Webster, to operate at 100 lb. pressure.

Stokers, Chain, 11 ft. wide by IS ft. 4 in. long.
Feed water pumps Two centrifugal, 4-stage, 4-in. Alberger.
Feed water heater One Elliot. City water used.
Feed water regulator Copes.
Forced draft Four size-90 B. F. Sturtevant fans. Turbovane type.
Stack Buff brick 200 ft. high, 12 ft. 6 in. diam. inside at top.

Alphons Custodis.
Boiler instruments Bailey boiler meters for steam flow, draft and quantity

of air. Ashton pressure gages.
Turbines Two loOO-kw. and one 5000-kw. General Electric turbo-

generators. 275 lb. press. 200 deg. superheat. 3600
R. P. M.

Exciters Two 75-kw. Western Electric, turbine-driven.
Switchboard equipment General Electric. Taylor temperature gages used.
Condensers Alberger Spiraflow surface condensers equipped with

condensate and circulating pumps (centrifugals).
Water pumps Used on service lines. City water used for drinking pur-

poses after refrigeration.
Fire pumps Two 1500 gal. per min. Le Courtenay centrifugal.
Coal handling .Separate building houses bucket conveyor system, fed

from track hopper into which gondola cars dump. Coal
delivered to concrete overhead storage bunkers in front of
boilers, and thence to stokers. Buckwheat coal burned.
Crusher provided, in case coal is frozen. R. H. Beau-
mont and Link Belt equipment. Western Electric motor-
drive.

Ash handling Bucket conveyors of coal system pass down under ash
hoppers leading from boilers. They carry ashes under-
ground to separate building mentioned above, and there
elevate them and dump them into overhead bin, for dis-

charge to gondola cars or trucks taking them out of

the yard.
Coal storage R. H. Beaumont drag conveyor system. Space for 2.5,000

tons of buckwheat coal in yard adjacent to power house.
Transmission system I'nderground. in tunnels.
Compressed air IngersoU Rand compressor, 14 by 16 in., 2-stage, 1500

cu. ft. per min., at 100 lb. pressure, direct driven by
synchronous motor.

Water tanks One rectangular expansion tank. 12 by 5 by 4 ft., 16S0
gal. One cylindrical hot water tank. 11 by 5 by 3 ft..

1500 gal. One rectangular surge tank. IS by 6 by S ft.,

6100 gal. One cylindrical cold water tank, 11 by 5 by
3 ft.. 1500 gal.

Alachine-drive Direct drive itiroughout. by means of Western Electri*^
motors, each suited to indi\-idual requirements.

Air conditioning Carrier Air Conditioning Company's system used to main-
tain 110 deg. fahr. and 10 per cent humidity, employed
after dr>'ing cable preliminary to lead-covering.

Cranes and hoists Power house—one 20 ton, span of 20 feet; one 30 ton,
span of 50 feet. Cable buildings—two 5 ton, span of
60 feet; one 25 ton, span of 60 feet; one 50 ton, span
of 59 feet. All Shaw make.

Transportation equipment. . .General Electric locomotive (storage battery of 17 cars
capacity). Brown Hoisting Machinery Company's 15
ton, ifo ft. boom storage battery crane used in yard
(only one of its kind in existence). Batteries recharged
at power house.

Shop trucks Special types developed by owner's engineering depart-
ment for incoming materials, inspection department, full

reels of wire, empty reels, etc.
Conveyor systems Only one in use. in shipping department, to receive in-

coming empty cable reels.

Sprinklers Complete system of automatic sprinklers installed in all

buildings.
Fire extinguishers Hand extinguishers at convenient points.
Fire hose and monitors Monitors on roofs of buildings, covering adjoining grounds

and wharf front. Hose connections throughout all floors.

Fire alarms .One city alarm box located in the plant. Local alarm
boxes throughout all floors.

Storage shelving and racks.. .Designed and built by owner.
Factory benches Cast iron legs, maple tops, some covered with galvanized

sheet with concealed nails. Definite company standards .

Factory stools .\11 wood.
Lockers Steel lockers provided, one for each employee. Located

in departments where employees work.
Safeguards Aisles protected by pipe railings. Machines protected

by expanded metal guards on structural steel frames.
Domestic hot water heaters. . Heated by steam. Automatic temperature control.
Wash bowls Vitreous ware, individual wall-type. In shops these are

mounted on tiled walls along the outside of the toilets,

with tiled floors beneath.
Closets and urinals ^'it^eous ware.
Toilet partitions Steel construction.
Showers In special locations only.
Shower partitions Slate.
Drinking fountains White porcelain, pedestal-type, installed about 100 ft.

apart throughout the plant.
Plant communication Western Electric telephones connect all important points

in shop and office.

Time system ...International Time Recording system, for in and out
records. Xo job time cards used.

Hospital equipment First aid equipment installed at present. Ultimate de-
velopment includes a complete hospital.

Cafeteria Very complete equipment to take care of 400 employees
at one time. Now housed in one of the departments
intended eventually for manufacturing, pending comple-
tion of building program.
Wood tables with porcelain tops, wood chairs, dish
washer, baking oven, electric stoves, mixer, vegetable
chopper, cooking ovens, coffee percolator, bread sheer,
meat sheer, are installed.

Complete refrigeration system and boxes, employing
ammonia.

Coal and Ash Handling at Quarter the Cost

THE Independent Towel Company, of Cleveland,

operates its own power jilant and receives its coal

in motor-trucks.

The coal is chuted directly from the truck at the

street-level to a hopper and elevator boot in the base-

ment. From this point it is raised 54 ft. by means
of an enclosed bucket elevator. The discharge spout
of this elevator passes the coal to a drag-conveyor
which extends approximately 63 ft. along the top of

the coal bunker, this bunker having a total capacity

of 260 tons. Gates in the conveyor trough permit
the coal to be distributed to any part of the bunker
desired. From this bunker it is fed to the stoker

hoppers which feed it to the chain grates of the two
500 hp. boilers, an accurate check being kept on the

amount of coal used by means of a recording weigher.

To dispose of the ashes, another drag-conveyor was
installed in the basement. This conveyor, alDOUt 33
ft. long, runs alongside the ashpit doors. About once
or twice a day the accumulated ashes are raked on to

the conveyor and deposited, by means of the same
bucket elevator which feeds the coal system, to an ash

hopper adjoining the coal bunker itself. In order to

permit both coal and ashes to be thus handled by
the same elevator, the discharge spout is provided
with a two-wav gate bv which the material elevated

may be directed either to the upper conveyor, or re-

leased so as to drop at once into the ash hopper im-

mediately below the spout.

The method of removing the ashes from the plant

is ingenious. Since they must be removed by motor

trucks under a cartage contract, and since there is no

certainty as to the exact time at which the trucks

will arrive, special arrangements are made so that the

driver himself can start up the discharging conveyor

and fill his truck without help from the inside. For

this purpose a discharge spout is provided on the out-

side of the building at a height of about nine ft.

above street level. The driver backs the truck up under

the chute, closes a switch on the side of the spout,

and starts up the conveyor. As soon as the truck is

filled he shuts off the conveyor and drives off.

The entire coal and ash handling equipment de-

scribed above is driven from a single motor, a two-

way clutch providing the means of moving the coal

and ashes to their respective destinations. The whole

installation was designed, manufactured and erected

by the Stearns Conveyor Company, and has worked

out very satisfactorily. E. E. Harr, superintendent of

the plant, states that this method of handling has

effected a saving of at least 75 per cent as compared

with hand-shoveling.



Offsets for High Manufacturing Costs

How the WoodworkiuLi- Industry lias Met

the Situation

By TIIO^IAS D. PElUtY

Secretary, Bigelow, Kent, Willard j- Co., Inc.

PIvEDICTIOX or prognostication of future tnisi-

ness trends, whether by means of tahuhitions,

charts and graphs, or by observation, opinion,

and somewhat abstruse argument, is a favorite diver-

sion for many, and not a few earn a well tleserved live-

lihood thereby.

Some of these trends are so fundamental that they

deserve most careful consideration, since tliey demand
of executives adequate and prompt solutions. There

are three trends clearly shaping into rather definite

policies, and the effect of these on the woodworking
industry is the basis of this article. They may be out-

lined as follows:

First: Raw materials, taken from below the earth's

surface or cultivated as a crop above ground, are

pected to go mucli higher. The limit has been reached,

and the buying pul)lic have come to feel that further

increases are intolerable.

Wh.\t the Gr.\phs Show

A grajihic study of these three trends is only i^ar-

tially available, but the index of the cost of living from
1.S60 to date and the composite of pine lumber prices

since 1904 are shown in Fig. 1, both supporting the

statements made above.

It is obvious that, with no opportunity to raise

prices, and a gradual but none the less certain and

inevitable increase in the cost of material and labor,

there is only one solution, i.e., holding manufacturing

costs down by more intelligent and intensive utiliza-

tion of material and labor.

Granting, for argument's sake, the cor-

rectness of the above statements, what
must be done, and how should the intelli-

gent executive direct the energies of him-

self and his staff in order to maintain

existing factories on a profitable operating

and a constructively growing basis? The
answers are not hard to discover, although

they may be much more difficult to apply

successfullv.

1865 1870 1875 1880 1885

Courtejy Babton Statistical Organiiatton

Tia. 1 CoMPABisoN OP Teenb of W.\oes, Commodities .\xd Pnre Lumber Prices

quite unlikely to decrease materially in value or cost.

In the main, therefore, and witli few exceptions, costs

of manufacturing material will gra(hially increase.

Second: The present scale of living anrl the pre-

vailing wages of American labor are strongly estab-

lished, and substantial retrogression in eitiier is quite

improbable. Tiie purchasing power of the American
working man will surely decrease as his living condi-

tions are depressed, and the vicious cj'cle of decreased

demand will inevitably undermine the manufacturer.
"Minor adjustments will always occur from time to

time, with the ebb and flow of business volume, but
the employer who strives to bring about conditions

that will force lower wages will, in the last analysis,

find himself crippling the sale of his own output.
Third: Sales prices, on the whole, cannot be ex-

EcoxoMic Utiliz.\tiox

Material must be used with greater

economy; either less material must be

utilized or the proportion of waste and by-product

reduced, or the same amount of material nnist be made
to go further. In some cases it may mean the sub-

stitution of similarly efficient material at lower cost.

Our present industrial waste is appalling! We are

neglecting and cxhau.-;ting our natural resources of

timber and oil with little serious thought, and with

even fewer constructive acts to insure adequate

replenishment.

Bkttek Re.mixer.\tiox

Labor is demanding constantl}' increa,sing wages and
shorter hours, usually without an intention of giving

equivalent productivity. Clear-headed and far-seeing

manufaeturers are willing and even anxious to have
their help earn more, not by longer hours or gruelling
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work at speeds that mean physical exhaustion, but by
means of better equipment, more productive methods,

more efficient factory arrangement, more elimination

of unnecessary fatigue, more skilful training of ap-

prentices, and more constructive thinking on the part

of the worker.

Large profits are seldom made by wide margins

between cost and selling prices, but nearly always by
large volume with small margin of gains. High wages
in the future (deservedly) will go to the employee who
delivers a large volume of product to his employer as

the result of his daily toil. Closer co-operation be-

tween employer and employee is most essential in

approaching this ideal of higher wages and larger

production.

Who Is Raising Prices?

The last ten years have witnessed extraordinary in-

creases in the cost of living. The high cost of living

has developed until it has become the cost of high

living. Personal and family requirements have grown
with, and often faster than, individual incomes. The
spirit of thrift has suffered some staggering blows.

Fortunately the reaction has set in, and spurred on
by President Coolidge, national taxes are gradually

decreasing, but few state, county and municipal taxes

are yet on the down grade, although they may be ex-

pected to follow in time, unless unforeseen economic
changes take place.

Everywhere comes a vigorous protest against the

complexity and burden of our selling methods.
Grocery stores are rapidly adopting "cash and carry"

methods to reduce overhead and to lower prices, and in

some lines buyers' strikes are threatened. Co-oper-

ative and mutual purchasing and jobbing organiza-

tions are appearing here and there. Government
bureaus are finding and penalizing price agreements
in restraint of trade. In fact, the whole spirit of the

times is swinging strongly into channels of thrift;

reducing expenses is a popular slogan; and national

sanity in buying is again emerging.

Attempts to increase selling prices, under such con-

ditions, are most unpopular, and few manufacturers
are bold enough to breast such a tide of public senti-

ment. Few price increases are likely to survive long.

Woodworking Application

Much of the writer's experience has come through
some twenty years of intimate contact with the wood-
working industries, and these branches of manufac-
turing offer an excellent field to study the three trends

of stationary prices and stiffening costs of raw mate-
rial and labor.

The utilization of wood is under more searching

scrutiny than almost any other raw material, due
largely to the growing realization of the impending
shortage of available merchantable timber, and the in-

evitably long cycle of replacement by new growths.
Every move in the direction of reforestation is to be
heartily commended, as well as the vigorous campaigns

for the protection of present standing and growing

trees from fire and insect pests.

Net Yield, Log to Product

There are, however, several branches of lumber
conservation equally important with that mentioned
above, i.e., more economical methods in the primary

operation of converting the logs into boards, increasing

the net usable material above the 50 per cent now
realized; and more careful manufacturing processes

in the secondary phases of making boards into furni-

ture, pianos, vehicles, home equipment and the like, in

which field the net finished product rarely represents

more than 50 per cent of the boartl and often less. In

other words, only about 25 per cent of the original tree

(branches, trunk and root, bulk measure) emerges in

final finished form.

The public are disposed to blame the lumberman
and woodworker for exceedingly wasteful methods, and
with some justice, without realizing that every indus-

try is a development from primitive conditions, and
that the real fault lies in the almost universal Amer-
ican habit of extraordinary prodigality of natural

resources. The remedy for such wastefulness in wood
utilization, as in other similar conditions, is to be found
along the lines of a broader knowledge and understand-

ing of the real facts by the American people. The
woodworkers will lend their heartfelt co-operation, but

cannot "mend the leak alone."

Let us, therefore, examine the present woodwork-
ing methods and try to discover some of the causes of

the most flagrant waste, and make more clear, to our-

selves at least, the ways leading to desirable and neces-

sary waste reduction.

Wood will be used more intelligently when the law
of supply and demand, improved scientific methods of

manufacture, and public sentiment for conservation,

openly unite in requiring its more economic utilization.

Saw Mill Waste

A brief tlescription of the saw mill processes will

indicate the magnitude of the problem there. When
the timber is felled, roots, tops and branches of small

trees are discarded or burned, partially recovered some-
times in the case of spruce for paper pulp, of some
species of pine for destructive distillation into turpen-

tine, rosin and naval stores and of some other woods
for excelsior and charcoal. But, in the main, there

is a wood waste of from 12 to 16 per cent that is not

at present adapted to useful purposes. As the logs

pass on to the saw table, the bark and slabs are added
to the waste or by-product, but the most serious loss is

the Ys in. saw kerf allowance for band sawing (usually

considered as V4 in- on circular saws) and another

Vs ill- allowance for shrinkage in drying. Under most
manufacturing conditions Vi i>i- vanishes entirely in

sawdust and shrinkage. The majority of boards are

sawn for 1 in. thickness, so this is at least a 15 to

20 per cent loss. The wood loss of from 12 to 16 per

cent with the above sawdust and shrinkage loss of 15
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to L\) per c'tnt and the slal). trim and edging losses will

aggregate conservatively 40 per cent for rough lumber.

Tiinhors are seldom plaiuvl or dressed, hut most form

lumljer for concrete work, all house trim, tlooring and
nearly all packing lumber is surfaced down to % in.

This will easily account for 10 per cent more waste.

Xo attempt is made for ultimate accuracy in sum-
marizing these losses, as different species, varying man-
ufacturing methods and the many ultimate uses pre-

clude any degree of exactness. The general aggregate

of 50 per cent, however, seems reasonably established,

so far as the product of the log is concerned.

Furniture Manufacturing Methods

Let us turn to the problem of making furniture

\vhicli may be considered typical for woodwork manu-
facturing. The rough hardwood lumber, representing

not over 60 per cent of the original complete tree is

delivered at the factory. At the cut off and rip saws
the stock is reduced to desired lengths and widths,

having knots, splits and defects cut out. It is rare to

have a board cut into required lengths or widths with-

out some waste. Allowance is still to be made for

subsequent machining operations, such as trimming,
jointing, surfacing, molding, etc. A yield of 70 per

cent net usable lumber at saws is considered excellent,

but is seldom attained. This lumber, cut to rough
dimension size, is then machined in various ways,
usually reduced from a thickness of 1 in. to % or %
in., glue-jointed, band sawed to irregular shapes and
dressed smooth to permit finishing with varnish and
polishing. The loss in thickness alone accounts for 20
per cent waste reducing our yiekl, from 70 to 55 per
cent, without deducting other machhiing losses. A
yield of 50 per cent from the board is therefore all

that can be conservatively expected in these secondary
woodwork operations.

Space will only perniil llncc or four brief outlines

•of better productive methods, wiiich should, at one and
the same time, give more generous wood yield, lower

manufacturing costs, and thus offer substantial money
inducement to both employer and employee alike.

Lumber Yield on the Point System

.\n ingenious ami effective method of stimulating

large yields from raw lumber is practiced by one of the

large sa.sh and door factories. Its production is suffi-

ciently standardized so that pieces of wood of varying
sizes and shapes each have their labor value expressed
in points, and on the aggregate of these points the
labor is paid and the efficiency ratio calculated.

As an illustration of tiie "modus operandi" of this

point system, a two panel door containing five pieces

of lumber is apportioned points somewhat as follows:

QfAN.
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Eventual standards of 20 per cent waste and 26

bd. ft. per man-hour are indicated by extended lines

and were considered reasonably attainable, although

previous averages had been 45 per cent and 12 ft. re-

spectively. The figure "65" in bold face type indicates

an earned bonus of 65 per cent over base wage rates.

Over the first six months period the waste was re-

duced from 45 to 28 per cent and the yield increased

from 12 to 21 ft., entitling the labor to a premium of

27 per cent. Using 50 cents wage rate and $70 lumber

consumed at a daily average of 3333 ft. (1.000.000 ft.

annually), would reduce the amount of raw lumber

cut (for the same net yield of 550,000 ft.) from

1.000,000 to 764.000 ft.; and would show annual

savings of

:

Labor saved $7,640

Labor eliminated (less cut) 9,912

Material saved (236 @ $70) 16,520

S34,072

Obviously this is equivalent to a saving of approx-

imately $3.50 per 1000 ft. on all lumber purchased.

When the 65 per cent bonus rate was achieved,

some j-ear or more later, the savings were materially

increased.

Purchasing Dimension" Stock

When a board is sawn from the log to go into struc-

tural work, it is used in approximately its full size,

and the downfall into short and narrow pieces is worth

correspondingly less. This is true of most soft woods.

When a hardwood board is similarly produced for

remanufacture into furniture, pianos and the like, it is

cut down into smaller pieces, and the shorts and nar-

rows should not be so heavily depreciated as in soft

woods.

In this latter case, habit and tradition have estab-

lished a practice on the part of wood workers of de-

manrling the upper grades and declining the lower

grades. The saw mill suffers a considerable loss from
this discrimination, but the consuming public even-

tually pays—as it always does!

The Economical Method

How much more reasonable and economical if the

woodworker could be educated and persuaded to

specify lumber, not in boards that are a purely ar-

tificial intermediate form, but in a reasonable assort-

ment of sizes that could be dimensioned at the saw mill

and thus secure the largest proportion of ultimate net

product and a correspondingly less waste. Net yields

would be materially increased, lower grades nearly

elmiinated (as most defects could be cut out in dimen-
sioning smaller sizes, and much of slabs and edgings

would prove usable), transportation costs saved and
the standing timber of the forest conserved.

One of the larger and nationally known handle com-
panies tested this carefully for a period of three years,

taking ash squares as a basis:

Costs peb 1000 Ft.



Reducing Lumber Handling Costs

Straiirlit-Line Prcxluction MethcKls in tlu- New Planinj,' Mill

of the Southern Pacific Railroad

ANEW planing mill. 126 ft. wide and 360 ft. long,

was recently completed at the Southern Pacific

Shops, Sacramento, California. The accom-

panymg photographs show how lumber handling and

processing have been simjjlified in the new building.

In the old planing mill, one of the original shop

buildings erected during early construction on the Cen-

FiG. 1 Tr.\ctor .\nd Tkaileks Loaded with Rough Lumber

ON Cross Track at Entr.\xce End of Building

tral Pacific, long timbers, such as car sills, were hard

to hanflle. The shop was laid out before modern pro-

duction metliods were developed and work had to be

switched around considerably for different operations.

In the new mill, work enters one end of the building

and is not shunted out of a direct course, but goes

straight through consecutive operations and is deliv-

ered ready for use at the other end of the building.

At each end of the mill, outside tracks run parallel

to the width of the building. From these, at right

angles, three lines of track run through the buildiiit:

and connect the two cross tracks at each end. Turn-

tables in the cross tracks enable cars to be run off

on any one of the three lines traversing the builfiing.

Thus, one main line on the entrance side serves as

the delivery point for all rough lumber. This lumber

can be shunted off on any one of the three tracks leail-

ing into the building, according to the product into

which it is to be made. No transfer of material is

made within the building, as the layout of equipment

was planned to make the machines along each track

line a complete unit for finishing the product assigned

to this line. Finisherl products, or lumber prepared

for the use of other departments, leaves the opposite

end of the building and, by means of turntables, is

.^hunted to a common track leading to all parts of the

shops where lumber may regularly be sent.

Fig. 1 shows how the rough lumber is delivered to

the plant by means of tractors pushing the cars which

operate over the tracks as above described. Fig. 2

shows two loads of lumber on one of the tracks lead-

ing into the building.

Fig. 3 shows two truck loads of finished lumber

ready to leave the other end of the planing mill,

through which it has progressed without being trans-

ferred from the line of machines adjacent to the track

on which it came in.

Fig. 4 shows a line of machines, extending on both

sides of a railroad track, from one end of the shop to

the other, for performing successive operations on car

sills. The rough timber is placed on the rollers in the

foreground and then passes over the machine shown
directly ahead at the right. Rollers extend from this

machine to the next, over which the timbers are moved
for the next process, and so on until the other end

of the shop is reached. All lifting has been eliminated.

In Fig. o are shown the three tracks leading from

the end of the shop where the finished material is

Fig. 2 Rough Lumber Entering Shop on One of the

Three Transverse Tr.\cks

Exhaust fan and storage bin for shavings are shovni at the left.

Ill
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Judging Organization and Personnel

In the Financial and Industrial Investigation

By ARTHUR ANDERSEN
Arthur Andersen <t Co.

T \\K normal oxjiectation of most businesses is

•irowth. This growth is attained through greater

sales, greater operations and utilization of greater

capital. It is almost invariably accompanied by in-

creased personnel, by a greater specialization or func-

tionalization of each man's work and by increasing

difficulties in the supervision of personnel and the

direction of work.'

Very often the most critical time in the history of

a business is when it reaches the point of being too

large for one-man control and too small for effective

functional organization control. At that time too little

is known about the principles of organization, there is

rareh' a clean cut definition of authorities or assign-

ment of responsibilities, and the personnel has not been

trained to handle the broader scope of work thrust

upon it. For a long time thereafter the effect of the

one-man regime will be felt and in many businesses of

the present day there exist organization and personnel

problems arising from the retention of old and priv-

ileged employees, from the handling of certain detailed

and minor functions by the executives, from a ten-

dency to disregard organization lines and from over-

lapping functions.

The perfect organization is unattainable because

theory must always be modified by particular and
usually personal conditions, and also because the busi-

ness itself is always growing or changing, necessitating

a flexibility and adaptability in organization plan.

Yet the matter of organization and personnel is so vital

and so influences the effectiveness of management that

it becomes one of the first and most important points

of study in either the internal or external investigation.

Bro.\d Tests of Correct Org.\xization

The best organization form is that which first recog-

nizes a few basic principles and then is intimately

adapted to the particular conditions of the given

business. This adaptation may often at first glance

make the organization plan appear faulty. Certain

fundamentals are essential, however, and should be

found in every sound plan of organization. Respon-

sibilities and authorities must be clearly defined and
must be equal. The organization plan should be func-

tional rather than personal in character. It should

be generally understood and definitely observed.

* Former articles on The Financial and Industrial Investigation
were published in December 1925. pp. 323-328, and Januar\- 1926.

pp. 17-22

Since organization is the principal instrument of

management, the correctness of organization and per-

sonnel may often be partially judged by the effective-

ness of management. That is. the history of sales,

history of earnings, and analysis of net worth, to a
great extent, reflect the qualities of organization and
personnel. If the accomplishment has been good,

and there have been no abnormally favoring circum-

stances such as patent monopoly or distribution

monopoly, it is fair to assume that the organization

has been good.

This is the broadest kind of a test and is not en-

tirely dependable. The only other broad test is that

of esprit d' corps. This is an intangible thing but

nevertheless very evident. If the workers as a whole
appear satisfied and interested in their work, if labor

troubles are rare, if there is an air of "being on the

job," these are indicative of favorable executive organ-

ization and personnel.

Naturally, the form of organization and to some
extent the choice of personnel is a reflection of the

abilities, attitudes, characteristics and methwls of

the chief executive. A business has been described as

the lengthened shadow of one man, and by studying the

chief executive, or rather, the one person who is really

vitalizing the business, a very fair conception may
usually be gained of what to expect from the detailed

analysis of the whole organization. Sometimes the

characteristics of the organization are those of some
dominant personality who has passed out of the pic-

ture, but whose policies still profoundly influence the

business.

Det.\iled Tests of Orc..\xization

The investigative analysis of organization is made
along standardized lines and necessitates the use of

organization charts. The first step is to secure from

the principal executives their conception of the plan,

gradually combining and co-ordinating these ideas,

modifying them by observation until a true plan of

the executive level may be charted. The same process

is gone through in each of the main sections of the

business—sales, accounting and manufacturing—and
then in each of the sub-departments, resulting finally

in the proijuction of a reliable chart of the complete

organization plan as it actually exists and operates.

The preparation of such a chart is more difficult

than would be expected, for it is only rarely that the

organization has previously been charted or defined.

113
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and usually any existent charts are incorrect. More-

over, organization plans are usually so vague that a

different conception exists in the mind of every person.

Sometimes there has been a conscious effort to avoid

defining the organization plan, on the theory that a

definition of authorities would lead to discord and

jealousy. Sometimes this theory is followed to such

an extent that no definite titles of position are used

on the basis that it does no good to call a man "Gen-

eral Manager,"—that he should prove his authority by
demonstrated ability. This is an extreme attitude,

but one that has been found to exist.

Having prepared a complete chart of the organiza-

tion as it exists at present, the next step is to subject

this chart to an intensive analysis for the purpose of

determining its principal points of strength and weak-

ness. It must be studied to determine whether there

is a fairly clear definition of functions or whether

certain men are each charged with several working

functions. It will also show whether the functional-

ization and centralization of authority and respon-

sibility are laid out on a sound basis, whether certain

executives carry too heavy a load, whether there is

provision for carrying on the work in the event the

"key" executives drop out, and whether there is tan-

gible provision for the co-ordination of the various

functions of the business as a whole.

Each of the foregoing considerations is vital to the

proper organization of the business and merits

thorough investigation. It will be found in many
instances that certain survivals of the one-man busi-

ness idea have seriously crippled the application of

the theoretical organization plan. Certain men will

be found actually responsible for a number of dis-

related functions who have carried over these respon-

sibilities from the old days when the business was so

small that they could effectively perform these various

functions. Other men will be found who are charged

with certain definite duties under the company's

theoretical plan of organization, but who actually do

not possess the requisite authority nor shoulder the

real responsibility. These men really perform the

functions of clerks or assistants to the older men who
have retained the real authority while surrendering

certain of the titles.

Organization Balance

Another angle of the investigation concerns itself

with determining whether the organization is prop-

erly balanced. If certain executives are continuously

swamped with work while others are normally carry-

ing a light load it is a sign of weakness in the organiza-

tion plan or in the executive personnel. Assuming

that the fault is found to be entirely with the dis-

tribution and allocation of executive responsibilities,

it is evident that steps should be taken, which with-

out destroying a true functionalization of the admin-

istrative and executive work of the organization, will

serve to equalize the load.

The investigator will frequently find tliat although

the principal executive positions are being effectively

filled by the present incumbents, no real attempt is

being made to train understudies who can take hold

and carry on w^hen the older men let go. Death is no

respecter of persons and old age is inevitable. Unless

provision for these eventualities is made in advance,

an organization may be dealt a staggering blow at the

very time the fortunes of the business are at a critical

stage and the very best the entire organization can

give is hardly good enough.

The analysis of a company's chart of organization

may disclose the fact that, although each department

of the business is run efficiently there is no effective

co-ordination of the various functions into one har-

monious, unified organization. Misunderstandings

and petty jealousies among the several department

heads may be nullifying the otherwise excellent work

of the executives to a serious degree. If a chronic

situation of this kind is found to exist, the respon-

sibility therefor must be laid at the door of the gen-

eral manager of the company. It is his duty to see

that every department head is imbued with a breadth

of vision which enables him to look beyond the walls

of his own department and to work whole-heartedly

in the interests of the organization as a whole. In

addition to this co-operation of purpose there must be

an effective correlation of endeavor as well. Produc-

tion should be kept within the limitations of probable

demand; and sales campaigns, on the other hand,

should take into consideration the maximum produc-

tion possible with the present plant facilities and

factory organization.

Relations of Organization and Personnel

Although it is essential that there be a definite

organization plan and that this plan should follow

certain basic principles, it is nevertheless true that

organization is only the means of making the best use

of personnel, and that incompetent personnel will

result in faulty management in spite of a very high

development of organizatitm. Nevertheless faults in

organization often produce faults in management
which are improperly ascribed to faults in personnel.

In the broad sense, an organization is faulty unless

it gives every man a chance to grow and holds out

to him a logical reward of bettered position as he

develops.

If the executives hold their position because of a

family influence rather than because of ability, the

ambitions of the sub-executive personnel will be stifled

and really promising men will not remain long in an

organization with that inherent handicap.

Similarly, if the higher executives do not delib-

erately try to develop the men under them by in-

creasing delegations of responsibility and authority,

these sub-heads will not develop fully of their own
initiative.

If the management fails to analyze properly the

requirements of various positions, or fails to analyze

the characteristics of the various employees, it is
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aliiidst iiic\ iiaMf tlial miiuc lut-ii will lie iiii>iila<-C'il,

that is. r('<|uir('il to do a type of work for which they

do not have the training, experience, mentality, per-

sonality or inclination. Thus a man who might be

excellent as a statistician would prol)al)ly ho a failure

as a salesman. Possibly a competent salesman would

be ab.solutely misplaced as sales manager. A good

accounts-roccivahlo clerk might fail as credit manager,

or a shop superintendent fail as purchasing agent. It

is not unusual to find men misplaced in the higli execu-

tive levels, for men have In-en made general managers

because of excellent showings as sales manager or

comptroller; and men have been retained as works

managers who should have been advanced to general

manager. Not infrequently the influence of inherited

stock interest has resulted in tin' filling of high execu-

tive places by incompetents.

The investigation of the executive personnel, there-

fore, is an essential corollary to the analysis of the

organization plan. This investigation entails a studj'

of the qualifications of each of the executives for the

position he holds, with special consi(](>ration to the

results he lias accomphshed.

Frx-CTiONS OF Committees

In making the investigation of organization it will

usually be found that there are various committees
or conferences, which are supposed to be made up of

certain executives or department heads, and which arc

supposed to meet at fairly definite times for advisory

or analytical purposes. In many cases however these

committees have lapsed from their original intention.

They either may not meet as arranged; or certain of

the personnel are habitually absent; or their meet-

ings may prove futile t)f constructive accomplishment.

Cases have been noted where executive committees
theoretically existed but actually had held no official

meetings for years and kept no records whatever of

such informal get-togethers as occurriMl.

For the purposes of the investigation it is essential

that all existing committees and conferences be care-

fully identified and that any '"theoretical" com-
mittees be studied as to their actuality and effective-

ness. Furthermore, the organization plan nuist be
studied to determine whether there is a lack of co-

ordination which might be remedied by the creation

of certain connnittees. If committees are recommended
in the proposed organization plan, they must be fully

specified as to personnel, time and frequency of meet-
ing, purpose, functions of authority anrl responsibility,

and relationship to princii)al executives.

If committees are worth having, it is worth while

for them to keep full and accurate records of their

meetings, in order that full value may be had from
the subjects discussed and the suggestions and con-

clusions arrived at. It will be necessary that they

have the power of apiiointing special sul)-committees

on problems requiring further investigation, study or

assembly of data.

It sometimes happens that committees which were

l)i(p|)crl\- ci>iicfi\id ancl started iiavc ^o ciiaiiged their

functions as to be actually a flanger and detriment to

the business. One example of this that comes to mind
is that of an executive committee which gradually

gained the a.scendency over tlie chief executive, until

it actually absorbed the executive function, yet because
of discord between individuals was always failing to

come to absolute decisions, each individual a.«suming

the right to issue orders or make decisions on any
matter. Such a situation is sometimes the result of

a normally conceived advisory committee system, but
in other ca.ses it results from actually setting up a

committee foi'in f)f organization.

The committee form of organization is usually found
to be dangerous, since most such committees waver
between the extremes of gross assumption of authority

by .«ome members and a disclaiming of authority by
all members. This results in preventing both workers
and outsiders from securing either quick decisions or

etYectivc action on questions of policy. Fortunately

this committee system of control is becoming rare, but
where it is encountered in the cour.se of an investiga-

tion it must be subjected to the most careful scrutiny

for its manner of operation and its effect on the

business as a whole.

If the business is of any size it will be found that

almost inevitably committees are the chief vehicle for

producing teamwork and co-orrlination of viewpoint

in the organization. The larger the business, the

greater is the need for such definite co-ordination,

because the number and the jihysical separation of

executives prevents the opportunities for personal con-

tact and understanding which occur in the smaller

estal)lishments.

Properly directed connnittees are indispensable to

the conduct of modern business. They serve as ad-

visory bodies to the higher executives, tend to create

broafler individual viewpoints, and promote harmony,
unity, tolerance, and understanding among the entire

personnel.

Personal St.\tistics

Preliminary to the study of personnel qualifications

there must be secured a list of the executive and
administrative personnel, giving position, name, age,

salary, years of experience in the business, and some-

times the stockholdings. This list is analyzed from the

viewjioints of: age. how long the executives may exjiect

to remain active in the business anrl whether the sub-

executives are younger; salary, whether compensa-

tion is adequate for the position or exces.sive and
whether cheap men are used in responsible jiositions;

stockholdings or bonuses, to inrlicate whether remuner-

ation is based on effort and whether a financial incen-

tive exists. Various minor analyses and conclusions

may be made from such a list, and sometimes it is

desiraljle to carry a similar analysis down to and in-

cluding the workers, showing classifications of skilled

and unskilled, age and service by groups, rates of

hourly pay. men on day or piece work, number on
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pension list, and other equally significant groupings.

Personnel Qualifications

Having secured the foregoing statistical data on

the executive and administrative personnel, the next

step is to size up the fitness of the individual for the

executive position he occupies. The qualifications to

be considered in such an analysis may be said to be

comprised of the following:

Character

Mental capacity

Judgment

Experience

Personality

Education

The relative importance of these qualifications, of

course, will vary with the position that the man occu-

pies although it may be said that honesty and integrity

of purpose are fundamental pre-requisites for every

responsible executive position. Mental capacity is

a qualification that is of immense importance wliere

original thinking and constructive work are required,

but which may be almost a handicap to the perform-

ance of monotonous and routine tasks for any extended

period. Mental capacity often varies largely by in-

clination or tendency, in fact this may almost be said

to be the rule of life. Certain men may have great

abilities along the lines of mathematics who are duds
when it comes to things mechanical. A great lawyer

may possess an inherent inability to understand the

elements of double entry bookkeeping. Similarly, a

man may be so constituted that he can readily grasp

sales principles, sales psychology and sales arguments
and yet be hopelessly bewildered by problems of pro-

duction planning or materials control. Experience and
education represent acquired qualifications to a large

extent although the benefit derived by a man from
his training will be affected largely by his mental
capacity. Judgment and personality, on the other

hand, resemble mental capacity in being qualifications

that are primarily inherent in the incUvidual. although

these qualifications also may undoubtedly be devel-

oped by intelligently directed effort.

Qualifications of Education

In every position the matter of education must be

given some weight. Thus a laborer in the yard gang
needs so little that he may not be able to read or write,

he need not even speak the language of the countrj'.

His educational requirements are practically zero. But
unless he can read, write, speak the language and
possibly have some knowledge of figures, he cannot

normally hope to be made foreman. Generally, as the

importance of the work increases, the educational re-

quirement increases. This is true even aside from
that class of work which is technical in character and
is based on educational training or preparation. In

the higher executive levels an education of a cultural

type is a great advantage if not actually a necessity,

since the position may carry with it distinct social

obligations.

In analyzing the educational attainment of a person

the mistake must not be made of gaging it by the

extent of school, college or university contact. Many
men are so absorptive that they acquire new elements

each day from books, papers, or personal contact.

]\Iany others are so earnest in self-improvement that

they are consciously and conscientiously increasing

their education by means of night school, correspond-

ence courses, or self-imposed routines of study. Nor
must it be assumed that the more education a person

has, the better he is fitted for his given job—rather,

the job must be studied as to its educational require-

ments, then if the person measures up to these, that

is all that is required.

Qualifications of Experience

Experience and education are in some ways closely

related, for specialized education may be acquired by
experience in the particular type of work. It is hard

therefore to draw the line between the requirements

of education and experience in many positions. This

is particularly true where education has been of the

job-preparatory or trade school type. For example,

men may come from automobile trade schools and
work satisfactorily side by side with mechanics of 20

years" experience. So the job must be carefully studied

as to the extent to which greater or specialized educa-

tion may be substituted for specialized experience, or

vice versa.

In positions requiring supervisory capacity experi-

ence is vital. There is, to be sure, a question of apti-

tude, for some men have such attributes of personality

that no amount of experience can make them capable

of departmental supervision, and this fundamental

handicap usually is so potent that it blocks the acquire-

ment of experience.

Some experience is indirect, since every man handles

some types of work for the first time. Yet his ability

in the job may be increased by experience of a related

or supplementary type. Thus experience as a stock

clerk is an aid to handling a clerical job in the pur-

chasing or production departments. Experience as

sales manager is of value in taking on the duties of

general manager. Even experience as a top sergeant

in the army may be an asset in many factory super-

visory positions.

It is practically axiomatic that a man's abilities in

any position are increased by the extent of his experi-

ence in that or in closely similar positions. The extent

of increase is however problematical. Thus of two

men with equal years of experience, one may have so

much greater mental capacity, or so much more energy,

or ambition, that he has derived several times the

benefit from that experience that the other has.

There is a theory that the difference between the

average man and the notably successful man is only

two per cent—of either ability, desire or energy. This

is debatable. But it is the slightly greater "drive" of

some men which causes them to derive more benefit

from all experiences, acquire more education, make
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gri-ali'i u>f i>l iIrii inlififnl ;ibilities ami l)fcoiiie luoiu

out-standing in pcMsoiiality. It is intangihlc. but

makes itself known in tangible results and therefore

is always taken into consideration.

Pkksoxxel Analysis

The problem of the investigator, therefore, becomes

one of studying each one of the important members
of the organization and of reaching a sound conclu-

sion as to whether he is fit or unfit in the particular

position occupied. .Mthough the six fiualifications

mentioned above are important for every executive

position, he will be governed in reaching his conclu-

sions by the special re(iuirements of the position under

consideration. Thus the duties of general manager
make such varied and exacting calls upon a man that

the successful general manager luust, as a rule, possess

the first five qualifications, and preferably the sixth

also, in a marked rlegree in order to measure up to the

demands of his position. The prime essentials for

the successful sales manager may be said to be per-

sonality or wide acquaintance with the trade, which

is just a form of experience, and that combination of

mental capacity and judgment which enables him to

plan his campaigns with resourcefulness and daring

wliile seasoning tliem with the essential modicum of

common sense. The accountant must be a model of

conscientiousness and business integrity while pos-

sessing sufficient technical knowledge of his work to

enable him to make a true record of the company's

financial transactions.

The foregoing cases are used only as illustrative of

the varying standards the investigator will use in

striving to determine the fitness of the individual for

the position he occupies. In the course of his inves-

tigation he may find several executives who appear to

fall far short of his minimum requirements. If en-

gaged in a financial investigation for a security issue

he may probably stop at this point, but if engaged

on an internal investigatif)n for the management, he

will attempt to find the underlying reasons for the

short-comings in order that he may be in a posi-

tion to make constructive recommendations.

Certain of these men who fail to make the grade

will be found to be individuals who owed their posi-

tions in the first place to family connections or other

influence rather than to any demonstrated capacity for

the work. Other men will have succeeded to their posi-

tions, under the rule of seniority, through j-ears of

l(\val anrj painstaking effort. Unfortunately, not every

faithful em]iloyee, who has grown old in the company's

emjiloy is fitted for an important position and the

promotion which was intended as a reward for years

of loyal service may have spoiled a perfectly good shop

foreman in the making of an incompetent shop super-

intendent. Still other men will be found to possess

real capacity and valuable preliminary training whose

failure to meet the requirements of their positions is

due to the fact that, fundamentally, they are better

adapted for other work.

Having reached hi.s fonchi>iuns in each case as to

the underlying causes for the failures and short-

comings among the personnel, the investigator will

bring his recommendations as tactfully as possible to

the attention of the men who have ordered the inves-

tigation. In making these recommendations the

greatest care must be exercised to avoifl all preten-

sions to onuiiscience or infallibility, for it goes with-

out saying that it is impossible for any man to step

in and, in the course of a relatively limited inves-

tigation, fliagnose accurately ancl effectively prescribe

for all of the organization problems of a large cor-

poration. On the other hand, there is no discounting

the value of an outside viewpoint especially when it

represents the viewpoint of an investigator trained in

the study and solution of problems of just this type.

VrrAL I.MPORTAXCE OF PERSONNEL

With the industrial activities of our present day ever

broadening and ever a.ssuming larger and more com-

plex structures it is inevitable that problems of organi-

zation and personnel will more and more become of

vital imi^orlance in determining the fortunes and
indeefl the continuing existence of any business enter-

prise. The days of profit margins sufficiently wide

to absorb the mistakes of faulty management are

rapidly drawing to a close. In fact, we already see

many of the key industries of this country in the

hands of a relatively small number of large and highly

developed units which have achieved their strong posi-

tion in their respective fielfis only through having

developed a highly organized and supremely effective

type of management.
To the solution of these broader questions involving

corporate success or failure the investigator of organi-

zation and personnel problems should be prepared to

make a real contribution.

Thus we see how in modern business, correct organi-

zation and capable personnel go hand in hand as essen-

tial factors to success. The investigator who delves

into these problems, who attempts to place his finger

upon the weak spots in the plan of organization or

among the executive personnel and who undertakes to

make recommendations looking to their cure, is

charged with a most serious responsibility to sift and

weigh the evidence until he is certain of his conclu-

sions. Let him but sense the extent of this obligation

and the weight of his responsibility, and then his

opportunities for constructive .service will be com-

mensurate with the responsibilities he assumes.

[The March instalment of Mr. Andersen's group of

articles on the financial and influstrial investigation

will take up the investigative analysis of net worth. It

is recognized that a careful analysis of the net worth

of a business will often develop many facts bearing

upon the financial policies which will be adopted and

jnit into effect by the management. Mr. Andersen

shows how to develop these facts and bring to bear

upon their analysis other factors than those which are

merely presented by figures.—The Editors.]
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Accounting for \^aliies or Dollars

By JOSEPH F. DILLMAN
New England School of Accounting

AN article by Stephen ]\IcKenzie DuBrul in tlie

i- December issue of this journal condemns the atti-

tude of accountants because of their contention that

depreciation should be calculated and charged off and
that reserves should be created on the basis of cost

values of fixed assets. Mr. DuBrul's contention is that

the amount of depreciation should be determined on

the basis of replacement values.

If there is any room for dispute on this point, it

can only be because of differences of opinion as to

what is meant by the term "depreciation." An ac-

countant would define depreciation as "the extent to

which the values of assets, based on their cost, have
decreased as a result of time, or use of the assets, or

both (ignoring residual values.)" Or, "that portion

of the cost of an asset which is represented by an
amount equivalent to the same ratio of the cost of

the asset as its expired or consumed portion of use-

fulness bears, to its total usefulness." The word cost

in each definition is necessary.

Effect of Theory Advocated

Following out the theory advocated by Mr. DuBrul.

all assets, fixed, current and others would have to be

carried at estimated cost of replacement in order to

account for values instead of dollars. The effect of

this would be eventually to increase the net worth to

the same extent as net worth would be reduced by the

additional depreciation charge and other charges when
assets were consumed. Furthermore, a concern rent-

ing store space would have to increase its liability for

rent each month and charge a larger amount to rent

expense than it actually paid in case a favorable lease

had been made when the purchasing power of a dollar

was greater. Liabilities for salaries and other services

purchased would also have to be increased in case

such values as they provide could not be acquired at

the present time except for more dollars than it was
necessary to pay because of union contracts or for

other reasons.

There is no objection on the part of accountants

(whether they be ordinary or of the "scientific" variety

referred to by JMr. DuBrul) to limiting the amount of

dividends to be paid to stockholders so as to make
certain that there will be sufficient funds available

to purchase new fixed assets when those which are

depreciating have served their useful life. Under ordi-

nary conditions such would be the effect of creating

reserves for depreciation on the basis of replacement

values. Accountants, scientific or otherwise, would
recommend such a procedure unless there were other

reasons for not doing so, but why call the excess

amount "Reserve for Depreciation." To say that an
asset which cost $10,000 has depreciated S15,000 in

value is not a true statement and, therefore, no ac-

countant should assert it.

Accounting Is Concerned with Facts

An accountant is concerned only with facts as they

are. He is not a prophet or clairvoyant. Lawyers,

engineers, bankers or business men may take upon
themselves that special function but they have no
more right to do so than has an accountant. As a

matter of fact even though an accountant were
gifted with supernatural power which enabled him
definitely and accurately to foresee the future, it would
not change his attitude in the matter under discussion.

He would still advocate charging depreciation expense

and reducing fixed assets through the medium of

Reserve for Depreciation accounts on the basis of the

cost of such assets. His advice as to the amount of

profits which should be distributed as dividends would
depend upon what his powers as a seer informed him
of as to the future. Or, if he had no such powers then

his advice would be based upon his own conclusions

arrived at through natural processes of reasoning, or

perhaps upon the conclusions of others, whose judg-

ment he would be willing to accept.

The income tax laws have no bearing on the ques-

tion whatever and, therefore, two sets of accounts, as

suggested by Mr. DuBrul, would be unnecessary for

tax purposes. In so far as income tax laws are con-

cerned a company can retain a portion or all of its

profits in the business if it cares to do so, whether the

object be to make unnecessary the contribution of

additional capital for the purchase of fixed assets, or

for other reasons. There is no objection on the part

of the Treasury Department and none on the part

of accountants to having the board of directors of a

corporation appropriate a portion of their surplus for

a specific purpose, which amount could be expressed

on the books of account by crediting the sura to

"reserve for excess of replacement over cost value of

fixed assets," or whatever other name might seem more
appropriate. A similar amount might also be deducted

from the net profit representing the decrease in pur-

chasing power of dollars of profit, as compared with a

similar number of dollars in 1914 or whatever year is

used as a basis, or it might even be possible to cal-

culate it on the basis of amounts and times capital has

been contributed since the inception of the business.

The fallacy of such a plan or of any plan of charging

depreciation expense or any expense with an amount
in excess of cost can be pointed out in other ways.



Cuttino' Labor Costs 87 Per Cent

Results of Bonus in Car Loading

]iy CHARLES X. UNDEHWOOD
Management Engineer

IT sometimes happens that the idea of a bonus for

certain operations is discarded because of the num-
ber of variables involved, which apparently make

the idea seem impracticable. This article deals with

the method by means of which a comparatively simple

bonus was evolved on an operation of this kind.

In the plant of a large mid-western concern manu-
facturing a wide variety of bulky products, 66 in num-
ber, the problem of loading box cars was one of

constant irritation. Thirty-six men were employed
on this work which was heavy and laborious, and the

wages paid were those jiaid to ordinary laborers in the

vicinity. An average of IS box cars were loaded per

day. The equipment available was not the best for

the purpo.se. but no money was available to better

these conditions. The men were never happy on their

jobs and consequently the labor turnover was high,

necessitating an exorbitant amount of attention on
the part of the plant executives. Overtime work was
almost a chronic daily occurrence, for which time and
a half was paid.

T.\BLE 1. DIMENSIONS OF PACKAGES
The first letter of the sv
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The only solution to this situation

seemed to be to provide a separate task for

each of the 66 products in each of the 103

bins to each of the six doors. This gives

a total of 40,788 combinations which

would, of course, be entirely too cumber-

some to handle in daily work and would be

a possible source of errors in calculating

the daily tasks.

With this in mind a study was started

with the view of classifying the various

products under a few heads and at the

same time another study was begun to de-

termine of what number and distribution of

men the most economical loading crew

could be composed. These two studies re-

quired that accurate time studies be made
on the loading, trucking and unloading of

each product. It was found that although

the truck held a greater number of the

smaller packages than of the large ones, the

truckloads of all the products were approx-

imately of uniform weight so that the

trucking time per foot or per hundred feet

was a constant quantity. In accompanying

tables are given the data as to the physical char-

acteristics of the various products. The figures in the

last two columns were obtained from time studies.

(See Tables 1, 2 and 3.)

After obtaining these data we were able to estab-

lish eight classes into which all the products were

TABLE 3. DIMENSIONS OF ROLLS

The first letter of the symbol denotes a roll, the second letter the brand, and the
third letter the weight. L =Light. M =Medium. H =Heavy, B =Big. S =Small.

TABLE 4, CLASSIFICATION OF PRODUCTS
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of these classes were thrown into the higher of the

two. This ha(i the effect in a few instances of slightly

liberalizing the time alloweci for trucking.

The details of the times requireci to move a truck

to a bin, load it, push it to the scale, weigh it, move
it into the car, into position and stow it were obtained

by many careful studies on a number of good oper-

ators. The times for these elements shown below

are the times actually needed and have no allowance

for rest or delay. Allowance to cover rest and delay

is made later in our calculations.

Then the time per 100 pieces using 2 trucks will be

85.5 + 2oPN + mZ - 15)*~ N

Adding 25 per cent to this for rest and delay and
reducing to hours we have for the time allowance per

100 pieces

T = 1.781 + 0.62PA^ + 0.0079(Z - 15)

N

Minutes

A Push empty truck into bin

and make ready to load. .35

B Put side rods up on truck when
loaded. .12

C Move truck to entrance to bin. .11

D Slow down truck approaching

scale. .11

E Weigh truck on scale. .24

F Move truck from scale. .11

G Push truck from platform into

car into position. .31

H Push loaded truck from scale to

car door. .20

J Push empty truck from car to

scale. .16

L Push loaded truck one foot on

concrete floor. .0041

M Push empty truck one foot on

concrete floor. .0035

N Number of pieces per truck

load (see classification)

P Time required to load one

piece on truck (see classifica-

tion)

R Move empty truck out of car to

platform. .21

S Time required to stow one piece

in car (see classification)

U Let bar down on side of truck. .06

Z Distance from bin to door (see

classification)

In cases where the bins are located on the second

floor there must be added allowance to cover the use

of the elevator. This time with 25 per cent added

TABLE 5. FORMULAS FOR LOADING AND TRUCKING TIMES

Time allowance is in hours per 100 pieces

Class
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t =
\S + R+ C A'.S -r U.27

From this we get the time per 100 pieces, allowing

25 per cent for rest and delay.

T,=
2.083.V.S + 0.5(j25

A'

Substituting values for P and X for each class in

formulas for first and second floors and values of

X and S in the stowing formula for each class we
have 16 general formulas having but one unknown
quantity, the distance trucked. See Table 5.

Solving each of these formulas for each of the 22

TABLE 7. TIME ALLOWANCES FOR SECOND FLOOR BINS

cu»
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were reduced to two in number, and paid a bonus of

171/2 cents per car braced on which bonus had been

earned by the loading crew. The total bonus earned

per day is divided equally between the two bracers.

This bonus was sufficient to obtain the co-operation

of the bracers with the loading crews and with one

another.

This bonus plan has been in effect for over a year

with excellent results. The loading crews have been

reduced from 36 to 18 men, the bracers from 3 to 2

men making a total saving of 19 men. To handle

the extra clerical work required to operate the bonus

requires the services of a clerk half his time. During

the past S months there were only 3 cases of lost

bonus among the crews and labor turnover has been

reduced on this job to practically zero. The men
on the job are happy in that they are now earning

more than they could earn anywhere else, and are

anxious to hold on to a good thing.

The installation was made without opposition or

ill feeling on the part of the men. Only one crew-

was started on a bonus at a time and they were con-

tinually coached in their new mode of operation by
the time study men until it became habit. The second

crew was not started on bonus until after the first

crew was thoroughly trained and confident of their

ability to meet the task every day. The second crew-

was then taught the new method and after that the

third crew.

Each man receives daily a slip show-ing him exactly

what he earned the day before, and these slips are

looked forward to with a great deal of interest by the

men who keep them for long periods and show them
w-ith a great deal of pride.

Special Truck Cuts Handling Time in Half

Us. WOOD, labor foreman at the Southern Pacific

. Railroad shops at Tracy, California, designed

and built the special truck shown in the two accom-

panying views. It is intended to handle locomotive

air pumps (either Westinghouse or New York). So

successful has it been that five men now easily handle

a pump in half the time which a crew of seven or eight

men formerly used to require for the work.

Fig. 1 AiH Pump Wagux WrrHoux Pump Showing Construc-
tion OF Wagon from Scrap

The truck is made from odd pieces of structural

steel and scrap iron available in the shop. Its con-

struction is shown in Fig. 1 and the method of load-

ing the air pump in Fig. 2.

In loading the pump on the truck the front wheels

are raised vertically above the rear and a piece of

•"'4 ill- pipe, sufficiently long to reach across the truck,

is placed through the spokes of the rear wheels to

prevent the truck from moving during the loading

operation. With the truck in this raised position the

step with a 1/2 in- grab iron is slipped underneath

the pump. The grab iron grips the lower side of the

pump, the method of engaging being slightly different

in the case of pumps of different makes. With the

pump in this position the truck is then tilted over

until the front wheels strike the ground, brackets on

either side of the truck hold the pump in place from

shifting sideways.

When loaded the pump is moved anywhere with

ease, and is usually left on the truck until it is taken

to the locomotive where it is to be attached. The
unk)ading process is as simple as loading.

Fig. 2 Air Pump Wagon Carrying Pump



Findino- Causes of Quality Variations

A Fuiidaniental of Control Tlirou^'-h Inspection

By W. A. SlIKWHAKT

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

IS this paper I sliall consider only one fundamental
inspection prol)Iein. It was Patrick Henry. I

believe, who said. "I liave no way of judging the

future save by the past." The problem of finding the
best way of judging tlie fntine in terms of the past is

the fundamental problem which I wish to consider.

All of us know that experience counts; that it

counts with one jimviso. namely, that we know how
to use it. I sliall try to present sunip fimdMnnnt.il

principles indicating the best way
to analyze and interpret the past

so as to forecast the future, i.e..

to make the best use of the data
of experience. Naturally the

problem of how to make tlie best

use of data does not belong to en-

gineering inspection alone, be-

cause others than inspectors are

supposed to make use of their

experiences. Hence my remarks

are based upon a survey of the

results of efforts to solve this fun-

daniental problem in many fields

of human endeavor.

For our present purpose we
may cla.'Nsify all experience into

two classes. One class contains

those data, observations and perceptions which can be

explained in terms of known laws of physics, chem-
istr\-, biology, economics and the other sciences. As
an example, we can explain the occurrence of the

eclipses of the sun, the motions of the planets, the

operation of an induction coil and so on, indefinitely.

The other class contains the great mass of data or

observed phenomena which cannot be explained satis-

factorily in terms of known laws and which, therefore,

are attributed to chance. Witness, for example, your

state of health, the weather, the rise and fall of the

stock market, the motion of molecules or electrons and
practically all of our everyday experiences.

Naturally we desire to make use of both classes of

experience.

By a very slow and laborious method of observa-

tion, hypothesis, deduction and experimental verifica-

tion, we have been attempting throughout the ages

to reduce our experiences to known laws. It has been
natural for man to seek some law which would explain

the future in terms of his past; to seek, as it were.

This paper forms the basis for an-
swering the following important inspec-

tion problem: When do the obser^'ed

differences between product for one
period and product for another period
indicate non-uniformity? When do
quaUty differences of manufactured
product, observed from one period to

another, indicate fortuitous, chance or

random variations produced by non-
assignable causes which cannot reason-
ably be controlled without radically

changing the manufacturing process;
and when do observed quality differ-

ences indicate the possible existence of

assignable causes which can be found
and controlled?

something which would remain constant throughout

all time. Obviously, in so far as man by scientific

methods has been able to reduce his experiences to

natural laws which persist throughout the future, he

has been able to attain his object of judging the future

in terms of the past. This human effort has been going

on throughout the centuries with the result that we
live in a scientific age—in an age when not only indi-

\i>lii;il-; and corporations but even nations plan their

future in accordance with estab-

lished laws of science.

Not everything in our experi-

ence, however, has been brought

successfully untler known laws:

in fact as already noted, most of

our experiences cannot be made
use of in accord with established

law. How then can we make use

of such data which constitute the

major portion of our experience?

The real advance in the solution

of this problem has come within

the past 271 years, since the time

when the chevalier de Mere, the

gambler, proposed to that famous
mathematician, Pascal, the first

problem in the theory of prob-

ability, which arose out of a game of chance being

played l)v de More. Within this jieriod we have turned

from the old unprofitable conception of chance to a

new and profitable conception of laws of chance.

In Pig. 1 I have tried to illustrate the central idea

underlying the progress that has been made within

the past two centuries dealing with that great body
of our experience attributed to chance. Throughout
the history of the ages we find again and again the

recurring idea that chance results are those which do
not happen according to any law. The history of the

change in man's ideas of ciiancc is largely associated

with the history of his superstitions and his religion.

If a thing happened at the hands of chance, it might

be considered as the oracle of the gods or as a run

of luck, either good or bad. Hence it was that prob-

ably no two individuals would interpret the bearing

of the past experience upon the future in exactly the

same way. How could they, for it was their belief

that there was no particular imiversal law or laws

behind such experience. The oxiicrieiipf s nf the future

125
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were in the hands of the gods and were not necessarily

foreshadowed by the experiences of the past.

This condition is represented by the left half of

Fig. 1. The only useful experience under this view

is that small portion reducible to law represented by

the white area. Obviously it would be impossible to

use the large fraction of experience represented by the

dark area, upon the hypothesis that such experience

foretells nothing about the future.

Within recent years, however, we have been coming

more and more to the view that chance results repre-

sent the effects of a complex system of causes or nat-

ural laws.^ We are coming more and more to the

viewpoint of LaPlace that, if we knew at any instant

all of the natural laws, we could foretell with pre-

cision all future events. We are coming more and

more to the viewpoint of that great Danish actuary,

Thiele, that everything that happens is the necessary

consequence of a previous state of things. We are

coming to see chance results, therefore, as the outward

expression of numerous unknown laws of nature oper-

ating in such a manner that their resultant effects vary

within limits which do not change with time.

It is useful therefore to view the resultant effects

of this complex system of causes as happening in

accord with a Imv of chance, which, when discovered

through a study of chance data makes it possible for

us to forecast future events within certain limits;

whereas natural laws enable us to forecast future

events with certainty. This change in viewpoint

marks the beginning of the development of compre-

hensive methods for using chance data.

Theory of Best Available Methods

I wish, now, to outline the high points in the theory

underlying the best available methods for making use

of chance data or experience. A list of references to

the original memoirs of the past 271 years which have

contributed to these methods would run over a thou-

sand. Among the list of authors we should find the

names of four of our greatest physicists, Jeans, Gibbs,

Planck and Lord Kelvin; four of our greatest mathe-
maticians, LaPlace, Poisson, Charlier and Gauss; four

of our greatest statisticians, Pearson, R. A. Fisher,

Edgeworth and Yule; two of our greatest actuaries,

Thiele and Gram and two of our greatest astronomers,

Eddington and Kapteyn. This list could be extended

by citing leading representatives from the field of

medicine, biology, agriculture, geology, psychology,

education, sanitation, engineering and so on.

Naturally, therefore, all that I can hope to do is

to bring a survey of the results of countless inves-

tigators living within the past 271 years who have
undertaken to find the best way of judging the future

in terms of chance data or chance experience by
making use of laws of chance. With the aid of some
of the most modern mathematical tools it is possible

to lay a comparatively solid foundation for the method
of attack which has been devolved.

Insurance Business Built on Laws of Chance

Although we cannot at this time enter upon the

discussion of mathematical foundations underlying the

method for using chance data in helping to judge the

future, it may be well to recall some of the instances

Unprofitable View Profitable View

Fig. 1 Whv Do Things Happen?

where the method has served a very useful purpose.

Possibly one such illustration is sufficient. Perhaps

the greatest monument to the practical utility of estab-

lished laws of chance is the insurance business. With-

out much question the insurance business is one of

the soundest in the world. For this business to grow

from practically nothing in the short course of not

much over two centuries, to a business which today is

among the greatest is indeed a tribute to the economic

SIZE

Ca)— How things are dis-

tributed by chance.

SIZE

(b)- How things are distributed

when chance is modified by

easily discoverable causes.

' Incidentally, of course, we have come to believe that our so-called
natural laws of physics, chemistry and the other experimental
sciences are but approximations to the true laws of nature.

Fig. 2 Schematic Representation of Method for Deter-
mining C.wsES op Variations

usefulness of laws of chance in forecasting the future

in terms of past experience.

The widespread growth of statistical departments

in many of the leading corporations of the United

States and other countries bears testimony to the ac-

cepted usefulness of some of the very elementary prin-

ciples of the generalized method to be presented forth-

with. Already a very widespread movement has

started in Germany among the manufacturing organi-

zations such as the Krupp's Works in which statis-

tical methods are being used.

How THE Need for a Law of Chance Arises

All interested in engineering inspection realize that

it is practically impossible to make two things which
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are identical. All realize, when a manufacturing

process is established to produce a product meeting

certain specifications, that one unit of product will

differ from another. We attribute this condition to

the existence of uncontrolled factors such as possibly

temperature, humidity, the physiological and psycho-

logical conditions of the personnel, wear anil tear on

the machinery and numerous other similar factors.

Obviously it would not be practical to exert absolute

control over all of these factors. In other words a

better control of product would mean a better control

of a large number of factors, and hence it would prob-

ably not be economical.

If. however, there are one or more major causes of

variation in the product, it is reasonable to expect

that appreciable improvement in quality of production

may be effected by modifying these factors. But how
is the manufacturer to know when the variations in

product from one month to another are those which

may be attributed to chance, that is. attributed to a

complex system of causes which it would be exceed-

ingly difficult to control, and when is he to know that

the variations in the product are such as indicate that

DISTRIBUTION
CURVES

AVERAGE

RANGE

SHAPE FACTOR
Nol

SHAPE FACTOR
No.2

f/uctuot/on oufsid* of limit lines indicates fhe presenc-
of easily discoverable causes

Fig. 3 Schematic Form of Conthol Chart for Vari.\tioxs

there are one or more predominating causes of varia-

tion which it should be within his power to discover

easily? In other words, how can the manufacturer
use his past experience in respect to a given product
in the best way to indicate the action that he should
take in tr>'ing to modify this product?

How THE Law of Chance Rex-eals Itself

Statistics comes to his aid and says, if the given
kind of product is distributed as indicated in Fig. 2

(left) it is likely the differences between the units of

product result from a complex system of causes whose
effects would be difficult to separate. If. however, the

product is distributed in the manner indicated by Fig.

2 (right), statistics says there are certain easily detect-

able primarj- causes of differences between the units of

the product. These figures must, of course, be inter-

preted as a schematic representation of the funda-

mental idea underlying the method of detecting the

existence of other than chance causes.

In other words events happening according to a law

of chance, in the long run. distribute themselves in

respect to size according to an approximately smooth
distribution which persists unchanged throughout all

time, whereas events happening according to a law of

chance superposerl upon a few primary causes dis-

tribute themselves in respect to size according to an

irregular distribution which probably changes with

time.

Perhaps we should call attention to the phrase "in

the long run" used in the previous sentence. Its sig-

nificance will be quite apparent upon second thought.

We know from experience that the more observations

we have the more likely we are to find that the ob-

served distribution will apparently approach a smooth
curve: in the long run. or when a very large number of

observations are available, the distribution curve will

be approximately smooth.

Xr.MBER OF Observ.\tioxs

But. you say. '"We can't afford to take an infinite

number of observations in order to discover if the

observed distribution of data fit a smooth curve as

shown in Fig. 2a.'" Xo, possibly we can't afford to take

more observations than we do now, but possibly we
take too many now. at least more than we need in

some instances, if we use the latest methods for

analyzing data referred to in the next paragraph. How
then are we to discover whether or not an observed

set of data are consistent with a law of chance? If

they are, what is this law? I bring up these ques-

tions because they are customary stuml)ling blocks.

Space does not permit the presentation of technical

answers.

A survey of the really remarkable achievements

made within the past three decades in providing

answers to these questions could not but prove inter-

esting, but the following remark must suffice: The
labors of a comparatively few great minds within

recent years have provided us with methods for finding

with a fair degree of certainty the law of cliance

lichind a given set oi data when that law exists. Prob-

ably I should not pass this point without the warning,

however, that we cannot rely upon the eye to tell us

that an observed distribution is smooth and of such

a nature as to justify our a.«sumption that the data are

the sole results of a law of chance. Neither would

the statistical methods of even the previous genera-

tion suffice in answering the questions propounded

at the beginning of the preceding paragraph. Let me
quote in this connection from a book by K. A. Fisher

of the Rothamsteri Experiment Station, England, who
has made significant contributions to the answers to

these questions. "Little experience is sufficient to

show that the traditional machinerj' of statistical

processes is wholly unsuited to the needs of practical
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research.- Not only does it take a cannon to shoot

a sparrow, but it misses the sparrow! The elaborate

machinery built on the theory of infinitely large sam-

ples is not accurate enough for simple laboratory- data.

Only by tackling small-sample problems^ on their

merits does it seem possible to apply accurate tests

to practical data."

Interpreting the Future in Terms of a Law
OF Chance

Let us next see how a law of chance can be used

in forecasting future events: let us see how we can

judge the future in terms of the past with the aid of

a law of chance. As previously noted, a law of nature

foretells how a thing will happen, a law of chance

foretells within what range a thing will happen, or

specifically a law of chance gives the probability that

a thing will happen in a certain way. To enlarge

upon this point

:

Suppose a complex system of causes operates to

produce things which differ in size according to a law
of chance. Suppose that the things produced in a

given period are examined for size and the observed

distribution of sizes is plotted. Suppose that this is

done for several consecutive periods and the results

are compared. Naturally, the observed distributions

will probably differ in one or more or even all of the

following cliaracteristics: average or central tendency,

range or dispersion, and shape. So long as all of the

sizes are controlled by the same law of chance, how-
ever, it is practically certain that, from one period to

another, the differences in either average, range or

shape will fall within certain easily determinable limits.

Telephone Transmitters as an Illustration

As an illustration, suppose we consider the produc-

tion of telephone transmitters. Even when all pre-

cautions are taken, there is some variation in the

efficiencies of various individual transmitters. We
attribute this to many factors: we know, for example,

that the efficiency depends upon the vibratory char-

acteristics of the instrument ; upon the properties of

the carbon; upon the details of assembly and similar

factors. Here, we have a lot of factors or causes whioh
modify the efficiency. In turn each of these factors

depends upon others in a manner not easily measurable

and not thoroughly understood. So long as the effects

of the interaction of this complex system of causes

follow a law of chance we can expect the differences

in either average, range or shape of observed distribu-

tions of efficiencies of transmitters from one period to

another to fall within certain easily determinable

limits.*

But what if one average, range or shape vary out-

side these established limits? The fact that one of

these characteristics goes outside the limits indicates

that the system of causes has probably changed; in

other words that, superposed upon the random or

chance system of causes, there are probably one or

more major causes which can be discovered with com-
parable ease and possibly controlled. These limit lines

are the engineer's fever thermometer. With their help

he can tell when the product needs attention.

I have presented a schematic form of control chart

in Fig. 3, illustrating the ideas just considered.

To summarize: The problem is, to find the best

way to judge the future in terms of the past; the

solution is, when possible, reduce the data to natural

laws, when not possible, reduce the data to laws of

chance. To make use of the greatest portion of our

experience we must use the second method which is

really not much older than we are, hence practically

unknown. In closing, let us look at the industrial

development based upon applied scientific laws,

making use of only a small fraction of past experience,

and then think of the industrial development of the

future based upon applied laws and applied laws of

chance thus making best use of all of our data.

- Or inspection, let me add.

^ A paper on this subject b_v the present author will probably
appear in the Bell Technical Journal for April, 1926.

* For an amplification of this concept of causation as a constant
system of causes see my article in the Journal of the American
Statistical Society, December, 1925.

Speculators or Machine Builders

THE letterheads of a certain machine shop proudly

boast that it was established in 1848, and the gen-

eral appearance inside and out bears out the claim.

The original owner made money, sold out and died

well off. His successor, who came up from the shop,

had years of lean times, then made money, sold out

and likewise died with a fortune. Some half a dozen

men have taken substantial sums out of this old shop,

and j^et there is no modern equipment.

The word efficiency is never uttered inside the shop.

Workmen come and go and do about as they please;

someone orders castings from time to time, but usually

the foundry makes what it seems likely the shop will

use. The firm's credit is always good; overhead ex-

penses are light. There may have been drawings once,

but now they go by a book in the foreman's pocket.

The cycle of events is about like this: Mr. Blank

made his pile and then sold the shop to the fore-

man. Mr. Foreman tells everyone business is dull and

lays off most of the help. Gradually he hires them

back at much lower wages. After a while he has the

shop full, which means half the necessary men.

These men make machines, engine lathes, perhaps,

in dozen lots and fill up the spare space in the shop.

When the shop is full the old barn out back is used

for a storehouse. When that is full there is a war,

or export trade booms, or automobiles come into

fashion, and storehouse and shop are emptied in no

time at top prices. The present owner, Mr. Foreman,

sells out to his foreman, and so on, all over again.

The question is, are these people machine tool

builders or speculators in machinery'? If they are spec-

ulators, wliy do not we all speculate?



Savini>' Money on Shipping Containers

Spcc-itic Points and Rccjuircnunts to Consider

PI;K\'I01'S articles' have discussed many of the

lacfors entering: into the selection of the correct

shipping container for nuumfaclured products.

A few of the points brought out need further

amplification.

Assembly work on containers. Wood boxes, if re-

ceived knocked down to reduce storage space, cannot

be put together economically by hand in large quan-

tities. A nailing machine is a warranted expense

CourUfy ^-Onc bol Marhint Makers

Fig 1 Space S.wed by Substitutint, Wirebocxd Boxes (Upper Row) in

Shipme.nt of .\rmy Helmets

especially in larger plants. The wirebound box comes
in three parts—the 4-section main mat and two ends.

After folding three sections of the mat to shape and

fitting the mortised and tenoned ends of the cleat

together, the joints are nailed, or can be quickly

stapled on a special machine where the number of

containers used is large. The fourth side forms the

cover. The ends are droppc*! in place aufl nailed with

one-tenth the numl)er of nails used in the ordinary

box. Fiber board containers are usually all in one

piece, the joints being glued with tape strips. They
are unfolded and are glued, or stitched or stapled with

copper wire by machine, along the bottom, after which

they are ready for filling.

Relative cost of packing/. This cost depends directly

upon the conveniences supplied to the force of packers,

and usually decreases with the increa.«e of such efjuip-

ment. For large outputs of small package goods tlie

products are usually delivered on conveyors alongside

of whicii the containers are stacked ready for filling.

Where wood boxes are used a nailing machine is more

> See the October 1925 issue, pp. 199-200 and the November 1925
issue, pp. 271-2.
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economical than hand labor to put on the cover. With
fiber board boxes, if hand closed, it is necessary merely
to fold in the ends anrl glue the flaps or .seal the joint.

Automatic sealers do this work much more econom-
ically where output is large. The wires on the wire-

bountl l)ox act as cover hinges, and it is necessary only

to fit the mortised and tenoned cleats together and
twist the wires. For heavy shipments, the cover may
be nailed to the battens on the ends of the box.

Cost of auxiliary equipment. With ordi-

nary wood boxes a nailing machine must be

nnployed to handle large quantities. With
liljer board boxes and wirebound boxes

,iiid crates a stapling machine is advisable

In put the containers together for packing.

A sealing machine is worth-while to close

I he to]is of filler board containers where the

output of the plant is large. A Bruce,

Hauwens. or similar type of twister is re-

quired for fastening down the covers of

wirebound boxes and crates.

Salvage value of containers. The wood
box or crate, particularly if put together

according to reconunended specifications

for safe shipment, is apt to be broken or

injured in opening. The cover, at least, is

usually rendered unfit for further service

and a new one has to be made. The box may be used

for storage, or else broken up for firewood.

The wirebound box is opened by cutting the wires

and raising the lid. like that of a trunk. Bv the use

F'lc. 2 KiBER Lk>.\i<D lio.xEs UstD n»K P.\i;Ki.N(j Stakch
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of wire filler pieces now on the market, it can be

used over again for shipments. Retwisting the orig-

inal wires would break them off. There is not so

much temptation to burn this box as it is not so easy

to break up.

Fiber board containers, likewise, will stand more

than one shipment, as covers can be kept intact even

when they have been glued down. The use of sealing

strips along the joints will again make the boxes proof

against theft.

Eventually the fiber board box finds its way into

the waste paper pile for sale as scrap, to be reutilized.

Convenience and saving to dealers. The use of

cheap, light, compact containers, designed for safety,

often enables the manufacturer to send to the dealer

in one package all parts needed for a complete installa-

tion, as, for instance, electrical fixtures, where chain,

pipe, wire, sockets, globes, reflectors, etc., for one unit

can be partially assembled and then packed together.

These articles can be resold in the original packages

without the necessity of opening a number of boxes

of parts, and collecting the individual pieces for each

sale. Dinner sets, when shipped in bulk in casks, are

packed in hay or excelsior, and each piece is separately

wrapped, necessitating a complete unpacking and

sorting of contents to assemble individual sets. The

use of fiber board containers has enabled the manu-

facturer to pack each complete set in one box, which

need not be opened in the dealer's warerooms. He
thereby saves shipping charges, trouble of unpacking

and cleaning up the dirt, and cost of repacking for

retail delivery, which averages over a half hour in the

time of one man for a 100-piece set. The packing

of case groceries in dozen and two-dozen lots in fiber

containers enables retail dealers to save many unpack-

ing and repacking costs because the sale of goods in

case lots is stimulated.

Sales appeals to customers. Containers holding

assembled products, with suitable printing or decora-

tion on the outside, enable dealers to make attractive

displays which exert strong sales appeals. ^Moreover,

customers are usually more strongly attracted to an

article assembled and inspected at the factory before

shipment. The convenience of case goods in small

lots is often an attraction to quantity sales.

Special requirements. Certain products must be

shipped in special containers. The above discussion

has covered only the wide range of general manufac-

tured products that are shipped in boxes or crates.

Liquids must be shipped in casks, barrels, kegs, drums,

or cans, and legal restrictions are placed on the pack-

ing and transportation of all materials which are in-

flammable or explosive. Many chemicals, likewise,

must be shipped, or can most economically be trans-

ported, in such containers. But the use of casks or

barrels for manufactured products other than liquids

and chemicals is diminishing in extent on account of

their cost, weight and waste of room in transportation

and storage.

I^acivs ami burlap covers still find extensive, econom-

ical use, the former not only for agricultuial products

but also, as in the Ford industries, for the shipment

of small automobile, machine, and other parts; for

pipe fittings, etc.

Legal requirements. Laws, rules and regulations of

the Literstate Commerce Commission, postal depart-

ment, American Railway Express, Bureau of Explo-

sives and other divisions of the American Railway

3 WlREBOUND Box FOR DoiIESTIC SHIPMENTS

Size 40x20x20 in., with grain of lumber along 40 in. dimen-
sion, or length of the box.

Association, are very definite on what commodities

may be shipped in each type of container, according

to whether it goes by freight, express, or parcel post,

and what specifications must be followed regarding

size, shape, materials, packing, etc., for the containers.

-

In addition to these safeguards, shipping container

manufacturers are co-operating in scientific research

and testing to further improve the art of making con-

tainers, so tliat the damage and loss in shipments may

Fig. 4 Wirebouxd Box for Export Shipments

Size 20 X 40 X 20 in., with grain of lumber along 20 in. dimen-
sion to better resist blows and crushing.

be reduced to an even lower figure than that to which

it has already been reduced.

- These rules and specifications can be obtained in booklet form
from any manufacturer of containers, or from the National Asso-
ciation of Box Manufacturers, the Paperboard Industries Association,

and the Wircbound Box Manufacturers' Association, as well as
from the above.



Guide to Latest Information

OiR' Hundri'd Best Selections tor February

i{v Tin-: KDi roKs

Industrial Ikiiidinufs and Plant Maintenance
Buildings and Equipment

1925 Industrial Construction Shows Recov-
ery. 658.2

Robert T. Ma«on. Iron Trade Reviiir. Jan.

7. 1926. pp. 57-9. 121. Ilius. Statistical study
of industrial building during 1925.

Standard Gypsum Company's Two New
Plants in Operation. 658.2

W. A. Scott. VimciU, Mill ami Qwirry,
Dec. 20. 1925. pp. 9-11. IIIu.<. Description

of two new Pacific Coast plants just com-
pleted and put into operation.

Scientific Planning for the New Western
Electric Plant. 658.2

O. C. Spurlinp. M.\NfFACTunixG IxDrsTRiES,
Februarj' 1926, pp. 101-6. Illus. Compre-
liensive survey of factors influencing location

of new plant of Western Electric Co.. at.

Kearny. N. J. Detailed data on buildings

including tiT)© of construction, materials and
fixed equipment.

Reconstruction of a Paper Mill in Wash-
ington. 658.2

R. A. Hucstis. Engineering Neics-Rccord,

Dec. 24. 1925. pp. 1030-1032. Illus Details

of design and layout of a new building of

steel and reinforced concrete with walls of

wire glass and steel sash. The machinery
was kept in operation while the old buildini;

was replaced wilh the new stnicture.

Large Universal Plate Mill in Great Britain.

658.2

.Iii.-( ph Ilorloii Iron Trarlr Rpricir. Dec.

31, 1925, pp. 1643-6, 1656. Illus. Description

of the Moss End Works, of .Stewart ct Lloyds,

Ltd. Clydesdale, Glasgow, Scotland.

Automotive Proving Grounds of the Gen-
eral Motors Corporation. 658.2

O. T. Kreu.s.scr. Journal of the Socieln of

Automotive Engineers:, Jan. 1926. i)p. 27-32.

Illus. Gives the layout, facilities and activ-

ities relating to the road test of motor ve-

hicles. Proving ground covers 1125 acres.

Lighting the Way to Better Shop Produc-
tion. 658.2

K. S. Crandall, Iron Trade Review, Dec. 17,

1925, pp. 1525-7. Illus. Shows increase in

production due to improved illumination in

machine shops. Also discusses the .«afety

factor.

Substituting Steel for Wood in Building
Construction. 672

IIcnr>- R. Brigham. Iron Trade Review, Dec.
31, 1925. pp. 1648-.50. Illus. Outlines o\)-

portimities for extending use of metal as a
substitute for wood in building constniction.

Maintenance and Repair

Control of Mechanical Power Transmis-
sion. 658.262

William Staniar. Industrial Management,
Jan. 1926, pp. 49-54. Illus. Fifth of a series

of articles on transmi-ssion applications.

Silent Chain Drives on Industrial Ekjuip-

ment. 658.262

Frank E. Gooding. Industrial Engineer, Jan.
1926. pp. 8-12. Illus. Gives analysis of rea-
sons for using such drives, operating results

obtained and examples of typical installations.

General Management and Policy

Economics and General

Economic Statistics. 31

W. L. Crum and A. C. Patton. A. W. Shaw
Company. Chicago. 492 pp. $6.00. A text

[irepared for the needs of students who are

interested in the application of statistical

methods to economic problems The purpo.se

is to enable a .student who does not have
extensive mathematical training to become
familiar with statistical processes and acquire

u working knowledge of their applications in

• The nrticles nml books clas^ificKl by topic and
brirfiy (Ip.Hcribtxl ntr .*«?liTtpii from ciirrmt publica-
tioiw by the whtnrs of MANUrACTURING IS'DUSTUi:!! a9
ftiose iiio.-<l worttiy of soriou.^ nttentinn by officials,

innnnKcnt and cxfciitivos of mnnufncturinK concerns.
Tlie Items nre drawn from upwarrls of 100 IradmE
industriiil mnKazines and the pulilicntions of M>me 50
profes-iHtnal socielu^s and book publisliors. The editors
will be Ktad to furnish additional uifomiation and
referenn^s on request.
The number at the riBht of each item is the

index symbol in the Dewey Decimal Cla.ssification
system. If articli*s nre clipped and filed arconlinjc to
thi-io numbers, like >ul>Kets will automatically Krou|>
lofcether and relate<i subjects will follow in Ingicnl
««Iuenco. The Iwwik.s an<l pamphlets rla.ssifiiHl can lie

pniriiriHl from the Itoiinlrl Pre.'*,s Compnny or their
respective publishers. Photostat copii"!« (white prinl-
inn on black backKmuiid) of any magazine nrticio
ilMlexe*! can be obtained at a pncc o/ •-> ccnta the
page, by addrcs-smjE tjie EnsineennE Societies Librarv,
» West 39th Street, .\ew York City, with whom wu
have armnaed this ser\'ice. Remittance must ac-
company the order. When ordennK photostats please
ijuote from the index: (I) Title of article: (2) In-
stex number; <3) Name, dale and page numbers of
periodical in which the item appears.

economic analyses. The principal subdivi-

sions are: Statistical Data: Gem^ral .Ana-

lytical Methods; Analysis of Time Series:

.\ppendix—tables, sj'nibols, bibliography, etc.

Essays in Economics. 33

Edwin R. .\. Seligiuan. Macmillan Co.. New-
York. 394 pp. $4. ,\ series of writings anil

lectures covering the experiences of 40 years

.•ind f:illing n:itur:illy into three divisions:

('Dntribulions to the historj- of economic doc-
trine: iiroblcms of economic theory: and
qui'slions of economic jiolicy. General in

nature and not devoted specific:illy to btisi-

ne.-vs. Ch:ipter headings compri.si^: Con-
liiiiiity of economic thought: Owen and the

Christian Sociali.st.s; neglected British econo-
mists: historj- of economics in the United
.States: economic interpretation of the war;
railway t:iritTs and the interstate commercr
l;iw; crisis of 1907; immigration; social jirog-

re.-i.-; .socitil aspects of economic law; eco-

nomic problems of the modem dentist; the

.•iicial evil; the n-al university; American

.\s.<ociation of University Profes-^ors—its aims
:iiid accomplishments.

Relation of Government to Industry. 33

M. L. Requ:i. Macmillan Company. Xew
York. 241 pp. $2 50. An analysis of the

fundamentals of human progress leading to

the thesis. "Progress of this kind cannot bi^

halted." By historical references the author
ende;ivors to show that paternalism in gov-
ernment and attempts to fnistnite economic
law by government arc iin.sotind: that there
is a sharp distinction to be ohser\ed by gov-
ernment in it.s relation to public utilities ami
other industrial enterj 'H.^es; that much pub-
lic service is best rendered by mono|>olistic

control; that mineral re.-murces are the haaia

of indu.slrial pro.sperity; that government
supervision is detrimental to public welfare;

that proper governmental regulation of cer-

tain industries is nece.s.<ar>-. The author
modestly deprecates the inadequacy of hi.s

presentation, but (he reader will find much
to stimulate constnictivc thinking.

Management

The Administration of Industrial Enter-
prises. 658.

Edw:ird 1) Jones, Longmans. Green <lfc Co.,

Xew York. 61S pp. Rev Ed. $4 75. Re-
vis<'d citition of a work originally publi.«hcd in

1916. which has had an enviable record. It

«-.as one of the earliest trcati.ses on the appli-

cation of scientific management in industry,
wilh emphasis upon the economic policies in-
volved. This revision h:i.s been rewritten and
the amount of new material added exceeds ia
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quantity the subject matter of the first edi-

tion. The aim in treatment, which has been
substantially achieved,_is the formulation of

general principles as a basis of controlled

action in manufacturing. Both American and
English i)ractice have been drawn upon for

case material.

Business Facts and Their Uses in Manage-
ment and Control. 658

E. W. McCullough. Brick and Clay Record,

Jan. 5, 1926. pp. 37-41. Has particular ref-

erence to the maniifacture of face brick.

Capitalizing the Advantages of the Small
Factory. 658

Dale S. Cole, Industrial Mannijcnicnt. Jan.

1926. i)p. 27-31. Fourth of a series on the

small factory.

Getting the Most Out of Your Machine
Tool Dollar. 658.27

G. S. McKee. American Machinist. D>^c.

24. 1925. pp. 995-997. The Timken Roller

Bearing Co. works machine tools to the limit

of capacity. Its management believes that

coming developments will soon outclass much
of the existing equiiiment.

Getting the Most Out of Your Machine
Tool Dollar. 658.27

Wm. Hartman. American Machinist, Jan.

7. 1926, pp. 1-4. Outline of National Cash
Register policy that a new machine to jus-

tify its purchase must pay for itself within

one year.

How Human Element Influences Grinding.

658.386

Herbert R. Simonds. Abrasive Indiistries.

Dec. 1925, pp. 371-3. Illus. Instruction sys-

tem ])lanned to overcome the influence of

individual knowledge and skill in precision

grinding.

Business Outlook in the Machinery Field.

658.5

Machinery, Jan. 1926. i)p. 367-373. A sum-

mary of the opinions of chief executives in

all branches of the machineiy building field.

Opinion is that outlook is encouraging.

The Industrial Museum. 658

Charles R. Richai'ds. The Macmillan Com-
liany. New York. 117 pji. $3.00. A volume
dealing with the great industrial museums of

Eurojie. iiublishing at a time when several

efforts are being made to arouse interest in

such institutions in the United States. Mu-
.seums of Paris, London, Munich and Vienna
arc )>resented in detail, with illustrations of

buildings and exhibits, information on organ-

ization and costs of operation. Without
doubt the most helpful book available to

American readers on its subjects. Of interest

to industrialists and educators.

The German Museum in Munich. 658

Oskar von Miller. Mechanical Engineering,

,Jan. 1926. p)i. 21-26. Illus.

Business Law. 658(C07)

Alfred W. Bays. Macmillan Co., New York.
Revised edition. 473 pp. $1.40. Devoted to

building up a thorough under.standing of the

a])i)Iications of law to business operation, and
written in a plain manner to remove con-

fusion. Usefid to business men and also to

students. Part I—Preliminary discussion.

Part II—Contract.s—offer, acceptance, fraud,

mi.stake, the consideration, legality; form and
expression ; written contracts ; transfer and
discharge. Part III—Agency. Part IV—Sales

of goods. Part V—Negotiable paper. Part

W—Business i>roprietorship: Partnerships

—

kinds, cajjital, propertj-, rights of partners,

remedies of creditors, dissolution; corpora-

tions—organization, ]50wers, shares; trusts.

Part VII—Law of iiroperty: Fixtures, es-

tates; uses and trusts; mortgages and deeds;

wills. Part VIII—Other laws: Taxation; un-

fair competition
;

public regulation ; laws

regulating business.

A Plan for Simphfied Checks. 657.24

Frank W. Siinmonds. American Banhers'

Association Journal Jan. 1926 pji. 463-4. 521.

Outlines agreement effective March 1. 1926.

to standardize the size and arrangement of

bank checks.

The Vital Need for Greater Financial Sup-
port to Pure-Science Research. 658.57

Herbert Hoo\'er, Meclianical Engineering,

Jan. 1926, \)\). 6-7. First Henr>' Robinson
Towne lecture on the relation between en-

gineering and economics.

Uniform Invoice Wins Approval. 658.773

Michigan Manujacturer and Financial Record,

Jan. 2, 1926, p. 7. Summaiy of application of

uniform invoice de\eloped by the purchasing

department of Ford Motor Co.

Progress in Textile Mechanical En-
gineering. 677

Textile Division, American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers. Mechanical Engineering,

Dec. 1925, pp. 1139-40. Report of the Execu-

tive Committee of the Textile Division of

the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers.

Progress in the Wood Industries as Re-
lated to Mechanical Engineering. 674

Wood Industries Division, American Society

of Mechanical Engineers. Mechanical En-
gineering, Dec. 1925, pp. 1137-8. Report of

the Executive Committee of the Wood In-

dustries Division of the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers.

Successful Industrial Management. 658

J. Seton Gray. Machinery, Dec. 1925, pp.

303-4. Management must watch costs, have
correct information, develop foremen, stim-

ulate loyalty of employees, pay fair wages,

have few rules, keep down labor turnover,

and train understudies.

Power Generation and Transmission

Fuel

The Case of Bituminous Coal. 662.6

Walton H. Hamilton and Helen R. Wright.

The Macmillan Company, New York. 310

pp. $2.50. This volume is the second issued

by the Institute of Economics dealing with

the coal situation in the United States. It is

limited to an analysis of the cuiTent situation

and of the prevailing tendencies in the indus-

try, but does not include any projjosals for

reorganization. It is worth reading at tlii<

time when the situation in the coal industn-

;? so critical, and when active search is being

made for information which will assist in

forming a judgment as to what remetlial

methods should be applied.

Wood Refuse Burned on Underfeed
Stokers. 658.261

C. M. Garland. Poicer, Jan. 12, 1926, pp.
46-9. Illus. Equipment and practice of the

Graham Bros, plant where either bituminous
coal or wood refuse is bunied. The system
of handling wood refuse insures both safety

and flexibility in operation.

Burning Fuel Oil. 658.261

Frank A. Rothwell. Power Plant Engineer-

ing, Jan. 1, 1926. pp. 23-26. Illus. Report
of factors governing successful burning of

fuel oil.

Fuel Utilization and Economy in Candy
Manufacture. 658.26

Edwin Schlesinger. Industrial Gas, Jan.

1926. pp. 9-10, 22, 24. Outlines the heating

and cooling systems of a candy factory classi-

fied according to the methods of production

and distribution and showing the kinds of

fuel used.

Power and the Coal Crisis. 662.6

J. F. Pony. World Power, Dec. 1925, pp.
293-302. Problems of labor and power, coal

con.scrvation. economical supply of power,

equipment of collieries, safety, in the British

coal industiy.

Power Plant Operation

The Power Engineer Is Properly a Man-
agement Official. 658

T. A. Mar.sh. Steam Power, Dec. 1925, i>p.

6, S.

Improvements at the Miami Paper Com-
pany. 621.311

Poxcer Plant 'Engineering, Jan. 15, 1926, pp.

158-60. Illus. Description of now equip-

ment installed in the power plant of the

Miami Paper Company. Includes coal han-
dling equipment.

Special Furnaces Required for Wood
Waste. 658.261

Power Plant Engineering. Jan. 1, 1926. Illus.

lil>. 36-40. Equiimient and requirements for

burning wood waste.

Higher Steam Pressures in the Industrial

Plant. 658.26

William F. Ryan. Mechanical Engineering,

Jan. 1926, pp.' 43-47. Outline of the gains

from high pressure steam which are claimed

to be greater for the industrial plant than

for the central station.

Boiler Room Tests. 658.261

Power Plant Enginecrini/, Jan. 1, 1926, ]ip.

81-87. Illus.

Boiler Room Upkeep. 658.261

Power Plant Engineering, Jan. 1, 1926, jip.

65-70. Illus. Important factors in the up-

keep and maintenance of boilers, furnaces,

.superheaters and pumps.

Refractory Maintenance in Boiler Fur-
naces. 658.262

Power Plant Engineering, Jan. 1, 1926, I'p.

70-73. Illus.

Hand Firing for Power Boilers. 658.261

Power Plant Engineering, Jan. 1, 1926. ))p.

31-36. Illus. Determining factors for suc-

cessful operation in hand firing.
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Stoker Opiration by Modern Methods.
658.261

I'miir I'Intit Etigineering, Jhii. 1, 1925. pp.

6-13. Illiis. Hrop«<r iiK'thoiN for hanilliii^

tnvflitiK crjite. luulcrlVod iind ovcrlcod lyp'.-;.

Good Firing Requires Intelligent Apprecia-
tion of Functions of Stokers. 658.26

R. Saiifonl Rili'v. Pmvir Plant Engineering,

Jan. 1, 1926. pp. 2-5. lllu-<. Essentials of

stoker operation are: (I) projierly main-
tained equipment; (2) adequate records; (3)

attention to fuel beil, air supply and ashpit

cnndition.-;.

Operating Pulverized Fuel Equipment.
658.261

I'lini r I'Iniil Engineering. Jan. 1. 1926. pp.
15-22. llhis. SuRgestions for operating tli:^

various pieces of equipment in burning pul-

verized fuel.

The Steam Engine as a Factor in Indus-
trial Power. 658.26

Pi.rnr. Jan. 5. 1926. pp. 16-18. Illu.s. Inve.^^-

tigation shows that the steam engine is hold-

ing its own as a jirime mover in industrial

jiower plants.

Steam Control and Measurement. 658.26

Power Plant Engineering, Jan. 1. 1926. pp.
7S-79. Illus.

Pneumatic Sweeping Systems in Power
Plants. 658.261

F. C. .\llen. Jr. Pouer Plant Engineering,

Advertising

Trade-Marking Cuts Out Useless Steps in

Distribution. 608

John .Mil n Murphy. Printtrs Ink Monthly.
Jan. 1926. Illus. pp. 33-4. How Hercule-
Powder Company is proving the value of a

trademark in simplifying marketing proc-
esses.

Barometer of Machine Tool Orders. 658.808

E. F. DuHriil Iron .igc. Jan. 14. 1925. pp.
134. Illus. rndicafor of the National Ma-
chine Tool Builders' Association covering the

fieriod 1919 to date.

Unfair Selling Prices. 658 808

\V I. ('hurcliill. .\1 vM FACT! him: IxDfSTRlKS,

Feb. 1926. pp. 97-100. Shows how stock-

holders' investments in industrial properties are

not earning in many ca.«es a fair return. One
rejison is selling prices which do not have
a sufficient profit margin.

Analyzing Sales—Or Do You? 658.808

Curtis 1' .\Ii.>.- ('niiili/ Fnrtorii-Jiihhir. i:M\.

lO-JO. pp. 73-5. Illus. Details of .system for

analyzing sales useil by the Planters Nut
and Chocolate Co. One card gives complete
customer-sales hi.storj-.

Preparing a Sales Manual and Making it

Effective in Selling Work. Part I. 658.826

R. C H;iy. PriutiTs' Ink Monthly. Jan. 1926.

pp. 39-10. 91. Deals with the puri'o.se of th--

manual and outlines what inl'orniation it

should contain

The Courts Won't Always Let You Use
Your Corporate Name. 659.1

H. .\. Toulinin. Jr. Aiinrt^.^tng and billing
Fortnightly. Jan. 13. 1926. p. 23. Author
states it is generally held improper for any

.Ii.ii 1.'). 1926. pp. 147-S. Illus. Suction sys-
tems for sweeping power plants are desirable
to reduce <langcr of dust explosions.

District Heating Rates for Various Condi-
tions. 658.217

Power Plant Engineering. Jan. 15. 1923, pp.
155-7. Resume of rates for both steam and
hot water from several companies and
localities.

Developments in Applying Electricity to
Industrial Uses. 658.26

Aiioriiiin liislitiite oj Electrical Engineem
Journal, Dec. 1925. (ip. 1312-8. Condensed
sunimarj' as recorded in engineering imblica-
tions during the past year.

Electricity Operates the Marble Mill.
658.26

F. A. Westbrook. Electrical Record. Oct.
1925. pp. 260-261. Equipment and methods
of the Vermont Marble Co.

Finding and Reducing the Wastes in
Electric Power Distribution. 658.26

A. G. Darling. Industrial Management, Dec.
1925. pii. 331-3. Illus. Power savings that
are often overlooked in the modem plant.

Using a Graphic Meter for Setting Over-
load Relays. 658.26

(I. k. Shariand. Industrial Engineer, Dec.
1925. pp. 564-6. Illus. Apj^lication of ac-
celerating relays on controllers for motors, as
made in the By-Products Coke Co. plant.

Markctin^^ and Distribution
concern to tr>' to benefit from advertising
done by another even in an entirely difTerenf

field, or to cash in on the good will in-

herent in another's corjiorate name.

When Is an Inquiry Not an Inquiry?
659.131

Ci. Lynn Sumner. Adicrti.iing and Selling
Fortnightly. Jan. 13. 1926, pp. 1920. Illus.

.Shows the returns from use of coupons and
points out national advertisers use them to
determine the results of their campaigns.

Selling

Bonus, Profit-Sharing, Point Systems, etc.

658.846

Will Huntir Morgan. Ailverti.sing and Sell-

ing Fortnightly, Dec. 30. 1925. pp. 27. 62.

Discussion of various plans for paying
salesmen.

Making the Plan Fit the Business. 658.8461

Will Iluiilir .Morgan. Adii rli.sing and Sill-

ing Fortnightly. Jan. 13. 1926. |>p. 27. 54.

Outline of a plan for paying .salesmen in-

cluding a basic salar>'. moderate commission
and tightened rxpen.s*' acroiiiits.

Salary-Bonus Keeps Salesmen on Their
Toes. 658.8461

Hurl MoDaiiiil. Candy Factory—Jobber,
Jan. 1926. \']>. 99-100. The comiwnsation
plan of the Ttah Candy P'aclorj-.

Packing, Shipping, Transportation

Shipping Containers. 658.7884

IJron.son L. Htiestis. Ronald Prr— Co. New
^ork. (Ronograph No. 37). 13'.t pil $125.
Written for manufacturing plant u.-c from
the experiences and rest-arches of the fore-

most authorities on shipping containers, such

with typical charts and methods of inter-

preting result*!.

What Does Your Steam Contain? 658.26

Cement. Mill and Quarry, Dec. 5. 1925. pp.
43-4. 46-8. Illus. Wet steam causes clogging
of superheater tubes and erosion of turbine
blades by earrj-ing along impurities in water.
Discussion of the losses thus cause<i, and
nir-:in< for their avoidance.

Power Transmission

Power Transmission Efficiency. 653.262

C. C. Hermann. Belting, TranKinijurion Tools
and SupplicK, Dec. 1925. pp. 63-6. States
that the point of efficient operation is not
reached until ever>- part of the entin- drive
is efficient.

Motor Drives for Centrifugal Fans and
Blowers. 621.34

(iordon Fox, Powi r Plant Engintiring. Jan.
15. 1926, pp. 141-4. Illus. Characteristics of
fans and blowers .should be studied care-
fully in making .selection of motors. Article
shows such characteristics and gives basis for

motor selection.

Reducing the Friction Tax on Power
Transmission. 658.262

-Mien F. Brewer. Indmtrial Management,
Dec. 1925, pp. 370-5. Illus. Consideration
of operating conditions; lubricating require-
ments; maintenance of lubrication; education
of personnel.

as the Freight Container Bureau of the
.American Railway .Association. Container
Testing Laboratories, etc. Shows how to ob-
tain the most economical shipping container
for each product. Describes what a .shipping

container should do; box and crate lumber;
fastenings; crates; wood, fiber and straw-
board boxes; wood barrels and <lnims; metal
cans, barrels and drums; auxiliari- packing
and fastening; packing dangerous articles;

l>ackinc for export; testing of containers.

Commercial Aviation's Present Phase.
658.7885

I) W Douglas. Society of Aulomotirc En-
ginier.i Journal. Jan. 1926. pp. 3S-40. I.Ack

of known factors in estimating costs. 0|>er-

ating charges and maintenance exi)en.«e is the

present barrier to aviation progress. .Author

believes within two years the information will

lie available to detiTinine profits from com-
mercial aviation.

Lessons of Six Year's Experience in Air
Transport 658.7885

Ai-ialiioi. Dec. 21. 192.5. i>p. 876-,S79. Illus.

The po.ssibilities of economic o|)cralion of air

transport linrs

Car Service Aids Marketing. 658.7885

L W MofTett, Iron Age, Jan. 14, 1928, pp.
145-149

'

! car distribution and more
rapid II; i' traffic has had a bene-
ficial el'ii I I ii iijr iron and .steel industry.

Parts Anywhere in 24 Hours Under New
Willys-Overland Plan. 658.877

James C. firant .Xulinnntiii liiduslrirs. Dec.
17, 1925, pp. 1013-1014. Illus. Maintenance
of 298 distribution I'Oint.s insures s|ie«ly scr\'-

icc in making deliveries to dealers and
garages.
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Material Handling and Production Control

Material Control

Cutting Labor Costs 37 Per Cent. 658.281

Chas. X. Viulerwood. Manufacturing In-

dustries, Feb. 1926, pp. 119-124. Methods

used to determine bonus for loading freiglit

cars from warehouse. The crew was reduced

from 39 to 20 men.

Keeping Materials Handling Costs Moving

Downward in the Rubber Plant. 658.281

Harold .1. Payne. Industrial Management.

Jan. 1926. pp. 40-43. Illus. General descrip-

tion of the use of electric trucks in a rubber

plant.

Simplified Production and Handling.

658.51

H. H. Edge. Manufacturing Industries.

Feb. 1926, pp. 93-96. Illus. Describes the

work of iiroduct cla.ssification of the Kelly

Press Division of the American Type Foun-

ders Co. The two cla.sses are round work and

fiat work, one production floor being as-

signed to each.

Offsets for High Manufacturing Costs.

658.51

Thomas D. Perry. MANUF.'vcTURiNn Indus-

tries, Feb. 1926. pp. 107-110. Illus. Influence

of better production methods in offsetting

the manufacturing cost effects of high pi'iceil

materials and high wage rates.

Buick Saves $3,500,0C0 in Nine Months.

658.532

W. AV. Clark. Jr. Manufa(TURING Indus-

tries, Feb. 1926. pp. S.5-S, Illus. The Buick

Motor Co. is producing 1.000 cars a day

with .5,000 fewer employees than in 1923. The

author shows how this tremendous increase in

production has been brought aboiU and how
expenses ha\'e been reduced.

We "Paced" Every Process for Top-Speed

Production. 658.542

MUton Alden. System, Jan. 1926, pp. 54-

56, 96, 98. Methods used by the Alden

Manufacturing Co, to time schedule opera-

tions from the buying of raw materials to

the collection of accounts receivable.

Production Control in the Newsprint In-

dustry. 658.561

Ceorge D. Bearce. Mechanical Engineering,

Jan. 1926, pp. 48-52. Outline of the manu-

facturing processes and production methods

of a majority of the mills in North Amer-

ica making standard newsiirint paper.

Finding Causes of Quality Variations.

658.562

W. A. Shewhart. Manufacturing Indus-

tries, Feb. 1926, pp. 125-128. lUus. Shows

hi>w to determine whether variations in qual-

it\- of product are due to non-assignable

causes which cannot be overcome, or to

differences from assignable causes which can

be found and controlled.

A Policy That Catches Errors Before Pro-

duction Begins. 658.562

B. J. Dowd. Anurican .\[ncliinist, Dec. 1".

1925. pii. 97.5-976. Illus. Methods of check-

ing and rechecking as practiced in the plant

of the Royal Typewriter Co.

Control of Inventory Through the Scien-

tific Determination of Lot Sizes. 658.787

H. S. Owen. Industrial Management, pp.

12-16. Illus. Fourth of a series of articles.

This instalment deals with specifications for

control records.

Mechanical Handling

When are Floor Transports Economical?

658.281

H. Hellmich. Engineering Progress. Dec.

1925, pp. 377-8. Illus. Representative mate-

rial handling equipment as installed in Ger-

man factories.

Hopper for Reloading in Remodeled Sand
Plant. 658.281

R. A. Goodwin. Cement, Mill and Quarry,

Jan. 5, 1926, pp. 9-11. Illus. Material han-

dling equipment at Kenosha Sand and Graxel

Company's jilant.

Conveyor Belting in Santa Fe Elevator.

658.2812

C. H. Compton. Belting, Transmission, Tools

and Supplies, Jan. 1926, pp. 22-23. Illus.

Con\'eyor equipment in second largest grain

elevator in the United States. Belting in-

stalled approximately 3% miles long.

Surplus Sand Utilized Advantageously.
658.281

E. D. Roberts. Pit and Quarry, Dec. 1, 1925,

pji. 71-5. Illus. Handling methods at the

Badger Sand and Gravel Co. plant.

Employment and Personnel Management

Employment and Training

Products and By-Products of Foremen's

Conferences. 658.386

Franklin T. Jones. Society oj Aulomolive En-

gineers Journal, Jan. 1926, pp. 60-66. Deals

with the technique of introducing, conduct-

ing and auditing foreman training. Based

on the exi)erience of the White Motor Co.

Means for deducing tangible results from the

educational jaogram arc given in detail.

Personnel

The Human Factor. 658.3

Publi.shed by the Massachusetts Society for

Mental Hygiene, Inc. Four issues per year,

75c. Single copy, 20c. This publication is

intended as an industrial service and accord-

ing to its announcement is "a digest of the

best that is being done in personnel work

in business and industry." The initial num-

ber is made up of digests of current litera-

ture much of it applied to manufacturing

operation. As an example we find these

titles: Modern Ventilation Makes Possible

Greater Comfort of Workers; Industrial

Fatigue; Psychology Tests in Industrx' ; Re-

duction in Industrial Accidents.

Recent Development in Industrial Rela-

tions in the United States. 658.315

Herbert Feis. International Labour Review,

Dec. 1925. iip 776-798. Among the develop-

ments di.scussed are: Works Councils, of

which 814 are analyzed, labor banks and

managerial methods.

Analyzing and Rebuilding Employee Atti-

tudes. 658.315

John F. Sherman. Indu-ftrial Management,

Jan. 1926, pp. 19-25. Illus. General article

on the relationshii) of employers and em-

)>loyees.

Remuneration

Wages and Hours of Labor. 658.32

.Monthly Labor Review, Dec. 1925. pii. 41-69.

Various Wage Systems in Relation to Fac-

tory Indirect Charges. 658.32

R. R. Thompson. A^ A. C. A. Bulletin, Dec.

15, 1925, pp. 283-296. Analysis of the ele-

ments of 8 wage payment systems: Halsey,

Rowan. Barth, Bedeaux, Taylor, Gantt,

Emerson and "ordinary piece rate." The

author's conclusion is "a suitable bonus sys-

tem will result in the necessary increase in

]iroduction without any great increase in

charges for power, indirect labor, supplies, etc.

Real Wages Show Large Gain. 658.32

Iron Age. Jan. 14, 1926, pp. 138-9. Common

labor wage rates in iron and steel industry

are 35 jior cent higher in buying power than
in 1913. Other classes of labor have had
similar increases.

They Share Profits with Their Labor.
658.324

Brick and Clay Record, Jan. 5. 1926. pp.
44-49. Illus. Bonus method of the Ash-

land Fire Brick Co. together with other wel-

fare jilans including life insurance, methods
for acquiring homes, and methods for loan-

ing money.

The Results of the Adoption of the Eight-

Hour Day. 658.3811

Edgard Milhaud. International Labour Re-
view, Dec. 1925. pp. 820-853. An evaluation

of the effect of the eight-hour day and tech-

nical iirogress based on information drawn
largely from Eurojiean countries.

Health and Safety

Maintaining Interest in Safety. 658.283

C. B. Auel. Gas Age-Record, Jan. 2, 1926,

pp 17-19, 20 Methods used in maintaining

safety work in manufacturing concerns, and

making sure of a continuous reduction in in-

dustrial accidents.
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Financial Control and Accounting
Financial Control

What Is Just Return on Funds Invested in

Improvements? 657.372

AV:irri II 1) SponiiliT. Iron Trade Review,
Jan. U. 1926. Author supgosts that arbi-

trarily fixing a high rate of return on the

investment from contemjilated rehabiht;ition

of plant ami equipment may iianilieap the

proper development of a manufacturing eon-

com.

Organization of the Functions of the Con-
troller. 657.4

Artliiir Lazani-;. Amiririin Managemrnt
Associaliuii. Pamphlet, 16 pp.

Analysis of Financial Statements. 658.14

H. ('.. ( liiiluiiann. I'rontici-Ilall. Inc. New
York. -154 pp. $5. Serves the needs of bank-
ers, credit men, in\'estors. business executives

and accountants. First part devoted to the

genontl principles of the work of analysis:

The true significance of funds and reserves,

extraordinaiy adjustments, secured creditors,

value of good-will, investments and other
topics. Second part treats of particular types
of statements under: Railroads, gas manu-
facturing corporations, power companies, in-

dividuals, mercantile companies, mines,

banks, insurance companies and holding cor-

porations. Chapter headings are: Place of

financial statements in business; construction

of the balance sheet; profit and lo.ss state-

ment ; analysis of working c^ipital ; fixed

assets and capitalization; interjireting balance
sheet charges; analysis of income statement;
interest and analysis by ratio .studies; rail-

road statements; gas manufacturing I'orpora-

tions; hydro-electric power companies; mer-
cjintilc and manufacturing corporation; min-
ing statements; bank statement; insurance

<'omi)anies; holding companies reports.

Analyzing Financial Statements. 658.14

Ste|ihen (iilman. Ronald Press Co.. New
York. 222 pp. $3.50. Take.* the business

manager's viewpoint throughout, rather than
that of the accountant. Reconuiu>nds the

trend percentage method of analysis, which
is a remarkably helpful innovation applyint
the index number niethoil to financial state-

ment analysis. Points an.ilysis procedure
consistently toward curing specific business

ailments which commonly ari.se. aiu)lher in-

novation in financial analysis. Covers: Field

of statement analysis; balance sheets—single

an<l compamtive; .s|iecific business ailments:

balance sheet ratios; hi.storical analysis of

balance sheet.s by ratio and by trend meth-
Ofls; .staiidani ratios; profit and loss analysis;

using aiialy>is nietliods in reporl.-

Judging Organization and Personnel.
658.1

.Vrtluir .\ndersen. M.\m kvitiiung I.s'DfS-

TRiBs, Feb. 1926. jip. 113-117. Gives methods
of analysis used in the financial and indus-

trial investigation in order to evaluate the

quality of the organization and the ssitisfac-

tor>- nature of the ix-rsonnel.

Mathematics of Finance. 51

Lloyd L. Small. McCniw-Hill Hook Co.
Inc, New York 310 pp. $.1.00 This L- a

text intended for college cla.s.s<\s, e.six'cially

those in busine.ss ailniiiiistration or in com-
merce. It is based on one year's work in

high school algebra, .^mingement of mate-

rial is <lesigned to give both flexibility and
adaptability, and the styling of the pages
is intended to aid lhe.<e piirpo.ses. Material
of a theoretical nature is printed in snudi

type, all practical material in large type.

The five parts are: Interest and Annuities
Certain; Life Insunincc; Subjects from
.Mgebni; General Suniraary of Formulas;
Tables.

The Preparation and Administration of

Budgets. 658.14

Ciirster 1-:. Wcger. .V. .1. C. A. BMcUn,
Jan. 2. 1926, pp. 327-340.

Principles and Scope of Budgeting. 658.14

IKuiy Biuere. Aiitcrican Moninjcituul Asso-
ciation, New York. Pamphlet, 16 pp.

Budgeting to the Business Cycle. 658.14

Josij li H. Harber. Ronald Press Co., Niw
York. (Ronograph No. 38). 115 pp. $1.25.

Written to ajiply the pre-vision of business

trends, and the financial, production, plant

and iior.-onnel facilities of a manufactviring

business, to effective budgetary planning for

an individual concern. Explains the method
of forecasting Siiles from a thorough jire-

analysis of external and internal conditions

and trends, and the co-ordinating of pro-

duction with these .«;iles possibilities. Based
on actual successful methods used by the

Walworth Co. and checked for a long period

against actual performance. Outlines the

prime difficulty in budgetaiy control
; prob-

lem of harmonizing budget and trends;

cycle analysis of a particular business; com-
parative predictions from underlying trends;

quantitative predictions of an industrj-'s

trend.

Successful Budget Installation. 658.14

Carey K. Tliarp. Mwi Fvcri hint; Indus-
tries, Feb. 1926, pp. 89-92. lllus. Perform-
ance and results of the operation of the

budget system covering all departments of a
textile manufacturing plant.

Budgeting Practices and Experiences of

the General Electric Company. 658.14

Flank U. ClilTc. Aintrtciin MuiKmemcut As-

sociation, New York. Pamphlet, 12 pp.

Budgeting Financial Requirements. 658.14

R. \. C. Henrj'. Amrricnn Mnunijvmcul
Association, Xew York. Pamphlet. 8 pp.

Payroll Budgeting. 658.14

Chester P. Gra.ssmuck. .Imerican Manage-
ment Association, Xew York. Pamphlet,
12 pp.

National Association of Cost Accountants
Year Book— 1925. 657

National .\ssociation of Cix«t Accountants.

New York. 205 pp. Complete record of

the Sixth International Co.st Conference held

at the Statler Hotel. Detroit, June 15 to 18.

1925. This volume should find a i)lace with

its predecessors in any libnirj- which includes

lirogressive literature of the cost accounting
profe.ssion.

Obsolescence, Depletion.Depreciation,

657.42

(I. W. Greenwood. Brick and Clay Record,
Dec 22. 1925. pp. 935-936. Simple methods

of handling these three items iu the brick

and clay field.

Mill Cost Methods. 657.452

J. K. Wliitiiian. Papir Trade Journal, Dec.
24, 1925, pp. 53-55. Cla.ssificntion of paper
mill accounts as used by the S. D. Warren
Co. Cumberland Mills.

The Financial Responsibility of the Fore-
man. 657.452

J. Eigelbf'mer. American Machinist, De-
cember 17, 1925, pp. 963-965. Co.st accouat-

jng is based upon original records for many
of which the foreman is re.=ponsible. The.sc

must be accurate if costs are to be depeml-
able. Metho<is are given whereby the fore-

man can discharge this responsibility.

Valuation of Intangibles—III. 657.42

Howard W. Roper. Eli ctric Light and
Power. Oct. 1925, r-p. 60. 62, 84. Taxes and
interest during construction, incidentals,

omissions, contingencies. IV—Nov. 1925, pp.

94. 112, 116. 122. 124. General contractor's

profit, fixed charges on inactive plant, going

concern value. Y—Dec. 1925. pp. 90. 92. 94.

96, 98. 100. Going concern value must be al-

lowed; going concern value in purcha.se cases;

court decisions.

Financial Handbook. 658.14

Edited by R. II M.mtgomen,-. The Ronald
Press Co.. Xew York. 1719 pp. $750. This

handbook is the third to be is.«ued by its pub-

lishers in a period of two years. It is in-

tended for constant reference by all who have
in any way to do with the financing of a

business. Thus it provides for ready u.se and
in sufficient detail usjible infonnation on all

questions which are likely to arise in the

financial management of busines.s organiza-

tions whether large or small. It is intended

for all executives who have to deal with finan-

cial problems as well as specifically for the

financial manager or tre.a.«urer. Thus its scope

covers the financial aspects and relationships,

both external and internal, that make up the

genend financial management of a business.

It pres(-nts both jiolicies and working details.

The method of authorship which is coining

to be acceptc<l for handlwoks has been fol-

lowed, namely, the subdivision of the general

subject into a .series of sections, and the se-

lection of a group of .special contributors.

The volume contains 34 .secli<ms by 24 special

contributors, ami acknowledgment is made to

8 collabontors. The .scope of the handbook

is indicated by the section headings; Funda-
mentals of business economics; mathematics

of finance; financial .-tatements and report.*;

budgets; control of current oix-ralion; busi-

ness law; capital .structure and policies; fixed

capital expenditures; purcha.sing; insurance

protecti<in; iy\t(v of business organizations;

controlling inventor>- investment; security

marki'ls; "blue sky" laws; export and im-

port procedure; foreign exchange and financ-

ing; credits and collections; ileatmg with cm-
bams.<<(l ilebiors; real estate transactions;

tr.itiic inanageimnt ; trin.''i>ortation rates;

treasurer-<"oiiipIn)ller-.'iecrelar>' their func-

tions, etc.; banks and their ilscs; profit-shar-

ing plans; accounts and audits; cost de-

teriiiiii.ition ; federil regulation of business;

inveMing sun>lus funds; business statistics;

cx>ntrolling sales and sales expense; fiduciary

relations; federal taxes; purchase and sales

terms; abbreviations of bu-«iness terras.
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"Wo never know how little we make (or save\ until we know how much we WASTE"

CAN YOU INCREASE YOUR PLANT
EFFECTIVENESS IN 1926?

Yes! Through locating, appraising, and eliminating industrial wastes!

President Coolidge, in addressing the New York Chamber of Commerce, New York, Novem-
ber 19, 192o, rcgardiiiK what should be done in the future, said

—

. wc iippil still further effort aKiiinst all the categories of waste which the
Department of Commerce has enumerated and so actively attacked, for in this

direction lies not only increased economic progress, but the maintenance of that

progress against foreign competition. There is still plenty of work for business to do."

Why is there still plenty of work for business to do?

Because it is estimated that waste in this country causes an economic loss in our national
effort, in our niaii-jiowor, of from SO^j to 50%, according to the following authorities

—

A. "fiecretary Hoover, the first .speaker, said that wsiste amounted to fully 30%
of our national effort."—New York Times, April 12. 192.5.

B. Stuart Cha.se. in "The Tragedy of Waste"—"Half and more of our man-
power counting for nothing; half and more of the yearly output of national resources
needlessly scattered and destroyed ..."

On the basis of an average of 40% in waste, the effectiveness of oin- industrial machine, of

industry as one composite plant, IS ONLY 60%.

This means that the productivity of this composite plant can be increased two-thirds.

This great plant being the aggregate of all the business enterprises of the country, the
REAL issue becomes this To \vliat extent does each business vary from this average waste
factor of 40'

, ? Can an industrial executive rest content, and does he best serve his stock-
holders, his employees, and his trade, until he KNOWS.'

The job of W.\stk Ki.i.mixators. Incori'dhatkd, is to "assist" the bu.^y industrial exe(aitive

and his a.s.soeiated executives, in deteiiiiiiiing, diagnosing, evaluating and cHminating waste. It

works on the principle of engineer and scientist and economist cooperating with employer and
worker; it operates on tiie basis of a retainer, plus a divij^ion of the savings made, between client

being served, his emploj-ees who assist in effecting .savings, and W.\stk Elimix.^tous, lNcoRpon.'VTf:D.

We stn'vey and (evaluate, make ies(\irclies, slandardize and simplify, and sujicrvise and coim.'Jel.

We concern ourselves piimarily with jjroducts, plant, e(iuipment, operations, and materials, and
the utilization and coordination of all of these to economic ends. We cover waste elimination

from raw material operations, through fabrication and distribution, to ultimate use of products
by consinners.

Wa.stk Kliminatohs, Ixcoupouatko, has the sincere belief tliat a real opportunity exists in

.Vmericaii Industry, for "iiicrea.sing the margin" to Cajjital, .Management and Lai)or, by elim-
inating waste, and lo this end offers its services to industrial executives who see in this great work
the answer to many of their pressing problems, against which we can match men. methods, training

and experience, and time to study these problems.

Correspondence is invited from all such executives, and the submission of pressing
problems will be appreciated, all of vkhich will be held in the strictest confidence.

Waste Eliminators
I NiCOKPORATKU

C. E KNOEPPEL. Managing Director

PARK SQUARE BUILDING BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

Division of Bigclow. Kent, Willard & Co.. Inc.
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The Great

Reference Book for

Manufacturers

HANDBOOK

Management's
Handbook

Edited by L. P. Alford

T^HIS Handbook is saving to thousands of active managers,
-* both here and in foreign countries, many hours they would

otherwise spend in research and investigation. Its 1607 pages
bring together in organized form the best up-to-date experi-

ence on every phase of control in all departments of a manu-
facturing company.

Production <r*3 Finance c^ Marketing
Whether your business is large or small, and whether your jjersonal

responsibility is production, finance, marketing', or any of the related

operations, you will find in this Handbook reliable answers to hundreds of

questions arising in connection with your work.

In 32 Complete Sections
Organization for Operation—Production Control—Management Ratios

—

Maintenance of Labor—Budgetary Control—Office Management—Classifica-

tion and Symbols—Tool Storage and Issue—Quality Control—Cost and Profit

Variation Formulas.

Material Handling—Market .\nalysis—Wage Payments and Timekeeping

—

Mathematics of Management—Graphic Methods—Plant Layout—Purchasing
and Storeskeeping—Rate-Setting—Plant Maintenance—Salvaging Materials

—

Shipping and Traffic.

Cost Accounting—Banking Relations—Simplification and Standardization

—

Packing for Shipment—Tables and Statistics—The Industrial Plant—Forms

—

Economic Principles—Organization of Ownership—Information Filing System—

•

Insurance.

L. P. Alford, Editor c>k5 34 Contributors

Mr. Alford's familiarity with the field gives him an luieciualled back-
ground for editing this book. Associated with him in this work were 34
able specialists, each an acknowledged authority in the field he covered.
The material presented summarizes the best practice of a wide range of

companies which have developed unusually profitable methods.

M.^nagement's Handbook contains 6.50 illustrations and 290
tables. Exhaustively indexed. Printed on thin, strong paper.
Flexible binding that will stand hard daily use. IGOl pages. $7.50.

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
Publishers ... 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

shares of General Motors Common stock,

which has a market value of about $9,-

1.37,720. The checks and stock go to fifty-

liA-e cities, where the corporation has plants

and branche.?.

During each year since the establish-

ment of the sa\'ings fund in 1919 a new
class has been formed, maturing in five

years. In the course of the year employes
make monthly or semi-monthly payments
into the savings fund, not to exceed 10

per cent of their wages, and the total for

the year must not exceed .5300. For each

dollar put into the savings fund by em-
ployes the corporation puts 50 cents into

an in-\'estment fund in the subsequent five

years. Employes have the right to with-

draw their deposits, plus interest, but if

they withdraw before the end of five )-ears

they forfeit the money deposited by the

corporation.

Any employe participating may borrow
mone>' to make payment for a home with-

out losing the benefits of the plan. Of
the S,.300 employes in the 1920 class ap-

proximately 4,000 are buying homes
through the aid of the fund. At the pres-

ent time 54 per cent, of all eligible em-
ployes, or 36,000, are participating under
the plan.

General Tire and Rubber Company.

—

A net profit of over .§44 per share on

the common stock is reported for the year

ending November 30, 1925, the amount
being .SI,843,299 after deducting federal

taxes. The comparable figures for the pre-

ceding year were 81,500,000 or over $37

per share of common stock.

Gillette Safety Razor Company has de-

clared an extra dividend of 25 cents per

share in addition to the regular quarterly

dividend of 75 cents per share on the out-

standing capital stock payable March 1.

Like amounts were paid September 1 and
December 1, 1925. On March 2, and June

1, 1925, extra dividends of 12i;'2 cents were

paid in adchtion to the quarterly dividends

of 621/^ cents per share.

Glidden Company reports net profit for

1925 as $1,709,361. This is an increase

o\-er two preceding years in which the net

profits, respectivelv, were $1,078,906 and
81,116,502.

Gonic Manufacturing Company.—It

has been announced that the Gonic Manu-
facturing Company has put into effect a

reduction of 10 ]ier cent in wages. This
concern, which jiroduces woolen goods, has

recently resumed ojDerations after several

months of idleness.

Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.

—

The Es.-^ex Cotton Mills, Brighton Avenue,

Passaic, N. J., are about to pass into the

control of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company. The company m.anufactures

cotton fabric for use in automobile tires,

and its plants were greatly extended during

the war.

(Continued on page 14O)
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Apfnmed by the IVeitern

H^'nghing and Inspection

Bureau. See Jf. IV. &
I. B. Bulletm No. 606.

One of the GerraTii group

of \V\re Tying Machines

—the -well knoitT) Model

"B" for light packaging.

Uses t2 to 75 gauge »irr.

Ask us hew to make safer

single-package shipments.

^^ERRARD Uni-Lastic Stowage is revolutionizing

the methods of shipping car load merchandise.
It is pro\ing that the time honored custom of rigidly
"building-in" the load with braces and framework is

too expensive to suit modern ideas of efficiency—not
alone because of the actual cost of dunnage but be-
cause the old methods do not offer adequate protection.

A solid load is easily damaged by a severe shock— a flexible load is not.

Gerrard Uni-Lastic Stowage ties the load into large
units, having a small amount of flexibility in them-
selves and allowing enough movement of the Icxid m
the car. to absorb the shocks of train movement and
switching.

In test shipments and in actual service shipments,
Gerrard Uni-Lastic Stowage has proven that it ac-
complishes savings in time, dunnage, freight and mer-
chandise damage that carload shippers cannot afford
to neglect.

Ask us for complete information.

GERRARD WIRE TYING MACHINES CO,
1943 South 52nd Avenue :: :: CHICAGO, ILL.
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Protect your

packages all

along the line

^PACKAGE sent by parcel post passes through

many hands on the way to its destination. There

are practically unavoidable chances of accident,

error and theft. You cannot absolutely insure the safe

arrival of a package, but you can insure yourself against

financial loss in the event that it is lost, damaged or

stolen. A North America Parcel Post Insurance Cou-

pon Book will enable you to insure each package as you

wrap it, without red tape or delay.

Insurance Company of

North America
PHILADELPHIA

"The Oldest American Fire and
Marine Insurance Company"

Insurance Company of North America
Sixteenth Street at the Parkway

Philadelphia, Pa., Dept.D. 2

Name _

Street

City State

Wants information on Parcel Post Insurance

Gotham Silk Company, Inc.—From Oc-
tober 17 to December 31, 1925, 176,000

dozen hosiery were shipped as against 124,-

000 dozen for the same period in 1924.

The estimated output of 550,000 dozen for

the year was exceeded.

Harbison-Walker Refractories Com-
pany.—.\n extra cash dividend of 2 per

cent on the outstanding common stock was

declared, payable January 20. The same

dividend was paid on January .31, 1925; a

33% per cent stock dividend on the com-

mon stock was paid on May 19, 1925.

Also the regular quarterly dividend of 1%
per cent on the common stock, payable

March 1, has been declared and the reg-

ular quarterly dividend of 1% per cent

on the jireferred stock, payable .\pril 20.

Hood Rubber Company proposes to

create a new preferreil stock which will

carry cumulative dividends at the rate of

lyo per cent per annum jiayable quarterly,

ent'tled to be paid 1071/2 per cent in case-

of liquidation or call.

Ingersoll-Rand Company has declared

an initial dividend of 75 cents per share-

on the new common stock, placing it on a

$3 annual basis. The dividend is payable

March 1.

Kellogg Switchboard Signal Company
has declared an extra dividend of I2V2-

cents per share in addition to the regular

quarterly dividend of 50 cents per share.

Lee Rubber and Tire Company is of-

fering to stockholders an opportunity to

subscribe for 85,163 shares of additional

capital stock at $12.50 per share, on the-

liasis of two-fifths of a new share for each

share now held. Proceeds from the sale,

approximately SI,000,000, wUl be used to-

reduce outstanding bank indebtedness.

Earnings for 1925 with final month partly

estimated, but after taxes, interest and de-

preciation were deducted were $248,538.

This is equal to $1.32 per share on the

outstanding capital stock. Corresponding

result for previous year was net deficit of

$234,473.

Liggett & Myers Company earned in

1925 the largest net jirofit of any year in

the hiistory of this company, the total being

$17,028,475, compared with $13,714,197 in-

1924. The income statement for the past

three years is:

1925 1924 1923
Net profit $17,028,475 $13,714,197 $11,375,627
Deduct 26,178 23,621 23,593
Interest 1.712,643 1,720,747 1,729,637

Net income $15,289,652 $11,969,829 $ 9,622,397
Preferreddividcnds 1,575,987 1,575,987 1,575,987
Common dividends 7,886,993 4,898,455 4,038,993-

Surplus $ 5,827,270 $ 5.495,387 $ 4,007,417
Previous surplus , . 40,459,544 34,964,157 30,956.740

Profit and loss sur-
plus $46,286,814 $40,459,544 $34,964,157

Mack Trucks, Inc.—Common stock-

holders of record January 22 were given

(Continued on page 14^)
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Getting better suJes and
purchase control—
Keeping down inventories—
Saving time and labor in

getting business information

—this is part of the useful service Powers Mechan-
ical Accounting Machines can perform for you. As
a testimonial of this service. Mr. J. T. Hammond,
Jr., Treasurer. Lord 86 Taylor, New York, says

—

"Important benefits of the Powers system are:

Maintaining vastly better sales and purchase con-

trol, leading to short period turnover; ability to

reduce inventories; time and labor savings, freedom

from errors and simplicity in operation. Actual

time and labor savings cut in half our former ex-

pense for getting information, besides paying for

the machines."

Typical installation ofPowers
Mechanical Accounting
Equipment in operation

Het r H Pat (imrranil l.-rn,;

Write for the "Powers Booklet'

POWERS ACCOUNTING MACHINE CORPORATION
115 Broadway, New York City
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Practical Suggestions for Production Difficulties

The Manufacturing Management
and Administration Series

Edited by L. P. Alford

THE hooks in this group are designed to help break tl^rough the dams

which liold back the even flow of work. They show you how to hij out

work; handle material and safeguard stores; control work m P™^;^^" ™^ ™^
quality of product; cut down idleness of men and machines, make time

studies, anah-ze operations, and set rates. They
g-'-^/^^V Zved it self

practical men. Every method, operation, and practice has pro^ ed itseit.

ORGANIZATION AND BUDGETARY CONTROL
By T B FoRDHAM and E. H. Tinglet

A definite explanation of fun.lamental for carrying out a budget; the forecasting of

Sing more profitable operation. Covers for a certan. amount of profit. -.53 pages.

the development of an effective organization Uoth. !^.i..>u.

PLANNED CONTROL IN MANUFACTURING
Bv William O. Licht.ner

Present, up-to-date, tested procedure for and inventory. The author explains stand-
l-resents "P '« a;^^«;

".^"^
j, jl

t,,^ entire ing orders, forms used, classifacation and
organizing -nd tung

'^g^^Jl'\^'''l ,4bols. and shows a detailed application _o

rt'ralitl' ptmiing de^'prrtm::, makes tiie methods to a .^-.-t -npU.ying loO

possible important savings in time, labor. workers. 3-29 pages. Cloth. $..00.

TIME STUDY AND JOB AN.\LYSIS

By WiLLiAii O. Licht.ner

Gives the facts the manager wants to and building the results of it into the plant

author explams working procedure for in- management. 39, pages. Clotli. )K..OU.

stalling and maintaining job standardization.

THE CONTROL OF OU.\LITY IN MANUFACTURING
Bv G. S. Radford

Explains fundamentals of controlling proc-

esses and products to any desired standard.

Gives methods of maintaining quality control

and thereby lowering costs. The topics dis-

cussed include inspection department; stand-

ards of quality; measurement anil errors;

repetition manufacturing; dimensional con-

trol- precise control of processes; control of

color and finish. 404 pages. Cloth. $5.00.

THE GANTT CHART
Bv Wallace Cl.\rk

relieves ^he manager's mind of a mass of tions. Ia7 pages. Cloth. $2.aO.

details by showing graphically the relation

STORES AND MATERIALS CONTROL
Bv Madison C.vrt.mell

A full explanation of current methods of describes obtaining materials by manufactiire

of the production manager. Gives working for economy. 4o9 pages. Clotn. *i.oo.

details of storeskeeping records and practice.

SCALES AND WEIGHING
By Herbert T. Wade

Gives valuable data on the d^^. testing ^^^^^t^t^.^^^ '::^^:t^^
Lls'-rrg^ing^'dATcS inS auto! ^o^brety accurate weighing and counting

maUc or ind'c1itin| scales; Counting, measur- within the plant. 473 pages. Cloth. $6.00.

ing, and packaging machinery; apparatus

Books Will Be Sent Postpaid

Any of these books will be sent postpaid on receipt of

order, with the imderstanding that it may be returned

within five days if unsatisfactory. Send your order now to

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY
15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

Publishers

e^i
»o

the right to subsrrilie on or before Feb-

ruary 11 to 101,910 additional shares na

par value at SlOO per share on the basis

of one new share for each share owned.

The officers forecast a material increase of

business and profits, if plant capacity and

working capital are provided. The con-

struction authorized by the directors within

the last year to enlarge the plants will

near completion during 1926. The Interna-

tional Motor Company, a subsidiary of

Mack Trucks, Inc., has purchased the

Niles-Bement-Pond plant at Plainfield,

N. J., as one step in the expansion

program.

Moore Drop Forging Company.—An

initial dividend of S4 per share on the

Class "B" stock, no par value, has been

declared. This, together with the regularly

quarteriv dividend of S1.50 per share on

the Class "A," is payable February 1.

Munsingwear, Inc. reports net income

for year ending November 30, 1925, as

S939,010. This compares with .§487,374 for

the corresponding period ending Novem-

ber 30, 1924.

Nash Motors Company stockholders

have approved the distriliuticm of a 900 per

cent stock dividend on the outstanding

common stock. C. W. Nash, president,

states that it is the hope of the manage-

ment that earnings will permit the con-

tinuation of the same amount of dividends

on the new stock which will be at the rate

of S2 per share per annum, the equivalent

of the present rate of 820 per share per

annum for the old stock. A cash divi-

dend of SIO per share on the common

stock, payable February 1, has been de-

clared. On August 1, 1925, the company

paid an extra dividend of S6.50 per share

on the common stock in addition to the

regular semi-annual dividend of S3 .50 per

share.

Nashua Manufacturing Company.

—

Operation for the year ending October

31, 1925, showed a loss of 8154,852, the

corresponding loss for the year ending Oc-

tober 31, 1924, .8716,010. The surplus as

of October 31, 1925, is 85,769,516. The

corresponding surplus as of October 31,

1924, was 86,140,680.

National Cash Register Company has

just sold 1,000,000 shares of common (.A.)

stock of the company. These shares are

on a S3 annual dividend basis and are

priced at 850 each. W'ith the public sale

of this stock the employes profit-sharing

plan heretofore in effect has been discon-

tinued, instead 150,000 fully paid shares,

371/2 per cent of the total, of common

(B) stock have been set aside for em-

ployes.

Phoenix Iron Works Company.—Mead-

ville and Pittsburgh interests bid in at a

receivership sale on December 11, the real

estate, equipment and plant of the Phoenix

Iron Works Company. It is expected that

operation will be resumed.

(Continued on page Ho)
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Have aPackageEngineer

AUD
l&izrPackagi]
It's sound management and good business

to put your packaging practice and ship-

ping methods through an "audit" at regular

intervals. It's the way to be sure that you
are not suffering from undetected leaks in

this important department.

For Audits

THE C. P. A.

The safe audit is

the :)uJit by experts

ironi the tiutsitie—
unprejudiced, un-
biased, accurate,

authoritative.

HE H & D Service Staff of 40 factory-

trained, laboratory-schooled Package
Engineers know packaging as a C. P. A.

knows accounting.

When a Hinde & Dauch "P.E." steps into your
plant, he brings to you a professional's training,

rounded and amplified by a thorough knowledge
of the best practice in a thousand shipping de-

partments. He can "audit" your packaging and
shipping methods from an unbiased, outside view-

point. He can and will gladly help you settle any
questions as to the proper style and size of a new
shipping box; give you sound counsel on pack-

aging and shipping methods; tell you whether
there are opportunities for improvements or for

savings in department organization or operation

or serve you in any way you suggest.

More than 4000 shippers each year profit by
this outside study, experience and counsel—with C the hinde &

, , . . „, \ DAUCH PAPER
no expense whatever to their companies. Ihey ^ co.. ^c? WMcr si..

find the service sound, practical and profitable. (^ ri«.c h" « J pa!!- r-i
ngc Engineer call. I '

Use the coupon below to tell us that you are -0 scnd mc eorv of book. (—

i

1 \ let. "Hou. lo Vu H S D I 1

interested. r^ FrccSmicc-

Name of

THE HINDE & DAUCH PAPER CO. (^ n1T„7"'
907 WATER STREET SANDUSKY, OHIO ' Wnter

Canadian .\ildress: Toronto: King Street, Subway and Hano» Avenue
Addrat

The World's LaTgeat Producer nf CarntKaled Fibre

Shipping Boxes and Pacfuiging Material. City State

CORRUGATED FIBRE SHIPPING BOXES
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iTHE HANGER THAT KEEPS OIL IN
and FRICTION OUT ^

TWO KINDS OF
SMOKE T

FRICTION plays a dual role in many plants

where line shafting turns on plain bearings.

For not only is there a waste in power, oil, lubri'

cants and labor costs, but often there is the greater

waste caused by oil that drips from overhead and

damages valuable merchandise.

A Pennsylvania mill devoted to the weaving of

heavy fabrics, facing these conditions, installed

OIL THAT COMES DOWN

Skayef Self-Aligning Ball Bearing Hangers. The

result was not only a reduction in maintenance

costs to a point where the saving represented49% ot

the cost of the Skayef installation, but the oil-tight

Skayefbearingseliminated all oil spoilage intheplant.

Just another instance where a Skayef installation

paid for itself in less than two years' time. Why
not put YOUR hanger problems up to ^CSIF?

The SKAYEF BALL BEARING COMPANY, 16S Broadway, New York

1535 BALL BEARING

POST HANGERS, PILLOW BLOCKS AND TRANSMISSION APPLIANCES
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Postum Cereal Company lias declared

a quarterly diviilend of SI. 10 per share

on the oiitstaiidiiiK capital stock payable

February 1. From February 1, 1024, to

Xovember 1, 1(I25, the company paid quar-

terly dividends of SI.00 per share on it*

oommon stock liefore the issuance to stock-

holders last Xovenil)or of two new share-

of no par value stock, in exchange for

«ach share held, and Iwfore the issuance

last December of .iTO.OOO shares of Postum
stock in exchauiie for all the outstanding

capital stock of the Jell-0 Company, Inc.

Procter & Gamble Company has de-

clared the rci;ul;ir quarterly dividend of

$1.2.5 per share on the common stock, pay-

able February 15.

Rand Kardex Bureau. Inc. has taken over

the (dobe-Wernicke Company, one of the

largest and oldest manufacturers of office

<>q)upnient in the country. According to

.lames H. Rand. .Jr., president of the Rand
Kardex Bureau, Inc., this consolidation now
becomes the largest distributor of business

equipment in the world, both in sales vol-

ume and number of employes. It is es-

timated that the combined sales volume

of the consolitlated companies will exceed

S40,(X>0,000 annually. It is also reported

that the Raiul-Kardcx Bureau, Inc., has

concluded arrangements for alliance with

the Safe Cabinet Company of Marietta,

Ohio, makers of fireproof cabinets.

Republic Iron and Steel Company re-

ports for the final ((uarter of 1025 earn-

ings aggregating SI,200,000 available for

dividends. This compares with 846,461

available for dividends in the September

quarter. The estimated earnings for the

December quarter of the year 1025 com-

pareil with other ])eriods is:

3 nios. 3 nioet.

Der. 31 .
'25 Srp. :«. .' i

Nptfordindpnili. tl.200.UIX) S»46.461
Preferred divi-

dends 437.500 437.300

3 mos.
Dec. 31. '24

S152.932

437.500

Surpliw

.

% 762.500 S4U8.901 • S284.568

Smith and Corona Typewriters, Inc.,

declared an initial quarterly' dividend of

$1.75 per share on the jireferred stock,

payable February 1.

Stewart Warner Speedometer Corpora-

tion declared a t|uarterly diviilend of S1.50

]ier share, placing the cajiital stock on •?<>

annual iiasis. dividends payaiile February

15. During 1025 the company paid quar-

terly dividends of SI.25 per share anti an

extra dividend of SI.00, making the total

$6 for the iiast year.

Superior Steel Corporation showed net

earnings of SIOO.UOO for 102.3, equivalent

to SI per share of stock.

Swift and Company rejiorts net earning-;

for the year eiuiing Octolx-r 31, 1025, with

deductions for interest, and depreciation .as

SI 5..379, 1.52. The corresponding period as

of October 31, 1024, is S14,125,S09.

(Continued or, page 146J

It's Good
Business to let

G., P. & F. Make
Your Stampings Because:

Pressed metal parts and pressed metal problems occupy 99-44, lOCc
of our time. When you consider that we've been at it for 44 years,
and now have 1500 employees you can readily realize that we have
encountered a wide variety of pressed metal problems. Wc have
solved them too; that's why it will pay you to benefit from our
experience by turning over your pressed metal work to us. The
chances are that some of our 100,000 stampings I made daily > are
very similar to yours. At any rate you are assured of jjcrfect satis-

faction in every stamping job produced by our 15 acre plant.

G.P&F SERVICE
uri.. II I —i.i 1 II 't -r' 'IT*

Be Sure to Consult Us

GEUDER, PAESCHKE & FREY CO.
1310-1810 St. Paul Ave. Milwaukee, Wis.

303-319 W. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

SAVE TIME AND LABOR
USE THE

Merrick Conveyor Weightometer
Any material handled on a belt, bucket or pan conveyor fitted with MERRICK

WEIGHTOMETER is automatically weighed as it moves along. The scale is always
on the job—it makes no slips—it's honest—and its totals at the end of the day are

accurate and they require no special attendant.

Mater
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A Full Day's Work
YOUR employees do their best—when

invigorated with plenty of clear, fresh
water from Rundle-Spence Vertico-Slant
Fountains. They stay on the job, take less
time out and do a full day's work.

No chance for contamination to creep in,
because lips can't touch the R-S nozzle.

The slight slant stream prevents "water'from
falli^g back upon the Jet It's la y health
bubbler" straight through.'

Tne R-S line includes rfanitary^ Drinking
Fountains. Bath and Plumbing Fixtures and
Supplies. Write for illustrated catalog which
gives complete information.

RUNDLE-SPENCE MFG. CO.
62 Fourth Street Milwaukee, Wis.

RUNDLE-SPENCE

One hundred million

horsepower!
To date, an aggregate of nearly one hundred million horsepower have

been equipped with Elesco Superheaters in America alone. These include
superheaters for all purposes. By consistently giving dependable and
efficient service, these installations have resulted in an increased demand
on the part of leading central stations and industrial plants for Elesco
Superheaters.

By virtue of our long experience, our extensive facilities and our affili-

ations there is within your reach, through us, the very latest develop-
ments and the greatest field of experience with the efficient generation
and use of superheated steam and related' subjects. Our service is with-
out equal in the field. It includes engineering design, installation, oper-
ating advice and periodical inspection, all of which result in lasting
performance.

Elesco Advisory Engineers, as well as our literature,

are at your disposal

The Superheater Company
17 East 42nd Street
NEW YORK

Peoples Gas Building
CHICAGO

Boston Pittsburgh

Canada: The Superheater Company. Limited. Montreal

Truscon Steel Company.—Net earning?

for the year ending December 31, 1925, are

announced as equivalent to between 35 and
oS per cent of the common stock of the

combined Truscon Companies, after deduc-

tions for depreciation, federal taxes and
dividend requirements on preferred stock.

United Clay Products Corporation.

—

This new corporation is a merger of 2S
lirick and tile companies located in Iowa,

Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma. It will

own 32 manufacturing units which eom-
1 lined have been doing an annual gross busi-

ness in excess of .§4,200,000. The products

include common brick, face brick, paving
liriek, hollow tile and drain tile. The plant

will ha\-e combined capacity in excess of

500,000,000 bricks annually. It is expected

that the corporation will add to its line

I if product by manufacturing roofing tile

,ind other clay products.

United States Rubber Company.—The
addition of 5,700 acres, or a]ii)roximately

!' sciuare miles of land for nibber planta-

tions has been acquired in Sumatra. This

firings the total holding of rubber planta-

tion lands of the company up to 124,014

acres, representing an investment of a]i-

liroximately §25,000,000. In 1925 the com-
pany's plantations yielded approximately

20,000,000 lbs. of rubber. By 1931 it is

estimated that production will have in-

creased 75 per cent due to the planting of

new areas and the maturity of trees already

in bearing or about to approach the bear-

ing stage.

United States Steel Corporation.—.\n-

nouncement is made that this comjiany will

give employes the privilege of subscribing

to 100,000 shares of common stock at S136
per share. The terms are the same as those

which have prevailed in preceding years,

emjiloyes being allowed to pay for the stock

in monthly instalments. This subscription

]irice is the highest which has ever been

fixed, the price for ]ireceding vears having

been .$125 in 1925, .SlOO in' 1924, .S107 in

1923, SS4 in 1922, .?S1 in 1921, SlOti in 1920

S92 in 1919 and 1918, .S107 in 1917 and .?85

in 1916, In 1921 employes took a total of

255,325 shares.

Vereingte Stahlwerke Aktien-Gesell-

schaft.— It IS announced that a combina-
tion of German steel manufacturing con-

cerns has been completed, producing an or-

ganization comparable with the Bethlehem
Steel Comjiany in size and variety of prod-

ucts. The fused concerns are: Rheine-Elbe
Union, Deutsche - Luxemburg, Gelsen-

kirchcn, Bochum, Thyssen, Phoenix and
Khcnish Steel. The consolidation's annual

production at full capacity will be 30,-

000,000 tons of coal, 8,000,000 tons of coke

2,500,000 tons of pig iron, 3,700,000 tons of

steel. In Germany this consolidation is

welcomed on the ground that it marks a

restoration of the horizontal trust prin-

cijile as compared with the vertical trust

lu'inciple which has lieen so popular during
the past few years.
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Construction and Equipment
for

The Modern Plant

IN I
!»_'.") the total aiiKniiit of industrial

constriK'tidii started in the 30 eastern
states was .S4(,)2.74 1.000, aecnrdinp; to F. W.
Dod^e Corporation compilations. The
estimated total for H)26 for the entire

country is 8483.802.oOO as prepared 1)>- the
Architectural Forum.

Into these new manufacturing; buildinjis

is going- the best of design and construc-
tion, most economic materials, iinijrovt^l

machinery and most efficient equipment.
The determination behind tlieii- selection

is to produce a maximum profit.

The materials, construction and equip-
ment indexed below and advertised in the

fnlldwing pages are being installed in

modei-n manufacturing plants which are

stri\ing for improved operation and lower
costs.

PAGE
Buildings

Stone & Webster 148

Industrial Trucks
]\Iarion Tool Works 150

T^IcM-eui-y Manufacturing Company 1,52

hk-truments. Recording
Taylor Instrument Conii)any 1,33

Lineshaft Bearings
Hyatt Iiollei- Hearing Company 154

Time Recorders
Calculagraph Com]iany 151

Valves
Jenkins Brothers 150

^ cut ij.-iting. Heating and I'owei- iMiuipiiienl

1'). 1'. Stuttewnit ("oniiiaiiy 140

A\'iic ( dass

Mississijipi \A'ire ( Ilass 150
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^
POWER STATIONS 500 KW. TO 12000 KW.

Industrial

Power

MERRIMAC CHEMICAL CO.

(500 KW.)

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
(12000 KW.)

-aL.

BOILER PLANTS 700 B. H. P. TO 6000 B. H. P.

AMERICAN SUGAR REFINING COMPANY
(6000 B.H.P.)

WESTINGHOUSE LAMP CO.

(700 B.H.P.)

Stone 8c Webster
INCORPORATED

BOSTON PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO PITTSBURGH

Ij^l NANCE/
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Stiirtevant Equipment at Kearny
Plant of Western Electric Co.

iituftriout Cviirctini/ and Ctfnrrying Fan

Because of its known de-

pendability, fine construc-

tion and modern design,

Sturtevant Apparatus was
selected for the new Kearny
Plant of the Western Elec-

tric Company.

In this modern factory five

Multivane Fans and three

Sturtevant Portable Venti-

lating Sets are meeting all

ventilating requirements.

Five Sturtevant Slow Speed

Exhausters are used for

collecting and conveying

purposes.

/

X
sturtevant MuUirane Fan

In the power plant, four Sturtevant Turbovane Fans are supplying forced draft to the boilers. Two
Sturtevant Turbines driving boiler feed pumps, and two driving fire pumps, are also installed here.
Each turbine has a specially built steel casing to resist high steam pressure and is operating under
275 lbs. pressure and 200° super heat.

/^^ In passing we might men-
tion that this company
recently placed an order

for three Sturtevant Moist
Air Fan Kilns to dry the

lumber used in the manu-
facture of its various
products.

Our engineers will be
pleased to suggest the most
suitable type of equipment
for your particular needs.

.u:.. I...-...: Ij .. : i . rlr-T,\>a .-sfim 1 urtnt

B. F. STURTEVANT COMPANY
Sales Engineering Offices

Alluu. Gi.
Baton. .Mus.
Buffalo. N. V.
Camdrn. \. J.

ChiOMtn, III

CinanDati. Ohio
rirrrland. Ohio
Dallu.Tn.
Drlroit. Mich.
Dphtw. CoJo.
Hartfocd. Conn.
Indianapole. Ind.

Kaosa« Cuy. Mo.

1..- K-.- -

r,iu-i.^rii„ l'».

r..tlbn.|. ()Tt.

Ilvde Park. Mass.
Sturtevant, Wis.

Plants located at

Berkeley, Cal.

Kramingham, Mass.

Foreign Representatives

C^amden, N. J.

Gait, Ontario

ruh
aL

- ^-f.

p uY<k: aTrSto;:wp r k

\mmra" '^
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PENTECOR. WIRE GLASS

9 7 9

For skylights, this is the best type

of glass to install, because it is scien-

tifically designed especially for sky-

lights to conduct condensation and

transmit the maximum amount of

daylight.

There is no glass which ,will [give

better light distribution in skyUghts

thf.n Pentecor. It is no more ex-

pensive than Rough or Ribbed, so

why not get the best andVeduce the

cost of artificial illumination?,

4 9 9

Made in both Plain and Wire Glass

MISSISSIPPI GLASS CO.
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.

220 FIFTH AVENUE
^ .. . NFW YORK ST. LOUIS, MO.

CHICAGO ILL. Ntw yoKiv

Old standbys
Jenkins Valves are old standbys with veteran

engineers who buy on the basis of known per-

^^.i^^Aj^ formance. These men have learned from ex-

perience that a policy of standardizmg on valves

marked with the Jenkins "Diamond" puts an

^<|y end to expensive repairs and frequent replace-

I '^lll ments.

t#M'Sw>k' "Made to Jenkins standards" means made to

lV—^—SL*^ give maximum service, not merely the average.

Valves with this reserve strength are sure to be

I the "old standbys" of the future.

I
Jj At supply houses everywhere.

JENKINS BROS.
^-'^-^

80 White Street "^Z^?'''-mJ-
524 Atlantic Avenue u^f°jTu P.

Flanged, Jenkins Sland- 133 N. Seventh St Philadelphia, Pa

ard Iron Body Globe 646 Washington Blvd L-hicago, m.

Valve. JENKINS BROS., Limited

Montreal. Canada London. England

Always Tnarkeclwi^tl^".Diamona"

lenkinsV^ves,.V^^B*»—

.

^ SINCE 1864

DolIoTrucks

You can move the

heaviest rolls easily,

safely and quickly!
Marion Dolly Trucks cost

no more than ordinary

Dollys, but embody
many new and exclusive

advantages. Built low

and with sloping skids;

easy to load and unload

;

frame curved to hold rolls

of paper and barrels

firmly in place. Will turn

in their own length; will

handle up to 2}/^ tons

right along. Simple and

light enough to be carried

anywhere needed, yet

durable and practically

indestructible. Made of

steel and Marion certified

malleable.

Marion Dollys "stay put"

while being loaded; won't

crawl away from you. Heavy

rolls can be loaded or un-

loaded without jarring, tear-

ing or bursting.

your savings in stock and
manpower will make it

cheaper for you to oun
Marion Dollys than to try

to skimp along uithout

them. Write today /or com-
plete information prices and
special 10-day trial offer

No. SS.

MARION TOOL WORKS, Inc.

Marion Indiana
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Every Production Man

Should Realize the Importance of

Elapsed Time
Elapsed Time is the exact time spent on any given piece of work. It's

the difference between the time of beginning and ending every single job.

To protect your costs, elapsed time records must be correctly calculated

—absolutely free from human error and neglect. To save money, they

must be accurate, legible, unalterable.

Here is an automatic machine that makes accurate, legible and un-

alterable records of elapsed time for any number of workmen foolproof,

unerring, economical, a small single durable unit, not a complicated

system.
Calculagraph prints on the time ticket the automatically-computed

total of working time elapsed and prints also the time of beginning

and ending every job.

We have prepared a booklet on elapsed time and its relation to manage-
ment, production costs, and accounting. This we gladly send free upon

request. Write today for your copy of "Elapsed Time Records.
"

The Calculagraph Company

50 Church Street Dept. 12 New York City

CALCULAGRAPH
^Ihc (9laf)scd Time i\ecoriicr

:s:^ .... -^^-"f-^ .... —^ .... -^?^
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"Comrades of Progress'

Why Is It?
—that those plants—long noted for their

shrewd, farsighted management— are settling

on the "tractor-trailer method" as the back-

bone of their trucking system.

— that those men—who have made it their

business to study trucking methods—diligent-

ly and with broadest vision—have whole

heartedly endorsed the tractor (and its com-

plement-the trailer) as the greatest money
saver of the entire industrial vehicle group.

The anstver must be that the principle of

pulling instead of carrying—a principle whose
evolution began when man first found it

necessary to move things from point to point

— is proving as fundamental in the industrial

field as it has always been in the field

of railway transportation.

Our sole business is to make industrial

tractors and trailers—and co-operate in suc-

cessfully putting them to work for you.

Mercury Manufacturing Company
4124 So. Halsted St. Chicago, U. S. A.

Tractors
and

Trailers

The Complete Line of Office Equipment

Allsteel Files
DR AWFRS that operate at a touch,

\%ithvcl\et smoothness-greater

filing capacity per unit—unusual fire

protection—and no wearim; out. All

these are Allsteel File advantages.

Welded construction throughoiit,

beautifully and richly finished in

bakcd-on enamel, Allsteel Files-

like the entire /I //s^t-f/ Office Equip-

ment line—guarantee you permanent

satisfaction, at a reasonable cost.

tf I itefor the new OF Allsteel Furniture Catalog.

THE GENERAL FIREPROOFING CO.
Youiigstm^ii, Ohio

OealersEvenuliire r lanadtm I'lant 1 oroDto, Ontario

« \U,„ u 'hi^ t iiiJon til i/our finti letierhead

The General Fireproofing Co., Youngstotcn, Ohio M&A

Please send me without obligation a copy of your All-Steel

Furniture Catalog.

Name
Firm

Street No.

City
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J Hand CunlruJ

BUT its day is gone, long, long ago.
Modern life is too swift, too com-
plex for such a transportation

service to survive and serve efficiently.

Back in the days of slower production,
of only fair quality in products, hand reg-
ulation of heat processes was good
enough. But the demands of industry
today cannot be met with makeshift
methods and fair quality goods; only the
best are wanted. And large scale pro-
duction is absolutely necessary if compe-
tition is to be met.
Tycos Indicating. Controlling and Re-

cording Instruments are first aids to
absolute certainty in temperature control
and indication. Plants the world over
are producing goods based on Tycos
readings safe in the knowledge that they
are guarded by scientific control.

You too can eliminate rejections due to
over or under heating, can insure the uni-
formity of your product, can cut down
process cost and increase your production
by installing Tycos control. For Tycos
serves your industry as it does all others.
Write for a catalog that applies to your
product.

^/orInstrumentCompanies
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Plant Tvcos Bldfi. Toronto

ohau oerved

its i^ujjose

7\'CCS
Automatic

Temperature
Control

O

1. Tycos Electric Contact Control

2. Tycos Dubl-Duty Regulator

3. Tycos Thermo-Tyme Regulator

4. Tycos Self-Acting Regulator

Tycos TemperatureInstruments
INDICATING • RECORDING • CONTROLLING
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l<Jothing to Touch

But the Hangers When
Installing Hyatt Bearings

HYATT Line Shaft Roller Bearings com-

bine so many desirable advantages that

you cannot afford to overlook them when in

the market for transmission bearings.

They are completely split for easy installation

—and built to fit any make of hanger. They

may be applied in a few minutes—while the

shaft IS turning, if emergencies occur.

It IS not necessary to dismantle clutches,

pulleys, drive gears or other shaft fittmgs.

Just remove the old bearing and put on a Hyatt.

Positive power saving—in some cases as much

as 50 per cent—is assured. Cost ot lubricant

and maintenance is likewise reduced—not for a

few short months—but for the rest ofyour life.

Hyatt Lme Shaft Roller Bearings have been

lowerincT power transmission cost tor more

than 36 years. They are used with equal

success in many parts of the world.

There is a Hyatt dealer in your vicinity. If

not, we shall be glad to send a factory rep-

resentative to consult on your transmission

problem. Hyatt Roller Bearing Company,

Newark, N. J.

Completely Split

For Easy Installation

Dealers, Note

A few desirable territories

stiU cpen for the New
Hyatt Line Shaft Bearings.

Write the Hyatt Roller

Bearing Co.. Newark, NJ.

ROLLER BEA.RIN&S
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Keeping

rust cost

Where rust can take

toll, along come

painting, repairs

and replacements^

your money gone for

upkeep.

Doing the job in

Copper will stop it.

Copper does not

rust.

First cost of COPPER

is higher than the

cost of corrodible

substitutes. But what

about upkeep?

That's why COPPER

is un-e.\ pensive.

COPPER t^ BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

25 Broadway - New York.

Let us make YOUR.
problem OURS!

KclucinE the rost of pr.xluf-inK power in your plant bv in.stallinR mechanical draftapparatus n.<nurc.s not only koo«1 cpiipmcnt, but correct application of that equipmentto ht your parlicular rc(|UM<incMls.
iu.,jiii.iit

We not only have the proper apparatus—with a reputation for efficienrv, rehal.ilitv
aiul lo„K life-bu, we can R.ve you the benefit of more than 4o vears' experie.i.e in HttinKthe an to the job Ut out- experience work for you. U't us recommeml the apparatus

profitable.
'" ' ^ """ ""'' """" ''""' "^ ''<^P«~lio" both practiUl and

^^"" ^
FORCED DRAFT

We can jirove beyond question the desira-

bihty of using Buffalo forced draft fan.*. Fully
balanced rotors, well-lubricated, self-aligning

bearings and general rugged construction are
factors which contribute to their high effi-

ciency and long life. .\ rising pressure char-
acteristic and the fact that turbine or motor
cannot be overloaded by the fan are other
features which sell Buffalo forced draft fans
to the largest users.

INDUCED DRAFT
The severe nature of induced draft service

requires fans that are strong, heavy, well-

lubricated and perfectly balanced. BufTalo
induced draft fans have uinisually compaci,
rigid rotors, e.xtra heavy shafts, large specially-
designed water-(o(jled bearings with special
facilities for oiling, and many other construc-
tional advantages. The pressure character-
istic of BufTalo fans follows exactly the ilraft

requirement.s for varying loads.

POWDERED COAL
OR OIL BURNING

The growing l.inliiiry In u-i- |Hiwilir(d coal

or oil indicates the succe.s.s of this fuel. Buf-
falo Ty|M' "K" blowers are built for ju.<t this

kimi of service. They have the highest effi-

ciency practical, they an- vi-r>- strongly built,

with large bearings, require little attention

and occupy little floor space. We were the

originators of this built-to-ordcr high-pressure

Ian. and have more in use today than any

_______ other manufaclun-r.

We II be gl:..i I., >,M.i \oii :i eopy of an inten-sting little liooklet, iiLst pul.li.she.i dcalma
with ex|>erience of users of j i »

(J^° Mechanical
^"^"^^ Draft Apparatus

BUFFALO FORGt: CO.MPANV
141 MORTIMER STREET BUFFALO, N. Y.

In Cnn»d.: CANADIAN BLOWER & FORGE COMPANY. Ltd.. KITCHENER. ONT.

^^^
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Million
Dollar
Merger
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COWAN
On January 1st, 1926, the interests of the Stuebing

and Cowan pioneer lift truck manufacturers were
merged into one great organization— The Stuebing-
Cowan Company.

The combined resources are over OneMiUionTwo
Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars. Their experience
is measured by over 264,000 unit installations. In their

combined patents is your safety and protection.

Think what this means to you— this Million
Dollar Merger.

It places at your disposal— service — stability—
safety — reliability — production economy — and
standards of quality that heretofore were impossible
of achievement.

It will be to your advantage to use

Stuebing-Cow an products exclu-
sively, because at their present price

you will receive far more value per
dollar than the average price-tag

indicates— for instance, Service.

The Stuebing-Cowan Company
Cincinnati, Ohio Holyoke, Massachusetts

5la/*lri( StulBfmd ffalffrmt
mjuk tk9 Simtkimg ii/l Trmct
! tirtmttk •/ kmitd amd adapt-
atnlllj •/ %rrTlit Tkty m»m't

wttr dimm ,t main.
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Investments
must be Balanced

Suppose a professional

man with $50,000 asked you

to recommend a list of suitable

investments. Would you sug-

gest that he put the entire

sum in public utility bonds,

say—or in railroad stocks—or

in foreign government bonds?

Or would you recommend
that he divide equally among
the three?

The chances are you'd urge

him to see a good investment

banker, who would help him
BALANCE his securities as

to types of business, classes of

risk, rates of return, maturity

dates, etc. You'd emphasize

BALANCE as indispensable

to wisely using investment

funds.

Similarly, prudent motor
buyers emphasize balance as

indispensable to the life and
service of a motor. Every
motor is a combination of the

factors listed opposite. The
life and service of the motor
—its economy in first cost

and in maintenance— result

from the skill and foresight

with which the manufacturer

BALANCES these factors to

one another in view of the

particular work which the

motor has to do.

W^tinghouse
©192C, \V. E. &M. Co.
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SO must a MOTOR
— for instance, Temperature: The
degree to which a motor heats up
under load depends upon the

amounts of copper, steel, and in-

sulation material which it contains,

and upon the skill with which these

are combined in the design.

By long study of heat flow in

motors, Westinghouse has perfected

methods of distributing materials

and providing ventilation so as to

give you a truly economical motor

in size and first cost and still one

that will not deteriorate because of

excessive temperature rises.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MH.. til.

EAST PITTSBURC.H. PA.

Sale* OHicf* in All Principal Cicic* of the I'nitcd Stair*

.ind Foreign Countries

Motors
are galanced

A Motor is BALANCED
when the following factors are properly

proportioned to one another and to the

job which the motor has to do.
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Professional Counsel

WALLACE CLARK
Consulting Management Engineer

Methods that get things done on
time, reduce costs and give the

executive complete control.

50 West 12th St. NEW YORK
Full information on request

HEVERLE & HAY
Public Accountants and Engineers

Costs Taxes
Production Audits

Visible Management Methods
Investigationr

Main 0£Bce
City Centre Building Philadelphia

PENROSE R. HOOPES
Mechanical Engineer

Special 86 Automatic Machinery
Design and Consultation

252 Asylum St. Hartford, Conn.

WALTER N. POLAKOV & CO.

Savings in

INDUSTRIAL POWER
without capital investment

25 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Carle M. Bieelow, M. E.

President
Robert W. Kent, B. S.

Vice-President
John A. Willard, S. B.

Treasurer

BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD & CO., Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS

Park Square Building Boston, Massachusetts

Production—Costs—Sales— Building Design—Valuations—Audits—Financing

Scovell, Wellington & Company

^°<S^y Audits Tax Service Costs Industrial Engineering

Boston Springfieidt Mass. New York Syracuse Cleveland Chicago

MILLER, FRANKLIN. BASSET & COMPANY
ENGINEERS ACCOUNTANTS

S47 MADISON A<

NEW VORK CM

FACTORY ACCOUNTANT
Thorough knowledge of accounting and

shop practice, having a diversified manufac-
turing experience, covering all phases of
accounting, systematizing, graphic presenta-
tion, cost control and budget making, quali-
fied to take charge of any plant as Chief
Accountant. Address Box 328. MANUFAC-
TURING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th St..

New York. N. Y.

STEVENSON, HARRISON & JORDAN
A Consolidation of

The Stevenson Corporation— G. Charter Harrison—
J. P. Jordan and AsfociATES

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERS

19 W. 44th St., New York Hanna Building, Cleveland

779 Washington St., Buffalo 8o Federal Street, Boston

Organization, Measurement and Control
of Sales, Production and Costs

Literature and Complete Information Gladly Furnished

WANTED
Position in charge of women's employment
and personnel work, by woman who has had
eight years' experience covering the following
activities: Job analysis and classification of
pay for women clerical help: employment
and transfer for offices using about 1 500
women; employment and transfer for factory
using about 2000 women; in charge of night
school for 250 women. Box 331. MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES. 15 East 26th
Street, New York City.

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Executive— 10 years' varied experience, some engineering, some commer-

cial. Available January or February. Desires connection with reliable

progressive concern offering good opportunity. Would welcome research

work. Can make moderate investment. Box 329, MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th Street. New York, N. Y.

EXECUTIVE WANTED
A large corporation is seeking a high grade executive trained as an

engineer, experienced as a production manager, familiar with every depart-

ment of an industrial organization, and not over 45 years old. A construc-

tive opportunity awaits a real progressive who has steadily climbed to large

responsibilities and is now accomplishing results. Box 330, care MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th Street, New York. N. Y.

MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE

available for position offering real oppor-

tunity to a man with energy and proved

ability to get results. Age 30. Married.

Salary $6000. Box 327, MANUFACTUR-
ING INDUSTRIES. 15 East 26th Street,

New York City.
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Production Increased iSzo
Without Extra Cost—

American Insulated Wire & Cable Co., Chicago.

THEY say: "We now turn out
50' , more wire per day on each

machine, than we did a year ago.

Part of this increase is due to higher
running speeds, but at least 15 ^c of

this increase can be credited to the
Link-Belt Silent Chains, because of

the elimination of slippage and shut
downs for belt repairs".

Today, after operating 55 hours a
week for more than a year, these
drives show almost no signs of wear,
and have not cost a cent for repairs.

Perhaps y-ou can increase your
production through the use of this

efficient medium (98.2°o efficient

on actual test) on your machines.

Link-Belt engineer will be glad to consult with you. Send for Data Book No. 125

Drives from }> to 10 H. P. now in stcck in many cities.

CHICAGO. 300
A.hl.n.l K>
V. r DalniuAO..

AtUnt*. mo Cititra.
BirminKham. Ala. •

Bovtoo.....
Buffalo. . . . .

LINK-BELT COMPANY
INDIANAPOLIS. P. O. Box 85

Charlotte. N. C
J. 8. Cotbrmo. 9O0 Com I n«nk Itllc.

CI<>vrUod - ... -320 K.>.k.-l.ll.-r hilc.
I'-nvT .V.'O U'Mion lll'U.
D^tr-iil ..... 50.18 l.m.^Ulp Ave.
lIuDUnctOD. W. V». . Rot>«>Q-[>rirh»rtJ lll.lc.

MNK-UELT LIMITED— MoDtrp&l. 10 Obuviq Lane; Toroolo 2, WfUiMion mud PcUr St*.

II. W. CALDWELL A SON CO.:—Chic«co. 1700 S. W'nt«rn Ave; DaUa«. Truw. BIO Mud St.: New York. 3A70 Woolworlb BMs.
LISK-BELT MEE8F. A GOTTFRIT^D CO.—FVrano. Catir. 21S Brii BMc.: l^o« Anc*l«>. 400 R ThiH St.: Oa«latMJ. CaJif . 62« Third St.

PortJaod, Or«.. 07 Froat Si.:dao FrmD uco, IWtb aod HarrUoD Hta.; iteatUa. SiO Firat Ara.. 8.

W. Pershing Road

100 W, Winrhf^t^r Arr.
Si Southern U\nk HM<.
720 Urown-Mar> Hhlc
- - - lU hVIrral St.
• 745 Ellicott Squara

KaQ«a« Cily. Mo.. R.43A. 1002 Baltimore Kvf
L'xjiw^.ll.. Ky. .... 331 Stark* HI'lc
Milwauk-^ - H'>otn 1403 - 425 E Walrr ^^I

MinorapoUa. Minn. ......
I.ink-B«lt Supply Co., 4IS S. Third St.

N'pw Orloaoa 504 Now Orlr^xu Bank Bld«.

PHILADELPHIA. 204S Hunring
Vfw i^rliMtna .-...-
Wu.if..-y Sup. Co. Ltd..7.X1 T-'
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Fits Narrow Hangers
Available in the following sizes: llle". l^^e". 2^(^", 2l{^", 2%"

No wonder ifs meeting with

such widespread demand
THE new Hyatt Line Shaft Roller

Bearing fits narrow hangers.

Size for size, it is designed as an
exact replacement box.

Bearings are mounted in each end
of a narrow centre box, which
permits installation in the frame

opening of the narrowest hangers.

Helically wound rollers made of

high grade steel, operate directly on

the shafts. Neither liners nor
adapters are required.

Plant engineers have enthusiastic-

ally endorsed the neiv Hyatt Line

Shaft Bearing. It leads the way to

economical, carefree, dependable

power transmission everywhere.

No wonder it's meeting with such

widespread demand. Hyatt Roller

Bearing Companyf Neivark, N. J.

HYATt
roli^e:r be:a.rinos
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Publication office. Federal and Nineteenth Streeta. Camden, New Jersey. Entered as second-class matter m the post office at Camden, .\'cw Jersey, under
the Act of March 3, 1879. Copyright 1926 by The Ronald Press Company.
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Motor-driven Jennings Return
Line Vacuum Pump, in stand-

ard sizes suitable for equivalent

direct radiation up to joo,ooo
sq. ft. Larger capacities fur-
nished special when so ordered.

Jennings are high in economy
yet moderate in cost

Moderate first cost, virtually no
expense for upkeep and mainte-
nance, year-in year-out service at

the original high efficiency, depend-
able heating at all times,—these are

the universally acknowledged superi-

orities of Jennings Heating Pumps
for removing condensation, air and
gases from return line vacuum steam
heating systems.

Jennings Pumps work right be-

cause they are built right. There
is no metal-to-metal contact in a
Jennings to cause wear and a de-

crease in vacuum. Air is handled
separately from the water,—it is

discharged directly to the atmos-

phere without back pressure. With
this arrangement a material saving

in power is effected,—frequently as

much as 50*^7 over other equipment
of equivalent capacity.

Let us send you the Jennings
Pump Bulletins giving complete in-

formation.

Write for these Bul-
letins. They com-
pletely describe the
several Jennings
Heating Pumps

—

their construction,
method of operation
and the superior ser-

vice they always give

in the uses for which
they are recom-
mended.

The Nash Engineering Company
SOUTH NORWALK, CONNECTICUT

BRANCH OFFICES—UNITED STATES: Atlanta. Boston.
Buffalo. Chicago. Cleveland. Dallas, Denver. Detroit, Houston,
Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New
Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Rich-
mond, St. Louis, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Saattle.

Washington. OFFICES IN CANADA: Montreal, Toronto
and Vancouver. EUROPEAN OFFICES; London. England.
Xnrman Engineering Co. Brussels, Belgium, and Amsterdam,
Ifilland. Louis Reijners & Co. Oslo, Norway and Stockholm,
Sweden. Lorentzen & Wettre.

Jennings Pumps
RETURN LINE AND AIR LINE VACUUM PUMPSC^ CONDENSATION AND CIRCULATING JL PUMPS
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Market Analysis Checks Over-Production
Co-onlinatinc: Output with Sales Acts as a Stal)ili/.(T for Industry

By JOHN X. WILLYS

President, Willys-Uicrland, Inc.

0\ KR-PRODl'CTIOX—the nemesis of the auto-

nidbile imhistry from mechanic to salesman,

from dealer to manufactmor—imolvp* a pmb-
lem of important bearing on not

only the actual manufact urine:,

but also on the various means of

distribution. The most effective

solution will be found in the

direction of an output ad.iusted

to actual demand as determined
from current and probable sales

to be made by the dealers in

various parts of the United
States and abroad.

A similar problem confronts

every manufacturing; industrA-.

Because the makers of automo-
biles have attacked their par-

ticular end of the diflBculties

energetically and have profited

materially by the improved
methods brought about, a pres-

entation of the development
and application of these new
methods may be of definite as-

sistance to executives engaged
in other branches of manufacturing.
Ever since the automobile industry

outgrew the infant stage and started

on its way toward becoming one of

the leading, and surely a guiding busi-

ness in this country, the matter of

production has been the chief concern
of manufacturers. I'ntil only comparatively recent

times, every manufacturer felt that his success de-

pended upon a huge scale of production, for dealers

were plentiful and it remained for the builder of

automobiles to supply cars just as fast as possible.

Evidence of the situation prevailing then is revealed

in the fact that the manufacturers secured considerable

working capital by asking and
obtaining from the dealers in

advance certain deposits to be

applied against the payment of

the cars when finally shipped,

or against the purchase of re-

jiair parts on open account.

The cash deposit-s thus ob-

tained from the dealers often

amounted to as much as the

entire capital of some manu-
facturers and assisted to a

marked degree in the launching

if tiie industry. This arrange-

ment, although of the past, tends

to emphasize the great impor-

tance attached to the productive

phases of the industry.

With the industry still young,

with the public on the whole

showing a strong desire for auto-

mobiles, there were many open-

ings for new concerns, each with

some particular design, some unique

feature characteristic of its special

product. Becau.«e of the newness of the

automobile, these features patent to

each car were, perhajis, the reason for

continued existence of some manufac-

turers, and formed their chief stock in

trade, for the automobile makers had not yet come
to concentrate on standardized practices.

Next came the period of prosperity immediately

preceding the war when automobile manufacturers

165
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saw their product become a family necessity, with

a subsequent wave of buying due to the influx of

money from other countries for war munitions, high

wages and other causes.

Then followed the war-time period when the bulk

of automobile manufacturers turned their attention to

building implements and accessories of war. Auto-
mobiles, as far as every-day, constant production was
concerned, were relegated to the background tem-

porarily while the manufacturers turned out guns,

munitions, airplane engines and other military prod-

ucts for which their plants were most suitable.

The reaction in the automobile industry following

the close of the World War was first noticed among
the manufacturers. A complete revamping of their

plants and productive organizations was necessary in

many cases, because of conditions which had grown
up under the demands of the war regime. It was, in

short, a race to get back into production before the

other fellow. Those were trying times. Obtaining
steel, rubber, and other raw materials was a serious

matter, and in some cases, manufacturers were ready
with their own productive organizations before they

could actually secure the necessary raw products.

The years of 1920 and 1921 might be termed "pick-

up" years, for it was during these 24 months and even
into 1922 that manufacturers were gathering together

an efficient productive organization to build the cars

that would be wanted in the more prosperous after-

war period. As far as sales were concerned, 1922 was
a fair year, but it was not until the spring of 1923

that manufacturers entered the production stride that,

in the following year brought the disadvantages of

over-production forcibly upon them. The ascending

production scale held through 1922 and throughout
1923 until June of the following year, when the peak
of production was reached. It was in the spring of

1924 when all dealers began finding themselves stocked

high with cars.

Then came a decided reaction. Stocks slumped and
future orders tumbled. The manufacturers had over-

shot their mark with a production total unjustifiable

by either present or future demands, and the brakes

were put on. Production was dropped within a few
months to a point equal to that of three years pre-

vious, and subsequently even lower.

The year of 1924 taught many lessons to the auto-

mobile manufacturer. It brought home the fact that

dealer organizations must be perfected and that pro-

duction must be correlated to dealer demands. The
deflation and slump of the latter part of 1924 was
practically equivalent to the post-war effect on manu-
facturers, but the lessons were well-learned and
brought about a strengthening of the entire dealer

organization.

For the first time a truly comprehensive plan was
started by leading manufacturers to minimize over-

production and to build automobiles as near to the

dealers' demands as possible. The spring of 1925

bore out the fairness and applicability of this plan. As
a result, 1925 again established a high mark, not only

in production, but in actual sales, for dealers were

assured of a production that would not overwhelm
them just as they struck the buying months. In other

words, dealers were confident of their own and their

factory's positions.

In connection with a plan of this kind it will be

found that two factors must be considered in appor-

tioning the expected production for the ensuing year.

First of all, it must be divided into monthly quotas,

so that production will keep pace, as closely as pos-

sible, with sales of various seasons of the year. Second,

it must be further allocated by monthly quotas

over the various wholesale territories, which in turn

are broken down into retail dealers' allotments.

Percentage of national production emanating from
the Willys-Overland plants will vary from month to

month. In some months our portion will exceed a

definite figure established from previous performance

and used as a guide, while in others it will fall below
that figure. Previous experience comes to our aid

in apportioning production on a monthly basis.

In the distribution of automotive products two main
phases, wholesale and retail, are considered. For the

purpose of informing readers who are not familiar with

this plan of organization, a slight digression will be

necessary here to briefly explain certain fundamentals.

Branch offices, in some cases, and independent dis-

tributors, in others, constitute the wholesale organiza-

tion. A group of counties, a whole state, or several

states, depending on density of population and other

factors influencing sales volume, are allotted to each

Fig. 2 Toledo F.\ctory of Wili.ys-Oveui.and, Inc., S6 Bvii.dixgs ox 109 Acres of Land
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of these wholesalers. Within this clearly defined ter-

ritory the wholesaler's retail organization is built up.

Wholesalers as a rule maintain a retail organiza-

tion for merchandising cars in a limited territory con-

tiguous to their establishment, which is separate and

distinct from their wholesale functions. It will be

readily realized that this retail organization could not

effectively cover the entire wholesale territory, how-

ever, and it is for this reason that retail dealers are

appointed in other towns and cities. These dealers in

turn have associate or sub-dealers in cases where their

territories are exceptionally large. In some localities

wholesale dealers have over a hundred of these dealers

and sub-dealers.

The factory sales department, after making an esti-

mate of production for the ensuing year, informs

branches and distributors just what their monthly

quotas will be for that period. Past performances have

also shown a definite numerical relationship between
production of the various models. In setting quotas

for the branches or distributors use is made of these

percentages in apportioning allotments among the

different types of cars.

Dealers are required to sign new contracts every

year. Monthly quotas are an integral part of these

contracts and it is the aim of the branches and dis-

tributors to see that these quotas are adhered to in

so far as circumstances will permit.

Having already been notified by the factory sales

organization as to their quotas for the terra, branches

or distributors apportion them among the dealers in

accordance with their demonstrated capabilities and
the possibilities of their respective territories. By
analyzing new car registrations in a given county, by
makes, during corresponding periods of the past, com-
paring figures of a given car with total registrations of

all makes, it is possible to arrive at a fair monthly
quota for the dealer. In fixing this ciuota. percentages

accounted for in the total production by each of the

models are taken into consideration anfl each quota

is broken up into similar percentages of each model.

Bi-monthly reports are required of the dealer by
the branch or distributor. Cards on which these

reports are made are sent by distributors to dealers

twice each month with tlie recjuest that they be filled

out and returned on the first and fifteenth days of

the month. (See lovver right hand form in Fig. 3.)

These bi-monthly reports indicate, for each model,

the number of cars on hand on the reporting date,

tlie number of unfilled orders on the dealer's books,

the number of cars in transit to him, the number of

cars delivered to him in the past two weeks (separate

columns being provided for deliveries to himself and
deliveries to his sub-dealers should he have any), and
the number of deliveries which he has made to cus-

tomers since his last report.

In connection with the last item referred to, an
interesting method is used to obtain specific informa-

tion concerning sales of the products. Cards are made
out bearing the motor number, model, and other data

concerning the car and are attached to the steering-

post of each car as it leaves the factory. Dealers are

expected to have their customers sign these cards and
indicate thereon their addresses when the car is deliv-

ered, and to return the cards to the main sales office.

Daily Recapitulation Sheets (see largest form in

Fig. 3), are sent to the factory by each branch or

distributor, giving number of cars of each model on
hand, sliipments made that day, and other data indi-

cating the speed at which the various models are

moving. On the fifth and twentieth of each month a

summarization of reports received from dealers is in-

cluded in this report in a space provided for it. (See

bottom section of largest form in Fig. 3.

)

In addition, monthly reports are made by each

branch or distributor giving the number of cars of

each model delivered to every individual dealer during

the preceding month and the number of cars which
he contracted for in each case. (See middle form in

Fig. 3.) These reports are merely a recapitulation of

the distributor's shipping records, which give a com-
posite picture from all dealers of the district.

All of these reports are not only vital to the factory

in making up correct jiroduction schedules but they

also enable the distributor to locate any weak spots

which may develop in his dealer organization. Should

any dealer fall below his quota, a representative of

the distributor will call upon him, analyze the situa-

tion, and give the dealer expert assistance.

With these reports, moreover, distributors are better

able to place orders at the factory in such a manner
as to enable the latter to make the best possible

arrangements for prompt shipments.

Tlie co-adjustment of production with sales demands
lias been the chief feature contributing to the stabil-

izing of the industry. With approximately 4,000,000

cars as a sales constant, manufacturers know in ad-

vance practically what their production demands will

be from the standpoint of sales. Of course, all this

leadjustment has meant an increase of personnel and

work, in certain departments, for no large manufac-

turer is now without his sales statistical department,

nor his sales estimate division, the duties of which are

to adequately sound and examine the past buying mar-

kets, and to make correct analj'ses of future markets.

I thoroughly believe, with this sane policy of co-

ordinating production with sales demands, barring out-

side disturbances, that the industry will go ahead on

a stabilized basis. In our own organization we are

sincerely looking to the welfare of our dealers, believ-

ing that their prosperity is essential, not only to our

own prosperity, but to that of the country at large.

Speaking for the automobile industry, I believe this

]iolicy has led to a strengthening of the once weak
faith of the public in the manufacturers. If the auto-

mobile producers of the United States will, in the first

six months of 1926, try for a balance of production and

sales demand, this year will break all records and

permanently establish the industry as a leading factor

in our industrial and civic development.



New Cost Basis for Material Handling

Moclitud Koiin of Machiiu- Hour Kate- System Ai)|)lu<l to Conveyors

By ¥. K. MOOKK
Prraiiienl, Mnlheu's Conveyer Company

W I I'll the firowinji use of material li;iii(lliiifi

('(|uii)in('nt in iiianufaeturinj; plants lias arisen

a (lonuuul for a closer l\iHi\vle(|>ie of how to

correctly apportion its charges to work. Hand lalxir

has always offered a \-ery jierplexinsi jirohleni from
the standpoint of accurate costs, aside from wages,

because the overhead involved took in so many fac-

tors, many of them of somcv.hat intangible nature.

The substitution of mechanical equipment not only

saves money in a direct way by its superior efficiency

over hand labor, but it also eliminates or reduces the

indirect, or burden, costs of handling operations, and
makes more readily measurable those which cannot

be avoided.

The use of the machine hour rate for calculating

operating costs on productive equipment has long

been practiced, and offers one of the readiest and

most nearly accurate means of measuring the ex-

penses of running such equipment. Obviously, a

system which had worked well under the severe tests

of long practice in its application to productive equip-

ment presented evidences of being adaptable to the

related shop operations of handling material. The ex-

perimental periofl had been passed through in the one

field, and out of the experiences encountered, a definite

practice had been developed. While some trial efforts

would have to be made in the new field, yet the work-

ing out of methoils would take much less time and

1
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last three systems listed above would give good serv-

ice for a period of 15 years to come. The first system

gets the roughest use and accordingly its useful life

was set at 10 years. The accounts were therefore

adjusted to amortize the investment in these various

pieces of apparatus in the periods mentioned.

Unless the factor of obsolescence enters in, which is

hardly likely, it appears that when the useful life of

the various systems, as estimated above, has termi-

nated, an outlay of $1000 for extensive overhauling

and adjustment will put them in shape for still fur-

ther efficient service. The amoi'tization figures for use

Fig. 3 Frogs to Shunt Boxes to Assembly Line

The si)ir,al roller conveyor in the rear receives the boxes from
the overhead line and delivers them to the floor level. The
elevator at the left takes empty boxes back to the machine room.

in determining the hourly cost rates for equipment,
however, have been based on the 10 and 15 year

periods, as above explained.

Included for convenience in the price of equipment
are two other figures of equipment expense, namely,

upkeep and repairs and the small amount of power
consumed by each, both over the period of assumed
life. No charge is made for floor space, as much of

the equipment is overhead and only a small portion

occupies floor area formerly traversed by trucks.

Rent, taxes, heat, light, supervision, and certain

other items are not charged directly against the con-

veyor systems. In this respect the method differs

from the regular use of machine hour rates, because

for productive equipment such items of plant over-

head are directly apportioned to the various pieces of

apparatus. In the Mathews Conveyer plant, the items

listed above have been calculated into a general hourly

operating rate set up for the whole factory and applied

as burden to the various departments. The conveyor

systems themselves are treated as a local burden in

the departments in which they operate.

The conveyors are all automatic. Some are of the

gravity type and some are power-driven. Hence no

Fit:. 4 SriR.\L Roller Conveyor

This spiral delivers empty boxes returned from the assembly
room to the line of roller conveyor hito the machine room.

addition for "men required to operate" is necessary.

Table 1 shows the values and calculations used to

determine the hourly rate on each system of handling

equipment. The development of price and amortiza-

tion period figures has already been explained. The
number of hours values used in the table are found

by deducting from 365 days the 52 Sundays, 26 days

for Saturday half holidays, and 4 holidays, and mul-

tiplying the remainder by 9 hr. per day, giving 2547

hr. per year. In 10 years this amounts to 25,470 hr.

and in 15 years to 38,205 hr,

TABLE 1. CALCUL.\TI< )X OF HOURLY R,\TES

System No.



Searcli for Economy Alters Motor Drive

Fractional Motori/in-- ( )t't.n ChcajHT tlian (iroup or Indixidual MethcKl

By K. 11. U()(.1:KS

Industrial Engineering Deprrtmcut. General EUclrir Ciimiuiiii/

DI{I\'IXt; machinery by electric motors has gone
throujih a process of evolution l)y which tlie

jiower lias been carrietl in the wire closer and
closer to the work. The working processes themselves,
in the last step, have been split up into components,
witli the power carried in the wire to each operating
part of tlie machine. This development is a logical

trend, because power in the wire:

1. Suffers no appreciable loss

2. Does not have to be lubricaterl

3. Spoils no goods in pidcess

4. Is wearing out nothing

5. Makes no noise

ti. Does not oJistruct light

Here is tlie power. u\cv there is the work to be
done; the gap can be bridged with mechanical de-
vices, or the power can be wired up so close to the

machine processes that no mechanical devices inter-

vene. The net results of this move have been: First.

a reduction in power losses, of minor importance:
seconfl. a very marked rerjuction in maintenance an<l

lost time costs; and. third, the use of the best type
of motor and control for each subdivision of the work,

a matter of considerable practical value.

TIic •nilv practici'..; i.f irphicinir a water wheel m

Vu.. 1 A GaiD Example of Dkpaktmentai. Cikovp Drive
IX A Tan.nehy

A 10-hp. motor tlrivinR one breaking m.ichine, one bnishinc
j.ick. si.\ st.ikinp j.ick.^. .ind three rolliiic i:i(k.<. If MKliviilii.illy

driven, the motor name plate ratings would accregate much nmrc
than 10 hp.. but the kw. hr. consume<l would lie less.

Steam engine drive with an electric motor, or splitting

up a giant mechanical drive system into motor-driven
departments (Fig. 1) were justified at the time as

being the only well understood and appreciated
methods of applying electric power. Some power was
saved, especially when only certain departments were

Kii,. J A l'opri_\K FoKM OF Small Gbovp Drh-e in a
Textile Phxt

"Four frame drives" are built in several forms and the closely

related machine.* just'fy this form of group drive.

run while (dhers were shut down. Maintenance of

interdeiiart menial shafting and belts wa.s done away
with aiKJ some degree of improvement was obtained

in steadier speed and more nearly continuous run-

ning. The power was taken from the wire too far from

the work, however, for line shafts and belts, counter-

shafts and belts, and gears and belts still intervened

in and about the machines theni.selves. In some cases,

machines were several hundred feet from the motor.

(Iroup I hiving was early recognized as an improve-
ment, because a few related machines could be run
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or stopped to suit production, without driving a great

fabric of shafting and belts. JNIaintenance and lost

time were further reduced because the power was kept

in the wire until closer to the work. There were still

the countershafts with leaky bearings overhead, the

Fig. 3 A Compact Form of Individu.^l Motou I)hi\e with
Control Close to the Motor

Such installations run to many thousands in the textile indus-
try. The room is clean and light and there is no power wasted.

man with the ladder wandering around among high-

speed machines, high-priced operators, and stacks of

materials in various stages of production. Loose
pulleys ran hot, belts stretched, were taken up by a

service man, or broke occasionally with a vicious slap

at the nearest operator. Machines were lined up with

reference to line shaft and belt centers and material

flow came off second best. There are still many appli-

cations of group drive, however, such as shown in

Fig. 2, which are justified and will be retained.

Individual drive is now recognized in many manu-
facturing processes as the most desirable method of

applying electric power to the work. Here the wire

carries power right up to the machine itself. The
machine, if a large one, can be started or stopped from
several convenient stations rather than from a single

shipper rod or controller, as is usually the case with

group drives. Each machine can have for its driver

the best type of motor for its peculiar requirements

—

constant speed, adjustable speed, varying speed (ac-

cording to load), high torque, high or low speed, and
so on. The type of control becomes amenable to the

job in hand, thus resulting in smooth starting and
absence of line disturbances that often arise witli

larger group drives. Individual motor drive is very

popular in textile work, as is shown in Fig. 3. The
motors are belted, geared, chained, or direct-connected

to some main part of the machine and all other moving
parts take their power by belt, or gear, or chain, from

that driven part. But in some cases there are very

slow speed parts and very high speed parts in the

same machine, necessitating nests of speed changing

devices, subject to wear and misadjustment.

Power is, in some cases, used in several places in

the same machine, many feet apart and for purposes

differing widely in character, though the machine itself

is individually motor-driven. Where normal motor

and machine speeds can be made the same, or can be

brought together by a moderate amount of gearing,

direct connection is resorted to, as in the case of cen-

trifugal pumps. Certain machines, such as rock

crushers, vibrate so severely that a belt connection is

recjuired to protect the motor. Much lost motion,

^-i^^i

Fii.. 4 Each of the Eu;ht Comi'unext Power Problems in

This Giant Lathe Is Solved by Its Own Motor and Control

All are interlocked to maintain proper sequence of operations

and to prevent overloads. A great quantity of gearing and trans-

mission devices was eliminated by th's method of drive, and each

motion is powered and controlled by the best method.

noise, wear and lost time are caused by the inter-

mediate mechanisms co-ordinating the machine parts.

This leads up to what is the last step—the motor-

izing of each power-using part of a single machine.

This practice is being rapidly adopted for machines

of complex nature, with results as gratifying as were

those that followed the change from group to indi-

vidual drive. This new phase might be called "frac-

tional drive," to distinguish it from the "one machine-

one motor," or indivifiual drive.

Fig. 5 Atplicatiox of Fr.\ctional Drive to a Moulder

This moulder, a woodworking machine, has four high-speed-

spindle motors and a general-purpose feed motor. To drive,

such a machine with one motor would require bevel gearing,

belts, clutches and other mechanical transmission devices.
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Motors for (iriviiifj; tlic individual elenieiits of a
inaohine are soiiietiinos "huilt-iii." or at least part
of them may be built-in. with others mounted on the
machine, or on the floor, to suit the work.
A recently installed jirinder-lathe for turning and

sriiuling the rotors of huge electric generators is driven
l)y eight d. c. motors, each adapted for its own work,
each will) a suitable coiitn)!. all interlocked so that

Fig. (j This Six-Drum Saxder T.mces Seven Motors

Complete doors are passed once through this machine for
sanding in three grades on both sides.

they cannot be started out of sequence, and each or
all stopped from several safety stations. This giant
Xiles-Hement-Pond lathe (Fig. 4) will take work 45 ft.

between centers, 113 in. swing over the bed. and will

handle a piece weighing loO tons. The main drive

motor is rated 75 hp., has a speed adjustment of 3
to 1. is reversible, and is shiint-woimd. Push-button
stations controlling speed and direction of rotation are

located on the carriages, on the grinder and on the

hearlstock. "Safe" buttons prevent starting except

This machine is iise<l for making sheets l.S'/o ft. wide at the
rate of 1200 ft. per min. Nine main drive motors fake the place
of the old hack line with its complicated array of belts, cone
pulleys, right-angle turns, and many bearings. Doubline the
speed and i)rotluction is a feature of the sectional system of
driving paper machines.

from the station from which it was stopped. Each
carriage takes a 10-hp. shunt-wound motor, push-
button-controlled and so interlocked that an overload
tm tiie main motor slows down the tool feed and a
feed cannot be started unless the work is turning.
High-speed traverse for the carriage is provirjed. The
grinchng wheel is driven by a 25-lip. high-speed motor
with 2 to 1 speed adjustment. A small motor drives
the grinding wheel pump, a T'^j-lip. compound-wound
mf)tor the tail stock.

Wood-working machines lend themselves readily to
t)uilt-in motor drives with motors mounted on each
spindle, (hum or cutter, as in Fig. 5. Feed motors
are usually slow-speed, general-purpose motors, out-
side-mounted. The working shafts with the motor
rotor only a few inches from the cutting tool may
operate at speeds as high as 2(5.000 r.p.m. Such high-
speed motors are driven from a frequency-changing
motor-generator. The high speeds allow faster feeds

without leaving tool-ripple marks on the work, thus
increasing profluction. This is taking the power in the
win^ to tlic last possible inch of distance up to tlic

Fk;. S tlE.ARLESs Traction- Elevator Motors

The highest-speed elevators are driven by the slo\vest-spee<I

niotors. These motors nui at (55 r.p.m. The cables; that run
directly to the elevator car run over a dnmi next motor arma-
ture. The .solenoid brake mechanism is a prominent fe.iture,

as its importance warrants. The power is delivered by wire close
to the load.

work. The whole complex machine, with its many
iiigh-speed members, becomes simply pairs of bearings

carrying short shafts with tool and motor close to-

iicther. Drum snnders. molders. end tenoners, mor-
lisers. and the like, take from two to six or eight

motors, each with its own control. A seven-motor

machine is shown in Fig. ti.

Sectional paper-machine (hive offers a great con-

trast in size to the former type of equipment, as a

whole and in the size of the motors u.sed. Formerly

the eight or more sections of a paper machine were

driven from a line .shaft along the back, or in the ba.se-

ment. and thus running at right angles with the sec-

tion-drive shafts. Right-angle turns, clutches, and
cone pulleys for adjusting speeds were required, with
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numerous supporting bearing to be maintained.

Disregarding power loss, which was considerable,

the "back line" maintenance cost ran about $0.35 per

ton of paper produced and, worst of all, the speed was

Fig. 9 Motor-Driven Air Compressor

A slow-speed synchronous motor is mounted directly on the

shaft between the two cranks of the air compressor. This makes
a compact unit of high efficiency. The instaUation shown is in

a railroad shop.

limited to 500 or 600 ft. of paper per min.

Sectional drive puts a motor on each section, as

in Fig. 7, cuts maintenance cost to $0.12 per ton, and
enables the production to be speeded up to 1000 or

1200 ft. per min. Specifications now call for paper

machines to run 1400 ft. per min. Thus, taking the

power in the wire right up to the working shafts

speeds up production and cuts maintenance costs.

Even for very slow-speed work it has been found
adAantageous to eliminate gearing, putting the motor
very close to the work. An example is the gearless

traction elevator now almost universally used for high-

speed, high-lift passenger elevators. The motor runs
at 65 r.p.m and the rope sheave is mounterl (hrectly

on the lioUow forged motor shaft between the arma-
ture and the bearing, as indicated in Fig. 8. Thus the

motor elements are right up against the sheave that

handles the car and counterweight.

Reciprocating compressors and vacuum pumps are

normally slow-speed machines and, in order to elim-

inate all intermediate devices, slow-speed synchronous
motors have been designed for driving them. Some
run as slow as 80 r.p.m. The rotor is mounted directly

on the compressor shaft between the cranks, as in

Fig. 9, thus delivering the power close to the work.

Farm machinery, only just now being motorized, is

already being subjected to analysis as to segregation.

During the past season a threshing machine w-as built

with individual built-in motors for each motion

—

cylinder, shaking screens, wind stacker, etc. Hereto-

fore a threshing machine has always been a fascinating

assembly of belts, pitmans, gears, cranks, and what-
not, all driven from one pulley through a long belt.

Obviously, the character of the loads varies greatly.

The motor-driven threshing machine mentioned was
consequently equipped with a fan motor on the wind-

stacker fan, a different type of motor on the cylinder,

and still different ones on the various other motions,

as required. The result is a simplified, more efficient

and thoroughly reliable machine, because the power is

kept in the wire to the last possible inch of distance

up to the work.

Reclamation Process Applied to Water
WHEN speaking of the reclamation of industrial

wastes one scarceh' thinks of extending this work
to water. In most plants care is exercised to prevent

the waste of water, and wherever possible it is used

over again. But paper companies found it profitable

to remove fine particles from used process water, and
put both the particles and water back into service

again.

A private well gives a practically inexhaustible

supply of water to the A. P. W. Paper Company, yet

this water is not wasted nor allowed to escape from
the plant without yielding its maximum value.

Though the water is now obtained practically free,

handling it and raising its temperature involve costs

which can be held down. The company's mills require

5,000,000 gal. every 24 hr., but of this amount 4,000,000

gal. are reclaimed and used over and over again.

Water is the principal conveyor of the company's
material in process. Used water becomes white by
being contaminated with tiny particles of pulp. This

white water can be used in some of the later manu-

facturing processes. Other processes require pure

water, for the fine white silt or powdered fibers would

settle in some of the machines and clog them, shutting

them down or rendering them inefficient, and in eitlier

case costly to run. Removing the silt from the water

would enable it to be used in a greater number of

successive processes. So reclaiming machines called

"save-alls" were installed in the basement to with-

chaw this fine pulp powder from the w^ater.

Thus the water can be turned back into the supply

at an early point in the manufacturing processes.

That reduces by a corresponding margin the total

fresh water that would have to be taken in each day

to make up for evaporation and waste.

At first the type of save-alls developed was not

very efficient. But experimentation found reclaimers

so effective that even the fine particles of pulp re-

moved from the water by the save-alls can also be

turned back into the pulp stock and so used again.

Both the pulp powder and the water are made useful

by their complete separation.



What Should the Net Profit Be?

The Basis for Kstiiiiatinu- and IncliuHiiy: Profit in

Fixiiiii: Sellini^- Prices

By W. L. ( Iiri{( HILL
Consulting Engineer

THE profit ideals and ideas of maiuifacturers are

as varied as the men themselves. It is the varia-

tions in these concepts and points of view that

are largely responsible for differences in offered selling

prices of similar commoihties. As all manufacturers
of .'ompetitive products have to meet the lowest offer-

ing prices, the differences in profiting practices ulti-

mately force low price levels.

U'hat should your average net profit be year after

year and not as an occasional stunt performance?
This is a stock question that I have put to many

manufacturers in the course of surveys to rlet ermine

causes for low profit levels in manufacturing. The
variety of answers indicates the lack of common un-

derstanding on what profits should be earned.

Six Points of ^'IEw

In six successively visited plants, all engaged in

manufacturing of the same paper products. I received

the following six different answers:

Answer 1.—I aim to make 33^/3 per cent of what
my paper costs. I consifler my business really as sell-

ing paper and I add paper, labor and overhead, then

33'.t per cent of what I pay for the paper to get my
selling price. Vou see I started as a jobber of paper
an<l found that by converting tiie paper into a few
products I could get a larger profit on that paper.

.\ns\rrr 2.—I aim to get 10 per cent of selling prices

after all costs have been paid. You see in this busi-

ness one cannot set .selling prices but has to sell accord-

ing to competitors' prices. On some goods I lose money,
on others I make, ami if I average to net 10 per cent

on sales I feel that I'm doing fpiite well.

Answer 3.— I aim to make 10 per cent on my invest-

ment. I don't own the buildings but pay rent (very

low ) and I buy power. I sell to only a few large

buyers so that I usually collect from my customers
before I have to pay for my paper. In this way I

really do l)usiness with my customers' money, and my
own investment is small so I can produce very cheaply.

Answer 4.— I aim to get 10 per cent on my invest-

ment. Own land ami liuildings. also power plant,

as well as all niacliinery and equipment. My business

is with a large number of small accounts for whom I

stock products in anticipation of sales. My receivables

average about 45 davs.

Answer 5.—I make about 20 per cent on my capitali-

zation. This is very small but I've not seen fit to

increase it although my actual investment is several

times the capitalization.

Answer 6.— I ought to make alxmt -SIOO.OOO per

year, but am lucky to make anything at all. In years

past I have made more than this but competition has
shot the business all to pieces. I don't pretend to

run a cost system, had one but threw it out because
I couldn't get the prices that my costs indicated I

should. I simply get the best prices I can.

Not one of these six typical manufacturers con-
sidered profit as something within his control and an
obligation for him to receive from his cu.stomers. All

looked at profit as something they would like to have
more of. but were more or less reconciled tf) the feel-

ing that there was something inherent "in our Inisi-

ness" that i)revented reasonable profits.

Variations in Profit Ideas

It never occurred (and rarely does) to these com-
petitors that the variations in ideals and ideas was
responsible for the generally low price levels of their

industry. Briefly these are:

1. When quoting on product using very cheap paper
he readily unrlerbid his competitors until from sheer

self protection they arbitrarily met his prices.

2. Simply followed prices of others blindly, and
hoped to make 10 per cent on his sales. He often

shaded prices arbitrarily on the assumption that an
extra 5 per cent off only meant a small reduction from

his total profits and perhaps increased them by the

increased volume of sales effected.

3 and 4. Had had the same cost system in.stalled bj*

the same accounting firm as his competitors but. be-

cause of differences in the actual invested capital and
the common practice of profiting on total costs at the

same percentage rate had become a party to a very

vicious price warfare between them. One had already

drifted into the hands of his bankers who were trying to

extricate him from the mess. The other had prac-

tically exhausted reserves accunndated over years of

sound conservative management.
5. Had developed exceptional ingenuity and re-

sourcefulness in finding ways to buy materials below

175
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the market, and in producing poor goods below the

prices at which he sold them.

6. Just simply drifted with the tide of unfavorable

prices, discouraged and disheartened over his seeming

inability to make the business profitable.

These six are a fair representative cross-section of

the entire industry of some 50 odd manufacturers.

It is doubtful whether the industry as a whole made
any profit over a period of several years. There had
been several failures and liquidations but none of these

helped the industry, as the equipment remained to

be supplied with business by the new owners that

eventually arose. Much of the product was sold at

prices one-third less than fair to the producers,

although some few items of small sale happened to

hold up to excessive prices.

An educational campaign looking to the develop-

ment of common ideals and applications of profits was
tried and the reactions and responses were as varied

as the types of people receiving the instruction; on

the whole, however, definite progress has been made
of substantial and permanent character.

Two Examples Show Possibilities

One of these firms, at time of receiving instruc-

tions, was asked to quote on a large contract by a

firm whose practice is to send out quotation requests

to many producers simultaneously. Upon receipt of

this request it was shown to the instructor with the

remark, "Here is a sample of what I am up against.

I know these people are sending this request to many
of my competitors one or more of whom will quote

below -10.20. I know I ought to get $0.25 and I sup-

pose you'd say quote $0.25."

The instructor answered, "I don't know that $0.25

is the right price, but if I did I'd certainly quote it."

"Yes! but then I won't get the business."

"Oh! you want the business, do you? Then quote

$0.15 so as to be sure to get it."

"Yes! but then I won't make any money."

"Well it is merely a choice between doing the work
at a loss, or not doing it, with the possible alternative

that you will get it at a fair price if you quote the

latter?'

A fair price was quoted and to the manufacturer's

surprise the order was given to him. He remarked
at the time, "I don't know what they are thinking of.

I can buy that product under $0.20 yet he is willing

to give me $0.25."

This occasion was no doubt a fluke, but it is sur-

prising how often these flukes occur. The lowest price

does not always tempt the trained buyer. It can even

arouse suspicion as to quality.

Another of these firms when shown the folly of

quoting uncalculated prices went to one of his largest

and constant customers, placed his figures and entire

story before him, advising that he was obliged to raise

his price approximately 20 per cent, as he did not

care to longer operate with no profit. The president

of the buying firm listened to his story and com-

mented to the effect that it was higii time that that

industry got a little sense. There was no need of

goods being sold at a loss or without a fair profit.

"However, I can't go over the head of my purchasing

department or even instruct them to pay you 20 per

cent more than we can buy the goods for elsewhere. I

would destroy the discipline if I did. If you can sell

them I will not interfere.''

He was unable to sell the purchasing department
so left his quotation for the next quarter's require-

ments and departed. Much to his surprise and gratifica-

tion a few weeks later the contract came in accepted

at the new figures.

This was not a fluke, and only confirms the assump-
tion that fair-minded buyers have no desire to deal

unjustly with their suppliers. The latter are usually

at fault in pressing goods upon them at prices that

do not bring a fair profit to themselves.

Selling Price and Profit Have No Fixed Ratio

Then wliat should this profit be? What propor-

tion of the selling prices?

Manufacturing profit has no fixed ratio to selling

price, or to total cost. This can be more readily under-

stood when one stops to consider the article a manu-
facturer has to sell.

A manufacturer is not a merchandizer of material

and labor. He does not buy materials and labor as

cheaply as he can, to sell them at as high a price

as he can. What he is selling is ability and skill in

converting certain materials into other forms or other

materials desired by his customers. The manufacturer

is selling the same thing that the professional man,
the lawyer, doctor or engineer sells. There is just as

much logic for the latter to base their charges on their

invested capital, or living and operating expenses, as

for the manufacturer.

What is a manufacturing enterprise but an aggrega-

tion of skilled workers and their equivalent in auto-

matic machinery? It is their skill that is for sale and
each unit brings a minimum definite profit.

When a toy-maker sets up to make toys he expects

to earn enough to pay himself a living wage, cover

all of his costs and leave a profit, say at least of $500,

at the end of the year. As his business grows he takes

on a partner and later they take on assistants who
may not be toy-makers, but are quickly developed

into experts at some one or more details of toy-

making, so that in effect the enterprise is an aggrega-

tion of expert toy-makers. If one toy-maker should

earn $500 per year, then 100 of them should earn not

less than $50,000 per year.

The machinist or the optician might demand a higher

profit each but there is a basis of ]-)iofit that can be

developed as common to any given industry. Auto-

matic machines displacing workers should earn profits

corresponding to these workers as the public gains by
the cost reduction.

A case in point is that of an automatic machine
that was designed to displace five workers, and at
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same time perform better and more accurate work.

The manufacturer of the machine had a rule of add-

ing 25 per cent of costs to arrive at a scllinn ]>rico.

The machine was to cost Sl.OOO to build. He decided

to charge $1,250. but asked for confirmation of this

price before fiuotiiig. His trear^urer called in a con-

sidtant to ask if 25 per cent was an excessive profit,

and was told that percentage had no bearing on profit

except as a mininuiin gage.

"You are not buying and selling pig-iron, steel and
labor, but your ability to design and build equipment
of large economic value to your customers. If you
are unable to measure the amount and value of your

ability that has gone into the machine you can at least

approximate its value to your customers in the econ-

omies it will eftcct. and thereby arrive at a price advan-

tageous to both."

The price eventually placed on the machine was
$.3,000 instead of SI.250. These machines have sold

steadily for the past three years, at prices ranging

from .?3.200 to 84.000 despite reduced costs, and de-

spite competition from machines for the same pur-

pose selling at S600 each.

Xor have these prices jiroven unduly ]>rofitable. but

have enabled steady growth, development of improve-

ments, extension of distribution abroad, and at the

same time users find them very profitable as they save

labor, space, investment in inventories, facilitate serv-

ice, and increase profits by reductions in costs.

Had these machines been sold on basis of an arbitrary

trading mark-up it is doubtful whether the company
could have continued in business. The lower price

in all probability would not have suflBciently increased

business to justify it.

The purchasers of the machines should earn as much
profit from them as formerly from the combined efforts

of the people employer! for the work.

Ia»w Costs M.w Bkixh Thovble

Firms that figure an arbitrary percentage mark-up
on total costs or on labor costs find, of course, that

the lower their costs the less they make. It is just

the reverse of our famous war-time contracts of "cost

plus" where the higher the costs the higher the total

profit. Some concerns, using this practice over a long

period of years, never give a thought to the possi-

bility that it may account for their lessening profits.

The more progressive they are the faster their ratio

of profit to invested capital shrinks.

A ca.«;e in point, that is not in any way exceptional,

is that of one of our finest and soundest national

enterprises, that found it necessary to call a halt on

growth, on the supposition that a "law of receding

returns" was operating against them, that they had
already reached the saturation point in business volume
and that more volume would mean less total profit

a* well as a lower rate of profit to capital invested.

This halt in total sales volume did not stop the

recession in profits. Each year they continued less

and even with a slight drop in sales volume they

became still lower and ivcMtually profits entirely

disappeared.

A survey flisclosed that the cause of the continued
profit shrinkage was the continued progressiveness of

the manufacturing department toward lower costs and
use of the same. old. arbitrary mark-up rate on these

costs for gross profit. Manufacturing costs eventually

got so low that the mark-up just barely covered gen-

eral overhead aiul selling expenses and left nothing
for the stockholders. Although the same relative

volume of units was sold the lowered prices due to

lowered costs reduced total gross income as well as

eliminating the net.

Many of our finest and soundest institutions are

exactly in this same predicament and do not realize

its cause: but attribute receding profits to unintelligent

competition (which it is). Just now many are at-

tempting to reduce this competition by consolidations

or mergers that will reduce the number of firms that

are making prices.

The Fixed Percentage H.\bit

It is not unusual to find entire industries suffering

from this long established habit of fixed percentage

mark-up on costs. In one group surveyed, this prac-

tice was almost universal and, in many instances, the

younger or newer firms were making very handsome
profits while their older more established competitors

were not.

There was even a strong suspicion in many minds
that it was because of the old age of some of the firms

that they were less profitable than the newer ones.

A siu'vey disclosed that the reason was due to changes
in style of the women's wear produced by these firms.

The greater volume had largely switched from cotton

to silk garments.

The new firms had not bothered to produce cotton

garments because of the small and receding demand,
and in making up their cost sheets of labor, plus mate-

rials, plus manufacturing overhead, found that the

sjjread between this total and selling prices to cover

gro.«s profit need be but .30 to .50 per cent.

The older concerns had become accustomed to add-

ing 100 to 150 per cent on the cost of cotton gar-

ments and. o{ course, when they added this .«aine ratio

to silk, found that the newer firms were underbidding

them. To make matters still worse, a few of the silk

garment makers got after .«ome of the remaining cotton

garment liusiness on the basis of their establishetl profit

rates and forced prices down on these already low

l>riced goods.

These jieople gravely discuss their respective ratios

of so-called overhead to total cost. The old firms

express disbelief in the low ratios quoted by the

younger firms. The latter get the idea that it is be-

cause of their superior efficiency that their ratios are

low anrl their busine.s.«es profitable, while the "old

fogy" concerns with their supposedly high-costs can-

not compete with them.

The facts are just the reverse. The older concerns
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are generally more efficient. They are cheaper pro-

ducers and have less sales resistance because of estab-

lished prestige. The trouble is chiefly due to the

industry looking upon its activities as one of mer-

chandizing cotton or silk and labor. The gross profit

rate that is fair for silk is insufficient for cotton. A
rate that would be fair for cotton is excessive for

silk. If this industry based its profits on what it really

sells—its skill as garment makers—it would not matter

what materials were used.

Cost Systems Not at Fault

Neither is it lack of knowlerlge of costs that makes
the trouble. Several of these firms have installed a

uniform costing system, and each one is able to get his

manufacturing costs I'eadily enough. The whole in-

dustry is affected by a faulty pricing policy, and a

lack of common understanding of a few elementary

principles in piicing. Instead of having a profit ob-

jective and including it in their prices, profits are sub-

jective and due to accident in the class of goods

handled.

There are many industries whose output is quite

naturally measured in terms of weight. Here, very

often, far too often in fact, the profit also is set on
the basis of so much an ounce, a pound or ton. This

is especially apt to be the case in metal and paper

industries and often accoimts for the mysterious j^rofits

of apparently inefficient and badly managed enter-

prises, and tlie equally mystifying deficits or meager
profits of exceptionally well-managed concerns.

As a general rule the pi'oducers of the coarser sizes

of metal goods, paper, and fabrics, sokl on a weight

basis, offer greater opportunity for piofit than the

finer sizes. This is true even when goods are classified

and diffei'ent prices used foi' each class.

Pound Price Fallacy

One recent survey of a steel product industry dis-

closed that prices per ];)ound ranged from $0.09 for the

coarsest to $0.32 per lb. foi- the finest. It was found
that $0.07 was ample for the coarsest sizes while

the finest needed $0.60. Our old friend "the law of

average" that was supposed to take care of any in-

equities in these prices failed to do so. The consuming
trade gradually changed its requirements to the finest

gages it could possible use, so that today the total

weight for the total number of units sold is very much
less than it was a few years ago. More and more of

the $0.60 goods are bought for $0.32 and less of the

$0.07 goods are bought for $0.09. A few firms special-

izing on the coarsest sizes make quite reasonable profits,

while the few who specialize on fine goods are in des-

perate straits to make ends meet. All from a lack

of proper concept of what profits should be; not from
lack of knowledge of costs.

The habit of pricing on weight goes to what seems
absurdities to the lay mind. From rivets to steam-
ships, from the making of castings to the erection of

skyscrapers, manufacturers, contractors, architects and

engineers quote and jjrice on a basis of so nuicli per

ounce, pound, hundredweight or ton.

This method is just one more fallacy in the gen-

eral chaos of ideas on "what the profit should be."

In many industries, where prices per pound may be

quite varied over the different gages, sizes, etc., it is

quite common to find profit considered on a single

rate basis. Thus a foundry will say, "We ought to

make $0.02 a pound profit"; or a paper mill making
different calipers of paper will figure the same way.

If castings average heavy, the foundry profits; if light,

it loses, even though the plant is equally busy under

both extremes.

It is not unusual to find in the same industry one

manufacturer adding a fixed rate per pound to his

costs for profit and selling price, while another adds

a fixed ratio of costs for the same purpose. The in-

evitable result is that the entire industry is forced

to sell at prices that represent the lowest arrived at

by either of the methods. Thus: "A" may figure that

his costs run from $0.08 per lb. to $0.16 per lb. for his

different grades, and that his profit should be 50 per

cent, making prices from $0.12 to $0.24. "B" also

figures costs as $0.08 to $0.16 and his profit as $0.06

per lb., giving him prices from $0.14 to $0.22. The
result is that both get from $0.12 to $0.22.

When you take the modifications and possible elab-

orations of these variations in pricing principles into

account it is little wonder that prices of competitive

commodities and on competitive contracts are as varied

as they are. Any industrious purchasing agent or cus-

tomer can get quotations for the same products in

many lines that will be astonishingly far apart. Quota-

tions of $0.18 to $0.40 per lb. for the same castings

are not unusual.

No such differences in actual costs or in needed

selling prices are credible. The differences are chiefly

due to differences in profit ideals and in profit appli-

cation. Having no common understanding as to what
the profit should be, and upon what it should be based,

the firms making the greatest errors against them-

selves get the most business. Hence the high business

mortality rate in this class of industries.

An Example of Improvement

A survey of prices established by six competitors

disclosed differences as great as 35 per cent between

quotations for the same staple products. When these

six firms had adopted and applied uniform principles

for pricing, the maximinn difference found in any one

of several hundred items checked for price was but 5

per cent.

With the chaotic pricing ideas, ideals and methods
now characteristic of manufacturing activities, the only

surprise is that even 30 per cent of them show any-

thing like a reasonable profit for their owners or stock-

holders. The cure for this condition is in the applica-

tion by members of an industry of a few elementary

principles in pricing. Among these is how to determine

"what the profit should be."



Sumniarizino- Costs for the Directors

Practical Methods of a Small Factory

By Kl DOLl'U KOSKMIlAi-
Treasurer, Jacques Kahn, Inc.

ADESCRIPTIOX of the details of the cost sys-

tem of a small factory upon which this article

is based appeared in earlier issues of this maga-
zine.' This system has jiroved to be very practical.

.\ few important details have now been added and
improvements made in the presentation of the monthly

results.

This article, therefore, only gives a general review

of the work of compiling the production and cost

figures for the monthly closing, and then explains

more explicitly how the final presentation of them is

worked out.

The object is to prepare each month a report to the

board of directors in the form of an "Analysis of the

Operating Profit or Loss" explaining the reasons, why
from the production point of view, profits are larger

or smaller than estimated or anticipated.

The presentation of changes in the financial rela-

tionships, taken from the monthly bookkeeper's state-

ment, and a detailed sales analysis, of course go parallel

with the cost accounting report.

1 See articles in this journal by Geoffrey C. Brown, March. April,

Mav and June 1924, and bj' the author in March, May and June,
192o.

Before describing^ some of the features of this profit

or loss analysis it is helpful to turn to the two charts

(Figs. 1 and 2) which show how the cost data are

compiled. Thus a review may be had of the whole
system, without going into too many details.

This particular factory does not produce for stock,

but manufactures on customers" orders only. Each
order is a different one as to quantitj', sizes of units,

material, manufacturing cost and price, although the

character of the raw material varies but little, the

operations are few and the classes of articles are

limited.

The Co.st Sheets

The direct source for accumulating the monthly cost

data are, therefore, the cost sheets for the individual

orders, as shown in the earlier article.?.

Fig. 1 explains from which sources the data for the

cost sheets are collected. The top of the chart indicates

the headings of the cost sheet, under which the in-

formation has to be filled in. Below are given the

sources which produce the demanded data. These
sources are tickets, forms and tables listed in the fol-

lowiiis items A to L inclusive:

Budget figures for mjchine hourly expense rjtes per dept.

Expense per unit for s+ockkeeping ; Silverrng department
expenses. Supplies jnd percentage of jdministrj+lon eipen»es.

Fig. 1 Origin and Flow of Cost Sheet Data
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.4. Office Tickets.—The factoiy orders are made out

in five copies (the cutting, manufacturing, shipping,

office and reference or scheduling tickets). From the

Office Ticket the cost clerk enters the customer's name,

order number, quaUty and quantity, as well as the

initials of the particular salesman.

B. Shipping Ticket.—From the figures on this, the

Shipping Ticket, which is used for hilling purposes.

information for the cost of stockkeeping (a rate per

unit), for the supplies of the silvering department, and

for the administrative or business expenses (a per-

centage based on manufacturing cost.)

Fig. 2 indicates a chart on which all the sources

are shown for the data needed for the entries on the

Monthly Profit or Loss Statement and on the quality

analvsis, shown in Tables 1 and 2. At the end of

s

QUALITY

ANALYSIS

MONTHLY PROFIT OR LOSS STATEMENT

Production
Manufacturing

Cos+

Sales

Value
Difference

Idleness

Expense

Over-or Under
Charged
Expense

Returns
Miscellaneous

Loss or Gain

Revaluation

of Stock

Profit

or Loss

From Closed

Cost Sheets

For Completed Orders
from Closed Cost Sheets

For Part Shipments and
Work in Progress from
Open Cost Sheets

Idle business
or administra-
tive expense.
=Total prede-
termined less

applied expense

Comparison of predetermined
applied and idle expenses
with actual expenses.

Predetermined
Expenses^

Actual
Expenses

From Bookkeeper's

Balance Sheet

nthly Predetermined Applied
and Idle Expenses

utting and
ck Departments

Silvering
Department

Other
Departments

Predetermined

Rates from r*

Budget

Product
from
GANTT
CHART

Product
from
GANTT
CHART

Monthly

Actual

Department

Expenses

Product

Cards

Cutting and

Stock Dept.

Report

Silvering

Department

Report

Direct Labor

M

Direct
Labor

Indirect
Labor

See Cost

Sheet Chart

(F,g.l}

Material

from
Stock Cards

Departmental

Use of

Supplies

Ratios for

Distributing

Actual Expense

Predetermined

Totals and

Ratios from

Budget

Fig. 2 Compilation of Dat.\ for Monthly Profit or Loss Statement

the price and freight amounts are copied, and conmiis-

sion and cash discount are figured.

C. Material Cost.—The Material Cost Report sup-

plies the cost of the material for the individual cost

sheet.

D. Production Cards.—The production cards ai'e

filled in by the individual workmen. They register

for each other how much time was spent on a par-

ticular machine and the corresponding amount of

wages, and machine hourly expense.

E. and F. Rate Cards.—The rate cards are used by
the cost clerk to figure wage and expense items.

H. and I. Payroll and Expense Distribution.—The
payroll and machine hourly expense distribution tables

give the information for the rate cards.

K. Silvering Department.—The silvering depart-

ment, on account of the interchanging activities of the

workers, has to be treated as one machine and the sup-

plies are of relatively high cost.

L. Budget Tables.—The budget tables supply the

the month the last cost sheets are taken off the file,

which represent completely filled orders. The items

on them and those on the filled order sheets taken out

during the month are added, and their totals are en-

tered on these two lists. These are the closed cost

sheets, while those left on file are called the open cost

sheets. The letters on the charts. Figs. 1 and 2, repre-

sent lists in a looseleaf closing book, on which the in-

formation is entered monthly, with the exception of list

No. 0, which is a permanent one, containing distribu-

tion ratios, which are permanent, subject, of course, to

periodical changes. We only reproduce here the final

two lists, S and T, as Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Monthly Profit or Loss Statement

The list shown in Table 1 gives the monthly closing

figures of the cost department. These totals ought

to be approximately the same as the totals of the

bookkeepers' income statement. On account of differ-

ences in time, adjustments of all kinds, variations in
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TABLE 2. MONTHLY QUALITY ANALYSIS OF COMPLETED ORDERS
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gives the margin figures as taken from the closed cost

sheet totals. This table also shows the monthly irlle-

TOTALS

Production

T
Sales

Profit

or Loss

J

UNITS

Net

Price
Material Margin

Haniffactunng

Cost

T i 4 i

Difference
Idleness

Expense

Net
Operating
Profit

PROFIT

ANALYSIS

Unit

Manufacturing

Margin and Cost

Total
Manufacturing

Margin and Cost

MonthlyProfit

or Loss
Statement

ness cost and other

expense corrections,

In Table 6, the

Percentage
of Quantities

and Profit

Detailed
Quality
Analysis

Density
Chart

(Not reproduced).

Gantt Charts

fNot reproduced)

Quality

Analysis

Closed

Cost Sheets

Fig. 4 Monthly Cost Department Report

deductions from profit (such as

returns, etc.)

units of manufacturing margin, margins and costs.

cost and profit are shown in the way in which the

unit figures are listed. They are received by dividing

the total amounts in Table 5 by

the production total.

The final report is shown in Table

7, which is a short review of the re-

sults shown on those previously pre-

sented. A chart, Fig. 4, shows how
these results are accumulated. This

Cost Department Report is accom-

panied by two ratio charts which

are not reproduced, but which per-

mit us to compare the monthly
sales, production, unit price, margin

and cost with each other. One of

these contains some of the factors

making up the manufacturing cost,

permitting to read the influence of

the percentual increase or decrease

of production on the cost of the

different items.

Periodically the Cost Department
Report is supplemented by charts showing cumulative

totals, and indicating the trends in prices, production,

Department
Production
Records

Two Novel Material Handling Methods

Two examples of an ingenious solution of a material

handling problem are shown in the accompanying

views.

The Sperry Flour Company, large manufacturers

of flour, operates low bed, large capacity trucks for

Fig. 1 Speci.\l End G.\tk Cuts Time of Lo.\din(; Thicks

handling its products. Each is provided wdth a special

end gate, as shown in Fig. 1, which can be lowered

so that it will reach to and touch the pavement. This
simple device has cut the time of loading and unload-
ing the trucks, and reduced the amount of labor neces-

sary for these two operations. The end gate is raised

and lowered by means of a rope and tackle attached

to the side of the truck body.

The second unusual but effective material handling

method has been developed and used by the Fageol

Motors Company. It is shown in Fig. 2. Three trucks

are arranged in what might be called "superimposed

tandem." The driver operates the first truck in the

usual way. Upon the rear of this truck the second

is mounted so that the front wheels are off the ground

and the rear wheels trail. The third truck is mounted
on the platform of the second. In this way one driver

is able to transport and deliver three trucks.

Fig. 2 Method of Th.^xsporting and DELnERiNG Three
Trucks



Simplified Production and Handling

Mctluxls of Ktli\ IVt'ss Based on Classification of Work
in Round and Flat Cirouj)s

By II. n. KDGE
Works Manager, Kelly PreKx Dii'ixion, American Type Founders Company, Elizabrtii, Xcw Jersey

WlilLl-! tilt' c-oiuplett'd presses nianufactured by
the Kelly Press Division of the American Type
Founders Company' are fair-size machines,

raufiinj; in weight from about 4000 lb. to 10.000 lb.,

each depending on the type, all require accurate

machining, and some parts a high degree of accuracy

and wdrkmanship. This, of course, calls for frecjuent

tli;. 'J LdCAL Ln5.1'i;( ii(i.\ u.n lidi .\u Wi.ikk i.v LIkak

Department

and very careful inspection and test. In such work
the local operation system is employed, and at various
points special testing eriuipment is installed so that

inspection is made progressively as required, and where
the work is being done. Thus again trucking and delay
are eliminated, and the flow of material has no set

back. See Fig. 0.

This inspection is of course, so organized and cen-

trally supervi.sied as to insure uniformity and fvdl ac-

curacy. It is also found that the operatives work
better in this manner, for the importance, reality and
fairness of the tests are appreciated t)ecause close at

hand, and it becomes a personal jnatter far more so

than when their work is passed on to a distant and
impersonal inspection at scmie renu)te place and time.

Also, defective material and workmanship are de-

tected or corrected earlier, and fewer rejections result.

At various points throughout the machining and in-

spection flepartments. racks are provirled to hold tote

pans for defective or salvageable parts. Containers

for spoiled or waste parts that cannot be salvaged are

painted red. while those for parts that can be salvaged

are painted green. Containers for rejected work that

is to be charged back to foundry or vendor are painted

blue.

At stated intervals such material is collected, and
after examination for report or charging, spoiled parts

are scraj)ped and jiarts suitable for salvage are passed

to the Salvage and Reclamation Department (Section

26 in Fig. 13).

In like maimer the Stores or Stock Department is

decentralized to a greater extent than usual, and
througii clo.'^e co-operation material handling is re-

duced, for it is much simpler and more efficient to

stock completed process parts convenient to their next

operation, than to convey them to a distant central

point, only to bring them back to almost their orig-

inal location at some later date. Of course this decen-

tralization of stores is less important in a small product
of light weight, even though it may involve a large

number of very small parts.

It is obvious that in some cases, say the manu-
facture of an adding machine with an annual output

* See Fcbniary 1926 issue of Ma.mt.\ctiri.ng I.ndistries.
for first section of this article.
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Of course, no <ioiieral rule for applying tho system
can he laid down to fit all cases. Each complete

pnuluct. and in fact each individual piece, must be

studied to (l(>terniine just how far the method can

he applied. Nor is any claim made to entire originality

for the system, because other plants are using this

plan to some degree. It is mentioned here to demon-
strate that the Kelly Press factory has found it most
satisfactory in its case, to reduce costs and increase

production in the manufacture of a standardized line

of machinery of fair size, ranging in weight from about
4000 to 10.000 lb, Xo doubt other manufacturers with
rigid departmental methods could employ the system
to equal atlvantage. if a study of their prndiicts were
made with this idea in mind.

To show the actual application of this system in

detail, the following illustrations of the departmental
layout of the Kelly Press Division of the .\merican

Tyjie flounders Company will he helpful.

Fig. 11 represents the first floor. This is on the

actual ground level, hut below the receiving track

which is on the second floor, due to the railroad being
elevated. This entire floor, Fig. 11, is devoted to

"round work." The machine tools, equipment and
stores are so jilaced as to provide two hroaci and direct

main aisles, and as many narrower but direct cross

aisles, as needed for accessibility to all tool sections.

The type of equipment and general character of

wiiik perloi lilt (j in eacii .-ection were imlicated in the

illustrations Figs. 1 to 8 in the previous article. The
numbers 1, 2, etc., shown in Fig, 11, are introduced

tor purpo.se of explanation.

All rough stock requiring round operations, at least

to a major extent, is placed on this floor convenient

to the departments in which the primary operations

are started. In the illustration there arc shown two
routing lines, one for bar stock, a dotted line, the

secoufl for castings, a dash-dot-dash line. These both
start at the left with the receiving platform (1), All

castings are delivered to the plant by truck from a
contract foundry. Bar stock, when leceived by rail-

road, is unloaded from the car at the second floor level

on a truck and carried around to the receiving plat-

form (1) where it is placed in Rough Stores Bar
Stock (7).

As required on production orders, it is cut and
ground, or finished to exact length, and carefully

straightened in the Cut-Off and Straightening De-
partment (13). All centering of bar stock is also

done at one point before passing to lathes, etc.. as it

has been found that this exact cutting and straighten-

ing saves considerable machine time and wastage in

machining departments. Bar stock for Automatic (2)

ami Hand (0) screw machines passes directly to these

departments as required. It will be noticed that after

leaving the automatics (2) such parts as require drill-

iiiii'. tapjiinu (<r hand milling cnlcr directly what is

o
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termed Local Special Tools (3), a department in which

are gathered two or three of the types of general tools

necessary to complete the quantity of parts locally

without moving them a considerable distance to a seg-

regated group or department of such tools, and then

back again to a point adjacent to the position from

which moved. An example would be a small special

Fig. 15 Kadial Dkills and Special Tools for Fixishixg

Columns—Flat Work

stud with threads on both ends and a hole drilled

diametrically through one threaded end for a cotter

pin. The drilling and finishing or burring would be

done at (3).

Adjacent at (4) is the Local Inspection for final

inspection of work produced at ( 2 ) and (3), after which

the finished product passes a short distance to the ele-

vator and up one floor to the second or Assembly
and Test level to Finished Stores, shown by Fig. 13.

It should be noticed that finished hand screw ma-
chine products from (6) flow in the reverse direction

to (4), the same Local Inspection, and thence to

Finished Stores as just described.

In like manner cut bar stock requiring turning (14)

pass to (15), a Local Machine Center for special work,

and thence to (16) for grinding, if required, or directly

to the Local Inspection (18) which is again convenient

to the elevator.

The paths of various castings shown by dash-dot-

dash lines can be traced from (8) and (11) Rough
Stores Castings in like manner. These also follow the

same system, major work in proper sequence in segre-

gated machine groups, thence to adjacent Local Special

Machine groups, thence to Local Inspection, and
finally, with one elevator handling, to Finished Stores

which are placed adjacent to the particular assembly
and Test Sections, as shown by Fig. 13.

Fig. 13 shows the second floor or railroad tiack level.

This is where "flat work" is concentrated. Flat work
includes planing and milling of pedestals or columns,
planing tracks, beds, and shaping. Here also are the

segregated drilling and milling departments, finished

stores and main assembly and test departments.

On this floor raw or rough heavy material enters

from the right, as indicated by the dash-dot-dash line.

The small flat stock is delivered to this floor by the

elevator, and the path of such parts is shown by the

dash line. Completed material ready for Finished

Stock from the first floor, comes up by elevator and

moves as shown by the line of small black dots. These

also show the path of finished parts from stores to the

third floor, where various sub-assemblies of ink-foun-

tains, feeders, etc.. are made and then delivered to the

main assembly sections or erection floor at (22), (23)

and (24).

Trace now a heavy part, such as a base, or coUnnn,

as it is termed. These are delivered from the foundry

or from yard stock (47). to (41 ) or (46) for facing and

other flat cuts. They pass to (40), a local special

machine group, for drilling and some other simple

intermediate operations, then to the erecting floor at

(22), (23) or (24), depending on the type of press

for which intended.

Other castings requiring flat work that have had
round work done on them on the first floor, come up
by elevator and follow the dash line and return

through a Local Inspection at (38), thence to Finished

Stores (27), (28), (29) and (34). To these store-

rooms are delivered parts used in erecting, which is

Fig. 16 Final Test Department, Showing Swinging

Pendant Electric Terminals

done adjacent to the storeroom on the south side, or

window side, of the floor.

The third floor layout and operations, almost en-

tirely group assembly, are shown by Fig. 14.

The division of the work into two general classes

and the arrangement of the machines as here outlined

is so practical and easily understood that there has

been little or no confusion in getting it in operation.

It has reduced our trucking of parts in process over

50 per cent, and has been very helpful to us in

increasing prockiction and reducing manufacturing

costs.



Novel Budgets Cut Indirect Expenses

10 to .')() VvT Ci'iit Rtductioiis Secured

By I'. L. IIAiniOX

Factory Cotnptroller, The Mason Tire and Rubber Company

Till-; Masiiii Tire ami Rubber Coinpaiiy has inarle

•lieat strides thniujih the use of time and motion

studies in reducing the manufacturing costs of

its pro(hict. Methods and results were exphiined in

the January issue of Maxufactirixc Indvstkies.

In working out this plan, however, other elements

of expense were brought to light, which liad not been

taken care of before. We then inaugurated a plan

of budget control to cover these various elements.

This paper explains in detail the methods used and

the results accomplished.

In this plan we were not interested in budgets in

the broader sense, but rather from the viewpoint of

the manufacturing division, with the hope that they

would be a means of reducing costs and also of con-

structive value in solving our problems. We were

not in a position to install budgets covering sales, pur-

chases, administrative and advertising expense, etc..

and therefore our work covered only those items which

came directly under plant or manufacturing control.

Need of Cost Reduction

In the former article' it was mentioned that the

Mason Tire and Rubber Company found it necessary,

due to economic conditions wholly beyond its control,

to make radical reductions in the manufacturing cost

of its product. We had four ways whereby this could

he accomplished, namely:

1. Arbitrarily reducing the wages of our workmen.
2. Using a cheaper grade of material.

3. Retiucing overhead and indirect expense.

4. Reducing sales cost.

The second and fourth were impossible as our

product is highly competitive; lowering the standard

would have done more harm than good and our sales

cost was increasing due to strong competition. Wo
had no thought of arlntrarily reducing the wages of

our workmen, but did make great savings by the use

of time and motion studies, as already explained. This

reduced the unit cost of our product, increased the

earnings of our workmen and gave a larger volume
of production. Therefore, our next plan centered on

the reduction of overhead and indirect expense through

the use of budgets.

We found that our time and motion study work

" MANUFAcrnUNO Indvstbibs, Januar>' 1926, page 51.

was accomplishing all and more than we had hoped
for. and did not consider the direct labor expense in

any of our budgets, except to estimate our payrolls

at various periods, for we did not plan to use our

budgets for the purpose of estimating our expenditures

from the standpoint of knowing how much money we
were spending for labor as a whole, material, etc. We
started work on our budgets for the sole purpose of

reducing the manufacturing cost of our product from
the manufacturing .standpoint. This thought will have
to be carriefl in mind throughout the reading of this

article, as in this way only will the reader get the

full meaning of what our budget plan has meant to

us. Our purpose, as stated, was to reduce those items

of expense, which entered into the cost of our product

from the factory point of view.

We now have budgets covering:

1. Indirect or non-productive labor expense.

2. Schedules.

3. Waste.

4. Blemish and repair work.

5. Miscellaneous supplies.

6. Maintenance.

7. Labor turnover.

We did not attempt to install all of these budgets at

one time, but they were the outgrowth of continued

efforts and were added as our experience increased.

Our first attempt was centered on our weakest

point, that of indirect or non-productive labor. Know-
ing that our indirect labor was out of proportion to

our direct labor, because of the changes we had made,

we set about to bring it down somewhere near to

what it should be. We also wanted to maintain the

proportion of indirect to direct labor, approximately

2."i per cent of the total labor cost.

Indirect Labor Bidc;et

This first attempt to control our indirect labor

expense by budget was simple and crude, but after

working on it for over two years we still arlhere some-

what to the same plan, not so much for estimates, but

to have a selling point for our department heads.

They feel that any attempt to reduce the day work

force necessary to operate individual departments is

an infringement on their rights. Therefore, we made
a list of all help on an hourly rate, specifying what

189
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each mail was doing in the department, how many
hours he worked and his hourly rate. We practically

determined from this list what help was actually

necessary and what each department was carrying as

excess. It had been the practice to carry additional

men to act as buffers in case of absentees, so that the

various departments could produce their share of pro-

duction without difficulty or embarrassment to the

department heads.

By the use of time studies we were able to estimate

how much work the piecework operators could accom-

plish in a given time, and from these records determine

how many men it would be necessary to have available

to keep the pieceworkers busy all the time. Thus we
found that an inspector could inspect the work of so

many operators producing so many tires per hour and

still do justice to the work; so many truckers could

handle the necessary stock from one department to

another for that many tires; and so manj' supply boys

could supply that many men with the proper mate-

rial, etc. As stated in the previous article we prac-

tically eliminated all "bottle necks"' and had an even

flow of material. Barring accidents to machinery, or

other things beyond our control, we no longer had
one department waiting on another for material or

supplies.

Schedule Budget

Having completed this tentative list we then took

the average hourly rate for foremanship, inspection

and general labor, multiplied it by the hours the de-

partment worked and used that amount for the depart-

ments estimate for the day. However, here was an

obstacle, for we were operating on a blanket sched-

ule with no predetermined amount of production pev

day. This condition we corrected by the Schedule

Budget. One fact that this brought out was that we
cannot, and I doubt if any company can, set a budget

for indirect labor expense which will be applicable

to all productions, for hourly rate help does not bear

the same ratio to production that direct labor does.

During this period we even went so far as to have
the department heads report to the head of the budget
plan the number of hourly rate men or day workers

who were absent every day, whether they had to "bor-

row" a man from some other department to fill his

place, and what the department from whom the man
was borrowed did in his absence. Thus we were able

to check more closely, from day to day, as to whether
all the men on the payroll in every department were

absolutely necessary. From carbon copies the depart-

ment heads, who made the reports, could check back

and see how many days of the week they worked
short handed, and the days it was necessary to borrow
men to fill vacancies. One can readily see how the

department head would soon be in such a frame of

mind that he would plan his work to make it unneces-

sary to carry this additional help and would eliminate

it without being told to do so.

With the above data collected, and a predetermined

daily sclicdule worked out. our first departmental

budgets looked like the table below:

Calendar Department (2000 tires, 4000 tubes per day.)

Description
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arrange a daily production schedule from it. This

helps materially.

Assuniinji that our proihiction for the next three

months is to he 2.500 tires and oOOO tubes per day.

we again make out our list for the number of day
workers each dejiartment needs. We are able to come
very close, witiiin a few hours of the actual working

time for each class of work, and get the actual dollars

and cents each department needs for hourly rate men,

leaning unforeseen occurences that might and do

arise. To this we add a certain percentage for con-

tingencies, arrived at from the ilata of previous experi-

ences. We then take the total amount for foreman-

ship for the separate departments and divide it by
the number of tires or tubes on the schedule: and so

on with the amounts for inspection, general labor and
contingencies.

Form for Foreman's Budget

In other words the budgets now given to the fore-

men are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. FORM FOR FOREM.\XS BVDGET
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individual a fair and square deal in all cif our connec-

tions with him, we have reduced our turnover from

approximately 20 per cent to 5 per cent per month.

Thus we are oj^erating our plant with a seven-phase

budget control. Each budget is separate and distinct,

yet each one has a decided bearing on the other, inso-

far as expense is concerned, and being so interrelated,

that when some difficulty arises in one department it

is affected by the other. In other words, if the amount
of waste increases it not only slows up production,

affecting our schedule, not only means we are throw-

ing away valuable material, but also means we must
have additional men to salvage any that can be saved.

This extra work is indirect labor and is chargeable to

that item of expense in the department concerned.

Other items are affected in some way which is reflected

throughout the whole organization.

Our budgets are given out to the department heads

in the following form and a master co])y kept by budget

department and plant superintendent

:

1. Schedule

2,500 tire.s per day
5,000 tubes per day

.50,000 ]5er month.
105,000 per month.

2. Indirect labor

Foreman-
ship

per tire

$0.00291

Inspec-

tion

per tire

SO. 01 123

General
labor

per tire

.S0.0U6S

Contin-
gencies

per tire

.S0.002SS

Total
cost

per tire

SO. 03172

Depart-
mental
cost

per dav
§79.30

1.5% of Stock Delivered
1.15% " "

2.6% " "

2.8% " "

3. Waste
Roll ends
Selvage
Defective fabric stocks

Defective gum stocks

4. Blemish and repairs

Blemish 0.5%
Repairs 1.5%

5. Miscellaneous supplies

Gasoline Gallons per Cost per Cost per
tire tire dav

0.015 .SO. 0024 -se.bo

6. Maintenance
Cost per

tire

SO . 00325

Total cost

per dav
SS.13

7. Labor turnover
Average payroll (125 Men) 8%. per month.

At the end of each month the department heads

are given a comparative report of what they have

accomplished.

1. Schedule
Budget per month

50,000 tires

105,000 tubes

Actual per month
49,570 tires

106,200 tubes

Indirect labor

Budget Budget
per tire— per

tube month
$0,03172 $1572.36

Actual Actual
per tire— per

tube month
$0.03269 $1620.70

Loss Saved
per per

month month
.$47.34

3. Waste

Pounds
deli^'ered

250.000
of fabric

Scrap budget

(Roll ends)

(Selvage)

(Defective) 2.6

1.5 %
1.15%

100,000 of

gum stock (Defective) 2.8 '

4. Blemish
Budget per month
Tires Per

blemished cent

247 tires 0.5
Repairs

Budget per month
Tires Per

repaired cent

743 tires 1 .

5

Pounds
scrap

allowed
3750
2875
6500

2800

Pounds
scrap

actual

3.540

2360
4500

2500

Pounds
scrap

lost

Pounds
scrap
saved
210
515

2000

300

Actual per month
Tires Per

blemished cent
198 tires 0.4

Actual per month
Tires Per

repaired cent

644 tires 1 .

3

5. Supplies

Budget Budget
per per

tire-tuiie month
.015 gallons 743 gallons

$ .0024 $118.97

Actual
per

tire-tube

.0145 gallons

S .0023

6. Maintenance
Budget Budget

per per
tire month

$ .0078 $386.64

Labor turnover
10 men !3%

Actual
per

tire

S .0071

6 men

Gasoline
Actual
per

month
720 gallons

S114.01

Actual
per

month
.S352.70

Loss Saved
per per

month month
49 tires

Loss Saved
per per

month month
99 tires

Loss Saved
per per

month month
23 gallons

$4,96

Loss
per

month

4%

Saved
per

month
.§33.94

4 men

One feature in connection with this budget plan

which has helped to make it a success, has been a
system of bonuses paid to each department head for

making his budgets. This acts as an added incentive.

The department heads not only have pride in the

fact that they are operating their departments effi-

ciently, but their incomes are increased accordingly.

We pay this bonus once a month on each separate

budget, based on a percentage of the monthly income
as follows:

Per Cent

1. For makmg required schedule 2
2. For making indirect labor expense 3
3. For making waste budget 2
4. For making blemish and repair budget 2
5. For making supply budget 2
6. For making maintenance expense 2

7. For making lalwr tuniover budget 2

By the use of the above budgets we have made
radical reductions in operating costs as follows:

Reduction
Per Cent

1

.

Indirect labor expense 40
2. Waste 25
3. Blemish 30

Repairs 50
4. Miscellaneous supplies 10

5. Maintenance 25
6. Labor turnover 15

From these results it can be seen that we have ac-

complished our purpose in reducing manufacturing

overhead and indirect expense.



Cost of a Shortsighted Power Policy

$l,'i.()()() a YviiV Saxinu' Passed (j) l)\ NCulcct of" EiiLiiiic Room Cluuiu^es

My ANDKKW I". SIIKEIIAX

Mechanical Engineer

LVCK of interest on ilic ]kiii nf ilic iiianageineiit

, is very oft on the real cause of excessive jwwer
costs in industrial plants. Of course, in many

industries the power cost is small in relation to total

proiluction cost and the power i)lant is not consid-

ered worth any great amount of manajierial atten-

tion. Hut in other industries, notal)l>' tlie jiulii and
paper iiuhistry. the ])ower cost is often a> hiuh as

4(1 jK'r cent of the manufacturing cost.

The .M.\na(;er's Respoxsibility foh Power

It is not necessary that the manager interest him-
self in tile theory of power generation or the routine

of the power plant, hut oidy in the cost figures. Any
time spent in the latter direction will i)rove well worth
while.

I was at one time chief engineer of a jiajier mill

whose output was 20 tons daily and the coal consump-
tion around II4 tons of coal per ton of paper pro-

duced. I considerefl this figure rather high anrl set

al)out reducing it as far as possible without inter-

fering with the regular schedule. By the substitution

of exhaust steam in place of live steam on the largest

paper machine, the coal consumption was reduced two
tons per day and the cost of making this change was
only SlOO for piping anrl labor. This meant a reduc-

tion in operating cost of about §400 per month and
no overheafl charges were involved which might reduce
the net saving.

The manager was favorably impres.>;ed with the im-

proved showing in this department and tokl me that

he had been considering the plan of installing a new
l)oiler of the water-tube type which would save coal

by replacing our four boilers with the fire-tube type. 1

askofj that this |)lan be postponed long enough for

me to make a complete survey of conditions, as it

involved the expeuflitme of about $21,o00 for the

boiler, cost of erection and enlargement of the lioiler

house.

.Mkthoi),-; and IIqi ii'mkx I i.\ I se

We iuid at the time four l.")0 hp. boilers, and one
500 hp. unit was to replace these. A reduction of 10

per cent of our coal bill was possible In' this method
and the manager was entiiusiastic over the plan, as

our old boilers were 20 years old and were wasteful
of fuel. Hut in the engine room I found opportunities

for reducmg costs that were of greater magnitude than

I lie 10 per cent saving to be matle in the boiler room.
Our main engine was a single cylinder Corliss and

was operated condensing; the coal rofiuirerl for its

operation was about 2'o lb. per hp. lir. The engine
was carrying an overload and conse(|uently the water
rate was high, around 20 lb. per hp. hr. The evap-
oraiioii rate was S lb, of water per lb. of coal, which
gave the figure of 2'^ lb. of coal per hp. hr. Our
load being 400 hp.. the engine used 1000 lb. of coal

per hr.. or 12 tons per day of 24 hr.

In the machine room, the two paper machines were
driven by individual engines of the slide valve type,

taking steam at 125 lb. pressure and exhausting at

10 11), back jiressure into the driers. These two engines

develojied a total of 110 hp. and the total steam flow

to the driers was 6000 lb. per hr.. including the live

steam which was used to help out the engine exhaust.

I allocated the amounts of steam .shown in Table 1

to each of the various units in the mill.

T.VBLE 1. ALLUCATIUX OF STE.\M TO UMTS

I'.NIT
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similar processes, is obtained at practically no fuel

cost. Over 90 per cent of the heat in the steam is still

in the exhaust as it leaves the engine, and if used in

process this heat is reclaimed, while in the case of a

condensing engine this latent heat is lost. The plan

of exhausting from the machine room engines to the

driers was sound engineering as far as it went, but

the principle was not carried out to the fullest extent

with the equipment we had. Also, our Corliss engine,

using 52 per cent of our total coal consumption, wasted

90 per cent or more of the heat supplied to it, as it

exhausted into a condenser. To use all of this exhaust

in the manufacturing process would have been im-

possible, as no demand for so much steam existed

and the engine would not be able to carry the load

if operated against back pressure.

Now as to the savings my plan woulii effect and
the cost of putting it into practice: The drying

process required 6000 lb. of steam per hr. under any
system of power supply, so this was the starting point.

The paper machines were to be motor-driven and the

current was to be generated by means of the Corliss

engine, which would operate at a reduced load and
exhaust 6000 lb. of steam per hr. to the driers, the

load being balanced so that there would be no excess

exhaust from this engine except that required for feetl

water heating. The water rate of the Corliss engine

would be about 28 lb. per hp. hr. under these conditions

and the load carried would be
6000

28
^= 214 hp., prac-

tically double the amount of power previously derived

from the process steam. At this output the Corliss

engine would be operating at its economical load.

Supplying Remaining Power Needs

Since the total power requirements for the mill were

400 hp. on the main shaft and 110 hp. in the machine
room, there was a balance of 510 — 214 -- 296 hp. to

be supplied in some way. If a condensing unafiow
engine were installed, this power could be generated

at a water rate of 13 lb. per hp. hr., thus calling for

296 X 13 = 3848 lb. of steam per hr. The previously

installed feed pumps and condenser pump, using 1333

lb. per hr. at a rate of 60 lb. per hp.. .showed a i^ower

input of
1333

60
22 hp. Replacing these pumps with

motor-driven units whose power souice was the una-

flow engine, would give us the 22 hp. for only 22 X
13 = 286 lb. of steam per hr.. oi' a saving of SO per

cent in auxiliary power cost.

The total steam consumption of the mill would be
6000 lb. + 3848 + 286 = 10.134 lb., as compared with
15,333 lb. per hr. ; a reduction of 5199 lb. per hr.. or one-

third the total steam consumption. This meant that

one-third the coal bill would be saverl and this saving

would amount to
'-—"^— = $16,100 aimually.

o

The cost of a 300 hp. unafiow engine would lie

around $14,000 including cost of foundation. But it

would not be necessary to invest this amount of

money at the start, as one well-known engine builder

guarantees to install his engines with a definite under-

standing that they will reduce costs. The engines

built by him are installed on a very small cash pay-

ment, the balance of the purchase price not being

paid till the engines effect the guaranteed saving.

For instance, where such a large saving as $16,000

annually is possible, the cash payment is not over

$1000 and I can name one case where the initial pay-

ment was only one dollar, a $25,000 engine being

installed and saving $26,000 a year in coal costs.

Amount of Investment Involved

Thus the engine would pay for itself in less than a

year, the monthly saving being turned over to the

engine builder till the engine was paid for. Motors
could be installed on the paper machines at a cost

of $2500 and motor-driven pumps could be installed

for $1500. The total initial investment would be only

tlie first payment of $1000 on the engine, plus $2500

for motors and $1500 for electric pumps, making neces-

sary an outlay of $5000 which would effect a saving

each year of $16,100 in coal costs.

At the end of the first year of operation under

this plan the net saving would be the coal saving minus

121-^ per cent fixed charges on the $4000 worth of elec-

tric equipment, or $15,600, and this saving in one year

alone would pay off the engine cost. After the first

year, the saving of $15,600 annually would return

three times the amount of the original investment

every year, amounting to a dividend of 312 per cent

on the invested capital. The engine cost could not

be added to the investment, as only $1000 of the

firm's money would be spent for it. the rest being paid

for by money that would have to be spent for coal

if the engine were not installed.

But when these figures were placed before the

manager, he told me that the contract for the new
boiler had already been signed and that no more money
woidd be spent on the power plant for some years to

come. In vain I pointed out that the money invested

in the boiler was earning only 10 per cent and that

my plan would show thi'ee times as great a fuel saving

at a ca]iital outlay only one-fourth as much, com-
paicd with his method. Furthermore, had my plan

been carried out, he could have had the new boiler

also by waiting a year and a half, as the savings in

this period woidd be over $22,000, enough for a new
boilei' without drawing on the firm's capital.

But because the manager did not consider power

i:)lant problems worthy of close study, he fell into an

error which will cost his firm a big sum of money in

the next few years. Had the foregoing plan been

adopted and the savings each year been applied to

further improvements, such as underfeed stokers for

the boiler room the second year, replacing the old Cor-

liss engine with another unafiow unit the third year,

and so on, the cost-cutting process could have con-

tinued to a point where the plant would have been

a model of efficiencv.



Peerless Portland Cement Pioneers

in Plant Desion and Layout
By JOHN GILLESPIE

Secretary and Treasurer, Peerless Portland Cement Company

THE Peerless Poitlaiul Cement Company be-

iiim the niannfacture of cement at Union City,

-Michigian in 1S97. By 1023 the iloniaiul for

the prothu't had increased to the point where greatly
enlarged facilities were necessary. The problem of
plant location was carefully studied to determine
whether it would be a better business policy to enlarge
the existing plant or build another one at a new
location.

The latter course was decided upon and Detroit
was selected as the site, for the following reasons:

1. A heavy local demand for cement existed in the
region for a radius of at least 50 miles from this center.

2. Direct transportation of limestone, clay and coal
was po!!sible l)y watei- and by rail.

A. Direct rail and water shipments could be made.
4. Ample labor wa< available.

5. Power, water supply, street cars and busses, and
other service facilities were in existence.

Three factors which made a city location imdesir-

able were the high cost of land, higher taxes, and the
necessity for installing equipment to prevent the dust
from spreading over the conununity. But the prospect
of large-scale operations and quick shipments by motor
truck.<. and the direct water and rail facilities which
would reduce haulage and liandling charges, far out-

weighed the few disadvantages of a city site. More-

over, by sacrificing a few of the advantages of straight

-

line production a plant layout was developcfl which
economized on land area anrl therefore saver! in initial

cost and in taxes. Dust elimination meant a saving in

product and improved working conditions, and hence
the expenditure of thousands of dollars for the pur-
pose might, in the entl. prove to be a real economy.
The weight of evidence was decidedly in favor of

a Detroit location. Accordingly, a tract of land on the
Hover Rouge. 4^ j miles from the center of the city,

and formerly part of a lumber yard, was purchased
and a complete layout and designs for all buildings

and storage yards were carefully worked up for a 4500
barrel per day plant.

Fig. 1 shows a general view of the plant, and Fig.

2 gives the layout as finally adopted.

Trade journals have already published well-written

descriptions of the plant as a cement maimfacturing
industry. Details of such operations would be out of

place in the present article, which is planned for readers
who are interested in factors of location, and in the
ilevelopment of plant layout and buihhng construction

and equipment to show how they make or mar the
success of management. Hence, the outline following

will point out oidy the method of planning the ar-

rangement of buildings and equipment to gain the
utmost all-round economy, cut down the manual han-
dling of materials, maintain full control of production
and shipping, anrl co-ordinate all departments into

rnoi

n !

•^"i-*:

'»^^*.

iiG. 1 Stoiuge Silos, I'acki.ng iloLSE, Limkstone Stohage Yakd, Haw Miil and Sliiuiv Tanks, and IIuck Steamkk

19o
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a smoothly and successfully operating cement plant.

Raw materials used in cement manufacture consist

of limestone, clay, gypsum and water. Coal is used as

a heating medium in the kilns to burn the clinker.

Limestone for the Peerless plant

is obtained at Calcite, Michigan, and

arrives at the plant in 10.000-ton,

self-unloading lake steamers. "With-

in five hours a steamer can discharge

its entire cargo into hoppers feeding

a 610-ft. long belt conveyor system

distributing the stone to the storage

yards. There are two such yards

and between them the conveyor sys-

tem runs. An overhead traveling

crane serves each yard, and the total

storage capacity is 150,000 tons,

enough to carry operations through

the winter season when receipt of

material is temporarily cut off.

These cranes also feed the hoppers

discharging limestone into the raw
mill. See Fig. 3.

Clay is received on railroad cars

from the company's pits near

Wayne, 20 miles away, and is un-

loaded inside of the clay storage

building by an overhead traveling

crane. A storage capacity of 20.000

tons is provided. This crane also

feeds the clay into mills where water

and caustic are mixed with it. The
caustic is a by-product from the neighboring plant

of the Solvay Process Company. It analyzes to 96
per cent calcium carbonate and is pumped as a liquid.

Property Line.

65 per cent water, through a 5-in. pipe line from the

Solvay works at the rate of 250 to 400 net tons of

material per day. Fig. 4 shows a view of the clay

storage building and a corner of the caustic tank.

Fig. Crane Feeding Limestone into Raw ;Mill Hopper

corner is discharse outlet of co.il carryingSmall conveyor vii^ible in lower left han
system.

MACHINE SHOP
AND STORAGE

SUB .

STATION

KILN

420'

Fig. 2 General L.\YorT of the Peerless Plant

The mixed clay antl caustic are pumped over to

the raw mill, mixed and ground with crushed lime-

stone, and run into the slurry and correction tanks.

From thence they are pumped to the kiln room to be

burned.

Gypsum cnmes in box cars from around Grand
Rapids, Michigan, and is unloaded into a 3000-ton

capacity storage building. An overhead traveling

crane delivers it to a hopper in the finish grinding

department.

Coal can be received either by rail or water, and

is fed into a hopper and crusher at the river end of

the coal storage yard. See Fig. 2. One railroad

siding is reserved exclusively for coal, which is

dumped into a track hopper and travels through

?rground conveyor running beneath the

louse and limestone storage yards, and

ng to the surface at the hopper and

usher above mentioned. If received by

boat, a crawler-tread locomotive crane is

called into service and transfers the

coal into the crusher hopper. From
thence it goes to a storage yard of

15,000 tons capacity.

An overhead traveling crane

serves the coal storage and also

the cement clinker storage, the

latter of 100,000 barrels capacity.
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dust hardens in them and they cannot be kept clear.

The same trouble occurs with drains and sewers.

Sanitary sewers are, of course, of concrete pipe but

drains leading to storm sewers are all of surface type

The sewers themselves are extra large to prevent

clogging.

All of the large buildings are supported on piles

driven down 75 or 80 ft. to bed rock. The dock, 863

ft. long, likewise is on piling and is built with heavy

concrete construction tied in strongly to the back

soil. A 5-ft. sea wall extends along the water side.

For cleanliness, appearance, and convenience of

traffic, cement ch'iveways have been installed nr

planned for all the main arteries of travel. A concrete

and wire-mesh fence is also contemplated for the three

land fronts of the property.

Concrete and steel construction is fire-resisting and

to carry protection into effect completely, parts of the

building such as windows, stairs, partitions, platforms,

etc.. are likewise made of non-combustible materials.

Window sashes and stairs are steel. Partitions are of

cement on metal lath. Platforms and similar interior

constructions are of I'einforced concrete. It was not

necessary to install sprinklers, but hand extinguishers

have been placed at all points where small fires might

occur due to motors burning out, and similar acci-

dents. Plain transparent glass is used in the windows

because the buildings are too far apart to require the

extra fire protection given In* wire glass.

A fire pump in the power house, hose lines, and con-

venient access to city alarm boxes further add to the

protection of the plant.

Exterior doors are of wood, some with upper panels

of glass to gain the advantage of light. Entrances for

material ai-e located and made of a size to suit in-

dividual needs. Smaller entrances for employees are

likewise of wood and glass. In the bag house, where

freight car service is provided for the receipt of bags

and the shipment of cement by rail, rolling steel doors

are installed because of the small space they occupy

and the fire protection they give. In this building,

also, there is an electric elevator and the enclosure

is equipped with corrugated steel safety doors opening

horizontally at the middle.

Interior doors are few in number because most of tlie

departments occupy whole buildings without parti-

tions. Where such doors are used they are of wood

and glass construction.

Natural ventilation is employed throughout. Mon-

itors and side walls are fitted with ventilating sections

which allow comfortable conditions to be maintained

indoors at all seasons of the year. At the bag-clean-

ing and cement-packing machines dust-collecting sys-

tems are installed, carrying cement dust to separators

on the roof. From this point the reclaimed product is

piped back to the pack liouse.

Interior walls are finished similar to exterior

—

gunite or smooth troweled cement in most cases, and

reinforced concrete in the case of the cement storage

and packing buildings. The walls are unpainted.

Fiu. iJAu Filling .\xd j^oiilar Oper.\tioxs are Excellextlt

Lighted

Floors are of reinforced concrete throughout fin-

ished with cement to provide a hard surface. Ceilings

in multi-story buildings are the lower sides of con-

crete floors, and in single story buildings are formed

by the under side of the roof tiles on steel frame work.

Direct lighting is employed throughout from 110

volt circuits. Lamps of 50 to 100 watts are employed

with metal reflectors, spaced according to local needs.

Fig. 7 Lo.ading Trucks by Conveyors Leading Down F'rom

Bag Filling ^Machines

Power for the plant is obtained from two sources.

A 500-kw. sub-station is located in the yard to bring

in outside current to supplement that produced at the

plant. In addition, a power house has been installed

to utilize steam produced by the waste heat from the

cement kilns. Steam generating equipment is located

in the kiln house. The exhaust gases from the kilns

are drawn off first over superheaters, then througli
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u;isU' Ileal lniilri>, iifxt u\t-i (((iiioiiii/cr s ainl liiially

tluoufth scnihbcrs to t'liininato dust, after wliicli tlicy

pass out throufth steel staeks. Waste scrubbing water
is run into tlio river. Draft fans and liy-pass Hn(>s com-
plete the installation.

Three such systems of equipment are installed, one
connected to each of the three kilns, to provide unit

operation. Steam is jienerateil at '22') 11). pressure and
100 deg. superheat and is delivered to the adjacent

power liou.se. An auxiliary boiler, runninii oii pul-

s
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Floors, plant Concrete throughout, tinished with ordinary cement
Ceilings In some cases these are the undersides of cement roof

tiles supported on steel A-frames or monitor roof struc-

. .

ture. Multi-story buildings have concrete ceilings.
Partitions Gunite or troweled cement on metal lath. Storeroom in

machine shop has wire mesh partitions on steel frames.
Stairs ...In office wood. In plant either cast iron or Fcralum

steel safety tread type, with pipe hand rails.
Lighting, ... Direct system, ceiling lights, spaced as needed to give

adequate illumination, 110 volt A. C. current. Lamps
have metal reflectors and wattage is from 50 to 100.

Heating.

.

Steam generated by waste heat. i.e.. exhaust gases from
kilns, is used in a central system. Reduced from 225 lb.
to 10 lb. pressure for heating mains. Wall type radiators
used throughout. Average temperature rnaintained is

65 deg. Fahr. in zero weather. Kiln house and finish
mill are self-heating, clay house heated by salamanders
north pack house not used in winter and hence not
heated. Office has separate heater.

Heat line reducing valve. . . .Foster regulating valve.
Boilers Three 1000 hp. George T. Ladd Co.. 3-pass, 2-drum ver-

tical type w^aste heat boilers, each connected to a sep-
arate kiln. Heating surface 10,000 sq. ft. Each boiler
delivers 24.000 lb. of steam per hr. at 225 lb. pressure.
lUO deg. superheat when its connected kiln is making
l:S'SO bbl. of cement per day. An auxiliary Ladd boiler,
oOU hp.. 3-drum vertical type, operates at 225 per cent
of rating on pulverized fuel when one of the kilns is

shut down.
Flue gas washers Each boiler dischargee exhaust gases through a Bayley

Mfg. Co. scrubber, which washes the dust out before
allowing gases to escape to the atmosphere. Dust is

carried into river by scrubbing water.
Flue insulation Sil-0-Cel lining, protected by one inch of special high

temperature cement, in all the steel flues between kilns,
waste heat boilers and gas washers.

Superheaters
. .One system in each waste heat line, before gases reach

boiler, and one in auxifiary boiler. Made by The Super-
,

heater Co.
Economizers One in each line between boiler and gas washer. B. F.
_ , - , ,

Sturtevant type, 5000 sq. ft. of heating surface each.
r uel feed and combustion con-

trol Auxiliary Ladd boiler has Fuller-Lehigh burners and
.

combustion control for pulverized fuel.
Boiler feed regulator Copes system.
Feed water pumps American Steam Pump Co.. 4-stage, turbine-driven cen-

trifugals.
Gas washer pumps American Steam Pump Co., 3000 gal. per min. motor-

driven centrifugals.
Peed water heater Fulton open type.
Boiler instruments,

. , Ellison draft gages; steam pressure gages, etc.
Draft fans Bayley Mfg. Co., fans for controHing draft through or
._^. around boiler (in by-pass line).
Kiln coal feeders Two Fuller-Kinyon 8-in. pulverized coal pumps feeding

into 5-in. line.
Kilu draft fans Three of Bayley Mfg. Co. make, drawing in 20 per cent
_.. ,

, ,
of ^i'"' obtained warm from the kiln room.

Klin fuel burners Fuller-Lehigh make, and automatically drawing in about
80 per cent of the necessary air supply preheated from
the hot clinker storage bed. which is of steel plate con-

„ struction lined with firebrick.
^^^^^'^^ One for auxiliary boiler. 4 ft. 6 in. diam. and 72 ft. high.

Three for boilers connected to kilns. 6 ft. diam. 72 ft.

high. All are steel.
Steam pipe covering Johns-Manville and Phihp Carey make used on power
„ and heating mains.
*_oai handling Track hopper and conveyor system 400 ft. long. Stearns

Conveyor Co. make, Gutta Percha and Rubber Co. 30-
in. belt. Timken bearings and Alemite lubricators. Also
hopper fed by this conveyor, or by locomotive crane
from dock if shipments come by water, and discharging
to crusher and from thence to storage yard, where over-
head crane distributes it, and carries it to hoppers in
coal mill building, as required. Here it is weighed, dried,
pulverized, delivered by means of a screw conveyor and
elevator to a 30-ton storage tank, and blown into kilns

^ . and into auxiliary boiler.
Coal crusher Pennsylvania roll-type, driven by 50-hp. motor through

PI . , Link-Belt silent chain.
Coal weigher.'* SchafFer poidometers equipped with Dings magnetic

pulleys.
Coa dryers. Two Ruggles-Coles Class 10-A.
Coal pulverizers Two Raymond Bros. 15-ton roller mills equipped with
^ , , J , ... dust collectors and driven by 220-hp. motors.

* u u iv**
'^'"*' See kiln coal feeders, aboveAsh handling Manual labor at present.

i^ower facilities a local turbo-generator plant, and a 500-kw. station
(later perhaps to be 1000-kw.) in yard drawing current
from Detroit Edison Co. at 2300 volts, supply power.
In the power house are two Ridgeway Dynamo and
Engine Co. turbo-generators of 3000 kw. capacity, 2300
volts, 754 amps, 3-phase. 6U-cycle. 3600 r.p.m.. with
rater rate of 14 lb. per kw. hr. under 200 lb. steam pres-
sure and 28 in. vacuum. Steam is supplied from waste
heat boilers. Exciters are direct-connected. Part of
power is used in 2200-volt motors and part in 440-volt

,p^. motors.
Direct current auxiliaries.

. . .A Ridgway 150-kw. motor generator set. and a 150-kw.
generator driven by a 225-hp. Terry steam turbine oper-
ating at 200 lb. pressure and 2000 r.p.m. deliver direct
current at 250 volts for synchronous motor excitation,
magnetic clutches, magnetic separators and similar

_ service.
Condensers Two EIliott-Earhardt 6000 sq. ft. surface type con-

densers equipped with Elliott ejectors, and with circu-
lating and condensate pumps, the two pumps on each
condenser being driven by a single 75-hp. 2200 volt.

n i i ,
^^^ r.p.m. Western Electric induction motor.Condensate pump on heating

,,
1'"^ W. E. Inman type.Vacuum pump on heating

T,
^»? Chicago Pump Co. make.

k»A*l^^ ^^T ^^^^"^ K S- *^^ee Co. steam pressure and vacuum gages.Switchboard Complete Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.
in-stallation. Oil switches and all high tension (2300-
voltj lines are in basement of power house enclosed with

^ ,
wire partitions.

Compressed air Two IngersoU-Rand and one Worthington single stage
compressors operating at 100 lb. line pressure.

^Vater supply City system for drinking, processing and sewage pur-
poses. River water for cooling, condensing service and
fire protection purposes.

hire pumps. .American Steam Pump Co. make.
Ser\nce pump

. .American Steam Pump Co. 6-in. centrifugal.
Switches and control boxes. .Square D type.
Cranes and hoists Limestone storage—Two Whiting SO-ft. span traveling:

cranes with 3-yd. Williams clamshell buckets.
Gypsum storage—Whiting travefing crane with 1-yd.
Williams bucket.
Machine shop—Whiting 5-ton overhead hand-operated
crane.
Turbine room—Whiting 10-ton. 45 ft. span overhead,
hand-n[)erated crane.
Clay storage—Whiting overhead traveling crane with
3-yd. Williams clamshell bucket.
Clinker storage and coal stornge—Whiting overhead
traveling crane with 3-vd. Williams bucket.

Hand trucks A few in bag storage house.
Tractors and trucks Ford tractors and a number of trailers used about plant,

also a Ford dump truck.
Elevators Reliance Electric Elevator. 2000-lb. capacity, in bag

house.
Conveyor system, coal See coal handling, above.
Conveyor system, limestone.. Boats are self-unloading. A Stearns conveyor. 2500-tons

per hr. capacity, with 54-in. wide Gutta Percha and
Rubber Co. belt, 610 ft. between end pulley centers,
handles limestone. Drive is by 150-hp. motor. Belt
has special take-ups at each end to compensate for 22
ft. belt stretch. Limestone is carried up between two
storage yards and dumped wliere desired into either one
by trippers. Timken bearings and Alemite lubricators
on system.

Conveyor .^iystem. clinker Chain Belt Co. 24 by 24-in. pan conveyor receives dis-
charge from kilns and delivers it to storage, from where
an underground Chain Belt Co. 30-in. pan conveyor car-
ries it to finishing mill, discharging it into Fairbanks
5-ton weighing machines. A Richardson automatic scale
feeds in gypsum. A 24 by 36-in. Chain Belt Co. bucket
conveyor carries it to hoppers feeding rotary grinding
kilns.

Conveyor system, cement Link-Belt screw conveyors deliver ground cement to an
elevator which feeds a Webster Mfg. Co. screw conveyor
discharging it to 8 storage silos, each 34 ft. inside diam.
and 85 ft. high, and with a total capacity of 200,000 bbl.
Hand-operated slides allow cement to fall into four lines
of reversible Webster 16-in. screw conveyors, discharging
at either end into 18-in. cross conveyors, thence to-

bucket elevators, through sieves, into other screw con-
veyors (all of Webster make), and finally into Bates
bag-filling machines.

Conveyor system, bagged
cement Belt conveyors receiving bagged cement discharge to

pivoted belt conveyor truck-loaders leading to the drive-
way below, and raised and lowered to convenient heights
by Drake push-button-controlled motor hoists. In south
packing house the first belts are reversible and can feed
a belt car-loader system. Conveyors are of Webster
make and belts are from Diamond Rubber Co.

Conveyor system, reclaimed
bags Webster conveyer equipped with Diamond Rubber Co.

belt delivers bags from automatic cleaner to man who
sorts and stacks them. A 30-in. belt conveyor 150 ft.

from center to center of end pulleys carries cleaned bags
to the north pack house.

Packing machines Seven 3-tube Bates machines.
Locomotive crane One Orton and Steinbrenner crawler-tread crane for coal

unloading from boats and general yard service; 15-tons
_. capacity. 40-ft. boom with 10-ft. extension.
Jiard locomotive 12-ton Whitcomb gasoline engine for switching cars.
Dust ard fume collectors. . . .Three W. W. Sly Co. systems installed in bag-cleaning

and pack houses and one in finishing mill. Coal mills
also have dust collectors.

Pire extinguishers Buhl Sons Co. hand-type, well distributed around plant.
r\Te hose Lines in kiln building, power house and coal mill.
tire alarms City alarm outside of t>lant.
Special cement equipment. . .Traylor Engineering Co. kilns 11 ft. diam. 175 ft. long,

driven by 75-hp. variable speed motors with flexible
couplings. Ivilns lined with A. P. Green firebrick, and
with Kruzite high alumina brick for 30 ft. in region of
highest temperature.
F. L. Sinidth Co.. traveling agitator for caustic tank.
Richardson automatic scale for g>-psuni handling in
finishing mill.

Two F. L. Smidth Co., 26-ft. clay mills driven by 75-bp.
motors and Lenix drives.
Morris 6-in. centrifugal pump handles caustic and a
Morris 3-in. centrifugal pump delivers caustic and clay
mixture to raw mill. Former equipped with 50-hp. and
latter with 10-hp. General Electric variable speed ver-
tical motor.
Raw Mill has three 7 by 26-ft, Traylor Engineering Co.,
3-compartment mills connected through 60-in. Cutler-
Hammer magnetic clutches to 500-hp. Ridgway syn-
chronous motors.
Morris 5-in, horizontal centrifugal pump with 30-hp.
variable speed motor delivers slurry to slurry tanks.
Morris 8-in. vertical centrifugal pump with 50-hp.
variable speed motor carries slurry to kiln house.
Morris 4-in. vertical centrifugal pump with 40-hp.
variable speed motor takes slurry from tanks in kiln
house to feed troughs above kilns.

Peerless (Palmer-Bee constructed) agitators in clay
mills, slurry tanks, and storage tanks in kiln house.
Two 8 by 26-ft. finisli mills driven by 650-hp. Ridgway
synchronous motors through 66-in. Cutler-Hammer mag-

,
netic clutches.

Safeguards Railings around all pits, mixing tanks, overhead passage-
ways. etc.

Wash bowls Indi\idual porcelain. Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co. make.
Closets Porcelain. Standard Sanitary make.
Urinals

. IS-in. porcelain. Standard Sanitary make.
Toilet partitions Cement on metal lath.
Drinking fountains , Pedestal bubbler type.
Plant communication H<11 Telephone System.
Time system international Time Recorder system for in and out

rccurfls.

First aid equipment Cabinets, chairs, sterilizer, stretcher, etc.



Analvzino' Net Worth in the Financial

and Industrial Investigation

By Airnil K ANDKKSKN
Arthur Andersen & Co.

CARKFl'L analysis of the net worth of a business

will usually develop many facts bearino; upon
the financial policies of the nianap;ement.' Such

an analysis cainiot be made purely from the view-

point of figures, but includes a study of the condi-

tions which have producefl given values of net worth,

and even goes beyond this investigation into a study

of the form of net worth. It may be said that the

analysis supplements the audit of all other sections

of the balance sheet, by which the various assets and

liabilities have been evaluated; and it serves to paint

a word picture of the manner in which these assets

have been created and these liabilities incurred. It

is frequently more important to know the steps by
which these things have been done than to know the

actual amounts of assets and liabilities.

Another purpose served by the verification of the

net worth section is to determine, so far as possible,

the financial policies that have guided the manage-
ment over the life of the corporation, in regard to

such matters as depreciation, dividends in relation to

earnings, surplus in relation to capital stock, etc.

Sources of Net Worth

Xet worth is acquired from tlie three primary

sources of investment by stockholders, retention of

earned profits, and capital profits. It is true in many
ca.«es. and inevitably so fluring the early stages of

corporate existence, that investment by stockholders

is the principal source of net worth.

An investigation of the investment by the stock-

holders in its broad sense, includes an examination

into the inception and financial history of the com-
pany as well as analysis of its capitalization. The
examination into the inception and financial history

must be approachefl from two angles: from the finan-

cial a.spect. aiul from the operating aspect. The
examination from the financial angle shoidd include

the articles of incorporation, corporation minutes,

entries opening the corpf>rate general l)ooks. and other

pertinent data relative to the inceptiim of the present

corporate organization. The result of this examina-
tion must be a clear and concise statement of the steps

taken in the organization of the present corporation.

Such a statement must show the properties acquired

' Previous articles on "The Industrial and Financial Investigation"
by .Xrtluir .\ndcrs<>n apiK-an-d in this journal as follows: December
192.1. p.ige 325: Janua^^• 1926. pape 17; Febnian,- 1926. page 113.

and the consirleration given therefor, and must set

forth this information in an orderly manner which
will indicate the actual steps that were taken in the

formation of the corporation.

Operating Aspect

The operating aspect of this portion of the inves-

tigation is much broader in its scope and more fun-

damental in character. It approaches the problem
from the business rather than the purely financial

side. The analysis will show a history of the beginning

of the business as distinguished from the inception of

the corporation which may represent the consolida-

tion of a number of independent companies. It is

frequently found, for example, that a consolidation is

effected of a luimber of companies which were hitherto

competing. Subsequent to the consoliflation the

poorly situated plants may be discontinued, and pro-

duction centerefl in the better situated plants pro-

viding their capacity is sufficient to take care of the

combinetl retiuirements of the consolidated business.

The advantages arising from such a consolidation

may be many, among which may be mentioned the

possibility of producing a mechanically superior

product through the combination of the best feattires

of the hitherto competing products, the economies

arising from operating plants throughout the year at

a point which is near normal capacity, anil the more
skillful managerial control which may be secured by

the consolidated organization, which has sufficient

volume to employ men of aliility with large experience

in maiuifacturing products of this character.

It may be. on the other hand, that the consolida-

tion was carried through in ftrder to secure the more

efficient and economical production of a number of

manufactured articles which, although not com-

peting in themselves, are of a character such that

they may l)c most efficiently manufactured under one

central control.

It may prove necessary to outlmc irom a l)usiness

standpoint the beginnings and principal steps in the

growth of the several predecessor organizations up to

the time of the consolidation, and from the riate of

the organization of the present corporation down to the

end of the period covered by the present investiga-

tion. Such an outline will show, among other things,

the develojiment of the patents used by the organiza-

tion and the principal steps in producing and estab-

201
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lishing on the market the principal products of the

company over a period of years.

Analysis of Original Capitalization

Having secured a complete history of the begin-

nings of the company, both from the financial and
operating standpoints, it now becomes quite desir-

able to make an analysis of the capitalization of the

compan}' from the date of the organization of the

present corporation down to the date of the balance

sheet. It is assumed, of course, in this connection,

that the corporation under investigation has been

organized a considerable period of years, so that a

study of tliis character will furnish a real guide as to

the manner in wliich the assets of the company have

been created and the liabilities have been incurred.

In case the corporation luider investigation has been

in business for only a year or two, and it is desired

to make a comprehensive investigation of the com-
pany for the purpose of a security issue, it will be

necessary to go back of the date of organization of

the present corporation and to make the analysis of

the results from operations and the net worth section

cover a considerable period for the predecessor com-
pany or companies. This is especially true in case

the men responsible for the management of the present

corporation were the guiding spirits of the predecessor

companies. It will be assumed, however, that the cor-

poration under investigation has been organized and
has been in operation for a considerable period of years

prior to the date of the investigation.

The analysis of the capitalization of the company
should show the original investment of the stock-

holders, any additional investments made by the stock-

holders, the amount of stock dividends which have been
paid and added to the capitalization, and finally tlie

extent of the participation of the original organizers

and present managers in the stock ownership.

Three Major Considerations

The original investment of the stockholders will

be represented by stock issued for any one of three

considerations. First of all, the stockholders may
have paid cash for their capital stock, and the liability

for the cash investment of the stockholders may be
carried in the capital stock account, or if a premium
has been paid by the stockholders for the stock issued,

the premium paid should be carried as paid-in surplus.

It is clear that if stock has been issued for cash for

a price at least equal to the par value of the stock,

no investigation is called for except to make certain

that no imfair discrimination was practiced between
the stockholders and that the sale was duly authorized.

Second, stock may have been issued originally to the

stockholders for fixed property or for other tangible

considerations not cash. Such considerations may
include accounts receivable or stocks of material and
supplies, in case the owner of a small unincorporated

business sells his property for capital stock of the new
corporation.

Finally, stock may be issued for patents and good-

will. Stock so issued may represent an issue for actual

and real consideration or may represent an amount
taken by the original owners to reward themselves for

liaving undertaken the enterprise. Profits in the flota-

tit)n of the enterprise taken l)y the promoter are also

frequently disguised and charged to patents and good-

will if stock is issued to the promoter in payment for

his services. It is hardly feasible in this discussion

to outline the steps to be taken in passing upon the

validity of the issues of stock for property or other

tangible considerations, or for patents and good-will.

In general, however, it may be said that if the issues

liave been properly authorized, and if no fraud or

collusion is indicated, there is no occasion to question

the actual value of the consideration given for the

stock as issued. However, the character of the prop-

erty acquired in consideration for the issue of stock

should be plainly shown, and if it appears that no
real value was acquired through the issue, the report

should so state.

-

Analysis of Subsequent Capit.\lization

Having analyzed the original investment made by
the stockholders and having segregated the issues of

stock between that issued for cash consideration, that

for tangible property, and that for patents and good-

will, an analysis should be made of the additional in-

^•estment by stockholders and segregated in the same
manner. Tliis segregation is important in the analysis

of the additional issues for the identical reasons out-

lined in connection with the discussion on the analysis

of the original issue of stock. As already indicated,

stock issues may represent original investments, addi-

tional investments, and stock dividends. Stock divi-

dends consist of nothing more or less than per-

manently impounded profits and must be related to the

sources from which these profits came. They need to

be considered at this point only for the purpose of

completing the outline of the company's capitalization.

The foregoing outline of the analysis to be made
of the issues of capital stock, and which is intended

to cover both the issue of preferred and common stock,

should also be made having due regard to certain ques-

tions, the answer to which will throw a considerable

degree of light on the policies of those most actively

interested in the company's business. In making such

an analysis, consideration should be given to the por-

tion of the total stock investment owned by the orig-

inal organizers. If the original organizers have parted

with a large portion of their original holdings or if

their original holdings in the first instance were rela-

tively nominal, it may be that they do not have suffi-

cient faith in the future of the business to invest their

own resources in it to anv material amount.

- A frequent method of indicating a qualification of this char-

acter is to show in parentheses after the words ''Net Worth" on
the balance sheet, the phrase "including intangibles." Such a
phrase (immediately after the words "Xet Worth") indicates that

the value of the net worth is dependent to an extent upon the prob-

lematical value of the intangibles.
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It is also wi-ll to liavt' in initiil tlic divi.-ioii of the

«took invostnipiit of the original orjiaiu/.eis between

preferred and enniinon stock. We frequently find the

situation where the organizers have not put any
rash or any real tangible property into the business,

but have secured control of the company through the

issue to themselves at time of organization of a large

portion of the total common stock issued in considera-

tion for patents, good-will and other intangibles. It

may be in such a case that the preferred stock.

which was issued and sold for cash, actually repre-

sents the only real equity back of the business, and

if the original organizers have made no cash invest-

ment whatever in the business the question may well

be raisetl as to the amount of faith they have in its

future success.

The extent of the participation of the original

organizers in the ]iurchase of subsequent issues of

stock is also an important consideration, since it indi-

cates whether they have continued to support the

company to the extent of their means, or whether

they have drawn back and allowetl outsiders to take

all of the risk incident to the sub-sequent issues.

It is self-evident that the stockholdings of the active

officers in charge of the finances and operations of the

company furnish a most important guide as to the

sincerity of the management in its protestations as to

the success and future prosperity of the company.

Growth of Net Worth

The answers to any f|uestions of this character, how-
ever, nnist be considered with due re.gard to the indi-

vidual case in question. It may be. for instance, that

the original ftrganizers of the business were men of

^mall personal means who possessed little bej'ond .some

\alnable patents and some good connections which

would be very useful in the operation of the com-

pany. It may also be true that the ]Mincipal officers

of the company are men with no jirivate fortunes,

who have invested as much as they consistently could

in the securities of the company, although their aggre-

gate investment may be relatively almost nominal. In

such cases it is evident that the character of the stock

investment by the organizers or officers may furnish

no reliable criterion as to their sincerity of purpose
or their faith in the future of the company. In gen-

eral, however, these riuestions are important anrj shouM
receive careful consideration.

Since some jiortion. and often a consideral>le por-

tion of net worth, is fleriveil from the retention of

earnings, it will be necessary to summarize the net

profits by years from the date of organization of the

corporation down to the date of the l)alance sheet.

These net profits, of course, should be audited for

the period covered by the investigation, that is to say,

the period for whidi an audited income account is to

be submitted. For the period prior thereto, the net

profits per books may be used subject to any large

adjustments that may be indicated as the result of

the general analysis of the property and depreciation

reserve accounts for the years i)rior to the beginning
of the period for which the investigation is to be sub-

mitted and also subject to all that may be indicated
by the investigation of the years actually audited.

It may be assumed, for instance, that a company
has been in existence for a period of 15 years and
that a 0-year income account is to Ije submittcfl in

connection with the investigation. In such a case it

is desirable to make a general examination of the

l^roperty and depreciation reserve accounts from the

date of organization, even though the property values

may be stated on t\w basis of an appraisal as of the

flate of the balance sheet. Large errors, which would
affect the yearly net profits indicated by this gen-

eral examination of the property and depreciation

reserve accounts, should be taken care of in the sum-
mary f)f the net profits.

Xow that a history of earnings from the inception

of the company to the close of the periofl covered by
the investigation has been prepared, it is necessary

to consider the disposition of those net earnings.

There should therefore be prepared a summary of all

cash dividends paid year by year from the date of

organization down to the date of the balance sheet.

It is quite desirable to have the dividends paid year by
year set out in a column parallel to the net earnings

year by year. Such a statement will iuflicate whether
the company has consistently pursued a conservative

and proviflent course in l)uilding up its net worth
through the retention of part of its operating profits

in the business.

The dividends on preferred stock frequently repre-

sent a charge which must be met if the company is

to continue in successful operation, and dividends on
preferred stock paid out of accumulated earnings of

]^iior years are a necessary incident in the experience

of a company which has issued preferred stock and
which has wide variations in its operating results

from year to year. So far as common stock dividends

are concerned, however, it wouhl seem to be the part

of prudence for a company to conform the amount of

its cash dividends on connnon stock from year to year

to the actual surjilus net earnings available therefor,

after making jirovision for preferred dividends and
after leaving some resitlue of earnings to be retained

ill the business.

Net Worth from C.\pit.\l Profits

The third and last source of net worth is to be

found in capital profits. Capital profits may be segre-

gated into profits actually realized and profits con-

structively realized.

Capital profits actually realized arise from trans-

actions not directly connected with the regular busi-

ness and frequently in connection with the sale of

real estate, whether this real estate has been held

merely as an outside investment or has been used

in tiie operation of the business. In either ca.«e, the

profit arising from the clisposition of the real estate

should, if the item is large, be shown as a capital
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profit ratlior tlian as part of the profits arising from
the regular operation of the business of the company.
An example of true capital profit is seen in the

case of a company whose plant was situated on a piece

of land that ultimately became very valuable as a

terminal site for a large railroad. The price paid for

this property under condemnation proceedings was
sufficient to reimburse the company for the entire

original cost of this property, including the buildings

which had been erected on the site and had been in

use by the company for many years. Since the com-
pany had never enjoyed suflacient earnings to set up
any provision for depreciation, this sale made at a

time when its manufacturing plant was pretty well

worn out, furnished a happy solution to a problem
that had become extremely clifficult. A capital profit

of this character which has been actually realized, may
be included in the earned surplus of the company,
of course. There is no question, however, that such
a profit should be set out separately in any history of

the earnings credited to surplus account during the

period from the date of organization of the company
to the date of the balance sheet.

Capital Profits "Constructively Realized"

The situation is different, however, in respect to cap-

ital profits "constructively realized." Such profits may
never properly be included in earned surplus, but
should always be shown as capital surplus and should

be designated by descriptive captions which will indi-

cate the general nature of these profits. Such profits,

when they do actually exist, represent, of course, the

actual accretion in value of fixed assets through the

operation of the law of unearned increment. If a
building site purchased five years ago for $1000 is

adjacent to sites of similar size and identical in every
way which have been recently sold at prices varying
from $2000 to $3000, it is quite evident that the value

of this site also has increased with the passage of time.

In general, however, any capital profits arising

through the appreciation of fixed assets which have not

taken up on the books, should be supported by the

results of an appraisal made by a reputable appraisal

firm, or by some other definite and conclusive evidence

that the appreciation claimed has actually taken place.

Surplus credits arising from mere write-ups of the

book values of the fixed assets should be reversed, if

possible. Frequently, however, these write-ups have
been authorized by the directors of the company who
have adopted this method of improving their balance

sheet. In such cases it may be likely that it will not

be possible to reverse these write-ups. In such cases

it is absolutely necessary to describe the item so clearly

and definitely that no one can possibly be misled, or

confuse such a write-up with actual capital profits

which have been constructively realized.

Interpretation of Stock Dividends

Stock dividends, do not, of course, either add to or

subtract from the total net worth of a company,

although their declaration may have an effect on the

company's net worth as indicated by the market quota-
tions of its stock. Actually, however, stock dividends
furnish merely a means of transferring capital from
one pocket to another. They represent a permanent
investment of profits, rather than a distribution of

profits, since the declaration of a stock dividend

transfers a section of the net worth from surplus, where
it is available for dividends to the capital stock

account where it is not available. If a company is

making large profits and growing rapidly it may be
an indication of a very praiseworthy conservatism

to declare large stock dividends which will have the

result of increasing tlie stockholdeis" permanent in-

vestment and reducing the amount of the investment
which is available for distribution in the form of cash

dividends.

A question sometimes arises as to the capitalization

of appreciation by means of a stock dividend. The
legality of this piocedure cannot be questioned; its

propriety may constitute a very difficult question. It

may be said, of course, that if the corporation were
to reorganize and form a new corporation, it would be
possible to issue stock of par or (in the case of no
par value stock) declared value suflficient to absorb the

entire amount of appreciation arising from the valua-

tion of the assets. It may be argued, therefore, that

the same result is being secured merely in another

way by paying out the capital surplus in the form of

a stock dividend.

In case capital profits created by an appreciation

of the fixed assets have been paid out in the form of

stock dividends, the fact that these stock dividends do
not represent investment of actual earnings from oper-

ations, but rather merely the transfer of capital profits

arising from the appreciation of fixed assets, should be
set out clearly in the review of the company's net

worth.

Analysis of Capital Stock

Thus a greater or less proportion of the net worth

may be represented by capital stock and a considerable

importance attaches to the form given to this stock

and to the classes of stockholders.

The position of the holder of preferred stock is

largely that of a silent partner who has made his in-

vestment in order to secure a relatively high yield

coupled with somewhat greater security than that

possessed by the common stock. The common stock-

holder, on the other hand, frequently possesses the

sole voting power and almost invariably the voting

control. Eliminating the speculator who buys in order

to profit by market fluctuations of the common stock,

the investor in the conmion stock of an enterprise has

put in his money either because of his active par-

ticipation in the affairs and destinies of the business

or because of his faith in its ultimate success.

Having outlined in a very general way the funda-

mental characteristics of each of the two principal

classes of stock, it will be desirable to give considera-
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tioii lo tilt' >|)fcial alliil)Ult> ul racli (la». I'lflci rcil

stock is prefeiTod in the event of li(iuiilation and in the

payment of dividends: that is to say. the agreement

under which preferred stock is issued ordinarily pro-

vides that dividends shall he paid on the preferred

stock before dividends can be declared and paid on

the common stock. In many cases this ]irovision for

priority of dividend payments attaching to the pre-

ferred stock is made cumulative. In the ca.se of cunui-

lative preferred stock, it is stipulated that in the event

dividends are pas.sed (»n the preferred stock in any
year or years, the preferre<l stock flividends in arrears

shall be paid up in full before any dividends can be

paid on the common. The stock agreement provides

also that in the event of li(]uidation. voluntary or

otherwise, the preferred stockholdcis shall Ije paid in

full before any (hstribution of the assets of the cor-

poration .shall Ix' made to tiie common stockholders.

riI.\H.\CTERISTUS OF PrEFERKED StOCK

Preferred stock, however, is ordinarily ilefiiiitely

limited as to the rate of dividend return which shall

be paid its holders. Certain ]ireferred stock issues

carry participating stipulations wliich tend, of course,

to cause the stock to ]iartake partially of the char-

acter of conunon stock. Ordinarily, the rate of return

payable on preferred stock is definitely fixed and will

not be increa.sed in the event the company enjoys

great prosperity and earns a high return on the cap-

ital invested. Preferred stock is hedgerl about with

various protective provisions. In addition to the

dividend and li(iuidation provisions previously re-

ferred to. it is frequently provided that the corpora-

tion shall maintain at all times a certain ratio of

current a.ssets to current liabilities and also shall main-

tain a certain ratio of net assets to preferred stock

outstaufling.

Prefei'red stock agreements freciucntly carry a sink-

ing fuml provision which ])rovi(ies for the retirement

of stock over a period of years. These stipulations may
and should require the company to make provision for

tli(>se sinking fund payments through the appropriation

of surplus net earnings for that purpose, .\nother

stipulation designed to protect the interest of the jire-

ferred stockholders is frequently inserted to the etlVct

that no moitgages or other fixed liens shall be jjlaced

u]ion the properly without the prior consent of a two-

thirds majority of th(> preferred stockholders.

As iniUcated by the foregoing discussion, it is evi-

dent that preferred stock possesses certain advantages

and certain disadvantages for the investor. .\s con-

trasted with bonds, preferred stock yields a higher

return. Its principal disadvantage, as contrasted with

bonils. is that it is very much less well secured sinc(>

the preferred stockholder is usually somewhat impotent

in the event of disaster. He cannot foreclose in the

event of default, as can a bondholder, and by the time

he succeeds to the voting power. ]iroviding the agree-

ment under which he has purchasetl his preferred stock

provides for the jireferred stock to become vested with

ilif \(ilinji ])<i\\tr m llic ext-nt (it dctaull. he is likely

to find himself compelled to submit to a scaling down
process through a reorganization in order to get any-
thing out of the debacle.

The protective provisions which jierhaps appeared
to make the preferred stock extremely safe will all

l^rove to be worthless in the event the company starts

to suft'er heavy lo.sses from operation, since an indus-

trial company losing money may frequently suffer

terrific losses which wipe out a large portion of the

stockholrlers' etjuity before the preferred stockholder

can secure control. I'nfortunately no restrictive pro-

visions have yet been devised which will prevent a

company from losing money. In the event a company
loses heavily through operating losses aiul the preferred

stockholder comes into the voting control through de-

fault in preferred rlividends. he frequently finds

that the company has such a large floating indebted-

ness to the banks that if the bu.siness were to be

liquidated, the settlement of the obligations to bankers

and other creditors would at)S()rb all tiie proceerls from

the liquidation and leave him with little or no return

on his original investment. In such an event he is per-

force comi)elled to agree to the plan of reorganization

designed bj- the creditors' conunittee, which perhajis

provides for bonds to be taken by the jirincipal cred-

itors and for the preferrerl and conunon stockhokiers

to make mutual .sacrifices eflccted through reductions

both in the amount of their stockholdings and the divi-

dent rcfiuirements of these holdings.

( iiMI'AlilSdN BeTWEEX BoXDS. PREFERRED AND
("o.M.Mox' Stocks

( Diitrastuig tiio relative security of ])referred stock

with bonds, it should be remembered that mortgage

bonds permit the investor, through his trustee, to step

in and foreclose on the property in the event of de-

fault. When an industrial company already has a

bond issue outstanding, banks will be very nuich more

conservative and cautious about loaning the company
money, and this situation tends to prevent a com-

pany from losing large sums and dissijiating its entire

net worth in operating losses before actually coming

to a show-down. In case a company has no bonds out-

standing, on the other hand, and has financed itself

through the issue of ]ireferrcd anil common slock, banks

may lend the company a considerable sum based on

the seciuity afTorded by the capital investment of the

preferred stockholders. In the event the sums ad-

vanced are dissipated through losses in operation, the

t)ank can still fall back upon the capital investment

of the jircfcrrcd stockltolders to .^ecine payment of its

claims and the preferred stockholders fin<l themselves

with little or nothing left of their original investment.

PREKERUEn .Stocks

Contrasting prefernvl stock with common stock, on

the other hand, the preferrcfl stockholder enjoys greater

assurance that his income will be steady and con-

tinuous and. in the event of reorganization, the con-
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tributions levied upon him are much less drastic. On
the other hand, his return is fixed and limited except

in the case of participating ]ireferred stock, which has

already been referred to, and he can entertain no hopes

that he will share in the melon provifling his company
achieves great success.

From the point of view of the corporation, pre-

ferred stock has certain advantages and certain disad-

vantages. Its yield is higher than the yield enjoyed
by bonds, but, on the other hand, there is not the

danger that the preferred stockholder, like the bond-
holdei', will step in anrl foreclose in the event of default.

As contrasted with common stock, the issue of pre-

ferred stock is frequently a source of weakness to the

company since preferred stock dividends cannot be
passed without impairing the company's credit se-

riously. This situation is accentuated in the case of

a public utility that has sold preferred stock locally

in consideral:)le volume by virtue of a widespread cus-

tomer-ownership campaign.

Contrasted with common stock, preferred stock has
certain advantages and disadvantages to the investor.

First and most important, it is more secure, there is

less danger that the preferred stockholder will see his

entire investment wiped out. Unless he is able to keep
in close touch with the affairs of the company, or

unless the company is nationally known and known
to be extremely conservative in its management, it is

unsafe for the small investor to invest largely in com-
mon stock, since he runs the very considerable risk

of being wiped out in the event of disaster and is

bound to suffer most severely in the event of reor-

ganization. On the other hand, in the event of suc-

cess, he can enjoy the full measure of his company's
prosperity.

Advantageous I"se of Preferred Stock

Thei'e are certain types of enterprise which may
properly use preferred stock issues as a means of

raising additional capital. For example, this means
may safely be used by old established companies whose
earnings are relatively stable from year to year and
who have large surplus capital represented by readily

realizable assets. In the event a company does not
desire to reduce its working capital to a narrow margin,

but needs additional funds in order to carry out certain

legitimate expenditures for the business, and especially

where the common stockholdeis have great faith in

the future prosperity of their company and do not

wish to admit outsiders to a participation in these

large anticipated profits, it might be liighly desirable

to provide the additional working capital required by
means of an issue of preferred stock. Preferred stock

issues are especially satisfactory means of raising addi-

tional capital for j^ublic utilities or other companies
whose business is of such a character that the net

earnings are relatively stable from year to year and
can almost definitely be relied upon.

Preferred stock issues are dangerous, on the other

hand, to new companies not yet firmly established, and

to companies whose business is of such a character that

almost of necessity they must anticipate that years

of large earnings will be followed by years of low

earnings or perhaps by years of losses.

In connection with our consideration of the different

classes of stock it may be desirable to touch upon the

two piincipal advantages to the corporation in the

issue of no par value stock. First of all, since it has

no par value, it may readily be sold at a price attractive

to the investor without the corporation's incurring

the odium incident to selling stock at a discount. It

is especially useful in the event of reorganization in

]3ermitting the corporation to scale down the equity

of the connnon stockholders to absorb a deficit, and to

permit the rejuvenated company to start business

with a clean slate and yet accomplish these desired

ends without reducing the number of shares of stock

held by the connnon stockholders. This latter purpose

may, of course, be secured by scaling down the par

value of stock. For instance, stock having a par value

of $100 a share may be scaled down to a par value of

$10, or even $1 a share. It is not necessary, of course,

to issue no par value stock in order to effect the

lejuvenation of the corporation in the manner out-

lined, but no par value stock appears to be the favorite

medium for this purpose.

Some states regulate the par values of stock which

may be issued, but a minimum par value stock often

has all of the characteristics of a no par value stock.

The form of the stock may be influenced by the pre-

vailing type of market, and a company may be better

able at a certain time to sell connnon stock to the

public than preferred stock. Recently there have been

considerable issues of stock which are a cross between

prefened and common, usually having no par value,

with a Class "A" series preferred as to fixed dividends

and as to equity in the event of liquidation, but par-

ticipating with Class "B" as to dividenrls after certain

definite distributions have been made to the Class "B"
stock.

In any contemplated financing, the securities offered

should be of the type which will be readily absorbed

by the public, will provide necessary capital for the

company at the least cost, will not close the door to

future financing, and so protected as to benefit the

security holder without burdening or hampering the

operation of the business. There is a mutual basis

which may be worked out whereby all of the interests

involved may be protected in case of trouble, with the

security holder, however, occupying a prior position

to the owners of the business in the event of a

reorganization.

[The next topic which Air, Andersen will take up

is the analysis of operating statements. This article

will be in the April issue and will show how to deter-

mine the accuracy, completeness and comparability of

operating statements. Such important items as de-

termination of profits, investigation of profit and loss,

analysis of sales, relationship of selling and general

expense, are taken up in detail,—The Editors,]



Patent Poolino- Develops Auto Industry

Mt'tliods by which Manufacturers have Substituted Economic Co-operation

for Mutually Destructive Litijj^ation

By GEORGE F. BALER
Secretary, Foreign Trade Commillee, National Automobile Chamber oj Commerce

A BOUT ten years ago, following the trying period

/-% (if the Selden suit to determine the basic patent-

rights underlying the automobile and other

patent law suits, the manufacturers came to the con-

clusion that long years of litigation were ahead unless

some plan could be devised for an exchange of patent

rights. There was an appreciation of the fact that

the large outlays for legal services for litigation could

be more advantageously used in constructive efforts to

better the car.

Benefits from Co-oper.\tiox

The manufacturers felt that the industry as a whole

would be prosperous if the individual concerns were

prosperous, anri that the various products of the sev-

eral companies could all be made without discouraging

inrhvifhiality in design, or in any of the features that

make for indivifhial sales advantages between the

different companies.

The problem was to direct the power of all the en-

gineers and )>r<Khiction men toward the betterment of

this new means of transportation in tlie belief that.

if any cars were bad. the public would lose faith in

the motor vehicle, and thus all manufacturers would

suffer.

Accordingly, a plan was devised whereby more than

125 automobile manufacturers interchansied their

patent rights without payment of any money consid-

eration, all with a view to making the modern Amer-

ican motor car a composite of the l)est that the en-

gineering brains of the industry could produce.

This plan became known as the Cross-Licensing

Agreement of the National .Vutomol)ile Chamber of

Commerce. Of all the co-operative actions by the com-

petitors in any one industry, this one. having for its

ptnpose the making of a better jiroduct to be

sokl at tlie lowest possible price, is probably the most

interesting.

Men to Whom Credit Is Die

Most of the features of this broad piece of co-oper-

ation are the work of C. (\ Handi. whose able leader-

ship of the National Automobile Chamber of Com-
merce Patents Committee resulted in motor vehicle

builders being convinced of the advantages of the jilan.

In this move he was enthusiastically supported by

Charles Clifton, head of the Pierce Arrow Motor Car

Company and President of the National Automobile

Chamber of Commerce, a leading exponent of co-oper-

ation in industry for the past fifteen years. The

patents included were the major portion of all the

important patents affecting the automobile. In a gen-

eral sense, these patents were all "development

patents" such as are always to be found in great

number in the history of the development of any

machine. To distinguish them from inventions that

might be made later, of an entirely different char-

acter and representing radical departures from the

existing engines, bodies and chassis, the inventions cov-

ered by these patents were called "Class A" patents.

The agreement specifically provided that it should

not include devices that were applicable only to

trucks, fire apparatus, tractors, ambulances and similar

machines which were at that time still in a rather

early stage of development. Neither dirl the agree-

ment include design patents, the thought being that

there was no necessity or reason for one manufacturer

copying the ornamental design of another.

P.\text.s Which Were Excluded

If any inventions of an entirely radical character

representing a total departure from the previous con-

struction known in the art were made, the patents on

them were not to be included within the agreement

and were to lie calleil "Class V>" patents. These inven-

tions were to remain the exclusive property of the

manufactmers who developed them and it was stipu-

lated that no such inventions could come into this

class unless the inventions were developed within the

organization of the manufacturer itself.

The l)road feature of this whole jilaii was the ifiea

that any automobile company that had been in pro-

duction for a year or more, with a proper standing in

the trade, and conducting its business in a legitimate

fashion, was to be made welcome in the Chamber

and given rights under all the patents of the other

members who were parties to the agreement. In re-

turn it would contribute rights under such patents

as it had taken out alreaily or micht take out in the

future.

This plan did not discourage invention, because

every jiatent taken out remained the property of the

members, and while fellow members might use it, it

could not be used without a license or royalty arrange-

207
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ment with the owner by non-members or the manu-
facturers of tractors, stationary engines and the like.

Always there was incentive to invent and improve,

in order to surpass the nearest competitor. Even
though the competitor could later copy the device,

the inventing company always had at least a year's

start on the other members and. being the first to

develop and use a new device, benefited by the repu-

tation for leadersliip as a reward. If the arrangement

had been merely the case of one company being asked

to put in a dozen patents against another company
that had only one or two patents, the agreement could

not have been concluded, but it was the case of putting

in five or ten patents to receive the free use in return

of over 700 patents owned by 125 manufacturers.

Agreemex't Rexewed IX 1924

At the end of the year 1924, the Cross-Licensing

Agreement, which had then been operative among the

members of the National Automobile Chamber of

Commerce for ten years, was renewed for a fiu'ther

period of five years.

For the extension period since January 1. 1925, 777

patents are listed in the exchange. Of the patents of

the old agreement operative during the first ten years,

221 patents had expired by lapse of time and 77 had
gone out of the extension agreement because of the

failure of their owners, the manufacturing companies,

to continue in business.

While the old agreement provided for the exchange

of new patents obtained during the period covered,

as well as patents already in existence and owned at

the time of the signing, the new agreement simply

extended the licenses under the patents that were in

the old agreement and owned by members on January

1, 1925. All new patents taken out by the companies

after January 1, 1925 are not to be included. This

means that it was not necessary to do any redesign-

ing of cars in order to respect the patents that were

owned by the members prior to tliat date.

Special Patents Departmext

In order to carry out the objects of the Cross-Licens-

ing Agreement, a special patents department was
organized with a permanent staff of two competent

attorneys and seven librarians and stenographic

assistants.

A technical library of tlie first order became pre-

requisite for the proper administration of the work.

Over 300,000 United States patents which record as

many suggestions for the improvement of the auto-

mobile are now to be found in this library, so filed as

to be readily available respecting each and every fea-

ture of the car. This collection is growing rapidly,

the average increase being about 250 per week. It

is significant that automobile patents constitute one-

fourth of all those issued from the United States

Patent Ofiice.

Alany books and periodical publications of the trade

regarding the automobile, published in many lau-

J. FINAL DRI\-ES (Continued)

0. THRUST ROD.

6. RADIUS ROD.

7. DIFFERENTIALS. Includes means for permitting the road wheel to turn
at the proper speed when the vehicle is on a curved path. .\lso bevel and
worm gear drives for differentials.

8. IRREVERSIBLE. Includes special differential mechanisms, or dif-

ferential substitutes, which are designed to reduce skidding, and to
prevent one wheel from spinning when its traction is reduced.

9. DRI\'ING .\XLES. Such features of the driWng axles as the housing.
driWng hubs. etc.. as are not classifiable under J.

K BRAKES.
Vehicle bralces. includes also disclosures of brakes of general application
capable of use on the vehicle. Braking surfaces per se are classified in Q-S.

1. DRIVING WHEEL. Features conmion to driWng and steering wheel
brakes are placed in this sub-class rather than in K-2.

2. STEERING WHEEL. (Four Wheel Brakes.)

.3. TRANSMISSION. Brakes applied to any portion of the transmission
between the engine and the road wheels.

4. ELECTRIC.

5. FLUID.

6. CONTROL. Operating means wliere not modified by the specific type of

brakes. Includes connecting rods, levers, pedals, ratchets, latches, adjust-
ing devices, equalizers, etc. For anti-theft locks see P-17.

7. BRAKE COOLING.

Fig. 1 P.\GE FROM Libr.\ry's Index of Classification

guages. liave been collected from all parts of the world

and are constantly being received as issued. A
majority of them give important and interesting data,

and photographs and sketches of the latest automotive

engineering developments. Therefore they constitute

the most important portion of the collection. Great

amounts of time and effort have been expended in

many cases to obtain old books and complete files of

old numbers of these publications.

Records of Frexch Patents

Copies of the French patents issued between 1895

and 1901. when French patents were not published,

have been acquired and are a most valuable part of

the library. This collection, the only set available

in tlie United States, has proven its value in several

cases of patent litigation.

Text books pertaining to the automobile or its com-

ponent parts afford ready information on many special

phases of design, construction and operation.

Catalogs issued fi'om the day of the first "horse-

less carriages" to the jiresent time, both foreign and

rlomestic, have been retained in the files. Their value

has been repeatedly demonstrated.

One wonders how this variegated material just

enumerated is classified in such a manner as to be

readily located when reciuired. Solution of this prob-

lem was arrived at by developing a special index

system in wliich the motor vehicle and its parts are

divided into apjjroximately 221 classes. Alain classifi-

cations are denoted by letters of the alphabet, while

subordinate classifications are denoted by numbers.

Thus, in Fig. 1. the letter K is employed to indicate

data pertaining to the general subject of "Brakes" and

the numbers 1 to 7 are used to indicate various sub-

divisions of this general classification.

A specially trained staff have read all the patents,
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periodicals, new text books, and similar material to

analyze and properly classify them, and this work is

constantly fjoins on. Each new patent is read and
properly classified upon its receipt and is filed away
with others of the class to which it belongs. As a

cross reference, a mnnerical card index of these patents

is kept bearing tlie patentee's name, subject matter,

issue date and classification. In instances where there

has lieeii litigation regardinji a patent, reference to the

cases is made on this card.

Each magazine or other periodical, as received in tiio

library, is stamped with date of receipt and checked

against the library's list to make certain that no issues

are missing. These publications are then read by
trained readers attached to the library staff. As items

pertaining to patents or engineering practice and
design are noted, classification symbols (see Fig. 1

)

are written in the margin opposite these paragraphs

Al TOMOTIVE INDUSTRIES (U. S.) 192;-.

1925 Sept. 3. .\dv. 78. Sept. 10. 413.

Sept. 17. 443-J4-J. Oct. 1. .\dv. 6. .")73.

Oct. 15. 658. Nov. 5. 774. 776.

Nov. 19. .\dv. 6, 850. .\ov. 26. 891, 89S.

K-2

Fig. 2 Perm.anext Card to Which D.\t.\ Is Tuansferri:d

or illustrations. A small card bearing name of

periodical, date of issue, classification symbol of item,

and number of page on which it appears is prepared
by the librarian.

These slips are sorted according to classification and
periodical and turned over to typists, who jilace issue

number, date and page number on cards (see Fig. 2)

already in file in accordance with the classification, in-

dividual cards for publications being filed in alpha-

betical order within these classification groups. Maga-
zines are then filed chronologically and alphabetically

in binders on library shelves so that they will be avail-

able for future reference when the necessity arises.

Cross-Referencing of Other Data

Similar procedure is followed in cross-referencing un-

published French patents and new text books per-

taining to the automobile.

It has been found desiraljle to add from time to

time an index of information of purely historical nature

and not necessarily bearing on patent or engineering

procedure. To make readily available this additional

infiirmation. five files are maintained, namely. Car
History, Records of Shows, Recfirds of Races, Group
Specifications and a Miscellaneous I'^ile containing

facts of historical interest not included in the four

preceding topics. The final cards (see P^ig. 3) are

filed alphabetically by sub-topic, no reference symbols
lieing used as in the case of patent and engineering

references.

The reward receivctl for this seemingly excessive

amount of detail is ample though the facility afforded

in obtaining quickly and witli criiaiiiti. all ihe inlor-

mation in existence anywhere concerning any specific

subject. Slow and laborious examination of publica-

tions, page by page, volume by volume, is eliminated
and guess work becomes a negligible factor. In other

words, one can readily obtain what is wanted when
wanted.

The benefits from this co-operative arrangement are

highly important. Thus, manufacturers are able to

determine the true scope and validity of any one of

the 300,000 unexpired patents that pertain to the

automobile.

Patent Search on New Devices

Wlien a manufacturer contemplates a new thing he
is afforded ample facilities to find out if he is likely to

encounter legal trouble and is thus enabled to avoid

a pitfall. If he should not have availed himself of

this information and a charge of infringement is made
against him, the manufacturer can have a search made
to determine whether the charge is justified and be
guided by opinion rendered to him. In the event that

a patent infringement suit is brought, the manufac-
turer can use the Patents Department to secure the

material necessary to show the state of the prior art,

when the invention of the patent was made.
It may happen that the case is of general interest

to many manufacturers and that it will be taken over

on behalf of the industry by the Patents Department,
when the issue is in doubt, to be decided as a test

case—once for all. Certain cases may also arise when
a large number of manufacturers may be interested in

acquiring a license under a particular patent, where-

upon terms are negotiated for a standard license at

uniform terms for all.

The special technical lilirary has been of great help

in other directions, notably in the aid of research.

CADILL.\C .MOTOR CAR CO.

.\utoniol)ile Topics. I'. S. Jan. 3. 192.> 704
(.5 Paasenser Coach)

Motor World. U. S. Jan. 22, 1925 23 (Coochl

Motor Life, I'. S. Jan. 1925 22 (Suburban Sedan)

Motor World. V. S. Apr. 9. 1925 10 (Roa.lj.ter)

Fig. ;> Card for Recording Historical Data

Although the Patents Library is primarily available

only to members of the as.'^ociation. permission is given

for its use by anyone for purposes of researdi or his-

torical inciuiry. Frequent requests for such permis-

sion to use the library are made by outsirlers. Several

prominent European manufacturers have s(»ught and
found here tiie data they could nut fiiul elsewhere.

Putting aside the more detailed benefits, the out-

standing fact is. that during the life of the Cross-

Licensing Agreement, and its extension—years of the

greatest success and keenest competition between
members—there has not occurred a single lawsuit

between them over patents, or anything else.
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Simple Storeroom and Storage Yard Methods

THE Southern Pacific General Shops in Sacramento

is the largest shop industry west of the Mississippi,

where 45 per cent of all the equipment on the Pacific

Division is made as well as most of the steamshij^s

and ferry equipment and machinery for the Bay dis-

trict. The shops have their own "money system" for

exchange in the yards. This is necessary because the

shops are divided into two departments, mechanical

and stores.

Each worker is given ten "checks" when he enters

the employ of the company, he buys his working tools

with them, and is accountable for these checks and

what they represent when he finally leaves the employ

of the railroad.

The foreman has his •'4218," or paper draft, with

which he gets all the parts he needs for whatever he

is assembling. Though 75 per cent of these parts

have been manufactured in the shops, they are turned

over to the stores department and belong there as

definitely as if these two departments were separate

concerns.

Fig. 1 FiRx.^CE Used for Melting B.abbitt from

Locomotive Beahings

This system is the basis of the cost of production,

a regular system of bookkeeping and pricing is kept

according to the fluctuations of the regular markets,

and if a locomotive costs too much, the officials can

account for the actual loss of each part.

The laboratory where all the tests are made is

one of the most important factors in the working of

the detailed system.

"Why was that wreck?" "How did that engine

break down?" The laboratory determines whether the

materials were at fault or whether it was poor work-

manship that brought trouble. Through its system

of identification, the railroad company can narrow its

search down to the person basically responsible prac-

tically every time.

In the yard is a special furnace used to melt babbitt

lining in locomotive bearings. As shown it is pro-

vided with a hoist for lowering bearings into the fur-

oMoiivE Flues

nace and removing the shoes after the lining has been

melted off. (Fig. 1.)

Fig. 2 shows a flue rattler in one corner of the yard

used for cleaning locomotive flues.

Turning back to the stores department. Fig. 3 shows

the method of laying out link chain to permit of rapid

counting of stock, and at the same time provides an

orderly method of arrangement. The chain is coated

with an anti-rust solution to prevent rusting from

exposure to the weather.

Each length is provided with a tag. giving the num-

ber of feet, thus enabling the monthly stock record to

be taken quickly and easily by consulting these tags.

The wooden platform on which the chain is stored is

raised a little above the ground, and is 30 ft. long.

Fig. 3 Method of Stokixg Link Chaix to Permit

Rapid Counting



Safety Progress Requires Better Records

A Dct'initr SimLicstion for l)t'\fl(i|)iim- Staiidanl and Adi'ijuatc Accident
Data to Promote Satct\ Work in Manufacturin'-- Plants

A (
'( 11 )i;XT pii'vfiitioii lias boon proiiioto(l eiier-

f^L fiotically in this {'(miitry diiriiiii tlie cuiTont cen-

tury, ami ospcH'ially fluriiisi tlio last 12 or 15

years. l)ut lack of unifoiinity in niakiiia; accident re-

ports and in keeping accident statistics ha.s left us

without a satisfactory record of experience. As a re-

sult, we are not sufficiently supplied with useful stand-

ards, resultino; from past achievement, by wliich to

measure our present efl'orts and plans foi- tlu> future.

Imi'ohtaxce of Safety Work

U'idely experienced leaders in industry agiee tliat

inihistrial safety stands out today as a problem of

jire-eminent importance, and that no useful channel

siuiuld be left unutilized for its solution. The sig-

nificance of this problem to the welfare of the nation

is made evident liy figures of (^arl Hookstadt. of the

I'nited States Bureau of Labor Statistics, given in the

'"Monthly Labor Review" of November 1023. which
place industrial accidents in this country at alxiut

2.r)( )().()( 10 per aniiuni. working days lost at well over

2()().0()(),0()(). and loss in wages at over SI.000,000,000.

Tiiis sum is increased greatly when medical cost, dis-

turbance to industry, human sutT(»iin<i, disruption of

homes, and other losses which arise as a result of acci-

<ieiits are added.

Un.satisf.\ctohv National Statistics

In determining his figuics. Mr. Hookstadt imfor-

tunately was compelled to resort to estimates based
upon comparatively slend<M' statistical information.

Indeed. l)y necessity his conclusions were obtained
largely tiuouiili analogy, using as a starting point the

relatively excellent statistics of the railroads which
the Interstate Commerce Commission has available.

thos(> of the mines to l)e obtained fr-om the I'liitcd

States Bureau of Mines, ami figures liathered l)y some
of the stales, organizations of casualty insurance com-
panies, and the National Safety Council.

In Ht22 the National (io\'ernnient issued a bidle-

tin. entitled "Statistics of Industrial .\ccidents in the

I'nited States." This was prepared by Dr. Lucien

\V. Chancy, also of the I^ureau of Labor Statistics.

l)Ul who is particularly well known by icason of his

fine pioneer work in gathering accident statistics of

the steel industry. Though tliis bulletin was pie-

pared primarily for the ])urpo.se of depicting the indus-

trial accident situation of the country, it is even more
valuable as a means of bringing home to us the knowl-

edge of the widesjiread weakness to be found in acci-

dent reporting and in the analysis and recording of

accidents by public authorities.

The fundamental table of the bulletin is a resume
of numbers of fatalities and other accidents, by states,

and was com})iled from information received from
state authorities to whom, in most of the states, the
industries are required by law to report. In this table

the author was compelled to insert a column entitled

"Scope of Data," in order to indicate the varying prac-

tices of the states in gathering the reports. Quota-
tions of a few of the notations in this colunm are en-

light eninii. lluis: "Accidents of one day's disability

icjiorted "; "No provision (by law) for report-

ing accidents"; "Law compulsory as to mines, elective

as to other employment": "Law elective"; "Number
of claims (compen.sation ) filed"; "Accidents of more
than two days' di.sability reported"; "Accidents of

more tliaii two weeks" disability reported from certain

industries ': and so on for the 42 states from wliich

data was obtainable.

Footnotes Fcktiikh I'hove L.vck of Uniform itv

To CM]) tlie (htiiculti( s of the autlioi-, he IkhI to add
\arious footnotes whicli further qualified the figures,

such as "estimated"; "includes fatal accidents, the

numl)er of whicli is not reported"; "covers 10 months
only"; "rccoids destroyed liy fire." etc. In adcHtion,

there is mucii variation in tiie field covered by the

state reports, thus a few inclmle agriculture.

For 22 states the accident classification was by in-

dustries; for IS states, by cause; for 12 states, by
nature of injury; for 11 states, by location of injury;

for 2 states, by amount of exposure; for 3 states, by
severity.

'i"he fact tiiat the numt)er of fatalities shown in

this table is 9.304, while the carefully estimated annual

number given in the "Monthly Labor Review" is

21,2.32, illuslrales the serious inade(|uacy of statistical

information from the standpoint of the nation at large.

Indee(|. the figures are so unsatisfactory that they are

of com|)aratively small value for charting the etTect

of safety prevention work or as a guifle to future

activities.

TiiK Snr.vrio.N in lM)i>riiv

In industry itself much the same condition exists

as for tlie states. For some years reports of accidents

have been reasonaljjy complete in many respects in

the mining and railroad industries, and also in the

iron ami steel industry. Therefore, valuable, compara-
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tive statistics are available for each, particularly tor

the past 15 to 25 years. These data have been of great

value to the safety work in these industries and, for

example, without question have vitally aided the rail-

roads to reduce fatalities numbering 10,396 in 1911

to 5996 in 1921. In the case of the greater part of the

other industries no such complete or comparable sta-

tistics are obtainable as in the three named.

Individual Establishments

Individual establishments in all industries which

have taken up the safety problem earnestly have made
great improvements, often cutting down their acci-

dent frequency and severity from 50 to 75 per cent

or more, but they usually have done so without the

advantage of being able to compare their own experi-

ence with other concerns in the same or other business.

Except in a few industries, it is seldom that two

establishments of similar nature keep their records

in such a manner that they are, to a large degree, help-

fully comparable. It is common for each one to build

up its own forms for accident reports, or draw them

in accord with the legal requirements of the state

within wliich it is located. The definitions of terms

used are apt to vary, and the methods of classification

and analysis differ. Thus, one establishment may
record "all accidents," while another may use the

same term, but have a different interiiretation of its

meaning. One company may carefully record "ex-

posure to hazard," while another, with very irregular

working time or variable number of employees, may
omit this essential entirely. One company may make

and record careful analyses of the causes of accidents,

and another in the same business may do equally well,

but use such different classifications and terms that

comparison is impossible. Similarly wide differences

may occur in the parts of accident reports, analysis,

and records which refer to the nature, location, or

responsibility for accidents, etc. In some cases no

helpful records whatever are kept. Thus it is seen

that in a large part of our American industry, an estab-

lishment is often unable to obtain records of the help-

ful experience it has a right to expect from its state

or the National Government, or even from other con-

cerns in the same business.

Small Amount Accomplished

Something has been done to develop standard

definitions and forms for accident reports, analysis,

and records, particularly by the National Government,

the International Association of Industrial Accident

Boards and Commissions, and other organized bodies,

such as the National Safety Council and casualty in-

surance associations, but this work is far from com-

plete, and even where such standard definitions, forms,

and practices have been set up they are so much
honored in their disuse that the fact remains that

industry is still seriously handicapped in America in

its work of promoting safety.

Further, though the Association of Accident Boards

and Commissions, named above, has given excellent

service in the field under consideration, it was organ-

ized primarily to develop sound accident compensa-

tion practice, as illustrated, for instance, in its excellent

recent work on a "Standard Permanent Disability

Schedule." Also, it is composed largely of United

States and state officials, and has few representatives

of industry in its membership, so that it is not in a

strategic position to get its recommendations adopted

except by the force of law. This disability, however,

does not affect the National Safety Council, which

contains a large and influential industrial representa-

tion in its membership.

Standards or codes for safeguards and safe prac-

tices have been much more fully developed and widely

used than have been methods for uniform or standard

accident analysis and recording. Thus, during the

first half of the last decade, the State of Pennsyl-

vania, with the aid of representatives of industry and

others, developed a score or more safety codes, which

covered the most serious industrial hazards in the

state. Other states and the United States, as a whole,

have also been active in this field. Some businesses,

among which are electrical railroad, insurance, and

other organizations, for several decades have been

systematically creating and adopting codes involving

safe practice, and just before the "great war," the

American Society of IVIechanical Engineers added to

its organization a permanent Safety Committee.

In 1917 the American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee was formed, strongly supported by both the

government and industry. This organization has

already developed standard safety codes covering a

very wide variety of influstrial danger spots, which

are largely accepted by industry as "American Stand-

ards of Practice."

A Possible Solution

In view of the excellent and effective work wliich

this Standards Conunittee already has accomplished

in creating accepted standards for safeguarding and
safe practices, is it not the body which should also

direct the allied and fundamentally important work
of creating standards essential for the purpose of

analysis and recording of accident experience? Should

it assume this added responsibility, it might wisely

call to its aid as joint sponsors the National Safety

Council and the International Association of Indus-

trial Accident Boards and Commissions. Thus, there

would be brought together, under the direction of

the recognized standardization body of the country,

the two organizations most competent to handle the

details of the work.

An additional advantage which would accrue

through the service of these two last named organiza-

tions would arise from the fact that one would be

potent in having the resultant findings accepted by

the public authorities of the nation and states, and

the other would be equally so in obtaining their adop-

tion by industry.



The Guide to Latest Information

One Hundred Best Selections for March*

Hv Till-: KDITOKS

PIBLISHED material of value to managers and
iipcratinj; executives in nianufacturinii plants shows

decided swings into liefinite fields from montli to month.
Books and articles reviewed for the present issue of

Manifacturixg Ixdxstries, from which the selections

below were taken, yielded a large group of items classed

under the heads of: Organization. Management and Admin-
istration; Power Generation and Transmission: Production

Control; Health and Safety; and Financial Control.

As the largest i)roportion of books and articles which
find their way into print answer the current demands of

industrial executives, these topics are evidently the ones

considered of greatest importance at the present time. The
selection below reiiresents the best up-tw-date information

available, and a careful scanning of the items is recom-
mended as a time-saving guide to current reading.

Buildings and Equipment

Cadillac's the Last Word in Foundry.
658.2

Max Enos. Brief description of the new
combined brass, aluminum and iron foundrj'

of the Cadillac Motor Co. designed after a

thorough study, by three experts of 30 Amer-
ican foundries, to determine the be.<t equip-

ment and arrangement. Michigan ^fnnrlfac-

tiirer and Financial Record, Jan. 2.3. 1926.

pp. 145-7.

Engineering Services at Fort Dunlop.

658.2

I)p.«cription of the steam, electrical, water

and hydraulic plants at the Rinningham
works of the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd. Power
Enniiwtr. Jan. 1926, pp. 15-20. lllu.*.

How to Get the Most From Your Light-

ing System. 658.24

Roy A. Palmer. Discussion of what better

lighting costs, how much better lighting is

worth to a plant, and maintenance methods
that will improve faulty lighting conditions.

Indu.ilrial Engineer, Feb. 1926, pp. 75-8.

lllus.

Industrial Buildinir.s and Plant Mainttmance
Maintenance and RepairNew Creosoting Plant of Southern Pacific

Railway. 658.2

X. V. Honnalie. General features of new
$.520,000 plant installed recently at West

Oakland, Calif. Engineering and Contract-

ing {Giiirriil Contracting), Jan. 20, 1926,

pp. 37-11 lllus.

Oxygen and Acetylene Piping. 658.28

W. A. Slack. How to make a survey of tin

plant so that oxj-gen and acetylene pipe lines

may be installed at least cost and to the best

advantage. Welding Engineer, Jan. 1926.

pp. 33-4.

Peerless Portland Cement Pioneers

Plant Design and Layout. 658.2

in

Keeping a Daily Record of All Equipment
Failures. 658.581

J. H. Gallant. How the Canada Cement
Co. of Belleville, Ont.. has reduced the num-
ber of delays and amount of time lost by
making possible a close check on the causes

and frequency of breakdowns. Industrial

Engineer, Feb. 1926, pp. 79-80. lllus.

Maintenance Practice and Organization
Methods. 658.58

G. A. Van Brunt. .Analysis ol the handling
of this kind of work in 80 industrial plants.

.Selection and care of equipment, handling of

supplies, and placing of respon.'iibility for

execution of work. Includes an extensive

table. Indu.'ilrinl Engineer. Feb. 1926. pp.
57-60. lllus.

John Gillespie, secretarj- and trpa.surer of

the company, describes the new and modern
plant recently put into operation. Thorough
study of Layout and extensive use of mate-

rial handling equipment have been made.
Table lists constniction and equipment de-

tails. Manvf.^cturixg Industries. Mar.
1926. pp. 195-200. lllus.

and MaintenanceReducing Operating
Costs. 658.58

Outline of 13 replies received in an.^wer to

questions as to how certain industrial plants

have cut expenses by efficient organization

of inspection and maintenance work, staml-

ardization of equipment, and use of modem
testing and repair devices. Industrial En-
gineer, Feb. 1926. pp. 66-74. Illu<.

Oriranization. Manatronicnt and Administration

• The articles and books classified by lujuc and
briefly descnlx-d arc .^elected from current pul>lica-
tion.s by the editors of MAMTACTfUNC l.NDt'NllilES as
tliose most worthy of serious attention by ofliaais,
nianasers and executives of manufacturine concerns.
The Items are drawn from upwards of 100 leadinit
industrial masazines and the publicntions of .some 50
profe!wonal societies anil book publishers. The editont
will be Klad to furnish additional infoniiation and
references on request.
The number at the riKht of each item is the

index syml>ol in the Dewey Deeimal Cla.ssification
s>-stem. If articles are clipped and filed acconlinR to
theso numbers, like subjects will automatically (troup
together and related .Hubject.s will follow in loKicnl
sequence.
The books and pamphlets classified can be pro-

cured from the Ronald Press Company or their re-
spective publishers. If hooks of otiier publishers
are ortlered frv>m the Ronald Press CVimpany. ortjers
must be aconipanied by cash plus 25 ct>nts per book
for tnin-sportation charges.
Photostat n>pies (white printind on black back-

Kround) of anv maitaxine article mflexed can y*e ob-
tained at a price of SS cent* the pagt. by adclressins
the Enitineerins Societies Libnir>-. 29 West 39th
.•Street. New York City, with wtiom we have ar-
ranged this seri'ice. Remittance must accompany the
order. When ordering photostats plea.se fjuole from
the index: (I) Title of article: (2) Index number:
(3) Name. dat« and page numbers of periodical in
which the item appears.

of Industrial Research.Administration
658.57

Kdward R. Weidlein. Methods in the Mellon
Institute of Industrial Research, at Pitts-

burgh. Scope of research management : defi-

nition of organization; principles of man-
agement ; functions of laboratory- organiza-

tion; selection of research men; organiza-

tional divisions; co-ordination of research

effort. Industrial and Engineering Chein-

istri/. Jan. 1926. pp. 98-101.

American Engineering Standards Com-
mittee Year Book. 1925. 658.516

Pamphlet 72 pp. Reviews year's work:

outlines field, purpose and methoii of car-

rk'ing on activities; lists and describes all

projects, both approved and tmder way ; gives

names of co-operating bodies, sustaining

members, etc

Forecasting. Planning and Budgeting in

Business Management. 658

Percival White. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

New York. 267 pp. $2.50. Business has

adopted planning, the ma<t signficant feature

of scientific management as a basic prin-

ciple. Executives must forecast, schedule,

I>lan and make budgets in order to operat<>

enterprises successfully. The author shows
how the fundamental principles have been
applied in a practical w.ay. He also points

out how the general basic data furnished by
the various forcca.'^ting 9er\ ices can be use-

fully applied to the problems of the indi-

vidual business. Chapters cover: Factors in

foreca.sting; sources of data; forecast.s of

general business; the business cycle; statis-

tical analysis; graphic interjiretation ; cor-

relations; planning: btidgel,«; planned pur-
cha.sing; production; marketing; manage-
ment.
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Getting the Most Out of Your Machine
Tool Dollar. 658.27

Percy S. Brown. The point of view of the

Corona Typewriter Co., Inc.. to discover and
utihze the best of new machine tools and
equipment. Americati Machinist, Feb. 4.

1926, pp. 183-6.

Graphic Methods for Presenting Business

Statistics. 311

John R. Risgleman. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

New York. 231 pp. $2.50. Intended for

the reader who wishes to understand the

most usefid methods of presenting business

data. Technical terms and mathematical

treatment have been omitted. Specific use*

and limitations of A'arious forms of charts are

explained, the plan being to develop a text

which would find direct use by the business

executive. The following topics illustrate the

nature of the discussion : Technique of draw-

ing statistical charts; chart planning; com-
parisons of size; historical time series: fre-

quency distributions; correlation; geogra|ih-

ical distributions; dtiplication. reproduction

and display'.

Labor's Ideals Concerning Management.
658.3

William Green. Statement of labor's atti-

tude toward industry and industrial ])rocesses

made by the president of the American Fed-
eration of Labor. It is an appeal for

thorough imderstanding and co-operation on
the part of all those associated in indus-

try. Bulletin of the Taylor Society, Dec.

1925, pp. 241-53.

Machine Tool Needs of the Industry.

658.27

R. M. Hidey, works manager. White Motor
Co., shows the demand existing for multi-

purpose machine tools, the need for more
adequate safety guards, and the possibilities

of vastly increased sales of machine tools if

the builders would co-operate heartily with

such industries as automobile manufacturing.

Michigan Maniijacturer and Financial Rec-
ord, Jan. 23, 1926. pp. 134-5.

Market Analysis Checks Over-Production.
658

John X. Willys, president of Willys-Over-

land. Inc.. tells how the automobile indus-

try, in general, and his own plants, in par-

ticular, have avoided the evils of over-pro-

duction by daily and semi-monthly reports

from the sales firing-line, on which produc-

tion schedules are based. M.AXUF.\CTrRiXG
Industries, Mar. 1926. pp. 165-8. Illus.

Method of Analyzing Business Data. 658

Bureau of Business Research, University of

Illinois. Pamphlet. 46 pp. Shows method
whereby the indi\"idual manufacturer or

executive may analyze his own data in a

manner similar to that used in the analj'sis

of nationwide figures of general conditions.

The routine offered has three steps: (1) Ar-

rangement of the sequence of operation of

competition; (2) Exploration of each step

in the process; (3) Design of blank forms

to be used for the clerical work with a min-
imum of technical supervision.

Original Dollar in Hupmobile Grows to

$2C00. 658

.\. Motelle. Antoinotivc Induslrics. Jan. 21,

1926, lip. 90-3. lilus.

Patent Pooling Develops Auto Industry.

608

George F. Bauer. Methods by which auto-

mobile manufacturers cross-licensed o\er 700
jiatents and for the past 12 years have
avoided expensive and destructive litigation.

Comprehensive patent library of the Na-
tional Automobile Chamber of Commerce is

described. M.^nvracturixi; Ixdustries.
Mar. 1926, pp. 207-9. Ilhi-.

Problems of Seasonal Manufacture. 658

C. C. Hermann. Canadian Machinery, Jan.

21. 1926. ]v- 9-11. Illus.

Progress of Waste Elimination in the

Paper Industry. 658.5671

George D. Beaice. Sources of waste; re-

duction of white water losses; utilization of

wood refuse; tests of white water losses;

stock reclamation; stream pollution. Indus-

trial Management, Feb. 1926, pp. 112-5.

Purpose as a Psychological Factor in Man-
agement. 658:15

Ordway Tead. Discussion of the methods by
which integration of group purposes can be
effected in industrial operation. Bulletin of

the Taylor Society. Dec. 1925, yy. 254-67.

Some Recent Applications of Motion
Study. 658.542

Joseph A. Piacitelli. A record of economies
which resulted from the standardization of

methods and eciuipment in the production

and shipping of roofing materials. Bulletin

of the Taylor Society. Dec. 1925. i>p. 268-

76. Illus.

Special Machine Tools for Best Work.
621.9

C. M. Conradson predicts that the near future

will see the universal use of single-purp:;se

machine tools in the auto industry as con-

trasted with .standard designs; machine ar-

rangements to eliminate all unnecessary han-

dling: individual motor-drive and power
handling of machines; power mechanisms for

handling parts. Michigan Manufacturer and
Financial Record. Jan. 23. 1926. pp. 140-3.

We Lowered Prices in Spite of Higher
Costs. 658

H. P. Wa\-. Methods used by the 'Van Camp
Packing Company to bring about a 75 per

cent reduction in production costs and 142

per cent increase in sales. System, Feb. 1925,

Ijp. 201-5. 263. 264, 266. Illus.

'Working for the Customer" at the Cromp-
ton Company. 658

Douglas G. Woolf. Methods of the Cromp-
ton Co. to correlate all plant activities and
secure the result of successful manufacturing

and merchandising of quality goods at a fair

in-ofit. Tixtile World, Feb. 6. 1926. pp.
201-2.

Po-vver Generation and Transmission
Fuel

Oil-Fuel 'Versus Coal for Land Boilers.

621.18

R. E. Light. Advantages of each over the

other, and an overall cost analysis of three

comparative schedules from representative

types of boiler plants. Coal is shown to be
more economical. Power Engineer. Dec.

1925, pp. 449-51. Illus.

Preparation of Commercial Coal. 622.7

Thomas Eraser. Sizing, machine loading,

hand picking, losses in preparation, available

separation processes, screen test tables. Coal
Mine Management. Jan. 1926, pp. 23-8, 53.

Power Generation

Cheap Power for Cement Making. 621.18

Description of power plant and equipment
of G. and T. Earle, Ltd., Wilmington, Hull,

England. Power Engineer, Dec. 1925, pp.
45.5-9. Illus.

Cost of a Short-Sighted Power PoUcy.
658.26

Andrew F. Sheehan. How one concern saved
10 per cent on its power by installing new

boilers but passed up a S13.000 annual saving

by refusing to make changes in its eniines

and other pow-er equipment. M.\nuf.\ctur-

i.NC Industries. Mar. 1926, i>p. 193-4.

Developing Water Power for Factory Use.
621.2

F. Johnstone Taylor. In developing water
jiower it is necessaiy first of all to estimate

clo.sely the capital cost of the project, and
then to make sure that the power will be
available at all seasons of the year. Power
Hou:ie. Dec. 20. 192.-). ]>p. 17-19.

"

Economics of Pulverized Fuel and Stokers.

658.26

H. S. Colb.v. Comparison and relative ad-

vantages .<liould be governed by total steam
costs which are influenced by load factor and
its bearing on fixed charges. Power Plant

Engineering. Feb. 1. 1926. pii. 202-6. Illus.

Fuel and Lubricating Oil Puritication Re-
viewed. 621.18

Lee H. Clark. Methods and advantages
of purification are described. Oil Engine
Power, Dec. 1925, pp. 700-2. Illus.

Hydro-Electric Power for Metal Work-
ing. 621.2

Description of the new power plant of the

Stanley Works built on the Farmington
River. It is designed to tie up with the

network of high-tension power circuits of

Xew England. Iron Age, Feb. 4. 1926. pp.

340-1. Illus.

Modern Ways of Increasing Power Plant

Furnace Efficiency. 621.18

Francis Juraschek. Equipment and methods
for using pulverized coal and for applying the

waste heat in flue gases to preheat air for

combustion. /»(/)(.<( no/ Management, Feb.

1926. pp. 119-124. Illus.

Oil Engine Helps to Carry Heating Load.
658.25

Universal Machine Co. jiasses exhaust gases

from Diesel engine through waste heat hot-

water boilers and thereby heat« plant in mild

weather. This system is operated in series

with a main hot-water heating plant a block

away, in severe weather. Method saves two
tons of coal per day. Oil Engine Power, Jan.

1926, pp. 30-1. Illus.
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Powdered Coal Universal Fuel at Amer
ican Spiral Pipe Works. 621 18

Tlic ((iiiipiiifnt iiiul nili's for sjilV oiicraliuii

for biirniiie iiowdorod coal. Fowir, Jan. 23,

1926, |.p. 126-30. Illus.

Power Transmission

Handling Maintenance and Repa'rs on 40C0
Motors. 658.262

William Ra.-imiis.<eii. Methods of the

Sliidehaker Corp. Includes work on 700
portable ojoctric tools. 28 battery tractors

and 3.5 crane.*, with details of how the work

Advertising

Attention Value of Newspaper Advertise-
ments. 659.131

Richard B. Franken. Association of National
.\dvertisers, Xew York. 55 pp. SI. This
study was originally made for the members
of the Association of X'ational Advertisers.

Inc. After its original issue, however, it was
deemed of sufficient value to warrant a

larger edition, and is now available to the
generil reader. The purpo.se of the study
which has yielded this book is a report as

to iiroved established results in a form to

be of practical use to the advertiser and
the advertising profession. Also, to show the

method of technitiue for measuring certain

types of human behavior and finally to .stim-

ulate interest in scientific research in adver-
tising along psychological lines. The inves-

tigation was made primarily in three New
York City newsjiapers. and therefore deals
with newspaper rather than magazine ad-
vertising.

Selling

Marketing. 658.83

l-'.dmund Hrown. Jr. Harper and Hros.. New
^'ork. .503 i^p. $3. Presents actual prac-
tice in the ditTerent tr.idcs. Base<l on the
premi.-^e that raw inateri.ils and manufactured
pro<lucf.s cannot be discu.s-sod .separately, but
that any one material, a.s cotton, should be
followed through its manufactured good*
slate, as in I'abrics and clothing, to complete
a full marketing cycle. After laying down
the introductory approach to marketing
problems the book analyzes certain basis

trades—wheat, cotton, canned goods, leather

PHkIucIs. coal, steel, limiber. industrial

eijuipment, etc. It then takes up: Organ-
ized exchanges and future trading; wholes di>

distribution; retail distribution; and market-
ing policy—market analysis, specialties, di.s-

count.x, installment .selling, resale price main-

1- •j!;;.uii/i<I and responsibility delegalnl.

Iiiiltuslrial Engineer, Feb. 1926, pp. 50-6, 81.

Illus.

Mechanical Maintenance Policies and
Practices. 658.262

IIui;i) H .>^lniii*ki. Methods whidi are u.-^ed

at the Deering Works of the IntrMnition il

Harvester Co. to keep the plant and its

jjower tninsmi.s-sion equipment operating at

high eflicieiicy with low \ipkeep. huluxlrial

EiigiiKir. Feb. 1926. pp. 61-a5. Illus.

Search for Economy Alters Motor Drive.
658.262

H H Hiigi'i's. .Sliows liow group and indi-

Marketin^- and Distribution
tenance, .celling direct to retailers or to con-
.''uniers, ,nul the exelusive agency.

Preparing a Sales Manual and Making it

Effective in Selling Work— II. 658.807

K. (". ll.iy. Urals with initliods for se-

curing the material, writing the manual in

an interesting way and making the publica-
tion effective. Printers' Ink Moutlih/, Feb.
1926. pp. 37. 110.

Problem of Selling the Product. 658.8

Harry H. liassett. Points on market analysis
and the fitting of salesmen for their tasks
are iircsentcd by the president of the Buick
Motor Co. Michigan Mnniilarliircr and
Financial lircord. Jan. 23. 1926, pp. 86. 90.

Production Men Now in Sales Picture
6588

John C. ICdwards. (Jiitline of policy and
methods of the Dodge Manul'acturing Corp.
The thought is that the engineer cm and
should help complete sales. (7n.«, Feb. 1926.

pp. 1.5-lS.

Salesmanship Applied. 658.8

l':iul W. I\.y. A W. Shaw Co.. Chic igo.

333 pages. $5. Material in this book con-
.-titiites a couive in .s;ilesmanship known as
the "Paul Ivey Salesmanship Institute,"
which has been held under the auspices of
chambers of commerce, service clubs, univer-
sity extension divisions and other organiza-
tions. The li'ctiires have been incorporated
into this book for the benefit of s;ilesmen anil
.sides executives who have been particularly
interested in the course. The sales ideas em-
bodied are drawn from the experienc? in

training sides forces for m iniil'Mi-'iinr*

wholesiders and retailers.

Warehousing. 658.784

H. A. Ilarmg. Honald Press Co., New York.
77S pages. $10. Trade customs and tradi-

practices, finaiu-ial and legal aspects are fea-
tures of this first reference manual which

Pnuluctitiii Control and Matrrial II
Production Control

Control of Inventory Through the Scien-
tific Determination of Lot Sizes—V. 658.7

II. S. Owen. The purcha,~e and control of
raw materials; ascertaining the quantity on
which the rock bottom price is ba.sed. In-
limtrial Management. Feb. 1926, pp. 117-8.

Correct Textile Inventorying. 658.787

I'ugeiie (;. Houtille. Milhixls of taking.

costing and checking inventories of raw ma-
terial, slock in process, finished goods. Tex-
till H'orW, Feb. 6, 1926. pp. 20,5-6.

Locomotive Repair Shop Labor Saving
Devices. 658.27

DeM-lopmenl of machine attachments, cut-
ting tools and jigs is encouraged at Houston.
Texas, shops of the Southern Pacific Lines.

Kaihrny Mi chanical Engineer, Feb. 1926, pp.
109-U. Illus.

nduiil dliw- tl,-\ eloped and bniughl abiul
cost reductions, and liow fractional drive,

or the application of several motors to on-
machine, is still I'urther cutting costs. Manu-
FA(Tt luxc I.\i)i-8Ti(iKs, Mar. 1926, pp. 171-4.

Illus.

Tendencies in Electric-Motor Control In-
stallations. 658.262

J. Elmer Housley. Examples of good and
bad practice in the installation of .switching

equipment as developed by the .\luniinum
Company of America. Power, Jan. 26. 1926,

pp. 134-5. Illus.

comi)letely covers the business relationships

of warehousing. The \olume presents or-

ganized inl'orniation on merchandising, tran."-

portation, banking, legal restrictions, insur-

ance and related topics. It has been pre-

pared for those who are on the commercial
side of warehousing, warehous,- owners,
owners of goods, banks and underwri'ers. It

is also for those who find warehousing a

necessaiy adjunct in their business operation,

manufacturers, merchants, sales and adver-
tising managers, railroad executives and
members of commodity exchanges. No other
sources of such organized information exist

dealing with one of the ba.sic and nijiidly

growing industries.

Packing, Shipping, Transportation
Bennett on Package Standardization.
658.788444

Ru.s.sell W. Bennett dissents from view that

jiackage standardization is a shipper and
grower proldem and claims that it is a

manufacturers' problem. Barrel and Box.
Jan. 1926, pp. 24-5.

Buying and Handling $134,000,000 Worth
of Transportation. 656

Wayne E. Butterbaugh. The traffic depart-

ment of the Ford Motor Co. and how it

functions. Indii.itrinl .\fanagemertt, Feb.
1926. pp. 100-4. Illus.

Plywood Box from the Log to the Finished
Product. 674

Harry N Kuowlton. Woods used, drj-ing,

gluing, printing, resistance features and
methods of nailing. Barrel and Bnx. Jan.

1926. pp. 11-13. Illus

Saving Money on Shipping Containers.
658.7884

.•\.s.sembly work on containers, relative cost

of packing. co.st of auxiliar>' equipment, sal-

vage value of containers, convenience to

dealers, sales appeals to customers, special

and legal requirements. M.\Ni'F.*rTfBiN(!

Indistries. Feb. 1926, pp 131-2. Illus.

mdlinii:

Pennsylvania Rebuilds Steel Freight Cars
at Enola. 658,5

I'nits progress through the shop past repair

gangs. .Axcnigc daily output is 36 cars. Sixty
tons of material are rorlaimcd in 8 hours.

liailwag Miclinnicnl Engineer, Feb. 1926. pp.
97-102 Illus

Saving Money Through Scientific Purchas-
ing. 658.7

II. nr\ W. Kno<lel. Formulating a purchas-
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ing policy; commodity price movements:

seasonal, cyclical and secular trends; pur-

chase of manufactured products price com-
parisons by direct and indirect methods.

Industrial Management, Feb. 1926, pp. 70-7.

Illus.

Simplified Production and Handling. 658.5

H. H. Edge. Conclusion of article commenc-
ing in the previous issue and showing how
the Kelly Press Division of the American

Type Founders Company has saved in manu-
facturing and handling operations by a broad

classification of work into two groups—round

and fiat—each processed on a separate floor.

M.\NUF.\CTURiNG Indu.stmes. Mar. 1926, pp.

185-8. Illus.

Production Processes

Electric Heat in Industry. 658.27

General Electric Co. Bulletin GEA-261. 32

pp. Illus. Advantages of electric heat for

various industrial applications, including the

metal industry, heat treating, ceramic indus-

try, chemical industry, printing industry,

finishing processes, etc.

Getting Most Out of Fuel Oil. 658.27

Max Sklovsky. Study of performance of

oil-fired industrial furnaces indicates factors

affecting proper combustion and general effi-

ciency. Type of furnace and continuity of

operation important considerations. Iron

Trade Review, Jan. 28, 1926, pp. 271-3. Illus.

Pulverizes Coal at the Furnace. 658.27

E. C. Kreutzberg. Kuebler Foundries. Inc.,

Easton, Pa., prepare powdered fuel near re-

verberatory furnace with equiiiment consist-

ing of handling apparatus, dryer and pul-

verizer. Guaranteed saving is 25 per cent.

Iron Trade Review, Jan. 28. 1926. pp. 262-

3. Illus.

Works Hydraulic Systems. 658.27

Points out important features of hydraulic

pressure equipment m modern manufacturing

plants, with the idea of developing methods
to avoid the wasteful operation i>revailing.

Poicer Engineer, Jan. 1926, pp. S-13. Illus.

Material Handling

New Cost Basis for Material Handling.

658.281

F. E. Moore, president of Mathews Con-
veyer Company, shows how a modified form
of machine hour rates has been apjilied to

four conveyor systems in his plant with aj)-

preciable savings. Manufacturing Indus-

tries, Mar. 1926, pp. 169-70. Illus.

Electric Industrial Trucks Reduce Costs of

Handling Wire and Strip. 658.281

Harold J. Payne. Advantages of typical in-

stallations and savings brought about. Iron

Trade Review. Jan. 21. 1926, pp. 204-5. Illus.

Floor Transports in Small Works. 658.281

C. Weicken. Various kinds of barrows and
trucks used in industrial plants for economic

handling of materials. Engineering Progress,

Jan 1926, pp. 13-16. Illus.

Labor Saving Methods Reduce Costs for

the Oregon Gravel Company. 658.281

E. D. Roberts. Equipment that enabled the

company to more than pay for its cost in one

season's operation. Pit and Quarry. Jan. 15,

1926, pp. 75-80. Illus.

Reducing Lumber Handling Costs. 658.281

New planing mill of the Southern Pacific

Railroad at Sacramento has adopted
straight-line production methods for the

preparation of lumber. Manuf.^cturing In-

dustries, Feb. 1926. pp. 111-2. Il'.us.

Employment and Personnel Management
Selection and Training

Shop and Employment Tests for Qualified

Welders. 658.31156

Glenn 0. Carter. Railway Mechanical En-
gineer, Jan. 1926, pil 39-41. Illus.

Personnel Management

Employee Acceptance and Its Importance.
658.315

Jolni F. Sherman. Shows the importance
of having any plan of employee relations

harmonize with the workers' desires, to meet
with success. Manufacturers' Record, Feb.
11, 1926, pp. 73-4.

Management of Men in Industry. 658.3

J. Seton Gray. Starting a new man right,

relieving the monotony of repetition work,
keeping the man interested in and proud of

his work, keeping promises, leading instead

of driving men, fair dealing with and proper

promotion of men. Machinery, Feb. 1926,

pp. 445-7.

Group
658.32

Remuneration

System of Wage Payment—I.

Harohi B. Maynard and G. J. Stegemerten.
System used at the Westinghouse Electric

and Mfg. Co. has reduced overhead and unit

costs. What the system is, what it accom-
plishes, and the conditions under which it

can be applied. Industrial Management.
Feb. 1926, pp. 93-8.

Health and Safety

Industrial Safety. 658.3823

Edited by Richard H. Lansburgh. The An-
nals oj the American Academy oj Political

and Social Science, Philadelphia, Jan. 1926.

224 pp. This volume appears just at a time
when industrial safety is ha\-ing increased

attention and when numerous attempts are

being put forth to arouse the responsible

interest of manufacturing oflficials and execu-
tives in the safety situation in their own
plants and organizations. Like other issues

of "The Annals" the work is a series of mon-
ographs presenting a rounded out point of

view on industrial safety. This volume
should become a part of the working librarj-

of everyone who is at all responsible for the

conditions of safety in any manufacturins
plant.

Is Safety a Factor in Modern Industry?
658.3823

Howard Coonley. .\ccidents represent the
largest single waste in industry today. Re-
sults of safety work in a few typical or-

ganizations. Safety. Jan.-Feb., 1926, pp,
31-2.

Problems and Functions of a Safety En-
gineer. 658.3823

Kenneth C. Monroe. Practice of the Bridge-

port Brass Co. in regard to the application of

safety devices for use of emjiloyees. Safety

bulletins, methods of securing co-operation of

employees to establish safe practices and the

accident record. American Marhinut. Feb.

4, 1926. pp. 197-8. Illus.

Safety Progress Requires Better Records.

658.3823

."Although remarkable reductions in accident

rates ha\'e been made, further j^rogress is im-
peded by the lack of a standard system of

keeping records, thus making impo.<sible any
comparisons between plants, with con.sequent

improvements in accident prevention meth-
ods. A suggestion for developing uniform
records. Manufacturing Industries. Mar.
1926, pp. 211-12.

Safety Work in the Ford Organization.
658.3823

R. A. Shaw. Methods by which an SO per

cent reduction in accidents has been brought
about. Forty men are engaged in safety in-

.spection work exclusively and every plant

has a safety committee which makes period-

ical inspections. Safety, Jan.-Feb. 1926, pp.
17-25. Illus.

Financial Control and Accountintr
Financial Control

Analyzing Net Worth in the Financial and
Industrial Investigation. 658.14

Arthur Andersen. Methods of investigating

and analyzing net worth in working through
the financial and industrial investigation of a
manufacturing concern. Manufacturing In-
dustries, Mar. 1926, pp. 201.

Summarizing Costs for the Directors.
658.14

Rudolph Rosenthal. A description with

complete tables and charts showing how the
cost department of a small factory develop?
its monthly summary reports for the infor-

mation of the board of directors. Manu-
f.\cturing Industries, Mar. 1926, pii. 179-

84. Illus.

Novel Budgets Cut Indirect Expenses.
658.14

U. L. Harmon, A novel system of operating
budgets developed for the use of manufac-
turing departments. The result of their

operation has been a striking reduction in

manufacturing costs. Manuf.\cturing In-

dustries, Mar. 1926. pp. 189-92.

Role of Paper Profits in Industry. 658.14

George E. Putnam. When business condi-

tions are unstable manufacturers should give

close attention to the proper and improper
u.se of paper profits. This paper emphasizes
that point of view indicating the basis for

proper judgments. Harvard Busiiiess Re-
view, Jan. 1926, pp. 129-37.
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Rudiments of Business Finance. 658.14

Edward Sherwood Mead and Karl W. H.

Scholz. D. .-Xpplcton and Co., New York.

307 pp. $2. Written to supply the need

for a book on finance which may be clearly

understood but at the same time shall con-

tain an adequate discussion of all the im-

portant phases of the subject. Takes the

stand that more businesses fail because of

the lack of intelligent handling of financial

affairs than becau.«e of lack in almost any
other important phases of operation.

Topics elaborated in the text cover: Busi-

Qess enterprise and finance: providing funds

to start a new business: advantages and dis-

advantages of different forms of business or-

ganization; organizing a business enterprise;

materials of the financial plan of the business

corporation—stocks and bonds; marketing se-

curities; providing working capital; deter-

mination of business income; distribution of

'iirniiig.^; lurtli>r in:iiiat;i mi nt 01 coriioratr

income ; financing of business expansion

;

governmental regulation of corporate activ-

ity; financial failure and the reorganization

of business enterprises; the future of the busi-

ness corporation.

What Should the Net Profit Be? 658.14

W. L. Churchill. Present.-^ the variations in

profit ideals and ideas of manufacturers and
then establishes a basis for estimating and
including a proper profit when fiximi selling

prices. M.AXvF.tcTURixr. Indistries, Mar.
1926, pp. 175-8.

Accounting and Cost Finding

Brush Manufacturing Costs. 657.452

Norman H. Broadhead. Methods for ascer-

taining costs in the bnish manufacturing in-

dusti^'. yational Association of Cost Ac-
countants Bulletin, Jan. 1.5. 1926. pp. 36.V

76. Illus.

Cost Accounting as Aid to Factory Pro-

duction and Executive Control 658.14

John Cniig. What factor>' manager should

be able to do with information furnished by
the cost accountant. Canmiian Manufac-
turer, Dec. 1925, pp. 15-17.

Inventory Accounts and the General Ac-
countant. 657.37

.\rphaxad Foy. National Association of

Cost Accountants Bulletin, Feb. I, 1926,

pp. 409-16.

Use of Scheduled Costs in Paper Mills.

657.452

Harry D. Anderson. Discussion of standard

or schedule for conversion costs ba.«ed on

the .stiindard output per year. Paper Trade

Jdurual, Jan. 21, 1925. pp. 55-8.

Economics

Income in the Various States. 33

Maurice Leven. National Bureau of Eco-

nomic Research, Inc.. New York. 306 pp.

$5. Sources and distribution of income in

1919. 1920 and 1921. based upon estimates of

(he national totals by Willford I. King.

Covers many fields of economic importance

—manufacturers; mines, quarries and oil

wells: agriculture; constniction. Compares
wages and s:ilaries in these various fields.

Di.-;cussos wages and sjilaries in trade, trans-

liortation and miscellaneous industries; agri-

cultund receipts and expenses; distribution

of agricultural income; entrepreneurial and
property income ; miscellaneous incomes

;

sunimarj- and analysis of distribution of total

net income. Extensive charts and tables are

included.

Mi.scellaneou.s

Studies in Public Finance. 336

Edwin R. .\. Seligman. Macmillan Co.. New-

York. 302 pp. $3.25. Material originating

during the last 10 years, and consisting of

articles in periodicals, chapters from books
jointly edited, public addresses, association

reports and hearings before legislative com-
mittees. Chapter headings are: Compara-
tive tax burdens in the twentieth centurj-;

the Allied debts; income taxes and the price

level: taxation and prices; are stock divi-

dends income?: the sales tax; tax-exempt

.securities; death taxes; taxation of non-resi-

dents in the New York income tax: fiscal

reconstruction; reform of municipal taxation.

Wages and Hours of Labor. 331.2:674

Digest of wages and hours of labor for wooil-

workers in various countries. Monthly
Labor Review, Jan. 1926. pp. 113-20.

General

Directory of Iron and Steel Plants and

Allied Industries, 1925. 338

The .\ndrcsen Co.. Pittsburgh. 3.58 pp. A
most exhaustive list of companies and
officials operating blast furnaces, .steel plants,

rolling mills, structural steel shops, railroad

shops, forging, heat treating and stamping

plants, and by-product coke plants. It is

an annual publication giving the names of

the responsible officers and executives, and
statistical matter indicating the nature of

the products and size of ]ilant or voliiino of

output

Engineering Achievements of the Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Com
pany for the Year 1925. 621

H. W. Ciipr. Wistinghouso Electric and

Mfg. Co. Pamphlet, 43 pp. Illus.

Air Economizers. 621.183

U.sed in preheating air for combustion,
process work, healing factories. dr>'ing. in-

rinenitor work, and for u.se in connection
with ver>- wet fuel. .\ir an<l gas flow counter

to each other, separated by plates set close

enough to allow particles to get no further

than \ in. away from a heating surface.

Velocity of both is about the same, and high

enovigh to insure maximum heat transfer at

minimum power expenditure in fan.

Plates are reversible .so that their life may
lie practically doubled by turning the cor-

rmled cold end around to occupy the hot

end position, where little corrosion occurs.

I"nit chamlwrs are a-ssembled in sections ami
enclasofl in a well-insulated casing. They
can be replaced without disconnecting
economizer from the flue. Cleaned by wire
brushes or .«oot blowers. Made by B. F.

Sturtevant Co.

Baffle Wall for Boilers. 621.1845

To provide a simple, flixiblc. gi.«-tighf

.

durable and inexpensive baffle wall, the

Boiler Engineering Co. have put on the mar-
ket a ty|ie consisting of a plastic refnictor>-

material in which corrugated sheet metal is

New Industrial Equipment
imbedded to form joints between the rows of

tubes. This eliminates splitting and .'pall-

ing off of the wall, prevents breaks and
leaks, allows tiilx'S to be replaced without

disturbing the baffle, and relieves brick work
of strains. The baffle can be placed at any
angle in any water tube boiler, and gives

a lower stack temperature, proper draft

drop, greater boiler capacity and freedom
from excessive slag and soot trouble.

Bending Roll. 621.982

Buill by Buffalo Forgo Co., anil known a.«

the Buffalo No. 1 horizontal bemling roll.

Rolls arranged vertically so that the material

worked on is in a horizontal plane. Regu-
larly used for flat bars, but by using addi-

tional rolls it is possible to benii angles, tees,

.squares, round or twisted bars. 12 or 16 gage

copper tubes, standarfl. heavy and extra

heavy steel pipe. I-beams ami channels. Ad-
justment of rolls, made by one man, is only

W in. to handle work from W-i in. diam.

circles made of 2 by "^ in. flats bent edge-

wi.se, up to any diameter. Mounted on
cast iron ba.«e at bottom of pit to bring plat-

form 10 in. and rolls 36 in. above floor line.

Concealed gearing. Driven by 10 hp. Gen-
eral Electric re\'crsing motor.

Magnetic Switches for A C. Motors.

621.34

The General Electric Co. have commenced
manufacture of enclosed magnetic .switches

for the operation of alternating-current motors.

They have characteristics of ea.«e of inspec-

tion and renewal of vital parts, overload pro-

tection and long life of contiicls. Type
CR7005-.\4 is intended for .small motors

having maximum capacity of 3 hp., 110

volts; 5 hp. 220 volts: T'-j hp . 440 and 550

vo\\s. CR7006-D7 and D9 have horsepower
ratine ringing from 10 to 200.

Oil Motor Starter. 621.34

Features of the new oil motor starter man-
ufactured as TyiH? N-1 by the Condit Elec-

tric Mfg. Corp. are compactness, case of

installation, controlled from any number of

points, knockout for conduit connections,

overload and under\oltage protection, three

or four jiole constniction. ami provision for

shipi>er rod or roi>e operation. If is sup-

plied cither with or without fuse clips.

Equipi^d with thermal irlays it offers an
economical means of obtaining overload
time-lag protection for motors. Operates
under 30 amperes or less and 600 volts A. C.
or less.



News of Manufacturing Industries

The Month in Brief

Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Works.
—Alioiit 7000 employees participated in

the 30th semi-annual bonus awarded by
this company for faithful service. The
total was about S450,000, making a grand
total of about $6,000,000 distriljuted since

the plan was inaugurated by Alexander
Smith Cochran, principal owner of the

mills, in 1911.

Allis Chalmers Manufacturing Com-
pany reports for 11 months ending Nov.
30, 1925, net profit of .52,994,129 after Fed-
eral taxes. Profit and loss surplus on Xo\-.

30, 1925, totaled 814,511,326, comparing
with 813,542,986 on Jan. 1, 1925.

American Brown Boveri Electric Cor-
poration has acquired the Railway and
Industrial Engineering Company of Greens-

burg, Pa., and the Electric Development
& Machine Company, of Holmesburg, Pa.

These acquisitions have an annual sales

volume of about 82,000,000.

American La France Fire Engine Com-
pany for the ten months ended Oct. 31,

1925, reports net profits of §580,734 after

charges and reserves for taxes.

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation.

—

The directors have declared an initial divi-

dent of SI per share on the outstanding

573,320 shares of common stock, par $100,

payable March 1, and the regular quar-
terly dividend of 134 per cent on the pre-

ferred stock, payable April 1 to holders

of record March 15.

Calendar Years 1(123 1924 1923
*Netinconie $9,854,494 $S,1H4.3S4 $10, .303,528
* .^fter all charges and reserve for depreciation, depletion
and taxes.

American Rayon Products Corpora-
tion reports earnings fur the nine months
ended Dec. 31 of .8263,167, equivalent to

approximately $2.40 a share on the 110,000
shares outstanding.

Atlas Powder Company.—The com-
pany's report for the year ended Dec. 31,

shows total sales of 820,588,981, compared
with $19,462,295 for 1924, an increase of

5.8 per cent. Net income, after allowing

for all charges, including interest and taxes,

was $2,130,535, a return of 7.53 per cent

on total assets, and after payment of 6

per cent dividends on preferred stock was
equivalent to §6.08 a share on the 261,438
shares of no-par-value common.

Barrett-Cravens Company has pur-
chased the building at 30th Street and
Spaulding Avenue, Chicago, containing

73,000 sq. ft. of floor area to accommodate
the growing business of the firm.

Bethlehem Steel Corporation is ofiering

its 7 per cent cumulative preferred stock

to employees under the Employees Saving
and Stock Owiiership Plan. The price is

8101 per share. Employees are permitted
to pay for the stock in instalments de-

ducted from wages at the rate of 84 per
share per month. Up to this time $3,-

500,000 par value of the stock has been
]iaid for in full by employees and cer-

tificates issued. As an incentive to hold the

stock each employee recei\-es special pay-
ments for five years upon stock purchased
and held. These payments are $1 per share

for the first year, $2 for the second, §3
for the third, $4 for the fourth, and $5
for the fifth, making a total of §15 per
share for the five years.

Brown & Bigelow.—Effective Feb. 1, the

Ingersoll Rediiiuint Company, Inc., was
consolidated with Brown & Bigelow, giving

a manufacturing organization of about 2000
employees. The production facilities will

be increased by the addition of 126,000 sq.

ft. of floor area and a modern power plant.

The consolidation produces the largest con-

cern in the world manufacturing pens and
pencils.

Carnegie Steel Company.—The Edgar
Thomson Works of the Carneg'e Steel Com-
]iany reiiorts a record of 414,000 man days

without accidental injury.

Chandler Motor Car Company.—A plan

for the consolidation of this company with
the Clevelaiul .\utomobile Company has

been declared effective.

Clark Thread Company, employing about
5000 workers, reiuirts 2()S consecutive days
without accidental injury. This is equiv-

alent to aliout 1,300,000 man days.

Columbia Steel Company declared a

stock dividend of 100 per cent in common
stock on lioth jireferred and common stocks

payable Felj. 10, 1926.

Continental Baking Corporation.—M.
R. Lott, former jiersonnel superintendent

of the Sperry Gyroscope Company, on Feb.

1 took up the duties of personnel director

with the Continental Baking Corporation.

Corn Products Company.—Net earnings
of Corn Products Company for 1925 may
amount to somewhere around S2.50 a
share on the 2,530,000 shares of .§25 par
value common stock.

Crane Company.—Stockholders have in-

creased authorized cajiital stock from 865,-

000,000 to $90,000,000.
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Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Company,
Inc.—The directors have declared a divi-

dent of 31/4 per cent on the preferred stock,

payable March 1. This is the same amount
as that paid in March 1925. In Sept. 1925
a dividend of 2V2 per cent on the preferred

was paid.

Deere & Company.—The directors have
declared a regular quarterly di\'idend of

1% per cent on the preferred stock, to-

gether with an extra dividend of 1/2 of 1

per cent on account of accruals, both jiay-

able March 1. An extra distribution ol

Va of 1 per cent on account of accumu-
lation was made on the preferred stock on
Dec. 1 last.

Dodge Bros. Inc.—Retail sales in the

four weeks ending Jan. 30, totaled 19,218

cars, new car deliveries, 14,943. Factory
shipments of cars and trucks were 22,135.

This is an increase of 41 per cent over

Jan. 1925.

E. I. DuPont DeNemours Company.

—

The fuze works of the duPont Comjiany
reports a safety record of 381,000 man
days, during a period of seven years with
only one time-losing accident. This single

accident cost but 818.

Electric Refrigerator Corporation.

—

Ofhcial announcement has been made that

the plan of consolidation of the Kelvinator

Corporation, Nizer Corporation and Grand
Rapids Refrigeration Corporation has be-

come effective. The capacity of the con-

solidated corporation will be in excess of

500 refrigerators per day, based on normal-
sized units, and 1000 ice boxes.

Ford Motor Company made available

profit-sharing certiticates for its employees

on Feb. 1. The issue of these certificates

was temporarily discontinued April 1, 1925,

when the quota of .§25,000,000 was reached.

Each employee is permitted to deposit from
his pay check an amount not exceeding one-

fourth of his total pay. When $100 has

accrued the employee receives a certificate

guaranteeing the holder 6 per cent on the

investment.

Gabriel Snubber Manufacturing Com-
pany.—Earnings for the past four years

are reported as follows:

Years ended
Dec. 31 1925 1924 1923 1922

Net earn-
ings after
charges
and Fed-
eraltases $1,314,082 $1,086,195 $1,237,594 $1,161,731

Balance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1925, shows

(Continued on page 220)
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"We never know how little we make or savei until we know how luuch we WASTE"

Helping You Eliminate Waste

!

Our business is that of collaborating with industrial executives in determining, diagnosing,

evaluating and eliminating waste, and the following is a resume of the essential factors in our

plan for practically serving industry in this field.

1. I'rincipk'

2. Plan of
Rewards

i. Control
Mechanism

That of engineer, scientist and economist, cooperating to eliminate

waste, with employer and worker.

A fair share of the savings made will go to employees who help
to effect them, and a retainer plus a fair share of the savings will

be paid us, the major portion being retained by the client.

Efficient methods have been devised for currently recording all

pertinent data in connection with specific Waste Elimination work,
so that statements can be made covering what savings are, where
made, and those helping make them, thus avoiding the contro-
versies which usually go with contingent work.

Man-power waste (time losses) and waste in resources (material,

equipment, product).

From raw material operations, through fabrication and distribu-

tion, to ultimate use of products by consumers.

We survey and evaluate, make researches, standardize and sim-

plify, and supervise and counsel.

Products, plant, equipment, operations, and materials.

We maintain a well-equipped and properly manned research
laboratory, where both chemical and physical experiments, tests

and developments are carried on.

Our approach to a problem is not theoretical, nor do we go into

definite Waste Elimination work which cannot be evaluated as to

kind and extent of waste, methods needed for eliminating it,

and extent of probable savings.

We ccoperate in every possible way with client's organization,

making it a "joint staff" activity, in which the outside and exten-

sive viewpoint and the inside and intensive experience, are

focussed to a common end—Waste Elimination.

We strive to recommend betterments which involve a minimum
of capital outlay, and which will return their cost quickly. gg

In determining the field for our work, we make an assay not a

survey , for which we receive only expenses of traveling and living

if we fail to demonstrate 1 1 i that there are preventable wastes
and I 2 that they should be eliminated. If we do so demon-
strate, we receive a fee, one-half of which would be rebated
should our regular service subsequently be arranged for.

Correspondence is invited from industrial executives interested in this great subject of Waste

Elimination, and the submission of pressing problems will be appreciated, all of which will be

held in the strictest confidence.

Waste Eliminators
Incorporated

C. E. KNOEPPEL. Managing Director

PARK SQUARE BUILDING BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Division of Bigclow. Kent. IVillard & Co., Inc.

4.
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Conserve Production

Energy
This is certain—Rundle-Spence Vertico-

Slant Fountains will conserve production

energy in your factory. Remember
these facts—Drinking becomes quicker

and easier. The slight slant stream

is convenient, handy and germ-proof.

Your employees will take "less time

out" and put "more work in." The
profit is seen in production.

The R-S line includes Sanitary Drink-

ing Fountains. Bath and Plumbing
Fixtures and Supplies. Write for il-

lustrated catalog with complete infor-

mation.

RUNDLE-SPENCE MFG. CO.
62 Fourth Street Milwaukee, Wis.

RUNDLE-SPENCE

Superheated Steam Helps Make This Power Plant

the Most Economical in Mississippi

By installing Elesco superheaters in its three 150-hp. Walsh
and Weidner return tubular boilers, the Water, Light and Power
Company of Aberdeen, Mississippi, has been permitted to oper-

ate on one less boiler than would be necessary on saturated

steam, and the net operating cost has been materially reduced.

It is generally more important to superheat the steam in a

small plant than in a large one, because the percentage of saving

is greater.

THE SUPERHEATER COMPANY
17 East 42nd Street
NEW YORK

Peoples Gas Building
CHICAGO

current assets of S1,5S2,807 (including

SSOO.OOO U. S. Liberty bonds) and current

liabilities of .§309,089.

General Electric Company.—Supple-

mentary compensation, amounting to Sl,-

367,426.07, was paid in February to 30,318

employees of its plants and offices who
have been with the company for five

years or more. The sum paid each indi-

vidual represents five per cent of his earn-

ings for the six months ending Dec. 31,

1925. Payments were made in G-E Em-
ployees' Securities Corporation bonds or

cash as the employee desired. The amounts
paid to the employees of the various works
and offices of the company were as follows:

Boston Pittsburgh

Canada: The Superheater Company. Limited, Montreal

Schenectadv Works
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Construction and Equipment
for

The Modern Plant
THE rt'Cdixl iiulustrial CDiistruction \)vo-

dicted for 1926 showed unmistakably
during January. Contracts awarded in 37
states totaled S!)4.(37G.oOO according to the
F. W. Dodge Corporation's Review. The
necessity of modern buildings and equip-
ment in these days of keen comjjetition is

emphatically reflected in this huge volume
of projected new construction. Only the
most improved and etiicient means oi' pro-

Buildings

Stone ct Webster

Copper and Brass

Copper and Brass Research Ass'n

Glass. Wired

Mississippi Wire Glass Company
Grinding Machines

Norton Company

Hangers. Shaft

Skaj'ef Ball Bearing Comi)aiiy .

Instruments. Recording

Taylor Instrument Company . .

Motors, Electric

General Electric Company . 230

Westinghouse Electric it Manu-
facturing Co

P.VGE

224

240

239

229

231

237

duction can hope to turn out products at

a cost to earn a profit in these times of high
material jjrices and wage rates.

The materials, construction and equip-
ment indexed below and advertised in the
following pages are being installed in

modern manufacturing plants which are
striving for improved operation and lower
costs.

P.\GE
Scales

Merrick Scale Manufacturing Co. 226

Time Recorders

Calculagraph Company .... 225

Trucks. Industrial

Marion Tool ^^"orks 228

Mercury Manufacturing Co. . . 223

Steubing-Cowan Company . 234-235

Valves

Jenkins Brothers 224

^'entilating and Power Ecjuipment

Buffalo Forge Company .... 227

Wire Binding

CJerrartl Wire Tying Machines Co. 233

U iL' l t il l jS^j.Ju-lSiLiUi.iUi.jSU^jUi.ilL.a^''^^' "' ^>"^V^^"ry|"»7Tnr^Vl'^

I
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WORKING FOR WESTINGHOUSE

S
TONE 8C WEBSTER work for Westinghouse has been practi-

cally continuous for many years. Important manufacturing units

as well as additions to boiler and power plants have been

built at Trenton, Milwaukee, Bloomfield, N. J., Belleville,

N.J., Sharon, Pennsylvania. This succession of

Westinghouse contracts indicates their complete

satisfaction in our service.

We work with you and for you.

H

;i^^ fn^r [spi 1^-^--^

Stone & Webster
INCORPORA TED

BUILDERS
NEW YORK, 120 Broadway BOSTON, 147 Milk Street CHICAGO, First National Bank BIdg.

PHILADELPHIA, Real Estate Trust Bldg. SAN FRANCISCO, Holbrook BIdg. PITTSBURGH, Union Trust Bldg.
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ton- and Canada. The combined sales, in-

cluding subsidiari«;. agsircgated $20o,9VH),-

}N2t), against SI 38,777,7 IS.

.\l'tpr allowing for all atlniinistration,

fclling and general operating expenses, but

l>efore deductions for charges, the coni-

liany reported earnings of $26,284,672,

against 817,363,162 in 1024, while after in-

terest charges, net profit for lii25 was $21,-

tK)5,8!»S, against $12,161,540. After ap-
propriating $7,.t(K),000 as a special raw ma-
terial reserve, the net earnings availalile

for dividends amomited to $13,or»,5,S9S,

against S12.1()l,o40 in 1024. The com-
pany paid out $5,655,156 in dividends last

year, and the profit and loss surplus on
Dec. 31 amounted to $;B0,640,310, against

.<22,70S,576.

The consolidated balance sheet at the
cl(x--e of 1025 showed current assets of SGS,-

2<>1.272, including $15,750,050 cash, .S:iS,-

05S.423 inventon,- and $14.4,S2.700 accounts

receivable, less reserves. Current I'abilities

.tggregated $10,5S2,652, the ratio of assets

to liabilities being 6.5 to 1.

H. W. Gossard & Company.—The an-

nual statement of income oi H. \V. Gossard
& Company for calendar year 1025 shows
net. $470,756, equal to $5.76 a share after

preferred dividends on the common stock.

This contrasts with $3.3S a share in 1024.

Net .iJales aggregated .$5,216,280 and sur-

plus for year after dividend pavments was
.$•201,232 against $78,364 in 1024. Current
as.«ets as of Dee. 31, 1025, amounted to

.$2,065,342: current liabilities. $7,54.045.

Hamilton-Brown Shoe Company.—B.il-

ance sheet as of Dec. 31, 1025:

Aitrlt 1925 1924
Real estate, builclinici*. rnii-

chineo and fiiturea i$ 9.>4,.~u8 $ 96>.i53S
Iji.«tts and dies . .

> 1 1

Ca«l. 9.39.730 6o3.l46

Duo from customir- 3,S64,6IS 4.01S.49t
.\cmunts and notes receiv-

able 30.S,84I 3.'56.fl6fi

Inventories 5.001.373 o. 121,111
Invent- inand atlv. tosub.co. Si. 44.%
.S*ruritie** owiie*! 94 ,S67 37.3, 167
Deferred rhargrs 67,2.57 70.7.S4

Total $11,312,690 til, 543. oO.?

Litibilitiff 192.1 1924
Cnpital slock .. ( .'..OOn.OOO t .i. 000. 00(1
N'ltes and arcuiits payable 2,66S,413 3,029,6a5
Div pay. Jan 2 l.y),U(X) .W.OOO
Due t«i off. and enipl .s.5,763 62.079
Due todeiKmtnra 106,342 101.629
Fe<ieral and State income

taxes 107.000 120.000
( Hher resenes . 30,;»X .i.06<J
Surplus .t.l64.7»4 3.175.1.32

Total 11.3I2.fi!¥t ll..>l.-|..-iaj
' Heul culate. incl. buildinmi. $1 ..S<I2.302: Icm ilcpre-

eiation. tl.USI.OJ?!: niachinerv ami futures, $7111. II":
le»^ drprecinli.in, f.-.27 >:ll. : Ijists and dies. Sl.i2.64l.
le-v. dcpreci:itl'-ti. SI.'iJ »tl.'..

Hart, Schaffner & Marx.—Net profit
of Hart, SchafTner it NLirx for the year
ended Nov. .30, 1025, totaleil $I,854,44t.

after manufacturing, marketing and admin-
istrative exjienses, provisions for deprecia-
tion, doul<tful accounts and Fe<leral taxes.

Dividends of .S'.HKI.IHHI were paid durinc
the ye:ir an<l the iiiiap]iro|)riated surplus at

the end of the twelve months was $7,050.-

5.^7. The balance sheet of Nov. .30, 1025.

showed total current .i-^sets of $15,183,476.

Bookings for goods for spring deliver,- show
a suljstant'.il increase.

(Continued on page 224)
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Money Makers /
A machine that has ability to work "equal to
forty men"—and yet works for the wage of
one man must be a money maker.

Such is the industrial tractor.

Here are a tew e.-vamples

—

(1) One tractor and ten trailers in a tannery saves
$5,000 a year.

(2) At a freight house, four tractors and three hun-
dred trailers— an investment toialin"; $3S,000— paid
out in savings in less than 10 months.

(3) .\ railroad shop cut trucking costs $35 per day
with one tractor anJ twenty trailers.

(4) Recently a corporation spent $500,000 to fit its

entire plant layout for a tractor-trailer system — and
for the purchase of twenty tractors and twelve hundred
trailers. It was expected that savings would wipe out
the initial outlay in five years. After eight months'
operation it is evident that the saving will equal the
investment before the end of the third year.

Request our booklet—or better still—let m have
our nearest sales engineer "talk it over" uith you

Mercury Manufacturing Company
4124 »o. Halsted St. Chicago, V. S. A.

and

uailers
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Factrolite Wire Glass

For windows, this is the best

type of glass to install.

Because it is scientifically de-

signed especially for windows

to eliminate the glare of the

sun and afford uniform light

distribution.

By using Factrolite it is pos-

sible to increase the light in a

room 25 feet or more deep

from 38 to 72 per cent as com-

pared with clear glass.

>' wMm
ill |l

Hipiil!

^IIESI

jtsK|Tt!;jfr :i:;iiHvil!:;!;H5|;;|;#r

;5:;!:;;;jK;;Et;t;;;f,-;:..':;;,

iiiiiiiiiis^

Made in both Plain and Wire Glass

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS COMPANY

Chicago, Illinois

220 Fifth Avenue

New York St. Louis, Missouri

Valves that

"speed up" work
Guard against delays and inconveniences by install-

ing Jenkins Rapid Action Valves. In hundreds of

installations these fast workers are living up to

their name, and making good in operations where
rapid flow is required and a valve must be opened

and closed many times.

A short pull of the lever provides an instantaneous

full flow. The valve stays open automatically, and
closes quickly without shock or water-hammer

—

due to special piston and air chamber construction.

A Jenkins Renewable Disc insures leakproof con-

tact on the seat.

Obtainable through your supply house.

JENKINS BROS,
80 White Street
524 Atlantic Avenue
133 No. Seventh Street
646 Washington Boulevard

JENKINS BROS . Limited

Montreal, Canada London, England

New York. N. Y.

. Boston. Mass.
Philadelphia. Pa.

Chicago, III.

Fig. 241
Jenkins Bronze Quick-

Opening Valve

Always marked witli the "Diamond"

enkmsAMves
Y SINCE 1864

Hayes Wheel Company.—Directors of

the Hayes Wheel announced an extra divi-

dend of 25 cents a share in addition to the

regular quarterly payment of 75 cents. The
regular payment of $1,871/2 on the pre-

ferred also was authorized.

IngersoU Rand Co.—The directors on

January 20 declared a quarterly dividend

of 75 cents per share on the new common
stock, of no par value, payable March 1.

This places the stock on a $3 annual divi-

dend basis which is equivalent to $12 per

share per ainium on the old common stock,

par $100, which was recently issued in ex-

change for new no par common stock on the

basis of four new for one old. Dividends

Ijaid on the old common stock were at the

rate of $8 per annum.

Inland Steel Company.—The comjiany's

operating income last year was slightly

larger than for 1924, but diminution of

other income caused a smaller net, the

figures being $7,980,316 net for 1925

against $8,044,563 previous year. Net earn-

ings after interest, taxes, etc., amounted to

$4,869,734 against $5,474,601 in 1924, equal

to $3.52 a share on 1,182,799 shares of

common stock outstanding. .-Vfter pa>-ment

of dividends on the preferred and common,
the earned surplus for the year was $1,-

212,736, bringing total surplus to $19,830,-

232 as of Dec. 31, 1925. Following is the

condensed income statement for vears ended

Dec. 31:
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Exact Elapsed Time Records
Are Essential to

Economy in Production

Your records of elapsed time must be accurate, legible and unalterable—if

you expect to make them play their true part in the economical management of
your production.

Old-fashioned methods leave too much room for error—error through negli-

gence, and sometimes error "with intent."

Calculagraph Elapsed Time Records fit any cost system without the necessity
of readjustment. They give absolute protection to your cost accounting.

Elapsed time—the exact difference between the beginning and ending of
every job—is computed automatically by Calculagraph. It prints on the time
ticket the beginning, ending and precise time elapsed on every job—and prints
all this accurately, legibly and unalterably—for any number of workmen. This
machine is a simple, portable unit—not an expensive "system." Calculagraph
can be conveniently placed anywhere in shop or office.

We issue a comprehensive booklet

—

Elapsed Time Records—containing
interesting data on elapsed time in its relation to management, production and
accounting. Send for it today.

The Calculagraph Company
50 Church Street Dept. 12 New York City

CALCULAGRAPH
Ihc (slapscd^ iimc /\ccorcicr
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SAVE TIME AND LABOR
USE THE

Merrick Conveyor Weightometer
Any material handled on a belt, bucket or pan conveyor fitted with MER-

RICK WEIGHTOMETER is automatically weighed as it moves along. The

scale is always on the job—it makes no slips—it's honest—and its totals at the

end of the day are accurate and they require no special attendant.

X i
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Less

money

for

maintenance

Spending a little

more to put in BRASS

pipe eliminates the

trouble and expense

caused by rusting of

corrodible pipe.

Labor costs for

installing corrodible

sheet metal

are the same as for

Copper work—

But Copper venti-

lators, skylight frames,

gutters and down-

spouts do not have

to be replaced.

Copper and Brass

minimize maintenance

costs because they

do not rust.

COPPER ^-r BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

25 Broadway, New York

equipment
on every job

"Buffalo" has a com-

plete line of heating

and ventilating appa-

ratus, it's priced right,

and users testify to its

quality.

On this page we illus-

trate a Buffalo "Breezo-

Fin" Unit Heater, one

of the lightest, strong-

est, lowest priced and

most effective unit

heaters on the market.

We also make direct-

fired heaters for burn-

ing shavings, refuse,

etc., as well as "Vento"

and pipe coil units.

For factory heating un-

der certain conditions,

we build the "central

fan" type of heating

equipment shown in

the second picture.

This includes fan and

steam-heating coils.

For the very finest

types of buildings there

is no method of heat-

ing and ventilating that

compares in reliability,

simplicity,efTectiveness

and ultimate low cost

with the "Buffalo-Car-

rier" method i lower

cuti of supplying
washed and tempered

air, noiselessly, contin-

uously and positively

to any or all parts of

the building.

The full story of Buf

falo equipment will be

sent on request.

Buffalo Forge Company
141 MOKIIMIK STRIKT III KKAI.O, NEW YORK

IN (:\SA1>\—t.ANADI \N Hl.OWl K vV KOR(.K CX).. Ltd .
KITCIIKNKR. OM .

heating-ventilating
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YOU can move the
heaviest rolls easily,

safely and quickly!
Marion Dolly Trucks cost

no more than ordinary
Dollys, but embody
many new and exclusive

advantages. Built low
and with sloping skids;

easy to load and unload;
frame curved to hold rolls

of paper and barrels
firmly in place. Will turn
in their own length; will

handle up to 2I2 tons
right along. Simple and
light enough to be carried

anywhere needed, yet
durable and practically

indestructible. Made of

steel and Marion certified

malleable.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company.

—

The Reynolds Tobacco Company Ijahmce

sheet to Dec. 31, 1925, shows:

Marion Dollys "stay put"
while being loaded; won't
crawl away from you. Heavy
rolls can be loaded or un-
loaded without jarring, tear-
ing or bursting.

Your savings in stock and
manpower will make it

cheaper for you to own
Marion Dollys than to try
to skimp alons without
them. Write today for com-
plete information prices and
special JO-day trial offer
No. 88.

MARION TOOL WORKS, Inc.

Marion Indi

Real estate, buildings, ma-
chinery, etc.

Cash
Accounts receivable
Leaf tob.. supplies, mfd.

prod., etc.

Inv, in non-competitive
companies

L)ther accts. and notes re-
ceivable

Goodwill, pat., etc.

Prepd. int., ins., etc.

1925

18,374,26.S
8,024,866
12,545,460

97,168,844

962,288

1,137,684
1,317,891
464,385

1924

$ 17,672.S34
22,024.37S
13,019,625

85,726,035

4,147,850

1,483,528
1,319,091
590,913

Total
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Quill Pe

ffCCS
Automatic

Temperature
Controls

1. Tycos Electric Contact
Control

2. Tycos Thermo-Tymc
Control

3. Tycos Dubl-Duty Tem-
perature Regulator

4. Tycos Self-Acting Tem-
perature Regulator

XJO mnnacremcnt would voluntarily go back to the quill
-^^ pen and its contemporary office appliance. Modern
office methods and equipment are so overwhelmingly
superior that it is a real cause for wonder that business
could struggle along in the old days at all.

Yet, occasionally, we will encounter plant managers
using "quill pen" methods in controlling temperatures
and pressures. They have yet to learn that man is fallible

and hand regulation uncertain.

\\'ith Tycos Automatic Controls you can bring your heat
processes within the bounds of absolute certaintv. They
eliminate the human element—the quill pen methods

—

and give you instead absolute uniformity of product,
lesser process time, increased production and no rejec-

tions due to over or under heating.

There is a Tycos Catalog for your industry. Send for it

today—and tell us your heat process problem. We'll be
glad to help you solve it.

^y/orInstrumentCompanies
ROCHESTER. N. Y., U. S. A.

CANADIAN PLANT TYCOS BUILDING. TORONTO
Manufacturing D:stributors in Great Britain

SHORT 86 MASON, Ltd.. London

r^JS^ V=G5(3Pl

lycos Temperaturelnstruments
INDICATING • RECORDING • CONTROLLING
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Wherever power

G:E Motorx

GENERAL^•^ ^^^^ ^ rTTTr c^«T,^Ti:/-TAr»v. new york
GENERA L P. TKCTRIC COMPANY. SCHENECTADY. NEW
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lines are rur^-
Four improved motors for

general industrial uses.

Type K T Polvph/ise Motor
(900 Serifs": Sizes !j to
25 h.p. inclusive.

Type SCR SinHle Phase Mo-
tor—Sizes '

:j to JO h.p. inclu-

'ype BD Direct Current Mo-
loi—Sines ' 4 to 3 h.p. inclu-
sive^

Type CD Direct Current Mo-
toi—Sues J to 300 h.p. inclu-

•fve.

Industries' demands for motorized
power exceed 30,000,000 horsepower
from electric energy.

General Electric has built more than
20,000,000 horsepower in electric

motors—with a range of from 1 /200
h.p. to 22,000 h.p., and in thousands
of types, sizes, and speeds.

This is your assurance that there
is a G-E motor fit for yourevery need.

Improvement is the keynote in the
design,manufacture,application,and
servicing of G-E Motors—improve-
ment in mechanical strength, sim-
plicity, and interchangeability—im-
provement in workmanship,
material, and test—improvement
in appearance and finish—improve-
ment in stock, v^arehousing, repair,

and service facilities.

This is your guarantee of full value
from an investment in G-E Motors.

Complete information on G-E General
Purpose Small Motors is available at

your nearest G-E Office— or G-E
Motor Dealer.

ELECTRIC
SALES OFFICES 1 N ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Hand in Hand
advertising and lower sales cost

It is to the buyer's interest to know that goods are sold
economically for he pays the cost of selling just as he
pays for the cost of manufacturing.

That's why more and more buyers are scrutinizing sales

methods of manufacturers, for they know that excessive

sales costs mean either higher prices or shrinking quality.

The seller who clings to antiquated, expensive methods of

selling is no more entitled to patronage than one who runs

an out-of-date factory.

Machinery has cut costs and standardized products in man-
ufacturing and the machinery of advertising is accom-
plishing similar benefits in selling, for advertising in publi-

cations such as this one, is not an added expense, but an
improved means of communication that takes the place of

slower and more costly methods.

These are demonstrated facts and thinking buyers are rec-

ognizing the advantage to them of encouraging progressive,

economical sales methods, such as have been adopted by the

companies represented in the advertising pages of thisjournal.

The advertising these companies are doing not only cuts the

cost of selling, but it increases production volume, stand-

ardizes quality, and is a guarantee of good faith.

Write us about anything you desire to know about business

papers or the fields they cover.

A
The

ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS, INC.
Headquarters, 220 West 42nd Street, New York City

H
Over 120 Publications Reaching 54 Different

Fields of Trade and Industry

"Member of The Associated Business Papers, Inc." means proven
circulations PLUS the highest standards in all other departments.

This publication is a member of the A. B. P.
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GERRARDi

OheTtelktBif

GERRARD UNL
LASTIC STOIVAGE

The greatest development in

carioading in the last cen-

tury. Ask us how to opply

it to your carload ship-

ments at a lower coit than you

new must pay and practi-

cally eliminate all damage

to your shipment.

j^X^-

One of the GrrrariJ group

ofli^ire 'Tymg Alachinef—
the Model "Q" Little Qunt

for hejyy pack-igmg and

Uni-Laslie Stowage. Aik us

ho'w to solve your packag-

ing and shipping ptoblemt

hy this method.

Packing Cost Reduced 75%
The skid illustrated above contains two tons of paper

tied by the Gerrard Method ready for shipment.

In this instance the Gerrard Method saved more than
$15.00 in packing cost alone.

This paper was formerly shipped in lots about 500 pounds
in heavy cases costing $2.50 each, or a cost of $10.00 per
Ion of paper.

Skids of the type shown cost only $3.50 to $5.00, which
is so inexpensive that it does not pay to have them returned.
Paper manufacturers, who have adopted the Gerrard Method,
find their packing cost reduced to about $2.50 per Ion— a
saving of 75 '/( .

This method oi shipping also has many advantages ap-
preciated by printers. There is no cost for unpacking and no
paper wasted in unpacking. Many printers do ni>t reiiandle
their paper at all but simply wheel the skid into place under
their automatic press feeders.

The Gerrard Model "G" Little Giant Wire Tying Ma-
chine is used for applying 8 gauge wire to paper on skids. This
method cit packing can be applievi t.) your product as well be-
cause its limitations arc few.

To ask us how to effect a saving in your present cost of
packing incurs no obligation.

GERRARD WIRE TYING MACHINES CO.
1943 South 52nd Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.
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StuebingSteel-BotindPlat'
forms match the Stttehtng

Lift Truck iM strctigth of
build and adaptability of
service. They won't near

down or wabble.
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Leadership and Lift Trucks
Why have American Can—Goodyear—Goodrich— the
largest manufacturer of valves in the world— and scores of

other leaders of industry—standardized on Stuebing-Cowan
equipment?

They wanted the security of greater dependability— safety—and service— inseparable from complete leadership.

They know that complete leadership gives greater values.

Whether your requirements are large or small, do
not purchase lift truck equipment without first

judging the merits of Stuehing-Cowan units and
considering that, in addition to their apparent in-

built superiority, you are assured of service such
as only leadership can deliver.

Write today for a free demonstration

1 he otuebing-Cowan Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio Holyoke, Massachusetts

^cawAM
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Ronographs
A Convenient, and Reliable Way

to Solve

Problems of Policy and Method

Jvoxo GRAPHS are handy vol-

umes, pocket size and cloth hound

.

Each in 100 or more pages brings

together for intensive use by indi-

viduals and organizations all the

information required in handling

one specific problem.

Wliether .your difficulty is harmo-
nizing your budgets with business

trends, deciding on a depreciation

policy, cutting the cost of shipping

containers, simplifying your control

over operating departments, or any
of a hundred similar matters, a

Ronograph will gi\"e you every essen-

tial detail in a form you'd like to have

it in. Charts and diagrams are given

as required. Each volume is fully

indexed.

New Titles Continually Added

^\lthough Ronographs are a recent

development in presenting business in-

formation, thousands of copies are al-

ready in use.

This announcement gives the titles

now available, including several of im-

portance which have only recently been
pubUsheJ. Many more are in prepara-

tion. Keep this list for reference and
watch for later announcements. The
full Ronograph Series will extend even-

tually to all subjects of specific common
interest to business and manufacturing
organizations.

Sold on a Make-Good Basis

X OUR purchase of a Ronograph is

final only when you have satisfied your-

self that it contains the information

you want. Order by number. Just

send us the numbers of the titles you
wish on the list at the right, with 81.2.5

for each book ordered. The Rono-
graphs wiU be forwarded postpaid.

Your money will be refunded for any
returned within five days.

Six Ronographs Specially Prepared

for Manufacturers

Budgeting to the Business Cycle—
B;f Joseph H. Barber

Successful methods by which budget
for production and sales is harmonized
with business trends to steady output
for the manager and work for the

worker, and at same time reduce to

minimum unshipped orders at end of

each month. No. 38.

Simplified Factory Accounting and
Routing—
Bii Frederick A. Wablron

Explains in detail the methods for

estalihshing control over the operating

departments of a factory and the se-

quence of their introduction. Forms
upon which the system is based are

given, together with full description of

their u.se. Xo. 3.").

Profitable Management—
J3y J. Lee Nicholson

In this Ronograph a prominent spe-

cialist on organization methods has .set

forth what he regards as the funda-
mental principles of business manage-
ment. Control of business to insure

profits is keynote. No. 10.

The Industrial Executive—
By B. A. Franklin

Shows activities and responsibilities

of industrial executive. Policies and
organization for successful operation;

practical points on labor handling; and
profit-making management, equipment,
and marketing possibilities. Many
helpful methods and suggestions. By
Vice-President of the Strathmore Paper
Company. No. 40.

Shipping Containers—
By B. L. Hueslis

Careful presentation of the essentials

of designing and using boxes, crates,

barrels, drums and other shipping con-

tainers for domestic or export .shipments.

Prepared to assist .sfiippers in oljtaining

the full benefits of all possible economies.

No. 37.

Employment Records—
Bu C. B. B.irlbll

From requisitions and apjilications to

turnover report. Forms presented have
been selected from hundreds of varieties

and have stood test of extended use in

some of largest industrial plants. No. 30.

Other Titles Now Available

12 Ackerman-Neuner—Credit Insurance
20 Altmun—Cash Records
23 Altman—Recording Sales Transactions
19 Beach—20 Twenty-Minute Lessons in Book-

keeping
22 Bfiardsley—Circular Advertising Department
3 Blackman—Business Mail
6 Brewster—Analyzing Credit Risks

29 Brewster-—^Bankruptcy
14 Brown—Statistical TypewTiting
2 Dulin—Collection Letters
1 Dulin—Credit Letters
9 Fitting—Report Writing
15 Flaherty—How to Use the Dictionary
15 Gaines—The Art of Investment
S Galloway—Organizing the Stenographic De-

partment
33 Galston—Security Syndicate Operations
o Giles—500 Answers to Sales Objections

24 Greeley—Estate Accounting

32 Griffiss—The New York Call Money Market
27 Hallman—Organizing the Credit Department
2S Kester—Depreciation
34 Lord—A Plan for Self-Management
36 McHale—Spanish-English Commercial Vo-

cabulary
42 Mather—Life Insurance Accounting
31 Parker—Office Etiquette for Business Women
17 Patterson—Borrowing from Your Bank
21 Pinkerton—Accounting for Surplus
7 Sakolski—Elements of Bond Investment

25 Scammell—Use of the Telephone in Business
13 Scott—Influencing Men in Business
11 Shidle—Finding Your Job
16 Swindell—Newspaper Accounting
39 Teevan—C.P.A. Law Questions and Answers
4 Wallace—Filing Methods

41 Washburn—Accounting for Universities

43 Wiegand—Fire Insurance Accounting

$1,25 Each, Order by Number—See Column at Left

The Ronald Press Company, Publishers

Dept. M66, 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Efficient Organizations

Must Be Balanced

so must
a MOTOR

Business failures are often explained by lack

of balance in the organization . Inventive genius

hinders the adoption ofeconomical manufactur-

ing methods: sales enthusiasm runs unchecked

by sober financial and credit guidance.

Motor failures result from the same lack of

balance. To gain efficiency, power factor may be

disregarded; to reduce first cost, the quality

and distribution of materials may be skimped.

At the right are factors which must be bal-

anced in every motor to the particular work

that the motor has to do. The performance of

the motor on the job—its economy in first cost

and in maintenance— is the direct result of the

skill and foresight with which these factors are

balanced.

For instance. Insulation: Insulation is the life of

a motor, but it is obvious that the more insulation you
use, the less space there is in the slots for copper, hence

the lower the rating of the motor and the greater its first

cost in proportion to the load to be carried. To give the
coils a maximum of protection in minimum space Wcst-
inghouse uses mica for main insulation. In proportion
to thickness, mica surpasses all comparable materials in

insulating qualities. Then, to make protection doubly
sure, Westinghouse dips in varnish and bakes the coils

of general-purpose motors. Westinghouse is the only

manufacturer using mica so generally in main insulation.

A Motor is BALANCED
when these factors are properly proportioned to one
another and to the job which the motor has to do:

\lechanical
8. Air Gap
9. Bearings

10. Shaft
11. Steel

12. Assembly
13. Rotating

Smoothness

Electrical

1. Temperature
2. Torques
3. Efficiency

4. Power Factor (in alter-

nating-current motors)
5. Speed Characteristics

6. Insulation

7. Commutation (in

direct-current motors)

To get true value in a motor, look at all these factors,

not merely at one or two.

In Westinghouse Motors every factor has been
weighed after years of experience extending into every in-

dustry and dating from the dawn of the motorizing idea.

A truly balanced design for every purpose is the result.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC &. MANUFACTL'RING COMPANY
E.\ST PITTSBLRC.H. PA.

IW6. W. E. » M. Co.

Westinghouse
Motors are

B^I^nced
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Professional Counsel

WALLACE CLARK
Consulting Management Engineer

Methods that get things done on
time, reduce costs and give the

executive complete control.

50 West 12th St. NEW YORK
Full information on request

HEVERLE & HAY
Public Accountants and Engineers

Costs Taxes
Production Audits

Visible Management Methods
Investigations

Main Office

City Centre Building Philadelphi;

PENROSE R. HOOPES
Mechanical Bngineer

Special 8e Automatic Machinery
Design and Construction

252 Asylum St. Hartford, Conn.

WALTER N. POLAKOV & CO.

Savings in

INDUSTRIAL POWER
without capital investment

25 Fifth Avenue, New York City

FACTORY ACCOUNTANT
Thorough knowledge of accounting and

shop practice, having a diversified manufac-
turing experience, covering all phases of
accounting, systematizing, graphic presenta-
tion, cost control and budget making, quali-
fied to take charge of any plant as Chief
Accountant. Address Box 328, MANUFAC-
TURING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th St.,

New York, N. Y.

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER
WANTED

A large corporation is seeking a high grade
executive with thorough mechanical en-
gineering education and experience. He
should know production from all angles and
should be familiar with every department of
a large organization. A constructive oppor-
tunity awaits a real progressive, not over 45
year old. who has steadily climbed to large
responsibilities. Full details are requested.
Box 332. MANUFACTURING INDUS-
TRIES, 15 East 26th Street, New York City.

Carle M. Bieelow. M. E.

President
Robert W. Kent. B. S.

Vice-President
John A. Willard. S. B.

Treasurer

BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD & CO., Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS

Park Square Building Boston, Massachusetts

Production—Costs—Sales— Building Design—Valuations—Audits—Financing

Scovell, Wellington & Company

^"s'^^^y Audits Tax Service Costs Industrial Engineering

Boston Springfield, Mass. New York Syracuse Cleveland Chicago

MILLER. FRANKLIN. BASSET Be COMPANY
ENGINEERS ACCOUNTANTt

t«7 MADISON AVINUI
NEW 10RK CiTv

STEVENSON, HARRISON & JORDAN
A Consolidation of

Ths Stevenson Corporation— G. Charter Harrison—
J. P. Jordan and Associates

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERS

19 W. 44th St., New York Hanna Building, Cleveland

779 Washington St., BuflFaio 80 Federal Street, Boston

Organization, Measurement and Control
of Sales, Production and Costs

Literature and Complete Information Gladly Furnished

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Executive— 10 years* varied experience, some engineering, some comnier-

ciaL Available January or February. Desires connection with reliable

progressive concern offering good opportunity. Would welcome research

work. Can make moderate investment. Box 329, MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

WANTED
Position in charge of women's employment
and personnel work, by woman who has had
eight years' experience covering the following
activities: Job analysis and classification of
pay for women clerical help; employment
and transfer for offices using about 1500
women; employment and transfer for factory
using about 2000 women; in charge of night
school for 250 women. Box 331. MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th
Street, New York City.

MANUFACTURING EXECUTIVE

available for position offering real oppor-

tunity to a man with energy and proved

ability to get results. Age 30. Married.

Salary $6000. Box 327, MANUFACTUR-
ING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th Street,

New York City.
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Industry wasted

enough coal through

obsolete bearing
equipment in 1925 to

put from two to four

tons in the cellar of

every family in the

land. Industry sought

to overcome friction

withCOAL instead of

anti'friction bearings.

Fifty to One Hiiiidred MillionWasted Tons!
How Much Did ^ou Conlrilmle Toward This
Waste Through Ohsolete Bearing E<juijniient?

'

I
'HERE are two ways to overcome bearing friction in line shafting. Cue
is by means of the expensive coal pile. The other is by means of the

comparatively inexpensive anti-friction ecjuipment.

Just what percentage of America's enormous fuel waste is chargeable to

obsolete hanger equipment may be judged from the experience ot a middle-

west manufacturer who substituted Skayef Self-Aligning Ball Bearing

Hangers tor the old plain bearing type and

Saved Ei(;m Tiioi sand Diu.i.aks A Ykak In Powek Costs Alone*

Why not allow Skayef engineers to demonstrate how Skayef Selt-

Aligning Ball Bearing Hangers can reduce your power costs? The average

Skayef installation pays for itself in less than two years' time.

•A certified sur\'ev sent on request.

The SKAYEF BALI HF AKIM. CC">MI'ANY. Ift"! Broaduiv. Nc»- York

"" BALL BEARING

ff^ITT?!
AND TRANSMISSION APPLIANCES
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Quantity Production
the GoverningPowerofCosts

Norton electric furnace abrasives

are trademarked "Alundum" and

"Crystolon."

Norton Grinding Machines tor

grinding cylindrical work include

types for crankpin, crankshaft,

camshaft, car wheel and roll

grinding.

"Alundum" and "Crystolon"

trademarks also represent bonded

refractory laboratory ware, heavy

refractories, cements and porous

plates.

Norton Floors include Alundum

floor and stair tile, mosaics, treads

and aggregates. All arc non-slip.

But for quantity production countless modern con-

veniences would be luxuries at prohibitive prices.

Today thiere is a motor vehicle for every sixth person

in the United States. Quantity production has made

this possible.

This is a machine age—an era of rapid, accurate, eco-

nomical adaptation of natural products to the needs

of mankind. It is an age of precision in quantity

production at low cost made possible by the art ot

Grinding. Not the humblest machine shop in the

industrial world can operate without Grinding.

High and uniform production and low costs came

with the discovery and development of electric tur-

nace abrasive materials, the perfection of the grinding

wheel and inventions of grinding machines—now
essential tools (^t industrv.

Norton Company
w o R c
New York

ESTER
Chicago

Bauxite Plant— Bauxite, Arkansas

MASSACHUSETTS
Detroit Philadelphia Pittsburgh

Abrasive Plants— '^\i.^'^7i Falls, N. Y., and Chippawa, Ont.

Grinding, irheel Plants— Worcester, Mass. ;
Hamilton, Ont.; La Courneuve, France; Wesseling, Germany
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eVEREADy
ATTERIE S
'Hast longer''

60 H. P. Morse Silent Chain
Drive from motor to Ball Mill,

National Carbon Co. Cleveland,
Ohio.

Morse En^hjeers are

always available at:

.\TL.ANT.\. G.\., 702 Candler Blik^
Earl F. Scotl & Co.

B.\LTI.MORE. MD 1402 LexinRlon BldR.

BIRMINCIH.VM, .\LA.. . Moore-Handlcy Hdwe. Co.

HO.STO.\, .XLA-^-; 141 Milk St.

("HARLOTTK, .\ C 40t Commercial Hank Bldg.

(•Ill('.\<;o, ILL 112 \V. .Adams St.

tLK\ EL.A.Nl), OHIO 421 Ensinccrs BldR.

DK.VVER. COLO 2 1 1 Ideal BId«.

DETROIT, .MICH. 7601 Central .Ave.

LOUISVILLE, KV.. 516 W. Main St.

E. D. Morion Co.

MIWE.APOLIS, .MI\N., 11.1 Third St.

Strong-Scott Mfg. Co.

NEW ORLE.WS, LA., Queen & Crescent Bldu.
.\i\ Camp St., A. M. Locked Co., Lt<l.

NEWYORK, \. V SO Church St.

OMAHA. NEB., 727 \V. O. W. BMk.
D. H. Bra>'mcr Equipt. Co.

PHILADELPHIA, PA. . 803 Peoples Hank Bids.

PITTSBCRCH, PA. Wc3tin(thousc Bids.

SA.\ FRANCISCO, CALIF. Monadn.Kk Bldg

ST. LOUIS, MO 2IJ7 Railway Eichange BIdjt.

TORONTO, 2, ONT., CAN., .10 Front St., E.
StronnScotl .MIr. Co.

WINNIPEC. .MAN., CAN , DuBerin St.

StronK-S*-otI Mli: <"

V^%^i^^i^

EVEREAD^' Batteries are built to "last

longer. " Products " iiiaiuifactured and
guaranteed by National Carbon Co." nec-

essarily call for efficient manufacturing proc-

esses and reliable, economical equipment in

the manufacturing plant.

Like many other well-known plants, National

Carbon Company relies on Morse Silent Chains

tor transmitting power fmrn motors to many
machines.

Positive, flexible, 98.6% efficient. Over

5,000,000 H. P. installed, many for i;

and 20 years and more, i-io to 5,000

\\. P., 6,000 to 250 R. P, M. and slower.

IHORSE CHAIN CO., ITHACA, N.Y.. U. S. A.

|l^^lo
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Fits all Hangers

—

Size for Size

REGARDLESS of the type of hangers used in your
plant—Hyatt Line Shaft Roller Bearings can be

installed.

The new narrow center Hyatt Bearings fit into any
frame that will hold a plain bearing.

Once installed—bearing expense and trouble ends.

Addition of a small quantity of lubricant three or

four times a year is the only attention required.

Balance this against present expenditures for plain

bearing maintenance.

Thousands of Hyatt users are saving power cost on in-

stallations ranging from a few bearings up to 20,000.

Get the most from your group drives by joining the

long list of satisfied users.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY
NEWARK, N. J. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Save 15% of Your
Power Bill—Easily

Over 30 years of service in

plants throughout the
country have proved that
Hyatt Line Shaft Bearings
will save at least 15% on
your total power bill. In
some cases the percentage
is as high as 27.

Installation is easy—a seven
minute job—because the

bearing is completely split.

No pulleys or other shaft

fittings to disturb. Phone
your nearest mill supply
dealer.

Dealers
A few desirable territories

are still open. Write for

details.

1^ ^^j Ml Mi
ROLUER BE^A^RINOS

Manofactubing Industries—Vol. XI, ^No..^4~Publishcd on the first of each month by The Ronald Press Company. Subscnption prirc $^.00 per year.
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P'iew looking down on the two motor-driven Jennings Hytor Vacuum Steam

Heating Pumps m the Manhattan State Hospital, Wards Island, New York, N. Y.

if Hytors weren't satisfactory

I wouldn't have ordered three more"
Mr, S. L. Alozianof, Chief Engineer,

Manhattan State Hospital, New York City

This remark speaks for itself. There

is nothing further we could say that

would more fittingly describe the sat-

isfactory performance the two Jen-

nings Hytors at the Manhattan State

Hospital have given throughout the

seven years they have been in service.

Whether Jennings Hytors are de-

signed for continuously removing the

condensation from the return line

vacuum heating system, or for auto-

matic operation whereby the water

is automatically withdrawn from the

returns tank when it reaches a prede-

termined level, the results are the

same. Good heating is assured to a

degree that only users of Hytors can

fully appreciate.

NASH ENGINEERING COMPANY
so. NORWALK CONNECTICUT

Branch Sales Offices: Atlanta, Boston. Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland. Dallas, Denver. Detroit. Houston. Indi-
anapolis. Kansas City. Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia. Pittsburgh, Portland.
Richmond, St. Loiiis. Salt Lak*; City, San Francisco. Seattle. Washington. In Canada: Montreal. Toronto
and Vancouver. European Offices: London, England, Norman Engineering Co.; Brussels. Belgium and
Amsterdam, Holland, Louis Reijners & Co.; Oslo. Norway, and Stockholm. Sweden, Lorentzen & Wettre.

Jennings Pumps
RETURN LINE AND AIR LINE VACUUM PUMPS 1

,

,X CONDENSATION AND CIRCULATING Jg, PUMPS
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What Determines Wages in Industry

By JACOB D. COX. Jh.

President, Cleveland Twist Drill Company

IX taking up a study of the factors which actually

(iotennine money wages the subject seems to

fiivide under three heads controlled by three

different sets of economic con-

siderations. The first question

to which we must find an an-

swer is. Why do some people

and some classes of workers re-

ceive higher wages or salaries

than others? The second is.

Why is the general wage level

consistently higher in some
countries than in others? .\nd

the third is. Why is the general

wage level higher in some years

than it is in others? W(> will

discuss these in order.'

1. Rel.\tive W.\r.E.«?

The first economic law which

influences wages is the law of

supply and demand. This is

the fundamental cause of wag(>

variations. We find that in

every country in the world

skilled labor receives a higher

wage than unskilled, while the

men of the educated professions

generally receive higher wages than
skilled workers, and again, business

executives receive higher wages still.

This seems to be due to the fact that

there is a shortage or scarcity of the kind of human
material which is capable of doing the work of the

higher paid occupations. Almost any able-bodied man
can do the work of an unskilled laborer, but it takes

men of at least average mental capacity and consid-

' From the aiithorV forthcoming book, "Tho I..iws of Wages."

erable training to acquire the skill which is necessary

to admit a man to the ranks of the skillerl workers. It

takes time and training, and a considerable degree of

mental ability to become a
good carpenter, or a competent
engineer for the handling of a

locomotive or a stationary

power plant.

It takes a still greater de-

gree of native talent, educa-

tion, and training to qualify

for one of the learned profes-

sions. While a business execu-

tive must not only have great

mental ability, frctjuently the

training of a skilled worker as

well as that of a trained jiro-

fessional man. but al.so the still

rarer qualities of leadership

—

self-reliance, courage, vision,

and the ability to secure the

loyalty and co-operation of the

men under him. The handling

\^^^| and leadership of men is an

^^^H even more rare gift than the

^^^H handling of the mental prob-

^Hl lems of the skilled professions.

There are many other occupa-

such as that of the actor,

artist, minister, teacher and
professor, which find their own level

somewhere in the scale of salaries

paid. .\ connnon fundamental is at once suggested.

The law which seems to govern all these various

relationships is simply the law of supply and demand.
If there are many men capable of doing a given class

of work, and not much demanrl for their services, then

wages or salaries f(ir that work will be comparatively

tions.

writer.

24.1
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low. But if there are very few men who can per-

form the work competently, and a great deal depends

on its being well done, then the salaries paid will be

proportionately high.

In a free country like the United States this is prac-

tically the only consideration influencing relative

wages (that is. the wages or salary of one individual

in relation to that of others). In the older countries

of Europe and Asia, there are frequently caste and

class distinctions which make it practically impossible

for a man to rise far above the position in which he

was born. But in the United States we may all be

thankful that this sort of limitation on ability has

been largely eliminated. Here the very best of educa-

tion is open to any man who is willing to work for

it, and a great proportion of our highest paid execu-

tives have worked their way up by their own efforts

from the most humble beginnings. We in the United

States are committed to the belief, which is funda-

mental to all our institutions, that there is no way
so fair and just of determining the reward to be paid

each individual as our metliod of equality of oppor-

tunity and free competition. It is our American belief

that such conditions offer the greatest probability that

the best men will come to the front, and the men re-

ceiving the highest personal rewards will be those who
have earned them by rendering superior services.

Importance of Management

In the large industrial units of today a single error

of judgment or a single brilliant perception on the

part of the manager may be worth more to the com-
pany in loss or profit than the entire payroll of the

establishment for months. Where so much depends

on management of the highest order, and where so few

men can be found with the requisite ability, it is not

surprising that the salaries paid are very large.

To sum up, then, relative wages depend on the scar-

city of men of the required sort of ability, and on

the demand that there is for them.

2. Problem of the General Level of Wages

The second topic is the discussion of the causes of

variation in wage levels from one country to another.

We find that in every country there is about the same
relative proportion between the wages of the skilled

and unskilled workers, betwen skilled workers and
men of the learned professions, and between men of

learning and men of executive ability. But there is

a wide variation in the general levels of wages pre-

vailing in the different countries. The wage level of

the United States is the highest of any country in

the world. England probably comes next at about

half the wage scales of this country. France and Bel-

gium are at a level about two-thirds that of England,

and Japan and Italy about two-thirds that of France.

Germany before the war was practically on a level

with England, but is now much lower, while Asiatic

and Oriental countries are lower still. Probably the

lowest wage levels of the world are to be found in

the far east, in India and China. These relations are

clearly seen in Fig. 1, taken from The Cleveland Trust

Company's business bulletin.

For many years these general relations have re-

mained fairly constant, and it must be clear that there

is some fundamental cause at work maintaining these

constant differences in levels. This cause undoubtedly

must be sought in the conditions of international

trade, ^'ery many of the commodities most largely

produced and most necessary to human life have an

international market. The price of wheat, for instance,

$2913

$15.99

8991
36 76

5 87 8661
$5 59

U.S. England France Belgium Japan Italy Germany

Fig. 1 AvER.^GE Weekly Wages of Men in* Tex Industries

IX E.v'H OF Seven Countries in 1920

is fixed by world wide harvest conditions, including

crop conditions not alone in the United States but in

South America, India, Russia and Europe. Wheat
raisers of all countries send their crops to the same
markets, and a bushel of wheat delivered at Liver-

pool sells for the price prevailing there, according to

its kind and quality, regardless of what part of the

world it was raised in, whether in Canada, United

States, Australia, Argentina, India, or Russia. Its

value in the market is the same, no matter how widely

varying may be the conditions of its production.

Wages of the harvest hands in Canada or northwestern

United States may be six dollars a day, while in the

wheat fields of Russia or India the workers may be

paid only a few cents a day. Yet a bushel of wheat

raised in any of these fields would bring the same

price delivered on the wharves of Liverpool, quality

being equal.

It is clear that the Canadian farmer paying $5 or

$6 a day could not exist in competition with the great

land owners of India unless the production of Cana-

dian workers was correspondingly larger than that of

the workers of India, or else other costs must be less.

If wages in Canada were so high that wheat raising

was unprofitable, then wheat farms would be aban-

doned and the harvest hands would be without employ-

ment, while if wheat raising in India or Russia were

particularly profitable on account of the low scale of

•wages, then these lands would be worked to the highest

degree, and would become extremely valuable.

Wheat is only one example of the products which

enter into international trade. With many other

products a similar condition exists. Cotton raised in
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the southern states must compete with cotton from
India and K^ypt. Coal mined in Pennsylvania nmst
cumpete with coal mined in Wales and Yorkshire.

Steel produced in Pittsburgh competes with steel from
Sheffield. Belgium, France and Germany.
Wage le\els are responsive to the fundamental law

of supply and demand. When there is a greater de-

mand ff>r wage earners than can be supplied, wages will

rise, as they did in the United States during the war.

and when there is a greater supply of wage workers

than the industries can use. wages will fall, as they

did (luring the great depression of 1921. As the wage
level rises or falls production costs will rise or fall

correspondingly. In a country where wages are dis-

proportionately high and unemployment exists, any
lowering of wages with its corresponding reduction of

costs, will open up possibilities of a wider market.

Some established industries will be placerl in a l^etter

position to meet foreign competition and will secure

a nuich larger volume of orders, while other industries

which are not now successfully established will begin

to take root and grow and will soon become pros-

perous. In both types of industry there is created a

larger demand for labor, and so after a certain time

the surplus labor is absorbed and wage levels cease

to fall.

Likewise, in a countr\' where wage levels are dis-

proportionately low. industries will expand and cap-

ture the foreign trade of the world, and a strong

demand for labor will be establishetl which will pres-

ently cause wages and costs to rise until such indus-

tries no longer have an advantage in cost of production

over those of other countries. Through the higher

prices they will thus be obliged to ask. their market
outlets will be gradually narrowed until the demand
for labor no longer exceeds the supply and then wage
levels also will become stabilized.

Wage Levels Depend on Productive Efficiency

Now the points at which the wage levels of the

various countries will stabilize will be roughly pro-

portional to the average productivity of labor in the

respective countries. For the wage levels of the re-

.spective countries will adjust themselves to such points

as approximately equalize the production costs of

such goods as are chiefly exported. With production
co.sts of the different countries approximately ecjual.

but with different wage levels, the difference in wages
must be due to a difference in the productivity of labor

anil management in industry.

< )f course, it will not neces.sarily be true of any par-

ticular product that the production costs in the

different countries will be exactly e(|ual. but there will

he a broad general equalizing action between the

various countries in the costs of those goods which
make up the bulk of international trade, bringing

about more or less stable conditions under whicli the

producers of each country are able to secure their

fair share of the world's trade and keep their popula-
tions normally employed.

Neither does it follow that differences in the aver-

age productivity of the labor in different countries are

due to labor alone. On the contrary, they are affected

by many external conditions such as the efficiency of

management, use of machinery, wealth of natural re-

sources, fertilitj' of the soil, density of population, cost

of transportation, state of national finances, burden of

taxation, intelligence and stability of the government,
and many other factors.

If we here in the LTnited States have a high wage
level it is because our average per capita produc-
tion is very high aufl we consequently are able to pay
the.se high wages and still sell our products in compe-
tition with the products from other countries. If the

wage level in China or India is extremely low it is

because the average per capita production of their

peoples is so low that thoir products coulrl not be sold

in the competitive markets of the world except for the

corresponding cheapness of their labor. In any par-

ticular country like the United States, we will develop

all of those industries which can pay our wage scale

and stiU compete with other countries. Industries

which cannot do it will not exist here. Industries

which can do it will expand and grow and employ in-

creasing numbers just in proportion as they are able

to win their way in the markets of the world.

Law ok General Wage Level

To sum up. the law of the general wage level is,

the normal wage level of each country depends on and
corresponds to that country's general average pro-

ductivity of labor. If the wage level be artificially

raised and maintained above the natural level, the

inevitable effect must be to cause unemployment
which will be serious and widespread just in the de-

gree that wage levels are artificially inflated. If high

wages are sought as a good and an end in themselves

the only way safely to secure them is first to raise

the average prorluctivity of labor, through better co-

operation between workers and employers, and through
better industrial organization, and then allow the

higher wages to come of themselves. To attempt the

contrary method of raising wages by force, which at

the same time creates antagonism between employers

and employees and lowers production, is to attempt

the impossible and to invite disaster. There is noth-

ing to be gained by such a course but unpleasant ex-

perience for all concerned.

8. Problem ov Price and Wage Cycles

It has been the experience of all industrial coun-

tries that prices and wages rise and fall at recurrent

intervals, and in recent years students of business

affairs have recognized that these rising and falling

movements occur in more or less regular cycles.

It seems to be a fact that such recurrent business

cycles are largely confined to industrial countries, and
in industrial countries their effect seems to be most
severe in those intlustries which are directly concerned

with the production of new industrial equipment.
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Agricultural countries and agricultural industries as

a rule are not so seriously affected, nor are public

utilities and industries directly engaged in supplying

the necessities of the consumer. Those industries

which supply materials or equipment for new con-

struction seem to suffer the most severe fluctuations

in demand. The demands of the ultimate consumer
for goods for immediate consumption fluctuate com-
paratively little, but the business of the equipment

manufacturer in a rapidly growing country like the

United States is always a feast or a famine. He
either has more business than he can take care of or

practically none at all.

The explanation of this may be easier if we think

for a moment how our thrifty mothers bought our

clothes in the days when we ourselves were growing

children. When it was seen that the old suit would
no longer do, mother bought us a new one, not to fit

our present dimensions, but one several sizes too big

for us so that it would not immediately be outgrown.

The United States periodically goes through a some-

what similar experience.

A time of prosperity being with us, we discover that

in every direction our equipment is inadequate. In-

dustries in all directions begin to grow and expand.

New buildings, new machinery, new equipment of

every kind, is needed and needed at once. Practically

all industries are running overtime and managers can

see no end to the business in sight if they only had
the facilities to handle it. Being only human, man-
agers are inclined to become over-enthusiastic and
plan for huge expansions. Then presently, often very

suddenly, business dies away and it is discovered that

like the thrifty mother, business men have provided

the country with a new suit of industrial equipment
which is several sizes too big for it. Some years of

quiet and slow growth will then be necessary before

business can fully occupy the new equipment provided.

That point having been reached, orders for new equip-

ment presently precipitate a new boom period and so

the cycle proceeds, the business peaks being accom-
panied by periods of inflated prices and wages, and the

depressions by corresponding periods of deflation.

The ordinary length of the cycles in this country

has apparently been about three and a third years,

but not all have been of equal severity. The worst

depressions occurred in 1837, 1857, 1873, 1893, 1907,

1914 and 1921.

Speculative Buying

The possibility of good business seems to depend
very largely on the ability, willingness, or we might
say eagerness, of people to spend money. Such
spenders may be divided into two classes : ( 1 ) the con-

sumers who buy goods for their own use, and (2) the

investors who are putting money into new construc-

tion in order to get a return or profit. The motives
which affect the actions of the two classes are some-
what different.

The consumers desire to get as much for their money

as possible, but in the immediate future. They buy
goods for present or immediate use. Consequently

they buy most freely when goods are cheap or when
they believe prices are going to rise. Likewise they

buy when money is coming the easiest, when business

is booming, wages are high and employment plentiful.

They decline to buy when they think prices are too

high or about to fall, or when times are hard.

The investors on the other hand are looking fur-

ther ahead and planning for a long-time profit. Like

the consumers they endeavor to buy when goods are

cheapest, but when prices and wages rise they cease

buying and wait for them to fall again. It is well un-

derstood among investors that the best time to make
long-term investments is following a panic or during

a depression when goods and labor are cheap and
money becoming plentiful.

The consumer is laigely forced to buy, but buying

with the investor is optional; he can just as well leave

his money in the bank. Thus investors and con-

sumers are sometimes pulling together and sometimes

working in opposite directions. On the whole, the

investors probably exercise a more powerful influence

on business cycles than do the consumers, for the

consumers cannot generally afford to wait and so

cannot vary their demands to the same extent as do

the investors, while the investors have not only cur-

rent funds to invest, but also the possibility of borrow-

ing against previous investments or against permanent
improvements.

A Conclusion

A conclusion that we cannot avoid is, when the con-

suming and investing public have ceased to buy it is

hopeless to attempt artificially to sustain prices and
wages. They must be allowed to take their natural

course, for only when the decline has reached its nat-

ural end will the public again become buyers. Strug-

gling to retard or prevent this natural movement will

only result in prolonging the inevitable depression

and delaying the return to good times; it means in-

creased suffering from unemployment and prolonged

hardships for the wage earners. It would be far better

to expedite the process of deflation in a reasonable and
fair way and secure a return to good times as soon

as possible, especially because all production costs

decline as the wage level declines and the standard

of living of the workers is in no way permanently

impaired.

The Best Wage Level

One hundred percent operation of industry and full

employment, with a job for every man who wants one,

is the most desirable condition for all parties in indus-

try. The best wage level is the level which will tend

most surely and most promptly to bring about such

a condition, regardless of whether it seems high or low

when expressed in dollars. This, of course, is the

natural wage level, the one which results from the

free and unhampered working of economic law.



A 90% Increase in Labor Efficiency

What a (iroiip Hoiuis Acconiplislu'd in Work of a \Miart' (ian;^'

llandiinu' Barrrls, Drums and Keffs

By L. A. SYJ.\ ESTER
Industrial Engineer, The Atlantic Refining Company

THE development of the group bonus in recent

years has been slow but steady. Its advent was
little heralded and yet it is perhaps one of the

most important and interesting subjects in manage-

ment. The idea of gang piece rates is old, but the

treating of an entire working unit as a group, the in-

clusion of foremen and non-productive labor in the

incentive plan is a new thought that has made rather

Fig. 1 Receivino and Storing Barrels ox Wharf

rapid strides. Is this form of incentive to be univor

-sally adopted and to supplant entirely the individual

piece rate? Or has it a limited field in which it pos-

sesses particular merit and leaves another field to the

individual rate?

It would be perhaps premature to offer answers to

these questions. However, experiments with the group
incentives are being made and an account of actual

experiences should tend to shed light on the subject as

a whole. A good comparative stufly has been made of

a labor gang as it passed through successive stages of

day rate, piece rate and finally group incentive.

Conditions were particularly favorable in this case

for a comparison of the effectiveness of the incentives

because over a two-year periori there was a suq^risingly

low labor turnover, in fact the original gang is still

practically intact from the foreman down. The nature

of the business has not undergone any important

change. The equipment used has been unaltered ex-

cept for changes during the periori in which the stand-

ardization of the work was perfected prior to the

creation of the piece rates. Of course it would not

be possible to draw sweeping conclusions from the

results in one case. However, an analysis of a com-

parative nature should help to bring to light the nature

and fundamental strength or weakness of the group

incentive.

In passing, it might be well to note that there is a

certain reluctance in the minds of many, particularly

those of us who have been laboring to develop exact

methods for the measurement of work, in regard to

the group incentive. With it has been connected the

idea that it can be very rapidly installed, and that

careful and painstaking time and motion study is not

needed. However, quite the contrary is true if the

best results are to be obtained. Any incentive is

merely a device for securing co-operation and per-

petuating a given set of working conditions. It is

perfectly possible to install group incentives as well

as any other incentive upon the basis of existing work-

ing conditions. However, the greatest return is re-

ceivp<l if the work is measured by time and motion

study, for then the method will be more perfect and

the consequent revenue greater.

The Gang and Its Work

About the beginning of 1924 we undertook the study

of the work of one of the gangs handling filled oil

barrels, storing them upon a wharf, and loading them
ujion lighters. See Figs. 1. 2 and 3. The stowing of

bands upon lighters is similar to stevedoring and the

other work would be classed as heavy common labor.

The membership of the gang was chiefly negro, some-

what above the general average in intelligence and

understanding of the work for that class of labor. For

several years the foreman had held the same gang

together and had instilled a good spirit of harmony
and iielpfulness among themselves. He experienced

no difficulty in securing sudclen bursts of work to rush

out special shipments.

From the standpoint of incentives the work of the

gang presented a complex problem because of the

variable conditions to be dealt with. The product

249
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handled varied from regular 50-gallon wood barrels, up

to 110-gallon drums at one extreme, and down to

small kegs at the other. The bulk of the work was

the regular wood or steel barrel or drum. At times,

when shipments were delayed by the tardy arrival of

vessels, the space upon the wharf would become con-

gested, and it would be necessary to store the barrels

two or three tiers high. Extra labor was required

in both putting up and tearing down the extra tiers.

The barrels were received at the wharf by railroad car

and naturally the cars could not always be spotted

directly at the point in the wharf where the packages

were to be stored. Consequently, the barrels would

have to be moved, either at the time they were re-

ceived or at the time of shipment. Some of this shift-

ing of cars or barrels could be avoided by tiering.

However, neither the shifting or tiering of barrels

were productive operations and the setting of prices

on them opened the way for the doing of unnecessary

work during dull times, and yet it was difficult to

say that it was entirely unnecessary. As in all ship-

ping departments, the bane of existence was the

changing, cancelling and delaying of shipping instruc-

tions. The weather and particularly a seven-foot rise

and fall of tide changed working conditions and varied

the number of men required to do the task. While

there was usually ample time to do the actual load-

ing between the arrival of lighters and their sched-

uled departure, nevertheless it was necessary occasion-

ally to increase the size of the gang to load the cargo

in the minimum elapsed time. Despite all these

variables, a rigid inspection and careful coopering had

to be maintained at all times to safeguard quality.

Evolution of the Gang

The history of the gang during a two-year period

is vividly told in Fig. 4. It will be noted that four

distinct stages are marked off on the curve. The first

was the existing one found when investigation of the

department was started. The work was all paid at

day and hourly rates. Then followed the period of

observation, experimentation and installation of piece

and premium rates. The third stage was the piece

work and finally came the group incentive period.

The Day Work Period

The existing condition, at the commencement of

the industrial engineering investigation, was carefully

studied. The costs were high and the general appear-

ance of the wharf was not satisfactory. The foreman

had succeeded in building up a good gang spirit, but

it was evident that one explanation for this might have
been the low efficiency shown on the chart. It is not

always true that little work will make a cheerful gang,

however the absence of driving and an easy going

pace of work does not place any strain on the rela-

tionship between men and foreman. Emphasis had
been laid upon the importance of making shipments

on time and little stress was laid upon cost. At any
rate, the cost factor was something which had only to

be reckoned with occasionally, when the quarterly

figures were made up, and that always seemed remote.

If a shipment was an hour late the foreman heard

about it immediately and in no uncertain terms.

The Install.\tion Period

The reason the chart shows a gradual tendency for

the efficiency to rise almost from the first day of the

Fig. 2 Lo.\dixg Open Lighter .^t High Tide

installation work, is because a production report was
immediately installed and real sales effort put back

of it. Not only the foreman and his assistant but

the clerk and the laborers themselves were interested

in barrels per man hour. Some half dozen different

methods of loading a lighter were tried and the criti-

cisms of the men listened to. The importance of these

experiments was not so much that they developed

anything new. but they did create interest in the speed

Fig. Loading Hoi>e Lighter .\t Half Tide
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of work. Some actual improvements were made; by

shakiiisi faith in the perfection of the existing nietliods

the way was opened for some betterments later effected

by the gang itself. As the efficiency of the gang in-

creased there was some weeding out of the less valuable

members, which again reacted in a tendency to a

rising efficiency. Along with this cost and delivery

speed were linked together. It was frequently jiointed

out that just as great certainty in meeting scheduled

shipping time could be procured with lower costs.

One by one the various jobs and classes of work
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it was not strictly true as a matter of mathematics,

yet it was so essentially human that the plan was
modified to permit the direct labor to be paid on a

daily basis and the indirect retained on the two-week
basis. The reason for computing on a two-week basis

was not so much the fact that it facilitated the clerical

and payroll work as that the nature of the work was

TABLE I. GROUP BONUS TABLE GIVING THE BOXUS PAID AT VARIOUS
EFFICIENCIES

EflBciency



Foreseeing Volume of Coming Orders

From Clianues in Gross Profit Margins

By JOSEPH II. HAKBER
Asmtant to President, Walworth Company

'K
LL roads lead to Rome." Those soliil old roads,

built centuries ago, but that persist in their

good service even until today, are ccjunted as

one of the wonders of the work!. Radiating in all

directions from the Eternal City they became throb-

bing arteries of commerce and pretletermined llie goals

of all conquest.

In our attempted industrial

control we quickly learned that

the budget could perfect a sys-

tem of arteries througli which

would How the virile policy con-

trol to stimulate a complete

but compact organization. We
found that the budget could

determine the goals of industrial

conquest. But just as all roads

used to lead to Rome, so in

budgeting we found all control

problems traced back to sales.

Back of all problems seemed to

be the initial problem, What is

the prospective quantity of

order demand?
With us this was a real prob-

lem. In one of my first dis-

cussions' I said, "It would be highly desirable to dis-

cover some external barometer cycle which would
always predict our cycle. We have not been able to

find it. Probably such an external cycle foi- us does

not exist. For. it will be recalled, not only "manu-

facturers' but also 'orders' are both classed as the very

first to reflect cycle changes.''

In acknowledging the difRculiy of dur iimhlcni. I

had tiie con.solation of a conviction tiiat. i)y the nature

of the case, there should not l)c any automatic fore-

caster for our particular business. This seemed ob-

vious to me, because, in a rather extended discussion

earlier in my book, I derived the conclusion that any
quantity record of orders should turn \\p or down
earlier than almost any other index.

I have more recently confirmed that earlier conclu-

sion. In the case of every industry with whicli I have
since come in contact T have observed the necessity

of talking a common language in terms of quantity

of orders received. If we do talk this common lan-

guage, we find that we all have common exTieriences.

' "Budgeting to thr Biusincss Cycle," page 36.

What the manufacturer most wants to

know about is future orders for his prod-

uct. These are influenced by the buyers'

confidence. Prospect of increasing profit

margins increases orders; prospect of de-

creasing profit margins decreases orders.

Mr. Barber has constructed a barometer

curve from four groups of Federal Reserve

statistics that indicate the change in gross

profit margins. In this article he shows in

full detail how to construct this curve, so

any manufacturer can have it currently for

his guidance.

for in nearly every case the timing of changes in all

series of orders received will correspond surprisingly

closely with, or a month ahead of, the stock market
movements. So, it will be admitted, it is a very real

problem to attempt to forecast order movements that

are dominated by essentiallj' the same speculative .sen-

timent or "confidence" as is reflected in the security

markets.

Nevertheless, I could not ac-

cept the possibility of a phe-
nomenon without a cause. The
oidy problem, of course, was to

isolate and measure the cause or

causes. Residts of a first at-

tempt toward getting back at

causes were given in one of my
earlier articles which contains

sui)jcct matter since incorpo-

latcd in Chapter 4 of my book.

It is recognized that in the

case of such a problem one must
needs be more of an economist

than a statistician, and more of

a business man than an econ-

omist. A business man cannot
always wait for the develop-

ment ol well loiiuulated economic theories any more
than the economist can defer fornmlating his theories

tuitil there are at hand precise statistical data worked
with mathematical finesse.

Since my earlier attempts toward a solution of the
major problem of forecasting, it became my privilege

to sit in more and more with the group of controlling

executives, to catch a glimpse of their mental processes,

and to identify one In' one tiie facts or impre.s.sions

that tend materially to affect their executive deci-

sions. As a consequence, I have come to feel that

business cycles rest upon verj' human foundations,

and that oidy as we come to understand human re-

actions can we come to understand more and more
about business cycles.

My attempt in this article is simply to carry for-

ward one step further the analysis of subsidiary cycles.

I admit that there are many statistical imperfections

due to attempting comparison of series which maj' not

be precisely comparable. Although lack of time has
limited the extent of the study. I have come to feel

from a few rough tests that, if precisely comparable

2.53
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series of data could be obtained, the major impres-

sions yielded for guiding the executive in his decisions

would not be greatly modified.

What I have to say can be said briefly. What I

have come to feel is that all executive decisions trace

back to waxing or waning confidence, and that this, in

business, means the gradually developing "awareness"

of increasing or decreasing profits. Increasing demand

volumes certainly wait upon the evidence of returning

confidence. Granting that, one should next admit that

conscious decisions to increase prices should very prob-

ably wait upon the evidence of demand in good vol-

umes. Now, confidence will always be returning when
prices are relatively low and a wider profit margin

is in prospect.

Accordingly, since it is true that fixed overhead

charges can always be distributed over the many luiits

TABLE 1. EXPLANATION OF SOURCES AND METHODS

Cycle
Numbered

index of raw material prices per unit. This gave an

index of the variable costs per unit. We then divided

the index of selling prices by the index of variable

costs per unit, and thereby derived finally an index

1

6.

The

Index of Factory Payrolls in Manufacturing Industries. Federal Reserve
Bulletin, February. 1926. No seasonal correction, but shifted by short
method to base 1921-1923 monthly average = 100.

Index of Production in Basic Industries, same Federal Reserve Bulletin.

Index base not shifted because 1921-1923 base is essentially equivalent
to the 1919 base. .Seasonally corrected.

Federal Reserve wholesale price index of raw materials, same Federal Re-
serve Bulletin. No seasonal correction, but shown in per cent of base,

shifted by short method to base 1921-1923 monthly average =100.
Federal Reserve wholesale price index of consumer's goods, same Federal

Reserve Bulletin. No seasonal correction, but shown in per cent of base,

shifted by short method to base 1921-1923 monthly average =100.
variable costs index, numbered 5, assumes that the factory payrolls index is

broadly representative of total United .States industrial payroll cycles, and that the

basic production index fairly corresponds to the cycles of all industrial production.

In fact, the basic production index (upon a base which could be shifted, as was re-

quired) checks well against other authoritative indexes claiming to gage the variations

of all industrial production. Necessarily, all the indexes utilized were shifted by the

short method to a recent base period, but. when thus expressed in conunon denomi-
nator terms. Money Paid was di\-ided by Production Received, month by month, to

secure a Labor Cost per I'nit index. This resulting index of labor costs was then aver-

aged (two-thirds—one-third weighting, respectively), with the index of raw material

prices, thereby deriving the variable costs index shown.

of cost—if only volume can be obtained—this final

analysis implies that the problem actually reduces

itself to an inquiry relating to gross profit margins.

When there is a trend toward better selling prices

over cost, the widening gross profit margins will

always be reflected shortly by forward commitments
in increasing quantities. In other words, widening gross

profit margins should always predict an oncoming in-

crease in demand and, conversely, narrowing profit

margins should predict an oncoming decrease in vol-

ume of demand.
Again, to carry the thought just one step further,

having in mind the mental reaction of an enterpriser

in business, it is the prospect of increasing gross profit

margins that, at a still earliei- date, predicts an increase

in the quantity of demand. And, in like manner, it

is the prospect of decreasing gross profit margins that

predicts, timely, a decrease in quantity of demand.
Fig. 1 and Table 1 tell the story in concrete fashion.

Probably very little needs to be added, because the

sources, methods and formulas utilized are all indi-

cated. Beginning at the top of Fig. 1 we divided

money paid (factory payrolls) by production gotten

to derive an index of the labor cost per unit. This
index of labor cost per unit we then averaged with the
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As is plainly observable from the chart, at the

present moment, we have long since passed the high

peak of stimulation toward large volume ordering

rates, due to the prospect of increasing profit margins,

and, if we conceive of the seasonally corrected average

index as having any value, it is to be noted that that

index has been declining sharply during the latest two

months for which we can post the smoothed dotted-

line curve.

It is always valuable to check up one's theoretical

assumptions, and I have done so by comparing this

new gross profit margins forecaster, which is repre-

sentative of general conditions in the United States,

against a reliable index of quantity ordering demand,

which is also indicative of average U. S. conditions.

The Walworth Company has recently copyrighted

an index of quantity ordering demand rates from the

actual trade experience reflected upon the pipe and

fittings industry throughout the United States. How-
ever, since the products of the pipe and fittings indus-

try filter into the nooks and corners of every other

industry, we may presume to say that the pipe and

fittings index is simply a measure of the quantity

ordering rates in the many, many industries that create

a consumer demand for pipe and fittings.

Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the United States

gross profit margins forecaster against this pipe and

fittings index. Even a casual analysis of the fore-

casting value of the gross profit margins forecaster

fairly well substantiates the conclusion that it is the

prospect of changing gross profit margins that creates

the confidence that leads to an increased quantity

of forward contracting or ordering. Forward ordering

then stimulates a further confidence that evidences

itself, first, in the highly flexible stock market move-
ments; next, in the slightly less flexible commodity
price quotations; then, somewhat later, in the rather

more sluggishly controlled, and steadier, production

rates; and, finally, the confidence is reflected in in-

creasing interest rates as developing over-protluction

forces manufacturers to resort to current financing by
the banks through the medium of commercial loans.

For some time I have hesitated to release this gross

profit margins forecaster index because I am fully

aware of the many criticisms that can be offered by
statistical-minded persons. Nevertheless, I am con-

vinced that, to a business man, it tells a vital story

that he can get in no other wav.

The First Step in Manufacturing

WHEN Old i\Ian Jones was actively at the head

of his business there was peace for everyone in

the Jones Mfg. Co. except those who were in his dis-

favor. His wars were short and always ended in un-

conditional surrender or "Go." Jones made money
and men. None of his men knew how much he paid

others but each was satisfied with what he got. If

anyone was dissatisfied Jones knew it as soon as he

did, and there was a brief battle with its ending.

"Came the time," as they say in the movies, when
Airs. Jones permanently gave up getting six o'clock

breakfasts and darning sox. For a year the old man
mourned. Then he buried himself in work. Then he

went to a convention of his National Association and

came back with a new wife who had the ability to

spend what Mrs. Jones No. 1 had saved.

Jones listened to the new Mrs. Jones; he had also

heard a paper on democracy in industry. The two fitted

together. He assembled his staff, told them he had
made his pile, was sorry it was so big, and that he

wanted them to take hold, run the business and ulti-

mately buy him out with the profits. Everybody was
happy. The bookkeeper became Auditor, the foreman

was Works Manager, the assistant foreman Superin-

tendent; everyone spelled his position with capital

initials. Jobs no longer existed.

Jones took his new wife on the honeymoon he had
promised his first one. The first mail that reached

him in France had letters from all of his staff but one.

Alike, except in wording, they said, "Why don't I get

as much as Smith?" Smith was the one who did not

write. Jones cabled the treasurer to fix them all up

alike. The next day brought a cable from Smith. "Do
I have to do all the work and see these men loaf

around doing nothing?" Jones cabled each man a pro-

portionate share of proxies on his stock and told them
to fight it out.

Fight they did. If the business had been less profit-

able than a gold mine there would have been nothing

left. The president was not the head; he just sat at

the end of the table. The treasurer ran his depart-

ment his way. The production department bought
what it pleased and when. The cost department split

overhead a new way to show that the best seller was
a total loss. The sales department sold what the pro-

duction department said it could not make and the

treasurer said he could not collect for.

There was complete democracy between these five

or six men. All drew the same pay, did as they

pleased, and mighty little went on the black side of

the profit and loss account.

Then Mr. Jones, who did not want to be the "Old

Man,'' came back. He no sooner sat at his desk than

the staff appeared, first to welcome him, then to con-

sult him. Each one got a decision, and went away
happy, not because the decision pleased him but be-

cause he was relieved of the burden of making it.

Harmony prevailed.

Jones was non-plussed. "Why can't these boys work
without me around. All I do is tell them to do some-
thing that they know perfectly well how to do with-

out me? Why did they spend all the time scrapping?"

He never got the answer. But to the outsider the

answer is easy. It is the necessity for only one boss.



Successful Rudo'etarv Control of Production

in Fine-Paper Mills

Hy 11. M. C.RASSKLT
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T(
> I he inaiuit'actuiTr of fino-pajiors. that is. papers

with a ra^; filirc contpiit of up to 101) p(M' ccMit, the

hist few months of the year of 1920 marked the

advent of deeisive changes in the entire processes of

manufaeturing and distril)Ution. 'i"h(- demand for ras-

content jiapers decreased perceptibly. During the war

peopl(> liad been educated and urjied to "us(^ soinethinir

cheaper." Consequently clieaper

sulphite papers, that is, papers

made of wood fibres exclusively.

f!;ained jiopularity and took more

and more the place of rag fibre

papers. Manufacturers of bond

papers, ledjiers. papeteries and

other fine-papers consequently

had to adjust themselves to the

new order of things. They had

the alternative, either to meet

current requirements or gradually

lose out in the stiuggle.

Such a situation prevailed and

still jirevails to a certain extent in

the fine-jiaper industry. ()l)\i-

ously, machinery and eriuipment

cannot l)e changed oi- rejilaced at

a moment's notice and. therefore, in older to success-

fully compete and realize at least a small margin of

jirofit on their investments, manufacturers adopted

stringent economies in administration and maind'ac-

ture.

Due to certain peculiarities in the process of paper-

making, waste always caused considerable loss. Hence,

elimination of waste was the first step to be taken

toward readjustment. .\ rlctailed study of each d(<-

|)artment and its practice and a careful researcli inli«

(he entire sequence of operations hnj to the elimination

of wastases or at least reduced them to a mininunn.

lilminiation of waste brought about standardization

of grades, sizes and colors. Countless grades of fine-

papers had caused rather confusion among consumers.

Cira<les wnv nvniced to -lefinite numl)ers: manufac-

turers began to make the lijiht paii(>r for tiie right

purpose.

Standardization of products naturally led to the in-

troduction of standard formulas for the inilividual

grades. Thus a decided simplification of jiurchasing

methods took place. Yearly refiuirements could be pre-

determined more accurately and sliajied into a func-

Budgetary control in fine-paper

making co-ordinates production and

sales, schedules runs, sets up standards,

initiates economical purchasing and

checks labor and indirect expenses. It is

easily installed in mills producing "mill

brands." It is more difficult to set

up and operate in the manufacture of

"private brands." Inasmuch as cost

records are indispensable to the effect-

iveness of the budget, the cost depart-

ment has become the center of

administration, and the cost man in-

vestigates and checks up deviations

from estimates and standards.

tioning i)urchasing l)udget. .Materials could be bought

more economical than before, guesswork became elim-

inated and jiroinpt fleliveries insured uninterrupted

operations. Xo hurried, unexpectefl purchases had to

be made, which would have meant higher prices and

additional express charges or other extra transporta-

tion costs, and thus higher material costs.

Budgetary control of adminis-

trative anrl manufacturing activi-

ties became now well established

in fine-paper mills.

Production and sale of the re-

spective commorlilies constitute

in every manufacturing establish-

ment the princijial source of

income and profit. The Produc-

tion or Manufacturing Budget,

tiierefore. in fine-paper mills re-

ceives the closest attention of ex-

ecutives; it guides them in their

decisions and controls the activi-

ties of manufacturing processes,

in estal)lishiiig the Production

Budget, the production manairer

of the manufacturing department

in cooperation with the sales department determines

the total (luantity of each grade of pajier to be pro-

(IucimI and sold during the budget period. Tiiese jire-

determined standards are l)ased upon actual figures

from previous records over a certain period and. intelli-

gent interpretation and forecast of conditions.

Having a dependable guide for its activities, the

sales deiiartment is now enabled to concentrate its ef-

forts in the right direction at a mininiuiii of cost. The

sales (jiiota for each grade has to be filled and the sales-

man on the roail knows exactly how much there is

required to attain tiie figure set forth in the budget.

The manufacturing deiiartment or the production man-

ager u.ses the liudget as a means for intelligent planning

and control of operations. The production is .scheduled

so that deliveries can be made according to specifica-

tions and promises made to customers. Economical

runs can be planned ahead and costly, frequent changes

in the manufacture of the individual grarles avoided.

Budgetary control of ])roduction is comparatively

ea.sy in mills that carry standard lines of "mills brands"

which are manufactured into stock and f lei ivered from

stock. Here, however, an effective control of "stock

257
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on hand'' must be exercised to supplement the budget.

Mills that make many "private brands," manufac-

tured to order, are put before a more difficult task.

Here the operation of the budget depends largely on

conditions and the influx of such customer's orders. In

this case, production cannot be budgeted in detail, be-

cause of the impossibility of predetermining orders

accurately.

Predetermined quanities and qualities and the logi-

cal introduction of standard formulas simplified the

TABLE 1. PRODUCTION BUDGET
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lengths of service and. thus, operating factors.

FixeH charges applicable to operating departments
are made up of: (1) Taxes, personal property; (2),

depreciation and maintenance of equipment; (3), in-

surance of equipment. The expens^es of running the

beaters and other equipment auxiliary to them (Jor-

dans. etc.) have been distributed to the general paper
machines on a percentage based on the width of the

deckel. The auxiliary charges are: (1) Steam; (2),

power; (3). building expenses; (4). millwright: (5).

TABLE .3. .M.VNLFACTrRlNG COST AND OPERATING CONTROL EXHIBIT lOR
OPERATING DEPARTMENTS FOR THE MONTH OF 1920

Rag Wuh-
ere

Beat-
ing

Ma-
chine

Ma-
chine

Loft Cal-
enders

Nurraal Operating Cost
Labor
Supplies ...
Fixed CharRC's

.

Ueaters
.\uxilian* Departments

Total

.Actual Operating Coet
Labor
Supplier
Fixed Charges . .

Sub-Total .

.

Beaters
.\uxiliar\' Depart nK'iit>

Total

Charged to Production.

Co*l above Normal
Cost below Normal

Per Cent Normal I

Oiterations E. H
Operating I' nit

Normal O(>erntion
.\ctual Operation. . .

Per Cent .Noriiiul

Actual Cost as Per Cent
Normal

l^bor
Supplies
Fixed Charges
Total

Sort-
ers

Trim-
ming

Gen-
eral

Fin-
ishing

T..t:.l

M li. -M. H.i M. H.] M. H. l.bs. .M. H. E. H. -M. 11. lis

general plant expenses.

A compari.son of budgetary standards to actual re-

sults effects a thorough control of operations and pro-

duction.

Table 3. "Manufacturing Cost and Operating Con-
trol Exhibit" illustrates a monthly summary of

monthly normal operating costs and actual operating

expenses. .An analysis of this statement discloses to

the executive the efficiency of the iii<livi(hial depart-

ments. It shows, whether the plant has run normally
and whether the results achieved conform to the pre-

determined standards. If there are glaring di.screpan-

cies. the respective cases are thoroughly investigaterl

and corrective measure adopter!.

The advantages of budgetary control of production
in fine-paper making may be summed up as follows:

1. Co-ordination of production and sales. The sales

department knows the yearly production capacity

in regard to various grades and regulates its

policies ami arivertising campaigns accordingly.

2. The jiroduction manager is enabled to schedule

economical runs; he knows exactly what he is re-

quired to do in order to satisfy the .sales depart-

ment. The adoption of standard rates, standard
hourly proihiction rates and standarrls for raw
materials render jiossible an accurate control over

operations and expenses.

3. The purchasing department is in a po.sition to

schetkile buying according to the production
budget anfl thus initiate economical purchasing
policies. Knowing the approximate requirements

as to quantities and quality of raw materials that

are needed to manufacture to meet the predeter-

mined production l)udget fis-

ures. the purchasinsi depart-

ment can plan its buying
ahead and insure prompt de-

liveries. The purchasing agent

is in a position to find the

best sources of raw materials

and knowing the quantities

he needs annually, he can ob-
tain more favorable terms than

the buyer who l)uys accorfling

to his immediate requirements^

4. The production buflget con-

trols the actual production

and its cost; it controls the
labor expense and keeps it

down at a normal basis.

Of course, the budget does not di-

rectly increase profluction and de-

I
crease costs, but it checks up on
operations and expenses and prop-

erly founded and utilized, will elim-

inate many deficient features and
detriments and show a way to in-

^,^_^_^___^__ crease profits.

A monthly analysis of depart-

mental activities and comparison of actual perform-

ances and results with budget estimates distinctly dis-

closed the various benefits realixal)le from the oper-

ation of a production and manufacturing budget. A
final summary at the end of the first liudget year

showed, that centralized control over operations and
introduction of standard production rates for all pro-

ducing units or processes. efTected increased efficiency

throughout the plant. The average production grad-

ually rose from 5 per cent below to 7 per cent over

the estimated standard rates. The actual net pro-

duction at the close of the budget year was 4 per

cent higher than the budget estimate and the fore-

cast in sales of the individual grades was 90 per cent

correct.

Manufacturing expenses were within 5 per cent

of the correct ratio to estimatetl expen.ses. Tliere was
a decided decline in actual labor expenses noticeable.

In former years, labor expenses were entirely out of

proportion to actual production, whenever there hap-

pened to be a fiuU periorl and the plant or protiucing

units had to close down. Centralized budgetary con-

trol brought about 98 per cent of accuracy in the

average, and even in the very short periods of forced
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idleness on accuuiit of poor industrial contlitions during

Juh' and August, labor expenses were kept in approx-

imate ratio to actual production results.

Intensive sales activities and advertising campaigns,

planned and executed according to the budget, re-

sulted in the attainment of 96 per cent of accuracy

in sales estimates, as stated before. Logicallj', em-

ployees had steady work, which increased the efficiency

of the force and reduced the cost of labor turn-over to

a minimum.
The well-planned routine of operations and produc-

tion enabled the management to keep its inventories

of raw materials at a minimum and thus avoid un-

necessary tying up of funds.

Budgetary control, furthermore, improved co-opera-

tion among department heads. The complete control

exercised over the respective phases of production in

the various units and departments, together with the

increasing efficiency of the operatives rendered pos-

sible a better linking-up of processes and operations.

The flow of materials from process to process or from
tlepartment to department became regulated and func-

tioned far better than before the adoption of cen-

tralized budgetary control. Production was conform

to schedule in the paper machines and the paper in

turn, delivered to schedule to the subsequent finish-

ing processes. Thus a good of friction among depart-

ment foremen was removed effectively and for good.

The first year of budgetary production control meant
a decided success. All components were analysed and
a revision took place, whenever the operation of the

budget and results obtained made such a procedure

necessary. The results attained during the first two
months of the second budget year, indicate, that final

figures at the end of the second year will excel those

of the first budget period. The "^lonthly Production

and ^Manufacturing Expense Budget" shows, that

production and expenses are accurately controlled.

Industrial and Public Utility Profits in 1925

ANNUAL earnings statements now available for

L 294 industrial, mercantile, and public utility cor-

porations indicate that net profits of such ct)ncerns

in 1925 were about 30 per cent larger than in 1924,

or in 1923. While these statements represent simply

a sampling of all concerns, the concerns included are

sufficiently representative so that the conclusion may
fairly be drawn that the year was one of very large

profits. These large profits accompanied unusually

high levels of production and trade in 1925, but, with

a few exceptions, relatively stable prices of manu-
factured goods.

Rubber companies reported the largest increase in

profits compared with either 1924 or 1923, and the

gains for the oil and automobile industries also were

unusually large, though automobile production was

only slightly larger than in 1923. Profits of tobacco

TABLE 1. industrial AND PUBLIC UTILITY PROFITS
IN 192.3, 1924 AND 192.5



Modern Design Features New Planer Plant

C. A. Cirav C()in|)any Builds World's Larirest Factory for

This TyiH- of Machine Tool Product

By I'OIIKKST K. ( AKDl l.I.O

Chill Engineer, G. A. Gray Company

IN
-May l(t25 Jirounrl was broken for tlu> now plant

-I the Ci. A. Cray Company. Cincinnati. Ohio.

nianufacturiMs nf mclal planers. Construction

work was ]nishe.l raiiidly and by November the jilant

was finished and ready for occupancy. It is the largest

factory in the work! devoted exclusively to the manu-

facture of planers.

The property at the new site was purchased in 1924

and plans were developed for the buildinp:. While

the eciuipment in use at the former location was of

tlie very best, the structures were of an older type

and the ground area was insufficient for the facilities

which the business retiuired. It was imiKtssible to

expand the property at tliis location, and the com-

pany did not wisii to l)uild a multi-story shf>p because

the planer i)aits manufactured were becoming too

large and heavy to handle to advantage in tiiat type

of building.

Suitable manufacturing sites for the machine tool

industry are ilifficult to obtain in the most favorable

ixirts of the city, but tlie locality is an important

center for the production of equipment for the metal

trades, and consequently has an unusually high-class

supply of skilled lal)or. These factors made it very

desirable to secure a property within the city limits.

Fortunately, a very good site was finally located in a

part of the city convenient for the workmen's resi-

dence and having exceptional fine shii)iiing facilities.

The plant is of one story construction. It has a

main Ijay 42(J ft. long and 60 ft. wide, a side bay 420

by 50 ft., and on the other sifle a bay 300 ft. long

and 100 ft. wide dividefl into eight sections 20 and 40 ft.

wide, rumiing perpendicular to the main plant. In the

main bay there is a clear height of 23 ft. G in. below

the crane hook while in the 50 ft. bay this height is

17 ft. The 40 ft. sections alternately have high and

low roofs, the high roofs being of monitor construc-

tion and the low roofs flat. In one of these sections

is the only two-story portion provided in the shop

—

a foreman's room built on a mezzanine floor.

A two-story office building extenris across the front

of the shops. This building is SO ft. wide and 30 ft.

deep. The lower floor is occupied by the general offices

and the upper floor by the engineering and drafting

departments and production offices.

The plant is built of brick on a steel framework

and concrete foundations. Column footings are on 50

ft. reinforced concrete piles. The brickwork in the

office portion is ornanwntal and is composed of Alli-

ance "Autumn Blend" brick with a lamp l)lack mortar

joint. The style of architecture adopted was suited

to the needs of a residential comnumity where the

ordinary factory type of construction would have been

object ional)le.

To further increase the good appearance of tiie plant

a lawn is laid out in front of the office and the grounds

are kept in attractive condition.

The plant covers a floor area of approximately

i^ 1 .. 1 .\i';.i in \~ 1 < \. (liuY I'l.ANT. With Ohmt in I.i:ri Fiiuec^iiipini)
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Fig. Gener.\l View of the Interior, Loukixc West in the Main B.ay

90,000 sq. ft. The main line of the Pennsylvania

Railroad runs by the plant and sidings provide for the

receipt and shipment of raw materials and freight.

Three tracks run into the building, two toward the

front and one at the rear. These tracks are depressed

4 ft. to bring the floor level of cars even with the

floor of the plant for ready unloading and loading.

Large wooden doors close these entrances. A tarvia

roadway for auto trucks from the main street connects

Avith two of the railroad entrances. Its surface is level

with the tops of the rails to make truck operation easy.

Down along the south side a 20-ft.

concrete driveway runs.

The shop winrlows are all of steel

sash. They extend almost to the

roof and are fitted with 14 by 20

in. panes. The ratio of window area

to wall area is 62 per cent and of

window area to floor area 44 per

cent. The three lowest rows of glass

are clear so that employees may
look out and avoid the feeling of

restriction which attends the use of

frosted or other opaque glass. Above
the third row the glass is of the

hammered ribbed type which admits

abundant light without glare. Wood
sash was used in the office, which

fronts on the street, for better ap-

pearance and greater convenience.

The roof is supported upon steel

.framework and wood i^urlins. It is

of the ordinary flat type and con-

sists of Barrett specification 4-ply

tar and paper on a 2-in. wood base.

The center bay is higher than the

two side bays and a monitor effect

is thus obtained by use of steel sash

down both sides above the roofs

of the side bays. This monitor type

was selected because it gives better

ventilation, economy in drainage,

fewer columns, possibility of oper-

ating cranes in side aisles, and elim-

ination of dead light, which attend

many types of saw-tooth construc-

tion.

The floor of the plant is con-

structed mainly of concrete. A
great deal of the machinery is very

heavy and requires strong founda-

tions. Moreover, planer beds 80 ft.

long have to be macliined to almost

a thousandtli of an inch accuracy in

the ^'-grooves, and consequently the

floors must be level and not settle.

As the ground on which the plant

is built is filled in it would have
lieen necessary to go down 30 ft.

or more to reach a solid base for

these machine and floor foundations. The expense

of this kind of construction is very great and in order

to avoid it a concrete mat to cover the entire heavy

machinery floor was decided upon. This mat is 10 in.

thick and is heavily reinforced by % in. rods at 6 in.

centers running both lengthwise and crosswise of the

shop and forming a networks at both the top and the

bottom of the 10-in. concrete mat. In other places

the floor is constructed of reinforced concrete 6 in.

thick.

A large portion of the shop floor above this rein-

FiG. 3 A View of the Planer Department from the South Bay
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forced concrete is covered witli wouil Ijluck finuiinfi.

21- in. thick anrl set on end. This fluorin«: has sreat

resiHence and durability, is easy to stand and walk

on and is less noisy than concrete.

As no dust or fumes are produced in nianufacluiinti

proces.ses natural ventilation suffices for the shop.

Ki.., 1 I'arts Stock, With Tool Room in Background

All of the windows are fitterl with ventilating;; sections

which are hand operated by bar and pin mechanisms

in the lower portion of the sash and by a worm drive

in the overhead portion. The office is equipped with

ventilatinir fans.

Fif;. o FiTTiNT, Department Lookinc; Nohthea.'st in

North Bay

In order to intensify the natural illumination the

factory walls have been painterl with two coats of mill

whit«' paint.

Only two or three portions of the plant are parti-

tioned off. The lieating boilers are in a room in the

northwest corner of the plant. .\<ljacent to this room

is one forming the forge shoj). Next to this are rooms

for transformer, switchboanl and rotarv converter

e(iuii)nient. These three rooms are separated from the

main iilant by brick and tile walls extending to the

roof. The foreman's mezzanine floor office, previously

mentioned, is constructed of wood. The tool and

stock room is enclosed in a partition comjjosed in

part of the backs of the steel shelving and in part by

wire jnesh on steel framework. In the office partitions

are of brick and tile with plaster surface. Some of

the partitions have the upper parts fitted with glass.

On each floor there is a fireproof vault for the storage

of records.

Special study was given to artificial lighting. In

the main bay oOO-watt clear Mazda C lamps with

steel leflcctors are used. Sockets are 32 ft. above the

floor. In the north, or 50-ft., bay the same types of

lamps and leflectors are used and the sockets are

26 ft. al)ove the floor. Throughout the rest of the

slioj) loO and 200-watt lamps are used more closely

spaced to increase the illumination. This lighting is

all of the direct type.

In the lower office a direct system is used and in

the engineering and i)rofluction departments a semi-

indirect system is employed. The intensity of light-

ing in the various localities is given in the following

table:

Location
Fine machine?
Erecting floor

Planers

Turret lathes

Tool room
Stock storage

Office

Ft. Candles
10

6

f)

10

4
15

The plant is heated by steam generated in two in-

dustrial lieating boilers. These operate under 6 lb.

pressure and burn Pocahontas coal under natural ilraft

from a 3fi-in. stack. The steam is piped to unit heaters,

eight of which are located throughout the shop.

These heaters consist of steam coils surrounded by a

steel casing into which air is drawn from the shop

by means of large fans. The air in the plant changes

two and one-half times per hour, or makes a complete

circulation ovorv 23 minutes. This air is heated in

Fii;. li Shipping Depaktment in Northeast Corner
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passing- over the coils and goes out at the top of the

casing into the shop. A temperature of 65 deg. is

maintained when the outside temperature is zero.

The office, toilets and waslirooms are heated by wall

type radiators supplied from the main heating system.

The temperature maintained is 70 deg. when the out-

side temperature is zero.

Tlie plant does not generate its own power but buys

it froni the Union Gas and Electric Company. Alter-

nating current of 4150 volts comes in over the trans-

mission line and is stepped down to 220 and 110 volts

for use in various motors. About half of the current

is passed tJirough a rotary converter which changes it

to direct current for cranes and variable speed motors.

An air compressor operating at 85 lb. line pressure

is operated to supply power for pneumatic tools.

The plant gets its water supply from city mains.

For drinking purpose this water is run through coolers

located at convenient points around the shop. For

fire protection service the water is piped to a 50,000

gal. tank carried on a steel framework tower at one

side of the plant. This tank is constructed with a

special elliptical bottom so that it can expand and

contract without springing any joints. A 3 ft. riveted

steel casing extends from the ground up to the bottom

of the tank. This casing encloses the inlet and dis-

charge water pipes connected to the tank, and also a

3-in. stream line t(j provide heat in the wintei' season

so that the system will not freeze. It was formerly

the custom to enclose these pipe lines in a wood casing

and the tanks used ordinarily liave hemispherical or

flat bottoms which do not permit of much expansion.

Consequently leaks were apt to develop and mainte-

nance costs on the wood casing were very high. The
equipment adopted for the Gray plant is greatly su-

perior to this former method.

Most of the equipment manufactured consists of

heavy parts and consequently overhead cranes of

various types constitute the major portion of tlie ma-
terial handling apparatus. In the main bay are two

20-ton electric traveling cranes with 5-ton auxiliary

liook. In the 50-ft. bay there is one 15-ton electric

traveling crane, prepared for 3-ton auxiliary hook. The
40-ft. sections of the other side bay are equipped with

light traveling cranes the runways of which extend

out into the main bay so that material can be deliv-

ered within reach of the large overhead cranes. Jib

cranes are ])rovided for local handling of heavy parts

in the main bay. An electric lift truck with a complete

equi]inient of lift platforms liandles smaller parts to

and from machines.

The storeroom and toolroom occupy a central posi-

tion in the 100-ft. side bay. The equipment for this

department was moved up from the old plant. It

PENNA. R.R.
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Fiu, 7 General Layout of the G. A. Gray Plant. Boiler Room, Forge-Shop and Power Rooms in Upper Left Corner
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consists mainly of steel sliohin.n with some wooil

slu'lvinu^ ami l)ins which fornic.j the original installa-

tion.

Dust collectors have heen installed over a few of

the processes, namely, huffinfr. polishinii and di-y ^riud-

inji. and small rack ciittin}!;.

While the accident record of the phtnt is very low

and no serious accidents have occurred for three or

four years, yet a small hospital was deemed neces-

sary when the plant was built. This was located in

a small room toward one end of the 100-ft. bay. and

rejiular e(|uipment such as a couch, chairs, sterilizer,

first aid cabinet, stretcher, etc., are installed.

Practically all of the mechanical eciuipment of the

plant was moved up from the old building. As this

equipment was modern and in excellent condition,

an investment in entirely new apjiaratus would not

have been justified. In a few instances s]5ecial study

of handlinsi problems opened the way to eliminate

equipment or simplify o]ierations by special attention

to jilant layout. Thus the heavy planers are locateil so

that they extend under both the 20-ton cranes in the

main bay and the l.")-ton crane in the oO-ft. bay. When
a piece has been jilaned in the main bay the planer

table can lie run back into the side bay so that the

part can l)e lifted oti' by the lo-ton crane and taken

to a succeeding operation, and vice ver.sa.

The plant was designed. erecte<l and eciuippcd by

the .\ustin Comiiany. of Cleveland, engineers and
builders, working in co-operation with the engineer-

ing department of the Clray Company. The foundry

is still at the old location and castings are delivered

to the new shops by auto truck or railroad car. Later

on. a founflry. jilannrd along stanrlardized lines, will

be built at the new site, aiul the crane runways from

the main bay will be extended into it so that heavy

castings can be delivered from foundry to machine
sho]i with l)ut one haiulling.

TAMl.K 1. SlMMAltV dl" UA'IA ON C. A. CRAY PLANT

l^ocation Cincinniiti. Ohio.
Construption Cnnrrftp foundation. Btrc! franiowork. brick wallfi, at«»l

-jisli. firi'prtMtf. .\1tiiiiit-c ".Autumn Blend" brick witli
liliick niiirtar joint ui«i-<l for uffirr.

fJroundd l.awn in front of proiMTty.
Prt>iM'rty ... t\)'j arrc»,

lluildinx. siir Main bav IK) x -120 x 41 Ij ft. high. South bay jO i 420
X 'Mi ft )nKli, On tfir north, einht auxiUary bayi* each
21) or 40 X UK) ft. nin |>i'r|K'iidicu)ar to main biiy. Tnrsf arc
»lt4-rnat4'ly of hiich and low rrKif construction, hiith riHifs

bruiR niointon>.
On front i!« a tw(»-!«tory office buildins W) ft. wide x 'M ft.

i)ee|i X 24 ft . hifth.

Floor area (Hl.dOO !«| ft.

Architecture Indu.^tnal. adapteil to harmonize with a re»idcntial coiti-

niunit.v

NeiKhborhnod Uefidential.
Kmtiloyeiii l.V). exi-Iupive of office.

Tran9|tortatioD faeilitien . . .^i<linafi from i*eunfiylvania Railroad. Tarvia road frt>m
tlie ^tre«'i unitti« with two of the railroad entrnncea on
the ea^t. with rondlMil on level with to|> of raild. to
facilitate truck deliveni*!*. Concrete driveway 20 ft. wide
lead.t from street down alona noulh »i<le of plant.

Kntrances Threi' for railroad can*—two at the e.ixt and one at the
went cihI. One from office to nhoiis. one from \ard to
Itoiler room and five from yard to <*ho|i!i. Itailroad tracks
are deprei*.<MHl to bnHK car flimrs <tn level with plant floor,
for convenience in loailinjt ami unh^dinK.

Wimlows, - Keneslra steel sa.«h in shop. WikkI sash in office.
Clam. . . If X 2t) III. panes in ste«.'l sash. Thne lower rows trans-

parent, remainder hanmiere^i rilibe<l ulass. .Monitor sash
.ilso has hanimeretl dlasv. Panes l>etwe«n office and sh<ip
:ire 10 X 14 in.

Uoora. exterior Railroad entrance* have large swingins wooden floors.
Smaller entrances and front entrance to office have
wooden doors with up|>er imnclfl of transiuircnt glass.

Ooora. interior.

Itoof .

Ventilation

.

Wall...

fainting

Floors, olfiei'

F'li»ors. shop

I'arlilioiis

I.iBhlini;

III boiler room ami forge shop, aliding tin-clad Kiromac
doom
Steel t

on wli

I in eiL'i

fith.r .lf...r- ..I W...-I

' part-

,i -ho,,
Mr rk :
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Getting the Right "Slant ' from Charts

Bv J. B. COXWAY
The Fulton Company

THE practice of using graphic charts in business

was borrowed to a large extent from the system of

engineers who represent engineering formulas by this

method. It should be remembered that the great mass

of engineering formulas is rather different than the

usual data dealt with in business statistics. With the

former a starting line or "zero" is essential for the

correct reading and interpretation of most engineering

data; with the latter the inclusion of this line is not

always essential to the correct interpretation of sta-

tistics. At least, this is the inference one would draw
from observation of the numerous charts that are

published and in their final form have the base line

omitted. There is, however, a reason for this.

At the time the writer began the construction of

graphical charts for industrial purposes, some 12

years ago, there was not available the wealth of litera-

ture on this subject that exists today. Having had
considerable drafting department training, it was but

natural that in the construction of those first charts

for industrial statistics the practice established by the

engineers should be employed. Since that time the

writer has constructed niunerous charts, both historical

and calculating, and does not recall an instance where
the omission of the base line was questioned.

This line is essential in construction but in some
instances it is permissible to eliminate it from the

finished charts as in the following case cited bv Lucian
W. Chaney.^

Suppose the smallest magnitude in a given group lie 75 and a

larger magnitude 100. It would then be in accord with common
practice to cut away the lower portion of the scale to, say, 70.

He continues, "the ocular comparison of the two magnitudes
will now, of necessity, be that between 5 and 30 and not between
75 and 100. The chart then becomes not only useless but posi-

tively deceptive. Furthermore, when the series of magnitudes
or number of lines becomes increased beyond two it becomes
difficult, if not impossible, to compare the distances even though
the entire scale be given. If this is further compl'cated by an
abbreviated scale the situation becomes one of obscurity mul-
tiplied by deception."

Executive Is Interested in Results

Now, in reality, does the executive observe this

axiom? He is vitally interested in visible results. The
results of today are compared with those of yester-

day, last week, a month or a year ago. His interest lies

in the progress or decline from some former record.

When he inspects a graphic chart his attention is

more likely to be directed, (1) to the changes in the

points of the curve and, (2) to the values of these as

represented by the scale at the left of the chart, rather

than to a comparison of the changes relative to their

height from the base or line of origin,

» Monthly Labor Review, March 1919, pp. 24 and 25.

To illustrate: Let us say that the chart showed a

reduction in sales from $200,000 one month to $175,-

000 the succeeding month, or that expenses increased

from $15,000 to $20,000. He sees this change indi-

cated, first by the movement of the curve, afterward

in the values read from the scale. The curve is the

signal that progress or retrogress was made and the

numerical values indicate the present level, while the

difference between the former and present level is

shown by the slope of the line of the curve. This is

sufficient for his practical purpose for he knows at

once that conditions are favorable, or otherwise, and,

it is a safe assumption, based upon actual observation,

that the executive will not take the time or trouble

to concern himself with the fact that the position of

the point on the curve is at a certain distance from
the base line, or whether the line exists on the chart.

Rel.\tionships Indicated by Slope of Line

If the curve is plotted on co-ordinate ruled paper

the slope of the line in the curve indicates only the

arithmetic difference between the two levels: if on

semi-logarithmic paper the percentage relationship.

This latter fact is advanced as a reason why semi-

logarithmic paper should be employed in preference

to the former in some instances. While this is true,

the same fact fact prompts the question, "from the

great mass of graphically presented business data

how many of these charts show the executive the exact

percentage of change"? In the final analysis he must
resort to figures to obtain these ratios.

If his interest lies in changes over a long period

of time, say several years, his attention is directed to

the change in levels and again he is not concerned so

much with the base line as with the deviation, up
or down, from some previously established record.

For a comparison of this nature it is submitted that

the base line is helpful in promoting a better per-

spective of actual conditions, it does emphasize the

magnitude of the change. But is it really consid-

ered in interpreting the graph?

The statements in the quotations referred to above
are incontestable from the viewpoint of the statis-

tician and the engineer, and for the guidance of

students of such subjects when constructing charts.

On the other hand, the executive for whom business

charts are made quite often knows little or nothing

about the technique of tlieir construction and, there-

fore, will not view it from the same angle nor em-
ploy the same interpretative methods that are used

by the technician. If he does not understand the im-

portance of including the base line for comparative

purposes he is likely to render decisions based upon
erroneous impressions received from the chart.



Pricino- for Profit vs. Pricino- for Volume

Danurr of Iiu-rcasinu' Sales XOliinir

tf) Point of Xo Profit

Uy W. 1.. I III lU liiLl.

Coiisukino Enoinecr

Till! contimKnis stiiviiio; of manufacturers to

nhtaiu a greater and greater volume of sales,

often producing more than the immediate

market can absorb, is one of the primary causes for

the low average of profits obtained in manufacturing

industries. Even with products that caimot be made
until sold, it is the hope and exjiectation of too many
manufacturers, that, by quoting attractive jirices.

they will quickly build up a volume of sales and pro-

duction that will make the nftractive prices yield

attractive profits.'

When the product is supplying a market that is

growing as rapidly as the productive capacity, this

speculation on the prospective growth of demand
works out favorably to all concerned. Because it

works out well under favorable conditions, many
manufacturers believe that it will always work out

well. On this belief, or assumption, or simply from

habit, prices are made on a basis of the profits they

will bring if and when enough product is sold to oper-

ate continuously to some abnormal capacity.

Frequently sales do not materialize in sufficient

volume to enable continuous capacity operation, prices

are still fiu'ther rerluced. costs are pared down to the

bone, and the manufacturers stagger through the year

with a profit so narrow that the keeping of one high

grade clerk, foreman or salesman more than needed

would wipe it all out for over 70 per cent of them.

Mantfacti Hixc Proiits .\ke Small

More than loO.OOO .\merican manufacturers sell

their products at prices that leave profits .so small that

only by neglect of essential anri necessary improve-

ments in product, ecpiipmeiit. methods, personnel, sal-

aries and wages can they pull through without loss.

A large proportion of the more successful mami-
facturers find their returns far from satisfactory, even

though tliey consistently jiay dividends of a sort to

their owners or stockholders. As a ride these more

successful concerns (unless prochicing some protected

monopoly) operate with (>xceptional efficiency, but

obtain only ordinary, ttr less than ordinary, returns

for their exceptional operating ability. The principal

'See former articles on "Unfair .Sellint: I'riocs." Fcliru.in.' 1926.

pp. 97-100. and "What Shoul.l the Net I'rofit Be?" Marrh 1926.

pp. 1T5-17S.

rea-son for the unsatisfactory showing of exceptionally

well managefl manufacturing enterprises is the low

prices at which their j^roducts must be sold to hold a

reasonable share of business frf)m going to less effi-

cient, voluuip-hungry competitors.

Ther(> are very few lines of manufactiu'e today for

which the productive capacity is not greatly in excess

of requirements, even when operated on a normal basis

of a single shift. Except for industries requiring con-

tinuous operation on account of the nature of the

manufacturing processes, we have equipment and

facilities that by operating overtime, or on a basis

of two or even three shifts, can multiply production

considerably beyond any normal trade requirement

whenever called upon to do so. The only operating

necessities are additional man power and materials.

The \\dilii War amply demonstrated this fact, and

save exiierieiicc that enables us to meet even more

quickly any temporary or permanent increases in de-

mand for almost any manufactured commodity for

which materials are to be had.

The Urge to "Get Business"

All too often manufacturers look upon their latent

and unused producing capacity as something tliat must

be utilized productively. A perfectly natural and jus-

tified abhorrence of waste, spurs them to an endeavor

to eliminate the waste of potential producing capacity

represented by idle equipment and buildings. Fur-

ther, they may be spuiTcd to efTorts for sales volume

by lack of satisfactory profits ami dissatisfaction of

stockhokiers who may attribute this condition to the

apparent lar-k of sales effort to fill their plant with

business.

"Get business! fill the plant with orders! run night

and day! that's the way to make money!" So away

they go with resolute enthusiasm to get the business.

They get new lousiness if they can, but get it away

from competitors if they have to. Down go prices,

some additional business is secured chiefly by the

offering of jirices lower than customers had been pay-

ing to otiiers. The latter come back on a "meet price"

basis. .V merry price war is on. and it is only a ques-

tion of time before the enthusiasts discover that they

have no monopoly on low price fiuotations. and can

not permanently fill their plant with work as com-

2fi7
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petitors are just "foolish" enough not only to meet

the prices but often "go them one better."

It is not unusual for the offending parties to accuse

the followers of violating all rules of fair play in not

permitting them to carry out their program as planned.

"They can't possibly produce as cheap as we can, as

we run night and day and they have only one shift,"

is a common assertion of those who feel they have

rights that others have not.

Low Price Not Always a Remedy

The trouble lies in failure to understand that low

price does not always increase consumption. It often

merely shifts the trade around from one manufacturer

to another, at a terrific cost to the industry as a whole

and eventually to the public. With many secondary

manufacturers this fact should be perfectly obvious

but rarely is. A manufacturer of shoe nails cannot

hope to stimulate consumption by reducing his prices.

Consumption is dependent upon the shoemaker. They
may stock up in advance of future requirements when
low prices are quoted, but only to defer subsequent

buying over a longer period. Likewise, the producers

of a vast variety of our primary products as paper,

steel, leather, fabrics, etc, depend chiefly, or entirely,

upon their conversion by other manufacturers into

commodities sold to dealers or consumers.

Many of these products would have just as great

sale if no etfort whatever was put forth to sell them.

They would sell just as readily at prices that would

be fair to the producers as at the reduced prices offered.

Xot all efforts to induce sales volume is conducted

on a basis of low prices. Often the manufacturer

adheres to what he considers an already established

minimum price but puts on an aggressive sales cam-
jiaign to increase the volume of sales. The campaigns

are not always successful, because of the fundamental

weakness that they depend too largely upon taking

customers from other manufacturers.

The same amount of effort given to obtain fair

prices for what is being sold will often bring the de-

sired profits without antagonizing competitors.

Price Increase Better Thax \'oLrME

C'onnnodities having a large proportion of material

cost, require but slight advance in sales price to insure

substantial increase in profit, even if a considerable

drop in volume occurs. For examj^le: A manufac-

turer of poultry feed may be turning out 5000 tons

per month, but at no profit. He figures that by in-

creasing 50 per cent to 7500 tons per month he will

net $150,000 per year or $1.66 per ton. But raising

the price only $3.14 per ton would bring the same net

profit even if sales fell off 20 per cent because of

price increases. As such an increase is less than 10

per cent, there should be little difficulty in holding

established trade.

Few manufacturers have a definite knowledge as to

what shrinkage in sales volume they can stand if they

adhere to fair prices. The bigger the volume at un-

j)i\ifital)le returns the more the (hop liefore profits

cease.

Alanufacturers running 24 hours in an effort to earn

ordinary profits may find that a slight increase in

prices and rigid arlherence to them will bring all the

profit with only normal operations that their hectic

activity was aimed at.

Most lines of manufacture have their normal aver-

age market which is well under full operating capacity.

Few industries average year after year more than two-

thirds their normal capacity. Some seasonal industries

average to operate only 40 per cent or less of their

normal capacity. Unless they can earn a normal profit

when operating at the normal proportion of their

capacity, reducing prices, to get more than a normal
share, will not bring this profit except temporarily.

^'oLr^[E Depends ox' Activity of Ixdustry

A concern that should earn SIOO.OOO net per year,

operating at two-thirds its capacity, will simply earn

less than $100,000 if it reduces prices to get more than

this share of business, when the entire industry can

only utilize two-thirds of its capacity in supplying

the demand for its products.

Every manufacturer needs to know what propor-

tion of his capacity must earn his normal profit. He
can only know this when he has knowledge of what
the industry as a whole may be doing. It is not always

]iossible or practicable to obtain reliable information

from all manufacturers in an industry as to their

jjroduction, sales and capacity, but usually a substan-

tial ]iroportion of the members will furnish sufficient

information to be representative. When the Ignited

States Steel Corporation reports that for six years it

operated at 66.6 per cent of capacity, it is a reasonable

assumption that this represents the normal produc-

tion of the entire steel industry.

The constant efforts toward increasing output per

production unit tends always to make capacity in

excess of readily available market. It is quite a com-
mon occurrence for manufacturers to develop methods,

l)rocesses or equipment that will suddenly increase

their capacity to an extent demanding 50 per cent or

more additional sales if the additions or improvements
are to be utilized.

The usual assumption is: All that is necessary to

get this additional business is to reduce the price co-

incident with the reduction in cost. Instead of giving

stockholders and owners even temporary benefit of the

experimental and development work that resulted so

favorably, prices are immediately reduced and arrange-

ments made to operate on the greater production

basis.

Stealing Customers Is Folly

If the product is one that is supplying an already

saturated market the only possible way to get the

increase in business desired is to take other manu-
facturers' customers. This is not long permitted. In

sheer self-preservation competitors are forced to hold
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tlieir eslalilislu'il Irailc. and si> tlicy 'incct" tlic new

prices and strive to develop eciually low i)n)diU'tion

costs. As a result the industry in a short time has a

tremendous excess of proiliicinji capacity and no one

in it is making satisfactory profits.

The reason back of such action is the desire to pro-

duce volume. The desire oriirinally <lcveloped to

increase profits has become so obscured in tlie con-

sciousness of the average manufacturer tliai lie tliinks

volume rather than profits. .\ typical example was

the recent development of a metiiod for increasing the

yield of one plant from IJ.dOO to 10.000 units from

the same eciuipment.

Here was an increase of well over .30 i)cr cent in

productive capacity requiring only the sales to utilize

it. As the concern was not making fair profits this

improvement was hailed as a great money-maker be-

cause it would enable the firm to sell nearly (50 per

cent more goods. It was already operating 24 hours

per day. Prices were refluced to levels that would

earn fair profits if the additional business was se-

cured. It never was secured. Competitors fiuickly

adopted the same methods; several of them with still

greater increases in capacity. All prices slipped down
to the lower levels thus estat)lislied. so that the busi-

ness is in a very precarious condition.

Progressiveness is liable to be disastrous unless there

is a realization that a profit must be earned on the

availal)le sales vf)lume.

Too Kapii) Develop.ment Ixvite.s Dis.vster

Some of our most prominent national industries

have suffered complete financial revamping chiefly

because the rapid development of product (piickly

overtook the possible market.

We read and hear a great deal about "waste in

iufhistry" and the enormous cost for rlistribution of

manufactured products. But rarely do we read or

hear of "price-cutting" considered as a waste, or an

unnecessary addition to our costs of distrilnition. Yet

it is one of the greatest elements of industrial waste

and one that can be most readily eliminatcfj. An
understanding of its insidiousness will bring alxmt its

correction.

There are three major controllable elements enter-

ing into the prices of manufactured products: 1. Cost

of conversion. 2. Cost of selling and aiiministration.

:}. Profit.

There is a fourth element over which the manu-
facturer has little or no eontrol. namely, the cost of

materials.

.\n ideal apportionment of selling prices l)ased on

normal production consists of materials at market

lirice to wliicli is adijed conversion cost, selling anrl

administration costs and profit in apjiroximately e(|ual

parts. Thus in a business re<|uiring .'nIOO.OOO per year

for total manufacturing costs ( le.'ss materials) there

would be -SIOO.OOO for selling and administration costs

and .SIOO.OOO net profit.

Tiie total sales would ajiproximate S300.(XX) jilus

cost of materials used. If .S200,000 woitii of materials

were u.'^ed total sales would appro.ximate .SJOO.OOO. If

materials were S700.000 the sales would be SI.000.000.

etc. If manufacturing costs are below normal there

is just tiiat much more to be added to profit or tliat

can l)e added to selling cost and still retain normal
jjidfit. If selling and a<hninistration co.sts are less than

there should be just that mucii more profit.

Confusing Element in Prices

Tiie confusing element in prices even when there

is a definite profit figure arrived at (which is unusual)
is what constitutes selling costs. ^lost manufacturers

will agree that discounts taken by customers anil allow-

ances to customers for damaged goods, etc.. are a part

of selling costs. Very few ever consider that any cut

from fair selling price should be charged to co*;! of

sales.

Then there is a difference between selling exjiense

and selling cost. Sacrifices from proper jjrices are a

part of selling cost and should be so considered. When
tliey are treated as cost many suppo.sedly economically

operated sales divisions show that they are finite the

reverse.

Six manufacturers whose selling expenses were under

joint review showed variations between 35 and 110

per cent of the conversion cost of their products. The
3.") ]ier cent manufacturer was congratulating himself

over the low cost of this department as compared
with his competitors, and argued that it explained

why he could sell lower than any of them. The 110

per cent manufacturer was chagrined to learn that it

cost him over three times as much to sell his products

as it did the other firm.

When the complete facts were disclo.sed and the

l)rice sacrifices added to costs the 35 per cent firm

showed a selling cost of 100 per cent as against 150

per cent for the 110 per cent firm. The low .selling

expense firm had specialized on large contract business

and made price concessions in excess f)f its competitors

to get this volume. The profits were consequently less

than those of the high selling expense firm whose

M'lling costs, although excessive, were less than com-

petitors, who in their eagerness for volume sacrificed

profits to enable them to run double shifts. The price

of volume was reduced profits.

In KNOWN \di.rMK S.\LEs Costs

Some firms carefully classify their costs for selling

dilTerent sizes of accounts and. because of lower ex-

penses per unit .sold to large consumers, quote lower

tlian stamlard prices but fail to arid this sacrifice in

arriving at a true selling cost. As a consequence they

rarely know what it co.sts to obtain volume sales.

Developments in the art of salesmanship have been

many. Complex and elaborate selling plans have been

evolved to break down sales resistance and to en-

courage consumption of innumerable products. The
call for salesmen, sales managers, advertising .specialists

and distributors of all kinds is so great that the re-
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wards for competence in these positions average much
higher than for producers.

This situation makes it comparatively easy for any-

one with plausible sales plans to get a hearing, and

vast amounts are spent in test and experiment. This

item, however, is the smallest part of the selling cost

aimed to increase production, as the greatest element

of cost is unintelligent pricing. Goods priced in excess

of their real value cannot ol:)tain and retain a large

market. Goods priced below their real values are

bound to lose money for tlieir producers regardless of

volume.

A Soap Manufacturer's Experience

A manufacturer of soaps had developed a fine

grade that he was ambitious to exploit nationally. The
soap had all the qualities of a famous brand and
according to his figures he could sell to retailers for

$0.05, a cake two-thirds the size of the popular $0.10

established brand.

An advertising firm was called in and a national

advertising campaign prepared to put the new soap

over in a big way. The soap was given an attractive

name and trade-mark, posters were designed and litho-

graphs made, and advertising copy developed.

When the campaign preparations had nearly reached

comjiletion the advertising firm suggested that a

soap powder developed by the firm could very profit-

ably be exploited along with the soap. The manu-
facturer said, "No use, I can't make soap powder cheap

enougli to compete with other large producers." It

was suggested that he get an engineer to study his

methods and see if manufacturing costs could be re-

duced sufficiently to enable the soap powder to be

marketed in competition with national brands.

The engineer's first move was to study the costs

of the various steps in soap powder production. These

proved to be so much lower than those calculated

by the manufacturer that he also investigated the costs

of the proposed $0.05 cake of high-grade soap. This

was found to be very much greater than had been

indicated by the manufacturer's cost system and the

discovery brought about abandonment of the selling

campaign planned. There is little doubt but what
the proposed campaign would have bi'ought a sufficient

volume of sales to have wrecked the firm.

Manufacturers Must Protect Themselves

Manufacturers cannot look to customers to protect

them against their own errors in pricing. As a rule

tliese errors are of an insidious nature that sometimes

take years to effect their ultimate damage. Volume
grows and possibly total profits increase slightly, but

piofit ratio lessens year by year and gradually total

profit lessens until it is eventually wiped out, even

with increasing sales volume and often because of

this increase in volume.

With a varied line of products or even with but a

few grades or sizes of a few products there is often

some one or a few items that prove attractive to certain

large buyers. Because of their large buying capacity

they are given extra price concessions, and sales

volume increases as these buyers' purchases grow.

Profits, however, do not always increase with this in-

crease in volume, but the manufacturer is apt to be
so complacent over the fact that he has this big outlet

that he refuses to even think of the possibility of it

being unprofitable. He goes blithely on building up
this pet account or line for the volume it brings him
and blames the nature of the business for any lessen-

ing of profits.

A typical case is that of a manufacturer of kitchen-

ware who developed a line for the 10-cent store trade

that in a period of 8 years grew to $250,000 a year

in his total of $2,000,000 of business. At this point

his profits had already ceased although, when the line

w'as introduced, he was making $150,000 net on $1,000,-

000 of total business.

An investigation disclosed that the 10-cent line,

although grossing only 12.5 per cent of sales was using

40 per cent of the manufacturing effort. When their

pricing methods were investigated it was found that

this line should have brought $400,000 and that, there-

fore, it had lost $150,000 of net profits per year.

Other lines had been developed for other large

buyers (notably mail-order houses) that had caused

additional losses. The combined effects of the losing

lines developed to build up volume had increased sales

100 per cent, increased personnel 150 per cent and
wiped out profits.

At the time these goods were being sold at a loss,

many items manufactured were sold at an excessive

]:)rofit. I'nintentionally, due to faulty pricing prin-

ciples, quality goods had been priced so high that

sales were very small and the impression developed

that quality goods had a very limited market. Volume
had to be built up on cheap goods. It w-as built very

successfully but at the sacrifice of profits.

Remedy for Pricing for Volume

The remedy is simple enough. Education in the

principles and fundamentals of "pi-icing for profit" as

against "pricing for volume."

When manufacturers associations tackle this prob-

lem of educating the heads of their member firms in

sound pricing practice they will at once eliminate the

supposed necessity for price agreements. There is

am]ile business in normal times for all worthy man-
ufacturers to make normal profits if they only keep

pace with the natural growth in production demand.
Trying to force added consumption by artificially de-

pressed prices only results in ultimately increased cost

to consumers. This is brought about through two
major channels:

1. By increased selling expense due to too many
manufacturers trying to divert business from others

to themselves.

2. By higher price standards necessary to insure

average profits over periods of years in which violent

competition forces low profits or actual losses.



Maintaininp' Hourly Control of Production

I low tlic Worlds Laruest All-Stcol Autoniol)iK' Body Plant

Regulates Manutactiiiiiiu- ()|H'ration.s

li.v (.i;()1{(;e g. jjkooke
Plniining niid Production Deportment, Edward G. Rudd Manujaclxiring Company

THE system herein described is the actual oper-

atini: method of production control used by the

Edward G. Budd Manufacturino; Conijiany. the

largest manufacturers of "all-steel" automobile bodies

in the workl. In a previous article.' the material han-

dling methods of the plant were described. In the

course of this article, it was explained that the plant

was engaged in building all-steel bodies for automo-

biles on a mass pnuhiction basi.'^. and that open and

closed models were made for many of the leading auto-

mobile manufacturers in both America and Europe.

With this brief description of our product and our

scope, we will confine the rest of this article to a de-

scription of the physical control of material for pro-

duction and the measure of its effectiveness as re-

flected by the cost records.

A separate a.«sembly department is maintained for

each model, but the jiress shop, with its expensive

equipment, must be used interchangeably for the w'ork

of all customers. In view of this, the material control

problem is somewhat complicated, due to the neces-

sity of operating by means of a "continuous" process

system instead of a ".job order" process system. The
latter system affords the opportunity of inventory

checks and attendant adjustments at the completion

of each order, while the former otTers no such oppor-

tunity, there being no break in production.

The press shop and assembly department are each

controlled by a superintendent and each superin-

tendent reports directly to the works manager. The

l^lanning department, also directly under the works

manager, co-orchnates production from the steel stor-

age .«heds to the shipping platform, anfj it is with this

department in particular that our article deals.

Pl.\nning Department Divided Into Two Group.s

For functional purposes the planning department is

divided into two major groups, operating and statis-

tical, and they function as their names imply. Each

of these groups, in turn, is sub(Hvided into smaller

groups as indicated by the organization chart in Fig. 1.

1. StoKxjiaphic. The stenograpiiic group handles

the usual inter-office correspondence, report, etc., and

requires no further explanation.

> See December 1925 is.siie. pp. 221-324. 'Materi.il Handling Meth-
ods in the Edward G. Budd Plant," by W. A. Graf.

2. Book Records. When an order is received from
the sales department, it is broken down into its com-
ponent parts in accordance with the parts list for that

particular job and entered in the order column on the

prochictioii books. A separate sheet is maintained for

each jiiecc involved and eacii successive order is adfled

to the succeeding total so that a cumulative total quan-

tity on order is maintained for each piece. In many
instances, a given piece is common to more than one

moiiel. in which case all the orders aifecting that piece

are entered on the one sheet and accumulated.

Before a run goes to the shop, it must be OK'd by

the record clerk, who is charged with the definite re-

sponsibility of passing runs with respect to the amount
on order. There is no condition which will justify him
in ( )K'ing a run in excess of orders, and he must not
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them all at once. We must ship a certain quantity

each day and, based on the customer's requirements,

the works manager's office issues formal releases against

orders on a daily basis. These releases are sub-divided

by the planning department into convenient size

runs for the shop to make and store, usually a 20-

day supply, which is our operating cycle as deter-

mined by a study and analysis of

For example, if the customer re-

quires 100 per day, the schedule

clerk sends runs to the shop for

20 X 100, or 2000.

All scheduling is done through

the medium of moval)le string

charts which automatically signal

the schedule cleik. See Figs. 2 and

.3. Each string is endless and passes

over a I'ollcr at each end and liack

along the rear side of the chart.

Half of the string is black and half

is white. The black ]iortion indi-

cates the chart reading by the dis-

tance it extends horiz(jntally from

the left, after the manner of the

Gantt chart. The white jiortion is

almost invisible.

A large, specially built cabinet is

used to house these charts. Each

job is grouped into the pieces used

on one job (sedan) only, a separate

group for sedan and coupe, anothei-

for sedan, coupe and roadster, etc.,

and the production on each piece

is shown in terms of jobs, so that it

makes no difference whether we use

one piece, two, three, or four pieces

for each job.

As a run is completed in the press

sliop. the final operation card goes

to tlie record clerk where it is en-

tered. On the back of this card the

record clerk adds the total of the

current run to the cumulative total

(less all spoilage), thereby arriving

at the new cumulative total, which
is entered in the books. The card

is then sent to the chart operator

wlio moves his production string for

that piece horizontally to agree.

You will notice three vertical

strings cutting the production lines

of each piece. The left string (A)

denotes shipping, which, of course,

must be the same for each piece in

an assembled unit. This string is

moved to the right each morning in

accordance with the previous day's

shipping. The middle string (B) is

also moved each morning so that

it is always five days ahead of

shipping. This represents a five-day bank of material

in the assembly department in various stages of sub-

assembly. The third vertical string (C) is set seven

days ahead of (B) and represents the schedule point.

This allows five days for the press shop to make the

stamping, and two days for the routine of making out

the operation cards, having them OK'd for orders,

press capacity. for steel and for dies and for getting the lun to the

Fk;. 3 Productiox Chart for Several Different Types of Bodies
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sliup. Kacli ilay. a.- tins string is iiiovi'd to tin,' njilit,

the ends of certain black strings are touched and the

chart operator makes a list of them for the schedule

clerk.

As the schedule clerk releases the run to the shop.

the chart operator inserts a black pin opposite that

piece, while if the run is held for steel, or if one of

the dies is in the machine shop for repairs, he inserts

a red pin. As a result, a glance at the chart any hour

of the day will show exactl.v the status of the whole

job as well as of any individual piece with respect to

shipping and to the sub-assemblies. It automatically

signals the pieces which must be expedited and it

keeps an even flow of work to the shop, in addition to

providing an automatic scheduling device.

An order-of-work statement is made from the chart

each week for every job. showing the pieces in the

order needed on the assembly floors, togetlier with the

date needed. These statements are the active guides

of the machine lay-out men and of the die maintenance

group and govern the order of work in the shop.

The central planning office maintains a master route

file. Fig. 4. for each indivitlual piece, which contains

a description of the piece, the operations in their

proper sequence, number of the die wliich performs the

No. R«i-a._7j?_-yi_ MASTER ROUTE CARD
ad c X viniA-TaurJag.
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Fig. 4 M.\ster Card fok RorxiXf; Jobs

operation and the type press for which the die was
designed.

When the schedule clerk receives his list from the

chart operator each morning, he makes up a shop

card. Fig. 5, from the master card, determines the

quantity nee<led (20 days" supply times daily require-

ments), and then makes an individual operation card.

Fig. 6. for each operation.

The upper half of the operation card constitutes

the production card on which a record of the run is

kept, while the lower part is used by the foreman

and inspector to record the condition of the die for

maintenance purjioses. These are clipped together

and sent to the .«hop office along with the steel requi-

sition. .\s machine line-up men assign the jobs to

particular presses, the desk clerk sends the operation

card to the press and the production clerks record the

quantity finished.

5. Muiluin A.i-'iKjiiiiu Ills. Assigning work to the

various machines is the function of the planning

group. These men must have an intimate knowledge

of the peculiarities of each individual piece, each die

and each maclune, and must bear in mind the location

of the presses involved in order to minimize internal

trucking. Using the order-of-work statement as a

PCIK C~C.'JC i H,-r.. _ [_„ ,,•-._ ,,
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obtains advance information from the engineering de-

partment relative to the pieces affected, from which

they determine the dies that must be changed and

obtain the approximate length of time required by the

machine shop to make the change. Then from the

order-of-work statement they determine the standing

of the job, whether we have sufficient stampings ahead

to allow the machine shop to alter the dies at once,

or whether another run must be made first. They

/A -5
PRODUCTION CARD

Name

Oper.

Qty.
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60/30-RH

Rear Door Inside Pane/

Isf Form Pocket

2000 P.H
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3975

I
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X Tour

DELIVER
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Actuai Count

INSPECTOR'S REPORT
Repairs or alterations required to improve stampings

If occetury leod tempiog to Machine Shop Clerk.
C«i additional .lamping be passed in present condirion?

Dar

Night

INSPECTOR'S HALF-HOURLY CHECK

Fig. 6 Productiox Card for .an Individiai, Operation

A carbon copy is the Foreman's Card and the Inspector's

Report is attached below.

then set the change point and notify all departments

concerned, giving the change number, the pieces

affected, the change point, and whether or not all

pieces involved are to be evened up to make the

change.

9. Shipping Records. A separate set of records is

kept for each unit shipped. Each morning, shipper's

reports showing all the material shipped the previous

day are forwarded to the shipping record desk, in

the central planning oflfice. These shipments are

applied against the proper orders. They are then sent

to the billing department to be invoiced. Cumulative

shipping figures as well as cumulative on-order figures

are kept in these shipping records. The cumulative

shipping figure on the left of the sheet in the shipping

record, deducted from the cumulative on-order figure

on the right of the same sheet, will determine just

how many units are yet to be shipped and on which
orders.

Periodic checks are made in order to keep the total

on-order quantities equal in the shipping and pro-

duction books.

A cumulative total produced for a given piece (from

the production records) less the cumulative total

bodies shipped (from the shipping records) will show
the balance in process, and this, of course, is the basis

of the scheduling charts previously explained.

10. Inventories. The central planning office main-

tains a material chaser, or inventory man, in each

assembly department. He is charged with the definite

responsibility of keeping that department supplied

with material. As a guide, he is supplied with an

order-of-work statement, and he is required to check

his department each day, and report ain' instances

wherein the floor and the statement do not agree.

Such discrepancies are immediately investigated. In

addition to this daily check, each of these men is sup-

plied with an inventory schedule, which at present is

worked on a six-month cycle. From this inventory

list the checker selects a piece that is low in pro-

duction, and physically counts his loose stampings,

the sub-assemblies into which they enter, the major

assemblies, and on through to the shipping platform,

setting each count in its respective place on the in-

ventory form. Fig. 7.

To this he adds the cunnilative shipping total from

the shipping records, thereby obtaining a physical in-

ventory of the piece. For comparative purposes he

also enters the production count on this form, and the

increase or decrease measures the gain or loss suffered

since the last inventory, usually a period of about

six months. The following is evidence of the improve-

ment in control from August 1923 to October 1925:

Number of Average Loss
Date Inventories Taken Per Inventory

August 192.3 132 S47

October 1025 403 37

Of course this record, which is compiled monthly,

is based on averages. Small reinforcing pieces are con-

sidered the same as doors and tonneaus in arriving at

these figures, and although the average loss of 37 pieces

per inventory in October is used for the above com-

parison, it also represents an approximate average for

the first ten months of the year, the maximum being

56 in July and the minimum 15 in September. The
record reflects the effectiveness of the control, and an

average improvement of 95 per cent in the average

reduction of process inventory losses is well worth

consideration by any plant, regardless of size. And it

doesn't make any difference whether such losses are

considered as physical losses, or merely as book losses.

The result in either case is the same. First, the plan-

ning department cannot function efficiently if its

figures are not reliable; and second, cost of sales has

been understated, so that a fictitious operating profit
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is well adapted to the work, the location is in the

middle of a field affording at least a million dollars

worth of business, on which competitors have to pay

quite substantial freight rates.

But—and there always is a "but"' in these cases,

—

they could not make the product come out of the dies

the shape and size that they expected. Man after

man was hired to run the die-making part of the work,

but the product was not usable. Finally some one

came along who was good at blaming others, and he

succeeded in diverting attention from the die shop

to the manufacturing shop. Then for a long time they

concentrated on production with the dies they had.

By dint of much firing of help a few men were ulti-

mately found who could get production with these

dies. Now after five or six years they are able to ship

some goods, say 50 per cent of what they make, with

some hopes of getting the goods to stay sold.

The result of all this experimentation is that not

only have the owners lost a lot of money, but they

have very little except their equipment that is an

asset. They have a lot of tools and dies, title to which

rests with their customers, but which are bringing them
no repeat orders because there can be no confidence

in their delivery dates. They have had no money to

keep their fine equipment in condition. It was built

for delicate work. In tlie rush of trying to get out

orders so as to meet payrolls, adjustments have been

made with sledge hammers. The morale of the em-

ployees has been shot to pieces. Everyone knows that

the firm cannot possibly have made any money. They
have advertised that fact by using it as a reason for

cutting salaries. The directing force has been cut down
so that half the machines that should be running are

standing still, while the operators stand around wait-

ing for someone to decide what is to be done to get

them going.

Putting the Shop on Its Feet

What will have to be done to put such a shop on

its feet? A lot of things. First of all, a definite stop-

page of "remittance" money is necessary. Instead of

putting more money in, let the management under-

stand that beyond maintenance funds to keep the

machinery in usable condition the only funds they

can expect are those justified by nidors on the books.

There will have to be working capital of course, but

prices should be sufficient to amply justify bank loans

followed by the discount of trade acceptances.

Next a very flefinite policy should be adopted not

to ship anything that is known to fall short of speci-

fications. Any concern in this condition is under a

great temptation to ship goods, hoping against hope

that they will be so badly needed that they will be

accepted. The inspector should be a man who doesn't

care what anyone thinks, and he should be backed up

by the highest official of the company.

Again, a definite policy of setting and living up to

delivery dates should be followed. This means for

the present the assumption that only half the product

will be saleable, and deliveries should be promised

accordingly.

Having put the firm in the way of acquiring the

good will of its customers, let us look at the shop itself.

It is obvious that the equipment must be put in

usable condition. Possibly some equipment should be

traded for more rugged, if less expensive, machinery.

Someone .should be put in charge of making tools

and dies who has mechanical ingenuity and the ability

to make deductions from past experience. It is futile

to try to hire successful men from other shops. This

plan has been tried without results too many times

in the past. Every problem that comes to this shop

is a new one, every new die involves the necessity of

some experimenting, even if it is like some past die

in everything but a few dimensions. These facts

should be met squarely face to face when quotations

are being made. If the customer will not pay the

full price of the tools in a separate bill, they should

come into the price for the first order. It is also neces-

sary that the man in charge of tool making should be

someone whose very personality will discourage buck-

passing from the production department.

Reorganizing the Production Department

Then the production department itself requires re-

oi'ganization. We are now giving it good equipment

and correct tools and dies. A production bonus, based

on goods accepted not only by the inspector but also

by the customer, ought to improve output and en-

courage the workmen. At present in this particular

sho]:), there is a piece-rate system and a guaranteed

day-rate, but no one dares to exceed the day-rate by
more than $0.50 a day. So there is not much value

in the piece-rate. Moreover, it is paid on goods

shipped, good and bad together, and the bonus for a

week's production seems therefore to be definite and

fixed. lender present conditions in this shop men
have been known to keep busy for days turning out

product that they knew to be wrong, because if they

stopped their machines they would be unmercifully

bawled out, if not discharged, before they had a chance

to explain.

But the largest gain, and the one that justifies try-

ing to revive th'^ concern, is the fact that just as soon

as the workmen find that it is to their interest to do so,

they unburden themselves of a vast amount of knowl-

edge of the business that has remained and always

would have remained hidden. These men have seen

about everything tried, they have seen things that

would have been successful if the experiment had only

been continued a little longer. They know what the

consequences are of doing this or that, but there has

been no reason and no encouragement for them to tell

anyone. Men who merely hope that the company
will not go into bankruptcy until after the next pay

day are not inclined to be very helpful. But show

them that it means money in their pockets to tell

what the>- know, and they surprise us with the mate-

rial help that they give.



Judi^ino- Operating Results

Analysis of ()|)cratini;- Statt'im-nts in tlir Financial and

Industrial Invcstii^ation
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Arthur Andersen & Co.
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ALLY an exhaustive analysis of a company's

]irofit and loss statements over a period of

years is necessary only in connection with

financing. This may be preliminary to financing or

may be called for because earning:s after financing

have not proven entirely satisfactory. Partial analyses

of operations are sometimes made in connection with

internal investigations, but are more frequently of a

specialized nature and conducted to supplement the

analysis of some operating problem. For the purpose

of this discussion it will be assumed that the analyses

of operations are being made in connection with

financing of some nature.'

Such an analysis accomplishes two distinct results:

it shows the actual performance of the company and

the reasons for this performance: and it gives the basis

for passing upon the soundness of management policies.

It is not sufficient that a business has shown satis-

factory profits over a past period of years, for these

profits might have been greatly increased were it not

for elements of extravagance, lack of sales initiative,

careless servicing, or what not. The profits earned

may result from patent monopoly, natural advantages

of material or labor supply or overwhelming demand,

and actually the business may have succeeded finan-

cially in spite of poor management. Such a situation

gives no assurance of future earnings and the exist-

ence of these conditions would be indicated by the

profit and lo.ss analysis.

E.\RNiNG.s Requirements

Beyond all else it is necessary that the business show

a demonstraterl earning capacity, for capital has a

value only in proportion to the return from its use.

Return, of course, is gaged almost ilirectly in propor-

tion to the risk involved. The rettnii on Federal and

municipal securities is lower than the return on indus-

trial bonds, which, in turn, is lower than the return

expected from capital stock. If the type of enter-

prise is known, it is fairly easy to judge what shouUl

be the normal rate of return on the capital in-

volved. Inversely, if the earnings of a business are

known it is impossible to set up normal values for

' Former artiole* on The Financial ami Inilu^tiial Investigation

were piiblishoii in Dpci-nil.ir 192.i. \>\'. 3Zi-32S: .Ianiiar>- 1926. pp.

17-22: Fcbruar}- 1926, pp 11.3-117. and Marcli 1926. ip 201-206

the various classes of stock that niav have been issued.

.V rcccnl .-inking f\aiii])le ol thi:- i)riniii>lf \v:i> .<liij\vii 'ii the

financing of the Dodge Bro.s. Motor Company, wherein tlio dem-

onstrated earning eaiiacity over a period of years led to the

caiiitalization ol" intangibles in the amount of ajiproxiniately

§7.5,000,000.

.\ jirime essential in determining the form of the

capital structtu'e of the new corporation is that the

business sliall Ijc able to earn an adequate return on

the new capitalization. If no adflitional capital is

involved the task is fairly easy, but if the introduction

of additional capital is Ijased upon the acquisition of

new facilities and expansion over past operations, it

will be necessary to make some very careftd forecasts,

even in the detail of a complete budget of operations,

sometimes over a coming period of several years.

In the consideration of retiu'n on capital, it is neces-

sary to consider more than the senior seciu'ities which

may be ofTered to the public. Each business has a

complete financial structure which, if well laid out.

is carefidly balanced in its proportions of funded debt

and contributive capital. The business as a whole

is sick if its earnings can do no more than care for

its senior oljligations. The market value of common
stock may be seriously affected by the issuance of a

large block of cumulative preferrerl stock, and too

great an obligation for preferred slock may destroy

the initiative of the active operating management if it

has large holdings of the common.

It becomes imjiortant. therefore, to analyze the ratio

of the earnings to the capitalization and the prob-

able margin of safety, after taking care of the interest

and dividend requirements and after meeting the sink-

ing fund requirements on bonds or preferred stock.

Detek.min.\tiox ok Profits

Hack of any analysis which may be made, lie the

operating statements which must be used by the inves-

tigator. I'pon tiie accuracy, completenes'j and com-

parability of these statements for the period of years

covered, rests the worth of the analytical conclusions.

It is. therefore, esi^ential that for the vital period of

time these statements shall be the result of an audit

or auilits.

Normallv it is desirable to have audited statements
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for each of the five years preceding the tlate of the

investigation. Very often an interim audit must be

made to cover the ela])sed portion of the current year,

so the statements may cover four years and six months.

or four years and nine months. There may be cases

where the corporation has been in existence for only

two or three years, making it desirable to secure

audited statements of the predecessor or component
companies.

Even where audited statements are available for

a five-year period it is often desirable and always help-

ful to draw off at least condensed statements from

the company records for a prior 5, 10 or 15-year

period, as permitting a study of long-time trends.

These data are particularly valuable where the in-

dustry is one of extreme hazard or is subject to violent

cyclic fluctuations.

This emphasis placed upon the use of audited state-

ments is necessary for several reasons: Earnings

must not only be accurate for the entire period con-

sidered as a unit ; they must also be accurate for

each one of the years covered by that period. It is

essential that problems in connection with the appre-

ciation or depreciation of fixed assets should be han-

dled correctly and that the company's accounting pro-

cedures, in general, shall have been consistent from

year to year. Unless inventories have been taken and

priced on a single, consistent basis, it is probable that

earnings have been distorted thereby as between years.

Unless the make-up of the accounts has been the

same in each year and there has been a correct alloca-

tion as between capital and expense accounts, earn-

ings may not only have been shifted as between years,

but may also be appreciably over or under stated.

Unless depreciation has been charged off on a uniform

basis each year the earnings may be tremendously

changed.

Importance of Depreciation and Appreciation

Depreciation and appreciation have assumed an

especial importance in the past few years, partly be-

cause of the necessities imposed by tax requirements

and partly because of the extreme fluctuation in dollar

values. In the past a concern may have taken depre-

ciation in proportion to the year's earnings, that is,

large amounts in some years and little or nothing in

others. It may also have gone on the basis of writing

off its properties as completely and rapidly as pos-

sible, with the result that the book values of the prop-

erty accounts become meaningless, while at the same

time profits were understated for one period and over-

stated for subsequent periods. If property values are

later re-established on the basis of normal and regular

depreciation, a fairly true picture may be obtained,

and the increase in net worth thus secured is in the

nature of earned surplus.

But if property accounts are appreciated solely on

the basis of the change in dollar value—for purposes

of financing—a very different result will be attained.

The increased property accounts call for increaserl de-

preciation. Thus net profits will be decreased and
the former ratios of earnings to capital will be greatly

changed.

Basic Elements of Analysis

Stress has been placed upon the accurate determina-

tion of earnings by years. It is important to know
whether operations are normally consistent, or whether

it is characteristic of the business or of the whole
industry to have irregular earnings, as good years fol-

lowed by bad years. It is important to know the exact

effect f)f outside conditions on the business. Thus in

some cases of excellent management there were bona

fide normal earnings in the years 1921 and 1922 when
the majority of business showed either losses or abnor-

mally low earnings. In some cases such drastic inven-

tory losses were taken in 1920 or 1921 that the business

showed fictitious earnings in 1921 or 1922, giving a

false impression of early recovery from the industrial

depression. Similar effects may have been obtained

by inequitable deferrment of selling, general or adver-

tising expenses in years of actually small profits.

The inequalities between years are of lesser impor-

tance where the results from operations averaged over

a 5 or a 10-year period, but the analysis by averages

cannot be substituted for the analysis by years, since

a different purpose is served. The analysis by aver-

ages should give an index as to the normal expectancy

of return on sales and on capital as well as to show

the normal proportions of different classes of cost and

expense. This analysis has been difficult during the

past decade in many businesses.

For example, some industries had a very substantial prosperity

in the years 1915 and 1916 because of war work for the Allies.

Some businesses were depressed in 1917 and 1918, while many
others reached a high level of activity in war work for the United

States Government. The years 1919 and 1920 were generally pros-

perous for all businesses and all industries, while 1921 and 1922,

to a lesser extent, were almost disastrous. These profound in-

dustrial inequalities, operating largely independent of the in-

dividual business, must be considered in arriving at the average

of normal expectancy.

In some businesses it is possible to average the years

1922 to 1925, inclusive. In most businesses 1919,

1920 and 1921 must be totally disregarded. In many
businesses no use can be made of the war years 1917

and 1918. Sometimes averages may be struck for

several different periods and comparisons made of these

periodic averages. Thus if the years 1913 to 1917,

inclusive, are used, there may result a fair pre-war

average which may not be greatly at variance with

that obtained by averaging the years 1918 to 1922,

inclusive, or the years 1923 to 1925, inclusive. In

each business individual judgment is necessary in

establishing the bases which can safely be used for

this class of analysis.

Sources of Profit

Closely related to the study of averages is the study

of the sources of profits. It may be that favorable
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plui\vinu;s are made almost entirely by reason of low

costs an<l a high gross, while much money is prac-

tically thrown away by reason of loosely controlled

anil extravagant sales policies; or a "sellers market"

and corresponrlingly high prices may permit jirofits

despite lax and inefficient operating. Conditions of

easy profit were more common a decade or two ago

than they are now. when imjiroved ]irocessing, im-

proved transportation, bulk production anfl national

advertising and distribution are continually increasing

the jiressure of competition.

There are profits wiiich are outside of tiie results

from normal operations and which must be defined

and segregated from operating jirofits. This includes

capital .gain, such as results from the advantageous

sale of land, buildings or equipment. It also includes

financial gain, interest on .securities helfl which are

not essential to the conduct of the business. Thus one

business halntually held a half million dollars' worth

of federal securities, which was really siwplus capital

and which gave a return not to exceed 4 per cent. In

the analysis of return on capital it was necessary to

deduct the half-million dollars from capital employed

and the §'20.000 from income before the normal results

from operations could be .judged. Such an existent

condition is, of course, illuminative in judging the

characteristics of the management.

In all of this analysis the predominant idea is to

secure from the past some basis for judging the jirob-

abilities of the future. To the findings on the par-

ticular business must be added the findings on general

status and trend of the industry, and often the general

economic status ami trends of the nation and the worM.

TiiK Profit and Loss Statement

In a sunnnary statement of operations there will

appear 12 iirincipal items in a natural sequence, as

follows:

1. Sales

2. Returns, allowances

and discounts

3. Net .sales

4. Cost of sales

.). Gross profit

(5. Selling expense

7. Administra t i v e ex-

pense
S. \et operating profit

0. Miscellaneous income

10. Interest paid

11. Federal taxes

12. Surplus net profits

It will be noted that gross sales is clearly distin-

guished from net sales and tiiat some prominence is

given to deductions from sales. This is essential for

purposes of investigation. Often allowances and dis-

counts are merged with selling expenses, serve to dis-

tort the amount and percentage of such expense and
giving a false analysis of this phase of operations.

Hack of the single items of gross sales and net sales

it is always necessary to set up supporting analytical

schedules in greater or le.ss detail, dependent upon
the importance of the sales situation in the wliole

analysis.

Almost invariably there are several sales products

and it is important to show the volume of sales of

each product by years. This permits a study of the

trenil and importance of each item of product, some
of which may be on the increase and others on the

decrease, to the point where it may be advantageous

to withdraw from that market. This is particularly

true where there are various models of a general type

of product and the older contribute such small volume
as not to warrant the investment in machinery, pat-

terns, tools, inventory, etc., necessary to their con-

timiance. Sales liy the different products in units

is usually a valuable subsidiary schedule, since ap-

parent sales trends in values are often the distorted

result of price fluctuations.

A schedule showing geographical distribution of

sales, either in units, values, or both, is often highly

significant as showing undue concentration in some
territories, lack of development in others, too wide

a spread of sales effort, sales in sections where freight

charges are prohibitive, or sales possibilities in virgin

territory through use of water transportation. Some-

times this analysis will show a concentration of sales

at a point so far distant from the factory as to indi-

cate savings through branch production or through a

jobbing connection.

Schedules showing the percentage of total sales by

years to a few principal customers may reveal the

dangerous situation of dependence on a single indus-

try, or upon the favor of one, two or three customers.

Usually security results from diversification, and this

in sales analysis means diversification of territory, cus-

tomers, and industries.

There must be applied to the results of sales analysis

much the same modifying factors which were consid-

ered in connection with earnings. The effect of local

and general economic conditions, intensity of compe-

tition and the protection afforded by patent or manu-

facturing monopolies, stage of development of the

particular art or industry, all must be given full weight

in judging the effectiveness of management control

over sales in the light of results attained.

CoXSIDER.\TI0N' OF GrOSS PrOFITS AND CoSTS

If the cost of sales can be broken down exactly as

sales have been analyzed, that is, by products, models,

etc.. it becomes possible to show gross profits accord-

ing to sales classification. This becomes valuable ma-

terial for analysis, since it often reveals many jirofit

ine(iualilies. For example, there are in many luisi-

nesses certain jiroducts which are sold at low margin

of profit for the purposes of securing volume and of

introducing other aiul more profitable lines. It may
well be that without careful control or without con-

stant analysis these "leafier" lines are sold at a loss

or at no profit. Similarly, it sometimes occurs that

lines supposedly highly profitable and. therefore,

strongly jmshefl by the sales management are yielding

a low return.

A valualile form of analysis is a tabulation showing

the percentage of sales which each line bears to sales
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as a whole, and which sets forth in a jiarallel column

the percentage of gross profit contributed by each line.

It has been found that one product which comprised

50 per cent of the total sales contributed SO per cent

of the gross profit, while another product contributed

20 per cent of the sales and showed a 10 per cent gross

loss. Instances have been noted where a company
would have had higher gross and net profits if it dis-

carded nine of its ten sales products.

Such inequalities indicate either a poor managerial

control or else a pressure of outside conditions which

is so severe that the issue might better be evaded by

a complete revision of sales policies.

Mextal Staxd.\rds for Certaix Businesses

Long experience in the study of gross profits results

in the setting of certain mental standards for certain

classes of business. Thus certain types of industry

are known to require approximately a 60 per cent gross

profit ratio in order to produce a satisfactory per-

centage of net profit, while other industries require

only a 25 per cent gross in order to show a proper

net. It becomes possible by the law of averages to

say whether a low net result is a primary product of

ineffective manufacturing or of extravagant and sell-

ing policies.

Naturally, the accuracy of gross profit determina-

tions in yearly operating statements depends to a

great extent upon the accuracy and consistency of in-

ventory taking and pricing, while the accuracy of

monthly gross profit figures depends upon the relia-

bility of costs and perpetual inventories. This means

that the investigator has a duty in checking the prob-

able accuracy of the important elements of costs and

cost of sales as a preliminary to the use of such figures

for analytical purposes. Even if yearly cost of sales

figures are correct, the current costs may be incorrect,

the surest index to this condition being found in the

amount of the discrepancies between physical and

book inventories.

Since gross profit is a resultant of selling price and

manufacturing cost, prices must also be considered

in this analysis. It may be that sales volumes, and

hence costs, are directly influenced by fluctuations in

price. Often an attempt to establish prices on the

basis of costs alone is a disastrous move, since too

high a cost in the first place may lead to a pro-

hibitive price, which reduces sales volume, raises costs,

and thus leads theoretically to a still higher price.

In some cases prices are worked out on practically a

budget basis by anticipating a certain sales volume,

calculating costs on the proposed volume and then

adding a proper gross profit. In other cases it will

be found that there is no flexibility to the price range,

prices being controlled by the effect of dominant com-

petition. In this latter situation the only chance

of increasing gross profit lies in more economical

manufacturing.

It is sometimes considered that gross profit is the

responsibility of the manufacturing organization and

that net profit is the responsibility of the administra-

tive and selling personnel. It is evident, however,,

that this is not entirely true, since selling prices are

usually in large part set by the sales organization.

But once the gross profit has been made, the question

of whether or not there is a satisfactory net is gov-

erned largely by the amount of and control over gen-

eral and selling expenses.

The simplest index to these classes of expense lies

in the ratio they bear to total sales. If there were no

selling expense except a direct salesman's commission

the percentage would be absolutely uniform, unless

the rate of commission were revived. This is seldom

capable of attainment. Due to fixed charges for sales

oflaces and equipment, advertising, clerical salaries,

shipping expense, etc., a condition usually exists that

causes decreased sales volume to result in an in-

creased ratio of sales expense. An increase in sales

may or may not result in any important decrease in

this ratio, since increased sales may mean increased

commissions, warrant increased salaries, call for in-

creased clerical assistance, and be secured through-

increased advertising or promotional sales effort.

The ratio of general expense to sales will fluctuate

almost directly with increase or decrease in sales, since

it is usually fairly fixed and stable in amount. The
important points of analysis, therefore, consist in a

study of the items making up these expenses, to deter-

mine whether they are justified at all, whether they

are too large, whether they betray an attitude of

indifference or extravagance upon the part of the man-
agement, or whether some increase caused by addi-

tional records and systems might not be of far reaching

benefit by giving better executive control.

Factors Based ox Sales Dollar

It has been found possible in some businesses tO'

study the history and actualities of selling and general

expense so closely that they are currently controlled

on the basis of so many cents per sales dollar, both as

a whole and as individual items. Thus salary costs

may be dangerous if exceeding 11 cents on the sales

dollar, rental of sales offices must not exceed 2 cents,

per sales dollar, etc.

In addition to this type of analysis, a number of

important indications as to the policies and attitudes

of the management may be gathered from a study of

certain items by years. Thus an increase in bad debt

losses leads to inquiry as to the cause, whether due

to laxness in the credit department or to a deliberate

intention to increase sales volume by more widespread

sales. A change in advertising appropriations will

always lead back to a distinct change in policy whether

of changed advertising media or basic sales policies.

Sometimes a decrease in advertising is attended by
reduced prices, by greater quantity discounts, by the

introduction of consignment sales, etc., and there the

relationship is fairly obvious. Final operating figures

must be studied as the resultant of management pol-

icies rather than as an end in themselves.



Reducing)- Costs 22% by Motion Study

At Same Tinio Waives IiuTcasod 50 to tK)'< and Labor Turnover

Practically Disap|)cared

liy .lOSKril A. riACITKLLI

Engineer, Bmhrr Axphnlt Co.

Tim thoujihtt'iil consideration of motions has

been traced back to the pictures sculptured by

tlio Babylonians in the dawn of written history.'

Xothinfi was done toward making a systematic analysis

or api^lyinji measurement to them until the late Frank

B. Gillireth founded Motion Study. Since then, its

progress has been marked by a series of applications

resulting in production economies.

Two of the major factors of Motion Study are the

elimination of unnecessary motions in a cycle of mo-

t i o n and the
-TUoading platformsf%.
'\with shinglesquard<si)^°l"'^"

Shingle

Supply
"Stool--^

Lafife
Machine
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'^- ^ire reel

Shingle heater

Loading platform

Stool'-^

<P
Shingle supply
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utilization and al-

teration of the
necessary ones to

produce a given

unit of work in the

minimum time
and with the least

e X p e n diture of

energy, with due

consideration to

t h e surroimding

conditions. tools

and equipment.

The true value

of a methotl of

analysis, or in fact

any form of activ-

ity, can oidy be

measured by the

results obtained

by the execution of such activity. In view of the sit-

uation outlined above the writer will confine himself

to some of tlie practical applications wliich have lieen

made in the prochiction and shii>i)ing of roofing mate-

rials at one of the Maurer. N. J., plants of the Barber

Asjihalt Comjiany. and to some of the means provided

to maintain the results accomplislied.

In one of our Madison, 111., plants a machine was

developed for the stapling and folihng of Latite

shingles. This machine recjuires the services of four

men while the one which was being used by us at

Maurer at that time, and on the same work, employed

Tying

'benth'

Loading Platform \
'vifith finished product

Supply of
tying wires

'Dischargeplate r"-

Loading platforpi ^-r- \
for waste. »

/ Tyingbench' 4^

Latite machine- ^ _J^

^^ Column

Discharge r—'^
/Plate <\ \

'Tying benctt
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knockdown cartons

Fi(i. 1 Layovt of Latite Machines

1 "Science in Manapement for tlie Oni' Hcsl Way l» Do Work"
by F. n. and L. M. (;iU>reth. Pli D— III Me. Conference luter-

niktionalc de Psyehotcchnic Appliceo a I,"()rirntan.>n Profes.<ionellc

—Milan, Italy.
"

a crew of seven. It was not until this new type of

machine hafl been in successful operation for one and

one-half years at the other plant that the first one

was installed at Maurer. The men operating the old

machines were given places on the new. With very

few excejitions the same methofls were adopted.

In this way the skill and experience were transferrer!

from one type of machine to the other. In spite of

the fact that these men were already trained they were

unable to make a fair day's output and one of our

first problems al

/rr^ Maurer was to find

a more economical

method of per-

forming this work.

Studies were be-

gun by considering

the complete proc-

ess of folding the

16"xl6" Latite
shingles and by

^ , analyzing each
knol^dmn'cartons ^uboperation with

,..Mre supply 'i^' ai™ 0^ f^""'"

nating unnecessary

motions and un-

necessaiy fatigue.

For tiie purpose

of recording the

existing methods,

a sketch (Fig. 1)

was made showing the layout of the machines and

equipment so that it furnished enough data to jiermit a

description and stufly of the methods of iiainlling the

shingles. The shingle .squares were transported on

metal platforms and put in the heater by man 1 who

arranged them in stacks of approximately 3 feet high

and so tliat only one corner of them would lie sub-

jected to the heat. Wlien heated to the desired tem-

peratiue these shingles were transported by him in

a stack al)out one foot high to the supply table, from

wliich they were lifted one at a time by man 2 who

fed them into the machine for the folding operation.

The shingles were discliarged by the machine on

to the fli-scharge plate; stackerl into a carton posi-

tioncf! in a tying bench as shown by man in position

bench

Loadingplatform
with finishedproduct

2S1
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No. 3 in Fig. 1. The package tied by him as shown

in position No. 4 and the finished product was

stacked on to a loading platform near the wire sup-

ply. Eacli of the two packers performed the stacking

and tying operations necessary for the completion of

each package and consequently alternated in these

functions.

,,Staci of shingles

I j
Right hand moves fv stack of shingles, while left hand waifs at "A"reaa'y

to receive shingle

2 ) Right hand grasps top shingle at corner /., left hand is idle

3 ^ Right hand moves shingle towards feeding ^late . turning the shingle

j about 90'^ counter-clockwise about its vertical axis, left hand is idle.

i \ Right hand releases . as it is sloped by left hand and simultaneously
' grasped by left hand.

5 ) Right hand moves to point "B" of shingle, Ifft hand holds shingle.

6 ) Right hand grasps shingle at that point, while the left hand releases it.

-I \ Right hand moves shingle into die, keeping side 2-5 against the guide,
' left hand is aaain idle.

8 ) Right hand releases shingle, left hand is idle

Fig. 2 Process Ch.'^rt of Feeding 12 In. and 16 In. Latite

Shingles by Old Method

It was found that each man had been allowed to

develop his own method and in the various sub-oper-

ations, such as feeding the shingles into the machine

and packing them after they had been discharged

from it, the touch of individuality was quite prom-

inent. Each of the men performing the same opera-

tion felt that his method was the best. The correct

one was that which could only be determined by a

careful analysis of the number of motions involved,

their character and their sequence. The output of

the machine was controlled by the feeding operation

and this marked the starting point of our studies.

The complete cycle of motions was made by the

feeder in approximately one and one-half seconds and
its simplicity made accurate observation possible with-

out the use of a motion picture camera. The method
was recorded in the Process Chart shown in Fig. 2

for the purpose of making a thorough investigation

of the possibilities of eliminating unnecessary motions,

and to do the work in the least fatiguing way. The
cycle consisted of ten therbligs or elements of motion.

Of these ten 8 were performed by the right hand,

Pre-positioned
sfaci ofshingles

Guide

^feeder

Left hand moves to stack of shing/es; right hand simultaneously moves
shingle of previous cycle info die.

2 ]
left hand grasps fop shingle of pre-posifioned stack of "A" right hand

' simultaneously releases shingle of previous cycle in die.

, A Lett hand moves shingle to feeding plate so that side 2-5 is against

J the guide; right hana simultaneously reaches for that shinq^le.

, \ Left hand releases shingle; right hand simultaneously grasps
' that shingle at "A"

Fig. 3 Process Chart of Feeding 12 In. and 16 In. Latitk

Shingles by Xew Method

hence, during eight-tenths of the cycle the left haml
remained idle. This produced an unbalanced condi-

tion and caused the time for the complete cycle to bo

wholly dependent on the work of the right hand.

Further analysis showed that the right hand grasped

the shingle once more than necessary because it did

not properly do so at the beginning of the cycle, re-

quiring the second grasp to feed the shingle into the

machine. The left hand merely held the shingle wliile

the other was in the act of changing grasp. The un-

necessary "Grasp" and '"Release" were eliminated and
the work was so arranged that the two hands per-

formed an equal number of elements of motion simul-

taneously, thus placing an equal burden of four ther-

bligs to each hand. Process charts in Figs. 2 and 3

ofTer a means of comparison of the old and new

Fig. 4 Wires Positioned .\t Wrong Time
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methods. This study resulted in the reduction of time

to one-half of the orisinnl which increaserl the at)ility

of the fee(l(>r 100 jum- ceiil.

As a result of this analysis we were able to feed

the niachiiio at a muoh faster rate than the men at

the (lisciKUgi' enil could pack them. Our efforts were

then exerted towards devising a better method of per-

formine; the packing operation. This process by the

old nietlunl consisted of a series of sub-operations

Fig. .5 Saving Time .and Effort by Devices Designed After

.\n.\lyses of Methods

Shows prc-positioned wires and knockdown cartons.

which, when studied, resulted in a radical change in

the equipment. The packing was accomplished, by

the old met hod, fir.st, by in-serting a knock-down car-

ton in a fixture mounted on a

tyinji bench equipperl with casters;

secoml. by stacking a definite num-
ber of shingles into the positioned

carton and, third, by tying the

package with four wires.

The analyses of these sub-opera-

tions showed that the stacking

could have been made simpler and

easier to learn by reducing the

number of positions in which the

siiingles were stackerl. This varia-

tion is necessary to a certain degree

in orfler that the fold on the corner

of tlic shingle, producing a doui)le

thickness at that point, will not

appear in the same relative position,

thus providing for an even distribu-

tion of the added thickness. How-
ever, the questions in our minds
were. How many of these varia- J .^ i?

tions can we eliminate? What ar-

rangement of the shingles woiilri Fig. i>
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make possible a method involving fewer and simpler

motions aufl yet maintain the quality of the package?

Our an.swer to the.-^e (inestions is a metliod which

requires the shingles to be stacked in two positions

instead of four as in the old arrangement. This

change effected the production in two ways: first,

it reduced the stacking cycle from four to two sets

of motions, thus enaliling the new employee to learn

the methocl involved in his work more quickly; and,

second, the motions necessary to do that work were

simplified and made less fatiguing by changing the

relative lieights of the discharge plate of the machine
and the stacking table so that the shingles are now
jiractically dropiied in i)lace. while by the old method
they were raiscij into the fixtiu'e.

The study of the next operation, that of tying the

cartons of shingles, point erl to many po.ssibilities of

savings. In accordance with the old method, after

stacking the shingles, the packer would push the fix-

tin-e which was mounted on casters, to a point about

15 iovt away, where the wires with which to tie the

carton were located. To tie the carton it was neces-

sarj' for this man to position the fom- wires tuider

the carton of shingles, two in one direction and the

others at right angles to them. See Fig. 4.

To make sure that every phase of the tying opera-

tion was analyzed properly a process chart was made
covering the cycle of motion in such detail that there

was no doubt as to the actual moves the man made
while performing his work. But what did the chart

do for us? It merely provided a means of making a

careful study of the method with absolute disregard

of the time element, enabling us to point out possi-

bilities of savings.

Why should the packer be required to move the

tying bench containing the stack of shingles a dis-

t.iiicc (it 10 to 1.") feet, when it may be possible to

Nofe:. All remarks re fer^to 12-8: 16'

\latifes produced at Maurer.
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avoid it? Wliy not preposition the wires instead of

positioning them after the shingles had been stacked?

Why expect the man to jiick up tlie knock-down car-

ton from the floor, raising it about tln-ee feet to

assemble it into the fixture for the next operation,

when it may be stored in a more convenient place?

These were only a few of the most prominent symp-

toms indicating unnecessary exertion of effort and

after tlie consideration of them, together with other

items inchcating possible improvements, a stacking

and tying talile was made composed of two sections

of roller conveyors joined to form a unit on which the

stacking fixtures are mounted. See Fig. 5.

This unit is divided into two sections in order that

each of the two packers may have a separate set of

equipment and a definite work place. The use of this

new piece of equipment permits the men to do the

stacking and tying work in the same place, thus avoid-

ing the transportation necessary by the old method,

and wires are now pre-positioned in approximately

one-tenth of the time formerly requii'ed. A table was

also made to hold the supply of knock-down cartons

within arm length of the worker and at a level above

the lieight of the new stacking device in order that

they may be inserted into the fixture with the min-

imum of effort.

The foregoing discussion has special reference to

the folding and packing of 16" Latite shingles, but

it applies also to the folding and j^acking processes

for the 12" Latite shingles, because many of the sub-

operations are common to both, except tliat the stack-

ing cycle for the 12" shingles consists of four sets of

motions and the box of shingles owing to its smaller

size reriuii'es only two wires. The same organization

is employed in folding these shingles but being smaller

and having a lower covering factor the amount of

work re(iuired to fold and pack one half of a square

of these shingles is approximately equal to that re-

quired for one square of 16" Latite shingles. ("Square''

in the roofing industry, means enough shingles to cover

100 square feet of roof). With the above in considera-

tion a box of one-half square of the 12" consisting

of 86 shingles and a package of one square of the

16" requiring 82 shingles were placed on the same
basis.

The chart in Fig. 6 shows the average monthly rates

of production of 12" and 16" Latite shingles at our

plant compared to those at Madison. Analysis of the

graph representing tlie 16" shingle will readily point

out the effect of the changes in method on the rate

of production.

The first of the new machines was installed in March
1924. The point for that month represents the aver-

age rate of outinit for both the old and the new type

altliougli tlie latter was operated only a few days

during that month. From that time on, however, the

rates were plotted separately in order to show just

how much each type of machine contributed to the

average I'ate of production for each month.

Fig. 7 Puovidixg Elasticity Between Functions by

Conveyor

Note pre-positioning of shingles for easy grasp.

Fk;. S Lifting 125 Lb. Package. Une of thi; Causes of

Low Production

In April 1924 one of the new type of machines was
operated and its rate of outjiut during that month
is shown to be very low. approximately 12.5. Our
work began at this time and during the latter part

of the month we established the new method of feed-

ing, the result of wliich is shown by the rise in the

grajih to a higher level, and which was maintained

until August 1924 when the new method of packing

was made effective. This shows that the solution of

the packing phase of the process contributed more than

any other toward the increased rate of production, and
is shown also by the graph made for the 12" shingles

which itself is, with few exceptions, quite similar to

that for the 16" shingles.
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T\\v new inctlKnls were planned two months after

the studies were hefiun and we were tlien able to ])ie-

<leterniine the rate of protluction which would be

reached when they were completely installed and auto-

inaticity of niclliods il(>\(>loiied. On the streniith of

this data a prciiiiiun on tliis woik was matle effective

in July 1924 when the rate of production was about

one-half of that expected. In January 1925 this pre-

FiG. 9 Fatigie Reduced

he going

n

mium was increased to balance an increase in

wages of the vicinity.

With the new methods of feeding and packing in-

stallerl. our attention was turned to the luuidling

operations performed on the shingles before they

reached the feeder and after they were packed.

The readei- \\ ill note that a feeder conveyor (gravity

carrier) was installed on one of the machines in No-
vember 1924. See Hg. 7. This was done with the

aim of minimizing the transportation of shingles l)y

the man supplying the feeder who
approximately every minute carried

a stack of heated shingle sfpiares.

weighing from 50 to 75 pounds, an

average distance of eight feet. This

conveyor not only recluceil the

transportation but also provifled

elasticity between the two func-

tions. Two months later this type

of conveyor was installed on all

machines and the.se have reduced

the trans]iortation to al)out two
steps ill each case. The good effect

of fatigue reduction in this sub-

operation is evident in the ri.-se in

the rate of output to a new level

(January 1925) which was main-
tained until July 1925 when the

next step was taken toward fatigue

reduction.

Perhaps one of tlie most interesting points in this

plane of production rate is that of February 1925
which when comijared with the rates of output for

the months of January, March. April, May and June
of the same year indicates the importance of reiiucing

the labor turnover on this work. The labor turnover
for each month is indicated by the abbreviations 3P;
2F, etc. (3 packers; 2 feeders, etc.) and the absence
of turnover during the month of February explains,

to our satisfaction, the comparatively high mark
reached during that month. It will be noted also

that during this period the number of packers replaced
is more than two times the number of feeders and the
answer to this may be given in the word fatigue. The
packer in performing his work was required to stack

each bundle of shingles weighing approximately 125
pouiuls on to a loading jilatform, and it was often

necessary for him to lift it as liiiih as three feet in

doing it. See Fig. 8. .\t a moderate rate of speed
this was done every four minutes and we cannot expect
a man to maintain a high rate of production when he
is burdened with heavy work.

To remedy this condition we installed a roller con-
veyor enabling the packer to get rid of the package
by merely ]nishing it off the stacking and tying fixture

on to the conveyor. By this means the package moves
down to the other eiul of the conveyor from which it

is lifted, and is stacked on a loading jilatform by the
trucker who is equipped with a hand hoist suspended
from a monorail trolley. See Fig. 9.

The installation of these fatigue reducing devices

produced the expected results, namely, the reduction

of labor turnover to one exit during the past .^even

months, and the maintenance of a high rate of pro-

duction as shown by the last five points charted.

Although these devices were also used in the jiroihic-

tion of 12" Latites, they had no marked effect on the

rate of output as may be noted by an inspection of

the curve representing it. This may lie explaiiuvl In-

the fact (hat the i)ox of 12" shingles weighs aliout

Heater

at the i)ox of 12"

Loading plafform
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75 pounds, and that the fatigue resulting from this

work was not enough to seriously effect the produc-

tion while in the handling of the 16" package weigh-

ing 125 pounds, the fatigue was a very important

item.

The maximum output made for a run of eight hours,

or more, is represented by the lines "Record Runs"

which also show the effects of the introduction of

better methods.

Although approximately 34 per cent above the aver-

age monthly output, these graphs have risen with the

latter, as may be expected, and show clearly the prob-

abilities of further increases in the monthly average

production.

The Madison plant represented by the dotted lined

graphs has made very little improvement, if any, and

it is apparent that their methods will not permit them

to do better.

As shown in Fig. 10, the equipment and machines

were changed and rearranged to permit the men to

perform their work without any unnecessary exertion

of effort and this study may be summed up by the

results obtained and which are as follows.

The rates of production of the 12" and 16" shingles

have been increased to 12 and 20 per cent respectively,

above the rates of the Madison plant where the;

principles of Motion Study have not been applied,

nor have the methods of doing this work been

standardized.

The unit cost of folding 12" Latites has been re-

duced 23 per cent while that of the 16" has been

reduced 22 per cent.

The earnings of the men have increased 60 per cent

when producing the 12" Latites and 51 per cent when
producing the 16" shingles.

Motion studies were made of other operations such

as cutting and packing 10", I2I2" and Extra Heavy
Strip Shingles; cutting 12" and 16" Latite squares;

cutting and packing regular and Extra Heavy Indi-

vidual Shingles and in each case we did not fail to

affect economies in production primarily by reducing

the waste of labor effort.

A Double- Purpose Platform for Handling Material

COXDITIOXS of operating economy frequently

require installation of different types of mechan-

ical handling equipment to move the same material in

different parts of a manufacturing plant. An example

is the use of a fleet of lift trucks in one department

and an overhead control system in another.

An example of the use of these two systems is from

the plant of the A. P. W. Paper Company. Here ar-

rangements have been made to transfer material from

lift trucks to the trolley of the overhead system with-

out rehandling. The device adopted is very simple,

consists merely of an evebolt at each corner of the

Fig. 1 L0.4DED Thu Rl.AllV 10 1'l TliAN>l EiiKLlJ 1<) OM.KHKAU TkOLLEY

lilatform carrying the stacked material and chain slings

to send the platforms from the lifting hooks to the

trolley. The device and method are shown at the

right in the accompanying illustration, Fig. 1.

As a sheet of pulp comes from the roll of the ma-
chine in the pulp mill it is caught up by a man, folded

into a bundle and deposited upon the skid platform

standing in a convenient location beside the pulp

machine. When the platform is loaded the lift truck

picks it up and moves it to a storeroom of the ad-

jacent paper making plant.

This storeroom is the starting point of an over-

head trolley line which conveys the

pulp to the first process in paper

making. Here each platform is

swung by two chain slings pre-

viously mentioned. When lifted by
the two hooks, the double hoist

riding on the rolley rail, the plat-

form is lifted up to a four-point

support. It then can be moved
easily and quickly wherever desired.

This conveying equipment also

handles pulp which arrives from
Xova Scotia either in freight cars

or In* ship at the company's dock.

Whether received by rail or by
water, the first unloading df this

pulp places it upon truck plat-

forms piled as showii in the illus-

tration. It then is moved to the

storeroom by lift trucks and enters

the maunfacturing processes in the.

same way as the pulp which is

manufactured at the plant.



Solving Difficult Handling Problems

Dri\rr-IIarris Company OvtTconics Ohstaclrs Ty|)ical in Averaii:e Plants

Uy .lAMKS U. THAVKHS
Assislant SupcriiUciuknt, Dnvcr-llnrn^ Company

I
HAVE often envied the apparent lack of trucking

l)r(il)lonis in new and carefully laid out manufac-

lurinii plants such as those which are common in

the automobile industry. W'wU the sequence of oper-

ations and departments laid mit in the ideal fashion,

conveyors can lie used in many places and such truck-

inn as must be done can be scheduliMl to the best

possilile a<lvantage.

rnfortunately. tiie majority of factories do not come

under this classification. Some of the buildings are

old and some new. The old ones were usually put

up long before modern material moving equipment was

devised, when heavy materials had to be transported

by brute strength perluq)s with the aid of two-wheeled

stevedore trucks. In such a plant it is a real pidl)lem

to work out a way in whicli materials can be moved

at the least cost. .V lot of makeshifts nuist be em-

ploy(>d and the etiuipment is ajit to be in the natme

of the best possible c(im])nimis('. 'I'hc uidii' iHnitsc

the jiroduct and the jirticesses tlu'dUgli which it must

pass the more dithcult the problem b(>conies.

Take our own plant for instance. We make a great

many varieties of wire, for one thing. We make it of

cojiper. brass and various other alloys for electrical

resistance and for the heating elements of electrical

apiiliances. Some of the wire is insulated, some bare.

Another part of our business has nothing to do with

wire. Having specialized on the making of alloys for

various purposes we make castings of various shapes

and sizes of non-corrosive metals such as nickel-chrome

steel. Some of these castings are large pots for use

in annealing ovens, others are so small tliat tliey can

be put in a vest pocket.

I mention this to show that the loads we iiave to

move vary from single pieces weighing a coujile of

tons to small pieces of which a thousand or so can

be put ill a tote box. Also there is a wire which may
be so fine that you can lift several coils with one

hand, or it may be a large coil of heavy wire that is

all one man can lift.

Our plant has grown with the years until it now

consists of several l)uildings. some old and not so well

adapted to modern transportation as they might be

—

others well adapted and wlmlly modern. These last

were erected mostly during the war.

Sometimes it is neces.«arv to haul materials three

city tilocks from plant to plant, through the streets.

as the foundry and hot mill are that far apart.

For moving a large part of our product we use

wooden boxes as they can be employed with satis-

faction for a diversity of purposes. It was natural

therefore that we should experiment with skids and

liaiid lift trucks. We ran into some snags, however,

caused by the jihysical conditions in the plant.

In some places the machines were so closely spaced

that only very narrow hand lift trucks could be used.

Vu.. 1 Cl.AKK Tia .TU.\( TlJlt A.M) TlUll.KK llwlUr- .illll 'I'ONS

OF Mktai. Peu Day

In other parts of the plant, especially in tlie new build-

ings, ])lenty of s]iac(> was available.

This condition maile it necessary to have several

widths of lift trucks to fit sjiecial conditions. That is

always a disadvantage, for in material handling eiiui))-

ment standardization on as few types and sizes as

|K)ssiiile is always an influence workinu for low costs

and efiicii'iicy.

When material was ready to be moved from one of

the departments in which adequate trucking space was

lacking due to th(> jiroximity of machines, we wovdd

often find that tlie narrow trucks were all at the other

end of tlie plant. .\lso some of our materials could

not be handled at all on the narrow trucks. When a

wide one was needed in a place where space permitted

its use. we too often had to instigate a search to find

the truck which was needed. This condition was not

flue to poor management— it was inherent in the con-

ditions which existed.

2S7
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So we were forced to discontinue the use of lift

trucks. It is not the fault of the trucks but of our

layout of machines. For many purposes we would pre-

fer to use lift trucks, for now the work has to be

lifted by hand rather than by power onto the plat-

form of either a hand truck or a power truck.

We use two types of power trucks, electric and gaso-

line. See Fig. 1. Equipped as they are with plat-

forms they can be used either to carry loads or as

tractors to haul trailers. Because we seldom have very

large loads to haul on a single trip thej- are usually

used directly to carry the load. Seldom are they

called upon to haul more than one trailer.

Both types, the electrical and gasoline, serve our

needs achnirably. Equipped with three wheels they

have short turning radiuses and can be used in almost

any corner of the plant. They are equally effective

for handling ingots, heavy castings, coils of wire or

boxes filled with small parts or scrap.

All trucking aisles in the plant or in the yards are

paved. In the yards and the foundry the paving is of

concrete, to facilitate the operation of the power

trucks.

In the foundry, the molds are handled with jib

cranes and chain hoists. See Fig. 2. In a few places

we have installed monorail overhead trolleys for short

hauls.

A crane truck (see Fig. 3) is used in and around

the hot mill to handle billets, wire and coils or strips

of flat metal. Tliis truck saved the very heavy in-

vestment which would have been involved in an over-

head traveling crane and a runway extending out into

the yard so that material could be moved directly

from storage to the furnaces. Moreover, it saved

taking down small overhead trolleys carrying billets

from the furnaces to the mills. The crane truck per-

forms aU the necessary work in and outside of this

building at a very nominal cost.

We have not found is necessary to work out a com-
prehensive plan of scheduling the movement of our

trucks as I know has been done in a few plants. We
know that it is not practicable in a plant such as

ours and I doubt whether it is feasible in the ma-
jority of manufacturing establishments.

The foremen of the various departments are ex-

pected to foresee as far ahead as possible their needs
for trucks and to notify the truckers when they will

be needed. All lots of materials to be moved carry

with them in plain sight a move ticket which gives full

instructions to the trucker as to its destination. While
this method may seem to lack the polish of more elab-

orate systems, it works with complete satisfaction and
at insignificant cost. Practically never is a lot side-

tracked or production delayed through failure of ma-
terial to be where it should be when it is needed.

In fact, in our plant accurate scheduling is not only

not needed—it would be downright impossible, for

many of the movements can not be forecast. It is

necessary to anneal some of our products between
operations. This accounts for a great deal of our

trucking, for the wire must be moved from the draw-

ing machines to the annealing furnaces. It is not al-

ways possible to tell how many times a product will

have to be annealed.

We expect to be able to reduce the cost of moving

Fig. 2 Ix the Foundry Jib Cr.\nes and Alfred Box 10-Ton

Traveling Cranes Handle Molds and Castings

between the annealing ovens and the other operations

considerably by installing a power conveyor. The
ovens are on the first floor of one builrling while the

drawing operations are on an upper floor of another

building about 150 feet away.

At present the wire must be transported between
these departments on hand trucks due to the fact that

the elevator is too small to accommodate our power

Fig. 3 Baker Crane Truck Which Does All the Handling

Inside and Outside of Hot IMill

trucks. This keeps several men busy all of the time.

The conveyor will run at an incline from the floor

of the oven room, through the roof, across the yard
and through the side of the other building. It will

carry coils flat, and will also be equipped with horns
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uii uhicli iw haii.ii iIh' lii;htfi I'uils iil wire. It will

carry wire in both directions, and although it will cost

less tlian .'?4(tOO it will save at least S20 a day in direct

labor of truckers and greatly speed up production.

In wire drawing, diamond dies, sometimes costing

several hundred dollars each, are of course employed.

They are kept in a safe when not in use. Formerly

we would deliver them to the drawing department,

which is in another building, by messenger. Occa-

sionally a messenger would succumb to temptation.

Moreover, manual handling represented waste labor.

To prevent such losses we devised what I believe is

a somewhat novel adaptation of the conveyor idea. A
wire trolley is run from the stockroom where the dies

are stored to the wire tlrawing department. At all

points it is too high in the air to be reached from the

Fio. 4 Trolley System for Di.\mond Dies

ground. On this wire a metal cylinder is run which

is under lock and key. See Fig. 4. The conveyor was
inexpensive to build and costs nothing to operate.

Since it was installed we have suffered no losses of

the expensive dies.

;\s many concerns use dies and other highly val-

uable materials our device may offer an idea which

will help others to solve what was to us an important

and .somewhat delicate problem.

Although the layout of our plant and the peculiar

conditions under which our work must be done, pre-

vent us from making wide use of conveyors, we realize

that conveyors are ideal ecjuipment in many places.

In one building we have to transport bundles of

long metal rods from one Hoor to the floor below. This

necessitated trucking to the elevator and on the floor

below from the elevator to the machines. A little

study showed us that one of the departments coulrl be

moved so that the two would be in a vertical line.

Then by the simple expcdi(>nt of cutting a hole apjintx-

imately one by two feet in dimension in the concrete

floor, and making a wooden chute to fit it. the bundles
of rods can be slid directly to where they are to be

used. This saves us considerable in trucking expense
at a negligible cost for the equipment.

It wa.s iiol pusbibk' lu liuild a shippuig platform

outside, as this part of the plant was right up to the

building line on the street. Hence an inside plat-

form was constructed (see Fig. 5) with storage space

beneath and the windows were converted into doors.

A chain lift with lugs, or dogs, was installed on the

incline to help carry the shipping trucks to the plat-

form level.

I dt) not want to go on recorrl as advocating make-
shifts in any phase of manufacturing. It is far better

to take all sides of the production problem into account
when designing a plant. But unfortunately not every

concern is in a position to .junk the buildings which
it has and build anew an ideally adapted plant. Most
concerns are in the position where thoy have to do the

best they can with what they have. Buildings have to

be erected to suit the size and shape of the existing

available land, and there are other conmion handicaps

under which production must struggle.

In such a case careful thought and study will usually

show ways in which costs of handling can bo reduced

materially. It will generally be found that no one
type of equipment wnll serve all purposes because of

the varying conditions. In such a plant hand trucks

of one type or another will be best suited in one place;

electric trucks may exactly fill the bill for anothei

]iurpose. and gasoline power be the best for another.

Here a powei- conveyor will fit in to best advantage;

there a gravity conveyor can be utilized. Sometimes
a little work by the millwright will save large sums
of money.

^^'(' feel that our handling costs are just about as

low as they can be gotten under the conditions. Were
we to scrap our entire plant and rebuild with an eye

to the best possible layout, it might be possible to

reduce our material handling costs somewhat. But the

carrying charges on the new construction would be so

hea\y as to far more than offset the saving obtainable

from a learrangement made solely to suit material

handling requirements throughout the plant.

Vh. .".
1 .-1111 .>^uirriM. P1.ATK0KM AND In'cli.ned Chain Lift
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The Break-Even -Point Chart a Management Tool

By F. J. KEITER
Direclor oj Testing Laboratories, Lazote, Inc.

THE break-even-point chart is to a manager what

a compass is to a mariner. It shows just which

way he is saihng, toward profit or loss—toward his

destination or toward a wreck.

The accompanying illustration shows the break-

even-point chart used by a successful concern en-

gaged in the manufacture of yeast. The job of the

manager is to pilot his business so that the vertical

line AB is moving toward the right edge of the chart,

since the vertical AC means profit if on the right side

of point P, and loss if on the left side.

This chart shows that the break-even-point is at 45

per cent of the plant capacity, the point where the

total sales and total costs are equal, and the cor-

responding lines cross each other. The vertical AC,
actual condition for the 1925 month in question, shows

a profit of $18,000.

Furthermore, this chart gives the measure of ac-

complishment by the percentage of expenditure, profit

or loss, and the ratios of operating expenses. Charts

of this kind made with budget figures, and subse-

quently filled in with actual sales and operating figures,

give an interesting picture of managerial efforts. They
can be drawn on tracing cloth for about $10 and blue

prints made for $0.20 a piece.

During 1913 I had the task of revising the design

of almost all the compound punch press tools in a

large manufacturing concern. The failures of the

springs used in these tools were alarming because of

the constant interruption entailed. This revision of

equipment would have been a long and tedious task

without the above-mentioned chart. With it the entire

job was done in a surprisingly short time.

During the World War, at the Creusot Works, the

revision and new design of war armaments created a

difficult situation due to the shortage of qualified en-

gineers and the pressure for immediate delivery of

equipment. This led the able chief engineer, a former

student of Professor D'Ocagne, the father of the align-

ment chart theory, to the use of alignment charts as

tools in all the departments where much figuring was
done. Charts were made on a suitable grade of paper

and drawn to convenient dimensions. The result on

the work was amazing in the saving of time and money.
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General Motors 'Turchasing Power'' Index

A Ciiiide to Marketin<r Et'tbrt in DifttTcnt TiTritories*

Uy II. (.. WEANEll
Assistant to Director, Sales Section, General Motors Corporation

MANY (lata exist which reflect directly or in-

ilirectly the rehitive ccoiuunic inipnrtance of

the various counties in the United ^States, and
extensive use has been made of them in connection

with market analysis and advertising. The market

for the average product depends upon purchasing

power and this in turn depends primarily upon the

income enjoyed by a given territory.

The county data generally available are:

A'alue of manufarfurotl products Magazine circulation

Value adtletl by manufacture

Value of mineral products

Value of fisher>' products

Value of farm crops

Population data

Income tax data

Number of retail outlets

Automobile roffi.'^trations

Number of telephones

Bank deposits

Nun)ber of banks

Industrial wage earners

Incomes by counties are not available, but for cer-

tain past years reliable estimates of incomes by states

have been developed by the National Bureau of Eco-

nomic Research. On the basis of tax returns, crop re-

ports, debits to individual accounts and other avail-

able data it is possible to develop similar estimates

for later years. By this method the inconu' of each

state in the union was estimated and these estimates,

coupled with the estimates of the National Bun^au of

Economic Research, provided us with data wheieby

the average income of each state might be estimated

for the past five years.

It was evident that if some kind of formula could

be developed which would enable us approximately

to calculate this known tjuantity of incouie foi' each

state, and if in the dovclopmciil of this formula we

would use only such data as wcic also available by

counties, we would then have a formula which, in all

probabihty. would be ap])roximatcly true for the cal-

culation of county income.

By reducing the state data to a percentage of the

United ."^tates basis it was possible to apjiraise each

factor as regards its correlation with the per cent of

effective income in each state. Over lOnn tests were

then conducted involving various combinations of

the percentage data to determine just which elements

provided the best indices to effective income. The

* (This index has been extensively usrd l>y ihf ficiiind Molars
Corporation for the past year and a half. Mr. Weaver has ju.st

been awarded the Edward Bok prize of $2000 for Ihi.i development,
the nio.st oiitstandinK research in the .seilinR and advertising field

in 192.5.—The Editors)

following were chosen as the most pertinent or "appro-

priate" material to use for this particular purpose:

A= Per Cent of Value of Products including:

Added by manufacture (U, S. Census, 1919)

Farm crops (U, S, Census, 1920)

Live stock products (Estimated by Crowell)

Mineral products (U. S, Geologiciil Survey, 1922-1923)

Fishery products (U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, 1920-1923)

B=Per Cent of Retail Outlets (R. L. Polk Census, 1922)

C=Per Cent of Total Population (U. S. Census, 1920)

D=Per Cent of Income Tax Returns (Bureau of Internal Rev-
enue, 1922)

It was found tliat the proper combination of these

percentages lay somewhere between a simple average

and a weighting of the income tax data twice, three,

four and five times. The formula reads:

A-f B-f C-I-MXD
N

Where M is a multiple (1, 2, 3, etc.. of the factor D)
and N is an arbitrary divisor.

Thus, the state of Alabama represents:

A=1.22% U. S. total value of products

B=1.26% U. S. retaU outlets

C=2.22% U. S. total population

D=0.64% U. S. income tax returns

The approximate ratio to be arrived at is:

K=1.09% U. S. total effective income

The four pertinent factors were worked into for-

mulas as follows:

I'dRMll.A 1.

FORMILA 2.

FORMILA 3.

FOHMll-.V I.

rORMlLA 5.

1.22-1-1.26-1-2,22-1-0,64 ,
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tions fell within 10 per cent of the known quantity

K, the estimated state income: Formula (1) 26; (2)

35; (3) 46; (4) 44; (5) 41.

While the foregoing results are predicated upon a

"cut and try" process, there is ample scientific jus-

tification for the use of these combined factors as an

index to income. However, it was evident that no

one formula would answer for all states but that a

final choice would have to be made on the basis of

individual state groups. Hence a "similarity table"

of states was worked up in seven columns headed

:

1. A\erage effective per capita income

„ _ . Effective income
2. Ratio ^j,^—;

-.

Number ot tax returns

3. Per cent population in cities over 25,000 (1920 census)

4. Retail outlets per 100 sq. mi. farm area (Polk and U. S.

Census)

5. Per cent native white population (1920 census)

„ _ . Value added bv manufai'ture ,,, ,, _
,

6. Ratio =^-r —;^ --j T—- (Urowell Pub-
Value crops and live stock products

lishing Co.)

7. Value of mineral and fishery products as a percent of total

value of products (Crowell Publishing Co.)

An exhaustive analysis of this table led to the con-

clusion that states could not be successfully grouped

solely on geographical location. The only practical

grouping for measuring purchasing power seemed to

be by characteristic factors as developed in the sim-

ilarity table.

The basic classifications determined upon through

the use of this table were as follows:

1. Southern Group.—Characterized by low per capita income

and extensive agricultural operations. (South Carolina,

Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, etc.)

2. Sparsely Settled Western States.—Characterized by high in-

comes, range cattle and mining operations. Arizona, Ne-
vada, Montana, etc.)

3. Urban Group.—Thickly settled industrial states having a high

percentage of population in large cities. (New York, Rhode
Island, Massachusetts, Illinois, Michigan, etc.)

4. Miscellaneous and Hybrid Groups.—Some states do not fall

under the distinct classification and must therefore be tested

with groups especially designed for the purpose. (West

Virginia, for example, appears to be a cross between Penn-

sylvania and Oklahoma. Main, New Hampshire and Ver-

mont have the characteristics of Massachusetts, on the one

hand, and Montana on the other.)

We are now in a position to apply our formulas to

selected groups corresponding more closely to.the con-

ditions represented by the relations between the

different counties within an individual state.

On the basis of the various groupings and combina-
tions of groupings, 18 groups were tested in addition

to the preliminary tests on the United States as a

whole. These tests not only covered states that were

economically similar but also a number of groups that

dovetail into one another with the idea of getting as

many different kinds of combinations as appear likely

to occur as between the counties in any single state.

Through such group testing, the formula best suited

to each state was determined, as shown in Table 1.

Incidentally, the formula finally chosen for a given

state was not necessarily the same as the formula

which showed the best agreement for that particular

state according to the calculations above described.

In the case of such states as Alabama, Mississippi,

Georgia, etc., it was established that Formula 2 would
give the most accurate results. Hence, the conclusion

is drawn that Formula 2 will give the best results for

the individual counties composing Alabama.
By applying the percentages developed in this way

to the effective income for the state as a whole, we
arrive at an estimate of the total effective income

received by each county and then by dividing this

effective income by the population of the county we
can determine the effective per capita income for each

county. Our final product therefore provides us with

income data for each county expressed in three ways:

1. The effective income of each county as a per cent of the state

total.

2. The amount of effective income received by each county ex-

pressed in dollars.

3. The effective per capita income of each county expressed in

dollars.

The following example shows the derivation of this

data for Autauga County. Alabama:

Autauga County as a per cent of the .\labama state total has

0.91% of total value of products in the state

0.59% of retail outlets in the state

0.80% of total population in the state

0.23% of number of income tax returns in the state

Income ratio=
0.914-0.59 + 0.80-1-2x0.23

5
= 0.552%

In other words, Autauga County receives 0.552 per

cent of Alabama's income. The average effective in-

come of Alabama for the past fivt- years is estimated

at $706,600,000. Therefore, 0,552 per cent of $706,-

600,000 gives an estimate of $3,900,452 representing

the annual effective income received by Autuaga

County. The population of Autauga County is 18,908.

.S3,900,432 divided by 18,908 gives us an average an-

nual effective per capita income of $206.

The adaptation of such basic data to the practical

problems of marketing must obviously vary according

to the individual nature of each product.

TABLE 1.



The Guide to Latest Information

One Hundred Best Selections for ApriP

lis TJIK EDITORS

THIS collection of material is the only coiupreliensive

(lata publi-lied anywhere wliirh has been prepared solely

for the use of i)lant managers and manufacturing executives.

It is worth more than a mere glance. Each item should be

both to see if the article or book

which should be secured and read,

monthly touch with the important

and discoveries made in the wide

carefully scnitinized.

annotated is not one

and also to keep in

results arcom]ilisiied

field of activities for which plant executives are directly

rcsiionsible. The material noted is the latest available.

Twice as many items arc collected monthly as arc pub-

lished. Hence those {trinted have gone through two con-

secutive tests of their value—first, as to their actual utility

to ]ilant managers, and, seeonrl. as to their superiority over

other material of a similar nature. Both published and
uni)ublishcd items are permanently preserved in a card

index file extending back over a period of almost three

years, and now numbering many thousands of entries.

Industrial Buildings and Plant Maintenance
Buildings and Equipment

Air Treatment in Heating and Ventilation.

The rotor sjiray method of cleaning and
hviniidifying or de-huniidifying air. Engi-

nii ritifj and Contracting (Buildings) Feb 24.

1926. ]<r 58-60. Illus. Index no. 65855.

Engineering and Management Phases of

Oxwelded Construction.

A jK""ph''"' built up of recent articles and
addresses which have appeared in enpineer-

ine publications. The factors covered are:

Methods of selecting workmen; inspection of

material ; design and layoui ; organization

and operators technique; tests of completed
work. Linde .\ir Products Co. 64 pp. lUus.

Imlox no. 69.

Factors in Chemical Plant Location.

Chajiin Tyler. Success of proposed euler-

pri.«e may hinge on consideration of raw ma-
terial an«l power sources, markets, labor siip-

I'ly and transportation facilities. Muscle
."^hoals used as an example. Chemical and
Metallurgical Engineering. Feb. 1926. pp.
S.3-5. Index no. 65821.

How Many Stories Should a Factory Have?

Hunley .4bbott. Factory. Feb. 1926. pp.
276-7. 378. 380. 382. 384. 386. Illus. Index no.

6.58.23.

Insurance Against Wind Storms.

Dwight Ingram. It.s importance; improved
forms of policies; typical middle western
rates; deciding how much to carry; the hail

storm factor; practical points on construc-

tion to avoid wind damage. Pit and Quarry,
Feb. 1,5. 1926. pp. 75-8. Index no. 368.

Modern Design Features New Planer
Plant.

Forrest E. Cardullo. The G. A. Gray Co.
have recently put into operation the world's

largest plant devoted exclusively to planer

manufacture. Article describes the new
building and its construction, lighting, heat-

ing, material handling and scr\'ice facilities.

Table contains detailed data. Manuf.^c-
TURiNC Industries. Apr. 1926. pp. 281-5.

Illus. Index no. 6.5S2.

Modern Soda Pulp Mill

E. P. Wood. Description of the design, con-

struction and equipment of the new soda

pulp mills of the Tonawanda Paper Com-
panv. Inc. Paper Trade Journal, Feb. 25,

1926. pp. 147-9. Illus. Index no. 6583.

Water—Where the Ounces of Prevention
Save Pounds of Trouble.

K. D. Hamilton. Description of the prin-

ciples and methods of securing adequate
water supply for industrial purposes. The
author is mechanical engineer, Geo. E.
Keith Company. Factory. Feb. 1926, pp.
279-81. 320. 322. 324. Illus. Index no.

a5S5.38

Organization, Management and Administration
Forecasting the Manufacturing Program

Leonard Tyler. .Americjin Manacement .\.<-

sociation. New York. Pamphlet. 16 pp.

Index no. 65S

Forecasting the Underlying Cycles.

Joseph H Barber .K new attack on th<'

problem of developine an external volume
cycle for the use of maniifacturers in pre-

estimating probable trend of inroniine or-
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' ir"l frnin the Ron.-^! !

»p,>,-ti\c piibli-ihcr". I

.ire rir.l. r..,! fr.,.., ,lip \'. ..... . ,,., , ,

must icd by cA^h piu» 2o cents per bcxik
for chnrees
Ph.-

,

. i«t.,•.^ ,r...-,,.C .... t.!«,-V >w..'. .

erounii t ft any
tained at a prrc.

the Kncincennc -

Stncr New York C' . rii .

rnr.co.1 this "semce. II. \ the
•^rder. When orflerinc ; .. ;. from
the index: i\^ Title of irticie; tji in'i,x ri'imher:
(3> .Vante. dnte nrd pnce rvimlx-r^ -.f I'.T'-'lienI in
whirh the ilern „ppenrs

dcrs. Mr Barber u.«es fotir indices from the
Federal Hi serve Bulletin, develoniug a curve
for "gross profit margins." This paper is

one of the real recent additions to our knowl-
edge of forecasting and budgeting. M.^nv-
^^^TlRl^f; iNorsTniES, Aiir. 1926, i.p. 253-6
Illus. Index no. 6,58

Forecasting Stabilizes Operations.

.\lberl Bradley. Korrra.sting procedure of

the General Motors Corporation, whereby
uneven production and excessive inventories

.'ire avoided. The four major factor" given
ronsiii('ratii)n are: crowth. sea.son:il variations.

conditions of general business, competition.
tron Age. Mar. II. 1926. pp. 691-3 Index
no. 658.

Getting the Most Out of Your Machine
Tool Dollar.

M. II Westhrook From the point of view
of the oi«-ralinB ilepartment of a railroad.

The earnings of a locomotive in servic are

ereat enoiich to make it profifable to ex-

pedite repairs even though the actual sav-

ing on labor may not seem to wirT:itit the

investment in a new machine tool .-Imer-

ican Machinist, Feb. IS 1926. iip 261-2.

Index no. 65S27.

Hudson Assets Multiply 430 Times in Sev-
enteen Years.

.K Motelle. .i4i/fomii<ifc Industries, Feb 11,

1926. pp. 210-13 Illus. Index no. 658.

The Industrial Executive.

B. .\ Franklin. Ronald Press Co. New
York H6 pp $1.25. Index no 6,58. Pro-

portionately more and more individuals are

flocking into industrial piirstiits on the one
hand, and the ownership of indiLStry and
ileiiendenco upon it-s operation are becom-
ing more widespread on the other. These
cirnmi.stanres. together with the incre.ising

pre.s.«ure of riiin|<etition ami the inere.ising

"lifficulty of earning n rea.sonable profit, arc

throwing a heavy burden of responsibility

upon the industrial executive. Mr Frank-
lin, appreciating the importance of these cir-

ctmislances, has written a thoughtful, con-

slnictive presentation of the work of the

iiidii>tri:il ivenitive ITi ri tli. activities and

29.3
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responsibilities which must be discharged are

emphasized, helpful methods and suggestions

for their accomplishment are presented in

considerable detail. The book is thoroughly

practical and should be in the hands of everj-

active operating official, manager and execu-

tive. Because of the practical idealism which

like a glistening thread runs through all the

chapters, the book brings real inspu-ation to

thought, study, experimentation and action.

Made-to-Order Manufacturing Orders.

H. M. Gano. The author points out the ad-

vantages of selective control of manufactur-

ing orders. These are: Fewer rush orders;

earlier delivery in case of need; meeting a

large percentage of delivery promises; low

production costs; increased production; im-

proved production control ; les.s confusion

and conflict. Society oj Industnal Engineers

Bulletin, Feb. 1926, pp. 3-6. Index no. 658.

New Fields for Modern Management.

Wallace Clark. Uses of the Gantt chart for

administrative control. American Machirmt,

Feb. IS, 1926, pp. 285-7. Illus. Index no.

658.

Organizing for Production in the Acheson
Graphite Company.

A. M. Williamson. American Management
As.sociation, New York. Pamphlet. 12 pp.

Index no. 658.56.

Waste in the Paper Industry.

G. D. Bearce. Report of the Committee on

Waste of the Technical Association of Pulp

and Paper Industry. This study was un-

dertaken in 1922 and a series of reports have

since been prepared and presented. This

deals with white water losses, mill operat-

ing results, stock recovery, waste sulphite

liquor and stream pollution. Paper Trade

Journal, Feb. 25. 1925, pp. 143-6. Index no.

658.567.

We Are Cutting Overhead Every Day.

J. X. Goodman. Methods used by the Real

Silk Hosieiy Mills to produce savings equiv-

alent to 83,000,000 sales increase. System,

Mar. 1926, pi>. 347-50, 449, 450, 451-4. Illus.

Index no. 658.5.

We Make Purchasing a Real Job of Man-
agement.

C. W. Nash. President of the Nash Motors

Co. declares that he devotes just as much
time to purchasing as he does to supervising

production. Factory. Feb. 1926. pp. 259-61,

288, 290, 292. Illus. Index no. 658.72.

Power Generation and Transmission

Fuel

By-Product Processing of Coal.

H. W. Brooks. Methods of by-product pro-

cessing and converting coal into more val-

uable forms—carbonization of coal, complete

gasification, high- and low-temperature car-

bonization, typical low-temperature retorts.

Mechanical Engineering. Mar. 1926, pp. 233-

9. Illus. Index no. 662.6.

Power Generation

Adapting the Steam Turbine to the Indus-

trial Power and Heating Load.

C. S. Coggeshall. The author discusses the

diversified demands of the industrial plant

and describes a line of turbines which, like

sectional filing cabinets, can be set up to

meet almost anv requirements. Power, Mar.

2. 1926, pp. 329-32. Illus. Index no. 658 261.

Engineers Should Control Power Produc-

tion.

Lynn A. Armantrout. Starting with the as-

sertion that industrial plants are prone to

use more power than steam in manufactur-

ing ])rocesses than actually required, the au-

thor shows how to establish record system,

aimed to increase and improve power econ-

omy. Power Plant Engineering, Feb. 15,

1926, pp. 254-7. Illus. Index no. 658.26.

Factors Governing the Purchase or Gen-
eration of Power

W. A. Shoudy. Sets forth the factors to

be considered and followed in answering such

questions as "Can we afford to purchase

power'" or "Can we afford to generate power

in our own plant?" Among the factors con-

sidered are use, interest, depreciation, taxes,

insurance, rental, operating charges, oper-

ating labor, repairs, maintenance, fuel,

by-product uses. The author states that the

average performance of the better central

stations is production of a kilowatt-hour for

from 16,000 to 20.000 B. t. u. If all the

])rocess steam were used in an industrial

plant for power generation the excess power
could be generated for about 6000 B. t. u.

per kilowatt-hour, or at less cost than it can

be generated in the modern central station.

Power, Mar. 9, 1926, pp. 385-6. Index no.

658.26.

Industrial Power Plant of the Whitin Ma-
chine Works.

L. R. Ball. Description of how a large tex-

tile machine concern rebuilt its power plant,

changed its frequency of current from 40

to 60 cycles, replaced reciprocating engines

with a bleeder turbine. The power plant

supplies 40 acres of floor space with heat,

light, power and process steam. The prin-

cipal equipment is listed in detail. Power,

Feb. 16, 1926, pp. 242-6. Illus. Index no.

658.26.

Industrial Use of the Diesel Engine.

Max Rotter. Consideration of Diesel in-

stallations showing what is involved in in-

creased efficiency, costs of fuel and lubrica-

tion, maintenance, and fi.xed charges. Power
Plant Engineering, Feb. 15, 1925, pp. 263-4.

Index no. 658.26.

Layout and Equipment of Industrial Power
Plants.

Paul L. Battey. Analysis of commercial and
technical problems of the industrial power

plant. Numerous interesting examples are

given of modern design, and suggestions for

operating engineers in order to secure max-
imum efficiency. National Engineer, Mar.

1926, pp. 89-95' Index no. 658.26.

Machine Control and Regulation of Com-
bustion.

J. F. Shadgen. The development of me-
chanical control systems whereby the regu-

lation of power plant apparatus is accurate

and continuous. Descriptions of numerous

such control devices. Power Plant Engineer-

ing, Mar. 1, 1926, pp. 311-12. Illus. Index

no. 658.26.

Possibilities of Obtaining Industrial Power
from Public Service Corporations.

L. R. Nash. Comparison of economies of

the central station and the individual in-

dustrial power plant to determine the rela-

tive cost of power. Stone and Webster

Journal, Feb. 1926, pp. 149-58. Illus. Index

no. 658.26.

Power Generated from Process Steam
Yields Large Profit.

William R. Johnson. By using a bleeder

turbine, wool-scouring plant operated by

Eavenson and Levering Co. gains nearly ICO

per cent on investment yearly, or $36,554.

Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering,

Feb. 1926, pp. 95-6. Illus. Index no. 658.26.

Utilization of Abandoned Power Plants.

H. A. Woodworth. Suggestion that indus-

trial power plants put out of use by purchase

of central station current can be used for cen-

tral steam heating, manufacturing of gas

and ice. and as standby equipment. Steam

Power, Feb. 1926, pp. 6, 12. Index no. 658.26.

Power Transmission

Motor-Driven Pump Compresses Steam
for Ovens.

Guy B. Randall. A new development in

the method of heating furnaces for dr>'ing,

japanning, enameling, vulcanizing and the

like in connection with manufacturing proc-

esses. Briefly the proposal is to take steam

at atmospheric pressure or low pressure for

factory use, and by means of a motor-driven

compressor increase the pressure and thereby

the temperature to whatever is required for

the process. The practical advantage is the

ability to change the pressure, increasing it

during the time when the oven is being

brought up to temperature, and then re-

ducing the pressure during the actual process-

ing period. It will be realized that this pro-

posal is a reversal of the steam engine cycle.

Power, Mar. 9. 1926, pp. 375-6. Index no.

658.26.

Power Requirements of Paper Machines.

S. A. Staege. Paper Trade Journal, Feb.

25, 1926, pp. 215. 217. 219. Index no. 658.26.

Tension Ratio and Transmissive Power
of Belts.

C. A. Norman. Mechanical Engineering,

Mar. 1926, pp. 240-5. Illus. Index no.

658.262.

What May Be Expected of Good Leather

Belting.

Louis W. Arny. Leather belt that ran 48

years in the power plant of the Bernon Mills

at an average cost of only $0,042 per horse-

power. Belting, Feb. 1926, pp. 14-15. Illus.

Index no. 658.262.
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Advertising

Post Graduate Copy Course.

AilvcrliiiiiiK Cliili of Niw York. Seven

pamphlets. $5. Index no. 659.1. A set of

seven lectures bound se|iurately in pamphlet

form as follows: 1. Letters. Corre.spondence,

Direct Mail, by John H. Wripht. 35 pages.

2. Local Newspaper Copy, by .\mos Par-

rish. 22 pp. 3. Trade anil Technical Paper

Copy, by Harry Tipper. 24 pp. 4. Mail

Order Copy, by Walter M. Ostrander. 26 pp.

5. Copy for National Newspaper Cam-
paigns, by E. M. Swasey. 15 pp. 6. Copy
for National Magazine Campaigns, by
Earnest Elmo Calkins. 22 pp. 7. Co-or-

dination of Co|iy in General Campaigns, by

George W. Hopkins. 21 pp. The lectures

were given on different evenings during 1921

and 1925 before classes conducted by the

.\dvertising Club of New York, and were

followed by discussions which are included

in the pamphlets. The material rejiresents

the mo.st advanced and successful practice

and the lecturers are all leaders in their par-

ticular fields.

Selling

Breaking Through Competition.

Rav Giles. D. .\pplcton and Co.. New
York. 179 pp. $2. Index no. 658.8. Com-
petition, while it is the stimulant of business,

may degenerate into petty selling stratagems,

price shavings, quality manipulation, and

other undesirable practices. The present book

aims to concentrate on the larger perspective

and explain a few basic factors of more fruit-

ful measures. To this end the author dis-

cusses topics such as : Ways and means of

competition: adding new markets to old;

"How many customers make a market?";

Markt'tini^- and Distribution

specialties; the color factor; buying habits;

increasing the number of dealers; keeping

sjilcs costs down; product and package; co-

operation of wholesaler, retailer and sales-

Credit Granting Abroad.

Lewis S. Thomas. Methods used by the

Monongah Glass Co. to assemble facts and
develop a credit report on foreign customers.

Credit Monthly. Mar. 1926, pp. 10, 31, 32,

36. Index no. 658.882.

General Motors Purchasing Power Index.

H. G. Weaver. Data and formulas devel-

oped to show purchasing power by counties

in all states as a basis for correct sales

quotas. L'sed successfully for the past IV2

years by the General Motors Corporation.

M.A.NUF.VCTVRING INDUSTRIES, Apr. 1926, pp.
291-2. Index no. 311.

Pricing for Profit vs. Pricing for Volume.

W. L. Churchill. Manufacturers have gen-

erall.v believed that increase in volume of

business always brought an increase in

profits. Mr. Churchill shows that this is a

fallacy, ascribes many industrial ills to the

practice of pricing goods too low in order

to secure a volume of orders. M.\ni!F.*c-

TfRiNG Industries, Apr. 1926. pp. 267-70.

Index no. 658.S.

Putting Across the Big Order.

Walter F. Wyman. Analysis of reasons why
some salesmen can sell carload orders while

others sell onlv cases. Printers' Ink Monthly.
Mar. 1926, pp. 25-6. 124. 126, 129. 130. In-

dex no. 658.85.

Selling the Big Automotive Manufacturer.

W. B. Calkins. Methods of the purchasing

department of the Willys-Overland Co. The

salesman is given every reasonable oppor-

tunity to come in contact with production

men and fully present the strong points in

regard to product. Class, Mar. 1926. pp.

1.5-18. Index no. 658.72.

Packing, Shipping, Transportation

Cans (Inside Containers) for Liquids,

Semi- Liquids and Pastes.

Recommended construction for closure, side

seam and bottom seam of cans for lard, pea-

nut butter, or similar commodities, where

the gross weight of each package is approx-

imately 50 lb. or less. Information is also

given in regard to material for such c;ins and
tests to reveal leaking seams. Freight Con-
tainer Bureau, American Railway Associa-

tion. Bulletin No. 1, 4 pp. Jan. 2. 1926.

Index no. 658.788444.

Crates for Cast-Iron Household Cook
Stoves and Ranges.

Design and specification for crating for ca.st

iron cook stoves and ranges. The design

is simple, effective, and can be made with

a minimum of materials and labor. Freight

Container Bureau. American Railway Asso-

ciation. New York. Circular No. 23. Jan.

2, 1926. 19 pp. Illus. Index no. 658.788444.

How Standardization Solves Our Export
Packing Problems.

Raymond W. Chalmers. Description of the

methods used by the Chevrolet Motor Co.

in packing for export. Factory, Feb. 1926,

pp. 272-5. Illus. Index no. 6587884.

Money Saved Through Proper Crating

Methods.

G. E. Heck. Typical economies secured in

redesigned crates. Barrel and Box. Feb. 1926,

pp. 11-12. Illus. Index no. 658.788444.

Production Control and Material Handling

Production Control

Comparing Equipment and Methods for

Quantity Production.

E. P. Blanchanl. Methods u.*ed in studying

the economy of different production methods

so (hat the most efficient equipment for pro-

ducing given quantities may be selected.

Machinery. Mar. 1926, pp. 53.5-8. Illus: In-

dex no. 658.5424.

Controlling Production Mechanically.

William r IViili y Dc-^iipliim of the ma-
terial dispatching .«ystcm of the Hoover Com-
pany. .\mong the.'ie are a reduction of 75

per cent of the average capital invested in

material-in-process; reduction of 45 per cent

in labor force required for inspection and
stores. Factory. Feb. 1926. i)p. 262-5. 340.

342. .344. .346, 34S, 3.50. Illus. Index no.

6,58.514.

Maintaining Hourly Control of Production.

George G. Brooke, Edward G. Budii Mi'g

Co. have developed a method of production

control which is immediate, fimctions con-

tinually an<l exactly, and has considerably

reduced operating expenses, notably in elim-

inating lo.-iiies through inventories. M.\Nf-
FACTtRING IxDfSTRIKS. .\\<T. 1926. pp. 271.5.

Illus. Index no. 6.58.5.

More Castings in Smaller Space.

Rogers .\. Fiskr. Mechanical equipment in

the foundry of the Nash Motors Co. By the

installation of this mechanical molding and
conveying equipment the productivity of

each man has been increased from 30 to 50

per cent ; the investment in flask equipment
has been reduced about $50,000. Iron Age,

Mar. 11, 1926. pp. 677-80. Illus. Index no.

658.542.

Reducing Costs 22 Per Cent by Motion
Study.

Jos. A. Piacit<>lli. Not much information is

available as to the results of motion study.

This article therefore is exceptional, giving

.as it does the practical methods of applied

motion study to packing operations and the

.savings secured. MANt'FACTi'RiNo Indus- .

TRiKs, Apr. 1926, pp. 281-6. Illus. Index no.

6.5.S.5-12

Repairing Freight Cars by the Prog^ressive

System.

ICiru-ient handling of material and gang or-

ganization facilitate production on the

Bes.<cmer and Lake Erie Rjiilroacl. Railicny

Ml rhaniral Fni/incer. Mar. 1926. pp. 167-70.

Illus. Index no. 658.542.

Production Processes

Cutting Ingots and Heavy Metal Masses.

E. E. Thum. Methods whereby large masses

or blocks of iron or steel may be cut to

handling size by the oxygen lance. Cost

data. Forging-Stamping-Heal Treating,

Feb. 1926. pp. 57-9. Illus Index no. 6585.

Industrial Furnaces—Vol. II.

W. Trinks. John Wiley and .Sons. Inc.. New
York. 405 pp. Illus. $5.50. Index no. 6695.

This book is a continuation of the subject

developed in its predecessor, but from a

somewhat different point of view. The first

book is devoted largely to thcor>- and is in-

tended mainly for the furnace designer. The
second book, now under review, is devoted

primarily to practice, and therefore is in-

tended to be useful to: (1) Thos<^ who have

to decide on the type of fuel or heat energy to

be used in specific cases; (2) those who select

furnace equipment ; (3) men who install fur-

naces; (4) furnace operators; (5> s:iles en-

gineers for furnace equipment. To satisfy

the.se needs descriptions of equipment form

a large part of the information jiresented.

However, Uie treatment is that of the hand-

book, which means that the work is not a

mere compilation of trade catalog illustra-

tions and fLata. The seven chapter head-

ings are : Fuels and Sources of Heat Energ>-

;

Combustion Devices and Heating Elements;

Control of Furnace Temperature; Control of

Furnace .\tmosphere; Labor-saving Appli-

ances; Critical Comparison of Fuels and of

Furnace Types; Selection of Fuel and Fur-

nace to Suit Plant Conditions.
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Measurement of Kiln Performance.

W. K. Lewis and A. H. Radasch. How to

keep a quantitative cheek on kiln operation

through gas analyses and other data easily

procurable. Chemical and Metallurgical En-
qineering, Feb. 1926, pp. 76-S. Index no.

669.8.

Research of Liquid Fuel Economy.

Max Sklovsky. Manner of obtaining better
economy in the application of liquid fuel to
metallurgical operation in industrial pro-
duction furnaces. Forging-Stamping-Heat
Treating, Feb. 1926, pp. 60-6. Illus. Index
no. 669.8.

Material Handling

Invading an Already Crowded Territory
Successfully Accomplished.

E. D. Roberts. Methods and material han-
dling equipment of the Hartland Washed

Sand and Gravel Co. Pit and Quarry, Feb.

15, 1926, pp. 53-8. Illus. Index no. 658.281.

Material Handling Revolutionized Our
Production.

Albert Weber. Methods used by the Wilson
Foundry and Machine Co. As an example
of increased production, under the old
method IV2 cylinder blocks were turned out
per man per day. The present record is 23.

Factory, Feb. 1926. pp. 282-4, 330, 331. 338.
Illus. Index no. 658.281.

Producing Talc at Waterbury, Vermont.
F. A. Westbrook. Mining, manufacturing
and material handling operations at the East-
ern Magnesia Talc Co. Flow sheet of ma-
terial is given. Pit and Quarry. Feb. 15, 1926,

pp. 79-83. Illus. Index no. 658.281.

Six Ways We Have Reduced Truck Ex-
penses.

Edward E. La Schum. Methods discu.ssed

are: Selecting equipment, training drlver^.

routing trucks, housing and repairs, stand-

ardizing and lubrication. System, Mar. 1925.

pp. 368-70, 408, 410. Illus. Index no. 658.281.

Solving Difficult Handling Problems.

James B. Travers, asst. supt.. Driver-Hams
Co., tells how his plant, which has grown to

its present extent through a period of 3'ears,

overcomes obstacles in material handling in-

troduced by inconvenient layout typicil

in the average manufacturing concern.

M.^NUF.'iCTURING INDUSTRIES. Apr. 1926, pp.
287-9. Illus. Index no. 658.281.

Trucks Handle Materials in the Fovmdry.
C. C. Hermann. Illustration.-: and descrip-

tions of se\-eral types of trucks at the Union
Malleable Iron Co. plant, which are par-

ticularly adapted to handling materials in an
iron foundry. Fmindry. Feb. 15, 1926, pp.
135-6. Illus. Index no. 658.281.

Employment and Personnel Management
Personnel Management

Employee Representation.

Sam A. Lewisohn. American Management
Association, New York. Pamphlet. 12 pp.
Index no. 658.3151.

Employee Representation as Affecting the
Attitude of Labor and Business.

Cyrus McCormick, Jr. American Manage-
ment Association, New York. Pamphlet, 12

pp. Index no. 658.3151.

The Foreman's Place in an Organization.

J. Seton Gray. His re.sponsibilities ; need for

ability to plan and for an open mind; rela-

tion to cost records; maintaining discipline;

fair spirit toward men; qualifications of a
foreman. Machinery, Mar. 1926, pp. 547-9.

Index no. 658.31243.

Some Major Aspects of Employee Repre-
sentation.

Henry C. Metcalf. Pamphlet. 16 pp. .Amer-
ican Management Association, New York.
Index no. 6.58.3151.

Steady Employment Improves Morale.

The policies of the Leeds and Northrup Co.
to minimize the effect of business depressions
and the accompanying improvement. Iron
Age, Mar. 11, 1926, pp. 695-6. Index no.
658.313.

Remuneration

Applying Group Bonus in Toolrooms.
Josejih Lannen. Methods used by the Paige-
Detroit Motor Car Co. for measuring and
applying wage incentives in the toolroom,
maintenance and machine repair depart-
ments. Machinery, Mar. 1926, pp. 545-6.

Index no. 658.3225.

The Bonus and the Budget.

Report for those interested in establishing
and administering a bonus plan for em-
ployees as an incentive to keeping depart-
mental expenses within the limit of the
budget. Plans of three manufacturing con-
cerns are presented: Ohio Brass Co.. Ritter
Dental Manufacturing Co., and Cleveland
Metal Products Co. Report No. 83. Policy-
holders' Service Bureau. Metropolian Life
In.surance Co. Pamphlet. 8 pp. Index no
658.3225.

Day Work vs. Piece Work.
E. C. Dallman. Results of changeover from
piece work to day work in the plant of Xunn,
Rush and Weidon Shoe Co. Society of In-
diixtrial Engineers Bulletin, Feb. 1926. pp.
7-10. Index no. 658.3232.

90 Per Cent Increase in Labor Efficiency.
L. A. Sylvester. Complete details of a suc-
cessful installation of group incentive for a
wharf gang. Wages were increased some 25
per cent, and labor efficiency increased about
90 jier cent. M.anuf.acturing Industries,

Apr. 1926, pp. 249-52.

658.3225.

Illus. Index no.

Health and Safety

Handbook of Safety and Accident Pre-

vention.

Fred G. Lange. Engineering Magazine Co.,

New York. 512 pp. $5. Index no. 658.3823.

This book contains organized grouping of

factual matter dealing with accident preven-
tion. The information is largely of practical

character, showing devices, methods, systems
and forms for the prevention or minimizing
of accidents on the one hand, and to create

the spirit of safety in working forces on the
other. In addition there is a large amount
of statistical information. This book ap-
pears at a particularly hapiiy time when the
interest in safety work and accident ]ireven-

tion is taking on a new development. "Though
called a handbook, it is not in handbook
style; the treatment is not the compact
phrasing which we associate with engineer-
ing handbooks; the page size is not the
standard handbook size. The work has no
contents page, nor is the material divided
into either sections or chapters.

We Cut Accidents in Half.

F. T. MacFeely. Methods used by S. F.

Bowser and Co., Inc.. to reduce accidents.

The keynote is "Keeping everlastinglj' at it."

Factory, Feb. 1926. p. 275. Illus." Index
no. 658.3823.

Financial Control and Accounting-
Financial Control

Applied Business Finance.

Edmund Earle Lincoln. A. W. Shaw Co.,
Chicago. Third revised edition. 772 pp. $6.

Index no. 658.14. Written with the aim of
discussing business problems of fimnce which
actually arise from day to day in the average
industrial concern, including both manufac-
turing and trading enterprises. Attention is

given to the influence of business cycles upon
financial problems. Financing is studied in

relation to original construction, purchase,
production, distribution, and the consump-
tion of goods. Developed out of the author's
own study of innumerable concrete cases.

Chapter headings cover : Business finance and

the business cycle; normal problems of the
average industrial concern; launching and
organizing the business; stocks; bonds and
notes; raising of capital; the investment
banker; the stock market; customer and em-
ployee ownership; financial statements;
financial standards ; the commercial bank

;

the commercial paper hou.se; trade and bank
acceptances; jiurchasing; producing; results

of size; selling; credit; distribution of earn-

ings; financial difficulties and faihu-es; all

written ^vith respect to their influence upon
the financial side of the business.

Interpretation of Financial Statements.

John R. Wildman, Journal oj Accountancy,
Mar. 1926, pp. 185-95. Index no. 658.14.

Judging Operating Results.

Arthur Andersen. Methods employed to
analyze operating statements and secure

therefrom the essential facts in developing
a financial and industrial investigation.

M.\NUF.\CTURING INDUSTRIES, Apr. 1926, pp.
277-80. Index no. 658.14.

Successful Budgetary Control of Produc-
tion in Fine-Paper Mills.

H. M. Grasselt. Details of the various con-
trol budgets as applied in the industry of

fine-paper making. The results from their

application are given. M.anuf.\cttring In-

dustries. .\pr. 1926, pp. 257-260. Ilhis. In-

dex no. 658.14.
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Accounting and Cost Finding

Determining Shop Costs.

•Iiiiius A. Thuiiias. Kilatioii of cost system

to cliaruc for work ;
pnicticablo methods of

ascertiiining cost of a job. Machinrry, Mar.

1920. pp. 533-4. Inilox no. 6.57 .1.52

Cost Accounting as an Aid to Factory Pro-

duction and Executive Control—II.

John Craig. What a factory manager .should

Economics

Economics of the Radio Industry.

Hiram L. Jorac. .\. W. Sli:iw Co.. Chicago.

332 pp. $5. Index no 621.384:33. Radio

communication has reached a stage of tech-

nical development and practical application

where its legal and economic aspect.- must

receive adequate attention. It is essentially

a social agency for public service and must

be handled in a manner similar to the tele-

phone, telegraph and other means of com-

munication. Consequently a knowledge of

the economics problem raised by wireless

communication is a prerequisite.

History of Economic Progress in the

United States.

Walter W. Jennings. Thomas V. Crowell

Co., New York. 819 pp. $4.50. Index no. 33.

Primarily a college textbook, although it is

written in a style which may not be without

interest for manufacturers, business men and

general readers. Starting with the thought

that history is determined by economic fac-

tors, the author divides his work into five

parts, namely: Colonial Prrioil: Winning of

Bail-Bearing Electric Chain Hoist

The Yale and Townt Manufacturing Com-
pany have put on the market a new ball-

bearing electric chain hoist embodying such

features as close headroom, long lift, higher

speed, automatic top and bottom limit stops.

and greater overall strength. High factors

of safety in the strength of the load-support-

ing members and ability to withstand shock

loads are provided.

The hoist can be qviickly adapted to any
overhea<l .system anfl to fit any de.«ired beam
flange. Other features arc: A constantly bal-

anced load; compact and ea.sily accessible

mechani.sm fully enclosed in oil-tight cham-

bers; ball-bearing load .sheave; minimum
power requirrmrnts : 'one life: load sheave

bronze-bushed for driving pinion.

Yale electrically welded steel chain fur-

nished for var>-ing lengths of lift. Steel

chain containers hold any length of slack

chain up to 60 ft. for M. '4 and 1-ton hoists

and 30 ft. for the 2-ton hoist These con-

tainers do not affect the headroom. Index

no. 621.1972.

Blast Furnace Blower

A new blast f\imace blower, announced by

the General Electric Co., includes three sizes

of machines which cover the entire range

of American blast furnace requirements.

Each imit consists of a blower and a driving

turbine, each rotating element being sup-

ported by two bearings and the two rotors

connected through a flexible coupling.

The turbine is the fien<'ral Electric liigh-

lic able to du with iufuriiiutiun I'mnisiitd by

the cost acciiunlant. Canmiuin Mnnujac-

turer, Jan. 1926, |>p. 9-12. Index no. 657.452.

Cost Accounting from the Executive's

Viewpoint.

F. L. Stevens. The author, president of the

Stevens and Thompson Paper Co., stre.<s(»s

the danger point in cost accounting when
ill.. <\-<ii-iii lir'iMiMw.~ so intricate, loose or

Mi.scellaneou.s

Political and Conunercial Indepcndince;

Expansion; War and Recovery; thp Twen-

tieth Century. The book can bo recom-

mended to manufacturers because of the way

in which material is arranged and point

of view taken. The amount of historical fact

matter should be of particular value to any-

one who is exploring the economic develop-

ment of a particular manufacture or industry.

Some Developments in the Electrical In-

dustry During 1925.

John Liston. A review of each i>hase of

electrical application and its outstanding de-

velopments during the year 1925. Gener.d

Electric Co., Schenectady. Pamphlet GE.A-
3.')5. 62 pji. Illus Index no. 621.

What Determines Wages.

Jacob D. Cox, Jr. A plain statement of the

economic laws which govern the level of

wages in industry. Of particular value be-

cause it throws a new light on this con-

troversial topic from the jioint of view of the

manufacturing manager. M.anuf.^ctirin'c

IxDf.sTRiES. .Vpr. 1926, pp. 245-8. Index no.

331.214.

New Industrial Eciuipnient

efliciency, multi-stage type develo|>ed about

three years ago for blower and generator

drive. The compres.sor was designed to give

the most effi"ient vclocity-pre.s.sure conver-

sion with highly efficient cooling of the air

during compression. Instead of discharge

vanes, the air passages immediately beyond
the impellers arc specially shaped to obtain

more efficient conversion of velocity into

pressure and improved j.ressure-volumi- char-

acteristics.

\ constant volume governor automatically

regulates the speed of the tmit so as to (iro-

duce the pressure required by the furnace

at any instant, and this delivers air to the

furnace at a constant rate, regardless of

periodic changes in the resistance offered by

the furnace, and also regardless of re.a.sonable

variations in steam pressure, stiperheat ami

vaciumi under which the turbine is operating.

Index no. 621.63

Field Rheostats

.•\ series of Vitrohm and Ribohm field rheo-

stats is offered by the Ward Leonanl Elec-

tric Co.

In the Vitrohm type, high resistances make
fine wires nece.s.sar>'. Vitreous enamel in-

sulates the wires and comhicts heat to the

ba.«e of the rheostat and exjiosed surfaces of

enamel. This construction affords a ver>'

compact rheostat con.stniclion. Mounted on

pres.«ed steel plates. Designed for mounting

in the front or rear of boards in single or

two-tleck arrancement. Al.so for flo ir mount-

ing and with chain and sprocket drive.

The Ribohm type consi.sts of metal ribbons

coarM' thill It either will not gi\e tin lucis-

s.iry information or becomes s) expensive

that it is .an operating burden. Paper Trade

Journal. Feb. 25, 1926, pp. 293. 295. Index

no. 657.452.

Use of Standard Costs.

Eric .X. Caiiiiiiali. Xiilinnal A
Cost Accdiuilants Bulletin, Feb. 15, 1926, pp.

347-54. Illus. Index no. 657 152.

General

The Co-operative Plan in Management
Engineering Education.

Chas. \\ . Lyile. Essentials of co-operative

plan and comparison of term schedules for

all resident and co-operative courses. The

Miuuifiemciil Revieu; Mar. 1926, pp. 67-71.

Index no. 658.386.

Personnel Administration in College Cur-

riculi.

.American Management .Association. New-

York. Pamphlet. 168 pp. Index no. 607.

Report of Committee on Relations with Col-

leges established to determine the scope and

nature of training in iier.sonnel relations in

.American schools of engineering and colleges

of business administnition. The report is in

four sections: Opinions of typical leaders in

industry and education; (2) Outline of

courses, typical readings and examination

papers; (3) .Abstracts of reports upon a ques-

tionnaire sent out by the Committee: (4>

Letters expressing opinions on personnel

training.

of .suitable size and alloy, cut into sections,

each of which is iiunched. formed into a

channel, flattened at the ends and center,

and finally bent into a V-.shape. This con-

struction gives a light weight, rigiility. un-

breakable units, zero temperature coefficient

of resistivity, maximum railialine capacity

for a given volume, simplicity, elimination of

internal wiring, and economy. Can be ar-

ranged for motor drive.

Vitrohm field rheostat.s come in capacities

of from 24 to 32 volts, up to 320 to 600

volts. Ribohm field rheostats come in capac-

ities of from SO to 160 volts, up to 160 to

320 volts. Index no 621 3174.

Portable Vacuum Cleaner

Exhauster constructed entirely of alumi-

num with two stage centrifugal or turbo type

one-piece impeller. Driven by '-2 hp. West-

inghouse motor on 100 to 120 volts d. c. or

ia5 to 120 volts a. c . 25 to 60-cycle, single

pha.-e current Special machines are sup-

plied for 220 volts d. c. or a. c current

Self-aligning ball bearings, grea.se lubrica-

tion. Extra heavy wire wheels with rubber

tires. Heavy steel welded tubina fnime.

Maximum vacuum 2'/4 in. of mercur>-. max-

imum volume 75 cu ft. per min. Supplied

with 25 ft. of rubber covered electric cord

and 15 ft. of 1% in. flexible wire reinforced

hose with soft rubber connections. Equipped

with blowing attachments for places inac-

cessible with suction nozzle. Dimen.sions:

height 44 in . width 22'-j in , length 27 in.

Manufactiire<l by .Allen and Billn)>Te Co.,

Inc Index no 621.55.



News of Manufacturing Industries

The Month in Brief

American Bosch Magneto Corporation.

—The stockholders will vote April 13 on

approving the proposed sale of the com-

pany's starting, lighting and battery igni-

tion business to the Electric Auto-Lite Com-
pany.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co.

—

Calendar Years 1923 1924
*Net profits 82,786,607 $2,454,903
Preferred dividends (7%) . .

.

667 , 605 667 , 695
Common dividends ($5M)S29,900 ($5)789,599
Divs. paid by sub. cos 300 U ,617

Balance, surplus $1,288,712 $985,994
* Net profits from operation of plants are shown after

deducting manufacturing, administration and selling ex-
penses and depreciation of plants and equipment and
including dividends received on stocks of associated com-
panies whose earnings are not incorporated herein and
other income (net) less estimated Federal taxes.

The American Bridge Company has re-

ceived a contract for between 1S,000 and

20,000 tons of structural steel to be used

in erecting the Union Terminal tower at

Cleveland.

American Locomotive Company has re-

cently closed contracts for 2.3 locomotives

for the Southern Pacific Railroad and 23

others for the Florida East Coast Railroad.

The two contracts total approximately S4,-

000,000 and give the company a total of

$22,000,000 unfinished business on its books.

The plants of the American Locomotive
Company operated on a smaller scale last

year than in any other year smce the or-

ganization of the company in 1921, due to

the lack of orders for both domestic and
foreign account.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company.

—

Herbert Eisenhart, Joseph H. Hammerly,
Carl S. Hallauer, Theodore Drescher, Carl

S. Bausch and J. F. Taylor have been
elected directors. Mr. Eisenhart has also

been elected a vice president to succeed

George N. SaegmuUer, and will be asso-

ciated with Vice-president Edward Bausch
in the general management of the business.

Mr. Eisenhart will serve as an assistant to

Mr. Bausch.

In the will of John Jacob Bausch, foun-

der of the company, who died on February

14, a trust fund of $100,000 was created to

be used for employees' benefit.

Bausch Machine Tool Company.—The
company has cancelled 1,123 shares of pre-

ferred stock, par 8100, purchased for the

sinking fund, thus reducing the outstanding

capital stock to $387,700 preferred and
50,000 shares of common stock, no par
value.

J. G. Brill Company.—The newly elected

officers are Samuel M. Curwen, president

;

E. P. Rawle, treasurer; J. W. Rawle, vice

president, and E. E. Oerter, secretary.

California Petroleum Corp.—The cor-

poration has acquired the California Gaso-
line Corp., a large producer of casinghead

gasoline, for approximately .55,000,000. The
five absorption plants of the California

Gasoline Corp. located in the Signal Hill,

Huntington Beach and Athens field, are

said to have a present daily production of

60,000 gallons of natural gasoline. With
the addition of this output, the California

Petroleum Corp. will have a daily pro-

duction of natural gasoline amounting to

110,000 gaUons. The six casinghead plants

already owned by the California Petroleum

Corp. are located in the Signal HUl, Santa
Fe, Huntington Beach, Montebello and Ven-

tura fields.

Caterpillar Tractor Company.— The
sales of the company and its two prede-

cessors for 1925 total approximately $20,-

800,000. Earnings for the same period be-

fore Federal income taxes and interest

charges amounted to approximately $4,-

400,000. Cash and certificates of deposit

as of December 21, 1925, total about Sl,-

400,000. The current liabilities consisted

only of current accounts payable aggre-

gating approximately $600,000.

The Columbia Steel Company has been

formed through a merger of the Forged
Steel Wheel Company, subsidiary of the

Standard Steel Car Company, and the Co-
lumbia Steel Company of Elyria, Ohio. The
Columbia Steel Company of Elyria was
accjuircd through 100 per cent stock con-

trol by the Forged Steel Wheel Company.
The new concern plans expenditure of

several million dollars in the construction in

Butler, Pa., of a thirty-inch hot and thirty-

inch cold strip mill, with auxiliary equip-

ment. Plans for the new plant provide for

the manufacture of the widest steel ever

made on a strip mill. Tlirough a con-

tinuous annealing process a product named
"strip sheet" will be made thirty inches

wide, equivalent to the grade of sheets fit

for the manufacture of automobiles. The
capacity of the mills will be 20,000 tons a

month.

Continental Oil Company.—The com-
pany, it is announced, has acquired the

Texhoma Oil and Refining Company includ-

ing a refinery with a capacity of 5,000 bar-

rels of oil a day, in addition to large pro-

ducing acreage. It is understood that the

price paid for the majority stock interest

in Texhoma Company was approximately

S125 a share. The Continental Oil Com-
pany is now producing more than 25,000

barrels of crude oil daily.
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Dodge Brothers, Inc.—Earnings in 1925

established a record for the company, ac-

cording to the annual report. Net income
after depreciation, but before interest on

funded debt and Federal taxes, including

earnings for the first four months of the

year by the predecessor companv, was $28,-

698,846, against $19,965,440 m' 1924. In-

cluded in the figure for 1925 are earnings

of Graham Brothers subsequent to the ac-

quisition in October. Graham Brothers

earnings after depreciation and all charges,

except Federal taxes, for all 1925, amounted
to $4,966,236.

The net of .$28,698,846 is equal after taxes

and full year's interest on debentures, and
dividend requirements on jireference stock

outstanding Dec. 31, to 86.59 a share on
the Class A and Class B common stock.

E. I. duPont de Nemours & Company.
—The directors on Feb. 15 declared a quar-

terly dividend of 2V2 per cent on the com-
mon stock, par §100, payable March 15.

In the previous two quarters, the company
paid regular dividends of 2 per cent on the

conunon stock, and in addition an extra of

1 per cent on Sept. 15 and one of 5 per

cent on Jan. 8 last.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company.—The
directors have declared four quarterly d'\"i-

dends of 75 cents each on the common
stock, payable March 31, June 30, Sept. 20

and Dec. 31. From June 30, 1924, to

Dec. 31, 1925, inclusive, the company paid

quarterly dividends of 65 cents per share

on the common stock. Preliminar>- figures

indicate a net profit of approximately $3,-

000,000 for 1925 after depreciation and
Federal taxes, compared with $2,156,838 in

1924.

Ford Motor Company.—Purchase of

1400 acres at Maynani. Ird., for an air-

port has been completed by pkcii^ the

deeds on file. The tract includes 1000 acres

in Indiana and 400 in Illinois. It is ex-

pected that part of the site wOl be used for

airplane manufacture.

A .$3,000,000 factory for the manufac-
ture of upholstery cloth and head lining

used in its automobiles will be built in

Washtenaw County, near Ypsilanti. Con-
struction will begin April 15. To provide

power to operate the factory, which is to

be completed in two years, a dam will be

built across the Huron River, creating a

five-mile lake. In the manufacture of Ford
cars last year 3,947,855 square yards of

both materials were required, 2,225,509

yards being used for upholstering. The
company estimated that the wool of 2,-

500,000 sheep was needed for last year's

cloth.
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'We never know how little we make Cor save), until we know how much we \VASTF,"

''Waste Elimination Week"
THE ISSUE

According to a Bulletin. "Elimination of Waste," of the Department of Commerce, average

waste in American business is 49' [.

It states that according to surveys made by Federated American Engineering Societies,

waste in six leading industries is as follows: Metal trades, 29' t ; Boot and Shoe, ^\'
', ;

Textiles,

49'
, ; Building, 53' , : Printing, 58'

, ; Men's Clothing, 64^7.

It also states that based on 1922 figures, uasfe in industry yearly is equal to the Federal,

State and Municipal taxes, plus the cost of automobiles, gasoline, and homes built in

the United States.

THE CALL TO SERVICE
Before the Chamber of Commerce of the

State of New York, November 19, 1925, Presi-

dent Coolidge said:

". . . We need still further effort against all

the various categories of waste which the De-

partment of Commerce has enumerated and so

vigorously attacked, and in this direction lies not

only increased economic progress, but the main-

tenance of that progress against foreign competi-

tion. There is still plenty for business to do."

The Hoover Committee on Elimination of

Waste in Industry, in calling attention to the

work of Waste Elimination said:

"There will be need of both cooperative and

individual effort. As regards groups, each

must frankly face its own responsibility and

meet its own duties. Each individual—plant

executive or worker—must discover his own
opportunities and then accept responsibility for

performance."

In his last annual report. Secretary of Commerce Hoover said:

"Just as twenty years ago we undertook nation-wide conserva-

tion of our natural resources, so we must today even more vigor-

ously sustain this campaign of nation-wide utilization of our

industrial resources and effort."

"WASTE ELIMINATION WEEK"
For a long time we have been at work on the development of a service aimed to secure results

in the elimination of waste in industrial plants, by focusing the attention of a plant's personnel

in an intensive way, on the problem of waste.

What waste is; its extent in a calculated or estimated way; the means for organizing to

give attention to it; placing the facts before employees and getting their cooperation; and

developing a program of Waste Elimination, are some of the chief factors which would be con-

sidered by the proposed service.

An official of one of the largest engineering societies, wrote to Mr. Knoeppel on this subject,

saying:

"I have read with keen interest and appreciation the program for 'Waste Elimination Week,'

and it occurs to me that this is the real way to get after the waste problem in American Industry.

I therefore hope you have a large response."

May we submit specifications which we have prepared, covering the

service for "Waste Elimination Week," if you are desirous of attacking the

waste problem in a result-producing way?

Waste Eliminators
iNCORHORATfc-D

C. E. KNOEPPEL. Managing Director

PARK SQUARE BUILDING BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS

Division of Bigelow, Kcr^t Willard & Co., Inc.
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Invigorate

Production!
Invigorate your employees — invigorate
their capacity for work

—

invigorate produc-
tion with clear, clean water from Rundle-
Spence Vertico-Slant Fountains.

Drinking sanitation is positively enforced.
The contamination of lip-contact is elimi-

nated. The slight-slant stream prevents
water from falling back upon the jet, and is

just right for easy and convenient drinking.
R—S Vertico-Slant Fountains check the
waste of water, give years of continuous
service, and may be had with body coolers
if desired.

The R-S line includes Sanitary Drinking
Fountains, Bath and Plumbing Fixtures
and Supplies. Write for catalog with com-
plete information.

RUNDLE-SPENCE MFG. CO.
62 Fourth Street Milwaukee, Wis.

RUNDLE-SPENCE

Elesco
for the

Engineering

Connelly

Semi-Vertical Boilers

In this type boiler the triangular space between
the first and second banks of tubes is utilized
for the superheater. The temperature of the
gases in this location is sufficient to secure a high
superheat with a reasonable amount of heating
surface. When a baffle is located in front of the
superheater the gases are prevented from by-
passing the second pass bank of tubes and thus
the efficiency of this pass is increased. The exit
gas temperature is thereby decreased and the
efficiency of the boiler increased.

There are so many factors entering the application
of superheaters to boilers that the value of a
specialized engineering service such as Elesco
offers is of invaluable aid to power engineers.

Advise the make and style of
boiler which you have and we
will send you a copy of the
bulletin on Elesco superheaters

Elesco Superheater in a Connelly Semi- applied to this particular con-

Vertical Boiler. This arrangement is
struction.

covered by Bulletin T-10-Connelly.
May we send you a copy?

This is one of a series of advertisements covering Elesco superheaters for
various ma/ces of boilers

The Superheater Company
J7 East 42nd Street

NEW YORK
Boston

Canada' The Superheater Compan;

Peoples Gas Building

CHICAGO
Pittsburgh

mited. Montreal

General Electric Company.—Thirty em-
ployees received awards in recognition of

outstanding performance during 1925. Each
inchides a Charles A. Coffin Foundation

Certificate of Merit and a honorarium of

S300. Those who received the 1925 awards
include

:

Shop Men
Henry Klammer, repair man, induction

motor department, Schenectady. Devel-

oped apparatus which makes the winding

of the induction motor coils by machinery
possible.

Alexander Iwanowicz, wire insulator, Pitts-

field. Devised a spiral method of applying

cotton insulation to small sizes of wire.

Frank L. Coombs, machine operator, wire

and insulation department. River Works,
Lynn. Improved machinery for treating

canvas duck with bakelite.

Raymond Z. Woluns, winder, winding de-

partment, Windsor works. Devised new
method of insulating bipolar type of ma-
chine-wound armatures.

.Alfred H. Burchard, master mechanic,

Niles glass works. Developed, with K. A.

Reider, method for commercial production

of new inside-frosted incandescent lamp
bulbs.

Charles W. Craig, machinist, Cleveland

incandescent lamp works. Designed and
constructed with Frank B. Van Sickle

water-cooled gathering ram for use with

bulb machine.

Frank B. Van Sickle, machinist, Cleve-

land incandescent lamp works. Designed

and constructed, with Charles W. Craig, .i

water-cooled gathering ram for use with

bulb machine.

Michael McGowan, mechanic, Harrison

incandescent lamp works. Developed meth-

od for holding mica discs in higher wattage

lamps.

Foremen

.August Kayser, tool designer. Fort Wayne
works. Designed very special and highly

automatic machines for completely ma-
chining meter bases.

Thomas McGuckin, construction fore-

man, Light, Heat and Power Department,

Schenectady. Designed and developed set

of fi.xtures for factory wiring installations.

Joseph W. Kessler, general foreman.,

molded insulation department, Pittsfield.

Increased the output of his department by
approximately 60 per cent because of in-

creased efficiency following a general econ-

omy in manufacturing processes.

Rudolph Hillner, foreman, turbine de-

partment, Schenectady. Developed fixtures

for milling turbine parts, resulting in im-

proved products at lower costs: al.so de-

veloped fixtures which simplified and
speeded production of radio parts.

John F. Heath, foreman, motor depart-

ment, Schenectady. Developed method for

use of straight bar construction in some
sizes of wound rotors for induction motors.

Dennis F. Madden, foreman, searchlight

department, Schenectady. Developed and

(Continued on page SOS)
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Construction and Equipment
for

The Modern Plant

NKW iiianiifacturinii l)uil(lin<:s are a

tri'uu'iuUm;; iinpix)veinent over those

erectetl even five years ago. A few fea-

tures of (lesifin and construction are: Lay-

out to j^ive greatest economy of produc-

tion : horizontal flow of work rather than

vertical: material handlinsi cquipmpnt

])lann<'d as part of the layout : illumina-

tion, heating, ventilation, dust removal

scientifically studied: no strip wood floor

Blue Printing Equipment

C. F. Pease Company

Boxes

Hinde iV Dauch Paper Company

Copper and Brass

Copi^er and Brass Research A>>'ii

Glass, Wired

Mississippi Wire Glass Company

Grinding Machinery

Norton Company

Hangers, Shaft

Shayef Ball Bearing Company

Instruments. Recording

Taylor Instrument Company

Motors. Electric

(ieneral Electric Company

PAGE

802

317

807

304

312

31'.i

309

32t(

useil: (irc-rcsistiiig materials employed

even for details. These and tither features

are recognized today as necessary to get

low production costs and quality output.

The materials, construction and equip-

ment indexed below and advertised in the

following pages arc heing installed in

modern manufacturing plants which are

striving for improved operation and lowest

jiroduction costs.

Paints and Painting Equipment

\'ortex Manufacturing Company

Tiering Machines

Economy Engineering Company

Time Recorders

Calculagraph Company

Trucks. Industrial

Mercury Manufacturing Company

Steubing-Cowan Com]iany

\alves

.lenkins Brothers

\entilating and Power Equipment

Buft'alo Forge Comjiany

Wire Binding

Gerrard Wire Tying Machines Co.

PAGE

308

310

30.5

303

307

304

307

313

I

f
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A Challienge

maker in
the tvorld

£^

rsr

/xivjt^

^^'^%f:>''

Do you realize the savings in time and

monej- that the Pease Peerless Blue Printing

equipment can make? Did you ever see the

excellent reproductions it turns out ? Do you

know why it is enabling makers of blue prints

in any quantity, large or small, to reduce

their costs? We know all these things—per-

haps you don't.

Therefore we challenge every blue print

make—not now using Pease Equipment—to

a comparative test. We'll pit the Pease

equipment against your present method;

we're confident the results will be so over-

whelmingly in favor of the Pease, that no

further discussion will be necessary.

Just write us for further particulars and a copy or

our catalog M-23 giving all the tacts—remember
you'll be under no obligation.

The C. F. Pease Company
823 N. Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
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put into I'tliLi iiuiULTuui improved maiiu-

facturiiiK methods.

Helpc E. Carlson, foreman, street light-

ing department, River Works, Lynn. De-

velopetl coil-winding machine which has re-

sulted in greatly increased production with

one-half the floor space and equipment for-

merly used in manufacture of Tuugar rec-

tifiers.

Kenneth .\. Reider, foreman, Niles glass

works. Developed, with A. H. Burchard,

mcthoil for commercial production of new

in.<idi'-fn>st('d incande.-^cent lamb bulbs.

Engineers

Svend Johannesen, developmental engi-

neer, Pittsfield. Redesigned distribution

transformers and developed winding ma-

chine and special tools for their produc-

tion.

Walter W. Brown, engineer, Erie works.

Improveil method of manufacturing con-

troller parts.

Peter P. Alexander, research worker,

Thomson Rese^Trch Laboratory, River

Works, Lynn. Developed method for pro-

ducing ductile arc weld.

C. W. Place, engineer, Chicago oflSce.

Unusual initiative in working out plans for

development of hydroelectric power.

Charles Deshler, technical supervisor,

Harrison incandescent lamp works. De-
veloped improved methods of photometer-

ing incandescent lamps.

Robert N. Falge, commercial engineer,

Cleveland incandescent lamp works. De-

veloped depressible-beam system of auto-

mobile headlighting.

Marvin Pipkin, chemic.il engineer, Cleve-

land incandescent lamp works. Devised

practical method of frosting the inside sur-

face of incandescent lamp bulbs.

Chester L Hall, engineer, Development

Laboratory, Fort Wayne. Developed the

induction disc motor for the driving of

talking machines, demand meters, tmie

switches and similar devices.

Commercial

Thomas L. Miller, salesman, central sta-

tion department, Dallas office. Displayed

unusual ability and initiative in certam

novel and highly eflertive sales work.

William ,L Bray, .salesman, industrial de-

partment, Chicago ollice. Expanded his

field of work by stimulation of interest in

solution of engineering problems.

-Vita R. Tanner, general salesman, San
Francisco office. Provided effective method
of drawing attention to the Home Electrical

idea.

Leonard L. .\sch, clerk, switchboard de-

vice s.iles, Schenectady. Devised film de-

picting construct'on and operation of prod-

ucts switchlioard department, constituting

a method of supplementing other sales

effort.

Roltcrt W. .\dams, manager of Pro\'i-

dence office. Proposed the personal rating

sheets plan which has been adopted by the

company.

(Continued on page 304)

Mercury
C This is No. 4 of a scries ]

We Can^t Solve All

Your Problems!

We do not claim that our equipment
—of itself—will entirely solve your plant

transportation difficulties. We know
that labor saving equipment must first

be intelligently selected and applied.

This careful selection and wise appli-

cation is the province of you men who
are making it your sole business to reduce

the production costs of your respective

establishments.

However, we do contend—and this conten-

tion is supported by thousands of satisfied

Mercury users— that for the horizoutul moic-

T7ient of goods—(and this movement is com-

mon to all factories and comprises Wo of

all handling*— no method can approach in

efficiency and low cost a well planned and

properly supervised tractor'trailcr system.

Xfercury makes a complete line of tractors

and trailers. Our sales engineers are, by abil-

ity and experience, fitted to be of real help to

you in selecting the right equipment.

Mercury Manufacturing Company
4124 So. Halited St. Chicago, U. S. A.

and
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Superintendents Increase
Shop Output with these

Elapsed Time Records
Absolutely accurate records of elapsed time for every workman on the

job—these are a necessity in all modern production where economy is required.

In the office, the factory accountant uses Calculagraph to eliminate all the

pay roll losses.

In the shop, the up-to-date Superintendent uses Calculagraph as a perfect

instrument for checking up and gauging the speed and productivity of his men
—all of them, or any one—at a glance!

Let us send you literature telling how Calculagraph does all this—how Calcula-

graph prints on any style of time ticket the automatically-computed total of

working time elapsed together with time of beginning and ending every job,

for any number of workmen. Write today for your copy of Elapsed Time
Records.

The Calculagraph Company
50 Church Street Dept. 12 New York City

CALCULAGRAPH
^ilie ^laf)scd Wif7ic /ycconicr

->-^S*^ —.^L:*- ^^^^
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'/

you are interested in why your

company should advertise in this

magazine write immediately for

the second Book of Facts which

will surely interest you.

RuTLEDGE BeRMINGHAM
Advertising Manager

SAVE TIME AND LABOR
USE THE

Merrick Conveyor Weightometer
Any material handled on a belt, bucket or pan conveyor fitted with MER-

RICK weightometer is automatically weighed as it moves along. The

scale is always on the job—it makes no slips—it's honest—and its totals at the

end of the day are accurate and they require no special attendant.

n
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Cutting

do-wn

the

after-cost

After-cost enters the

reckoning wherever

rust takes toll.

At first Brass pipe

costs more than

corrodible pipe. But

Brass is rust free.

That makes it free

of after-cost.

The same is true

of Copper work.

Where COPPER is

installed for roofing,

roof drainage, or

other appropriate

service in office, plant

or home, there is

no after-cost.

COPPER fcr BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

25 Broadway, New York

New features make

Carrier Air Washers

better than ever-

these improvements at no increase

Washers better than ever.

Recent improve-

ments have add-

ed to the Carrier

Air Washer
longerhfe,higher

efficiency, easier

erection and still

simpler mainte-

nance.

We've made
laking Carrier Air

For supplying clean, tempered air in offices, factories, schools, theatres,

and public buildings, no equipment gives such universal satisfaction

as the Carrier Air Washer. This widespread popularity is due to the

simplicity of the Carrier Washer, its long life, its perfect spraying

system, excellent washing surface and low frictional resistance to air.

With a Carrier

System installed

in your building

you have year-

'round control of

the atmosphere;

in winter the

temperature
inside may be

kept where you

want it, regard-

less of the weath-

er, while in sum-

mer you can
reduce the tem-

perature in your

building from 10° to 16'. And remember—the Carrier System is

the only one to give these results and is sold with a guarantee of

satisfaction.

WRITE FOR NEW BULLETI\

A new folder showing in detail the recent improvements in Carrier Air

Washers has just been published. You'll surely want a copy of this

for your files. Just say send me the new Bulletin.

Carrier Air Conditioning Company Amlic

141 Mortimer Street Buffalo, New York

In rjnj,!j—CANTADI W IMOW TR \ TORGF. TO , LtJ , Kitchener. Otir
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retary of the company. He will continue to

have charge of the .«alei<. C. A. MacDon-
ald \va.s elected treasurer, at the same time

resigning the office of secretary which he

had held for some time.

Phoenix Hosiery Company.

—

Calendar Years lfl2o 1924
Net income S2, 170, 173 $ 480,722
Interest paid 102,640 167,694
Federal and State taxes 415.593 42,800
Divs. on 7% preferred stock. . 294,460 305,893
Common dividends

Surplus $1,357,480 def$35,665
Previous surplus 3,870,402 3,982,511

Total surplus S5. 227, .882 $3,946,846
Unused portion reserved for

contingencies (Cr.)

Profit on redemption of pre-
ferred stock fCr.) 10,291 16,753

Depreciation for year _. . .

.

93,197 93,197

Profit and loss surplus $5,144,975 $3,870,402

Pratt & Lambert, Inc. for 1925 reports

net profits of 81,336,657, the largest for any
year in the history of the company. The
total compares with profits of 81,144,442 in

1924. The net profit for 1925 was equ;il

to S6.60 a share earned on the 202,500

shares of no par value common stock out-

standing after preferred dividend require-

ments, against 85.36 a share in 1924.

Pressed Steel Car Company.—The
stockholders on ¥eh. IS approved the mer-

ger with the company of the Western Steel

Car it Foundry Company.

Pure Oil Company.—The company has

announced an offering of its 6 per cent pre-

ferred stock to emi")loyees, who are per-

mitted to subscribe to not less than 5 per

cent nor more than 25 per cent of an

amount equal to four times their present

yearly salaries. Payment will be made by
salary deductions only in 96 equal semi-

monthly installments over a four-year

period. Subscribers will receive 8 per cent

interest yearly on entire amount of their

suiiscriptions and will pay 6 per cent on the

unpaid balance. When payments are com-

pleted at the end of the four-year period,

the company will pay an additional casli

bonus of 25 per cent of the amount of stock

subscribed for.

The company reserves the right at the

end of the four-year term to return the

full amount of the deposit in cash plus the

25 per cent iiremium. This is the com-

pany's fifth sale of stock to its employees.

Rolls-Royce of America, Inc.—Henry
J. Fuller, president of Rolls-Royce of

America, Inc., announced yesterday that

sales of the company had been larger in

1925 than at any previous period and that

orders were being received at double the

rate of a year ago. The plant at Spring-

field, Mass., is operating with an extra

force at night and is sold four months
ahead. On Jan. 1 the company acquired

the plant of Brewster and Company, of

Long Island City to increase production.

It is anticipated that eventually the Rolls-

Royce-Brewster organization will be in-

creased to 5000 or 6000 emjjloyees.

(Continued on page Sll)

A SuperfineWhite
Made

for

Gunning

ALL fine paints are not equally adapted to

paint gun application.

That is why, in adopting the marvelous
saving and efficiency of modern gun paint-

ing, you should choose Vorcolite which, for

twelve years has filled the demand for a full

bodied white oil paint of the highest quality

made especially for the pneumatic paint gun.

The gun, too, is loaned without cost, to

purchasers of Vorcolite. Paint and gun
together bring you

VORTEX
Painting Metliod
used only in the maintenance

painting of large surfaces

There is no compromise about Vorcolite. It is

especially prepared for mechanical application with
rich, lasting pigment selected for maximum cover-
age and light reflection. The paint vehicle is com-
pounded after long experience with gun painting,
not only to assure smooth discharge, but to afford
a smooth, rich paint on the wall—a flat white that
covers with a single application.

Vortex Painting Carries Through—Our
paint, our gun, your unskilled labor assure a
quicker, better, more convenient and economical
job than a whole squad of hand painters. The

attached coupon, filled out and mailed,
will bring you the whole proposition,
including estimate.

The Vortex Manufacturing Co.
I98» West 77th Street - • Cleveland, Ohio

.!'•.V.e""XT''

SVe a

awW -

--'

\otciriot
r«««""
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Trtn^mqoa old Days
of Rule ofthurnE

Tycos Temperature Regula-

tor—for alt iiiilu.ttrial tem-

peratures betzveen —60°

and +1000°F.

WIII-'X the famous "Dc Witt Clinton" made its

memorable runs on the old New Yi)rk Central,

manufacturers were of necessity addicted to rule

of thumb methods. Great skill and initiative on the

part of the laborer were the only factors that prevented
hut^e losses of material subjected to any kind of process
work.

To-day science rules industry. No lonj^cr can you
afford to depend on the skill of the workman. You
must enlist the aid of exact methods if you wish to

iiKiiuifacturc unlfi)rm, always liependable product.

Tycos temperature instruments—indicatini^, recording
and controlling—take the guessing out of all process

work. .Step by step, and at every instant, they enable
you to duplicate exactly the results of any previous
batch of work.

Ten thousand industries now use Tycos. Our ample
engineering staff is at your disposal to study your spe-

cial requirements. .May we send a catalog of instru-

ments particularly adapted to your needs?

Tay/orInstrumentCompanies
KOCHESTEK, N. Y.. U. S. A.

CANADIAN PLANT TVCOS BLDO., TORONTO

Tycos TemperatureInstruments
INDICATING • RECORDING • CONTROLLING
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K Cliamil.r

jYonald Aeronautic
Library
The first comprehensive, organized

Library of practical aeronautics in any

language. Of great importance to manu-

facturers, not only because of the rapidly

growing use of commercial aircraft and

consequent manufacturing possibilities,

but also because gases, materials em-

])loyed in aircraft construction, and in-

struments for indicating speed, pressure,

etc., are constantly used in manufacturing

])rocesses and should be understood.

The Library embraces aerostation as

well as aviation, together with correlated

subjects. It will include volumes on air-

craft power plants, balloon and airshi])

fabrics, airports and airways, and other

subjects of like interest as required.

The Editor of this Library is Lieut. Colonel C. deF. Chandler, U. S. Army,

Retired (Colonel U. S. Air Service. Res.); well known as one of the P'oneer Moon
and aviation pilots of this country; Commanding Officer of the firs Army Aviat.on

School at College Park, Md.; Later Chief of the Balloon Section tor the American

Expeditionary Force in France.

VOLUMES NOW READY
(Other titles to be announced shortly)

Aeronautical Meteorology By Willis R. Gregg

Carefully prepared to furnish the quickest, most direct means of acquiring a

valuable fundamental understanding of wind and weather conditions. Covers

such subjects as circulation of the atmosphere, mstruments and methods of

observation, fogs and clouds, thunderstorms, weather forecasting, weather

maps. 11 plates and numerous diagrams. U-i pages. Cloth, $2.50.

Aircraft Instruments By H. N. Eaton and Others

Complete explanations of the theory and use of over 175 types and makes of

aeronautic instruments of both American and European manufactur(^practically

all those in use today. Many of these instruments, such as pressure indicators,

flow meters, gas leak indicators, etc., can be used profitably in solving many

manufacturing problems. Gives standard specifications for instruments. 10

plates and 58 line cuts. 269 pages. Cloth. $5.00.

Balloon and Airship Gases By Colonel C. deF. Chandler

and Lieut. Walter S. Diehl, C. C. (U. S. N.)

Part I explains both hydrogen and helium production, testing, and purifying

processes and the compression and storage of gases. A special chapter explains

the alterations necessary in commercial coal-gas plants for the manufacture of

a special light gas suitable for free ballooning. Part II sets forth clearly the

physical formulas needed in gas computations. Includes many tables. A manual

of gas information of reference value to all operating or research engineers and

physicists. Fully illustrated. 226 pages. Cloth. $4.00.

Will Be Sent Postpaid

Any of these volumes will be sent postpaid on receipt of order. AYith-

in five days after receiving it you may either return it to us if it does

not meet your needs or remit the price if you wish to keep it.

The Ronald Press Company
Publishers

15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.
Dept. M 7«

ECONOMY
LIFTERS
Stackers—Tiering Machine*
— Portable or Stationary

Economy Engineering Co.
X*«3 W. Van Burcn St., Chicago

34X MadUon Ave., New York

Lower
Sales Cost

and

Advertising
Far-sighted buyers are scru-

tinizing the sales methods of

manufacturers, for they know
that excessive sales costs mean
higher selling prices or lowered

quality. It is decidedly to the

buyer's interest to know that

goods are economically mar-

keted. Industrial advertising is

an important factor in this sit-

uation, for it is accomplishing

cost reductions in selling. Ad-

vertising in publications like

MANUFACTURING INDUS-
TRIES is an important means

of communicating with pros-

pective buyers.

The

ASSOCIATED BUSINESS
PAPERS, Inc.

Headquarters: 220 West 42nd Street

NEW YORK CITY

Over 110 Publications Reaching 54 Different

Fields oj Trade and Industry

"Mimbir of Tbt Aiiociated Buiimss Papirs, Inc." mfjrit propin

circuljtionj PLUS ibi higinU aandardi in alt olhtr dtpartmtnis

This publication is a member of the A. B. P
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Standard Oil Company of Louisiana.

—

C:il K. Clark, senior vice iirc.-iilent, has

Ijcen elected president, succeeding D. R.

Weller.

Tide Water Oil Company.—Consolida-

tion of the A.<.-:o(M:ifod Oil Company and

the Tide Water Oil Company into one or-

ganization brings about the formation of an-

other large independent unit in the indus-

tr>-, with total assets of .?24O,0O0,000.

The new company will acquire all the

assets of the Associated and Tide Water
organizations.

The new Tide Water A.ssociatcd Oil Com-
pany has an authorized capital of 1,500,-

000 shares of per cent cumulative pre-

ferred stock, of which 7(53,471 shares will

be outstanding, and 10,000,000 shares of

no par value common stock, of which 5,-

480,733 shares will be outstanding.

Timken-Detroit Axle Company.—The
common stock of the Timken-Detroit Axle

Company was placed on a 6 per cent annual

dividend basis with the declaration of a ly^

per cent quarterly dividend, payable April

1. This is the first dividend to be paid by
the company since 1921, when a distribu-

tion of 2 per cent was made to stock-

holders.

United States Steel Corporation.—Feb.

25 was the twenty-fifth annivcrsan,' of the

organization of the I'nited States Steel Cor-

poration. The first official balance sheet

showed total assets of .? 1,500,000,000; assets

today are .$2,500,000,000. The increase in

value has come from accumulated profits

put back into the property. During this

quarter century the corporation has paid

out .?1,279,053,785 in dividends. Profits

available for dividends since organization

amounteti to $2,171,000,000. During the

last decade such earnings have averaged

S120,0(K),W)0 annu.ally. Operating figures

for 1925 arc not yet availalile. However,
in 1924, the corporation employed an aver-

age of 246,753 men, the aggregate payroll

W.TS $442,458,577, and the average daily

wage per employee was S5.S5.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-
ing Company.—.Vll the motive machinery,

controls and other electrical equipment for

sLx electric passenger locomotives and two
double-cab switching engines has been
awarded to the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Comjiany i)y the Pennsyl-

vania Railroail. The ef|uipment will be
shipped to the .Mtoona j^hops of the rail-

road, where the locomotives will be built.

Wm. Wrigley, Jr. Company.—The com-
pany h.as purcha.-^ed a tract of land in Lon-
don, England, for the const niction of a

plant costing between S5fH),(XX) and $1,000,-

000. This will make the third plant to be
built outside of the I'nited States, the
others being in Germany and Australia.

QXJrapped
and
insured
in one
operation

THE efficiency of North America Parcel Post

Insurance is especially appreciated by those who

make parcel post shipments daily. It places depend-

able, economical insurance on every package at a

marked saving in time and labor. A coupon from a

North America Coupon book insures each package at

the wrapping desk. Ask your insurance agent or bro-

ker, or send the coupon below for complete information.

Insurance Company of

North America
PHILADELPHIA

"The OtJetl Amtrican Fire and
Marine Iniurattce Comfariy'*

Insurance Company of North .\merica
Sixteenth Street at the Parkway

Philadelphia, Pa., Uept.D. 4

Name

Street !

City _ State

Wants information on Parcel Post Insurance
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Qnndiiiganddgriculture

'A

PRODUCTS
Grinding Wheels-Refrdctories

Grinding Machines -Roors

-<>-

\ ^

:'. . \ ^M

T^HE side-hill farm with its horse
•* drawn plow and its man power

has ceased to be of importance in

the agricultural industry. Power

machinery with its great capabilities

now tills the soil.

In the production of agricultural

miplements the modern grinding

wheel and precision grmding ma-

chine make possible comparatively

low costs because of high and uni-

form production with accuracy.

The tractor rolling its way across

the great grain fields; as well as the

plows and harrows, the reapers and

mowers that work with almost hu-

man skill, are machines that grind-

ing makes perfect in operation.

Practically every farming imple-

ment IS now produced with the aid

of the grinding wheel.

This is hut one of the great hiiimtn'es

of the ii'orld that have maiie marked

advances as a result of the discovery

and development of electric furnace

abrasives. The abrasive " Atundum"
is noiv used in grinding and polishing

in the metal working plants of the

ivorld. It is making floor materials

slip-proof and safe to walk on. It is

serving the chemist and power plant

engineer in theform of laboratory ware

and refractories.

Norton Company
Worcester, Mass.

New York Chicago Detroir Phibdtlphia Pittsburgh

BAUXITE PLANT: Bauxitc, Arkaoias

Abrasive Plants: Niagara Falls, N.Y.,and Chippawa, Oni.

Gkinding Wheel Plants. Worcester, Mass.,

Hamilton, Onl.; La Courncu^c, France, Wesseling. ticrmany
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GERRARDi

OheMhdtBia'-^

One of the Gerrard group

oflVire Tying Machines—
the Model"Q"LuileQiiint

for heayy packaging and

Uni-Laiiic Stowage. Aik

us how to lolre your pad-

aging and shipping prob-

lems by this method.

Saving $28-93 per Hundred Cases

The Test Two boxes, identical as to weight and content—one reenforced

with nailed band iron and the other by the Gerrard Method

of wire t>'ing— were dropped from a 5 ' height onto a stone walk.

The box reenforced with band iron broke and spilled the contents.

The box reenforced by the Qcrrard Method uithstood two tests, the contents re-

maining intact.

The Gerrard Method Was Adopted!

The Scanil,^ ^^ 't'l ^'"''^ old method, 14 x 22 x 74 inch cases weighing
^ 1082 pounds each were bound with ^4 " 26 gauge band iron

at a cost of $56.52 per 100 cases, including labor, material and overhead. The

Gerrard Method of applying 9 gauge wire with the Model "G" Little Giant

Machine increased the strength and shock resistance \00% for $27-59— a saving

of $28.93 P*^ 100 cases.

The manufacturer for whom the above tests were made is effecting a

saving of about $4000.00 in the entire year's rcentorcing costs.

Such results are not exceptional. Your shipping department may

present a similiar situation. We will gladly assist you.

Have you received your copy of the new Gerrard illustrated catalog?

It contains profit-earning information.

GERRARD WIRE TYING MACHINES CO,
($>

1943 South 52nd Avenue CHICAGO, ILL.
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Sluebing SleelBound Platforms

match the Sluebmg Lift Truck

in strength of build cind adapt-

ability of serricn. They non'l

wear donn or wabble

I
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New Standard
for

Lift Trucks

Over 264,000 unit installa-

tions indicate how well the

4} quality of Stuebing orCowan
i^f equipment is recognized.To-

day, combined into one great

organization, they set up a

new standard of values.

Collectively owned patents permit

vast improvement. Greater resources

produce economies in production,

that insure greater quality without

V- '^F^ alTecting price. Expanded facilities

bring quicker deliveries. Enlarged

sales force establishes more prompt

and efficient service.

For instance: Goodrich, Delco, Ameri-

can Can, National Biscuit, and a host of

olhers.are now standardized on Sluebing-

Cowan products. You likewise can en-

joy the security that is built into the

equipment oi this great organization.

The StucbingCowan truck will be sent

on trial. The local representative is there

to scr\c you luUy. A note 10 us brings

complete catalogues, prices, specifications,

b> return mail. Write us now.

The
Stuebing -Cowan Co.
Cincinnati, O. Holyoke, Mass.

andCO'WAN
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Other Titles

Now Available

Ronographs
,4 Convenient and Reliable Way
to Solve Problems of Policy and Method

Six Ronographs Specially Prepared
for Manufacturers

—

Budgeting to the Business Cycle—
By Joseph H. Barber

Successful methods by which budget for

production and sales is harmonized with

business trends to steady output for the

manager and work for the worker, and at

same time reduce to minimum unshipped

orders at end of each month. No. 38.

Shipping Containers—
Bi/ B. L. Iluestis

Careful presentation of the essentials of

designing and using boxes, crates, barrels,

drums and other shipping containers for

domestic or export shipments. Prepared

to assist shippers in obtaining the full ben-

efits of all possible economies. No. 37.

Simplified Factory Accounting and
Routing—
By Frederick A. Waldroii

Explains in detail the methods for es-

tabhshing control over the operating de-

partments of a factory and the sequence
of their introduction. Forms upon which
the system is based are given, together

with full description of their u.se. No. 35.

The Industrial Executive

—

By B. A. Franklin

Shows activities and responsibihties of

industrial executive. Policies and organi-

zation for successful operation; practical

points on labor handUng: and profit-mak-

ing management, equipment, and market-

ing possibilities. Many helpful methods

and suggestions. By Vice-President of the

Strathmore Paper Company. No. 40.

Profitable Management—
Bu ,/. L,e Xicholson

In this Ronograph a prominent special-

ist on organization methods has set forth

what he regards as the fundamental prin-

_ciples of business management. Control

of business to insure profits is keynote.

No. 10.

Employment Records

—

By C. B. Bitrllell

From requisitions and applications to

turnover report. Forms presented have

been selected from hundreds of varieties

and have stood test of extended use in

some of largest industrial plants. No. 30.

Cloth-bound Volumes averaging about 100 pages

S1.25 Each. Order by Number—See Column at Right

Book-

12 Ackerman-Neuner—Credit Insurance

20 Altman—Cash Records

2.3 Altman—Recording Sales Transactions

19 Beuch—20 Twenty-Minute Lessons in

keeping

22 Beardsley—Circular Advertising Dep.artment

3 Blackman—Business Mail

6 Brewster—Analyzing Credit Risks

29 Brewster—Bankruptcy

14 Brown—.Statistical Typewriting

2 Ou/in—Collection Letters

1 Dulin—Credit Letters

9 Fitting—Report Writing

l.S Flaherty—How to Use the Dictionary

15 Gaines—The .\rt of Investment

S Galloway—Organizing the Stenographic Depart-
ment

33 Gatston—Security Syndicate Operations

5 Giles—500 .\nswers to Sales Objections

24 Greeley—Estate .Accounting

32 Griffiss—The New York Call Money Market

27 Halhnan—Organizing the Credit Department

28 Kester—Depreciation

34 Lord—A Plan for Self-Management

36 McHale—Spanish-Enghsh Commercial Vocabu-
lary

42 Mather—Life Insurance Accounting

31 Parker—Office Etiquette for Business Women
17 Patterson—Borrowing from Your Bank
21 Pinkerton—Accounting for Surplus

7 Sakolski—Elements of Bond Investment

25 Scammell—Use of the Telephone in Business

13 Scott—Influencing Men in Business

11 Shidle—Finding Your Job

16 Swindell—Newspaper .\ccounting

39 Teevan—C. P. A. Law Questions and .\nswer5

4 Wallace—Filing Methods

41 Washburn—.Accounting for Universities

43 Wiegand—Fire Insurance .Accounting

$1.25 Each
Order by Number

Sold on a

Make-Good Basis

JLouR purchase of a Ronograph is final

only when you have satisfied yourself that

it contains the information j'ou want.

Order by number. Just send us the num-

bersf of the titles you wish on the list

above; with $1.25 for each book or-

dered. The Ronographs will be forwarded

|)ostpaid. Your money will be refunded

for any returned within five days.

The Ronald Press Company, Publishers
Dept. M67— 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.
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For Analysis'--'

THE CHEMIST
Any business can buvan outfit of the

test-tubes, retorts, beakers, filters,

acids, etc., etc., necessary for either a

quantitative or qualitative analysis.

Instead business executives seek spec-

ialized service in such matters, be-

cause the materials and equipment
mean nothin;; unless used with e.vpert

knowledge.

ForPac\aging
Tlic matCTnils of which a ^hippinR
pjckai:e is made U of no more in*

portancc than the brains and expe-

rience which (!0 into it* desien.

Manv can sec what the box should
be made of— few can desifin and
manufacture the box exactly right.

'^^

I—

\

He Knou'S Packages—
THE Jefferson Glass Co.,

Follansbee, W. Va., re-

ports that some fifteen
months ago,an H&D"P.E."
desi);ncd cartons for their

extremely fragile illumina-
ting glassware. Experiments
with about 10% of their

shipments proved so satis-

factory that 85°; of their

products are now packed the

H Sj. D way. Shipments
weigh from 8 to 50 lbs.

In additio.- to a saving of

30°o in packing time, the

packages arc now 40 "• light-

er than formerly, thereby

saving customers thousands
of dollars annually in ship-

ping charges.

the Pac\age Engineer

ASHIPPING box isn't "just a box." It's a means

of holding— or losing— customers, of de-

creasing or increasing damage claims, of saving

labor or wasting it, of reducing freight expense

or paying needless charges.

In which class is your shipping box?

Let an H &. D "P. E."— Package Engineer—
study your present methods and tell you how they

match up with the best modern practice. He will

bring to you the experience of a thousand ship-

ping rooms, plus his own first-hand factory-

trained, laboratory- schooled knowledge of the

manufacture and design of top-quality boxes.

And his service and counsel will not cost you

a nickel.

Why and how we can afford to give

this unique service is explained in detail

in our book, "Hoiv to Use H &D Free

Service." Send for it— use the cou-

pon or write.

How to Use
H&DfreeSenace

TheHINDE <&DAUCH PAPER Co.
907 WATER STREET SANDUSKY. OHIO

Canadian Address

Toronto: King Street, Subwav and Hanna Ave. ^*

The World's Largett Producer o/Corru-

gaud Fibre Shl(>^l^£ Boxa and
\ Packaging Si ateriaU.

THE HINDE &. DAUCH
PAPER CONtPANY

9C7 Water St., Sandusky, Ohio.

Please have a Package Engi-
|

I

necr call I—

J

Send mc copy of booklet, "How 1 I

o Lie H6f D Free Sersice.". . . I 1

Name of
Company

Name of
WritCT

Street
Addrejs -

City.. .Scale.

CORRUGATED FIBRE SHIPPING BOXES
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Professional Counsel

WALLACE CLARK
Consulting Management Engineer

Methods that get things done on
time, reduce costs and give the

executive complete control.

50 West 12th St. NEW YORK
Full information on request

HEVERLE & HAY
Public Accountants and Engineers

Costs Taxes
Production Audits

Visible Management Methods
Investigations

Main Office
City Centre Building Philadelphi;

WALTER N. POLAKOV & CO.

Savings in

INDUSTRIAL POWER
without capital investment

25 Fifth Avenue, New York City

WANTED
Position in charge of women's employment
and personnel work, by woman who has had
eight years' experience covering the following
activities: Job analysis and classification of
pay for women clerical help : employment
and transfer for offices using about 1500
women; employment and transfer for factory
using about 2000 women; in charge of night
school for 250 women. Box 331, MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th
Street, New York City.

OPERATING AND FINANCIAL
EXECUTIVE

Immediately available as assistant to presi-
dent, controller or treasurer. Has had eight
years' experience with large manufacturing
concern, eight in banking and two in indus-
trial engineering and accounting. Thoroughly
familiar with corporate finance, possesses tact,
initiative, matured iudgment. ability to get
results quickly. Age 35. Box 334, MANU-
FACTURING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th
Street. New York City.

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER
WANTED

A large corporation is seeking a high grade
executive with thorough mechanical en-
gineering education and experience. He
should know production from all angles and
should be familiar with every department of
a large organization. A constructive oppor-
tunity awaits a real progressive, not over 45
year old, who has steadily climbed to large
responsibilities. Full details are requested.
Box 332. MANUFACTURING INDUS-
TRIES. IS East 26th Street, New York City.

Carle M. Bie«low. M. E.
President

Robert W. Kent, B. S.
Vice-President

John A. Willard, S. B.
Treasurer

BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD & CO., Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS

Park Square Building Boston, Massachusetts

Production —Costs—Sales—Audits —Building and Machine Design—Valuations—Chemical
and Physical Testing -Industrial Research —Management —Trusteeships —Financing

Scovell, Wellington & Company
lORGAMZATlONj

vo^'^'ctut/ Audits Tax Service Costs Industrial Engineering

Boston Springfield, Mass. New York Syracuse Cleveland Chicago

MILLER, FRANKLIN, BASSET & COMPANY
ENGINEERS ACCOUNTANT*

t47 MAD'SON .VI
NEW YORK C)Tv

STEVENSON, HARRISON & JORDAN
A Consolidation of

The Stevenson Corporation — G. Charter Harrison—
J. P. Jordan and Associates

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERS

19 W. 44th St., New York Hanna Building, Cleveland

779 Washington St., Buffalo 80 Federal Street, Boston

Organization, Measurement and Control
of Sales, Production and Costs

Literature and Complete Information Gladly Furnished

GRADUATE MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Executive—10 years' varied experience, some engineering, some commer-
cial. Available February or March. Desires connection with reliable

progressive concern offering good opportunity. Would welcome research

work. Can make moderate investment. Box 329, MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th Street, New York. N. Y.

WANTED—COPY-WRITER WITH ENGINEERING BACKGROUND

New York publishing house seeks man 25-30 with industrial engineering
education and knowledge of accounting and economic subjects to write
advertising for technical and business publications. Constructive oppor-
tunity for right man. State full details of experience, training, and salary
requirements. Box 333, care MANAGEMENT IN MANUFACTURING,
15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.
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EVERY 15 MONTHS
THE ENTIRE INSTALLATION COST IS REPAID

iS6e

ABROOKLYN manufacturer' of radio equipment replaced

^ 70 plain bearing line shafting hangers with Skayef
Self-Aligning Ball Bearing Hangers and saves 80% of the

entire installation cost each year— a complete repayment
of his investment ever^' year and three months.

Eight years of operation under old plain bearing hangers

meant weekly oilings and inspections, periodic shut-downs
for shafting re-alignment, frequent replacement of belting

rotted by the constant dripping of oil from the old bearings.

The problem was solved when Skayef equipment was in-

stalled, and an actual saving in operating costs was effected.

If there is a bearing problem in YOUR plant, Skayef en'

gineers will be glad to point the way to solution and a rapid

capital turnover. A post-card request is enough.

*A certified survey of this installation sent on request.

The SKAYEF BAIL BEARING COMPANY. 165 Broadwav, New York

BALL BEARING

POST HANGERS, PILLOW BLOCKS AND TRANSMISSION APPLIANCES
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G-E Motorized Power is

more than a motor or its

control— it is a practical

and economical applica-

tion of electric power.

"Built-in" or connected

to all types of industrial

machines or household

appliances, G-E Motor-

ized Power provides last-

ing assurance that you

have purchased the best.

Disappearing
Jungles of Industry

The industrial jungle of flapping belts, creaking

line shafts, slipping pulleys and general con-

fusion is rapidly disappearing from modern

plants. Built into individual machines, or other-

wise fitted to production needs, G-E Motorized

Power is bringing order, safety, unobstructed

lighting and clear passage ways into plants of

all types and sizes.

G-E Motorized Power is a practical means of

increasing the productive ability and capacity

of available man-power.

Thus employed, electricity benefits the whole

public. It puts into everybody's service a cheap,

clean and highly efficient power system which

helps to produce not only better and less expen-

sive food, clothing and housing, but also lowers

the cost and improves the quality of the basic

necessities of life.

MOTORIZED POWER
^Fitted to every need

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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aoO H. p. Miirse Silent Chain Driie from
Motor to lb' Toltirm nxitl, Simmons Steel Co.
Speed reductiofi: Driver, 505 R.P.M.: Driven,
93 R. P. Af .. US inch centers.

^'^'^

SIMMONS STEEL BEDS
in construction

Morse Engineers are

always available at:

ATi.AM A. GA.
702 Candler Bldj;.. Earl F. Scott & f

'

HAl.TIMtjRK. MD. . .1402 Lexington W.k
ItlKMINGHA.M. ALA.

Moore-Handley Hdwe. Co
HO.<T0X, .\L\SS 141 Milk .-ii

lUKFALO. .V. V Ellicott S-iuari- Hl.k
CH.VULOTTE. N". C.

404 Conimercial Bank Iflor

flllCAOO. ILL 112 W. Adams .-

(•LK\1:LAND. OHIO. .421 Eneinoers Bl.lr

UE.WEK.COUJ 211 Ideal Bl.k
DETIiOIT. MICH 7601 Central .\\

I.Ol"IS\ILLE. KV.
.110 Main St..E. D. Morton ('•

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
4i;i Third St . Strong-Scott Mfg. C-

NEW ORLEANS. LA.
Queen & Crescent Bldn., 3.34 Camp S>

A. M. Lockett * Co.. Lt.!

NEW YORK. X. V .iO Church .-^i

OMAHA, NEB 727 W. O. W. Bl.li-

D. H. Bravmer Equipt. C-
I'HILAnEI.PIIIA.PA.

803 Peoples Bank HMi
I'lTTSBlRGII. PA Westinghouse Bl.U
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.

Monadnock Bldi-
ST. LOLIS. MO.

2137 Railway Eirhanee Bldi-

TORONTO. 2.0NT..CAN. ..W Front St.. I

.Strong-Scott Mfg. (

WINNIPEG. MAN.. CAN Dufferin S'

Strong-Scott Mfg. ('•

The great shops which produce Simmons Metal

Beds "Built for Sleep" never sleep. In normal

times the rolling mills often work both day and

night. Naturally, they must be driven by depend-

able machinery. That is why Morse Silent Chains

transmit the power from a 500 H. P. motor to

the rolls—meeting sudden load changes, starting,

stopping, reversing—the hardest kind of service.

For one-tenth or 5,000 H. P. the same results

are possible.

Belt-flexible, gear-positive, 98.6'7 sustained effi-

ciency. Over 5,000,000 H. P. installed and many
still operating after 15 to 20 years of service.

Booklet "A Chain of Evidence" on request.

MORSE CHAIN CO., ITHACA, N. Y., U. S. A.

(^%^l^^^l^
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27. 2 % 22.2 °/o 20.0%

15.7%

gOBFSOM
.

21.2% 15.5%

Proof of Power Savings
Manufacturers of widely diversified products report

that Hyatt Line Shaft Roller Bearings are cutting

their power bills from 10 to 25% — an average

saving of 15%.

They figure that their investment in Hyatt bearings

is bringing an annual return of 50 to 12596. Thou-
sands of Hyatts have brought this return, consistently,

for 20 and even 30 years.

And most of these original Hyatt hearings are still

rolling out dividends.

Hyatts also cut the cost and care of bearing-main-

tenance. Three or four oilings a year — no other

attention — keep them steadily on the job.

Compare Hyatts with any other anti-friction or

plain bearing. You will find Hyatts giving better,

longer service.

For high-grade bearing efficiency, specify Hyatts.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY
Newark, New Jersey

mWMT
ROLI^ErR BE:A.RIN0S

Saves 15% of your total power bill.

Completely split, for easy installation.

IManufactuiiixc I.N'Dt-STSlES— Vo/. A'7, \o. S~Published on the nr..l ,./ eucli month by The Ponald Pre>s Company. Subscription price SJ.OO per year.
Publication office. Federal and Nineteenth Street.^. Camden. New Jersey. Entered as second -cla.-is matter in the post office at Camden, New Jersey, under
the Act of March S, 187$. Copyright 1926 by The Ronald Press Company.
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The Pease Vertical Blue Printing

Machine will turn out a steady sup-

ply of perfect blue prints whenever

you want them regardless of weather

conditions, at a faster rate of speed

than is possible with any other equip-

ment of its type.

Absolutely noiseless in operation, the

Pease Vertical can be placed in one

corner of your drafting room. So

rigidly constructed that it can be ship-

ped anywhere completely assembled

without danger of breakage. Prints

on either direct or alternating current.

CHICAGO*

\

^^^

m^^

New Pamphlet,

"Instructions for Making
Blue Prints."

Write for your copy of this pamph-

let. Tells the complete story of the

Pease Vertical and shows how to

make perfect blue prints—no obliga-

tions.

The C. F. Pease Company
"Let Blue Prints Tell Your Story"

823 N. Franklin Street,

Chicago, 111.

c=

Cz
'^)

C-

c

J

BLUE PRINTING MACHINERriT
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Mr. Tn sidrnl and Mr. Sn|M'iiiitrii(l<iii A^^cc:

I '^' ^''^^ l>i'j)aitiiiv-o(niippod ball

^ Lcarmj; iii(,|,,rs save from half lo
lniv<--(|uarlcrs of thoir inoldr iiiainlciiunce
••\|)i'tlNr.

i lial the tost of rewindiii'; Imrnod-out
motors is reduced 7(Kj. to say iiolhirif; of
Ihe increased production due" to the mo-
lor"s heiiii: on the job more of the time.

Since these motors need alteiilion onl\

at nine-month intervals, the cost of juiiri-
•^aliri'; and inspecting is cut about «-^'

;

Add to this a savin;; of 80'
f of the cost of

new bearni^'s and HH'^ ^ of the expense of
installmfr them. The saving in lubricant
Itself is still another item.

In thi-ir opinion, this experience warrants
equipping the whole factory with ball
bearing motors as rapidly as "possible.

rJ

TIIK NKW DEfARTlKK \I \M FVCTLUINf, ( IMII'VW
"'""" HriM..I. (..„„.•., i.M,t Clucaeo

Ne\^Departure
Ball Bearings

33i

~iT T r
"

' " ^-''-^
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'There Is No Other Journal Like It
1 ">

EVERY effort of the Editors of VIanu-

FACTURIXG IxDUSTHiEs is to have your

copy bring you eacli month information

of a kind vou would yet nowliere else.

INDUSTRIES

Urf»« Selling P"""

T„iae BoJgci ln.rf.iio"

1 _ Nmi- Months

S3 iOO.OOO b»v«) m Nine .v.o-

Ofcc« lor HigV, C««

Cu«i^Ubo.0.t,J7P«0..

,„d.,.«
<>.«--" --IP--''

Coming in June
l*iir<'Iiast- S>sli'in of
Vtfst<-rii Klectric ilttiiipaiiy

One of tile best (leveloped piireliasin^'

^\st(Ill^ in tlie world, liaiidling iiiateii;iU

.-Mid supplies totaling' $150,000,000 a year-
Has been used as a model for impiti\i-

iiieiit in many other concerns.

Kniltiti" I*lniil Material (Control

I lie 'iK-ees^t'ul nietlinds of one iif our
furiMiiosI knil underwear nianufael iirer>.

the Oti.s Compiiny. Raw material c-onhni

in a very complex industry.

Itiid^et Plan «>f

l.ifliiMl OarlMitiic <]itinpanv

.Melliods and ^'eneral results of in>lall;i-

tion of complete budgetary control.

!'r<»diirli<>fi C^ontml in Mansliclil
I'Uiril i»r Vk «-si iiiifhtiuse Electric and
.Maniilarluriii;: <lii.

'I'liis is the plant produriug luiu-elmM
electrical apphances. Production m lliod-

liavc been recently re-shaped- HeMilt> in

cost reduction have been auia/iii^'.

I'lie Ki^ht Apprciach to Wuf;e
Itclat innsdips

Hy .lacob I), (ox. Jr.. rre-sidcnt. Cleve-
land Tnist Drill Coinpaiiy, a uiananer
whu has p\en unusual thought to (his

Miliject and lias iieen unusually successful.

Vppl\inc tlie Results of Market
Surveys

Article from the exi)erictire of John-—
Manville Company with three lines of

product— hair-felt, shinchs ancl flnor in-

sulation. Ilv H I. Keely

The field covered you already know

—

—Competent direction and leadership nf men
to bi^eak the best ])revi<»us ])roduction records;

-—Hii>li efficiency usi* of machines to toj) limit

of capacity;

—Keeping i)ro(lnction, sales, finances bal-

anced and in step witli each otlier;

—The facts, figures, costs, budgets, wliicli are

the life of manufacturing management.

It is oMi' ami to liave tlie kind of information given

a (hstinctive feature of this journal—organized

thinking you can immediately use—definite i)ro-

cedures, systems and methods for practical ojjer-

ating purposes; the best practice of today and the

improvements of tomorrow in successful industrial

concerns.

Manufactukixo Ixdx'sthies is the distinctive

journal you've wanted for years^—there is no other

journal like it.

MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

The Ronald Press Company, Publishers

15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.
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He is Capable of Better Things
/~^OAL trucking is dirty, demeaning, soul crushing^^ work; it depresses the spirit, stoops the shoul-
ders, corrodes the face. Giving men laborious,
strength-sapping work which can lie done better
by mechanical power is both inhuman and un-
proHtable. There is a better way.

Application of the -Clark 1 heorj of Labor R<nn..mv "

""""•? V"'" ""• "f pawns, producers out ..f drones and pr.>Hnout of lo»»e8. The coupon «ill hrlntf .v,.u I he bookie! free

CLARK TRUCTRACTOR CO..
114/ D.>. Ave. Buchanan. Mich.
PImk mail me copv of vour bonk ••Cl.irk Throrv

..t I_ll...r l...n,„.> :

N'.iiiu-

Ci'iiijui \

Street

c;n

W c employ nmkilloi bborcr*

CMRK TRUCTRACTOR COMP/IIW
Gasoline Propelled yell ides for Industrial Haulage

1147 Days Avenue, Buchanan, Michigan
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Read what Jennings users say

about Jennings performance

Alotor-Driven Jennings f'acu u m
Pump for return line heating

systems, in capacities up to

300,000 sq. ft. equivalent direct

radiation.

Motor-Driven Jennings Conden-

sation Pump, Unit Type, for re-

moving condensate from steam

heating systems, in capacities up

to 16,000 sq. ft. equivalent direct

radiation.

.- ^,/^,
"--c-'

c
^.^

Motor-Driven Jennings I'acuum

Pump, Size M, for return line

heating systems, having up to

5,000 sq. ft. equivalent direct

radiation.

If you are now operating Jennings Heating

Pumps for return line vacuum systems,

you of course, like thousands of Jennings

users, are familiar with the superior serv-

ice Jennings Pumps always give season

after season.

However, if you have never looked into

the Jennings Pump, the following com-

ments are certain to interest you:

"These Jennings Pumps operate continu-

ally twelve hours a day, and, in the three

years they have been in use, have given no

trouble. We are perfectly satisfied."

—

Mr. Ellingwood, Chief Engineer of the

American Surety Company Building, New
York City.

"The Jennings Pump is a real good pump.
Would recommend them again without hes-

itation."—Mr. F. C. Campbell, Chief En-

gineer of Oppenheim-Collins 8e Co., New
York, N. Y.

"We heartily endorse the two Jennings

Pumps on our return line heating system.

Ever since these vacuum pumps were in-

stalled, about two years ago, they have

given steady and reliable service."—Mr.

Hane, Assistant Superintendent of Prop-

erty, New York University.

These records are typical—not exceptional.

As a matter of fact, innumerable Jennings

Pumps have been in continuous service for

10 years and more and given just as depend-

able performance.

Let us send you fuUjnformation on types,

sizes and prices.

Nash Engineering Company

So. \or>valK Connecticut

Branch Sales Offices: Atlanta. Boston, Buffalo, Clii-

rago, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit. Houston,

Indianapolis. Kansas City, Los Angeles. Minne-

apolis, New Orleans, New York. Philadelphia, Pitts-

Ijurgh, Portland, Richmond ^^t. Louis. Salt Lake

City, San Francisco, Seattle, Washington. In Canada:

Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver European Offices:

London, England, Norman Engineering Co.; Brussels.

Belgium, and .'Vmsferdani. Holland, Louis Reijners &
Co.: Oslo, Norway, and Stockholm, Sweden, Lorentzen

& Wettre.

tl'rite for these useful Bulle-

tins describing Jennings
Pumps. They have been pre-

pared for your information

and you should have them.

Jennings Pumps
RETURN LINE AND AIR LINE VACUUM PUMPSt^ CONDENSATION AND CIRCULATING X PUMPS
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Bonus System Pays in Hoosier Plant

Koduces Waste and Adds to Output WIktc Mt-thods Already Were Modem

ByE. G. McQlIXN
General Manager, The Hoosier Manujacturing Company

SOME 25 years ago. the Hoosier Manufacturing
("onipany was started witii 2o men in the vacated

Speeder Bicycle Company's phmt at Now Castle.

Indiana. Kitchen cabinets and fan mills were the

products manufactiu'ed.

Because of the high manufac-
turing costs resulting from this

dissimilarity of products, it was
decided after several years to

throw all resources into the

manufacture of kitchen cabinets

in order to place a superior

product within the reach of

every housewife. That this

policy met with success is evi-

denced by the fact that in 1913
our working force had been in-

creased to HOG men.

Recognizing the merit of sat-

isfied and well paid employees,

we decided in l'.tl7 to install

wage incentives throughout the

factory. Accordingly, we re-

tained the services of consult-

ants to do this work, but after a

year and a half at our plant, we
were forced to di.«continue their

services because the methods
used were unsuited to the condi-

tions and caused a natural dis.satis- "^-^^e «

faction in our organization. CxTVlx-k^-^

l^v 1023. our own factory staff had
made rapid strides in the develojiment of manufac-
turing methods to cope with our ever increasing sales

volume. Our anual soft and hard wood lumber re-

quirements were over 0.000.00(1 ft. This luml)er was
stored and moved to the kilns on trucks and special

^

machines or fi.\tures were being used for each im-
portant operation. A method of mechanical handling
was installed wiiereby the product moved continuously

on belt conveyors from its partial assembly through all

subsequent assembly, finishing,

trimming and packing opera-

tions to the warehouse, or direct

to the freight car. Xo effort was
spared to keep our factory proc-

esses and equipment in the fore-

front of successful modern de-

velopments. These facilities

enabled us to manufacture as

high as 3000 kitchen cabinets

per week without any overtime.

Up to 1023. we had enjoyed

each year a volume jiroduction

of a practically standardized

product. But market conditions

were changing, with the result

that we were soon manufactur-

ing kitchen units and kitchen

tables in connection with a

greater variety of kitchen cabi-

nets. This variety naturally re-

sulted in increased mamifactur-

ing costs, which, together with

the competition of a higher wage
scale from a local automobile

plant. arou.«ed a more intense interest

in the benefits to be derived from
the installation of the proper indus-

trial methods, particidarly in our mill room.

While our jirevious experience with outside indus-

trial counsel had been disappointing, our own factory

organization was already too busy with its own work
to devote any time to making extensive modifications

320
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^ NOTE: * Off all week for factory vacation

Jan. Feb. Mar Apr. May June Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb.

1925 -4.-1926-

FiG. 1 LiiiBKR CvTTTXG MiLL Weekly Productio.x .\nd \L\TEiii.Ai, Efficiexcif.s .\xd Boxis Paid Under Ixcextive Flax
Previous average efficiency of production and of material use=10(l per cent line. Material bonus paid is the difference between

total bonus and production bonus on the chart. Period from July 1, 1024 to ^larch J4, 1925 omitted to save space.

in industrial methods. Accordino'ly, we engage.! Bige-

low, Kent. Willard and Company,' consulting en-

gineers and accountants, to reduce the material and
labor costs in our mill room, and at the same time

to reward our employees with higher wages. The
results they obtained in this department amply jus-

tified oiu' confidence in the industrial methods pursued.

We therefore authorized them to continue their work
throughout the factory, and the installation of the

new methods extended, in all, over two years.

Lumber Cutting Mill. In this department a care-

ful study was made of planing, cutting off', jointing,

gluing up. supplying, and waste sorting operations.

The foremen and workmen were instructed in material-

and labor-saving methods and improvements were
made to help bring results about. Clerical work in

this department was also simplified prior to the bonus
installation.

We use a combin.ed waste and pi'oduction bonus plan
for this department as a groujx Bonus earnings are

determined from the final net material waste and net

production efficiency of the group each week, and are

included in the workmen's paj' on the next pay day.

The inspector for this department also has charge
of the disposition of all culls and lumber waste re-

turned from the other departments. He sends this

1 Acknowloilgment i.s made to Alfred F. Kcnrick. of Bigelow,
Kent, Willard and Company, for assi.^tancc in preparing data for

this article.

material to the department which can sah'age it most
economically.

The performance of this department, after the in-

stallation of bonus, is shown in Fig. 1. The increases

for the full period, from June 19. 1923 to February 9.

1926, average: Production efificiency 30.6 per cent;

material efficiency 2.3 per cent; total bonus, or in-

crease in weekly pay of the workmen. 8.6 per cent.

Machine and Door Department. This group is made
up of three separate sub-departments:

Back machine room, or sticker room
Front macliine room
Door room

These comprise a crew of about SO men and three

foremen, ail of whom participate weekly in the same
combined waste and production bonus plan, based on

the final net material and net production efficiency

of the group as a whole.

The benefits of combining these three tlepartments

in one bonus group are as follows:

1. Close co-ojieration between all departments.

2. Willingne.ss of the workmen to be transferred from one

department to another in order to maintain a bal-

anced or paired-up production.

S. A very high turn-o\Tr of work-in-jirocess resulting in a

very small inventory of unfinished jn'oduction at the

end of each ixmus week.

200

Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct Nov.

,32^ j^ ig25__

Jan. Feb.

»|<-I926-

Fio. 2 :M.\chixe and Door Dep.\rtmext Efficiexcies axd Boxrs. Phevious .\ver.u;e Efficiexcy=100 Per Cext Lixe
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o 100

Mar Apr. May June July Aug Sept. Oct Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct Nov. Dec.

1924 4* 1925

Jan Febi

-1926

Fii;. .? \'kneek Dki'.ahtmk.nt Effkiencies .\nd Bonus. Pueviois .\vEit.\(;E Ekkkie.\cy= 100 I'ek Cent Link

Tlie increased earnings and efficiency ratings of this

iirnnp after the bonus iiistalhition are sliowii in Fiji. 2.

They average foi' tlie ])eriod charted: I'roduction effi-

ciency 7.9 per cent: material efficiency 3.2 per cent:

total t)onus ID per cent.

\'(iiiir bepari nu lit. The same metliod was used

in this department as outlined for the mill room, that

is. a careful study of existing methods and instruction

200

ISO

100

50 h

PndiKfhm
,'Effidenzy

lN.->

jK . JhtalBonus

Haftrhl
EfficieiKy

TIN SHOP
T-r

Production Bonus

A/>m:am\}
July tuq Sept Oct Nov. Dec 'Jan Feb. Mar. Apr. S'§-i'?&tig£

1924 -.^ 1925 ^

Fii;. \ Tin Shop Efficiencies and Bom <

of tlie foremen and workmen in material and labor

saving methods before the lioinis installation. A
combined waste and production bonus plan, similar to

the mill room, is used for tliis dei)artmeiit as one group,

lioniis earnings are determined weekly from tiie final

net material waste anri net production efficiency of the

group, and are included in tlie workmen's pay on the

following jiay 'lay. The inspector in the mill room

handles all ciiarires tor culled veneer returned tiunugh

him from the various de|iartnients.

The outstanding advantages of this group plan of

wage incentives as applied to this department are:

1. Close ro-oppr:iii()i) to n):iintMiii :i (|ii.ility protliirtion, as

flip Ikimus for ilip croup is ilcpcinlcnt upon this fiirlor.

2. Ea.sp and wiliincncs.s of tlio worknirn to Ik- translVrrcd

from one operation to anotlicr in onicr to maintain

a halanrcd prodiirtion, and willioiit tlio nrcd of any
I'lcriral work.

3. .\ very liigli turnover of \vork-in-prncc.ss resulting in a

ver>' small inventor>' of untinishcil production at the

enil of eaeli l>onus week.

T1h> increased earnings of this group after the bonus

installation, together with the eflficiency ratings, are

shown in Fig. 8. For the period charted these increases

average: Proiiuction etficiency 2S.2 per cent: mate-

lial etficiency 4.2 per cent; total bonus 22.7 per cent.

'/'//( Shup. \\hile the Tin Shop is regarded as one

department, it consists of punch pres.ses. a semi-fin-

ished stock room, and assembly, with a personnel of

3(1 workmen and two foremen. In spite of the semi-

finished stock room between the major manufactur-

ing operations, we use a combined waste and prtxhic-

tion bonus plan for the whole department as one group.

.As in the lionus grou])s rlescribed above, the bonus

earnings are determined weekly from tiie final net

material ami net production efficiency of the group.

Bonus earnings and efficiency ratings for this group

are shown in Fig. 4. Increases ffir the period charted

average: Production efficiency 7.1 per cent; material

efficiency .").!) per cent : total bonus 4.S per cent.

Finishing Depart incnl. Our present factory layout

is such that the Finishing Department is located on

different floors of several buildings. \ general fore-

man is in charge, assisted by sub-foremen in the spe-

cialized finishing departments. For bonus purpo.ses.

however, these finishing departments were subdivided

Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. j Jaa Feb.

1925 ^-1926

Fiii. .') Knamei. Hiwm

into five distinct grfnips but without any physical re-

arrangement of departments. The.«e groups are:

linamei l{oom; Hrowii Finishing; Cabinet I'nits.

Chairs, and Stools: Tin Finishing: and Gray Coat.

They will be explained in the order named.
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TABLE 1. BROWN FIXISHING DEPARTMEXT
EFFICIENCIES AND BONUS

Week Ending

Mar.

.\pr.

May-

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Xov,

Dec.

Jan.

24. 1!I2.')

31
7
14
21
28
5
12
19
26
2
9
16
23
30

14
21
28
4

11
18
25
1

S
15
22
29
6
13
20
27
3
10
17
24
1

8
15
22
29
5. 1926
12
19
26
2
9

Efficiencies—Per Cent

Production M.\teri-\l

91
91
101
98
117
122
102
S6
88
103
112
91
114
108
99
99
124
102
97
117

102.9
106.8
107.4
118.7
104.5
103.9
116.9
123.0
113.8
113.1
102.6
115.5
119.9
102. S
107.1
113.1
117.2
137.1
138.

Bonus Paid—Per Ce.nt

PrODCCTION- M.4TERL\L Tot.\l

13.0
4.5

2.5

4.0
3.0

9.0
2.0

Xo golden oak cabinets in production

1.0
10.0
7.0
4.0
3.0

6.0
6.0

6.0

'go
7.0
12.0
12.5

66.6
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Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. I Jan. Feb.

1925 if -1925-

Fk;. 7 GiuY Co.\T Depaktment

Other finishing sroups. is used in this group, together

with the bonus earnings determined from the final

net material and net production efiBciency in terms of

the final inspected factory production. Bonus earn-

ings are included in the workmen's pay on the follow-

ing pay day. and tlie range of bonus earnings and effi-

ciency ratings over a period of time are shown in Table
2. The period covered by the table shows averages

T.\BLE 3. TOP CASE PRESSES DEPARTMENT
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Department, this group was f)perating under an old

l')iece-\vork plan, which was brought up to date to iu-

clude the wider variety of manufactured products.

Improved conditions already in effect enabled a stand-

ard of 175 per cent of old production ratios to be userl

as the starting point of bonus. The general and sub-

foremen ])articipate in the department piece-work

earnings on the basis of the efficiency of the workers'

earnings. Increasefl workers" earnings and efficiency

ratings are shown in Table 5. They average for the

period covered: Production efficiency 90 per cent

on the old basis (or S.5 per cent on the 175 per cent

basis); bonus 11.4 per cent.

Triniiiiing Departnun t. As this department affords

T.\BLE .5. TOP CASE DOOR HANGERS DEPARTMEXT

Week Exdixg

April

June

Jujy

Aug.

Sept.

14, 11)23

21
2S
5
12
19
2fi

2
9
16
23
30

14
21
2S
4

11
IS
2.5

1

S

Produc-



Short Cuts to Accurate Order-Fillino'

Mitluxls Which tor I.") ^'^ars IIa\i' Sa\i'(l Tiiiu' and Expense
and I*rt\ (iitrd Mistakes

Wy JOHN (;. AL1)I{I( II

Preslilcid nml General Manager, New England Bull Company

WllKX a odiiipaiiy is oiisiajji'd in the iiiamifaf-

turo of iiKU'hinery or ociuipmoiit of a wide

\aii('iy. and ospccially when certain customers

i('(|uiio \ariali(ins from the standard in the machinc^s

whicli tlicy hu\'. the iiroiiaration. liandlinti and final

filing of orders becomes a matter ot <;reat inipoitance.

Oin- concern lias developed a method of doins lliis

work, whicii lias operated satisfactorily with sliiiht

modifications under a Taylor system of management
for a jieriod extending back over 1") years. The system

fi>llowed may i)e of use to other companies faced with

CHARGED TOl
ORDERED by;
CHIP PREPAID TnSHIP COLLECT '0

JohnDoe_ SHIPPING ORDER

John Doe

New York

VIA Express

F. 0. B. Providence
SERIAL
NO. 15 26

out error. Xo matter how inadec|uately a customer
may describe the machine or part he wishes to dupli-

cate we now almost always finfl it possible to supply
him with what he re(|uires by referring to the records

made of ids previous orders.

Incoming orders are mimbered under two systems:

One for complete machines and the other for repair

l)arts. The orders are ojjened in the main office as re-

ceived and after approval are turned over to an order

clerk, who fills out an original as shown in Fig. 1.

Data from tlie customer's letter is in.serted and tin-

order is checked with pre-

vious orders or with recent

correspondence, if any. from

this customer. When all the

information neces.sarv or

SHIP. ORDER NO. S8700

.WEIGHT HOW PACKED

/5 26 17 26

TERMS ^g/ JO Days .CUSTOMER'S ORDER NO. 40 REQ^ 730

hem Quantity

WO

Description

"2 Change Gears 727 I6P 7//6" F.

Drawing
No.

1I70I-D-72

Pattern

No.

Stock
MIg,
PurcH.

ViM

PM

Symbol

Ray.ll70l-72G2R

CUSTOMER'S

ORDER REC'D

GL
OAT

4115
HOUR
/

SHEET MUnU
MO

CSB

4/15
HOUR

2

ORDER
WRITTtX

MM

4/I5
HOUR

J

DRAmms
AND

DATA CHECTtO

CSB

*fh
HOUR

2

ISSUES

WRinEN

/?/

DAY

4/15
HOUR

3

MATERIAL

APPORTND

JS
DAY

4/15
HOUR

3

PASSED

FG
IKSPCCTOR

4/15-3

SHIPMENT
COMPUTE

RH
DAY

4/15

HOUR

4

DH
DAY

4/lS

HOUR

5

ENTERED

ON RECORD

JH
DAY

»//5

HOUR

5

Fii;. 1 TYricAi, Snu'risr; Oupku Hi.ank Kn.i.ni (»it r<in Ukp.mk l'.\ins

All orilcr forni.<, U-.sl to U-.S<i, li^^tcd in T:il)lc 1, arc of tliis koiktmI nuikc-ui) c.xce])! for rolunin.-

at foot, .!.; cx|>l:iiti<'il in tlx' text. .Vctiial ovorall .-^izo of pacli is \'\ in. liy NVs in. Tlio s])ac('

liack of ('"
is used for rcmnlinc niacliinc symhol whon the order is filled out for machines

instead of for rejiair jiarts. \VM=\vorked material. P.M — materials '])iirelia.sed" from the plant

foundry (run as a ^ejianiie linsiness.) 1'— maieri.ils liouuht outside. Checks in "On Haml"
columns show (left handi thai material is on haml. (risht haiuli that it i.s all ready to ship.

similar problems in the filling of duplicate orders.

The New Mngland Hutt ("omjiany manufactures

l)raiding. cal)ling. and many other tyi)es id" machines

for the mamifacture of certain classes of textiles and
wire products. The machinery userl in this kind id"

work is of a special nature, and tlie ]iroducts turned

out in many of the textile ami wire plants require

machinery which is hiiihly individualized. Hence it is

very important that full information be rc-corded

stating exactly the kind of equipment with which each

customer is sujijilied, so that duplicate orrlers aiifl

orders for repair parts can be filled ])idmptly ami witii-

possible from this source has

Ijeen inserted the order clerk

delivers the order to the en-

gineering deiKirtment.

If the order calls for com-
plete machines it is O.K.'d

for correctness by the en-

gineering department and
delivered to the planning

department for typewriting.

Kight copies in addition to

tlie haiifl written original are

prepared, as listed in Taitle

1. The entire nine are of a

similar size and nattu'c ex-

cept for name and for the

columns along the bottom
of the sheet. Fig. 1. The
two ticklers and the maiui-

facturing order omit the spaces for: Issues written,

pa.ssed. shipment complete, billed, and entererl on

record, and add spaces for the following: Kouting,

foundry tags written, time study, tags and orders

written, route file prepared, and finished. The two

cost orders have an entirely ditYerent footing from the

rest of the copies and have special ridings on the back

for the entry of complete cost data. The acknowledg-

ment sent to the customer has no columns on the foot

and on the back contains general statements regarding

agreements and conditions. Table 1 shows the first

and final disposition of these various copies.

335
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Labor-Saving Equipment Feature New
Westinghouse Air Brake Plant

Foundry and Machine Shoj) Represent Latest Design

By (i. W. WILDIX
General Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Company

THE plant (if the Wcstiiijihousp Air Brake Com-
pany is located in Wilnienliuf!;. Pa., a town of

about 7000 inhabitants which has grown up

around the factory. It has about tiOOO employees and

covers an area of 35 acres.

During 1924 the rapid expansion of the company's

business necessitated a large increase in plant facili-

ties and consequently a new foundry and machine

shop building was planned and construction work

started. This building, shown in Fig. 1, was com-

pleted in the latter part of 1925.

The new building is erected on a site at the west

end of the property, formerly occupied by small store-

hou.ses. It is 920 ft. long, 70 ft. 8 in. wide at the

machine shop end. 54 ft. wide at the foundry end,

contains 233,500 sq. ft. of floor space (see Fig. 2),

and is three stories in height. At the east end it ad-

joins one of the older foundries with which it has been

directly connected, the crane runways being con-

tinuous between the new and old parts. The west end

of the new building is devoted to machine shop work
and to prorluction of parts made of rubber, bakelite,

and other sut)stances which enter into the equipment

manufactured by the company.
Each floor of the new building is divided at the

middle by a permanent brick wall which separates the

machine shop eiul from the foundry end. Where par-

titions of a more temporary nature are installed, they

are of steel. Such partitions enclose shop offices,

supply rooms, etc.

The roof is of monitor type. It is built of precast

gypsum slab on steel framework.

The general construction is of brick on steel frame-

work. Steel sash is used throughout with panes 14

by 20 in. in size. The lower row, which is at the

height of normal vision, is of plain glass. The other

rows are of hammered, ribbed glass, to better dis-

tribute the light and remove the glare.

Entrances are located at points for convenient trans-

portation of materials. (See Fig. 2.) The building

has four fire towers giving access to each floor and

providing safe exits in time of emergency. These fire

towers are built of brick, the landings and floors are

of concrete, and the stairs are of concrete and steel

with safety treads. Pipe hand railings are used. Doors

connecting the fire towers with the plant are of steel.

The exterior doors are fitted with wire glass in upper

panels. All doors in the fire towers are hinged.

Between the two ends of the building are large door-

ways with doors of fire-resisting, tin-clad construction

running on overhead track. Exterior doors leading

from the plant are similarly operated, Ijut are con-

structed of wood.

The walls, columns and other structural parts of

Fi(.. 1 Nkw BiiLDiNG AT Westi.ngiiolse Plant. Machine Shop in Lzrr End and Foundry in Right End
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-Elevator
MEZZANINE

NEW MACHINE SHOP

Entrance '

R^R. Track-:.

Elevator-.

' T T 1. J-

Fic, DiACRAMAIATIC LaYOUT OF FlIiST AND SeCO.XD FlOORS OF

the building are painted with a black dado for a height

of about 4 ft., up to the bottom of the windows. Above
this point the brickwork and steelwork and also the

ceilings are painted with ahuninum jiaint in the foun-

dry and mill white in the machine shop. The fire

towers are painted in a manner similar to the building

proper, namely a black (hido al)out 4 ft. high along

passageways and stairs, with aluminum paint above
in the foundry, and mill white in the machine shop.

Power is supjjlied from the company's generating

plant. Individual motor drive is used on all equi]-)-

ment. Compressed air is also supplied from a central

plant locaterl in the power house. This air is used
for the molding machines and for sand blasting.

The ligliting system is sui)]ilied with 110-220 volt

a. c. current, generated in the company's power jalant.

Ceiling lights are used at centers of 20x35 ft. and
are equipped with 500-watt lamjis and RLM reflectors.

The builcUng is heated by air. The heater consists

of a large room or casing filled with multiple coils of

small pipe, o^-er which a current of fresh air from the

outside is circulated by large fans. Exhaust steam
from hammers in the blacksmith shop forms the heat-

ing medium. This steam is augmented by live steam
as required. It enters the heater under a regulated

pressure varying between 3 and 6 lbs. The heated air

is blown through ducts passing under the first floor

and connecting with lisers about 40 ft. apart down
the two sides of the buikhng. Wall registers in these

risers discharge the heated air at a level about 2 ft.

above the floor and at intervals of 40 ft. down the sides

of each room.

Although the building is constructed of fire-resist-

ing materials throughout, as an added precaution pro-

tective equipment has been installerl. Hose lines have
been furnished at points of quick access in both the

foundry and machine shop ends of the building. They
are attached to special fire protection lines connected
with pumps in the power house. A sprinkler system
has been installed in the machine shop end of the
building. Hand extinguishers are also provided at

various points. The plant has its own fire-fighting

organization and an alarm system.

Washrooms are of the latest and most sanitary con-

struction. ]\Iultiple-type wash fountains are used.

Steel lockers are provided for each workman and are

erected on concrete platforms six inches above floor

level so that the rooms may be washed by hose.

Ample shower bath equipment has been installed in

the washrooms on the main and second floors.

Fig. o F1K.-.1 Fi.(i()K uf Fou.mjkv \\'i;si Fki.lm Cl fulas

Wall type drinking fountains have been located at

frequent intervals throughout the entire building.

Safeguards are used wherever possible on machinery.

The open type of construction adopted and the excel-

lent lighting in the building of themselves assist in

eliminating accidents. The plant hospital, under the

constant supervision of a doctor assisted by nurses,

provides treatment for any injuries which may occur.

In the machine shop end, the first and second

stories each have a mezzanine floor extending down the

north side. On the first floor are punch presses for

sheet metal work and vulcanizers for the manufacture
of rubber cylinder cups, gaskets and similar "Wabco"
products. On the first mezzanine the rubber gasket?

for air brakes and molded insulations for other

products are built.

On the second floor Brousousse type air comjiressors,

rubber air brake hose, and leather gaskets are made.
The second mezzanine is used for the manufacture
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Storage bins under elevated standard gauge track

Machink Shop End Ha Mezzanine Floors. Sand Reclaiming and Pukpaiunc K<.iriPMi:\T on Mkz/.anini;:
FoLXDRY End of Building

of molds and dies. Tlic third Hoor is dovotod to the

iiiaiuifacture of train eontrol apparatus.

The first two main floors are equipped with overhead
cranes which serve these floor? and also lift material

to a series of Ixileonies delivering it to the mezzanine
floors. Other features of particular note are the

eciuippinir of all machines with individual motors, the

u.*e of sheet metal i)artitions for all shop offices and
enclosures, and the installation of wood block floors.

In one of its foundries about thirty-five years ago
the Westinghouse Air Hrako Company installed the

first complete system of mechanical mold hantiling

equipment used in the United States. This installa-

tion, made by the Link-Belt ('oinpany, has been in

constant service ever since it was placed in oj^eration.

As improvements in foundry methods and machinery
have been made they have been adojitcil by the West-

I'an Conveyor, Cranes, and Sand Hkci.aimku

ExjrlPMENT

ingliouse Company. The flexibility of the handling

e(iuipment has kept it in pace with these modern de-

velopments and its capacity has been amjile for all

l^roduction demands. Hence the original installation,

with slight modifications, is still functioning .satis-

factorily in its original location.

When planning its new Ijuilding. the Westinghouse

company once more pioneered in labor-saving develoj)-

ments. The foundry end of the building is laid out

and equipped according to the most uji-to-date prac-

tice and again Link-Belt mechanical handling eciuip-

ment has played a major part in the design. Mold-
ing and casting are done on both the first and .«econd

fioors. The third floor is used entirely for core-making.

The outstanding feature of the foundry is its pro-

\-ision for mechanical handling wherever possible.

Limestone, coke and sand are delivered in railroad

cars on an elevated siding at the south side of the

building. They are dumped from hopper cars into

iiins l)eneatii the track. Pig iron and scrap are like-

wise delivered on this siding and are removed by a

magnet operated from an overhearl traveling crane.

These materials are loaded on small industrial cars

as needed, by magnet in the case of the iron, and
the cars are moved by maiuial labor into the building,

riu'v are ilelivered into the receiving room on the

first floor back of the cu]Dolas. Here thej' are run
onto freight elevators and taken to the secoiul or

charging floors, in the case of limestone, coke and iron,

or to the third floor bins in the case of core sand.

Sand for molding is delivered either on the first or

second story to the pan conveyor svstein, which will

lie de.'jcribed further on.

Complete .«and preparing and nM'iaimiiig systciiL><

are located on balconies aixive the first and the second
foundry floors, at the middle of the building adjoin-

ing the machine shop eiul. T'sed sand from the moMs
and new make-up .**aiid are delivcMCMJ to these systems
by means of pan conveyor equipment traveling down
the entire length of each floor and discharging onto
.'shaking grates. (See Figs. 2. \\ and 4.) This sand is

sieved, raiscrl in bucket elevators to the top of the
equipment, seasoncfi, tempered, reconditioned, thor-

oughly mi.xed and delivered to eiidle.<s l)elts made of

a special tough, flexible and wear-resisting quality of

sheet steel. One of these lielt systems runs up each
side of the molding floor the full length of the foun-
dry. The supporting framework and rollers for the

belts are carried on the steel columns. Belts are visible

in Figs. 3. 4 and G.
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Molding machines are located along the walls at

close intervals on each side of the room, except by
the cupolas. Each machine has above it a hopper

capable of holding three tons of molding sand. The
sand is discharged into these hoppers from the steel

belts by means of plows on the belts just above the

Fig. 5 Charging Floor

hoppers, to deflect the sand off on both sides. These

plows are operated by hand. Back of each belt line

there is a walkway and an operator watches the

hoppers and fills them when necessary by lowering the

individual plows on the belt. When not in use the

plows are thrown up out of the way by levers.

P'our Whiting 96-in. diameter continuous melting

cupolas are installed in the foundry, each capable of

melting 20 tons of iron per hr. Limestone, coke and
iron are delivered on small cars from the storage yard

to the charging floor back of the cupolas by means
of the elevators shown in Fig. 2. These industrial

cars are run onto a transfer car carried on tracks along

the rear of the cupolas. (See Fig. 5.) If the material

is to be temporarily stored the industrial cars are

pushed from the transfer car onto tracks on the back
part of the charging floor. If the charge is to be fed

directly into the cupola the transfer car is run along

to the proper point and is then pushed off on a track

alongside of the cupola. Iron is fed into a charging

door on the right-hand side of the cupola and coke

and limestone are charged on the left. A pneumatic
charging machine tips the car and allows the mate-
rial to run out into the cupola. Empty cars are taken
back to the elevator and down again for filling.

The molten iron is delivered from the tapping spout
in a continuous stream. The end of the spout is

equipped with a two-way delivery chute which can be
tilted in either direction at right angles to the main
spout. (See Fig. 6.) While a ladle is being filled

at one end of this swivel chute an empty ladle is

placed at the other end. When the first is filled the
cupola tender throws a lever and inverts the delivery

chute so that it discharges into the empty ladle.

On the first floor of the foundry four overhead trav-

eling bridge cranes and ten overhead traveling wall

cranes, five on each side of the building, serve the

molding machines as necessary and carry the ladles of

molten iron for casting. A monorail telpher serves

the cupola itself with ladles, and delivers full ladles

to the bridge cranes for pouring. The molds are made
on jar ramming or on jolt and squeeze machines close

against the wall and patterns are drawn on small

trucks running on tracks in front of each machine.

In some cases these small trucks are electrically driven.

The molds as made are lifted from these tracks by the

overhead cranes and set on the molding floor where
they are finisheil, the cores are inserted and the copes

put in place.

After the iron has been poured and the castings have
set the copes are removed. When the castings have
cooled sufficiently they are dumped with the molding
sand on a 4 ft. 6 in. wide pan conveyor 400 ft. long,

running down the entire length of the foundry, just

below the floor level. (See Figs. 2, 3 and 4.) The
heavy castings are removed at the lower end of the

conveyor for cleaning. The lighter castings, which
do not break easilv. and the used molding sand are

Yic. Frcixt of Cupula;-

carried by the conveyor up an incline and discharged

onto a walking grate. The sand falls through this

grate and the good castings, gaggers, risers and pieces

of scrap metal, are carried to the end of the grate and
removed. The sand goes through the reclamation

process previously described and then back to the

hoppers above the molding machines for reuse.

Tumbling barrels, sand blast mills and grinding

wheels are located at the sides of the room where the

castings are delivered. After cleaning and grinding,

the castings are loaded on trucks and carried either

into the adjacent machine shop or over to the large

main machine shop for the succeeding facing, boring

and drilling operations.

The layout and equipment on the second floor is
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very similar to that on the first, both having the mold-

ing machines alonji the walls served by sand deliver-

ing apparatus, and both being equipped with the long

pan conveyor carrying sand and castings to the lower

Fn;. 7 (.'oue Benches ani> Munukmi. Hoisis

end of the shop. To get iron up to the second story

a circular hatchway has been provided in the floor.

An underslung crane lifts the ladle up through this

hatchway and transfers it to any one of four monorail

hoists which carry it to the molds for pouring. Four

overhead trolley systems running the entire length of

the department carry these monorail hoists. Tum-
bhng barrels, sand blast mills and grinding wheels,

are installed at the west end of the floor.

The entire third floor of the foundry is devoted to

core-making and in this department, as in the others.

the ver\' latest and best equipment is used. Core sand

Fir,. 8 One Section ok Core Ovens

ig delivered in railroad cars ami discharged into the

bins under the elevated track where the other mate-

rials come in. It is loarled into biickets on indus-

trial cars, which are then run intti the building and

on an elevator. The cars are taken off on the third

floor and delivered to bins at the end of the building.

Here a monorail hoist lifts off the buckets and dis-

charges the sanil onto dr>'ers composed of small pipes

throuirh which steam is circulated. As the sand dries

it falls into the bottom of the bin.

The sand is removed as required and put through

sand mixers where clay and core oil are introduced.

It is then loaded into bottom-dump buckets and car-

ried by a system of monorail hoists to the core benches.

(See Fig. 7.) Ten men work at each core bench, five

on a side. In front of each man is an overhead bin

carried on the bench. The buckets of sand are dis-

charged into these bins by the hoists. Practically all

the cores for air brake and related equipment are com-

posed of small parts and these parts are made at the

individual core benches. They are loarled as finished

on steel racks placed back of each of the workmen.

When these racks are filled they are run over to the

core ovens by an electric truck.

Cores are made at the two ends of the department,

the west end being fitted up for girl core-makers. The
ovens are in the middle and are equipped for either

gas or oil-firing. (See Fig. S.) Each oven is equippc(l

with a recording pyrometer so that the baking process

can be kept under control. Bakefl cores are delivered

to assemblers who fit them together accurately. Much
of this w^ork is of a very exact nature and must be

performed with the aid of jigs.

The finishetl cores are again loaded on trucks and

are delivered to the first and second floors where the

molds are made.

In order to facilitate the removal of dust and fumes

from the foundry the building has been equipped with

an exhauster installation system consisting of seven

15,000 cu. ft. per minute fans taking air from the

first and second floor ceilings and discharging it to

the atmosphere. Ducts with inlets extend down the

center of the ceilings and the ilust and fumes art-

drawn through them and dischargeil by the fans. Nat-

ural ventilation is al.«o provided by means of ven-

tilating sections in the window sashes.

At points where the sand passes through shaking

grates over which the castings are delivered for clean-

ing, and on all grinding, sand blasting and tumbling

operations on castings exhausters connected to a dust

arrester system are providefl. These ducts discharge

into a dust separator installed outside of the building

on the north.

.Ml foundry floors are of concrete, finished with a

composition of cement mixed with sieved iron filings

to give a hard surface which will resist abrasion.

The washrooms and toilets for the foundry are in

a wing of tlie l)uiltling on the south si<ie and are

divided off from the main structure by brick partitions.

The heating room and the receiving room for materials

leading to elevators delivering them to upper floors

in the foundry are located in this wing on the main

floor. The blowers supplying air to the cupolas are

also installed in this wing, midway l)etween the first

and second floors.

Ciirls are employed for light work in the core-making

department. On the top floor of the building a com-
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bination rest and lunclircicnn lias been provided for

them.

The new building was designed by Bernard H.

Prack. architect and engineer, and was constructed by

the Stone and Webster Co.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY—WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE PLANT

Location Wilmerding. Pa,
Construction Steel framework and brick walls on concrete foundations.
Grounds Building is one of a large group of manufacturing struc-

tures comprising the plant and is built on the site of

former storehouses.
Building, size 920 ft. long and di\-ided into two sections as follows:

Machine shop 460 ft. by 76 ft. 8 in. and foundry 460 ft.

by 54 ft., each section 3 stories high. Machine shop end
has mezzanines on the first and second floors. First and
second floors of foundry are used for molding and casting:
third floor for coremaking.

Architecture Industrial, specially adapted to foundry- and machine
shop work.

Neighborhood Industrial, located a short distance from business and
residential sections.

Emploj'ees 6000 in entire plant: 850 at present in departments of

new^ building, 170 of the latter being girls. When run-
ning full about 300 additional employees will be needed.

Transportation facilities Sidings from the Pennsylvania Railroad serve the entire
plant. Tracks run along the north and south sides of
the new building. The latter track is elevated and the
space beneath is used for the storage of material.

Entrances Four fire towers located as shown in Fig. 2. Three yard
entrances for materials are located along the north side
and similar entrances along the south side. The east
end of the building connects directly with the already
existing foundry building.

Windows Steel sash, the major portion of which is seven panes high
and is installed in groups of three sections, each five panes
wide.

Glass 14 X 20 in. panes. The lower row at the line of vision in
each sash is transparent. The rest of the glass is of
hammered ribbed type. Wire glass is used in the fire

towers for windows and exterior doors.
Doors, exterior Outside doors in fire towers are of steel with wire glass in

upper panels, and swing on hinges. Large doors opening
from shops into yard are of wood and run on overhead
tracks.

Doors, interior Between machine shop and foundr>' the doors are of
tin-olad fire-resisling type and run on overhead tracks.
Doors to fire towers, heater and blower rooms, toilets

and wash rooms, shop offices, etc . are of steel, and swing
on hinges. Office doors have glass panels. Elevator
doors are of special fire-resisting construction.

Roof ... Precast gypsum slab.
Ventilation . . .Seven 15.000 cu. ft. per min. motor-driven fans exhaust

dust and smoke from ceilings of first and second foundry
floors through ducts with inlets at frequent intervals,
and discharge them at roof level through seven flues on
the outside of buildings. Windows have ample venti-
lating sash (see Fig. 1) operated by worm gear drive.

Walls Brick.
Painting. . Dado of black paint extends from floor to bottom of

windows in shops, and about 4 ft. high on all columns.
Tne rest of the interior—walls, columns, ceilings and
structural work—is painted with aluminum paint in the
foundry and mill white in the machine shop, for cleanli-
ness and reflection of light. Stairways have black dado
for height of 4 ft. and aluminum or white paint on rest
of walls and ceilings.

Floors Reinforced concrete in foundry, finished with a special
surfacing of cement and iron filings to resist abrasion.
In machine shop end the main and mezzanine floors are
of 2.^ in. wood block, set on end on a concrete base.'

Ceilings Concrete—the under side of floors above.
Partitions The two main portions of the building are separated by

a permanent brick wall, with fire doors connecting depart-
nients on each floor level. Fire towers, blower room,
heater room, charging floor. receiWng room for incoming
material, and wash and toilet rooms, are likewise sepa-
rated from the main building by brick partitions.
AU partitions for shop offices and similar enclosures

are of steel and glass, painted oUve green. Store and
tool rooms are set oflF by partitions of steel and wire mesh.

Stairs in fire towcr-^ Concrete on steel framework, with steel risers and cast
iron safety treads. Black pipe hand rails.

Lighting (.)verhead system of .500-watt Mazda C lamps on centers
of 20 X 35 ft. RLM reflectors. Local units on core
benches and some machines.

Heating Hot air system. Air is drawn from outside into heater
casing by two fans, one of 20.000 and the other of 30.000
cu. ft. per min. average capacity, and is passed over
pipe coils supphed with exhaust steam from blacksmith
shop hammers. Pressure regulated to between 3 and 6
lb. gage. Live steam automatically added as make-up.
when necessary. Heated air is then blown through ducts
beneath first floor into risers connecting with all floors.
Wall registers 2 ft. above floor and at approximately 40
ft. centers distribute the air. About 65 deg. tempera-
ture is maintained in the machine shop and 55 in the
foundry, which is also partially warmed by the heat from
cupolas and the iron during casting.

Power facilities Main power plant furnishes power at 440-voIts a. c., or
2200 volts a. c.,3-phase,60-cycles.foruse on motors driving
machines; at 110 and 220 volts a. c. 3-wire system, for
lighting circuits: and at 110 or 220 volts d. e. for use on
cranes and variable speed motors.

Compressed air Furnished at 175 and 125 lb., both high and low pressure,
from the main power pi.inr. and used in molding machines.
sand blasts, etc.

Moto

Chain drive
Cranes and hoists

Electric trucks
Industrial trucks

Elevators.

Conveyor systems.

Sand preparation.

Dust and fume collectors.

Cupolas.

Charging machines.

Blowers

Core ovens ...

Core benches

Sprinklers
Fire extinguishers

.

Fire-hose

Watchman's system

.

Storage shelving.
Storage racks
Factorj- benches

Factory stools

Factory office furniture.
Safeguards

Hot water heaters.
Toilet rooms
Washbowls

Closets
Vnnals
Shower baths

Toilet partitions
Lockers

Drinking fountains.

Plant communication.
Time system
Hospital equipment. .

.

First aid equipment . .

Rest rooms

Supplied by main plant system and piped to wash and
toilet rooms, drinking fountains, and to all points where
needed in manufacturing processes. Drinking water is

cooled in a refrigerating system ser\ing the entire plant.
, Individual drive used for all machines, sand reclaimers
and mixers, fans, blowers, etc.

- Tsed on parts of sand reclaiming equipment.
Machine shop. Two bridge cranes. 5 tons capacity, on
the first floor and two on the second floor transport ma-
terials and lift them to a series of balconies serving the
mezzanine floors.

Foundry—first floor. Four .5-ton. 51 ft. m in. span, over-
head traveling, cage-operated bridge cranes (two of which
were in original foundrj^ adjoining new' building) handle
hea\->- work.

Sis 3-ton, wall, cage-operated cranes—three on each
side, running on tracks below the bridge cranes—with 25
ft. overhang to reach conveyor down middle of shop
floor (four were originally in adjoining foundry-) handle
ladles and molds and shake out castings.
One monorail telpher handles ladles at cupolas.

Foundry—second floor. Four 3-ton monorail, cage-oper-
ated hoists running on separate overhead trolley systems
are installed for handling molds, pouring and shake out
service. Underslung crane is provided to hoist ladles
from first floor and deliver them to monorail hoists.

Foundry—third floor. Two 1 ^ 2 ton monorail, cage-
operated hoists to lift core sand buckets ofiF industrial
cars and empty them, to feed sand mixers, and to deliver
prepared core sand to core benches.
-One used on core floor to move racks to and from ovens.
-All incoming materials and outgoing products are han-
dled on trucks running on tracks, such as shown in Fig.
5. A large number are used to earn,- molding and core
sand, hmestone, coke, pig iron, blacking, core oil, etc., to
their respective points of use v\ithin the building.
.Three of lO.OOWb. capacity each in the foundry, one
each side of the cupolas and one at the machine shop end
of the department. The machine shop has two similar
elevators. Elevators have track to run industrial cars on.
.Pan conveyors. 400 ft. long, run down the center of the
first and second foimdry floors, to carry castings to clean-
ing departments, and convey molding sand to the re-
claimer outfit. First floor conveyor is 4 ft. 6 in. wide
and second floor conveyor is 3 ft. 8 in. wide. (This is

width of floor opening for conveyor. Pans are a little

wider.) Long overhead conveyor systems of imported
endless steel belt running down the entire length of both
sides of the first and second foundry floors deliver sand
from the mixers to storage bins over the molding machine.
.Independent systems on first and second floors. Used
sand from pan conveyor system falls through walking
grate at end of foundrj'. is sieved, delivered by bucket
elevator to storage and seasoning bins, is tempered, re-

conditioned, prepared in sand mixers and discharged
into storage tanks. From there it is delivered to the
endless steel belts carrying it back to molding machines.

..Exhausters over walking dump grates, sand reclaimer
equipment, casting grinders, tumbling mills and sand
blasts convey dust into a separating chamber outside of

building, where it is precipitated by canvas baffles through
which air passes to atmosphere. Separator structure is

at second story level and refuse is discharged into rail-

road car beneath and removed to dump.
..Four Whiting continuous melting cupolas, each 96 in.

diam. inside of steel shell. Equipped with tilting spouts
for continuous pouring. Capacity, 20 tons per hr.. each.

. -One on each side of each cupola: left for limestone and
coke, right for iron. Pneumatic operation.

. .Three positive pressure blowers deliver 12,000 cu. ft. of

air per min. at 16 oz. pressure to cupolas.
. .Fifteen oil or gas-fired ovens installed for core dr>'ing
with space for six more, and four ovens of drawer type
for very small cores.

, .Totally new type. Made of steel with 3 in. plank tops;
space for five workmen on each side. Hoppers on
benches hold supply of core sand which is replenished by
traveling monorail hoists.

. .Complete system in machine shop end.
. .Hand type at convenient points.
..Numerous installations of equipment connected to cen-

tral high pressure water system operated from pumps in

power house.
. .Clock system. Also night light system.
. .Steel adjustable type used throughout.
. -Steel construction.
. .Steel legs, wood tops covered with galvanized sheet iron

used in machine shop end. (See core benches. The
latter are the only equipment of bench type used in the

foundry end.)
. .Steel legs, wood tops.

. . Flat top desks, chairs, filing cabinets, etc.. all wood.
. .Moving machinery guarded by wire mesh on steel frame-
work wherever possible. Railings on platforms and
walkways prevent falls.

. .Located in washrooms. Heated by exhaust steam.
. . Two on each floor for foundry. Same for machine shop.

. . Porcelain, multiple type, for six persons each, with mixing
faucets and liquid soap holders.

. .White porcelain.

. .White porcelain, floor type. 24 in. centers.

, Located in main washroom on third floor and in second
floor toilet room.

. .Steel, enameled olive green and set 12 in. above floor

. .Individual steel lockers in main wash rooms and in sec-

ond floor toilet rooms, set on 6 in. high concrete platforms
to permit washing of floors by hose.

..Wall type bubbling fountains at convenient intervals

tliroughout the shop, supplied from the plant refrigerated

water system.
. .Telephones in shop offices.

. .In and out check board system used.

. .Service furnished by a central hospital for the entire plant.

. . Sletal cabinets with complete equipment.
. . -On third floor, rest and lunch rooms for girls. Facilities

for hot lunches—small gas stoves, percolators, etc., and
porcelain top lunch tables with stools attached.
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IT
is just about two years ago tlial Armour and

( 'oinpany installoil builgcts generally. At that time

no one in the organization, besides a few of the

head executives, felt that there was any crying need

for budgets. But it has been interesting to watch gen-

eral indilTerence change and slowly develop into en-

thusiasm, until today it is safe to say that the .\rmour

organization as a whole is

strongly committed to our bud-

get program.

Some of the benefits of bud-

gets which we have experienced

are discusseci in what imme-

diately follows. In order to

make clear how these benefits

came about, an outline will be

given of the preparation of one

of our chief budgets—the Ex-

pense Budget.

First of all. the budgets have

lieen in.«truniental in setting a

sroal. The owner of a business

usually has a clearly defined ob-

jective for the attainment of

which he will exert his best ^__
energies. It is. however, neces-

sary that the general objectives of the licad of

a busine.'ss be known all the way ilown the line, ami

also that each individual knows the part which it is

necessary for him to play in order to attain the com-

mon goal. .\rmour and Company, for example,

through its budgets one year set up a goal of a 5 per

cent reduction in unit costs. F. Edson White, presi-

dent of the company. mad(> an appeal to the whole

organization to endeavor to accomjilish this reduction

in expenses. The definiteness of this objective helped

greatly towanl accomplishing it. .MI thnumh the year

the test ajiplied to results was a simple one— is there

a 5 per cent reduction in unit costs.

The prejiaration of the budgets is usually the occa-

sion, or opportunity, for aciiuainting the organization

as a whole with the objectives of the various heads and
various departments. When the burjgets are ma<le up
the foremen in the j^lants and the salesmen in the

branch houses and car routes are asked to set up a

definite goal for the coming buflget. In the case of

the foremen in the jilants. each one is a«ked to esti-

Armour and Company has annual sales

of approximately S900,000,000 ; the pro-

duction and marketing operations that this

huge sum represents are under budgetary

control. These budgets have been instru-

mental in setting a goal ; have helped to co-

ordinate all activities; have forestalled

losses; make for consultation and agree-

ment before action; are an instrument to

reduce costs and expenses, as a 5 per cent

reduction in unit costs in one year; teach

consideration of factors that affect pros-

perity.

mate what the maximum is that he can do under the

conditions which will probably exist. In the ca.se of

the salesman in the field, his manager or superin-

tendent is asked to consult with him in order to decide

what may be expected from the salesman during the

budget period. The budgets are the occasion for each

man to plan his work with the assistance of his next

superior and for clearly com-

mitting himself to accomplish

that which in his own juflgment

he thinks should l)e done. Tiiese

budgets, which contain the ob-

jectives of the organization,

apply to tonnage and to ex-

penses.

The preparation oi the bud-

irets has. therefore, resulted in

much more definite objectives

for the company as a whole, and

in a clearer understanding by

each branch of the business as

to what was expected of it as

its contribution toward attain-

ing the goal.

Our method of having the

operating departments prejiare

the budgets, (as distinguished from another method

which might have been followed, namely, to set the

budgets at the general office and tell the operating

departments that they were expected to do that.)

])ermits us to be more insistent that the budgets be

attained. Of course, the budget estimates prepared

by the operating departments are subjected to a very

careful scrutiny in order to determine whether they

are reasonai)le or not. and there are freciuent recjuests

for revision, the reasons always being clearly stated.

In a certain sense, then, the fiiud budget is frequently

not entirely the oi)jective which the operating depart-

ment has .«et itself, but it is the result of consulta-

tion with the general management and usually repre-

sents a figur(> with which all jiarties concerned are

.satisfierl. We therefore feel at liberty to press fairly

hard for the attainment of the budget. In a real sense

the budget rejiresents a .«elf-.«et goal, to which the

operating departments may fairly be held.

.\nother benefit in the preparation of the various

l)Uilgets is that it helps to co-ordinate the various activ-
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ities of the business, particularly a large business.

Business units have become so large in the present

industrial age that proper co-ordination is a very

serious administrative problem. An article written by
Oliver Sheldon ^ excellently states the difficulties of

management in a large company.

In every concern above a certain size, the problem of linking

together all the various activities into one flexible machine is

becoming increasingly acute. . . . The same story can be told

of many concerns. When it was small, everj'body knew the aim
and object of the work; every one was in touch with every one

else, and the highest executives were in constant contact with

each other and with the staff. Now, the business has devel-

oped; the work which formerly a boy performed now occupies

the time of a large department; work which in the old days

was carried out satisfactorily by one officer is now split up among
a dozen, each with its own staff; the heads of the concern scarcely

know what the various departments are doing from day to day,

and the departments know little enough of what the heads are

aiming at and planning to achieve; responsibilities have been

widely delegated, so that junior executives are now deciding cjues-

tions which formerly perhaps would have received the attention

of the board of directors. As the business has grown co-ordina-

tion has become increasingly urgent. . . .

Is it not a fact that a great number of firms simply

grow up like Topsy without well defined policies and

plans? And, as pointed out. a lack of co-ordination

and well defined plans is a serious obstacle impeding

the progress of many companies in this day of keen

competition.

Budgets compel executives to think through their

plans and formulate policies which, through the prep-

aration and revision of the budgets, are automatically

transmitted to the organization, and especially to those

in the organization who need to know these plans and
policies. This cannot fail to result in co-ordination.

As pointed out also in the quotation, in a company
when it was small and directed by one man it was
possible for him to be in close touch with every phase

of the business, and to formulate its policies and per-

sonally tell them to those in the business who needed
to know.

In this modern day, however, the size of business

is so much greater and competition so much keener

that more formal means are necessary to make clear

the future plans of the various parts of a business.

Budgets outline the fimdamental policies of a busi-

ness or industry.

Moreover, in the day to day course of a business

an executive O.K.'s various transactions which, taken

individually, appear of minor importance and an exec-

utive busily engaged in directing the day to day busi-

ness cannot be censured if he loses his perspective.

That is where the budget comes in—budgets give a

picture of the business as a whole and show where it

is headed.

The Forestalling Element

A distinct merit of budgets is that they endeavor

1 Organization Manager, Rountree and Company, Ltd., Yorlc, Eng-
land. See the Harvard Business Review.

to forestall rather tlian correct losses. The work of

the accounting department in most concerns is to

make post mortem examinations, that is, after a trans-

action or series of transactions has occurred, the ac-

counts reflecting actual cost are examined, and from
that examination the accountant determines, by
analysis and the application of certain standards he

has set up, how efficiently or inefficiently the work
was done. You will note, however, if the company's
operations were inefficient and damage was sustained,

that all the accountant can do is to agitate the ques-

tion sufficiently with the executives so that they take

action to prevent a recurrence. Budgets, properly in-

stalled and administered, would probably have fore-

stalled the loss. We hear much today about pre-

ventative medicine in the medical world, and that is

what budgets are to business.

The very nature of budgets and the preparation

of budgets make for consultation and agreement be-

fore something is carried out. Without budgets it

frequently happens that something is done about

which there is thought to be no question, but when
it has been executed, meets with much disfavor because
it does not fit in with the general policies of the com-
pany or for some other good reason. Misunderstand-
ings of such kind are clearly lessened by ovu- budgets.

Reduction of Expenses

President White in his public comments has sev-

eral times stated that the budgets have been the in-

strument t)y which very considerable retkictions in

expenses have been effected. It should be noted that

the Budget Department did not bring about this reduc-

tion in expenses, but that the Armour organization

itself reduced expenses, and that the budgets were a

very effective device in bringing this about. The cost

accountant in one of our chief expense departments

recently commented that since the budgets were in-

stalled and costs estimated in advance, everyone in the

department is talking more about unit costs and ex-

pense and the necessity of reducing expenses than ever

before.

Another benefit from our budgets is that they are

teaching our organization to think about those factors

which affect our prosperity. Our budgets are teach-

ing always to relate expenses to tonnage, etc.. rather

than to think of either independently witli the result

that they fail to hold their proper relation.

Preparation of a Typical Budget

The foregoing briefly summarizes the benefits which
the Armour organization has received from the budgets

which have been installed. The point at which these

benefits originate will be reasonably clear in the fol-

lowing description of the procedure of preparing an
expense budget. The work we do on the expense

budgets can be divided under the following headings:

1. Relating sales and production to expenses. 2. Prep-

aration of an expense budget. 3. Approval of expense

budget. 4. Control of expense budget.
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1. Relating sales and production to expenses. The
two activities uf business which ordinarily entail the

largest expense are production and selling. Since sales

and production fluctuate greatly, sales and production

expenses vary considerably. Sales of most concerns

are governed largely by the intensity of the selling

effort, by price changes, and by the condition of the

market. Sales on a date not far in the future, can be

determined with fair accuracy in most businesses.

Most enterprises have (a) a definite trend, either of

growth or decline, (b) a definite seasonal movement,
(c) fluctuations in sympathy with the general pros-

perity of the country, and (d) fluctuations resulting

from providential conditions or arbitrary acts by in-

ilividuals. In ortler to estimate sales at a future date

a stufly must be made, particularly, of the first three

factors.

Factor.s Th.\t .Affect Sales

Two other factors which affect sales considerably

are prices of the product, and intensity of the selling

effort. Therefore price movements and selling policy

shoidd be known at the time the sales estimates are

made.
Production usually bears a definite relation to sales.

But production expense, because production usually

takes place at a different time from sales, will not

necessarily be high at the same time that sales expense

is high. The normal time relation between sales and
production can be determined. This preliminary

study of sales and production will permit the cal-

culation of the probable expense result ini: from these

two activities.

Our expense budgets, of course, cover all expenses

or at least all controllable expense. By devoting atten-

tion particularly to sales and production expenses.

becau.«e of their importance and the extent to which

they should fluctuate, it is not implied that other

expenses are not budgeted.

2. Preparation of expense budget. First of all, ex-

pense budgets are drawn up in terms of units of re-

sponsibility, that is. the various distinct activities in

the busine.«s are demarked. and budgets compiled by
the d(partinents or persons carrving on this activity,

with the acknowledgment that they are definitely re-

sponsible for the activities and for the budget esti-

mates on those activities.

We are very careful in preparing the expen.se budget
to decifle who is to make the estimates. Preferably

the actual operating men should do this. Kxpense
figures which they have .set them.^elves are not likely

to be exceeded as .soon as are estimates from the

home office. The field man is like the head of a depart-

ment in a <lepartment store who not only controls the

selling but also the buying for his department. If

someone else has bought the goods he can excuse any
failure to sell satisfactorily by .«aying that the buying
had been wrong. But if he has charge of both buying
and selling he is committed to .sellinii the goods which
he buys. The same holds true when the operating

departments prepare expense budgets. There is no
blaming someone else in ease expenses exceed the

estimate.

It is worth while to illustrate from our experience

what endeavor is made to commit the organization to

its production and expense budgets. After consulta-

tion between Chicago and the general manager of each

packing house, the prorluction volume estimate is de-

cided on by periods. Thereupon the general manager
transmits the production estimate to the superin-

tendent of his plant. The superintendent, in turn,

calls in his foremen and advises each foreman as to

his production volume. The foreman then gives the

superintendent an estimate as to what his expense per

hundred weight by periods will be. The superin-

tendent and his assistant go over these estimates caus-

ing revisions where it is deemed necessary, and submit

their budget on prorluction expense to the general

manager. If satisfactory to the general manager, he

approves the budget after the superintendent has ap-

proved it. and then transmits the budget to the gen-

eral office in Chicago where it is submitted to the

production manager for his approval or revision, who
finally submits it to Mr. White and the General Budget

Committee.

Methods .\t Sales Br.\n'ches

The same thing is done at our sales branches. Each
branch manager first appraises the local sales possi-

bilities and estimates his sales by periods for that

branch. In doing this he builds it up step by step.

He consults with each salesman and they arrive at an

individual sales budget for each member of the sell-

ing force. Also any other member of the house organi-

zation who sells goods including himself. He then

arrives at his total sales budget and is ready to esti-

mate the expenses required to handle economically

and efficiently the estimated sales. He calls in his office

manager and makes an estimate on the office salaries

and other office expenses. He estimates the salaries

for his salesmen and other controllable expenses, .\fter

he has arrived at the total expense and consulted with

those who have the respon.sibility of the spending

of the money he arrives at the total exjienses for the

branch. The next step is to calculate his cost to mar-

ket per hundred weight. This is the stantlard by which

he judges how well the budget has been made. H it

is out of line he must go back and make revisions.

After the manager approves the budget he sends it to

his district superintendent. The district superintenri-

ent pas.«es on the budget and sends it into Chicago

for his territorial supervisor's approval. The terri-

torial supervisor pa->;ses on the budget and submits it

to the general branch house superintendent who in

turn pas,ses it on, after he has approved it, to the vice-

president in charge of branches who. in turn, pa.sses

on it. and submits it to Mr. White, antl the General

Budget Committee. This method of building up a

budget step by step brings everybody in the organiza-

tion into the picture ami it cxtond* up tlirough the
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organization from the foreman in tlie packinsi house

and the salesman in the branch house to Air. White.

This sort of a preparation of a budget is not de-

tailed paper work, but is a real opportunity for the

executives to sell their objectives to their men.

3. The approval of expense budgets. After the ex-

pense budgets have been drawn up by the field or

operating departments, the budgets are sent in with

other budgets for approval and consolidation in one

master budget at the general offices of the company.
The likelihood is that in several respects the budget

estimates do not harmonize. Immediately it becomes
necessary for the general management to determine

which plan is the most desirable. Some budget esti-

mates will have to be returned with a request foi' re-

vision or for a satisfactory explanation of the original

figures.

It may be apropos to remark that in analyzing the

expense estimates it should never be forgotten that

there are times when an uncom]iromising attitude must

be taken in regard to a reduction in expenses. This

is particularly true after a long period of prosperity

when many extravagances have crept in. And then

in many businesses there are definite trends towards

more efficient profluction and rlistribution. Failure to

keep pace with this trend will result ultimately in the

failure of the company. After all. expenses are able

to make or unmake any business.

4. The control of expenses through budgets. After

the expense budgets have been prepared and ajipioved

periodically, usually month by month, the actual ex-

penses are checked against the budget estimates.

Failure to do this and failure to call the operating

department to account for any expenditure greater

than tlie budget will ultimately end in the budget

being a joke or a harmless piece of red tape. It is, of

course, recognized (hat there are always some unfore-

seen expenses and unexpected conditions which require

revision of budgets up oi' down. But expense budgets

are worth little unless there is a sincere endeavor to

carry them out. It takes determination to carry out

the right kind of an expense budget.

Limitations of the Budget

The objections which executives make to budgets

have varying degrees of merit. The objection which

usually has the least merit is that budgets are usually

nothing more than guesses and not wortii the making.

It is true that business is beset with many uncer-

tainties of a provifiential and arbitrary nature, but

surely the mere fact that uncertainties exist cannot

be aflvanced as a good reason for failure to plan

ahead or budget. The uncertainties of business are

not a good reason for not ]")lanning—just exactly the

o]iposite—they are the reason for planning or budget-

ing. Is it not a fact that these uncertainties when
analyzed are not nearly so great as claimed? It is

better to use the best means at hand to analyze them
and budget ahead rather than simply drift along. To
refuse to plan ahead in your liusiiies?, because of an

uncertain element, reduces your f)usiness pt>licies to

an absurdity.

Another objection from executives is that budgets

are too expensive. The obvious answer is that most
concerns that install budgets expand their program
rather than discontinue the budgets. Our experience

is that budgets have paid their way a hundred fold.

Armour and Company has annual sales of approx-
imately $900,000,000. Our budget program embraces
the company as a whole. We have only six or seven

people in the budget department.

Another objection is that the organization generally

and the executives and sales force particularly are too

busy to be bothei'ed with budgets. The answer can

be made that in thinking out plans for the future

the organization generally and executives and sales

force particularly are only doing that which should

always have been done and the only extra work is the

setting down of these plans on paper so that they can

be formally approved and concurred in. or revised, by
the superior of the in(n\"idiud making the plans.

Conclusion

Budgets, however, it should not be forgotten, have
real limitations. The budget is not a panacea for all

business ills. Business concerns can only get out of

budgets what is put into them. Budgets cannot be any
better than the executives or the organization making
them and are only intended to offer tlie executives a

method oi- means of control.

Eni])loyee Traffic Rule.s

N(_)
one in the Fisk Rubber Company is supposed

to use the office or factory elevators at any time

who has only one flight of stairs to go up or to come
down. This regulation not only saves the elevators for

longer distance traffic, but prevents waiting, otherwise

employees would often spend a greater time waiting

for the elevators to take them up or down than the

time the ride would last after it actually started.

There is one exception to this rule. Employees going

to lunch early are requested to take the elevators in-

stead of passing up the stairs. The reason for this

exception is that tramjjing on the stairs disturlis other

clerks who ai'e still working, as their lunch time has not

arrived.

These rules are found to cause no inconvenience or

hardship, and are quickly accepted by everybody. They

act as a traffic cop on the movement of people within

a very full building, and secure plenty of elbow room
for all.

Two bells announce 1h(> (juitting lumr at noon and

again at night for the clerks on each floor of the office

building. The first bell is a warning, and rings five

minutes before the exact ciuitting time. The warning

bell is a signal to clear desks anfl put away all working

material. No clerk leaves his or her department, how-

ever, until the second or final bell sounds.



Reducino' Costs 22% By Motion Study

Of Manufacturinir OpiTations -Also a 85%
Krdiictioii ill Sliippinu: Costs
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T.IK tirsi iiistalliiient ' of this article, .jhowiiii; iin-

l)ii>v('iin'iits inaile in iiictliods and operation b\'

motion stiuiy analysis, described some of the

studios and the results secured. I do not propose to

discuss eacii of those studies in detail, but will l)riefly

consider the features of the cutting and packino; of

lO-inch striji shingles which is characteristic of tlie

majority.

Fig. 11 shows a general layout of the equipment used

when this work is accomplished l\v the old method,

and will serve as an aid in describing that method antl

in pointing out symptoms of wasted eflfort.

The shinnies were cut by the machine and deposited

on the machine side of the Hoj^per. When a stack of

one-half of a square had accumulated there it was
revolved ninety degrees about its horizontal axis by
operator No. 1. The shingles were then grasped by

men 2 and '.i. who lifted them about one foot to stand

them on edges on the stacking table and to hold them
there until men 4 and 5 were ready to grasp and stack

them on a bottom board ]ireviously placed on the roller

conveyor by man ;i. In the same manner a second

stack was placed on the first half to make a complete

square and the stack was pushed tlown the conveyor,

remaining there imtil one of the tiers was ready to

perform the next operation. This tier grasped a

' St'i' i>:»(jo 2S1. .\pril 1926 i.'v-uf, MANrF.\CTrRiNG Ixdvstries.
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direction sheet from a supply located near his tying

bench, moved to the stack of shingles on the con-

veyor, inserted the direction sheet between the shingles

after lifting up a portion of them, grasped the stack

and trans])orted it to liis bench. There he completed
the tying process by placing a top board on it. looping
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Fio. 12 Layoit fou \ew Method for Packin<; .•^tuu' Shingi.es

a wire around each end of the Inindle. tying them per-

manently with a tying tool and by grasping the finished

])roduct weighing 101) pounds and transporting it to

the metal skids near by.

With the above description, brief as it is. it seems

hardly necessary to point out the facts that the lift-

ing of the shingles by men 2 and 3 can l)e reihiced

and iH).s:sibly avoided, and the additional handling by

men 4 and '). the transportation from conveyor to

bench and the "Cirasp" and "Release" of the tying

tool eliminated. The insertion of direction sheets be-

tween liH> shingles may also be made easier.

A jirocess chart was made, covering this simplified

method move for move, and as a result of the analysis

a new piece of eciuipment (Fig. 12) was built, making

the execution of the new method possible. The
shingles are now stacked on edges and then on to the

bottom board, which is located on the new device as

near as possible to the elevation of the shingles when

in the flopper and is done so without rehanflling. Im-

me(liately after this, man 2 grasps a (lenasco adver-

tisement from pocket .1 an<l i)laces it on top of the

shingles. At the same time man 3 performs a similar

(.peration with a direction sheet taken from con-

tainer li.

347
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The two men return to the Hopper and stack the

second half of the square on top of the printed matter,

as described above. At this time man 3 places a top

board on the shingles. Then, man 2 pushes the package

down the conveyor with one hand and deposits the

bottom board in its place with the other, thus com-

Fio. 13 Oi.D Method of 1'ackixg Strip Shingles

pleting stacking cycle. The package moves to a posi-

tion above the wires prepositioned by worker 5. who
loops these wires by hand and moves the bundle out of

his way. when worker 6 who holds the tying tool in his

hands at all times completes the tying operation. The
finished bundle is taken off the conveyor by man 7 and
deposited on the platform. Worker 4 is not employed
during an ordinary run but is used on certain special

occasions.

To make the description complete I have selecterl

two views: Fig. 13 is taken from a motion picture

film showing the old method and Fig. 14—a view of

the present equipment—illustrates the new method.
The fatigue has been reduced to such an extent,

especialh' in the case of men 4, 5 and 6, who are now
seated while performing their work, that the effort is

not equally distributed among all of them. To over-

come this the men rotate functions every hour, thus

getting the opportunity to put a different set of muscles

into play. This is not only advantageous from the

point of view of fatigue and flexibility of organization

but also that of maintaining interest. The individual's

thorough understanding of the work of each man on

his team is undoubtedly the most important factor

in team work and this factor is effectively controlled

by the rotation of functions.

The unit cost of this work has been reduced 6 per

cent, while the wages of the men have increased 2

per cent.

In brief, the results of analyses of the operations

which the writer has mentioned and not described are

as follows:

The unit cost of cutting 12-in. Latite Squares has

been reduced 20 per cent, cutting 16-in. Latite Squares

14 per cent, cutting and packing Extra Heavy Indi-

vidual Shingles 10 per cent, cutting and packing Extra

Heavy Strip Shingles 6 per cent, and cutting and pack-

ing 12io-in. Strip Shingles 5 per cent.

The increase in earnings of the men in the above
cases varies from one to four per cent. The low figures

are due to the fact that the men were earning a good

day's pay before the studies were made and aside

from that, the new methods enable them to do the

same amount of work with less effort.

It may be stated here also that these studies have
done much to reduce the labor turnover which, ac-

cording to our records, has made a decided drop.

Cost of Shipping Reduced

In case of shipping by freight cars the work may
be divided into two major operations, namely, load-

ing the product and bracing it so as to reach its des-

tination undamaged.
When loading, one man of each crew was employed

in transferring the product from a conveyor which

received it from a chute, to a conveyor leading it to

the inside end of the car, doing the work which a

curved section might do. (See Fig. 15.) This seemed
to be an easy problem in material handling but the

nature of our work and the location of the chutes did

not permit the use of a common carrier curve. The
solution of this problem was effected by the installa-

tion of a specially constructed 3-rail, 2-roller curve

Fig. 14 New Method of Packing Strip Shingles

with its outer end elevated to give a 5-in. banking.

Both ends are of the same height, making it reversible,

for the purpose of loading both ends of the car with

the same unit. The chute end of the curve is con-

nected by an 8-ft. section of roller conveyor and the

discharge end by a 12-ft. roller conveyor unit made
up of three 4-ft. sections capable of being disconnected

as the car is loaded. See Fig. 16 showing this conveyor.
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One man of each crew transferred packages from conveyor from
chute to a conveyor leading to end of the car.

Aside from the elimination of the use of one man
from each crew another benefit has been secured, i.e.,

an increase in elasticity between dropping the product

inside the chute on the upper floor and receiving it

in the car. which in turn resulted in an increase in

tonnage loaded per hour. The men feeding the loaders

can now drop the product down the chute at a vary-

ing rate of speed, while by the old method, the flow-

down the chute was governed wholly by the man at

the turn. It is obvious then that the new curve

enables the crew to do better in spite of the fact that

it has been reduced by one man. Our records show

\\n<. ^ee Fig. 17. summary of shij^pnig costs.

The second item considered was the standardization

of the method of bracing cars. An analysis of this

phase of the work yielded the fact that the car bracer

spent more tiian one-half of ids time sawing lumber to

make braces and cleats of the desired lengths. With
the aim of using ready-cut lumber, thus .saving the

time of the car bracer which could be well utilized

toward increasing the loading ability of the crew, the
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Standing orders liave been made effective to facili-

tate the work of the loading crews in every way pos-

sible. The equipment and tools required in various

phases of the shipping work have been standardized,

and to make sure of their availability at all times and

to avoid unnecessai'y transportation of tools, each crew

has been supplied with a steel cabinet in which to keep

them and the cabinets located as near as practical to

their places of use.

Each of the above items, namelv. the standarchzation

(if methods, materials and tools, have contributed

towards a 35 per cent reduction in the unit cost of

shipping. The chart in Fig. 17 shows clearly the effect

of standardization after the changes in methods and
materials were made.
The results obtained from these studies have had a

very desirable effect on the total situation in that the

unit costs have been reduced, the work made less

fatiguing and the earnings of the men increased—all

of which indicate satisfactory solutions of the problems.

\'isible Index for Stock Control

IN the San Francisco office of the Reo Motor Car

CVimiiany of California about 6000 parts used

fur repair and replacement are carried. In order to

control this stock effectively a special clerk was em-
ployed to record all transactions. A short time ago

a new system of records was developed bj' the office

PART NO. /TA// MAXIMUM ^00 MINIMUM Joo



Operating and Balance Sheet Ratios

In tiu' Financial and Industrial In\ rsti^ation

By AK'llll l{ ANDKKSKX
Arthur Andersen & Co.

Sri\\'I\'AL uiulcr conditions of modorn coni-

IM'titivo business necpssitatcs a constant vigil

over financial relationships and operating results.

All inisinessps strive to obtain competitive advantages

in industry and thereby secure an increased return on

capital. This very effort tends to narrow the mar-

gins of profit and any business which is not alert to

competitive progress soon finds itself facing elimina-

tion. Sales price levels are seldom within the control

of a single Inisiness. They are set fundamentally by
competition, so that the average concern will realize a

reasonalile return under average conditions over a

period of time. The margin between sales and costs

must pay operating expenses and costs of financing,

and then yield a fair return on capital invested. The
indivi<iual business must give its attention to those

factors over which it has control, namely, costs of

financing, rates of turnover and expenses.

One of the most significant indices to the conflition

of a business is that affordetl through the use of ratios

flevclopcd from balance sheet and operating statement

figures. Some few ratios are commonly used, such as

the ratio of net profits to sales, or to net worth, and
the ratio of current assets to current liabilities. Other

ratios of still greater significance may be only rarely

u.sed. The relationships of inventory to sales or cost

of sales, of charge sales to receivables, of mortgage
debt to assets pledged, of sales to total assets, all have
a meaning if it be read.

H.\Tios .\s Inures to Opeiutions

Ratios are valuable indices because they picture

relationships uninfluenced by changes in economic
values. Tiie economic law of supply and demand is

constantly exerting its influence on the general level

of prices. In periods of high prices, commodities are

high anil the purcliasing power of money is low. In

periods of low jirices. commodities are cheap and the

pmchasing power of money is high. During times

of general infiation. profits of business will naturally

increase as the buying power of money will be dimin-

ished. During times of general dcHation. profits will

naturally decrease as the buying power of money will

be enhanced. An enterprise may realize an increase

in profits during a jieriod of rising prices, but may
' Prcvioii.-J .irticlet! on "The Industrial ami FiniinriHl Invostigation"

by Arthur .\ndprsen a|i|>parrit in this juunial a.* follows: IX'CPm-
hor 1925. pago 325; Janiian- 1926. \<:,g>- 17; K.hman- 1926. pago
113; March 1926, page 201; .\pnl 1926. pagf 277.

find that there is an actual decrease in ratio or margin

on net sales.

The true measure of profits is not the amount of

profits realizerl. but the ratio of those profits to net

sales, ratios constituting a measure uninfluencefl by
changing values. Business should be so conducted that

it will yield, as nearly as may be, the same ratio of

net profits, all other factors being efjual, in periods of

inflation and deflation as in normal times, and that

ratio should be complementary to a reasonable return

on the current value of capital employed. The point

to be kept in miufl is that the expression of sales values

and other current items keeps pace with current eco-

nomic conditions, but the expression of capital does

not. Yet an intelligent study of ratios will aid mate-
rially in determining whether a business has kept pace

with or perha])s even anticijiated changing conditions,

especially during times of marked instability, such as

wfre experienced frnm l<tl4 to 1921.

Types of R.\tios

Profits are eftecterl by management thiftugh three

main sources, namely, low financing costs secured

through balanced capital structure, rapidity of turn-

overs an<i profit margins which include control of ex-

pen.ses. Significant ratios concern the relationships

in the same three sources: turnover ratios, operating

ratios and balance sheet ratios. The more important

latios in each of these three groups are as follows:

I'.nlaiK'c .*hecf r:itio.<:

Workine capital ratio.

Net wortli to total capital emi>loyoil.

Morlcacc tlolit to as,<ct.< picdgoi.

Comnion ami iircfcrrod stock ctinitic.-; to net worth in

cafes of i)ri'fern'ii stock financ ne.

Earnings retained in business to total earnings.

Turnover ratios:

Sales to total assets.

Charlie sales to reeei\ables.

Sales or cost of sales to inventories.

Sales to ])iant.

Net pnitits to net worth.

Ojierating ratios:

dross profits to sales.

Selline and Reneral exiienses to sales.

Operating profits to s.iles.

Eaniincs available for financing to annual cost of

financing.

Sun>lus net i)rofifs to sales.

In the analysis of a business, these ratios are applied

351
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further in detail to the various elements of financial

condition and operating results to the extent war-

ranted by relevant information desired in each par-

ticular case. Each of the t3'pical ratios noted above

has significance from an analytical viewpoint.

Significance of Ratio

Thus the working capital ratio is significant in the

light of ability to pay current obligations. This in-

fluences credit standing and purchasing power. The
company that can purchase at lowest prices has an

initial competitive advantage. The ratio of net worth

to total capital employed reveals the adequacy of cap-

ital investment as compared with borrowed capital and

the policy of financing as to proprietary risk. There

is a vast difference between a management that

finances to acquire temporary borrowed funds and one

that finances to have the public furnish most of the

capital. The ratio of mortgage debt to assets pledged

reflects a measure of the security and assurance that

the borrowed capital will be repaid. The ratios of

common and preferred stock equities to net worth

show the segregation of proprietary risk and are of par-

ticular interest in cases of preferred stock financing.

The ratio of earnings left in the business to total earn-

ings has embodied in it the elements of conservatism,

normal expansion and gradual liquidation of liabilities.

The ratio of sales to total assets embodies the gen-

eral efficient use of total capital employed. The ratio

of charge sales to receivables is the fruit of an efficient

or lax credit and collection system. The ratio of sales

or cost of sales to inventory is the result of a quick

turnover or the carrying of surplus, unbalanced or

obsolete stocks. The ratio of sales to plant may show
conservative policy or over-expansion. The ratio of

net profits to net worth involves the turnover of in-

vestment and shows the earning power of a business

from the viewpoint of stockholders.

The ratio of gross profits to sales represents the

spread between the cost of goods purchased and their

selling price or between manufacturing costs and sales.

It is the margin of profit between sale price and cost

by purchase or manufacture. The ratio of selling and
general expenses to sales shows the relative cost of

marketing the products and administering the busi-

ness. It is the proportion of sales expended in selling

goods and in administrative conduct of the enter-

prise. The ratio of operating profits to sales is one

of the chief factors in determining whether the busi-

ness is measuring up to standard in obtaining a fair

return on capital. Operating profits are profits before

earnings from extraneous sources, cost of financing and
income taxes. The ratio of earnings available for

financing to annual cost oT financing is one measure
of the degree of protection to borrowed capital. The
ratio of surplus net profits to sales has its significance

in the light of rapidity of turnover of net worth to

sales, the result of these two factors being the ratio

of return on investment.

The working capital ratio is the one most frequently

used, being the ratio of current assets to current liabili-

ties, and sometimes known as the "bankers ratio." It

reveals the proportion of working capital which is

furnished by the business and the proportion which
is obtained from creditors, and is thus of prime con-

cern to ordinary trade creditors in the usual course of

business and to those making short-time loans.

Factors affecting the working capital ratio are rapid-

ity of turnover of receivables and inventory, amount
of credit utilized from trade creditors and the amount
of working capital furnished by the capital perma-
nently invested in the business as compared with the

amount obtained on short-time loans. Receivables

and inventory are major items in the working capital

of most enterprises. Conditions which result in favor-

able or unfavorable turnover of these assets have their

effect upon the working capital ratio. Rapidit}^ of

turnover of receivables is affected by the terms of

credit, business conditions affecting customers' ability

to pay and stringency of enforcing collections. Turn-
over of inventory is influenced by the character and
price of the unit of product, its balanced relationship

in accordance with production demands, the accumula-

tion of slow moving and obsolete stocks and the gen-

eral volume of inventory carried in relation to sales.

Both receivables and inventory of a particular busi-

ness will vary under the influence of changes in these

underlying conditions. The working capital ratio is

affected directly by the amount of credit utilized from
trade creditors. When bills are paid promptly, out-

standing accounts payable are less and the ratio is

more favorable. When enterprises find it difficult to

pay creditors, accounts payable increase and the ratio

diminishes. The working capital ratio is affected by
the extent to which the necessary working capital is

furnished by capital invested in the business. When
working capital requirements exceed that furnished by
the capital in the business, the excess is ordinarily

obtained on short time loans, usually through the me-
dium of bank loans. As such short time loans increase,

the working capital ratio diminishes; as they are liqui-

dated, the ratio increases.

Temporary Financing for Fluctuations

Nearly every business has seasonal fluctuations to

a greater or lesser degree. Seasons of production, of

consumption, and of intense or lesser activity place

varying demands upon the working capital require-

ments. The normal working capital should be fur-

nished by the invested capital or net worth of a

business, but peaks within the year occasioned by
conditions or seasonal business may be financed by
current bank loans. Fundamentally sound policy re-

quires that current bank loans be virtually paid at

least once each year in off-peak periods.

The working capital position and ratio is thus of

vital significance and under constant scrutiny by com-
mercial bankers. The ratio is likewise of importance

in connection with bond and stock issues, for no busi-

ness can be conducted successfully without a sound
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workiiif; capital position.

The raiipo of working capital ratios as between in-

dustries depends somewhat upon the characteristics of

the industry. In business involving turnover of re-

ceivables and inventory, rapiditj' of turnover and
purchase credit terms of the trade are dominant fac-

tors having their effect upon the ratio. An industry

handling low priced commodities and giving short

terms of credit requires less working capital and
usually shows a higher ratio than one dealing in higher

priced articles and granting longer terms of credit.

Ordinarily, a ratio of at least 2 to 1 is required. This

ratio has its inception, no doubt, on the theory that

the enterprise shall have equally as much at stake as

the creditors if not more. Business not involving turn-

over of receivables and inventory does not require as

high a ratio. Operators of office buildings, public

utilities and professional lines frequently have ratios,

but slightly in excess of 1 to 1. As between enter-

prises within the same industry, there are no definite

characteristic ratios.

R.\Tio or Xkp Wokth to Tot.\l C.\pit.\l Employed

The ratio of net worth to total capital employed
reveals the relative proportions of invested capital

and borrowed capital to the total capital employed
in the business. Net worth inclurles earnings retained

in the business, for those constitute a part of invested

capital just as much as the original investment. Bor-
rowed capital includes both long term debt and cur-

rent liabilities. This ratio is a measure which assists

in determining the adequacy of invested capital ami
the security of bf)rrowed capital. Fundamentally, the

more capital the borrowing enterprise has at stake,

the safer the loans. Ordinarily, except in the case

of public utilities and other enterprises whose earn-

ings possess a higher degree of stability, invested cap-

ital should exceed borrowed capital. The function of

borrowed capital is to finance reasonat)le reciuiremeiits,

either temporary or over a term of years. When bor-

rowerl capital exceeds invested capital, it is assuming
the aspect of financing the enterprise, of sharing the

element of proprietary risk and must take adde(l pre-

caution as to its .security.

The ratio furnishes a ba.sis for determining the

jiolicy of financing. Sound and conservative business

will i)orrow capital only to finance rea.sonable reciuire-

ments which may i)e either temporary or over a term
of years. It gives borrowed capital every assurance

that it will be repaid and does not expect it to assinne

the least semi)lance of proprietary risk. The ratio of

net worth to total capital employed in such business

is usually high. There is anoth(>r type of manage-
ment that has limited investeil capital and has aml)i-

tions in business beyond that warranted by the cap-

ital structure. It will borrow capital to the maximum
extent possil)le often without nuich conscience as to

its security. The ratio of net worth to total capital

employed under this type of management is usually

low antl creditors must exercise jirecaution as to the

security of borrowed capital. An enterprise that bor-
rows capital to finance reasonable requirements is

ordinarily sound and successful. One that conducts
business on maximum borrowed capital often contains
the elements of speculation and evades the full re-

sponsibility of proprietary ri.sk. The ratio of net worth
to total capital employed over a period of time is the
key to the financial policy of an enterprise and an
index to the responsibility of its management.

Eliminating Influence of Depreciation

It is always well to ascertain the ratio of cash or

properties actually invested in the business to the total

actual capital employed, eliminating all appreciation
of book values in excess of original cost. The ratio

then reveals the actual capital contributed by invested
capital as compared with borrowed capital. Irre-

spective of present appraisal value of properties, the
investor and banker are privileged to know how much
the enterpri.se has actually at stake as compared with
capital borrowed. It has an influence on the amount
which the banker is willing to loan and on the investor

in selecting his investments. The ratio on this basis

may be supplemented by a ratio based upon present

value of properties as substantiated by acceptable ap-
praisals. Consideration may then be given this supple-

mental ratio as conditions warrant. Fundamentally,
the ratio on the cost basis has much the greater sig-

nificance. This is particularly true when appraisals

are not carefully and conservatively used.

This ratio concerns creditors in the order of their

security. Unsecured creditors are concerned most, as

they are the first to lose in case of liquidation. Secured
creditors are primarily concerned with the margin of

security pledged, but are also interested in the ratio

of net worth to total capital employed from the stand-

point of continuance of the enterprise as a going busi-

ness. Few creditors co\-et foreclosures. Properties are

of greatest value to a Inisiness as a going concern. The
ratio of net worth to capital employed reveals to the
secured creditor a measure of as.surance that the enter-

prise will continue successfully as a going business

and that borrowed capital will be repaid without en-
countering refinancings or f(tr<><-Wurfis upon assets

I)ledged. The ratio of a iiarticular securctl loan plus

equal and underlying liens to total capital employed
is likewise a measure of security of the particular se-

cured loan. .Junior liens and un.secured creditors would
first absorb loss in event of financial difficulties.

Ratio of Mokt(;.u;e Debt to Assets Pledged

The ratio of mortgage debt to assets pledged reflects

a measure of the security and a.ssurance that the bor-

rowed capital will be repaid. The function of mort-

gage debt is to furnish permanent capital for a terra

of years. .\t maturity it is either paid or refunded.

This is in contrast to the function of commercial loans.

While current loans are primarily for the purpose of

financing and facilitating movement of commodities

during peak periods and should be liquidated at least
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once each year in off-peak periods, mortgage debt fur-

nishes part of the permanent capital of the business

over a period of years. It supplements the capital

furnished by investment. In a profitable enterprise

where earnings are in excess of the interest rate on

funded debt, it automatically increases the return on

investment.

The ratio of mortgage debt to assets pledged is

usually based on present fair vahies of the assets mort-

gaged. In the case of commercial properties, the usual

maximum ratio is approximately 50 per cent. Public

utility properties are bonded as a rule on the basis

of a considerably higher ratio. The permanence and

utility of properties have a bearing on the extent to

which they may be mortgaged. By basing the ratio on

present values, the owner of properties acquired in

periods of low prices receives consideration on the same
basis as one who has purchased nioie recently. Like-

wise, excessive considerations paid for properties are

reduced to a safe bondable basis.

R.A.TI0S OF Stock Equities to Net Worth

The ratios of conunon and preferred stock equities

to net worth show the segregation of proprietary risk

and are of particular concern in cases of preferred

stock financing. This applies to any of the various

classes of stock, both common and preferred, in accord-

ance with their terms of priority. Stocks assume all

proprietary risk. The particular business engaged in

is its v'enture. Net profits or losses from the conduct

of business are its reward. In case of reorganization

or dissolution, it is the first to lose. The ratio of

common stock to net worth and of preferrerl stock to

net worth show the relative proportion of proprietary

risk in the light of their respective provisions. The
larger the common stock equity, the bettei' the pre-

ferred stock. This is the same fundamental principle

that underlies the safety of mortgage debt. The
larger the junior equity, which loses first in case of

loss, the sounder is the particular security.

Preferred stock financing is undertaken under vary-

ing conditions. It may be issued when it is not feasible

to sell common stock, when it is not desirable to re-

linquish voting control, in place of mortgage issues

with provisions restricting further liens on physical

assets or as junior financing to mortgage issues when
additional capital is required. When an enterprise is

in its infancy with unproven earning power, or when
the level of earnings of a business make it difficult to

sell additional common stock, preferred stock financing

is often resorted to as being more inviting to the con-

servative investor.

In the normal industrial or commercial enterprise

the ratio of preferred stock to net worth should not

exceed the ratio of common stock to net worth. When
preferred stock equity exceeds common stock equity,

the preferred stock is assuming the major proprietary

risk and its value is correspondingly weakened. Occa-

sionally one sees preferred stock issued in excess of

common stock equity but, in most such instances, it is

]irotected by personal guarantees or deposits.

To lealize the significant value of this ratio, it be-

comes necessary to analyze the net worth. This
includes ascertaining how the capital stock was paid

for. and a segregation of surplus into its elements of

earnings retained in the business and the various forms

of capital surplus.

Lmpoutaxce of Earned Surplus

For purposes of comparative analysis various ratios

may be drawn from the balance sheet figures giving

the relations of retained earnings to the items of con-

tributive capital, net worth, appreciation surplus, etc.

The significance of these ratios is great, when con-

sidered from the \'iew]ioint of judging management
policies.

The retaining of earnings in business is essential to

survival. Competition tends to result in a fair return

to the average concern under average conditions over

a period of time.

This fair return, which business must noi'mally yield

in accordance with its hazards, permits of adoption

of the policy of distributing dividends representing

noi'mal interest return upon investment and retaining

the balance of earnings in the business. Earnings

retained in the business, constituting additional cap-

ital, are worthy of their hire and must earn a fair

return the same as the original investment. Unless

material financial reverses are encountered, these re-

tained earnings accumulate with accelerating rapidity

over a period of years upon the compound interest

principle. Capital invested receives conservative divi-

dends while, at the same time, the value of additional

gradually increases. Of the three sources of additional

capital—investments, loans and earnings—earnings

are most significant. Favorable results attract the

other two sources of capital; unfavorable results turn

them to other channels.

When earnings are distributed through dividends,

they become diffused, just as do the earnings of an

individual who fails to conserve his income. A large

portion of them are spent and thus lose their pro-

ductiveness. Retained in the business, they are con-

served as productive assets resulting in increased and

cheaper production. The tendency of business today

as indicated by the increasing number of mergers and

consolidations, is toward larger business units. This

increases competition and makes survival more and

more difficult for the smaller business unit. The small

business that does not conserve its earnings cannot

hope to survive permanently in competition with the

many financial ach'antages which larger business en-

joys. The ratio of earnings retained in business to

total earnings over a peiiod of years is the greatest

index of the general financial policy of an enterprise,

as indicating a dissipating or conservative manage-

ment and the sincerity with which it seeks to main-

tain a competitive position in the industry in the

effort to insure a stable and relatively permanent

existence.



The First Step in a Market Survey

Practical Mithods to Determine the Wliat, Wliere. Whom
and How of a Manufacturer's Sales Proirram

By H. L. kp:ely
'' Representative, Johtis-Manfillc, Inc.

IN the fioud old days when each manufacturer
knocked off lonp enough to dispose personally of

the coinniodity he produceil tliere was little need
of intensive salesmanship. Markets were close at

hand, customers well-known and conditions com-
pared with the present day were absurdly simple.

The division of labor, increased production in re-

sponse to a demaiifl for lower costs, and better

transportation have tended to force those with some-
thing to sell to go far afield, ami
in many and devious ways to

secure the needed orders to keeji

the factory wheels turning.

Meanwhile the markets have
been resolving themselves into

separate problems, buying habits

are formed, and through the in-

troduction of various types of

middle men a very complex sit-

uation has arisen. Xor are con-

ditions stationary. What was a

logical outlet a decade ago is

passe today, and so it goes.

One of the first efforts made
to co-ordinate the ever-growing

functions has been the budget

system, which is nothing more or less than a chron-

ological summary of the steps to be followed in order

to arrive at a desired objective. As ably expressed

by'McKinsey:

.\s the aim of all business is to disiKisc of a commodity at
a profit the sales plan is the paramount i.ssue of business (the

eeniiis of enciiierrins has solved the major problem.* of produc-
tion ( the sales plan is the key upon which the whole business

stnicture rests for unless the commodity is successfully mar-
keted, the business is Iwund to fail—the funds neces.«ary for the

operation of the business must lie derivetl from the revenue
from sales.

Then comes the question of quotas, how much to

ask each unit of the selling force to prochice for the

period. Just as a general must have maps of the scene

of the impending battle in order to issue intelligent

orders to the forces under his commanrl. so must the

sales executive have a picture which will permit his

carefid planning of the activities to come. It is there-

fore in order to discuss as a preliminar>- to laying out

Budgetary control of sales must be

based on an adequate market survey,

which in turn is built up by taking a

series of seven research steps. Mr.

Keely shows what these are and how
they are followed through to get the

information for the sales program. His

analysis chart of "Your Sales Problem"

covers all the essential elements of

commodity, market and method, and

puts in proper sequence all the sales

factors to be studied.

the sales budget the reconnaissance of the terrain, se-

lection of the objective and apportionment of the

sectors, all l)efore the troops are within striking

distance.

Such a course is not only common sense, it is com-
mon practice with many of our largest and most suc-

cessful organizations and the only difference in the

procedure that follows from the general run of such

efforts is the attempt so to group the information

obtained that it can be applied

to the existing standards, to set

up figures and picture existing

conditions so that the weapons
of offense and defense can be se-

lected with a minimum of effort

from their present natural group-

ings. The sales executive charged

with the responsibility of mar-
keting the commodity, assuming
that his estimates of the quotas

of sales are the foundation upon
which the plans are laid. muM
have aceurate answers to the

questions that are involved in

all sales effort. The questions as

I prefer to state them are four in

number, and quite simple in phrasing. They are:

What is to be sold?

Where is it to be sold?

To whom is it to be sold?

How shall it be sold?

In arriving at the answers to the al)ove it is the

purpose of this paper to show the steps neces,sary to

secure the needed information ami to call attention

fo the advisability of making the advertising an in-

tegral part of the selling campaign, insteail of an
after thought to be tacked on just before the drive

commences. See Fig. 1.

This method has the added advantage of uncover-

ing obstacles in advance of operations that might

cause the best laid plans to fail were they neglected

or ignored.

Let us then as a means of careful, constructive

investigation, carry through the following operations:

355
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1. ]\Iake a study of the commodity and com-
peting articles.

2. ]\Iake a survey of the markets to obtain the

potential demand and the amount of satura-

tion.

3. Outline a sales policy to conform to the con-

ditions as portrayed by the results of the

first and second steps; i.e., whether to use

existing channels (jobbers, dealers, etc.),

create new channels in the form of our own
branch sales offices, or go direct to the con-

sumer by mail, or house to house.

4. Determine the extent and timeliness of the

development, or the advisability of opening
up the sales areas simultaneously or by dis-

tricts.

5. Select the media for creating the demand.
6. Determine the amount of the advertising ap-

propriation.

7. Complete the plan and introduce Csell it) to

the sales force with quotas for the various

territories.

Item 4 will give the amount that should be spent
for advertising and permit the elimination of such
items as cannot be fully developed, as the complete
plan will almost always be more far reaching and call

for a greater expenditure than past experience has
shown can be allowed for advertising.

To take each item as enumerated, we must first be
agreed as to what it consists of. The definitions that

follow are generalities and are chosen deliberately as

descriptive of the conditions portrayed rather than
for their dictionary value or accepted meaning.

Study of the Commodity

A commodity may be said to come under one of the

general divisions that follow:

1. Finance.

2. Service.

3. Product.

The sale of many commodities involves two, and
possibly all three, of the items ; for example : A manu-
facturer of a patented electrical household specialty

markets his machine direct to the consumer on a de-

ferred payment basis, and, at the time of the sale

sends an employee to install the machine and instruct

the purchaser in its proper use. By reason of the

deferred payments he is, in one sense, financing the

buyer; the installation comprises the service and the

machine itself is the specialty product. This is. liow-

ever, an isolated case, and the definitions that follow

will be perhaps more acceptable for the general run
of business, each term being used in the broadest
sense.

Finance.—Ordinarily the term finance may be con-

strued to embrace insurance, stocks and bonds, pro-

motion, investments, savings, or any function allied

to banking or the handling of funds.

Service.—Service when marketed may be of several

kinds, such as:

Professional.—Doctors, lawyers, and others.

Technical.—Cost accountants, commercial artists,

advertising agencies, construction companies, etc.

Public.—Common carriers; light, heat and power
companies; telegraph and telephone companies; etc.

Utility.—Clean towel supply companies, caterers,

employment agencies, and such trades as carry on a

repair or odd job business, as plumbers, electricians,

etc.

The fields of professional and technical service over-

lap. Doctors, dentists and architects are necessarily

technical men, but we deem "professional" those occu-

pations that consider it unethical to advertise. Many
concerns described as technical are heavy users of

advertising space.

The distinction between public and utility services

is: Public service is generally a monopoly, while

utility service is usually decidedly the opposite, thus

presenting an entirely different appeal in selling.

These classifications are general and no definite

rules can be laid down as to where any given business

may be placed. In passing let us state that the writer

knows of a man who passed as an advertising man
among his friends, and so he was; he carried a banner
proclaiming to all that could read: "The Red Ele-

phant Cafe Is the Best Place to Eat."

Products.—Products may be classified as either

staple or specialty. In this instance we define staples

as such articles usually sold in bulk without a dis-

tinguishing trade mark or package which differentiates

them from similar articles.

Many such articles formerly classed as staples but

now sold in packages, have by reason of their guar-

anteed purity and the standing of their maker been

elevated above the general run of articles in the same
class. Such articles as Quaker Oats, Domino Sugar,

and Uneeda Biscuit are widely known by their trade

names and, by reason of the prestige obtained through

a high standard of purity, the convenience of the

package to retailer and consumer and by national

advertising may be considered as specialties.

In short, any product, patented or otherwise, which
has a distinct name, appearance or function from
the standpoint of the buyer, may be classed as a

specialty.

Competition.—A commodity may be said to com-

pete with another commodity when it is used, or

offered for use to fulfill a similar function.

In several instances the writer has been assured in

all seriousness by manufacturers of specialties that,

"they had no competition,'" it being true in every case

that their product had several features protected by
patents that coulrl not be incorporated in articles of

similar nature made by other manufacturers. And yet

there were other devices on the market that served a
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similar purpose by different methods and were in

everyday use in a wide fieUI. and havinsi the tendency

to reduce the demand for the first mentioned device.

It quite frequently happens that the most dan-

gerous competition is one that is indirect, as evidenced

by the temporary effect of the radio set upon other

products such as talking machines, player pianos and,

to a certain extent, theatres and moving picture shows.

Now some enterprising talking machine maimfac-

turers are incorporating with their machines a device

which permits the use of the horn as a loud speaker

in connection with a radio set. This may be cited as

an example of turning competition to account.

market: 1. I'nlimited; 2. Limited.

Generally speaking in considering markets the po-

tential demand must be taken into account primarily

from the standpoint of the life of the utility or the

frequency of demand. Such commodities as food-

stuffs, clothes and raw material will necessarily be con-

sumed and the demand continue. At the other ex-

treme the demand will usually be satisfied (satu-

rated) by one purchase, a noteworthy example of this

type being a coffin.

I'nlimited Market.—The potential flemand and the

amount of saturation will assist in determining the

limitation of a market and should be the subject of
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Another example of dangerous indirect competition

is the effect of the increasing popularity of the soft

collar upon the laundry and starch industries.

Study oi the Markets

The study of the commodity should also include an

outline of the history of the industry to determine the

rate of growth, relation to allied industries and indi-

cate general trends for future development. Usually

it will suffice to list the principal competitors, their

methods, and the hold they have on the markets. In

many cases it will be found that conditions exist sim-

ilar to those in the shaving-soap industry. There are

two strong contenders for the dominating place in

that market with a third competitor ready to take

advantage of any weakness on the part of the first

two; following behind are other contestants, some of

whom are hard put at times to keep their heads above

water.

We have allowed for two general divisions of the

a special section oi the investigation under limita-

tions. As we are considering the question from the

viewpoint of the sales manager, let us say that unlim-

ited markets exist where the connmulity is of suffi-

cient utility to warrant national distribution, although

subject to sale only to one sex: such as corsets, lin-

gerie and high-heeled shoes to woman; razors, sus-

penders and—so far, at least—chewing tobacco to

men.

Limited Market.—There are five general limitations

for markets, and in many cases commodities are affected

by all five, price is not considered as a limitation in

this analysis as the amount demanded for a com-
modity will be governed largely by conditions with

which this paper does not treat. The limitations are:

1. Location or geographical limitation applies where

freight rates and similar conditions will tend to render

sales effort of small value. This is particularly true

of most staples.
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2. The nature of the product may have a tendency

to reduce its marketability; an example being elec-

trical household utilities in an area that is not served

by a central station, or where the individual homes are

not equipped for electric lighting.

3. Seasons plan an important part in many indus-

tries and in most cases are conditions which cannot

be controlled, although where enterprising retailers

have made advance showings of certain types of wear-

ing apparel, it has given them an advantage over

their competitors and, to a certain extent, extended

the season. A reorganization of the methods of pro-

ducing and marketing coal is among the opportunities

existing for circumvention of seasonal limitation.

4. Class of business bears an important relation to

markets. It would be folly to attempt to sell high

explosives, dipper dredges, or ship's hardware to a

manufacturer of dental instruments, the clothing trade,

or the house wife. Yet we encounter magazines having

a large number of women readers that carry adver-

tisements featuring material just as inappropriate.

5. ^'arious classes of people have different needs

and requirements even in everyday things. No or-

thodox Jew will consume anything but kosher food,

the average Protestant has little use for a rosary, and

there are so many classes of people that to enumerate

them all would require more space than is available.

Sufficient to say that the principal divisions are: sex,

age, race, religion, occupation and sport or hobby,

each having many modifications for every commodity.

These groupings are arbitrarily made in order to

have some starting point from which to work, a rough

sorting, so to speak, where, by a process of elimina-

tion the factors to be considered in detail are separated

for further attention.

The latest census figures will serve as a rough mar-

ket survey for a commodity such as chewing gum
where everyone is a possible consumer, provided he

knows the product and has an opportunity to pur-

chase it ; in other words, if the product is advertised

and distributed in his locality. This statement is

subject to limitations of large racial groupings that

have not been educated or addicted to the use of

chewing gum.

Market for Fire-Fighting Apparatus

In the case of a special type of fire-fighting apparatus

designed to cope with extraordinary hazards, it was

first necessary to segregate those industries having

high fire risks and analyze each separately. The ap-

plication of this apparatus to the fertilizer industry

will serve as an example.

Investigation showed a total of 704 plants making

fertilizer in the United States (the figures are ficti-

tious) these were divided into three distinct groups

as follows:

Those using phosphate rock as a base 330

Those using fish scrap as a base 191

Those using meat and bone scrap as a base 193

A study of the process in each group showed that

there was practically no hazard in the phosphate rock

group that could not be handled by ordinary methods,

and this group was therefore ignored. In ware-

housing the fish scrap, prior to its entering the proc-

ess, spontaneous combustion often occurs unless the

material is turned frequently and kept well ventilated.

In the process of grinding bones it is highly advan-

tageous to eliminate the grease and frequently a

solvent is used under pressure. This solvent is gen-

erally naphtha. Here is an entirely different hazard

from the second group.

To arrive at the potential demand for the second

group it was necessary to ascertain the tonnage han-

dled per plant. The engineering department of the

fire apparatus company was consulted as to the num-
ber of square feet that could be covered by one unit

and a simple computation of the number of tons stored

per square foot of floor space gave a very close ap-

proximation of the possible sales to this type of plant.

In the meat and bone group the tonnage was like-

wise ascertained, the number of pieces of apparatus

necessary to produce this tonage was easily obtained

from the manufacturer of such machinery and a good

estimate of the possible sales obtained. As this type

of fire-fighting apparatus was much more efficient

than any competing device, the amount of satura-

tion or number of competing units in service could

be treated as negligible. The aim of the company
was to replace existing apparatus. The economies

effected by reduced insurance premiums, increased

storage capacity and elimination of the need of turn-

ing the fish scrap made this not so difficult as would

appear on first thought. Similar advantages were

claimed for the meat and bone scrap plants.

The above procedure was followed throughout all

industries having excessive fire hazards and the total

possible sales worked out. To develop the entire mar-

ket at one time was not practicable, so efforts were

concentrated on the markets that showed the best

promise of speedy returns. Many other details were

of course indicated, and this survey served the double

purpose of establishing quota and furnishing the ad-

vertising manager with a knowledge of the proper

appeal to make for each industry.

Quotas from Potential Demand

In the establishing of quotas, the sales manager has

before him the total potential demand and in con-

ference with his district managers and with the in-

dividual salesman the percentage of the total desired

as a task is easily arrived at, and the sales force does

not feel that they are imposed upon by being asked

to perform a seemingly impossible task, as is often the

case when quotas are arbitrarily assigned without

supporting figures of probabilities.

Each item or group of items in the commodity list

that serve different functions or markets must be

analyzed separately and treated as units, arriving at

conclusions independently of other groups or items.



Keeping Research on a Business Basis

General Motors Corporation Operates Its Great Laboratories on
Control and Results I\)licv
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R["SKAIU'H has properly come to be appreciated

as a fundaiiiental necessity in most large manu-
tai'turing orfjanizations. It is an expense

which often for a long time makes no financial returns.

Finally it may develop new methods, materials, de-

signs or products which pay handsome profits on the

sums spent in discovering them.

In the meantime, research may point out the in-

advisability of

adopting lui-

merous sugges-

tions which seem
to hold out prom-
ises of brilliant

success. Not
every plan or de-

vice which ap-

pears desirable

and perfectly fea-

sible becomes a

commercial pos-

sibility. Careful

invest igations

point o u t the

flaws which make
it worthless for

development and
application.
Heavy lo.sses due
to investments in

equipment and
changes to wrong
methods arc thus

m a n 3' times
avoided, and research iiays its way
negative instead of positive results.

The automobile industry offers one of tlie most

striking evirlences of the industrial and .social bene-

fits of research ever presented in the manufacturing
field. Within about a quarter of a century it has
risen from almost last to first place in value of out-

put, and ranks second only to cotton in value of Amer-
ican exports. Wiiile the dollar will today buy on the

average only $OAV.i wf>rth of goods on the 1913 basis,

it will purchase SI. 10 worth of its 1913 value in auto-

motive products. One has only to review the research

work of the Society of Automotive Engineers and of

indiviflual companies in the automobile field to find

the basic reason for this fortunate reversal of the recent

general economic trend.

The General Motors Corporation has been a leader

in the development of research work. Its laboratory

at Dayton. Ohio, was long the headquarters of the

company's applied technical and scientific investiga-

tions into all

items entering

into the make-up
of an automobile.

During the last

year this work
has been trans-

ferred to a large

building in De-
troit (see Fig. 1),

a d j o i n ing the

g e II o i- a 1 office

builihng of the

company, and to

shop liuildings a
few blocks away,
where engine

tests, ))aint and
varnish research,

and similar work
are carrier] on.

A complete
ihemical research

lalioratory is lo-

cated in the main
building. Physics,

one of the fundamental engineering sciences, has a

special department devoted to it. where methods and
instruments for measuring, weighing, calculating and
testing automotive devices are worked out, constructed

and put into service. The electrical flivision handles

all research in ignition, batteries, lights and other elec-

trical parts of a car.

A thoroughly organized department for physical

testing is supplied with tension, comjjression, torsion

and other machines of the best types for this branch

of research. A sound-proof room has been built to

carry on work to reduce noise and vibration in cars. A

1 ('ii;.\KI!.\l. .MoTUlC- L'olil'UltATln\ 111 -I v'l n l.AliDliA ll)l:ll..~ A I DtTUUlT

in such cases by

359
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complete foundry, forge shop and machine shop is

located in one of the buildings, for the making and

assembling of automobile engines and other parts

of cars for experimental purposes, and for all sorts of

metal equipment needed for research purposes.

To improve the appearance of

cars and protect them from attacks

of sun and water, the preservative

coating of varnish must be light-,

heat- and damp-resisting. Style

and beauty are strong sales factors

and both are either made or marred

by the finish used. Hence a special

department for research in paints,

varnishes and other coatings is

maintained. A photometry division

conducts exhaustive investigations

into headlights, reflectors, glass and

lamps. Wind resistance of cars, air

cooling of radiators, elimination of

dust from air going into the engine,

and other studies are carried on

continually.

Testing of engines is a very im-

portant part of the work of the

laboratory. The engine and its ac-

cessories are the life of the car, and
upon their continued improvement

matically assigned to the man on these regular lines

of work. Much of the research activity, however, cen-

ters about individual problems and must be specially

assigned to men in the division having work of the

particular nature in charge. Hence the actual organi-

FlG. 2 IntERIUK \lt.\\ Ul U-NE C-l.t-ilU-N (IF THE CHEMICAL LaBiiUAIuKY

growth of the entire industrv.

rests the future

Hence no phase of

engine development is lost sight of. A dynamometer
room is in constant service to measure the horsepower,

fuel consiunptifin, cooling water and other factors of

engine operation on about 15 units at a time. Car-

buretors are designed, constructed, tested and im-

proved by another section. A fuels division carries

on research into the development of better mixtures

and the possible application of new fuel combinations

to obtain greater economy. A refrigerated room has

been fitted up to test cars under conditions met in

severe winter weather. Special chassis test dyna-

mometers duplicate road conditions for the determina-

tion of data as to behavior of cars in actual use.

The research department organization is of great

importance. The General INIotors plan is to have a

director of research with whom are associated two

assistants, one in charge of technical activities and

one to supervise the business activities of the lal^ora-

tories. Research work is divided into 10 distinct divi-

sions, each in charge of a department head who is

responsible for the detailed administration of his par-

ticular division and the correlating of its work with

that of other departments. The main divisions thus

organized are: Mechanical Engineering; Electrical

Engineering; Chemical; Metallurgical; Fuel; Mass
Transportation; Dynamics—engine tests and thermo-

dynamics; Engineering Tests—road tests; Special

Problems^—special assignments; Technical Data.

Certain functions classify under definite divisions

and when problems in these fields arise they are auto-

zation chart changes slightly as old jobs are finished

and new ones are taken on.

Research problems are referred to the laboratories

from one of three sources: Engineering departments

of the various General Motors units, such as Cadillac,

Buick, Chevrolet, etc.; the New Devices Committee;

Fig. Test of Radiator Fan by Wind Tunnel

and the Research Laboratory Committee consisting of

the director and his two chief assistants.

The engineering department of each company com-

prising the General Motors Corporation conducts de-

velopment and experimental work on its own make of

car, and designs and tests new models and new de-
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vices. Each unit also specifies and inspects its own
materials and in other ways miKhicts activities which

are closely related to research. But for many items

an exhaustive search, intensive study and a wide

range of experimentins: and testing are advisable.

Kxpert knowledge and exceptional technical and scien-

tific skill are often requisite. Work of this kind can

be carried on much more successfully and cheaply by

a fully equipped laboratory, able to build special test-

ing devices, if necessary, than by the experimental

departments of the individual plants, which cannot

economically provitle for such a comprehensive range

of research. Hence the various engineering depart-

ments call upon the laboratories for work of this kind.

New methods or devices are often conceived bv the

Weather Tests of Paints and \ahxish

Research Laboratories Committee. The possibilities of

these suggestions are analyzed an<l if they hold forth

good promise they arc put through the usual rigorous

scrutiny and later into project form.

A General Technical C'onunittee consisting of the

chief engineers of all the General Motors companies
and the director of the laboratories reviews all pro-

posals from any source which the first investigation

shows to have merit. If this connnittee decides that

the idea is useful and the means suggested appear
feasible, the propositif)n is referred to a definite divi-

sion of the laljoratories and a preliminary survey is

authorized.

This assigmnent puts the matter in the hands of

the flepartment concerned. Their task, after acquaint-

ing themselves fully with the details of the proposal,

is to make a preliminary study of the proposal and
report on its desirability. If the report is unfavor-

able the matter usually is dropped. If it is favorable,

the Research Laboratories Gonmiittee gives approval
to the project and a man in the department concerned
is definitely assigned to make a more detailed prelim-

inary survey. This survey consists of a thorough
search of all printed literature on the subject.

The company maintains an extensive library con-
taining all the leading technical and scientific books in

the automotive and related industries, and files of the

leading industrial publications. These are all care-

fully indexed by an experienced librarian.

Besides this, the Engineering .Societies Library in

New York, the patents library of the National Auto-
mobile Chamber of Commerce, and other sources of

information are drawn upon when necessary. No pains
are spared to make this preliminary survey compre-
hensive and thorough, and a complete bibliography on
the subject is worked up.

The investigator reports his findings to his depart-

ment head who refers them to the Research Labora-
tories Committee. The study is now reviewed to see

if it is worth further following up.

If not, it is definitely abandoned.
If .so, it goes on the regular schedule.

Reports on abandoned projects

are not thrown away, but are as

carefully recorded, indexed and filed

as those on worth while ideas. Some
day the rejected proposal is sure to

bob up again, either in its original

form or with some modification.

Moreover, part of the idea may pair

oft' with part of another plan at

some future date, and the combina-
tion may be useful. A heavy ex-

pense is avoided at the slight cost

of filing records of rejected pro-

posals, because this procedure elim-

inates duplication of thousands of

hours of work as future projects

come up.

An acceptable project receives an
appropriation for its development according to the

following plan. A full report on the condition of every

project is made four times a year—January. April,

Julv and October—and an estimate is made of the

percentage of each which remains to be accomplished.

The past and probable future cost of each is listed,

anil each is reviewed to determine whether it still

seems worth while. On the basis of this analysis a

quarterly appropriation, based on the relative merits

of tlie case, is maile to each project which it is de-

cided to continue. A sum is set aside for general mis-

cellaneous purposes. .\ny project approved and started

between <iuarters is financed vmtil the end of the

quarter by the Research Laboratories Committee out

of this general fund. When the quarter is ended the

project comes up with all others in the regular way.

In all the work of the Research Laboratories close

contact is maintained with the engineering and pro-

duction departments of the various General Motors
units. In this way every project undertaken is sure

to be developed along the most practical lines for its

immediate application to automobile construction.

When the results of a research project have been

accomplished, a comprehensive report of the work is
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prepared, edited, indexed and filed in the Technical

Data Section. Such reports, or important parts of

them, are constantly consulted in future problems.

The device or method developed is delivered to the

proper group. If, for the technical division of one

of the unit companies it is turned over to the engineer-

ing department of that concern. If it must undergo

thorough service tests it probably is assigned to the

Proving Grounds Division for this purpose. If ready

to go on the market, the customer becomes the dom-

inant final authority.

Importance of Personnel

The most important factor in research work is the

personnel. Where manufacturing processes are con-

cerned extensive use can be made of machinery and

mechanical handling devices, whose operations are

definite and known.

But in research the results rest entirely with the

men. Some standard equipment and commercial de-

vices are used but they are often hand-operated. Every

job is special and even the uniform procedure em-

ployed in normal inspection work becomes individual

because an isolated result is looked for instead of

uniformity. At every turn the condition is met that

developments and discoveries are absolutely dependent

upon the human element. This situation raises many
perplexing problems.

In the first place, there is a question of initiative.

This quality is basic in a research engineer or scientist,

otherwise he could never qualify for the duties of such

a position. But initiative may lead him into channels

of intense interest to him personally, but of remote,

if any, use to the industry he serves. On the other

hand, rigorous restrictions against any methods or ob-

jectives other than those prescribed by his department

head may become so irksome to him that he cannot

accomplish any results. The General Motors Labora-

tories have solved this problem in the research field

in the wise manner that it has been handled in execu-

tive tasks in other fields by men gifted with qualities

of genuine leadership. They aim to impose only those

restrictions commensurate with good organization and

co-operative effort, leaving as much as possible to the

man himself, and letting him take his little "fling"'

by an occasional job on pure research, as distinguished

from applied, when a good opportunity opens up.

Another very difficult problem faced by the Research

Laboratories is the selection of the task in each case.

Where meritorious suggestions and ideas are presented,

they must be carefully weighed as to their economic

and commercial value. Obviously, most of the re-

search undertaken must bear directly upon applica-

tion to the automobile. Will the new idea add more

service life to a car, will it aid in preventing break-

downs or failures of some piece of equipment, will it

enhance the style and beauty of the automobile?

The two main objectives of research in an indi-

vidual organization are to increase corporate earnings

directly by reducing costs, or indirectly by enabling

reduced selling prices to be set which will increase

sales; and to bring about those social benefits which
come to a nation whose products occupy a place of

leadership in the world's commerce.

Expressed in detailed terms, the objects of research,

as conducted by the General Motors and other large

concerns, are :

^

1. Reduced cost of production.

2. Reduced operating costs to users.

3. Increased utility of product.

4. Increased sales appeal.

5. To produce new business.

6. To develop new technical information contrib-

utory to some other project contemplated or

under way.

Rubber fan belts were thus analyzed and finally

adopted by the company with these estimated results:

Reduced cost of production 10 per cent

Reduced operating costs to users 35 " "

Increased utility of product 50 " "

Data of value in other projects 10 " "

When a project has been started its objective must

be kept definitely in mind. The methods of reaching

this objective usually call for expert skill and knowl-

edge. New ways of arriving at results must be thought

out and new eciuipment and apparatus must often be

constructed. The research inquirer must be constantly

on the alert to detect deviations from the course

mapped out—occurrences which may spoil all the pre-

vious work done on the task. More than this, he

should be alive to the appearance of some strange

and unexpected factors which may yield a valuable

result entirely foreign to the original objective.

At various stages the progress of the idea must be

evaluated. Theories and principles formulated must
be given practical form and subjected to many tests

to determine wliether the result achieved will stand

up under tlie severe demands it will have to satisfy

wlien commercially applied.

Much of tiie work carried on can be usefully applied

as soon as it is finished. While the general principles

of automotive design seem to be well-established,

thorough research into the various elements of con-

struction is constantly developing improvements that

extend the social and economic value of the car and
widen its applications and sales possibilities. Many
of the projects conducted cannot be used at present

because the time is not ripe for their introduction. No
industry can successfully move faster than the de-

mands of the public. But neither can any industry

long thrive which fails to have ready what the public

wants in time to supply the need at its early stages.

1 From .iddress by F. O. Clements, Technical Director, General
Motors Research Laboratories, at the December 1925 Annual Con-
vention of the American Association for the Ad\'ancement of

Science, and appearing in Scientific Monthly, April 1926.
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MAX is a prime inovor ami all the pioblems

concerning his physical activities are en-

sriiieorinji ]>robleins. Physiology is thus a

form of ongineeriiig. It apjilics to the study of the

human machine the same principles that the me-
chanical engineer ajiplies to inanimate machinery.

The basic principles of engineering ami ])hysiology are

identical. The engineer says: "A pound of carbon

as coal, burned under the boiler, yields its energy

exactly as work and heat, and the carbon is recover-

able quantitatively from the flue gases." The physi-

ologist says: "A pound of carbon as sugar, burned

in a man, yields its energy exactly

as work and heat, and the carbon

is recoverable (luantitatively from

the air exhaled." Moreover, the

comparison does not stop with the

engineering aspect but even carries

into the economic. The food with

which the employee stokes his

engine, is burned at the employer's

expense. His fuel is as important

to the employer as the coal burned

under the boilers of the factory.

The human machine is an essen-

tial part of industry, and physi-

ology is the study of that machine.

Nevertheless the vast engineering resources of physi-

ology have not been drafted to the use of inrhistry and
to the study of the normal man in the environment

of the factory. Rather, physiology has applied its

material to medicine, and has covered its findings with

the nomenclature of that field. Physiology possesses

much material of great use to industry Init the diffi-

culty lies in the application of this material. There
is an adage in physiology, worde<l in the terms of its

kindred science, which says: ".\n experiment cannot

be taken bleeding from the laboratory to the bed-

side." I may add that neither can it be taken to the

factory; nor shoidd the factory be the laboratory.

To know and to apply are vastly ditTerent things.

The work of intermediation anrl application is often

as important as the original research. The physician

has served as the link between the physiologist and
the sick man. But most men in industry are not sick:

and while the problem of their normal activity is still

Management is vitally concerned

with the workers' capability of doing

work. For an individual this may vary

from zero to full perfection. Dr.

Haggard shows how this capability is

affected by the body, and declares that

physiology provides information of the

greatest value to industrial managers.

He suggests that foremen be educated

so that they can intelligently concern

themselves with the defects of those

under their charge.

a matter of physiology, the physician is no longer a

connecting link. Who then is to be the intermediary

between the resources of physiology and the normal
man in industry? Such an intermediary must be a

man who has extended his engineering knowledge to

include not only inanimate machinery but animate
machinery as well. \A'hen the engineer essays physiol-

ogy without the prerequisite training his findings are

often ludicrous to the physiologist; the reverse is also

probablj' true.

It is my purpose here merely to present a point of

\iew—a physiological point of view. Every problem

which concerns the performance of

a man has a physiological point

of view. I have chosen the jirob-

lem of fatigue as an illustration.

The term "fatigue" is a sort of

miscellaneous file, into which are

cast a number of conditions all

having a common symptom, a

diminished capacity to do work
occurring as a result of work.

The habit of classifying conditions

according to their ultimate mani-

festation is a common one. To
many, all diseases in which there

occurs a rise of temperature are

"fevers." Progress in treating and preventing these

cHseases, however, is made only when the "fevers" are

classified on some other basis, as for example are

malaria and typhoid. Classification and dilTerentia-

tion are the first steps in progress. Some day when
fatigue has Iieen studied from the physiological aspect

we may find there are as many ditTerent forms of

fatigue as there are "fevers."

Fatigue in its better known form is primarily a

phenomenon of the muscles, and in my discussion I

shall use that type, altliough what I have to say ap-

plies equally to fatigue under anj* other conception, or

from the exercise of any system other than the muscles.

Fatigue is the product of two factors: One is the

work done; the other is the man's susceptibility to

fatigue. Studies in industrj- have laid emphasis upon

the factor of work done. It is true that with a

uniform susceptibility to fatigue, or fatiguabilHy. the

pro(hict fatigue must rise as the intensity or the dura-
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tion of the work is increased. ^lotion studies, sys-

tematization, rest periods, and the like, by diminish-

ing unnecessary work or limiting the duration have

acted upon the product through the factor of work

done.

But what about the factor of susceptibility? That.

in fatigue, is the physiological viewpoint. From com-

mon observation we know that some men are more

susceptible to fatigue than others. We also know that

a man's susceptibility to fatigue varies from day to

day. A striking example of the latter point is seen

in disease; the outstanding feature of convalescence

is the great susceptibility to fatigue. A sick man gets

tired trying to lift his head or his hand; he gets

fatigued from trying to read or even listening to some-

one talk. From that high point of fatiguability the

factor decreases to a minimum for the man when he

is in the best physical state, is working under an

optimum of environmental conditions, and performs

a task suited to his capability.

Susceptibility to fatigue is determined by four fac-

tors: The man's constitution, the perfection of his

working order, the environment under which he works,

and the nature of his task.

I shall discuss first the nature of the task in rela-

tion to fatigue, for this factor bears the closest rela-

tion to the approach ordinarily made to the problem

of fatigue.

Fatigue in anj- set of muscles does not bear a pro-

portionate relation to the power expended by those

muscles. Rather the fatigue appears with dispropor-

tionate rapidity as the intensity of the work rises. In

other words doubling the task more than cuts in half

the time at which fatigue appears. A man can walk

at the rate of three miles per hour for four hours, let

us say, before the muscles of his legs become fatigued.

But he cannot go at the rate of six miles an hour for

two hours before fatigue appears, nor can he go at

the rate of 12 miles per hour for one hour. A mile

runner goes at approximately the last speed, and even

the trained man is exhausted at the end of five

minutes.

The disproportionate shortening of the work as the

intensity of the work rises is a principle which I wish

to emphasize. It is a principle whicli is closely cor-

related with susceptibility to fatigue.

The muscles of each man have the capability of

expending energy at some maximum rate which is in-

dividual to the man and is determined by his con-

stitution, his physical state, and his environment. The
task sustained by the man in his occupation calls for

the expenditure of some percentage of this maximum
capability. As the percentage rises the time in which

fatigue appears is more than proportionately shortened.

Fatigue in Relation to Capacity for Work

The capabilities of two men may vary widely. A
similar task performed by each, therefore, utilizes a

different percentage of their respective capabilities,

and the length of time the task can be performed

before fatigue appears shows a greater difference than
the comparison their capabilities would indicate. For
the sake of illustration, let us say that one man has a

capability of 100 in any units which might express

such a function, and that his fellow-worker has on
the same scale a capability of 50. The task involved

is the same for each man, and uses 10 per cent of the

capability of the first man, and 20 per cent of

that of the second man. Although the second's

capability is half as great as that of the first, his

fatigue will appear in much less than half the time.

By the same reasoning: If an individual's capa-

bility is varied, his susceptibility to fatigue is more
than proportionately varied in the same direction as

his change in capability. A man's capability varies

with the state of his health, age, and environment. His

susceptibility to fatigue follows these changes through

an amplified range.

Fatigue does not bear an exact relation to the total

energy expended by the body as a whole. In per-

forming the same tasks, greater fatigue occurs through

utilization of a small number of muscles than through

the utilization of a large number of muscles, even

though the utilization of the greater number may
cause an actual increase in the total energy expended.

The smaller the number of muscles used in perform-

ing any task, the greater must be the percentage

utilization of the capabilit}^ of those muscles. As the

percentage utilization of the capability rises, the

fatigue is more than proportionately hastened. From
the viewpoint of fatigue the most economical way to

perform a task is to spread the effort over as great

as possible a number of muscles so that each muscle

is worked at a low percentage of its capability.

Fatigue Not Dependent on Energy Expended

The feeling of fatigue or tiredness follows more

closely the percentage utilization of any group of

muscles than it does the total energy expended by
the body. Thus a man may feel fatigued from the

intensive utilization of a small group of muscles

which when expended even to their maximum cause

but a small increase in the total energy expenditures

of the body. Thus standing erect or holding the body

in a strained position causes more fatigue than would

walking slowly, although the energy expended in walk-

ing is three or four times as great as in standing. In

standing erect or holding the body in a cramped

position a small group of muscles are worked inten-

sively and at a high mechanical disadvantage; in walk-

ing a large group of muscles are worked moderately.

Muscular efficiency (total thermal efficiency) is an-

other aspect of work which bears upon fatigue. As

the muscular efficiency for any task diminishes more

energy is expended by the muscles and the task is

performed at a greater per cent utilization of the capa-

bility of the muscle. The relation between the per

cent utilization and fatigue has been pointed out

above. The total thermal efficiency obtained by man
m manv of the common acts such as walking, running
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or rowing, has been determined and ranges from 15

to 30 per cent. But it 'does not necessarily follow

that siifh eftieienoies are obtained in many of the acts

performed in industry.

The nuiseles themselves probalily have a fairly

uniform efhciency for any task to which they are

accustomed, but the efficiency of the isolated muscles

is not necessarily the efficiency which is attained in

the task. The work of the muscles is not applied

directly but is transmitted through a lever system.

The mechanism of this lever system jilays a large

part in <letermining the efficiency with which the

muscle delivers its power; a variable per cent of the

work of the muscle may be lost through the mechan-

ical disadvantages of tiie transmission. Tiie manner
adopter! by the man in performing a task may thus

have a profound influence on devolopmenf of fati<iue.

MfscLEs Act Throich MEriiAXH ai. Svstkm

In working the muscles exert a force to bring closer

togethei' the structures to which their two ends are

attached. The pull of the muscle is not applied

directly to the task which they are expected to per-

form but is transmitted through a system of levers

made u]i of tlie bones and joints. .\ nuiscle works

at its maximum efficiency wlien it is extended to its

greatest length, and as it shortens from that jioint its

efficiency falls ofif. The application of jiower t)y the

biceps is an example.

The biceps is attached at its upper end near the

shoulder and the attachment serves as its fixed point.

The lower end of the biceps is attached to tlie bones

of the forearm, some two inches below the elbow joint.

This lever of the third class has its least mechanical

efficiency when the arm is fully extended and its

greatest mechanical advantage when the forearm is

at a right angle with the upper arm. The pull of

the biceps is the greatest when the arm is fully ex-

tended, and much less at the point of maximum
mechanical efficiency of the lever system. The dimin-

ishinc pull of the biceps, however, is coiupensated by
the rising mechanical efficiency of the lever system

so that for an application of force made through the

hand, the mu.'sclc has a practically uniform pull and
efficiency from complete extension to one-half flexion.

From the point of mid-fiexion. however, the efficiency

both of the lever system anrl the nuisde falls ofif

rapidly. Most of the other muscles of the body do

not have this fortunate compensation of the diminish-

ing nuiscular efficiency by the rising mechanical effi-

ciency of tiie transmitting system.

FiEL HiRXED IX Doing Mr.scrL.\R Work

A final aspect of the work done in relation to fatigue

concerns the fuel burned in doing the work. The
muscles are in the terms of engineering both coal

burners and oil burners; the muscles will work when
suiiplied by the blood with either sugar or fat. By
preference, however, the work is done on a mixture

of about two-thirds fat and one-third sugar. More-

over, the efficiency of the muscles is considerably higher

when they are supplied with some sugar than when
they are forced to use fat alone. The supph' of fat

in the body is large; the supply of sugar is small and
must be frequently replenished through ingestion of

carl)ohydrates.

Sugar or Oil Burners

Most men are strictly oil burners when they get up
in the morning, for during the night they have used

up their supply of sugar. The sugar in the morning
cup of cofifee or on the cereal supplies availal>le sugar

within a few minutes of its ingestion, the carbohydrate
of the toast or bread follows more slowly. T'ntil the

supply of sugar is again exhausted, the muscular effi-

ciency is higher than it was before breakfast. From the

physiological side one is inclined to view the late

moniii)g and late afternoon falling oiT in factory out-

put with some speculation as to the part in it played

l)v a reversion of the body to oil burning and dimin-

ished efficiency. A cup of coffee or tea with sugar,

or chocolated milk, supplied at the employers' expense

might in some cases be a profitable investment.

The moderate exertion of a large group of muscles

may cause a more rapid recovery from fatigue than

would coiuplete rest. The recovery from fatiirue is

closely correlated with the volume of the circulation

supplied to the exercised muscles. By moderately

exercising a large grou{) of muscles the circulation to

all of the muscles is increased and the tired muscles

receive a greater supply of blood than they would in

bodily rest. From a jihysiological point some form of

callisthenics should give better rest to workers who
utilize a small group of muscles than woukl sitting or

even lying down.

Fatigue Recovery

Tlie volume of blood circulated to the nuiseles not

only influences recovery from fatigue but also the

period which elapses before fatigue occurs. A striking

example of the latter fact is seen in men in whom
the arteries of the legs have hardened and become
partially occluded. The flow of blood to the muscles

of their legs is diminished. They are susceptible to

fatigue to such an extent that in walking they are

forced to stop and rest every few blocks.

The volume of blood which the heart of a normal

man jnimps to his tissues each minute shows a ilis-

tinct variation with the position of the body. When
he is sitting down his circulation is approximately 25

per cent less than when he is lying down; wiien he

stands his circulation falls ofif an additioiuil 25 per

cent. The heart of an average sized man at rest pumps
about it liters of blood per minute when he is lying

down. 7 when sitting, and 5 when standing. Obviously

rest in a prone position brings a more rapid recovery

from fatigue than does either sitting or standing. Like-

wise for ta.sks which entail the activity of a small group

of muscles, a better supply of blood is furnished the

muscles while the man is sitting than when he is
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standing. The exertion of a large group of muscles

obliterates the influence of position upon the circula-

tion. In walking moderately the volume of blood

pumped is about double that of rest in the prone

position.

Above I have used the rather indefinite term "capa-

bility" as the amount of energy which a man can make
available for any task. Although capability appears

as a function of the muscles or any other system per-

forming a task, it is nevertheless an expression of the

body as a whole.

The muscles are simply an organ of the body, as is

the heart, lungs or brain. The capability of the

muscles is no greater than the capability of the least

capable of the organs of the body. In their performance
the muscles suggest in many ways the production
in a factory where the article manufactured must pass
through each department. The rate of production is

no greater than that of the slowest department.

Factors ix R.\te of Human Production

The factors which influence the rate of production
in each department of the human factory are con-

stitution, environment, and perfecting of working
order.

Constitution is a man's build or construction. Men
are born with constitutions, just as machines or fac-

tories are given them by the material and perfection

of their construction and organization. The initial

endowment of the constitution is a result of heredity.

But this constitution is only a start ; the initial endow-
ment of a man does not indicate what constitution

he will ha-^'e when he reaches any subsequent age. His
value to himself as a used machine depends upon the

care he has taken of his constitution.

Influence of Environment on Cap.\bility

Environment exerts its influence upon capability by
distracting the activity of some department of the

human factory and thus limiting the production of

the factory as a whole. An organ actively attending to

its own particular function imposes a limitation upon
the activity of the muscles and upon every other sys-

tem in the body. For example, when the digestive

tract is engaged with a heavy meal it usurps blood
which otherwise might be used by the muscles. The
activity of the brain imposes a similar and even more
marked limitation. The factors which engage the ac-

tivity of the organs of the body often arise from
external causes. Thus carbon monoxide inhaled from
exhaust or producer gas combines with the blood and
imposes a limitation to the use of that transporting

fluid. The great increase in susceptibility to fatigue

is the outstanding feature of mild carbon monoxide
poisoning.

Lack of cooling power of the air furnishes the best

example of the influence of an environment in the limi-

tation of capability and the production of fatigue. A
hot environment and one in which the air lacks cool-

ing power may be quite different things physiologically.

The heat production in the body is dissipated from
the skin but it is not brought to the skin by simple

conduction from the underlying tissue. The heat to

be dissipated is brought to the skin by the circulating

blood. The skin, like the muscles, is an organ of the

body: the activity of the skin in dissipating heat limits

and depresses the activity of all the other functions

of the body.

Influence of Air Cooling on Output

Nearly 50 years ago the statement was made that

:

"Every hindrance to free heat loss either reduces bodily

exertion or causes it to be done under a feeling of

oppression and a burden of fatigue." One of the most
recent studies of ventilation showed a falling off of

output of 28 per cent as a result of a rise of 7 degrees

F. in the air; in another study the output fell 50 per
cent when the dry kata reading was reduced from 6

to 1. (The kata thermometer records the cooling

power of the air.) Probably few employers realize

the cost to them of a drop of unevaporated and there-

fore wasted sweat.

Imperfection of working order is one of the factors

which limits capability. A man who has an organic

disease of his heart may have excellent muscles in

his legs, but when he tries to walk upstairs his legs

give way. They have not the capability to perform

the task and become fatigued. Theii' low capability

does not arise from any defect of the muscle, but

comes from a failure of the circulation to compensate
for their activity by a suitable supply of blood. In

choosing an organic lesion of the heart to illustrate

my point, I have taken an extreme condition. But
from this extreme to complete perfection of working

order the sequence of capability rises without a break.

Extreme conditions do not concern industry for they

are obvious. The minor defects of working order

do concern indusrty, however, for the aggregate of

each man's minor defects imposes a limitation to his

capability.

Education Can Help to Eliminate Minor Defects

The greatest factor in eliminating these minor de-

fects both organic and functional, is through the educa-

tion of the man or of his immediate superior. On
such subjects it is diflacult to obtain a suitable ap-

proach from the medical profession; men often put

more faith in lay advice than they do in the advice

of a physician. This last is particularly true for the

minor defects of bodily operation. There is a tre-

mendous amount of missionary work to be done in

telling men how the machine with which they are

endowed operates. Any man who is capable of un-

derstanding the operation of an automobile can

understand the necessary minimum of human body
operation to make him an ardent missionary among
his fellows. When such a man can understand and
reason for himself from the physiological viewpoint

he has a deeper concern in the defects of capability,

if not in himself, at least in those under his charge.



Alignment Charts as Management Tools

Annual Saving- of ^2i)0() Brc)Ui,'-ht About in ( )ni.' Case

By F. J. HEUTKI{
Indxistrial Engineer

Mr^XTAL processes, coinpvitations and calcula-

tions, take time and thus are an operating

cost in any manufacturing concern. The
rapid development and increased use of mental labor-

saving equipment during the past few years is proof

that such costs are now undergoing a thorough, critical

investigation.

Rut there are many kinds of calculations which

cannot be turned over to an adding

or computing machine. On these

money is being wasted every day
in drawing room and production

office through long-hand methods
of calculation.

Here and there special slide

rules have been made to speed up
and lower the cost of such com-
|)utations. But in many cases the

money spent on them has been

wasted. Other and better means
are available if they will only be

utilized. One such, which forms

the subject of this short paper is

the alignment chart.

The special slide rule has been

adopted most extensively by man-
ufacturing concerns especially in

connection with computations dealing with operations

in cutting metals; while longhand figuring methods
are still extensively u.«ied in many departments where

calculating is important. Both these methods can and
^hduld be almost entirely superseded by the use of

aligmnent charts. On these charts figuring, simple

as well as complicated, is reduced to the act of read-

ing flimensions. There is not an operation in cal-

cidation that aligmnent charts cannot handle."

To operate a slide rule requires considerable train-

ing and mental effort. The graduations are usually

only from 1 to 10. This arrangement requires care-

ful attention in handling larger or smaller numbers.

The slide rule is not complete in itself for usually

one or even several handbooks are neces.sary to fur-

nish the fornndas required for the computation. Again,

on a .«liile rule it is impossible to record the operations

performed. Therefore adchtional paraphernalia, jiencil

and paper, is required.

> A short but excellent ch.iptrr on this subject is found on page
111 of M.inagcinent's Handbook.

Everyone appreciates the possibili-

ties and advantages of subdividing

manual labor and applying labor- and

time-saving devices. But the realiza-

tion is not so widespread that mentaj

labor may likewise be subdivided and

devices used to save the effort and

time spent in mental work. Mr.

Reuter shows how the costs of the

infrequent and complicated drawing

room and production office calculation

may be lowered by use of the align-

ment chart. He also applies it to

analysis and layout purposes.

The special slide rule is constructed for a single pur-

pose. It has an advantage over the plain rule that

the graduations are made to suit the figures to be dealt

with, and the operations to be performed are reduced

almost to a minimum. But the cost of this kind of

tool is so large, and its life so uncertain, that it is a

wonder managers have authorized its construction and

paid the bill.

To make a slide rule requires:

(T) Designing and drafting includ-

ing laying out the scales; (2) Shop
work including the careful fitting

of slides and pasting of scales. To
use it requires a training period

and to acquire dexterity requires

considerable experience. This kind

of tool, made of wood as it is. after

a little time is liable to warp,

crack, or break, and the scales are

liable to peel off and tear.

In contrast to these limitations

an alignment chart can be con-

structed at a cost varying from

one-fiftieth to one-fifth of the cost

of a special slide rule made for the

same purpose. This cost depends

entirely on the refinement re-

quired. For example, if the chart is to be used a few

times only, pencil lines and the e.^^sential graduations

are all that are reciuired; if the chart is to be used

repeatedly. India ink lines and a suflScient range of

graduations on each scale are needed. If several charts

are wanted from an original, a tracing and blue prints

can be made. To make a chart requires flesigning

and drafting only. Tiiis accounts for the low cost

compared with the special slide rule's high cost.

Furthermore, an alignment chart, unlike the slide

rule, is complete in itself. The figures on the scales

are written in decimals, fractions, degrees, large num-

bers or in any way or in any units that are convenient.

The formulas involved are written on the chart to-

gether with one or two examples illustrating how to

use the chart. These charts last a long time. I have

used some for 10 years and they are as good as new

now. Yet many pencil lines were drawn across them

to record the operations performed. These lines were

later erased without injuring the chart. Because the

alignment chart is so complete in itself very little
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training is required to use it. I should say no train-

ing, for the requirement is only the reading of the

chart.

Alignment charts are not only used for figuring, but

also for analyses which are impossible by any other

method. It was on one of these charts that I used to

analyze the operations performed on brass to produce

cartridge shells and on the same chart that the best

way of making shells was laid out. In one of many
cases, it was shown why a shell was wrongly made
and how by minor alterations to the tools several

operations could he eliminated. This new layout was
approved. The final result was a saving of $2000 per

year in producing that piece.

A few years ago a well-known shop management
consulting engineer was retained by a large factory

where I was employed. There this engineer recom-

mended the construction of special slide rules for

various applications. One of them was the calcula-

tion of springs. For this work four identical rules

were made at a cost of $45 each, or $180 for the lot.



Improved Methods Double Production

Universal Winding- Company Increases Output jxr Enii)loyee

100 per cent by Good Mana^a^ment and Wafje Incentives

By CHARLES F. O'CONNOR
Production Manager, Universal Winding Company

IN 1913 the Universal Winding Company, recog-

nizing that it had a responsibility equal with the

workmen in the details of its production work,

decided to install scientific management. The new
methods were introduced with the assistance of Carl

G. Barth. As a result, the management is now held

responsible for the securing of the proper material,

finding the necessary tool equipment, determining the

proper feeds and speeds at which to run machines, de-

termining the best way in which work should be han-

dled, seeing that the material is moved to successive

operations and finding out and assigning in each case

the next job for each employee to work on.

This proper pre-planning of production removed un-

certainty from the workman's task and made possible

the establishment of an accurate measure for a day's

work. An accurate measurement made possible the

developing of deductions from data secured. These
deductions, in turn, provided the basis for efficient

handling of the business of manufacturing winding
machines. In the fourteen years that scientific man-
agement has been practiced, the production results

have been manifold. The management has been
utilizing facilities whose maximum limitations were
often thought to have been reached, but which have
continued to serve equally well under more efficient

methods of handling or manipulation introduced.

The business of the company was establi-shed to

furnish a machine upon which shoe thread could be
wound so as to minimize the loss occasioned through
tangles and snarls that occurred in packing and tran-

sit. From this predetermined need there aro.se a mul-
titudinous demand and today machines are in use to

wind all kinds of material on and from all kinds of

forms. The demand for them is world-wide.

Problems Ixtroduced by World Market

The world market aspect of the business makes
manufacturing a difficult problem, for in forecasting

demands there is a correspondingly large circle of in-

fluences which have their effects upon forecasts. And
while standardization of parts dominant for several

types of machine is practiced, there is a steady de-

mand from the field for parts which eliminate stand-

ardization as an entity. This condition, in turn,

necessitates special handling in manufacture. We
shall be concerned more about this later.

Our product is assembled maeliines, as well as parts

for machines already sold but being re-adapted for

new purposes, or those needing repair on account of

depreciation. Consequently the system of matnifao-

ture is one of continuous production of unit parts

standard in the various types of machines, as well as

those special for particular requirements. Therefore,

yhvluyraffhta t)y tatrchUd .Hiriui Purity*, i/.i

Fig. 1 Plant of UNmniSAL Winding Company, Providence, Rhode Island
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our production control is based upon these unit.?.

Before the installation of scientific manafiement. the

storeroom was under the control of a foreman who

carried the knowledge of the part and its location in

his mind. IMore than that, he knew the special fittings

for particular customers. Whenever that foreman was

absent the efficiency of the storeroom suffered and the

production of the machine assembly department was

decreased. Consequently, the storeroom was the first

point of attack when scientific management was in-

stalled. Tliere has resulted a storage or binning

system which provides for predetermined turnovers

of stocks so that parts of antiquated design are not

accunudated. Tlie material is disbursed in the order

of its receipt. This method lias resulted in continuou:^

machine production for the unit becoming the control

in manufacture. It emphasizes the need for produc-

tion control over parts as individual units instead of

according to machine assembly needs.

Operating under the Taylor plan of scientific man-

agement im]ilies that research methods have been

adopted in our management. In the case we are con-

sidering the final resultant is the unit. Manufactur-

ing units of a like nature brought up the question of

procedure for consideration. The machine tools used

in manufacture had to be grouped to give maximum
efficiency and our study led us to combine like tools

together to form departments. Consequently, we have

a section known as the lathe department, one as the

rlrill press department in which are grouped all the

drills, etc.

We have since learned to limit this arrangement

where for particular parts, or group of parts, a saving

in manufacturing time and inventory results if the

work is carried on as one unit and the machine tools

are correspondingly grouped for manufacture. In one

bracket job, the former method meant a manufac-

turing time of 18 weeks. By making an entirely sep-

arate job of this part, this time was reduced to 8

weeks in process.

Market Analysis and Production Determine
Inventory

From the sales department information is received

which forecasts the demands of the market. With
this knowledge of the market and a knowledge of past

production performances of the factory an idea is

obtained of the average consumption of material and
supplies during the immediate future. This estimate

furnishes a basis for establishing a control over such

material and supplies. If we are able, as we usually

are, through an establishment of limits of stock re-

quirements, to eliminate an unnecessary investment in

material as well as all unnecessary losses in the fac-

tory due to waiting for the ordering and arrival of

materials, we are achieving the best results in stores

management.
For many months we concentrated on an effort to

place our perpetual inventory sheets on machine tab-

ulators for compilation. Our efforts in this direction.

lunveA-er. brought us in touch witli a rapid index file

winch paid, for itself in a j-ear's time. This file per-

mits the use of a sheet 11 in. wide by 11'''4 in. deep in

place of the old sheet which measured I9I4 in. wide

by 14 in. deep. The old sheets were cumbersome and
lack of space permitted ordy one person to use a file

at a time. We have now ten flat panels on a stand

Fic;. Perpetial Inventory ."^heets .\nd Holders

which permits the taking out of each panel separately.

On each panel are fifty perpetual inventory sheets.

The rapid reference thus possible facilitates the post-

ing of disbursements. More than one jierson has

access to information at the same time. The device

is a great saver of both time and floor sj^ace. The
balance-of-stores or perpetual inventory clerk can

post entries without having to go from his desk to

the file rack and back again, since the stands allow

the files to be placed on a desk. Thus far, we have
increased the lunnber of daily inrhvidual entries post-

ing per clerk 48 pei' cent.

A similar posting medium has been adopted for re-

cording the progress of material from department to

flepartment. Here again it has given highly satisfac-

tory results, at the same time displacing progress sheets

equally as cumbersome as the former inventory sheets.

Both the inventory and jjrogress sheets are serving

the purpose of recording individual items which rep-

resent parts of winding machines. The inventory

sheets record the amount of finished parts on hand.

The progress sheets record the steps in the manufac-
ture of processed parts. Together they establish unit

control.

To further emphasize this point, consider that in a

year's time 25 million parts or units are made antl

the beginning of their manufacture is the operation
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or t'uiicliiiiiiiiu III tiu> iiiiiiiiiiiiiii limit tlial has liccii

ostahlislu'd im the perpetual iiiveiitorv slieet. The
fliminishing of stock to the iiiiniiiuiin point auto-

matically starts the inaiuifacture of another lot of

similar jiarts, all synchroni/ed so that sales quotas are

realized, manufacturing facilities are satisfied and
financial tiniidxers made jidssilile.

AsSK.MHI.V AXD Sllll'l'IXt; SCHEDI'LES

A customer's order leceived for a wiiulinii macliinc^

carries with it the question "When can it he shi])iM'd?"

Every order received is scheduleil to meet the promise

date set. Each order is joined to other orders already

received so that there is a continuous daily assembling

of machines. The limit of the daily assembly is pre-

determineil each (|uarter and is set for types of ma-
chines. Therefore, a machine order received has its

particular place set in a particular flay with the sup-

position that its component parts are made, .\siiin

unit control!

Movement nf material 'ivt<\\\ ilic finished storeroom

to the assembly department is maile on standardized

trucks and in the order of the assembly. That is to

say material moved begins with the legs on which the

machine stands and ends witli the final screw that

finishes the a.ssembly.

\\'hen an order for a machine has been received

which has a jiart calling for manufacture of material

that is peculiar to a particular machine, that manu-
facture is not iiermitted to interfere with regular man-
ufacture. Instead, the parts are machined in a s]M>cial

dejiartment which has l)een created to do such special

work. This again emphasizes unit control, for when-
ever a unit has a special significance it receives special

treatment .«<» that it becomes the exceptional item of

interest until it has joined the regular items. In this

way scheilules are not interfered with and the regular

flow is niaintaineil.

The average manufacturing time for imit parts is

approximately lo weeks, liie average shi]i]Mng time for

comi)lete(| winding machines is li weeks. Consequently.

in the constant urge to maintain finished machine
shijiping schedules, there must be a control which in-

sures satisfaction to the three forces in management—

•

sales, production and finance.

Xo discussion of management is complete without
a reference to production. In this respect, an intro-

duction of the Hal.«ey Premium method at the time
of the original management installation in 19i:i

brought about a prorluction increase in average unit
manufacture of 2.') per cent. A return to piece rates

during the World War period increased production
in those same units 40 per cent over the Halsey rates.

.Vt the present writing an installation just finished

indicates possiljilities of a further lo per cent increase
through the medium of a unit system, which includes
the indirect worker in the reward attending the in-

crea.«e. Since l'J12. therefore, improved methods of

management, better facilities and a just sharing of

savings with the workers, attended by a growtli in

business to five times the former volume, with 2o in-

crease in floor space, and 50 percent increase in number
of cmjiloyccs, have increased the output per employee
100 iier cent, with no greater exertion of individual
human energy than before the more efficient manufac-
turing and management methods were introduced.

M.\XY Oooi) Results Ake Immeasurable

Like a great many in.stallations of scientific man-
agement the results are not all susceptible of a

monetary measure. There are tangible results .some of

which are cited above; there are as many and more
intangible ones. All of them can be appreciated only
when familiarity with present methods makes one feel

the helplessness which would attend the sudden with-
drawal of a system built on a careful study of data
collected for the sole purpose of flefermining the best
material, the best tool equipment, the proper feeds
and speeds to operate tool eciuipment. the best method
to handle and machine the units and the best sequence
for manufacture of the units which go to make up
I'liivcrsal Winding machines.

Computino- Rclatiw Speeds of \\^)rk to Saw Time Stuck E\{)ense

Hv uoHKirr m.uv.non
liitliixtriiil Engineer

WHKX analyzing machining operations from
which time studies are to be compiled it is cus-

tomary to obtain as one of the primary functions the
best si)eeds at which the various metals may be ma-
chined, and along with this the proper feeds. When
this data has been obtaineil it is an easy matter to

compute l)y projiortion other time studies for any
other sizes of machine parts, made from a similar
metal.

Many machine tools are now provided with a speed
changing device of an electrical or mechanical nature

.so that, in combination with the changes of speed pro-

vided by gearing in the machine, any desired surface

speed may be obtained.

Dining the compiling of a numl)er of time studies

recently for machine work in our plant the procedure
was followed of taking one study a.s the ma.ster and
from it computing other studies for elements of a
similar material and shape. It can readily be seen
that this is a great time saver, as it wouM require

a large corps of men and much expense to take indi-

vidual time studies of all machine parts in a plant
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where several thousand varieties are manufactured.

Then again, in our plant many parts of an experi-

mental nature are machined. It would be almost a

waste of time to make time studies of such part.', and

yet it is necessary to produce them as cheaply as pos-

sible. This can best be done by putting the jobs on

a piece-work or bonus basis.

However, it was found that one machine in the plant,

namely, a 42-in. BuUard turret lathe, was not pro-

vided with any variable speed device. This machine

has table speeds of 3.3, 4.2, 5.2, 7.6, 8.1, 13, 19, 25,

32, 39, and 56 r. p. m. It is kept very busy and most

of the parts produced on it are such that they lend

themselves very easily to time study, and therefore

to a piece-rate system.

Time could not be spared to make studies of all the

parts to be machined on this turret lathe. Neither

could a fixed speed be maintained for the cutting oper-

ations, as this correct speed could not be obtained by

the limitations of the machine, as noted.

Development of Table

To overcome this difficulty Fig. 1 was compiled.

The figures were obtained by multiplying the diam-

eter of the work to be machined by 3.1416, then mul-

tiplying the result by the r. p. m. of the machine table,

and dividmg the net result by 12.

For example, taking a diameter of 7 in. and wish-

ing to know the surface speed of the work with the

machine traveling at 10 r. p. m., we have

7 X 3.1416 X 10

12
=^18.32 ft. per min.

Looking in the table for 10 r. p. m. at the head of

one of the vertical columns, and reading across from

the 7 in. diameter in the vertical column at the left.

it will be seen that 18.32 is given as the surface speed,

which is the same as obtained from the above example.

To use the table, when the correct speed has been

obtained from a time study and another studj' is to be

computed, read the diameter to be machined across

until the nearest proper cutting speed is found, and
vertically up from this to the column head, and the

latter figure will be the correct r. p. m.
Let us take an example. When timing a gear it is

found that 70.7 ft. per miin. is the best cutting speed.

This gear is 27 in. in diameter, has a 4 in. face and
requires 50.61 min, to turn up at a certain feed. What
speed should the machine be run to cut a gear of 32

in. diameter, and if the gear has a 6 in. face what time

must be allowed for the operation if the feed is the

same as for the previous gear?

We will assume that the speed of 70.7 ft. per min.

is as fast as the tool will stand without being destroyed

and therefore it must not be increased. Reading
across the horizontal line for a diameter of 32 in.

and vertically down from 10 r. p. m., which is the

speed of the table for 70.7 ft. per min. and a diam-
eter of 27 in., it will be seen that the new speed is

83.8 ft. per min. As this is above the limit of 70.7 we



The Barth Standard Wage Scale

Discussion and Re{)ly

BY CHARLES D. DEMOND
Mechanical Engineer

THE editorial introduction to The Barth Standard

Wage Scale, on page 357 of your December 1925

issue, refers to the psychology of the problem.

This discussion may be helpful from another mental

angle, in that it bridges the gap between the arith-

metical and the geometrical points of view.

To warrant the suggested scale we observe how little

variation occurs between the amounts finally assigned

and the exact calculations. The latter are as follows,

the factor being 1.14S7:

10.0
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of the great deviation from my original attempt at a

scale whose terms of whole numbers should as far

as possible bear the same ratio to each other, which

this intentional mixture of arithmetical and geomet-

rical progressions produces in Mr. Demond's suggested

scale, in which the final ratios vary from a minimum
of 1.1 (10% increase) to a maximum of 1.2 (207f

increase).

Taking, therefore, the basic ratio -^2= 1.14S7 and

using it as I originally did the ratio 1.15, and letting

down a trifle on the condition that the ratios should

be the closest possible to the basic one, and further

letting down, on rates below 20 cents, on the require-

ment that the terms must all be whole numbers, I

herewith modifv mv scale to

10



The Guide to Latest Information

One Hundred Best Selections tor May*

Hv llli: Kl )n'()US

THIS niontliV cxteni^ivc rritical review of tlie latest

available mafiazines and reeent books show that an

inereasing number of American factories are energetically

attacking (lifTicult management problems and working out

successftd solutions. Improved production methods have

lirought about big savings, many noted below. Economies

of power generation and transmission within the plant and

the eost-saving pliases of material liandling arc increas-

ingly prominent. Well-eciuijjped buildings and sound un-

derstanding of labor relations, as management's contribu-

tion, are develojMng capable and contented working forces.

Much new useful and cost-reducing industrial equipment

has been init on the market.

Altogether, soimd. steady progress toward better methods

of administering the activities and directing the operations

of manufacturing plants is strikingly evident.

Industrial Buildini^rs and Plant Maintenance

Buildings and Equipment

Intelligent Planning of Plant Additions

.Norman L. t*:lIllllll^. Fartor? to aiial.vzf iii

:i(i\ ance of actual constniction. hiiiiiMrinl

Mannormcul. Mar. 1926. ri>. 161-3. Index

no. 65853.

Labor-Saving Equipment Features New
Westinghouse Air Brake Plant

Ci. \\ . \\ ililiii. i:intr.il iiianaeer. describe.* the

construction, la.vout and equipment of a new
biiililing 920 ft. lone and 3 stories high for

foun<lr>- and machine shop work. The fo>m-

dr\- contains the verv latest and best in-

stallation of nu^rhanical equipment ever pro-

vidiNl for the croiioiuical |iroduction of cast-

inns. M.\SfF.\CTlRIN<l IXDISTRIKS. MaV 192().

pp. 337-42. Illus. Index no. 6582.

New Methods in an Old Industry

('. M. Fauiicc. Df.-cription of tlie million-

dollar plant of the California Baking Co.

hiduslrml Gns. March 1926. pp. 7-8. 24. 26.

Illus. Index no. 6.t8.2.

Planning Lighting System for a Tire Fac-

tory

Philip C. Jones. Method of determininis size

and the number of lamps necessar\' for the

ilhmiinalion required and factors that in-

fluence la.vout of distribution system in the

Coodyear Tire and Rubber Co. plant at

.Xkron. Industrial Engineer. X\^T. 1926. )ip-

160-164. Illus. Index no. 658.242.

The Strategic Value of Locating Near the

Sea

John .\. Piquet. Creat opportimities for low-

cost production and world markets lie in our

coming port cities. Indwlrial Management,

Mar. 1926, pp. 184-7. Illus. Index no. 6.58.21.

Maintenance and Repair

Your Factory's Dust Problem and How to

Meet It

K. D. Hamilton. I—How to control du.-t in

nianufactin-ing plants, with illuslnilions and

ilescriptions of equij^ment. Factory. Mar.

1926. i>p. 446-9. ,504. .570. ,572. 574. .576. .578.

Illus. II—Pnictice of the Oeonje K. Keith

Companv in controlling and removing dust.

Fnitorii'. .\pr. 1926. pp. 6.50-4. 74S. 7.50. 7.52.

754. 756. 7,58. 760. Illus. Index no. 6.5S.239.

()rii:anization. Manaixement and Administration

Alignment Charts as Management Tools

F. J. Renter. Costs of infrequent ami coiu-

phcaTed <irawing room and ortice calcidations

may often be lowered by the use of align-

ment charts. The author gives examples.

M ANtF\(TIKIM; ISDISTRIES. May 1926. pp
367-S. Illus. Index no. 6.58.53.

Bonus System Pays in Hoosier Plant

K. (i. Mctiumn. general manager shows that,

although equipped and operate*! according to

the most-up-to-<lale manufacturing de\elop-

ments. the Hoosier Mantifacturing Co..

makers of kitchen i-abiiicts. bring about sub-

stantial pnxluction increa.s<>s and waste r>'-

•The nunit»cr at the |.n«l of <.iirh ilmn w the

iiulrx )»yinl»rtl in ihi* IVwrv I>«.nmal ('liiw*ifintii>n

!»V!.trni. If nrlicltv* .nrr riipp,.,! nnii fil...! nrr.ir,liiia t.t

thpw niuntHT!*. Ilkr ^iil»j».r.!* will niitoinntirjilK Kntul'

toffrihiT Bitfl n-latoil Mili)tM-i^ will follow in lociml

Tilt- iHiok!* find piini|ililet* rVwifinl run (m. pro-
riirr.1 frrim ill.- Roiinid Pn-w Compnnv i»r tlinr rr-

SIM.r'tlvi. pillill!>hi*r:t. If Utokji nf olhiT pIllill^lltT'.

ftn- i.rilrrml from lh«» Ronnlil Pn.»* t'oiiipnii\ .
or.lfn-

mil-^t \-»f ncrotnpaiiif.<l l»v ra.Hli plii..« 2i c\-r\» \*vt Uwik
(or tnin>|H>rtntion rhnrKrs..

PtiofOTitat popi».s (wliitf prilitin£ on Mnck tmrk-
Kn.iinil) of anv nmffnxiiM. nrtiHt' in<lrxi.<l cnn Iw oh-
tniniM nl a pnrr o^ ^i mttn thr poor. h\ afliirrr^Miii:

Ihc Enffinf.<.niie S,rii.tii«i l.ittran'. W W,".l 39tli

StRvt. N't'W York City, with whom w,. ha\«. nr-

ranaeil thi* j^-rMrr. Ilfinittanr*. nm.*t arrompaiiv thf
ortlpr. When ortieruiK phot«i*tat.* plm^- <|ii.>tp from
the index: (I) Title of nrtirle; I3> Index niiiiilM.r

;

(3> Name, date and paicp niimbeni of iienodiml in

whirh the item appears.

luctions by means of a bonus sj-steni care-

fiill.v adapted to the work of each depart-

ment. .M.xNiFvcTiRiNi; IxDisTRiKS, May
I926. pp. 3-2<)-34 Illus Index no. C.5.S .">

Getting the Most Out of Your Machine
Tool Dollar

Jerome R. Cicorge. Methods u.sed to select

anil buy equipment adopted by the Morgan
Conslriielion Co. .4wcriVflii Marliinixt. Mar.

II. 1926. pp. 381-3. Index no. 6,58.27.

Improved Methods Double Output

Charles F (VConnor. In 1913 the Cniversjil

Windmg Co. installed the Taylor .Sv.stem of

Scientific Management, which has o|M'nitcd

successfull.v for the pa.st 14 .vears. The new
methods as gradually improved upon have

iloubleil the prodtiction per employee, with

an increa.sc of onl.v 25 per cent in floor space,

and 1.50 per cent in number of workers.

Mam KMTiRiMi IsDisTRiKs. May 1926. pi'.

369-71. Illus Index no &5S5

Investigation of Business Problems

J Kigelbemer. .\. \V. .Shaw Co.. Chicago.

3,15 pp. $5. This book has its origin in a

group of instructions developt^l to a.ssist new
men to enter the author's department. In

its pre.sj'nt form there have been two dis-

tinct pun'os<'s Ix'hind its arrangement: First.

to present a thorough anal.vsis of technique

and (irocedure of investigating business prob-

lems: and second, providing practical train-

ing for the research worker. The nature ol

the information pre.sented is indicated bv the

chapter headings: Field of Investigation: In-

\esligational Procediin': Qiialifieiitions of the

Investigator: Pn-liminary .\nalysis: ProiH'r

Mental .\ttitude: Methods of Collecting the

Facts; Personal Observation and F.xperimenl.;

Bibliographical Research: Interviews; tjues-

tionnaires; Nature of Thinking: Definition

and Classification: Testing ami Interpreta-

tion; Tabulation and Pre.sentation ; Suggt's-

lion and Inference: Developing the Conclu-

sion; E-slablishing the Conclusion: Pn'paring

the Report. Index no. 658.

Keeping Research on a Business Basis

tleorge K. Hagemann. Orgaiiizalion and

operating methods of the General Motors

CoH'oration Research Laboratories at De-

troit, one of the most progre.<sive. capable

and comi'lctely equipped departments of its

kind in the world. M »NiK\<-riRiM: IxDts-

TKiE.'*. May 1926. pp. 3.59-62. llhis. Index

no. 658.57.

One-Day Production

KilwanI Carlson. The Kardex-Rand Co. is

using loda.v half as man.v men f>er unit of

37
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product as were required two years ago. This

striking reduction has been brought about by
organizing machines and groups, simplified

layout, and arranging for straiglit-line pro-

duction. Factory, Mar. 1926, pp. 433-5, 464,

466, 538, 540, 542. Ilkis. Index no. 658.5.

Short Cuts to Accurate Order Filling

John G. Aldrich. Methods by which the

New England Butt Co. is enabled to fill

orders for machines and repair parts promptly

and accurately. Extensive engineering de-

partment records and a convenient means of

filing orders after filling provide complete
data for reference when new orders are re-

ceived. Manuf.^cturing Industries, May
1926, pp. 335-6. Illus. Index no. 658.81.

Technique of Executive Control in Shop
Management

Wallace Clark. Society of Industrial En-
gineers Bulletin, Mar. 1926, pp. 11-17. Index

no. 658.5.

Value of Research Work to the Industry

,J. T. Howington. Value of research work

to the clay products manufacturer, with par-

ticular stress on improvement of product

and scientific attack on merchandising.

Brick and Clay Record. Mar. 30, 1926, pp.
548-9. Index no. 658.57.

Warring Against the Idle Dollar

E. M. Herr. How stabilization, simplifica-

tion, standardization, and employee co-opera-

tion can hold down your investment in stock.

Experience of the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co. Factory, Mar. 1926, pp.

427-30, 502 Illus. Index no. 658.5.

Power Generation

Economy Due to Power Factor Correction

In the plant of theE. N. Dittenhofer

Gotham Silk Hosiery Co. overall power fac

tor was increased from 49.9 to 91.4 per cent.

This article describes methods adopted to

bring this improvement. Power Plant En-
gineering, Apr. 1, 1926, pp. 425-6. Index

no. 658.26.

Extracted Steam Solves Power Problems

Descriptions of equipment, methods of oper-

ation of the power plant of the Proximity

Manufacturing Co., a textile plant which

operates 1600 looms and 55,000 spindles.

Boilers operate at 200 lb. pressure, with 100

deg. superheat, and steam at 15 lb. pressure

is bled from the turbine for the dye house

supply. During the first month of operation

of the new equipment 104 tons less coal were

used than during the corresponding month
of the previous year. Power, Mar. 30. 1926,

pp. 474-7. Illus." Index no. 658.26.

How to Decrease Boiler Plant Costs

Russell B. Williams. Simple, inexpensive

system of recording result of boiler plant

operation and to point out possibilities of

saving. Steam Coal Buyer, Mar. 1926, pp.

31-3. Illus. Index no. 658.261.

Advertising

Principles of Publicity

Glenn C. Quiett and Ralph D. Casey. D.

Appleton and Co., New York. 420 pp. $3.

Written to define publicity in its modem
setting and to give an extended and prac-

tical exposition of its methods. Distinguishes

between responsible and unreliable informa-

tion, commonly called propaganda, and be-

tween the functions of publicity and adver-

tising. Based upon experiences in news-

paper and magazine work and in the special

field of publicity. Topics cover: Practice of

publicity; dealing with the news executives;

news and feature stories ; writing pamphlets

;

printing ; the trade press ; house organs ; mo-
tion pictures; news pictures; exhibits; busi-

ness publicity; publicity for public schools,

universities and colleges, institutions,

churches, civic associations; conducting of

publicity campaigns. Index no. 659.1.

Rating System for Words in Advertising

Copy

Richard Surrey. Printers' Ink, Mar. 11, 1926.

pp. 105-10. Index no. 659.1.

Selling

First Step in a Market Survey

H. L. Keely. The author presents the four

Power Generation and Transmission
Keeping Cost in a Small Power Plant

Sjiecimen instnmient charts, report sheets

and log of daily operating costs. Power, Mar
30, 1926, pp. 489-91 Illus. Index no. 658.261.

New National Biscuit Company Plant at

Philadelphia

New power plant of 684 boiler horsepower

capacity serves new eight-story bakery in

Philadelphia with electricity, steam and re-

frigeration for all purposes. Poxoer Plant

Engineering. Apr. 1. 1926, pp. 406-10. Illus.

Index no. 6.58.26.

Oil Engines Drive Georgia Brick Plant

Description of the new plant, equipped with

three Fairbanks-Morse and Co. oil engines.

Total rated capacity 500 hp. Exhaust heat

is used in the brick drier. Power, Mar. 30,

1926, pp. 481-2. Illus. Index no. 658.26.

Plant Addition Results in Large Savings

W. R. Hoback. Methods which brought

about a saving of 50 per cent in fuel con-

sumption in the power plant of the Gager
Lime and Manufacturing Co. Power Plant

Engineering, Mar. 15, 1926, pp. 367-9. Illus.

Index no. 658.26.

Power Factor and Means for Its Im-
provement

General Electric Co. Bulletin GEA-232. 33

Marketing and Distribution
major questions which must be answered in

making a market survey, and presents a chart

bringing together all of the accompanying
factors in their proper sequence and arrange-

ment. Manufacturing Industries, May.
1926, pp. 355-8. Illus. Index no. 658.82.

Planning Work of the Sales Promotion
Department

R. R. Harris. Ten important activities as

included in the program of the Standard
Conveyor Co. Class, Apr. 1926, pp. 50, 52.

Index no. 658.82.

Selling Cost 14 Per Cent in the Industrial

Field

Engineering Advertisers' Association ques-

tionnaire shows average advertising expendi-

ture of 2.68 per cent of sales volume. Class,

Aj.r. 1926, pp. 24, 26. Index no. 6.58.8.

What Expenses Should Be Charged to the

Sales Account?

John Allen Murphy. How to determine
whether an expenditvtre belongs to produc-

tion or selling. Printers' Ink, Mar. 25, 1926,

pp. 17-20. Index no. 658.8.

Packing, Shipping, Transportation

Box Board Thicknesses

Simplified Practice Recommendation No.

pp. Methods of power factor improvement
in industrial plants, equipment for the pur-

pose, tables of data. Index no. 658.26.

Shop Power Plant Shows Economical
Operation

Layout and equipment of the power plant

of the Sullivan Machinery Co. The prime

movers are uniflow engines. Power Plant En-
gineering, Mar. 15, 1926, pp. 377-9. Illus.

index no. 658".261.

Stoker-Fired Boiler Unit Develops High
Efficiency

Description of the new boiler unit of the

Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing Co. with

results of 24-hour test indicating the efficiency

of boiler, furnace and grate to be 83.17 per

cent. Poxoer, Mar. 17, 1926, pp. 398-9. Illus.

Index no. 658.261.

Power Transmission

Capacity of Belts Under Operating Con-
ditions

R. F. Jones. Data on relative power trans-

mitting capacity of leather belts on vertical

and angular drives as determined under a

series of service condition tests carried on at

Cornell University by the Leather Belting

Exchange Foundation. Industrial Engineer,

Apr. 1926, pp. 165-70. Illus. Index no.

6.58.262.

44. U. S. Dept. of Commerce. Pamphlet.

11 pp. Recommended simplified thicknesses

for box board, adopted April 29, 1925. In-

dex no. 658.78841.

Car Inspector and Freight Claim Preven-
tion

W. R. Rogers. Proper investigation by qual-

ified employees would aid in fixing respon-

sibility for damage. Railway Mechanical

Engineer, Apr. 1926, pp. 229-30. Index no.

658.788.

Paper Grocers' Bags

Snnplificd Practice Recommendation No. 42.

U. S. Dept. of Commerce. Pamphlet, 13 pp.

Recommended standards for capacities,

colors, qualities and strength of paper of

grocci-s' bags, adopted on May 26, 1925. In-

dex no. 658.78841.

Will Use Wooden Barrels for Rosin and
Turpentine

A. C. Hughes. The Naval Stores Package

Committee at a convention in New Orleans,

Mar. 1, 2, and 3, 1926, declared that the

metal package for shipping and handling

rosin was not practical and the present

wooden package was satisfactory. Barrel and

Box. Mar, 1926. pp. 9-10. Illus. Index no.

658.78844.
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Production Control and Matt-rial Handlini:

Production Control

Computing Relative Speeds of Work to

Save Time Study Expense

Robert Mawson. Method of developing

tables of machine speeds for different kinds

of work from time study and other data pre-

viously collected on related jobs. Mant-
FACTuniNi; Indvstries. May 1926. pp. 371-2.

Illus. Index no. 65S.M2.

Control of Inventory Through the Scien-

tific Determination of Lot Sizes—VI
H, S ( twrn Tho Process RoutinR of Piece

parts. Induxtrinl Management, Mar. 1926,

pp. 164-6. Illus. Index no. 6,tSo12.

Reducing Costs 22 Per Cent by Motion
Study

Jos. A. Piacilclli. Conclusion of the article

by the same title which appeared in the April

issue of M.ANVF.^CTURING INDUSTRIES. As a

further instance in reducing costs a case is

presented where 35 per cent reduction was
made in the expense of shipping product.

M.\MF.\CTi-RiNG Industries, May 1926, pp.
347-50. Illus. Index no. 658.542.

Repairing Locomotives at Pennsylvania
Railroad at Juniata Shop—

I

Scheduling s>'stem, material delivery, in-

spection methods, and standardized repair

parts are outstanding features. Railway

Meehanical Engineer, Apr. 1926, pp. 237-44.

Illus. Index no. 658.5.

Systematize Cleaning Operations

J. D. Towne. Management study of equip-
ment, layout, working force, and methods of

performing different operations, resulted in

reducing the number of cmi>loyees 37'-j per
cent. Foundry, Apr. 1, 1926. pp. 280-2 In-

dex no. 6.58.5.

Production Processes

Applying Electric Heat in Industrial

Plants

N. R. Stansel. Discussion of the application

of bulk heating, localized heating, and heat
treatment process, including worked out
examples to aid in solving industrial heatinc
problems. Industrial Engineer. Apr. 1926.

pp. 1.54-9. 176. Illus Index no. 6.58.27:669.8.

Material Handling

Analysis of Operating Costs of Automotive
Equipment

Joseph Scott. Operating costs; determina-
tion of economic life of equipment; cost of

obsolescence and repairs; chassis repair costs,

etc.. as determined through a study made by
the Bureau of Power and Light. City of Los
Angeles. Cal. Society oj Automotive En-
gineers Journal, .\pr. 1926. pp. 367-70. Illus.

Index no. 658281.

Conveyors Nearly Triple Output

F. L. Prentiss. Description of the power-
driven conveying sj-stems used in the fovm-
dr>' of the Saginaw Products Co., a division

of General Motors Corp. One molding unit
produces 2000 Chevrolet cylinder blocks in a

9-hr. day. Iron Age, Apr. 8. 1926, pp. 977-
S2. Illus. Index no. 6582S12.

Lower Handling Costs of Foundry Mate-
rials

Harold J. Payne. U.<e of ticctric indu.<trial

trucks for coal and castings, and lift type
trucks with platforms for other materials.

Foundry, Apr. 1, 1926. pp. 262-7. Illus. In-

dex no. 658.281.

Selecting Storage Battery Charging Equip-
ment

John H. Hertner. Discussion of the charging
requirment of lead and alkaline batteries

and characteristics of equipment best suited

to industrial trucks. Industrial Engineer, Apr.

1926. pp. 171-6. Illus. Index no. 658281.

What Executives Can Learn from the Au-
tomotive Industry—II

Jervis B. Webb. The overhead conveying
sj'stem, as applied to progressive manufac-
ture. Illustrated description of overhead
conveyors. Industrial Management, Mar.
1926, pp. 151-6. Illus. Index no. 658J281.

Employment and Personnel Manatrenient
Personnel Management

Building Worker-Management Relations
on Full Sharing of Facts

Carl F. Deitz. Methods of the Bridgeport

Brass Co. in keeping employees informed as

to progress and condition of business. Fac-
tory, Apr. 1926. pp. 627-30. Illus. Index
no. 658.315.

Experience with Group Insurance

National Metal Trade.-r Association. Chicago.
Pamphlet. 26 pp. Report of the Committee
on Industrial Relations of the National Metal
Trades .Association b.ascd on a questionnaire
to the members of that organization. The
principal conclusion is: Group life insurance
is undoubtedly one form of co-operative
effort whereby the employer may be of real

benefit to the employee and his family.

Index no. 6.58.3253.

Promoting Employee Teamwork and Wel-
fare Without PaternaUsm

C A Lippiiiioit How the Studebaker Cor-

poration handles the problem of industriiil

relations. Industrial Manageminl. M;ir 1926.

I>p. 146-50. Illus. Index no. 6.5S.315.

Remuneration

Barth Standard Wage Scale

Charles D. Demond and Carl G. Barth.
M.anuk.acturing Indu.stries. Mav 1926. pp.
373-4. Index no 6,58 3'22.

Finding the Worth of a Man's Work

J. Osborne Hopwood. Relative values of the
different kinds of work in an organization.
Industrial Management. Mar. 1926. pp. 176-

83. Illus. Index no. 658.3215.

Group System of Wage Payment—II

Harold H. Maynard and G. J. Stigcmir.en
Second article dealing with details of oper-
ation of a group s>-stem for paying wages in

u.se at the East Pittsburgh pljint of the \Ve.st-

inchouse Electric .ind Manufacturing Co.
Industrial Management. Mar. 1926. pp. 167-
72 Illus. Index no. 658.32.

Health and Safety

Fatigue From a New Point of View
Howard W. Haggard. The author shows how
the capability for doing work of an indi-

vidual is affected by the condition of the

body. This means, he declares, that physi-

ology provides information of the greatest

value to industrial managers in carr>-ing on
work in manufacturing. M.AXur.A(-TURiNO

Industries. May. 1926. pp. 363-6. Index
no. 658.544.

First Aid Rooms in Small Plants

Ximiber One of Industrial Health Series pre-

pared by Policyholders' Ser\ice Bureau, Met-
ropolitan Life Insurance Company. 12 pp.
Organization; personnel; first aid room and
equipment; records. Index no. 6.5Si}82271.

First Principles of Industrial Posture and
Seating

Special Bulletin no. 141, State of N. Y. De-
partment of Labor. Jan. 1926. 12 pp. Illus.

Illustnites correct and incorrect chairs and
stools, and gives hints in reganl to proper
po.«ture. both standing and sitting. Index no.

6583822.

Financial Control and Account
Financial Control

Operating and Balance Sheet Ratios

.Arthur .-\ndrr>«n M \nuk.\cturix<; Inous-
TRres. May 1926. pp. 451-4. Index no. 658 14.

Accounting and Cost Finding

Accounting Systems

George E B. nnett A \V. Shaw Co.. Chi-

cago. 554 pp. Flexible binding $7.50.

Written for business men and students of
accounting. Principles and problems of in-

stallation are di.scussed from the standpoint

of the average trading, service, and manu-
facturing concern of small and modrrate size.

The text shows how things actually are done,

rather than laying down theories a* to how
they should be done. Explains the theory

of record expansion; stores and purchasing;

sales; cash; cost accounts in manufacturing;

internal check factors; installation prelim-

inaries; charts and plans of layout and or-

ganization; charts of accounts; commission
selling; accounting in foundries, machine
shops, knit goods factories, and trading and
merchandizing organizations. Ninety-seven

useful forms arc included. Index no. 657.4.
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Cost Estimates for Operating Engineers

.T:unes E. Foster. Common-sense article

showing how to analyze fixed charges and
operating costs of an industrial power plant.

XntiDiial Enqineer, Apr. 1926, jip. 161-2. In-

dex no. 6')7 4.')2

Cost Summaries and Procedures in Ice

Cream and Candy Manufacture

K. J. Atkins. Outline of the items of manu-
facturing cost, selling and advertising ex-

Economics

Five Years of American Workers' Educa-
tion

Spencer Miller, Jr. Outline of the work done
by the Workers Etlucation Bureau, the na-
tional clearing house of information and
guidance for the education of American
workers. Americnti Ferhrotionist, Mar. 1923.

l<p. 336-9. Index no. 331.85.

Hides and Skins

Jolin H. .\rnuld. X. W. Shaw Co., Chicago.

606 pp. Flexible binding. $6. First of a

series of books, edited by J. Anton de Haas,
and dealing with the raw markets of the
world. Gives detailed information concern-
ing the economic, commercial and financial

aspects of the widely scattered soiu'ces of

leather supjily. Peculiar market center usages,

conditions under which the product is pro-
duced, price determinations, social factors and
governniental regulations at the source of

supidy. and international commercial policies

in relation to raw materials, are all covered.

Important topics di.scussed are: Nature and
economic relations of hides and .skins; basic

physical qualities; take-off methods; curing;

defects; methods and standards of grading;
trade organizations and contracts; restrictions

and other factors in international trade;
prices; hide production; detailed informa-
tion on many kinds of skins. Index no.

675:380.012.

Manufacturers of the State of Washington

The Manufacturers' Association of Washing-
ton, Seattle. Washington, 346 pp. $10. includ-

ing monthly service advising of changes, etc.

This is the eighth edition of the Directory
of the Manufacturers Association of the State
of Washington. The first 173 pages are de-
voted to an alphabetical list of the manu-
facturing firms and addresses, telephone num-
bers, names of executives, number of eni-

liloyees and the products made. Then follow
four pages of branfls and trade marks, and
140 jiages of a commodity index. Twent.v-
three pages give geographical grouping of

the manufacturers. Publications of this kind
are of very great value, and in exiircssing

Crawler Loader

One man machine to handle about 140 tons
of stone, sand and like materials per hour.

Constructed on a unit system—elevator,

chassis, power jilant, and crawler—for easy
inspection and repair. Ample bearings and
good lubrication by means of Alemite fittings

or grease cups. Starting, turning and stop-
ping all controlled by two hand levers, ele-

vator by a se)iarate le\-er. Lever clutch au-

pense, branch plant expense and the cost

of operating the delivery- department. A'o-

tionnl Assnciatiim oj Cost Accottntnntx Bulle-

tii). Apr. 1. 1926. pp. 557-62. Index no.

657.452.

Engineering Costing and Works Account-
ancy—Its Objects and Necessity

Roland Dunkcrly. Xdtional Assocmtion of
Coxt Arrouniniita BuUelhi. March 15. 1926,

pp. 513-21. Index no. 657.452.

Mi.scellaneous
appreciation of the one under review, it is

not out of order to wish that a similar vol-

ume might be jirinted annually by the Manu-
facturers' Association of each of the great

industiial states. Index no. 31:67.

Newer Methods in the Stabilization of Em-
ployment

Herman Feldman. Responsibility- of indi-

\ifkial employers; forw-ard steps taken b\'

.-^oine indastries and public utilities; control

oxer the business cvcle; incentive insurance.

An^erkdii Labor Legislation Review, Mar.
1926. lip. 47-.56. Index no. 658.313.

Results of the Adoption of the Eight-hour
Day

Kilgard Milhaud. This survey deals with the

ert'ect of the eight-hour working da,y on the
workers them.selves. with particular reference

to their productive ca]iacity and actual out-

]uit. Information is drawn from Czecho-
Sloxaki.i. England. France. Switzt-rland.

Lithuania. 15elgiuin, United States. The
general conclusion is that the shortening of

the work day to eight hours has helped the

moral, social and intellectual iirogre.ss of the
workers, has jiromoted technical jirogress in

processes, equipment and organization, and
has led to a more economical and effective

use of producti\e powers of workers. Inter-

national Labour Revieu', Feb. 1926. pp. 175-

210. Index no. 331.81.

Statistical Work of the National Govern-
ment

Lawrence F. Schmeckebier. John.-^ Hopkins
Pre,ss, Baltimore. 574 pp. $5. This volume
is a stud.v in the performance of the activities

of the United States Government. Its luu-
pose is to make known what the national

go\-ernment has done and is doing in the way
of collecting and imblishing information of a

statistical character. Much of the informa-
tion is of value to manufacturers, as for ex-

ample, the sections on: Labor and Wages;
Immigrants and Emigrants; Production of

Minerals; Production of Manufactured .\r-

ticles; Surveys of Industries; and Prices. In-

dex no. 311.

New Industrial Eciuipnient
tomatically disengages when the machine is

re\ crsed.

Buckets of special design with reinforced

edges, closel.v spaced on chain to permit
lower operating sjjeed of elevator. Swi\eled
chute at head of elevator controlled from
operator's platfonn and can be turned through
an angle of 180 deg. Chassis of sturdy con-
struction. Gasoline power unit of 30 hp. at

1200 r.p.m., equipped with governor, or with
electric motor drive equipment.

Predetermined Costs as AppUed to Paper
Mills

C. R. Stevenson. Paper Trade Journal. Mar.
18. 1926, pp. 61-6. Index no. 657.452.

System of Paper Mill Cost Accounting

C W. Halligan. Paper Trade Journal, Mar.
11. 1926. pp. 34, .36. 38. Illus. Index no.

657.452.

Workshops of German Machine Tool
Builders

G. Schlesinger. Heavy machine tool plants

and smaller machine plants; the growth and
development of typical concerns in each field,

their plants and ecpiipment, jiroducts and
steneral manufacturing methods and policies.

n'erk.stattstechnik, Mar. 1, 1926. pp. 1'29-

175 Illus. Index no. 338.4.

World Developments in the Cotton Indus-
try

Louis Bader. New York University Press,

New York. 187 pp. $3. This book gives a

brief survey of the significant tendencies in

the cotton piece goods industry- since 1909.

Other countries are beginning to raise cot-

ton in such quantities as to threaten the su-

l>remacy of the South as the leading cotton

producer. Manufacturers of cotton goods
are finding it impossible to sell all their mills

can iiroduce. Most of the older manufac-
turing countries are suffering heavy financial

losses in the operation of cotton mills. The
luthor surveys the economic factors and tend-

encies which have brought about this un-

fortunate situation, and declares that the

cotton industry is in need of intelligent regu-

lation by competent leadershi)) from within

the industry, but with super\'ision b.v proper

governmental agency. Index no. 677:33.

General

Mechanical Engineering Curriculum

John Lyie Harrington. Summary of replies

to a questionnaire sent to 500 members of

the .\. S. M. E. indicating the need for par-

ticularly sound training in all subjects given,

ind for more cultural and elementary scien-

tific subjects in the usual four-year course.

Merhanical Enr/ineering, Mar. 1926, pp. 201-

4. Index no. 607.

Psychology of Vocational Adjustment

Harry Dexter Kitson. J. P. Lipinncott Co.,

Philadeliihia. 273 pji. S3. This book is de-

signed to: (1) Point out the psychological

problem involved in choosing a vocation and
becoming proficient therein: (2) describe the

attemjits that have been made for their solu-

tion; (3) suggest and illustrate psychological

methods that may be employed in the ex-

iiloration of the field. Index no. 374-1.

Truck transmission has three speeds giving

a speed of 33 or 66 ft. per min. in the for-

ward direction, and 29 ft. per min. in the re-

verse. Machinery housing partially filled

with oil encloses all driving and controlling

mechanisms. Chain drives are of special

wear-resisting construction. Self-cleaning

rawler traction tread. Large rollers keep

bearing up out of dirt. Made bv Link-Belt

Co. Index no. 621.875.
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Electric Soldering Iron

Tlic (ii'iii'ial lOlirirIc Co. is now nmrkotini;

a liiilil. rapiil-hcatini: sdUlerint; iron in .-itaiiil-

anl .sizi's rancini: froin '"J in. to l',4 in. ti|>.

Powor con.-iiiniplion lancc.-i from 70 watts for

the smaller iron for liulit and intorniittent

use. to 350 watts for liio lartior sizi' on ix'avy

duty.

Irons for honvv duty have radial inc .-tjinds

to maintain tlioni at rorroot opcratinK toni-

pi'tiitures wlion temporarily not in use. A
spiral made from a stcpl rod provides a rinid

connection lielwe<>n the lian<lle and tip and
prevents comluctinu of heat to liandliv Instead

of mica, the lieatiiia unit h:is a highly com-
prosseil insulatinn powder which is a nood
heat conductor and will withstand tenipeni-

tures of more than 2(X)0 det;. fahr. Standard
lead ami connection pluu provided. Con-
struction simple; i)arls I'ew and easily re-

placeable. Index no. 621.7923.

Industrial Trailer

Kifth-wheel steer type of trailer, u.sed be-

hind either (rn-^oline or electric tractors.

Platform 3 ft. by 6 ft.; platform height 1.5'i

in. Frame built up of T-iron shapes. Wheels
of .semi-steel 12 in. in diameter with roller

bearings and .\lemite til tines. .-Mso equipped
with Ba.ssic type Ruboid wheels or pre.-v-on

l.vpe automotive tires, when desired. Pro-

vided with one set of pipe racks. Made by
Crescent Truck Co. Index no. 6.t8.2S1.

Lead-Coated Economizers
To withstand hi^;h-pre.«sures. resist cor-

rosion, cut down soot deposits, and obtain

the maximum heating surface in the mini-

mum space the B. I'". Sturtevant Co. hive
developed ami i>ut on tlie market a lead-

coated, extended-surface economizer; known
as type V. to heat boiler feed water. Steel

extension di.tcs are shrunk on by a special

process to insure maximum heat transfer.

Kconomizers are built with a minimum
number of joints ami are constructed in .sec-

tions before shipment. Sections are as-

sembled by l.SO dec. bends and supported on
.steel angle framework enclo.sed in a thor-

oughly insulated casing. Easily taken apart

and cleaned. Soot blower attachments jiro-

vide for removal of deposit on tubes, (las

pa.s,sjiges are stjiggered and proportioned for

rapid pa-s-sage with greatest economy of power
to drive fan. Water flow is rajiid to avoid
scale deposit and counter to gas flow for

greatest heal absorption. Index no. 621.1972

Line Shaft Bearing

Box I'or replacement of bearings, size for

.size. Split for ea.sy installation and tits any
hanger. Helically wound roller bearings .it

each enil. Center section plain and narroweil

down to fit hangei-s with the smallest dimen-
sions. Box built in two sections, lower part

forming two-thirds imd the lop one-lliird.

thus brnigmg jonit well above oil level. Held
together by four bolts. Bos.ses staggered to

prevent improper fitting. Lubricant re(|uires

changing only once in three or four months.
Shows savings as high as 1,5 |)er cent of the

total power bill. .\Iai|e at present in ti\c'

.oizes: 1 7 16. 1 l,i/16. 23 16. 27 16. 2 l.i 16 in

Manufactured by Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
Index no. 621.822.

Motor-Driven CO., Recorder
riie Hi pulilic Flow Mrtirs Co. have put

on the market a COi' recorder which is oper-
ated by motor and puiii|i in-ie^iil of by

water power. The entire mechanism is im-
mer.sed in oil, reducing wear ami eliminating

corro.sion present m water operated recorde|-s.

Till- ca.se is thoroughly dust proof, the only

opening being on the top. clo.scd by a tight

cover.

Power consumption is very low. The only

other expen.<e is for 2 gal. of machine liilin-

caling oil changed every 6 months to one
year, and a 3-gal. solution requiring 12 lb.

)f dry potash and changed every -1 to 6
months. Cia.ses pass through bra.ss tubing,

the pump, more brass tubing, into a measur-
ing chamber, through the potash chamber,
and into a final measuring chandler. The.se

are all immersed in the same oil, or are in

contact with the oil chamber, and hence all

temperature irregularities are removed.
Olierating parts are of steel, hardeneil and

polished. Brass hearings and Bakelite or

fibre gears, with all moving |iarts except tUr

motoi' immer.sed in oil. provide long lite and
smooth, low-friction ruiming. The recording

dial is arranged for best visibility. Index no.

C21 l!tr7

Panelboard for Industrial Use

.\ new line of industrial panelboards for

the control of lighting .systems in offices and
lactories is announced by the Westinghou.se

IClectric and Manufacturing Co. These
panelboards are made in sizes supplying
I'rom 4 to ,32 circuits and in capacities rang-

ing l"ro[n 30 to 100 ani)ieres.

Tlie new panelboards are constructed with

two doors, one within the other. The smalli'r

door, giving access to the switch comparl-
nient, has a snap catch and may be opened
by anyone. For safety, the larger door, open-
ing into the fuses, is equipped with a Yale
lock so that only authorized pei-sons may
open it. Panelboards are built tip in unit

construction, with eight single-jiole or double-
pole switches. The.-e units may be e.isily re-

moved from the front of the panelboard.

making inspection and replacement easy.

The cabinet fronts of the.se panelboirds
are equipped with the Westinghouse standard
trim clamp for mounting the trim on the

box. This clamp iieriiiits ea.sy adju.stment

of the panelboard trim when the box has
been .set up out of iilumb. The trim clamp
allows an ailjustnient up to % in. in depth
and a lateral adjustment of 3.1 in. Index
no 021.3283.

Portable Power Pipe Threader

Till ( i.-lir .Maiiulacluring Co. are now
manufacturing a power-driven pipe tlirea<ler

made of aluminum alloy and weighing only

I.tO lb. It is portid)le as a unit, without the

reiiio\al of anv )iaits.

Power is furnished by a '<i hp. Fniversid
reversible motor which speeds up on the

smalli'r sizes of piiie. giving the outfit a

greater production ca|>acily. Motor can be
run off any 110 or 11.5-volt lighting circuit,

d. c. or a. c, single pha.se and of any cvcles

from 2.> to 60.

The machine will drive nearlv all die

slocks and pipe cutters up to 2 in. capacity

Willi special auxiliary' drive .shaft, geared
die stocks and cutters up to 6 in. cipacily
can be driven. The machine can bo used to

.scri'w up filtings with a pipe wrench revolved
in its ilriving arms.

Pipe is helil in a three-jawed, .oelf-cenler-

ing chuck and llie tools are tiirniMl by ihe

driving arms. Self-centering universal guide-

in the rear of the machine a.s.sist Ihe front

chuck in centering long lengths of i)i|>e. Ma-
chine is only IS'.h in. high, ll'/a in, wide and
30ifi in. long. Index no. 621.914.

Resistance Welders
Two aiitomalie ri'sistance wrdding ma-

chines, one for straight seam work and the

other for circular .seams, are now manufac-
tured by iho General Klectric Co. Thos<>

welders consist of a framework ft)r holding

the work, a transformer for supplying cur-

rent to the electrodes, movable eleclroiie

wheels and neces-sary ccmtrol. Particularly

designed for welding the .s<-anis of light

metal containers such iis ice cream cans,

drums, etc.. and are suitable only for

making laji joints with relatively thin metal.

.\b.sence of fumes anil open arcs makes the

use of ina.sks unnece.s.sary. Operators re-

(|iiire no special welding training.

Welding speeil varies from approximately
20 in. to 100 in. per niin.. depending on Ihe

naliiif and thickness of the material to be

welded. .\ total thicknes.s of % in. may be

acommodated. Index no. 621.7923.

Self-Lowering Governor-Controlled Jack

IlM|ioM:iIII fe.illiri' IS I'olllriil of lowirillg

speed, which insures sal'ety. eliminates shocks,

and reduces wear. When two or more jacks

are u.sed under a load the uniform lowering

speed eliminates tipping or uneven position

of load. Governor control pi'rmils jacks lo

be slowed down or stopped instantly at any
point without shock or strain. Standard can-

not turn and slip out from iiniler load. A
holding clutch prevents a "sink-back."

Single, 3-position sjifety pawl on Icmt
socket regiiliites operation up. neiitnil, or

down without load.

Lock holds load and al.-o acts as brake

when lowering. Over-exlending is prevented

by a .stop. Dro|i forged steel top. A one-

piece shell holds all purls into one integral

working unit. High factor of safely. Capac-
ities range from 1,5 lo 50 tons, raises from

15'/i to 23'i in., heights of jacks from 28

to 36 in., and weights from 1.50 to 290 lb.

Madi' by the Duff Manufacturing Co Index

no 021.869.

Static Condensers for Motors

.Made by the Wesliiiglioii.se Klectric and
Manufacturing Co. for motor circuits of 220.

440 ami .5.50 volts. 2 and 3 pli;i,se. Conilen.sers

consist of insulation encliwd in a sheet metal

cont.'iiner and a porcelain terminul housing

arraiigeil for conduit connections.

.Vdvantages are: Lo.s.ses of less than one-

half per cent regardless of kva. rating; power
factor correction at or very near the .source;

improvement of voltage regulation at motor
or on f«'eders due to r<-duced line current

anil flexible localized I'orm of correction.

May lie changed from <me motor to another.

Can be connected at the motor side and
.switched on and ofT with the motor without

additional attention. Sizes '-j. 1. 2',-:. and 5

kva iiniis Index no. 621 315.

Traffic Spots

Brass cups made in two diameters, 3 in. .ind

4''2 in., for traflic devisional lines. Per-

manent, non-corrosive, highly visible, easily

in.serled and require no upkeep. Small sized

place<l at 1 ft. centers, large size at IdMs in.

centers. Can be us<'d in .an.v ty|>e of pave-

ment. Applied in manufacliiring plants to

guide traflic or lo indicate .sjifety lines, truck

stoDs and rates of truck speed. Made by
Bridgeport Brass Co. Index no. 658583.



News of Manufacturing Industries

The Month in Brief

American Can Co.—The directors on
March 30 declared a quarterly dividend of

50 cents per share on the new $61,849,950

common stock, par $25, payable May 15 to

holders of record April 30. This is at the

rate of $12 per annum on the old $41,-

233,300 common stock outstanding prior to

the issuance in March of four new $25 par
value shares in exchange for each common
share of $100 par value and the pajinent of

a 50 per cent stock dividend. Record of

dividends paid on the old common stock

follows: 1% per cent quarterly from Feb.

1923 to Feb. 1926 inclusive, and m addition

an extra of 1 per cent on Feb. 15, 1924,

an extra of 2 per cent on Feb. 16, 1925, and
an extra of 3 per cent on Feb. 15, 1926.

A 50 per cent stock dividend was also paid

on the old common stock last month.

American Engineering & Sales Cor-
poration has been recently organized to

carry on selling, engineering, and handling

import and export business. Walter N.
Polakov is president.

American Glue Co.

—

Calendar Years 1925 1924

Net after all expenses $ 982,997 $ 687.229
Dividends received 97,411 36,611
Interest on notes rec, etc 8,518 192,918

Total income $1,088,926 $ 916,758
Depreciation 241,506 213,964
Interest and discount on notes

payable, etc 300.031 294,613
Federal income and profit taxes . 70.000 55,000
Provision for claims 33,300
Reserve for contingencies 25,000
Preferred dividends (S%) 110,632 1 10.632
Common dividends (cash)

Balance, surplus S 308.457 $ 242,5.50
Previous surplus 1,124.422 881,872

Profit and loss surplus. ,

.

$1,432,879 $1,124,422

American Multigraph Co. (& Subs.).

—

Consolidated Income and Profit and Loss Account for Years
Ending

1925 1924
Sales $3,944,627 $4,412,494
Operating profit 490.313 432.315
Depreciation 69,192 64,774
Taxes 81,691 84,545

Net operating profit $ 339,430 $ 282,990
Otherincome 73,719 70,204

Gross income $ 413.148 $ 353,200
Provision for income tax 40,634 42,232
Interest and discount on notes . . ....
Other charges 70,596 66,786
Dividends on preferred stock 15.435 27,216
Dividends on common stock 183,309 190.536
Amortization of cost of patents.

.

11,900 40,000
Premium, etc., for redemption of

preferred stock 5,948

Balance $ 85,327 def$13,571
Previous surplus 928,223 941.794

Profitandlosssurplu8Dec.31 $1,013,550 $ 928,223

American Radiator Co. & Subs.

—

Calendar Years 1925 1924
'Profit $13,196,434 $12,877,554
Other income 925,045 438,469

Total income $14,121,479 $13,316,023
Interest paid and exchange 254.666 184.196
Pension fund, etc 206.585 201.630
Depreciation and depletion .. . 2,026,627 1,776,469

Net profit $11,633,602 $11,153,728
Preferred dividends 485,798 486,332

Common dividends $ 4,969,991 $ 3,313,496

Surplus $ 6,177,813 $ 7,353.900
Profit and loss surplus 24,.879,830 ' 18,702,017

^ Total consolidated profit from operations of all com-
panies after deducting all ordinary and necessary expenses
and reserve for estimated Federal taxes, but before deduct-
ing the annual provision for pension and benefit fund
and depreciation and depletion of properties. ^ Includes
preferred dividends of subsidiary companies. ^ .\fter
deducting a 50% stock dividend amounting to $10,354,675
on common stock.

American Steel and Wire.—Contract
was let at the end of March for erection

of a continuous billet and rod mill at the

South Works, Worcester, Mass., at an esti-

mated cost of more than $1,000,000.

American Tank Car Corporation.—

A

decrease in net incomeof $43,042 under that

of 1924 is reported by the General Amer-
ican Tank Car Corporation for 1925. Earn-
ings in 1925 were $2,003,956, against

$2,046,998 in 1924. This was equivalent,

after preferred dividends, last year to $5.3S

on average number of common shares out-

standing during the year and to $4.63 a

share on 303,570 shares outstanding at the

end of the year. In 1924 the figure was
$5.62 a share on 252,872 outstanding shares.

Armour and Company.—Fourteen thou-
sand employees of Armour & Co. plants

throughout the country have received group
insurance under a plan devised by them-
selves through the Plant Conference Board,

on which the workers and management are

equally represented. The company gave its

approval by signing a contract with the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company pro-

viding about $12,000,000 life insurance, as

well as health and accident protection for

the workers. As more than 13,000 em-
ployees outside the plants are alreadv in-

sured for ,$27,730,000, the total for the

Armour personnel is now about $40,000,000.

Atlantic Refining Company.—Gross in-

come of the Atlantic Refining Company, a

former Standard Oil unit, for 1925, was the

second largest rejiorted for any year in its

history. Net profits, after all deductions

and preferred dividend requirements, were
the largest since 1920. The detailed earn-

ings statement showed gross income of

$137,849,719 from operations, against $124,-

283,374 reported in 1924. After crediting

other income, allowing for all deductions,

including reserves for taxes, depreciation

and depletion, and preferred dividends, the

company reported a balance of ,$5,766,099,

equal to $11.53 a share earned on the com-
mon stock of $100 par. In 1924 the com-
pany reported net income of $3,298,373 for

the common stock, or $6.58 a share. In

1923 the company reported net profits of

$835,634, which were insufficient for pre-

ferred dividend requirements.

380

Babcock & Wilcox Co.

—

Calendar Years 1925 1924
Gross profits $1,102,974 $3,447,143
Other income 852.677 906,609

Total income $1,955,651 $4,353,752
Depreciiition, etc 414,900 528,686
Federal taxes 95,000 425,000
Loss on sale of Barberton

cottages 3,4S6
Dividends paid (3H%) 700,000 (7) 1,400,000
Dividends declared pay-

able Jan. 2 and April 1 (3K) 700,000 (6H) 1,300,000

Surplus $ 42,264 $ 700,068
Profit and loss surplus . . 5.805,733 5,763,468

Unfilled orders at Dec. 31, 1925, amounted to $8,112,984
as compared w-ith $7,747,133 at Dec. 31, 1924. and
$14,417,526 on Dec. 31, 1923.

Baldwin Locomotive Works.— The
company has received an order from the

Pennsylvania Railroad for 175 mountain
type locomotives, the total value of which

amounts to about $12,000,000.

W. A. Baum Co. Inc.—H. N. Eaton,

formerly of the Aeronautic Instrument Sec-

tion, U. S. Bureau of Standards, on April 1

took up the duties of research engineer in

the development of surgical instruments and
equipment.

Botany Consolidated Mills, Inc.—The
annual report of the Botany Consolidated

Mills, Inc., for 1925, shows net income of

$992,983 after all operating expenses, but

before deductions of interest on bonds of

the parent company. After allowing for in-

terest, and net income applicable to mi-

nority stockholders, the comjiany reported

a balance of $398,100 available for dividend

payments. A total of $400,000 was paid in

dividends last year.

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company.
—The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Com-
pany reports a net loss of $720,512 for the

year ended Dec. 31, 1925, after all charges.

This compares with a net profit of $2,801,-

723 for the year before.

Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Com-
pany has acquired 49 per cent of the cap-

ital stock of the newlv organized Ambi-
Budd Presswerke, G. M. B. H., of Berlin.

This concern has been organized to manu-
facture automobile bodies and accessories.

It is expected that immediate construction

of new plants will begin, to cost approx-

imately 5,000,000 marks, thus leaving a

working capital of 2,500,000 marks.

Bullard Machine Tool Co.—Payment of

the preferred stock, which has been called

for redemption on May 19 at 1071/2 and

dh'idends will be made at the First Na-
tional Bank of Bridgeport, Conn.

Burroughs Adding Machine Co., De-
troit.—The annual report for 1925, issued

March 31, shows a net profit of ,$5,043,518,

(Continiied on page. 382)
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"We never know how little we make tor save\, until we know how much we waste"

WHAT IS OUR INDUSTRIAL WASTE BILL?
The Part of Management and Labor in Waste Elimination

Industrial Waste, for which Management and Labor are responsible,
and which they could eliminate if they would get together, is shown in the
following table lin which waste due to "outside contacts" is not considered;

—

Waste for Which

Metal Trades
Textile

Boot and Shoe
Building Construction
Printing

Men's Clothing

Management and
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Can You Afford
Dark,GrimyWalls?

GRIME is the thief that steals

your light, cuts factory
production and shortens your
working day.

Fight grime with Vorcolite, the

finest, richest, inside flat white
especially compounded for gun
application.

Vorcolited walls shed a soft

diffused luster without glaring

high lights or blending shadows.
Men see better, work faster, hold
their jobs longer. The

VORTEX
Painting Method
used only in the maintenance
painting of large surfaces

banishes grime and brings you a
fine, clean, lustrous, Vorcolited
interior at surprisingly low cost.

Faint Gun is Loaned—
The use of this superfine
paint is made especially eco-

nomical by the loan of our
high-speed Vortex Painter
equipment to use without
cost in applying Vorcolite.
The Vortex Painter, employ-
ing the exclusive principle

of "paint confined in a cone
of air" applies paint faster

and with minimum loss.

Lo'west Labor Costs—
By using your own unskilled
labor and the Vortex equip-
ment, you paint at a labor

cost of less than ten per cent
of the total painting bill and
get a better job.

One Application Suf-
fices, being equal to two or
more brush coats in covering
value and light reflection.

Little Scaffolding is

needed as extension tubes
of different lengths reach all

ordinary wall and ceiling
heights.

Order at Our Risk—
If a trial does not please
you, reship unused material
for credit.

Scores of America's largest concerns rely regularly on
Vorcolite and the Vortex Method for maintenance
painting. Use the coupon as a step toward estimate.

The Vortex Manufacturing Company
X98X West 77th St. . Cleveland, Ohio

4 V/e 9« >««
,

5 ^PP-'''"""^''

"' ..-—color .

4 , exterior •

^toteriorore»t ^ ^ .^

5 iaon>«-
"

^^^____„
*,

\ Aad»«s—
—
- "^

VJ^i^^*!**I*I*.

equivalent to S6.90 a share on the 600,000

-shares of non-]iar value stock, as coinparetl

with S4,525,01S, or §5.87 a share in 1924.

Gross profits were 812,164,920, including

811,381,164 from sales and 8783.756 from

other sovirces, from which ded\ictions have

been made of 86,369,402 for expenses and

8752,000 for U. S. income taxes.

President Standish Backus in commenting
upon the report says: "The close of a most

successful year and the openino; of a new
one finds Burroughs expanding its domestic

and foreign activities—particularly with re-

gard to the new Burroughs portable ma-
chine."

Canadian International Paper Com-
pany.—.\])])roximately 2000 scjuare mile.-

of timber limits have been purchased from

the Pro\ince of Quebec by the Canadian

International Paper Company, to be drawn

upon b>- the company's Kipawa mill at

Temiskaming, which was recently enlarged

from a capacity of 50,000 to 80,000 tons

a year of bleached white sulphite jnilp.

About 1200 square miles of these limits

are in the upper Ottawa district, directly

tributary to the Kipawa mill, and the ac-

quisition of them gives the company a total

of 3700 square miles tributary to Kipawa.

The extended territories almost make pos-

sible a further expansion of the mill to a

capacity of 160,000 tons of bleached white

sulphite pulp a year, as the demand in-

creases. This product is used extensively

in the manufacture of rayon, the increasing

use of which has necessitated an increase

in the jiroduction of the pulp.

The lialance of the 2000 miles just pur-

chased lie in the Gatineau watershed, just

tributary to the new newsjirint mill the

comjiany recently launched at West Tem-
pleton, near the mouth of the Gatineau

River. This mill is to have an initial ca-

pacity of 450 tons of newsprint a day, and

the acquisition of these woodlands will

facilitate an extension of the mill when

necessary.

Chicago Great Western Railroad Co.

—

The Oelwein shops made a record of 2S0

days without reportaljle injury to any

employee.

Clark Tructractor Company.—Eugene

B. Clark, foimder of the company, has re-

cently pulslished a booklet under the title,

"Clark Theory of Labor Economy." Briefly,

the theory is: The manufacturer must re-

duce to the minimum the nimiber of un-

skilled employees, and must increase to the

maximum the productivity of those he must

retain. The liooklet goes on to say that

the way to increase productivity of un-

skilled workmen is to pro^"ide them with

high-class tools.

Continental Baking Corporation.—The

companies owned and controlled by this

corporation now operate 103 bakeries lo-

cated in 81 cities. During 1925 they pro-

( Continued on page 386)
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SKF-
Ccrlificd Campaign

Every statement made
in this adveniscment

is substantiated by an

unbiased engmeering
analysis and report, a

certified copy of which

may be obtained upon
request.

500 Titites tHis

AMIDDLE WEST manufacturer had been carrying

Friction on his pay roll for years. He didn't know
it, of course. Friction doesn't work that way. But

Friction was taking a heavy toll through every plain

bearing hanger in this plant.

Then Skayef Self-Aligning Ball Bearing Hangers

were installed—just a few at first, eventually over 5(X)

The SKAYEF BALL BEARING COMPANY. IbS Broadway. New ^ork

of them. The result was a saving of $8,424.00 a year,

or 25% in power costs alone!

The moral is that many a manufacturer who is

operating on plain bearing line shafting is paving for

Skayef anti-friction equipment many times over—and
doesn't know it.

It will pay YOU to consult a Skayef engineer today.

1.121 BALL BEARING
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StuebitiE Steel Rouml plat-

forms match the Stueblng
Lift Truck ill strength of

build ami adaptability oi

service. They won't wear
down or wabble.

I
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Hidden Values

and

Lift Trucks

A drop forge company needed

a new furnace-considered two
makes—and purchased a unit

$2,500 higher in price. Hid-

den values covered up with

paint, mortar, brick, save them

$1,600 in re-arching costs alone

every three years.

They needed lift trucks, and again

getting down to naked values they

purchased Stuebings for the same reas-

ons that made it advisable for the

Wrisley Company to buy five Stue-

bings in preference to ten lift trucks.

Nothing is too good for you. The strong-

er, heavier, more ellicient construction is

essential always. Only by building the

BEST way rather than the cheapest—the

RIGHT way instead of the easiest, has
Stuebing-Cowan gained the full confid-

ence of men who look for the hidden
values. In addition, Stuebing-Cowan i;ive

a degree of service, protection, and int-

erest, whose cash values are very real.

You will find Stuebing-Cowan lift trucks are

built like machines. Judge them as machines,

(or what the paint protects rather than covers

up. Have you tried the K Model lor hard

lilting loads?

The
Stuebing-Cowan Co.

Cincinnati, O. Holyoke, Mass.

a n dCOWAN
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iluced ajiproximately 1,000.000,000 pounds

of bread and 60,000,000 pounds of cake.

Results for year ended December 26,

192.5, are:

Xet income available for interest, deprecia-
tion and income tax $13,436,916

Interest on funded debt and amortization of

bond discount 633,817
Depreciation 2. .^96.064

Net income available for dividen<ls an»I

income tax .SIO.207.035

Between Januarj^ 1, 1925, and May 1,

1925, 61 bakeries were added to the busi-

ness. Ver>" few of these reflected any bene-

fit of Continental management during the

first six months of the year.

Copper and Brass Research Associa-

tion estimates that the rate of copjier con-

sumption in the radio industry has more

than doubled in the past two years and is

now approximately 10,000,000 pounds a

year. In 1924 the average weight of cop-

per per set was 2i/^ pounds; in 1925, 4

pounds; at present it ranges from 6 to 10

pounds.

Devoe & Reynolds Company, Inc.. an-

nounces the sale of 5020 shares of its Class

A common stock at S35 a share to nearly

500 emplo>-ees. The shares were issued in

two allotments, the first on Nov. 6 and the

second on .Ian. 15, and are to be delivered

to the purchasers in November, 1927. Of

the total number of shares offered, 1092

were purchased outright and the balance of

.'592S on instalments of .S5 down and a

minimum of .S2 per share jier month. The

sales were widely distributed, including

more than 20 branches, the four factories

of the company, the New York general

offices and in Wadsworth, Hnwlaiid it Co.,

Inc., the Boston subsidiary.

Dodge Brothers, Inc.—Edward C. Wil-

mer has assumed active charge of the

affairs of Dodge Brothers, Inc., having

been elected president to succeed Frederick

,1. Haynes, who is now chairman of the

board.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Com-
pany.—L.immot du Pont has been elected

liresident to succeed Irenee du Pont. The

retiring president has lieen made vice chair-

man of the Board of Directors and Chair-

man of the Finance Committee. Lammot
du Pont is the eighth member of the du

Pont family to head the company since

the business was founded in 1.^02. Pierre

S. du Pont, the first of this trio, was in

ofiice from 1915 to 1919.

Du Pont Rayon Co.—The Company has

filed a certificate at Dover, Del., increasing

its authorized common stock from 125,-

(100 shares (100,000 shares of voting stock

and 25,000 shares non-voting) to 1,2-50,000

shares, of which 1.000,000 shares are voting

stock and 250,000 are non-voting stock, no

par value. The 100,000 shares of S per

cent cumulative non-voting preferred stock

(par >;100) remain unchanged.

{Continued on page 38S)

Factory Ventilation

is claiming more
attention

Today, no factory

is planned without

preparation for ven-

tilation. More and

more the impor-
tance of keeping

the workman physi-

cally fit is affecting

the selection of

equipment.

In hundreds of

plants all over the

world Buffalo-Car-

rier equipment is

handling the heat-

ing and ventilating

in a manner that

leaves nothing to be

desired.

Buffalo-Carrier Equipmentmay
be used for scores of jobs—to

keep the temperature of a room
( or plant) at any desired degree

;

to remove hot air from around

ovens, draw off smoke, steam,

fumes, gases, odors, remove

chips, shavings and dust, cool

molds, and many other things.

If you have a ventilation prob-

lem let us make recommenda-

tions. There is no charge for

this service.

Buffalo Forge Company
Carrier Air Conditioning Company

of America
141 MORTIMER ST. BUFFALO, N. Y.

IN CAN.\DA: C..\NADIAN BLOWER AND FORGE COMP.\NY, Ltd.

KITCHENER, ONTARIO
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In 1905, the first Norton grinding

machine was sold into the automobile
industry. Grinding at that time was
not a factor in machining operations.

Today, many types of grinding machines
perform hundreds of operations in this

industry. Grinding departments of the

great automobile plants are hives of
production activity.

With the development of abrasives,

grinding wheels and grinding machines
has come the development step by step
of the motor car. Precision with quan-
tity production has been the goal.

Comparison of the car of today and its

cost with that of twenty years ago shows
what grinding has helped to accomplish.

Comparison ot street traffic of twenty
years ago with today tells a similar story.

The automobile is but one of many
modern machines of general usefulness

made possible by the help of the abra-

sive industry.

Norton Company
Worcester, Mass.

New Voik Chicago Dclroii Phibdclph'ia Piltiburfh

Bai-xiti Plant: Bagxilr. Arkintas

ASBASIVK Plants: Niacin Faiu, N. Y., ud Cbippiwi, Onl.

C*i;<Dl7«c Whrtl P|J|^T^: VVercntrr. Max*.
llaai;ieo, Oat.^ La Cottrecuve, Fraacr^ WnadiDi, Ocrmjajr

IM
Grinding Wheels
Floors and Stair Treads

OIN4
Grinding Machines
Refractories
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YOU PAY
For Accidents

Like This

!

PREVENT THEM
WITH

feralun
JnlhShp Treads

Write and ask us about them

AMERICAN ABRASIVE METALS CO.

48 Church Street, New York

FERALUN BRONZALUN ALUMALUN CARBORUNDUM TILE

SAVE TIME AND LABOR
USE THE

Merrick Conveyor Weightometer

Anv material handled on a belt, bucket or pan conveyor fitted with MER-

RICK WEIGHTOMETER is automatically weighed as it moves along. The

fcafe^sYlways on the job-it makes no slips-ifs honest-and.ts totals at the

end of the day are accurate and they require no speoal attendant.

Material being handled over

Weightometers

COAL
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IJ James Watt
studying the

power of steam
from the tea-

kettle in the fire-

place.

Jlreioii Stillin theJamesWattMm?

Tycos Dubl-Duty
Temperature
Regulator— auto-
matic in action.

NO matter what you manufacture, there must be some
step in the process where temperature or pressure
exercises a decisive control on your costs of doing

business.

If you are guessing about it. you are still in the same
position as the youth James Watt, before he had dis-

covered what steam could do when properly harnessed.

Stop guessing—know! Use exact methods of tempera-
ture and pressure control throughout your process work,
or in your power plant. The saving in the elimination
of spoiled material and in lower cost production will
amaze you!

Tycos indicating, recording and controlling instruments
are the sixth sense of industry: the modern substitute
for that instinct of the mastercraftsman of old which
guides production through to the perfect product.

Tycos engineering service is at your disposal to study
the particular needs of your industry. May we send you
a booklet describing some of the special apparatus made
for your business?

Jay/orInstrumentCompanies
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

Manufacturing Distributors
in Great Britain

Short & Mason, Ltd., London

Canadian Plant
Tycos Building

Toronto

699

Tycos TemperatureInstruments
INDICATING • RECORDING • CONTROLLING
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Factrolite Wire Glass

For windows, this is the best

type of glass to install.

Because it is scientifically de-

signed especially for windows

to eliminate the glare of the

sun and afford uniform light

distribution.

By using Factrolite it is pos-

sible to increase the light in a

room 25 feet or more deep

from 38 to 72 per cent as com-

pared with clear glass.

iiiliiil

ftii;;

;i,;.;;. m

Made in both Plain and Wire Gh,

MISSISSIPPI GLASS COMPANY
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS COMPANY

Chicago, Illinois

220 Fifth Avenue

New York St. Louis, Missouri

For oil burners
The successful automatic oper-

ation of the Rayfield Oil Burner

is aided by the use of Jenkins

Check Valves. The makers of

this burner recognize the prompt

and reliable check valve action

which they obtain by standard-

izing on Jenkins.

Jenkins Renewable Discs insure leak-

proof contact at the seat, at the same

time taking up wear throughout the

valve.

Manufacturers of many types of indus-

trial equipment have found Jenkins

Valves useful as vital parts of their

products. Confer with our sales en-

gineering department.

JENKINS BROS.
80 White Street - New York, N. Y.

524 Atlantic Avenue Boston, Mass.

133 No. Seventh Street Philadelphia, Pa.

646 Washington Boulevard . Chicago, III.

JENKINS BROS , Limited
Montreal. Canada London, England

Rayfield Oil Burners equipped

with Jenkins Check Valves,

Fig. Nos. 352, 6ss ""d 7J0.

Always marked wrJ.llT^"Diamond"

enkinsV^ves^^
yl

SINCE 1864

May. 1020

General Electric Co.—The annual re-

port uf the G-E Employees Securities Corp.

show.-; that •24,272 employees of the General

Electric Co, own bonds, an increase of S

per cent over the total for 1294. The

average holding is S760 as compared with

85.50 in 1924. The funds of the corpora-

tion arc invested in the stocks and bonds

of 94 public utility companies and according

to the report "no default in interest or

liividcnds has occurred in any since the

ornanization of the corporation."

General Motors Corporation. — The

number of stockholders at the close of the

initial c|uarter of 1926 was 56,093, of which

33,916 hold common stock. This number

is an increase of 5776 over the last quarter

of 1925.

B. F. Goodrich Company.—The report

of the B. F. Goodrich Company for 1925

shows net sales of §136,239,526, against

SI 09,SI 7,685 in 1924. After allowing for all

expenses and reserves for depreciation, in-

terest and taxes, and a special reserve of

84,000,000 to cover possible losses due to

fluctuations in crude rubber prices, the

companv reported net profit of .§12,744,447.

against 88,822,504 in 1924. The net profit,

after allowing for preferred dividends, was

equal to $17.33 a share on the 601,560

shares of no par value common stock. This

compares with S10.57 a share on 601,400

shares in 1924,

The consolidated income accovmt for 1025

and 1924 follows:
1925 1924

V», ,,1p„ $1.36.239,.526 S109,817,6S5

Manufacturing expense... 11.3,860,422 95.952.161

Profit . . $ 22,.379,104 $ 13,865,524

Otherincome; V.:'. 1.020.035 865,642

Total incon.o S -^?"2'!39 * Hi^lltl
Depreciation T^l-'i^ /^Aot
Interest, etc -V^^'^S^

2,361,228

Reserve ..;; -4,000,000 1,000,000

Net profit $ 12,744,447 $ S,.S22,504

Preferred di^-,dends vVnSf^
^'^'^^^

Common dividends 1,202,800

Surplus $ 9,227,027 $ 6.362,354

Earned surplus 24,770.124 17 609,966

' Set up for contingencies and to cover possible losses

due to fluctuation in prices of raw materials

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company.—

]'. W. Litchfield has been elected president.

He has been in the service of the Company

for 25 years, having entered its employ in

Julv 1900 in charge of production.

Goulds Pumps, Inc., is the new cor-

porate name, effective April, 1926, of the

Goulds Manufacturing Company, of

Seneca Falls, N. Y. This change is made

for the reason that the Company now

manufactures but one product, pumps, and

wishes to link its product directly with its

corporate name.

Gulf Refining Company.—A new oil

tanker, the "Gulfcrest," has just been de-

livered to the Gulf Refining Company. It

IS the largest craft of its type in service

(Continued on page 302)
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Your copy of the new
Gerravil Catalogue con-

tains valuable packa?,-

in^ and shipping infor-

mation. What is your
address ?

Stowing Radiators the Gerrard Way
Radiators are now insured against damage while enroute

from shipper to consignee with Gerrard Uni-Lastic Stowage.

The radiator manufacturers are saving money, the carriers

are reducing claims and the consignees are "tickled to

death".

The Application

Uni-Lastic Stowage is quite easily applied to radiators

hy nesting half carloads between end gates and binding the

unit into a compact mass with our round bands of 8 gauge

steel. The bands are tightly tensioned and sealed by the

Model "G" Little Giant Wire Tying Machine with "The Tie

That Binds".

The Results

Gerrard Uni-Lastic Stowage does away with separating

strips between the radiators as well as side bracing strips and

dunnage is reduced from 600 lbs. to 175 lbs. The tight, secure

nesting obtained eliminates chipping, while loading and un-

loading is easier and more rapid.

Uni-Lastic Stowage can be applied profitably to your car

load shipments. May we show you how?

GERRARD WIRE TYING MACHINES CO.
1943 South 52nd Avenue :: :: CHICAGO, ILL.
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Working When It's Warm
— that's the point to remember!
Rundle-Spence Vertico-Slant Foun-
tains keep your employees working
even when the weather is warm. Cool

!

Contented! Invigorated!

Besides, R-S Vertico-Slant Fountains

enforce drinking sanitation—eliminate

contagion that arises from lip-contact

—and make drinking quick and con-

venient. They're "health bubblers"

straight through.

The R-S line includes Sanitary Drink-

ing Fountains, Bath and Plumbing
Fixtures and Supplies. Write for il-

lustrated catalog with complete infor-

mation.

RUNDLE-SPENCE MFG. CO.
62 Fourth Street Milwaukee, Wis.

RUNDLE-SPENCE

in the United States, having a cargo ca-

pacity of 4,500,000 gallons and a dead-

weight tonnage, fully loaded, of 19,485 tons.

She is rated as a 13,500 ton vessel and is

Diesel engine driven.

Hart, Schaffner & Marx.—A bonus of

$500 each was recently paid to about 150

clothing cutters laid off on account of slack

business. The total settlement aggregated

about S75,000, of which .S50,000 was con-

triluited by the clothing firm and the bal-

ance by 350 cutters who remained at work.

Their contribution is in the form of a

weekly deduction of part of their s.alary.

R. Hoe & Co., printing press manufac-

turers, report net profit for 1925 of $3,734

after interest, depreciation and taxes,

equivalent to 4 cents a share earned on

80,000 shares of no par class A stock. This

compares with $729,880 in 1924, which if

applied directly to the class A stock was

equal to $9.12 a share and under the par-

ticipating provisions to $5.04 a share on

the class A and $2.04 a share on the 160,-

000 shares of no par common stock.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company an-

nounces the appointment of Howard B.

.Ternee as sales manager of the Line Shaft

Bearing Department.

Illinois Steel Company.—At the Joliet

works 3000 emi^loyees recently completed a

period of 116 days without a lost-time

accident.

Superheaters for Vertical Boilers

Elesco superheaters may be installed in vertical

water-tube boilers without disturbing the boiler

setting except in very special cases.

Placement of the superheater in the

correct location in a boiler is quite as

essential as the choice of the superheater

itself. Different arrangements of Elesco

superheaters for vertical boilers are

shown in the series of bulletins listed

below.

Send the coupon with desired bulle-

tins checked.

The superheater company
17 East 42nd Street

NEW YORK
Peoples Gas Building

CHICAGO

Elesco Superheater in a Wickes Ver-

tical Boiler. This arrangement is

covered in Bulletin T-13-Wickes sent

on request

BULLETINS WANTED

n T-IO—Casey Hedges

D T-lO—Erie City

n T-10—Lade?
D T-13—Wickes

Mtg. Ind.

Name

.

Firm Position .

Address .

Ingersoll-Rand Co.

—

CUjiendar Yfurs
Total income
Depreciation
Reserve for Federal taxes.

Interest on bonds

.

Ifl2,j

$S. 117.264
1,048,761
871,n57
50,000

rjividend on preferred stock (6%) 151,518

Balance, surplus
Previous surplus
Adjustments
Amount transferred to com-
mon stock

1924
$6,138,042
1,0,36,517
596,'.I01

,50,000

151,518

$4,303,106
4,212,149

$5,995,927
6,.591,799
/)r3.50.507

2,886,756

$9,350,463 $8,515,255Total surplus
Common dividends:

Old stock (10%)
New stock (8%) 1,923,802 (8) 1,923.456

In stock

Profit and loss, surplus

.

$7,426,661 $6,591 ,799

International Harvester Company, in its

report for 1925, shows a net profit of $19,-

171,240 after interest on loans, depreciation,

special maintenance, etc., totaling $9,785,-

727. The 1924 balance was $55,121,169. In

1925, after preferreil and common stock

dividends of $9,357,470, the snrplus was

$04,934,938.

International Paper Company.—In its

detailed report for 1925, the International

Paper Company shows a net income of

$1,571,281, available for common stock

dividends after depreciation, interest, taxes,

preferred dividends and reduction of con-

tingency reserves.

The total revenue for the year was

$8,212,383. Depreciation was $3,404,519;

interest, $2,195,969; taxes, $61,593, and

the contingency reserve, $1,000,000. Divi-

( Continued on page 394)
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From President to Superintendent

—every executive indorses Calculagraph

Elapsed Time Records
In thousands of industrial plants and factories throughout United States and

in many foreign countries, Calculagraph is indorsed by executives because Cal-

culagraph is an established factor of industrial economy.

Whether you are personally concerned with management, production, or cost

accounting, Calculagraph is indispensable.

Calculagraph prints on any style of tinne ticket the automatically-com-

puted total of working time elapsed on every job—for every man—and also the

time of beginning and ending each job.

Let us send you our comprehensive booklet

—

Elapsed Time Records—
containing interesting data on the uses of elapsed time in connection with your
own work. Write for it to-day.

The Calculagraph Company
50 Church Street Dept. 12 New York City

CALCULAGRAPH
Ihc (9\apscd fimc l\tcordcr

^^1^^ .... -^^-r— ... ^^I^
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ECONOMY
LIFTERS
Stackerf-Tiering Machines

— Portable or Stationary

Economy Eni^neering Co.

xfe93 W.Van Baren St., Cbicago

34S MadUon Ave., New York

^T^TF.MENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-

AUGUST 24. lal-2

of Management and ADM.N.STF^vT.oN in Manu-

facturing INDUSTKIES—pubhshed montniy

Camden. N. J- for April 1. 1926.

State of New York \ ^j.

County of New 1 ork|

to law. deposes and says that "e is u«

mmsmm
Postal Lat"^ and Regulations, printed on the

reverse of this form, to wit.

1 That the names and addresses of the publisher.

edHor mnaging editor, and business managers are.

Publisher-The Ronald Press Company. 15 i..

''&dr;or-Le'irp''X,'jo?d'^o E. 26th Street. New

York City.
Managing Editors—None.

Business Managers—None,

.-J-^Sadd^l^Sr^f^S—S

SSZS5ii=Ss.uS
member, must be given.)

The Management Publishing Corporation l.i

E. 26th Street. New York Cty. "' -h-h^^'l''jt
lowing own 1 per cent or n.ore "f

f^e
^t.^1^. He

Ronald Press Company, lo E. 2bth btreei.

York City,

an^- oTh^^r%et\itVSer''sTfn&«^^^^^^

l?£F-^ir'^r";i^^^^'^.^=^^
state.) None. . .

4 That the two paragraphs next above, gn mg

the nlmes of the owLrs. ^toekholders. and seour,t^_

ss;:-a^neiSrM^s«j^!||^

l^S^i^farl r^^lltr'^Se^n^ml^or'tlfe per^in-'oreS'rpo-

fatonTor'thom' such trustee - -ting, is g.«n;

^:s^rr^^'^^ ^ToSrX' do not

appear upon tiie books of tlie company "« t™^*"^^

hffi stock and securities in a fP'W-'ty
"J*^''^'*^"tW of a bona fide owner; and tins affiant has no

than as so stated by him.

r, Thif fhe average number of copies of eacn

tions only.)

THE RONALD PRESS COMPANY,

(Signed) WILLIAM J. GRANGE. SECRETAnY

Sw.rn to and subscribed before me this 2oth day

of March. 1926.
^^.^^^^^ , ^

(Seal) (My commission expires March Jl). l-t-i'

.iHuls of §1,979,019 were paid on the pre-

erred stock. Surplus Dec. ol-inckulins

paid in surplus, S'2,140,950, and that from

Jan 1 1925, SlS.144,9S6-was 121,85/ ,21 .

tit. for 1925 totaled $148,585,001.

These included cash, Sl,573,059; accounts

receivable, $7,226,611; notes receivable,

§989,489, and luventorics, $23 2o5,2o- Cap-

ital assets totaled $110,565,065. Total lia-

bilities were $126,727,784. Current lialn i-

ties, including accounts and notes payable,

,^10,769,998, and dividends Payable on the

preferred stock, $548,025, were f .-IS'^f

'

Capital stock and surplus totaled $83,-

743,030.

Jones & Loughlin Steel Corporation.-

Total shipments of steel products during

PTJ5 increased 26.7 per cent over those o

19-M This rate of operation is somewha

higher than that which generally prevaUe.

among other Pittsburgh Produc^ers. Ne

earnings of the corporation were $10.o9 per

share on the common stock. This compares

with $8.20 for 1924.

Milwaukee Electric Crane & Manufac-

turing Corporation announces the appomt-

nient of A. H. Ellison as district representa-

tive of the New York territory.

Morse Chain Company.-^laurice Hart

has been appointed manager of the Buflalo

district and a new office has l,een opened

,n the Ellicott Square Buildmg, Buflalo.

National Association of Foremen.-

Third Annual Convention of the association

.vill be held at Springfield Ohio, Tuesday^

Mav '^5 The program will consist ot tour

addresses in the morning, factory visits m

'the afternoon, and a banf,uet m the eve-

ning. Foremen from any industry are

cordially invited to attend.

National Biscuit Co. announces that it

has acquired the soft wheat mill of the

National Milling Company at Toledo. The

plant IS credited with being the largest soft

Iheat mill in the world. It produced more

than a million Viarrels of flour last year.

National Carbon Company has pur-

chased the battery business of the Man-

hattan Electrical Supply Company witli

plants located at Jersey City and Ravenna

Ohio. The dry cells heretofore marketed

under the trade-mark "Red Seal' will b.

manufactured and sold under the same

trade-mark.

Niles-Bement-Pond Company.— The

annual report of tlie Niles-Bement-Pond

Companv for 1925 shows a net loss o

$799 519" after all deductions, against a net

loss of $1,185,808 reported in 1924. The

profit and loss surplus on Dec. 31, i.)-n

according to the balance sheet, aggregated

$3,547,315, against .$7,244,790 at the close

of'l924.

Packard Motor Car Company.—The

I'ackard Motor Car Company reports net

(Continued on page 395)

Metal
Sickness
costs

money

Metal is sick

when it is rusty.

It needs "doctoring,"

such as painting,

or an "operation,"

such as replacement.

And, of course,

there's the "doctor"

bill.

That is eliminated

by the use of Brass

pipe. Copper sheet

metal work, and

Brass or Bronze

hardware and

lighting fixtures.

Rust never puts

them on the sick

list in plant,

office, or home.

COPPERS BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

25 Broadway, New York
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earnings of $3,rjL',S4!> aftt-r all chanies and
Federal taxes for the three months ended
Feb. 28. This is e(|uivalent to .$1.10 a share

on the 2,61 l,7l!2 common shares outstand-

ing and compares with Sl.OSl.'.lVtl, or 41

cents a share, for the corresponding quarter

of Inst year.

Pure Oil Company.—.\ suiiscnpiioii ol

S4,.'>ot>..')(!() lias Keen received In" the Pure
Oil Company lor its recently amiounced
savings fund for employees. Of the 5450
employees eligiMe, 42t)l, or more than 77
per cent, have sul>scrilied, with an average

sul>scription of $1032.
The plan jjrovides for the jiurchase of

the company's 6 per cent jireferred stock

over a four-year period Ijy equal semi-

monthly iiayments, the maximinn subscrip-

tion being an amount equal to the em-
ployee's yearly salary. ."^ubscril)ers will re-

ceive S per cent on their total subscription

from the start, and will ]iay fi per cent on
unjiaid balance. They may withdraw the

full amount of their payments and droj)

the plan at any time.

All subscribers who complete their pay-
ments for the four-year jieriod will receive,

in addition to their stock, a bonus of 25

per cent of their .subscrijition. Thus, if all

suliscribers comjilete their jiayments, the

comi>anv will pav a bonus from its treasury

of S1,0S4,125.

Remington Typewriter Co.

—

CaUndar Ymra l!t2o 1921
NVt after taxes and dpprtfiation. S2..369..'j71 tl.7,>J.r47
Inlcr^t .56.072

Net ineoroe $2,369,571 $1,698,674
lat preferred dividends 3.>l..394 3.54 .001
2d preferred di\-idenda ' 1.I97..576 39S.788

Surplus $ 817.601 $ 74.5,88.1
Provinu.. 9urplu.« 5.882.952 4.911,.525
.\dd itrnis applicable to previous

years 225..542

Total surplus $6.700.5.54 $5,882,952
Loss Flushing plant

Prpfij and loss surnhia... $6.700.5.54 $5.882.9.52
' IncludinK diWdends paid on arcouni of accumula-

tions (amountins >n 1925 to $798,384).;

Republic Iron & Steel Co.—The com-
pany h:is sold to the Mahoning Valley
Water Co., of 'i'oungstown, O., its Commer-
cial Water Co. projierty, arranging to .secure

from the purchaser a portion of its water
needs, .\bout 400 acres of land are involved
in addition to an important dam site. A
dam to replace one washed away a numlxr
of years ago will l* erected, almiit 85 feet

high and 400 feet long and creating a
rest^rvoir capable of delivery of five or more
million gallons of water ilaily.

Serv-El Corporation h.as recently sold
P5,(iOO.O(HI issuw i)f notes. The i)rococds will

be applied to expansion due to the reor-
ganization of the Company and the pur-
cha.se of a new Swedish refrigeration

machine which will l>c marketed in the
name of the Ser\-El subsidiar^^ known as
the Elect rolux Ser\-El Cori>oration.

(Continued on page 396)

Superintendents o£
Plant Transportation
There is in nearly every manufacturing
establishment one man whose duty it is

to attend to the movement of materials
and suppUes.

It is his responsibility to see that raw
materials are unloaded from cars and
moved to storage—from storage to the
point of first operation—trucked from
operation to operation — and finally
delivered in the form of finished goods
to the shipping platform.

His, is a big job and an increasingly im'
portant one.

Sometimes he is known as "Suftt. of Trans-
portation"—sometimes he has another title.

To all men, so placed, the Mercury story is an
intensely interesting one. Mercury equipment
and the Mercury System have helped many
to make big savings.

"Superintendent of Transportation"—the Mer-
cury literature—all about tractors and trailers
and their application—is yours for the asking.

Mercury Manufacturing Company
4124 So. Haltted St. Chicago, V. S. A.

and

Tfailers
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Ronald
Aeronautic Library
The first comprehensive, organized Library of practical aeronautics

in anj^ language. Of great importance to manufactiu-ers, not onlj'

because of the rapidly growing use of commercial aircraft and conse-

quent manufacturing possiliilities, but also because of the fact that

gases, materials employed in aircraft construction and instruments

for indicating speecl, pressure, etc., are frequently used in manu-
facturing processes and should be fully understood.

The Library embraces aerostation as well as aviation, together with

correlated sulijects. It will include volumes on aircraft power plants,

balloon and airship fabrics, airports and airways, and other subjects

of like interest as required.

Volumes Now Ready

COL. C. DeF. CHANDLER

Editor of the Library. Lieut,

CoL, U. S. Army, Retired (Col-

onel. U. S. Air Service, Res.).

A leading authority on aero-

nautics; well known pioneer

balloon and airship pilot.

Commanding CUficer of the

first Army Aviation School at

College Park, Md., later Chief

of the Balloon Section, A. E. F.

{Other titles to be announced shortly)

Aeronautical Meteorology
By Willis R. Gregg

Carefully prepared to furnish the quickest, most

direct means of acquiring a valuable funda-

mental understanding of wind and weather

conditions. Covers such subjects as circulation

of the atmosphere, instruments and methods of

observation, fogs and clouds, thunderstorms,

weather forecasting, weather maps. 11 plates

and numerous diagrams. 144 pages. Cloth,

$2.50.

Aircraft Instruments
By H. N. Eaton and Six Other Specialists of the United

•States Bureau of Standards

Complete explanations of the theory and use of

over 175 types and makes of aeronautic instru-

ments of both American and European manu-

facture—practically all those in use today.

Many of these instruments, such as pressure

indicators, flow meters, gas leak indicators,

etc., can be used profitably in solving many
manufacturing problems. Gives standard speci-

fications for instruments. 10 plates and 58 line

cuts. 269 pages. Cloth. $5.00.

Balloon and Airship Gases
By Colonel C. deF. Chandler and Lieut. Walter S. Diehl

Part I explains both hydrogen and hehum production, testing, and purifying

processes and the compression and storage of gases. A special chapter explains

the alterations necessary in commercial coal-gas plants for the manufactiu-e of

a special light gas suitable for free ballooning. Part II sets forth clearly the

physical formulas needed in gas computations. Includes many tables. A manual

of gas information of reference value to all operating or research engineers and

physicists. Fully illustrated. 226 pages. Cloth. $4.00.

Will Be Sent Postpaid

Any of these volumes will be sent postpaid on receipt of order. With-

in five days after receiving it you may either remit the price or, if the

book does not meet your need, return it to us. Address Dept.

M83.

The Ronald Press Company
Publishers

15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.

Singer Manufacturing Company.

—

April I dividend of the Singer Manufactur-

ing Company was the regular dividend on

the common stock of $2.50 per share and

an extra dividend of .S33.50 per share.

Standard Sanitary Mfg. Co.—The com-

pany is the leading pro^lucer in the three

lines of plumbing fixtures it manufactures,

namely, enameled ware, vitreous china ware

and brass. All these lines show an increase

in production and sales. A further increase

during 1926 is expected through the addi-

tion of the Pacific Sanitary Mfg. Co. plants

and Baltimore works, which is now operate

ing in a satisfactory manner. Over 1000

men are now employed at the Baltimore

works, and are now turning out enameled

ware equal in quality to that produced at

the other plants. The new brass plant at

Louisville, Ky., doubling previous capacity,

is now completed and in full operation. The
total number of shareholders has increased

from 4S28 to 6131. Of this number 4000
are employees and officers of the company,
who own 241,374 shares of common stock,

and 6134 shares of preferred stock.

Tagliabue Manufacturing Company has

issued a booklet on recording instruments

for manufacturing firms under the striking

title, "Do You Use Your Plant News-

paper?" The thought is that the charts

from recording instruments convey the real

news of how manufacturing processes are

being carried on.

Uehling Instrument Company announces

the appointment of W. B. McBumey, as

representative for Georgia and eastern Ten-

nessee, with headquarters at Atlanta.

Union Carbide and Carbon Corpora-

tion.—The Union Carbide and Carbon

Corporation in its detailed report of earn-

ings for 1925 shows a net income, after

depreciation, interest, taxes, dividends, etc.,

of $6,722,672. This compares with $3,472,-

647 in 1924. Dividends of $13,298,655 were

paid during 1925.

At the Sault Ste. Marie Works 450 men
recently completed a period of 365 days

without a lost-time accident.

United States Cast Iron Pipe and

Foundry Company has recently purch.ased

35 acres with 2000 feet frontage on the

Tennessee River at Chattanooga. A new

plant is planned to be completed within

two years.

Western Electric Company.—In its re-

port for 1925 the Western Electric Com-

pany shows net earnings after taxes, ex-

penses, depreciation, interests, etc., of

$14,283,302, equal after dividends paid on

preferred stock to $17.39 per share on the

750,000 shares of no-par common. This

compares with $12,126,930 or $13.87 per

share in 1924.

The gross sales of the company were

$299,903,974, against $298,281,138. The

(Continued on page 397)
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total iiaome al'ttT ik'iliutiuii ol costs and

ndditiuii of other income was $47,988,1(511,

agaiiiHt $41,345,210, and the smphis after

preferred and common diviilend,-; $7,4l.'4,o"_*2,

against $5,399,358. A special dividend re-

ceived from the International Western

Electric Company from iindistrilmtcd earn-

ings on Sept. 30 totaled .$9.7l)0,0(X). The
profit from the sale of the latter company

less taxes and reserve for jiension fund was

$<i,2")5.006.

Addition of these items and ded\iction of

$2,387,136 for preniitmi jiaid on the re-

demption of preferred stock left a balance

from special earnings carried to suri)liis of

§13,487,136. This l.rougiit the total surpUis

for the year to $20,911,408.

Dividends totahng $1,233,980 were paid

on the company's 7 per cent preferred .«tock

to Sept. 15. On Aug. 14 the entire $24,-

679,t)00 of preferred was called at $110 a

share plus accnied dividends to the amount

stated. Payments on common stock totaled

$5.625,080.

"

Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-

turing Company.—.V new four-story, brick

antl concrete building, having floor space

of 142,600 square feet has recently been

added to the Mansfield plant. It will lie

devoted to the manufacturing of electric

ranges and electric irons. The total Hoor

space of this plant is now 330,530 square

feet or 71/2 acres devoted to the manu-
facture of electric ware, hotel ajipliances,

ranges and safety switches.

Willard Storage Battery Company.

—

in 1918 the iireiiuum rate ol this Company
to the Industrial Conuiiission of Ohio was

99 cents per $100 of payroll. In 1925 it

had been reduced to 30 cents per $100 of

payroll, or by nearly 70 per cent.

Willys-Overland Company.—.\ net in-

come of $11,422,777 is shown for 1925 by

the Willys-Overland Company's annual

statement. This was after interest deprecia-

tion. Federal taxes and charges for develop-

ment of new models and was equivalent

after allowance for 7 per cent annual divi-

dend requirements on preferreil stock to

$4.30 a share earned on 2,264,661 shares of

$5 par common stock outstanding. In 1924

the income was $2,086,645, or 23 cents a

share on the common stock.

The total assets of Willy.s-Overland, as

shown by the consolidated balance-sheet,

were $75,076,207. .as against $66,018,335 for

1924. Among the current a.->-ets were cash,

$725,963; inventorift.-, $27,3(M).095; notes

and accounts receivable, $6,977,892. and

miscellaneous accounts and notes receivable,

$700,204. The total liabilities were $49,-

256,625. as compared with $50,045,.546 for

the preceding year. Accounts payable last

year were $2,626,910; taxes, accnied inter-

est, etc., totaled .$2,308,040, preferred stock

was $22,049,500 and common stock was

$11,323,305 after depreciation. The sur-

plus was $25,819,582, .is compared with

$15,972,789 in 1924.

Tzvo Important New Books
In Undeveloped Fields

Cost Accounting for Sales
By Joseph R. Hilgert

HKRt is thi: first book In which salts costs, as distinguished

from production costs, are adequately developed.

From the experience of leadinR nianufacturins and commercial

rcanizatlons. Cost Accounting for .Sales hrlnt-s you complete,

tUxihIe methods for controllinK sellint; activities and expenses

throu^h the sales budget and accounts. It shows how sales cost

iccounts may be handled so as to produce reports ol the utmost

practical value to the sales and the general manager.

The book deals with practical questions—what volume of busi-

ness Is to be produced; what It should cost to produce It. and tor

what proportion of the sales total individual salesmen and branch

managers may fairly be held responsible. It explains methods

"f compensating salesmen and sales executives according to their

prcihrableness to the company.

The plan presented expresses sales results by salesmen, branches*

territories, and customers. In comparable terms. .'^Il expenses

.ire classified according to responsibility, ^'ou get definite sug-

gestions,for establishing and enforcing flexible budgets and stand-

ard costs In terms of fixed variable costs for each unit. I hese

vou can readily adjust to changing conditions of volume of busi-

ness, prices, cost of material, and labor.

The volume outlines entire a cost accounting system for the

sales department. Including practical ways of distributing over-

head, and suggests useful forms for daily and monthly reports

of sales income and expense. ISQ pages, cloth, $4.30.

Profits, Dividends and the Law
* By Prosper Reiter. Jr.. J.D.

OIFERS to corporation officials, accountants, lawyers, bank-

ers, and Investors, vital information which Is nowhere else

organized but which must be considered In setting financial and

accounting policies.

Kspcclally In this day of corporations, the executive officers as

well as the accountant must know not only how much the profits

of a business are. but also how much the courts will think them
to be. Otherwise the company may find Itself in serious difficulty

from having paid a dividend which the courts declare Improper.

In this volume. Mr. Reiter. an accountant and lawyer, has

organized the maze of legal decisions and accounting opinions

Into clear statements of recommendation and practice.

The volume reviews In the light of court decisions the prin-

ciples which have been established for asset valuation, depre-

ciation, capital and revenue charges, deferred charges and Income,

and current assets. It analyzes surplus and reserves In relation

to Income. Conflicting views expressed by dlflerent authorities

are pointed out and, where possible, reconciled to give you a

definite basis for reaching conclusions.

British as well as American law Is considered and each court

decision is examined from the standpoint of correct accounting

principles. 260 pagts, cloth, $4.50.

Have Both Books Sent Postpaid

These two books deal adequately with subjects on which finan-

cial executives and accountants have long wanted accurate infor-

mation In convenient form. Send in your order now and either

or both of them will be forwarded to you postpaid. Look them

over for five days and then send us your check. Or, if you don't

think ilie books well worth the price, just return them. Address

Dept. .Ms;.

The Ronald Press Company
Publishers : 15 East 26th Street, New York, N. V.

Profits

.\vailablc for

Dividends

frotn

Standpiiint

of

Law and
Best

.\ccouiiliii)i

Practice
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Professional Counsel

WALLACE CLARK
Consulting Management Engineer

Methods that get things done on
time, reduce costs and give the

executive complete control.

50 West 12th St. NEW YORK
Full inforination on request

WALTER N. POLAKOV & CO.

Savings in

INDUSTRIAL POWER
without capital investment

25 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Ayres, Scheiter and Tucker
INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS
618 DREXEL BUILDING

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

EXECUTIVE OFFERS SERVICES
Executive offers services in personnel

control with 6 years sales including super-
visor responsibility, 3 years employment
organization work (with factory production
experience

) , especially qualified for educa-
tional or health service, job analysis, statis-
tical research; at present instructor in
personnel and factory management eastern
university. Age 37. single; member of lead-
ing professional associations. Box 33 7MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. 15
East 26th Street, New York City.

A GENERAL EXECUTIVE
Who has about completed the rehabilitation
of an important Manufacturing Industry with
diversified products, and possessing a large
Branch and Agency Distributing Organiza-
tion, wishes to offer his services to another
Corporation which may desire to utilize his
experiences in investigating and improving
conditions.
Have met with gratifying success with

present and former principals in reducing
costs by eliminating leaks, increasing produc-
tion, reducing inventories of raw material and
finished products; consequently adding very
materially to the net profits of the Industry.
The results in former and present expe-

riences were obtained by evolving a simple
but comprehensive accounting analysis em*
bracing accurate cost data, current material
and stock control, and by utilizing these facts
and figures in co-operation with the Engineer-
ing Staff, the Superintendents and Heads of
the various Departments and the Selling Or
ganization in attaining the desired goal.
Some lines of activity investigated con-

sisted of the manufacture and sale of Pulp
and Paper, Iron Mining. Smelting, Casting
and Machining, the operation of Timber
Linriits and Saw Mills, Retail distribution by
a high grade Chain Store Organization, etc..
etc.

Names of present and former principals
will be gladly furnished upon request. Age
45. Remuneration according to extent of
responsibilities to be undertaken and upon
results secured. Box 336. MANUFACTUR-
ING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th Street
New York City.

Carle M. Bieelow. M. E.
President

Robert W. Kent. B. S.
Vice-Presiden t

John A. Willard, S. B.
Treasurer

BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD & CO., Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS

Park Square Building Boston, Massachusetts
Production—Co3ts—Sales —Audits—Building and Machine Design—Valuations—Chemical

and Physical Testing -Industrial Research—Management^Trusteeshlps —Financing

Scovell, Wellington & Company

Audits Tax Service Costs Industrial Engineering

Boston Springfield, Mass. New York Syracuse Cleveland Chicago

MILLER. FRANKLIN. BASSET & COMPANY
ENGINEERS ACCOUNTANT*

SA7 MADISON AVINUI
NEW YORK CITY

STEVENSON, HARRISON & JORDAN
A Consolidation of

Thh Stevenson Corporation— G. Charter Harrison—
J. P. Jordan and Associates

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERS

19 W. 44th St., New York Hanna Building, Cleveland

779 Washington St., Buffalo 80 Federal Street, Boston

Organization, Measurement and Control
of Sales, Production and Costs

Literature and Complete Information Gladly Furnished

WANTED
TWO INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

Qualified for responsible Staff service with
targe Akron Manufacturer, one for plant and
one for office operation. Box 335, MANUFAC-
TURING INDUSTRIES. 15 East 26th
Street, New York City.

EXECUTIVE
A man trained as an engineer, experienced

in all factory departments, including engineer-
ing and costs, seeks connection offering oppor-
tunity for development. Possesses vision, in-
itiative, tact and the ability to organize an
economical factory administration. Box 338
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES, 15
East 26th Street. New York City.

EXECUTIVE MANAGER WANTED
A large corporation is seeking a high grade,

technically trained executive who knows en-
gineering and production from all angles and
who is familiar with the higher executive
duties of general management. The position
calls for a real progressive, around 40 years
old, who has rapidly climbed to large respon-
sibilities with a constructive record of achieve-
ment along the most modern business lines.
Full details, with photograph, are desired.
Box 339, MANUFACTURING INDUS-
TRIES, 15 East 26th Street, New York City.
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qhe LENIXDm^
'Bcmnd ourjonJest hopes

"

iKii s the cxpirssioii used hy tlic supenntoiulcnt

of the Palmyra. Missouri Light and Water De-

partment, in referring tf) the Lenix Drives used l)y

him on 12' 2 ^mil ^ k.w. exciters, with oil engine-

generator units.

And, good reason, too. Rplt slippage is positively eliminated

even on extremely short pulley centers and the automatic

action of the Lenix causes it to maintain sufficient t<n<ii.ii

on the slack side of the belt to transmit the load.

Make no mistake al»out the LenLx. It Ls not an idler. Rather,

a "holt-wrapper" applied to Ik'U drives for saving floor space,

eliminating lirlt -lippagc and increasing the general capacity

of the drive.

Send for a copy of Booklet
—"Saving Slippage and Spac^."

Oil rnfinr drivrn S k.«. «icHor.

Driiinf pull'« 40' du .
&'

.

' facr. 300 r.p.m.

ricilor pulirt 8' dia.. 1' face. 1500 r.p.m.

Pull»» frnlfft 4 0*.

F. L. SMIDTH & CO., Engineers

50 (-luirch St., New York, N. Y.
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G-E Motorized Power is

more than a motor or its

control— it is a practical

and economical applica-

tion of electric power.

"Built-in" or connected

to all types of industrial

machines or household

appliances, G-E Motor-

ized Power provides last-

ing assurance that you

have purchased the best.

G-E
Motorized Powder

-what it means
A metal frame supporting some insulated wire

windings; a revolving mass of iron with more wind-

ings; energizing these wire wound structures by

means of electric current—that -was an electric

motor.

Spend three decades or more of research, persistent

refinement and steady improvement on that motor,

incorporating that which is best and rejecting that

which is impractical, and you have a G-E motor.

Evolve the best means of controlling that motor

for all conditions of service, and you have a G-E

controller. Apply the proper G-E motor and the

correct G-E controller to a specific task, following

the recommendations of G-E Specialists in electric

drive, and you have G-E Motorized Porter.

Fitted to each and every type of power need, G-E

Motorized '^ower provides quantity, quality and low

cost production.

OTORIXED POAVER
^fitted to every need

ttuMUMLMfBetamm

AL ELECTRIC
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DMmiPENCILS
solved a production problem

15 years ago ^
When 15 years ago, in order to increase production, the

Joseph Dixon Crucible Company changed from steam to

electric power, they decided on Morse Silent Chain Drives

as the most dependable and efficient method of transmitting

power from motors to machines. This is what they say
now:

"Today the same Morse Chain purchased 15 years ago is

doing over 8' j hours' work daily, and running at 1.500 feet

per minute and developing 20 H. P., driving a machine on
next floor below. In all these years, the maintenance and
repair costs have been negligible in spite of the terrific rate

of speed it is operated at.

"By using a Morse Silent Chain Drive we have totally

eliminated slippage—so common with other drives, thus
preventing the loss of power and production. Also with
the Morse Chains, we drive direct—no line shaftings to

take up space and cost additional money."

Leading plants in many other industries have solved pro-

duction problems with Morse Silent Chain Drives. Over
5,000,000 H. P. installed. 1 10 to 5,000 H. P.. 6.000 to

250 R. P. M. and slower.

MORSE CHAIN CO.. ITHACA, N. Y., U. S. A. "^

-'"-//. r. Mone StUnl Chain OriTr from mnior lo

machine cm Jlcor below, Joseph Dixon Cruiible Co.

Mono Engineers are
ahcays available at:

.ATL.ANT.A, GA., 702 Candler Bid)!.

Earl F. cot I li Co
n.ALTlMORE. .Mn 1402 Uiington Bldg

HIKMINGH.^.M. .\\.\. . Moorc-Haoillcy Hdwc. Co.

nOSTO.N", M.ASS Ml Milk Si.

BVFF.^LO. NY EUicott Square BMk.
CH.\RLOrrE. .\. C 401 CommCTdal Bank Bid*.

('HllA(K). ILL 112 W. .\dam« St.

CLEVELAND. OHIO 421 Eneinccn Hide
DENVER. COLO 211 Ideal Hld«.

DETROIT. .M ICH 7601 Central Ave

LOUISVILLE, KV.. 516 \V. Main Si.

E. D. Morton Co.

MINNEAPOLIS. MIN.S'.. 4U Third St.

Stronj! Scott Mff! Co.

NEW ORLEANS. LA.. Queen fc Crescent Bid*
.IJ4 Camp St., A. M. Lockett & Co., Ltd.

NEW YORK, NY 50 Church St.

O.MAHA. NEB , 727 W. O. \V. BI.I)!.

D. H. Bra>-mcr Equipt. Co.

PHILADELPHl.V V.K SOJ People* Bank BldR.

PITTSBCRC.H, PA W e»tin(ihou.«c BUljt.

S.\N FRANCISCO, C.\LIF .Monadnock Bid*.

ST LOCIS, MO 2U7 Railway EichanKc Bids.

TORONTO. :. ONT., CAN . 50 Front St . E
Slron«Scott .Mfg. Co

WINNIPEG, .MAN . CAN. DuBerin St.

StroD(-Scott Mfs Co.
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Hyatt^equipped trucks

conserve power

Deliver your goods, more
quickly and cheaply, on
Hyatt Roller Bearings.

"4 wheel steer sixth iiheei Warren trailer, type WL-46
3-ton capacity. Trucks equipped tvith 16 x 3'/4 rubber
tired wheels and Hyatt Roller Bearings."

These trailers are operating at the plant of the Vnited
States Industrial Chemical Co., Baltimore, Md.

ATRUCK'S biggest mechanical obstacle, friction, is

usually met at the bearing points. It can do the most
damage, or be most easily eliminated, there.

It all depends on the bearings you use.

Plain bearings, with their rubbing action, encourage fric-

tion and waste power. Hyatt Roller Bearings, with their

easy rolling motion, are practically frictionless and con-

serve power.

That's why Warren, like most prominent manufacturers
of material handling equipment, is using Hyatt Roller Bear-

ings exclusively. Their trucks roll easier, giving a smoother
performance and longer life. Battery life in the tractors

is lengthened.

Hyatt bearings are easier on the men, as well as the trucks.

They operate practically without wear, and need no re-

pairs or replacements. New lubricant is needed only once
or twice a year. Specify Hyatts on your next truck order.

HYATT ROLLER BEARING COMPANY
Newark Detroit Chicago San Francisco

Worcester Philadelphia Charlotte

Pittsburgh Cleveland

ROLLER BEARINGS
MANrFACirRIxc Ixt)U^TKu:s -]'.'!. XI, Xo. t.— Pub!iJiid I'n the firi>t of tach inontli by The Ronald Prr.s.-; Coiiniamj. Subscription pnce y'.O'J p<. r y-rar.

Publication office. Fedvral and Nineteettfh Streets, Camden, New Jersey. Entered as second-class matter in the post office at Camden, Xcw Jersey, under
the Act of March S, IS79. Copyright U'ZG by The Ronald Press Company.
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As you complete each article in this

June issue, ask yourself this ques-

tion

—

''Would I have had this new
information if I hadn't read
Manufacturing Industries?"

MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

Its field you already know

—

—Competent direction and leader-

ship of men to break the best pre-

vious production records;

—High efficiency use of machines to

top limit of capacity;

—Keeping production, sales, finances

balanced and in step with each

other;

—The facts, figures, costs, budgets,

which are the life of manufacturing

management.

It is our aim to have the kind of in-

formation given an exclusive, distinctive

feature of this journal—organized think-

ing you can immediately use—definite

procedures, systems and methods for

practical operating purposes; the best

practice of today and the improvements

of tomorrow in successful industrial

concerns.

ilAXiTFAcxrHiNG Industries is the dis-

tinctive journal you've wanted for years.

There is no other journal

like it

MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIES

The Ronald Press Company, Publishers

15 East 26th Street, New York, N. Y.
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In the Pcist Five Years Every New
Worlcts^Pccord Mcikin^ Rdcc^^ H<as Been Won on ^^^^

A- - »\ New^Departure 1

I^^^M Ball Bearings

EACH succeeding record means
greater speeds, more terrific strains

and calls for still greater endurance

—

many times that ever demanded in ordi-

nary service.

Because they have never failed in any
race, nor showed any sign of wear, prac-

tically every driver in the great speedway
races uses New Departures exclusively.

De Paolo's car, for instance, has 47, taken

at random from general stock.

The superlative quality which enables

New Departures to endure the grinding,

gruelling, racking stresses of such break-

neck speed also makes them preferable

in any mechanism where a reduction of

friction and wear is advantageous and a

long life of uninterrupted service desirable.

The New Departure Manufacturing Company
Bristol Connecticut Detroit

1926
by Ma.-tz

(300 Miles)
li'f.l

Miles RerHoui'
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Industrif
ASURPRISING number of manufactories are dependent to a great

extent upon the steel industry. The steel industry in a large measure

is dependent upon grinding, upon the modern grinding machines and grind-

ing wheels. Immense rolls up to 28 ft. long are ground to a high degree

of accuracy on Norton Roll Grinding Machines. Hundreds of tons of

Norton abrasives in the form of grinding wheels are employed in the finish-

ing of billets and castings. Grinding has made practicable the working of

manganese and many other steel alloys opening up a wider field for hard,

tough metals.

Thus grinding is contributing to this great industry—this key industry.'

Norton Company, Worcester, Massachusetts
Bauxite Plant—Bauxite, Arkansas Abrasive Plants—Niagara Falls, N. Y., and Chippawa, Ont.

Grinding Wheel Plants— Worcester, Mass.; Hamilton, Ont.; La Courneuve, France; Wesseling, Germany

ISI
Grinding Wheels
Gvindin^ Machines

Refractories -Floor
and Stair Treads
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Carrying the White Man's Burden
WHY should men sweat away their lives under

needless work ? Why make men who enjoy life

(like you and mei beasts of burden? It is brutal.
It is costly. Kiiihty percent of the men enj^aged in
handling materials in American industries are
capable of better things, (iive the unskilled laborer
a chance. There is a better way.

skilled laborers are Aiven power tools. Why not
the unskilled laborer: Study the "(Mark Theory of
Labor Economy" and see if you ran apply it to your
business. The coupon will brInA you the bimklet free.
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J'lew showing two of the six motor-drivi-n Jennings Pumps installed at the U. S.

Army Supply Base, j5//! St. y Isl Ave., Brooklyn, N. V

Six years in the army-
good for many more
Ever since the six Jennings Pumps at the

U.S. Army Supply Base, Brooklyn, were installed

six years ago, they have served steadily without

necessitating a single expense for repairs.

Not a bit of attention has been required other than

lubrication and packing.

Such performance is characteristic of Jennings

Pumps the country over. If you are not familiar

with these remarkable heating pumps, let us

send you copies of our bulletins. They contain

information you would want to know before

designing your next heating system.

NASH ENGINEERING COMPANY
so. NORWALK CONNECTICUT

Branch Sales Offices: Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cleveland, Dalla.s, Denver, Detruit.

Houston, InJiunalicih.-, Kansas Citv, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New \ork,

Philadelphia, Pittshurcli, I'ortlaiid, Richmond, St. Louis, Salt Lake City. ,San Francisco, Seattle,

Washington In Canada: Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. European Offices: London,

England, Norman Engineering Co.; Brussels, Belgium and Amsterdam, Holland. Louis Reijners

& Co.; Oslo, Norway, and Stockholm, Sweden, Lorentzen & Wettre,

Jenninas Pumps
RETURN LINE.INE AND AIR LINE VACUUM PUMPS^,^ CONDENSATION AND CIRCULATING JL P*-
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Cadillac Keeps Strict Watch on Quality

Metliods and Kciuipiiiriit Wed to Maintain Iliuh Standards

H.v LAWHKX( E P. l-ISHKH

President, Cadillac Motor Car Company

QIALITY maintenance of product is neces-

-arily an aim for all manufacturers who wish

to attain success in tiieir particular fields.

Especially, it exerts a strong influence on prospective

buyers who have related to them
the favorable experiences of jire-

vious customers. Whenever tlie

(piality factor is ^iven correct at-

tention in maimfacturing. satis-

fied users are boosters.

Maintenance of quality pw-
sents a problem even in a sniallcr

enterprise. In a faetorj' making,

on a large scale, such a proiiuct

as an automobile, with its multi-

turle of parts, the problem be-

comes tremendous. Its significance

can be best appreciated when it

is realized that, of 7000 workmen
employed in the Caflillac factory,

one out of every ll» is active in

inspection tasks that will as.>iiue

excellence of constrtiction in the

product.

The work of maintaining a

high degree of quality in a prod-

uct varies in different industries.

In automobile construction the

principal efforts are devoterl to

a.ssuring high quality of materials,

superior workmanship as reveale<| in

accuracy of dimensions of each jinrt. proper lialancing

and alignment, noise elimination, and efficient per-

formance of the completed product.

The importance of proper quality of materials can

^i/c^

be visualized in the efi'ects on the occupants of a car

that is proceeding at a rate of 30 miles an hr. on a

highway if the axle suddenly breaks. Such an ac-

cident will emphasize the need for care in selection

of proper quality in material.

."Similarly one can appreciate

I his need as regards the construc-

tion of a braking system on which
so nuich depends in emergencies.

Through the entire making of a

car there is the constant reminder

I hat all parts nuist be made of

high (luality material in order

that the completed product may
lunction correctly and assure

safety under even the most ad-

verse con<litions.

Much in the way of favorable,

or adverse, rejiutation of a prod-

uct will depend on the kind of

materials used in manufacture.

Hence, raw materials, stores,

castings, etc.. are subjected upon
arrival at the Cadillac plant to

careful inspection and continuous

tests to safeguard (luality. Sam-
ples from all lots of raw materials

received arc immediately sent to

the metalhugical department for

both chemical and physical testing

before the material is allowed to

pass on for processing. Chemical anri physical labora-

tories are specially equipped to make these analyses

(see Fills. 1 and '2.)

Metals frequently need to be Ii.tkI .ill the way

400
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througli and again only have to be case-hardened,

depending on the work to be performed. The metal-

lurgical department is constantly on guard to see that

copper, brass, alloys, and gray iron are made in accord-

FiG. 1 Chemical Laboiutohy in Met.\llurgical Department

ance with formulas found to be most satisfactory. (See

Fig. 3.)

Special tests are made to maintain these standards.

Specimens of metals are polished to mirror smooth-
ness in the lal:)oratory (see Fig. 4) for microscopic

examination and photography. By means of special

photographic apparatus (see Fig. 5) mag-
nification is possible up to 1000 or 2000

times. The metallurgist is thereby able to

detect from the very molecular arrange-

ment what strength and cjuality each mate-
rial possesses.

To determine the uniformity of tlio

structure of material not only are these

microscopic tests made but, in adfiition, an
instrument is used that by means of a
needle scratches the surface of the material

and reveals by ups and downs whenever
hard or soft spots are touched.

Tests to determine hardness of parts in-

clude those involving use of a scleroscope.

This device is practically a diamond
pointed ball, which bounces up along a

scale watched carefully by an inspectoi'.

The steel ball drops from a pre-determinefl

height upon a piece of metal to be tested

for hardness. The harder the steel the

higher the ball bounces. The inspector,

watching the scale, knows the limits within
which- the ball must stay. When it falls short oi-

bounces beyond those limits, the metal is too soft and
yielding, or too hard and brittle. This test to deter-

mine hardness is used on automobile parts, such as

piston rings, which have mirror-like surface and which
must not be marred.

A variation of this procedure is followed under a
Brinnel test which is used to test the hardness of cast-

ings and forgings before they are machined to smooth-
ness and precision. A small ball is pressed against

a piece to be tested, at a specified pres-

sure. Then an inspector examines the size

of the impression made by the ball, using

an instrument which consists of a micro-

scope with a scale of graduations similar to

those on a rule.

Maximum and minimum limits are close.

If the impression is too wide, it means the

metal is too soft, permitting the ball to

sink deeper. Such metal would twist under
a very low torsional stress. If the impres-

sion is too narrow, it means the metal is

too hard or brittle and breaks more readily.

To be assured of proper quality of ma-
terial entering into the construction of such

a \'ital part as the live axle shaft, there is

also ]iro\'ided a torsion or twist test. Each
shaft is put in a machine and one end kept

rigid while the other is twisted under a

stress of 32,000 lb. per sq. in. The twist

is 2Vi; in. but the shaft, upon release, must
never-the-less return to the original position within

0.005 in. Only shafts standing such a test are used

in an automobile.

Quality of material used in manufacture of springs

is given a severe test to prove ability of the actual

part to stand up under maxinnim usage. Thus springs

Fid Physical Laboratory

ai-e subjected to contiuunus flexing under load for 24

h\\ daily for weeks at a time (see Fig. 6.)

\'alve springs are run at speeds, equal to a car

speed of 65 miles per hr. continuously night and day
for a week to determine their quality. A car would
travel over the 21,000 miles during such a test, or

i
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nearly arniiinl the ciitiri' oircuinferciicc ui the worM.

The !i(';irs arc \('iv important in an aiitoinnljilc ami

to test tiicni till' tt'cth arc snl)ji'ctctl to an impact ot"

weight many times greater tlian occurs in a car wiiiic

runninir on the hiyihway.

Besides i|uality in maleri;il liicrc must l>e (|ii;ility

of workmanship. The (jifferent parts ot an automo-

bile must he ma<le acconhng to measurements minutely

as accurate as possil)le in older that tlie final prmluct

uhicli is composed of such parts may tie a j^erfect

mechanism runniiif!; smoothl\' e\-en under severe use.

h'm. 3 He.\t Tke-atixo Ovens, Subject to Inspection bv .Met.m

LURGICAL DkPAHTMKNT

Few realize the importance that e.xact measure-

ments in construction of jiarts will exert on servicing

of the fini.shed product. There must be ready oppor-

timity in the most out of way sections to remove a

worn out part of the automol)ile ami

know that a replacement part will fit in

exactly and perform correctly without

need for machining or undue adjusting.

The ready interchangeability of parts is

possible only as the tolerances in the man-
ufacture of component parts are kept down
to a minimum. The Royal Automobile
Club of Kngland realized already in 190^

the importance of such interchangeability

of parts aiul offered what was known as

the Dewar Trophy to that manufacturer

whose ears consisted of parts so ])crfectly

standardized as to allow reaily replace-

ment. This prize was won by the ( 'adillac

car in view of reailiness witli which three

?tock cars were taken apart aiifl the parts

from each vehicle reas.semblcd with those

from the others into three cars, each of

which was mechanically perfect.

To emphasize the imjiortance of accuracy

in workmanshii). it is but necessary to in-

dicate that in the manufacture of a Cadillac car there

are 3().(MU) o|)erations where the limit of variation per-

missible is (l.dOJ in. On "J'J.UOU operations, tiie limit

is held down to O.OOl in. About 800 operations are

carried out with such vigilance as to allow only as

much as 0.(KH)2.") to O.OOO.'t in. When one realizes that

a fine hair measures about 0.003. a better conception

is obtained of the care with which this work must

be carrieil out in order to pass inspection.

In the inspection of a crankcase alone there are

30 tests made to assure perfection and with a trans-

mission case the tests amoimt to as many
as 40.

To carry out such inspection success-

fully some standard of accuracy had to

be established. The Cadillac Motor Car

roinjiany was probably the first to in-

troduce the use of the famous .Johanssen

gauges for this purpose as far back as

190(1 when only three sets were owned in

the Initeil States and one of these by
the government. These gauges, made
originally in Swerlen. are guaranteed ac-

cuiate to the one-millionth i)art of an

inch. Tliey therefore present an ideal

standard on which to base accuracy of

measurements.

.Vt present over a dozen sets of these

.loiianssen gauges are used to check
"_'."). 1)00 standard gauges and measming
instruments which cost more than $2.^0.-

000 and which are used to maintain

accuracy in Cadillac cars (see Fig. 7.1

Many varieties of gauges are used to

with the needs of checking the work on

operations. Among those most extensively

conform

different

used are what are known as snap gauges, plug gauges

and tin-ead gauges.

liu. ! 1',. ;.; I'uKm Til Ml' i:"~' 'I'l' Tk-t
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The snap gauges are usually made of flat pieces of

steel with indentures on two sides. One indenture is

known as the "Go" and is sufficiently wide to allow

the part to be tested to fit within the two walls. This

width represents the maximum size of the particular

part that is tested. The other indenture is known as

the "Not Go" or minimum measurement according to

which the automobile part must conform. An auto-

mobile part tested in this manner is considered satis-

FiG. i) Photographic Apparatus for Microscopic Tests

factory when both the "Go" and "Not Go" sections of

the gauge fit snugly. The variance between the "Go"
and "Not Go" is usually very slight and may be as

little as the difference of 0.875 in. on the "Go" end

and 0.8745 in. on the "Not Go" end.

The plug gauges, used mostly in inspecting interior

diameters of parts, are round steel bars of different

width at each end. The "Go" and the "Not Go"
section of the plug gauges vary in diameter sim-

ilar to the manner that the snap gauges differ in

width.

Considerable use is also made of thread gauges,

with maximum permissible size of thread on one end

and minimum on the other. The screw thread com-

parator, a device to throw the outline of the actual

thread magnified from 100 to 200 times against a

screen containing the true outline drawn to this

enlarged scale, is also extensively employed. This

device is also used in checking up tlie accuracy of

gauges.

The expense connected with all of tlie inspection

and quality control operations outlined above is great.

The testing instruments and the special machines re-

quired have involved a big outlay of money. Much
of the equipment is the result of years of research.

Fig. 6 Car Spring and Valve Spring Testing Machines

As superior methods of carrying on investigations are

discovered a lot of the apparatus must be improved

or scrapped in favor of new and better devices.

Economically the cost is well warranted. While

basic changes in design are not likely to occur, yet

each year advances are made in the utility, durability,

safety and convenience of operation features of cars.

Control of quality has been a vital factor not only

in maintaining the high standards already set but also

in making the new products mechanically perfect and

from that standpoint commercially successful.

(To be concluded in the July issue)

Fig. 7 Johanssen Gauges Used to Check Gauges for the

Inspection of Automobile Parts



Maker and User Profit by Xew Methods

Hatidliii:^- E(iui|)im'iit ami Strai^lit-LiiU' Layout Cut Costs and

Riduci' Srllin,^ Price of Wcstiiii^housc Electric Iron

By E. M. <>LL\

U'orJtji Manager, Westinghouse Electric Products Company

DIHIXC llt_'4 and 1923 tho Westinghouse Elec-

tric I'loduets Company planned extensive

revisiiin? in the layout of its equipment and

methods of manufacture for the production of electric

ranges, irons, and safety switches. In 1925. a new
factory unit, consistintr of a four-story and a one-story

brick aiul concrete building witli a total floor space of

152.500 sq. ft., was erected and connected with the

previous structures, to provide room for the new manu-
facturing layouts. The equipment for the manufac-

ture of irons has just been completed and put into

service, and forms the topic of the present article.

The essential materials for the manufacture of an

electric iron are sheet steel, castings, mica insulation,

resistance wire, wood handles, bolts and nuts, insulated

cord, plugs and sockets, and. for the automatic iron.

a special metal to form the thermostat, and small eye-

lets for the attachment of connections.

Sheet steel is received on railroad cars and is un-

loaded inside the new one-story building. Here it is

inspected and placed in storage by electric crane. As

needed, it is delivered to the cover blanking machine,

also on the first floor because it requires a very hea\T
independent foundation which couUl not be con-

structed on the fourth floor where other manufacturing

operations are conducted. The blanked covers are

trucked to an elevator and carried to the fourth floor

of the new building where they are delivercfl to punch

presses, shown in the upper right hand corner of Fig. 2.

The covers, after they are formed and the holes are

punched for the attachments, are delivered in boxes to

a pneumatic hoist (1) which raises them to the over-

head roller gravity conveyor (2). This conveyor car-

ries them to the polishing machine conveyor (3). and

at the same time acts as a storage reservoir.

The polishers transfer the boxes of covers from con-

veyor (2) to roller conveyor (3) and they are removed

from this latter conveyor at the various machines.

When the covers have been polished they are again

placed in boxes on conveyor (3) at the far end of

which the work is inspected. The boxes of covers

are then placed on storage racks (4). which consist of

gravity roller shelving. From these racks they are

taken into the adjacent plating room. Here the covers

are hung on racks for plating. The empty boxes are

placed on an elevating conveyor (27^. which delivers

them to the lower belt return line of conveyor (6).

The boxes go back along this conveyor to a deflector

at (25). antl down spiral chute (20) for refilling.

Two castings are leciuired to form an iron—a base

casting and a clamping casting. The latter holds the

heating eloment in place on the former and also serves

for the attachment of the cover.

These castings are delivered from the first floor on

Fk;. 1 Hand Hoist, Ovekhe.\0 a.nd Smiwl Coxveyou^

trucks by elevator. The boxes are unloaded on roller

gravity conveyor (11) which is placed directly on the

floor. The first operations are performed on the 10-

wheel grinder, siiown in Fig. 2. Here the upper side

of the base castings and the top side of the clamping

castings are ground as a moving belt carries them

under tlie wheels. As boxes are unloaded during the

feeding of the machine they are put on the roller

conveyor (10) which is at floor level and delivered

to the disdiarge end of the machine where they are

filled with castings which have been ground. Boxes

of ground castings are raised by means of pneumatic

hoist ( 12) and delivered to spiral conveyor ( 13). which

carries them to the drilling and tapping machine.

Tlie spiral conveyor provides storage space between

operations and at the same time conserves room.

The firilling and tapping machine operates auto-

matically. The castincs are clamped in fixtures on

a revolving cvlinder which carries them through the

41.3
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c^'cle of operations, ("ompleted castings are unloaded

on elevating belt conveyor (14), which raises them to

a height of 5 ft. 6 in. Empty boxes which have deliv-

ered tlie castings to the machines are placed on roller

gravity conveyor (15) and delivered back to the grind-

ing machine or sent down for a new lot of castings.

Conveyor (14) carries the base castings to a steel

chute leading into a storage bunker. The drilling and

tap]iing operations complete the work on the clamp-

ing castings and thev are loaded into boxes and deliv-

FiG. 3 Ten-Wheel Grixdeh, Overhead axd Floor Coxveyors

ered to hand operated hoist (5). This hoist elevates

them to the upper level of belt conveyor (6), running

toward the left in Fig. 2. The conveyor carries them

down the department to the storeroom.

Base castings are delivered from the bunker to the

grinders, shown in Fig. 2, on which the beveled edges

are ground. As they are completed they are packed

in boxes which have been delivered from the store-

room along the lower line of conveyor (6) running to

the right and deflected down onto conveyor ( 16). The

boxes of castings are delivered to the pneumatic hoist

(17) which raises them to the overhead gravity con-

veyor (18), carrying them to the left hand end of

the 10-wheel grinder. This conveyor (18) provides

storage capacity between the two operations.

The castings are again run through the 10-wheel

grinder, this time to have the bottom side ground.

As the boxes containing them are emptied they are

put on roller conveyor (19) and sent to the opposite

end of the machine to receive finished castings. Filled

boxes of castings are then put on roller conveyor (20),

which runs beneath conveyor (18), and are delivered

again to the left-hand end of the grinding machine.

Conveyor (20) has storage capacity for 10,000 base

castings at one time. After completing the bottom

grinding operations on this number of castings, the

operator of the 10-wheel grinder removes the grinding

wheels and substitutes polisliing wheels for them. The

10,000 castings are then run beneath the series of pol-

ishing wheels and the bottoms are polished. Boxes

are passed along conveyor (19) and are refilled with

the polished castings.
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Boxes i)t basi- castiiifis an- next di'livt'ictl Ijy jiiavity

ruDtT conveyor CJl) to a hand-operated hoist (23),

whieh raises tliein to any one of five tiers of K'a^'ity

roller storajie eonveyor (24). Tlie i)olishin<; operators

remove them from this conveyor as neefled and jxit

them on jtravity line (3). The final jiolisii i- put mi

the edjjes of the base castinfi by means of ilir poli-h-

1 1 . 4 I'mouMosTAT Assembly and htox Assi;mhi.v

Depahtments

inji machines and the castings arc again placed in

boxes and go down conveyor (3) for insi)ection. After

insi)ectit>n they are delivered to gravity storage rack

(4). as in the case of the covers, and are taken into

the plating room as desired.

Base castings are removed from liie boxes ami placed

on racks for jilating. Empty boxes are put on con-

veyor 1 27 ) and elevated to the lower return line of

))elt conveyor (0). A detieetor at the right hand end

transfers them to eonveyor (16) for reuse.

Sheet steel strips for the manufacture of heel rests

and handle straps are delivered to the press room on

the fomth Hoor by elevator. The.se parts are punched

out and formed in this dejiartment. The back Iiaiidle

bracket and the terminal guard are riveted together

after punching and forming. Boxes of these small

parts are raised in hand-operated elexator (5) to the

FlC. .") ("(Mil.INT, C'ONVEVOR, .SeAI.KK AND ("hITK TO SwUKHOOM

upper level of bell conveyor (0) and passed down
the department to the dettector which takes them <it^'

at (9). They are delivered over a roller conveyor to

lowerator (10) down which they pa.ss to the racking
liench. The empty bo.xes are taken over to the un-
laikiiig bench at the far corner of the room ready to

receive finished parts.

The handle straps and heel rests are first washed
and copper-plated, .\fter this they are again wa.shed

and nickel-jilated and wa.shed a thirfl time, .\fter

the final rinsing they are unracked and burnished in

tiiiiililing l)arrels. This operation completes the work
on these parts and they are loadefl into the boxes in

wiiich they came to the plating room and are carried

by gravity roller conveyor (33) to the inspection bench
in the bufiiiig room. .After inspection they are deliv-

ered through an opening into the adjacent storeroom.

Covers and base castings delivered to the plating

room go through a similar series of plating oiierations.

after which they are put on the unracking conveyor

(28) removed from the holders and packer! in boxes.

The filled l)oxes are placed on the gravity roller con-

veyor (2!)) and delivered to the buffing machines in

the next room. When the buffing operation is com-
pleted the parts are delivered to the inspection bench

and thence into the storeroom. Empty boxes for these

parts are carried to the plating room by gravity con-

veyor (301 leading from the storeroom.

The heating element is built up of several parts.

Mica sheets to hold and to insulate the resistance

wires are blanked in the punch press rlepartment and

delivered by conveyor (til to the winding benches.

Sheet steel plates to form the casing, and the sheet

steel plates holding the terminal plugs, are likewise

delivered to these benches. After assembly the heating

elements are sent in boxes to the storeroom.

Boxes containing the individual parts manufac-

tured as al)ove described, and aLso ijoxes of wood
hantiles. screws, nuts, etc.. are supplied from the store-

room to the iron assembly conveyor (31) as needed.

This conveyor consists of a traveling l)elt from which

chutes (34) lead ofT at the jiroper points to supply

boxes of parts for consecutive assemlily oi^erations.

The storekeeper puts a l)ox of the required parts on

the uppvv level of the belt, and pulls a lever which

swings a deHector across the belt at the point where

delivery is to \iv made. This reflector shunts the box

down a chute (34) at that point and the box strikes

a lug which automatically throws the deflector back

out of position. Eight such deflectors are connected

with the conveyor system. Empty boxes are sent back

to the storeroom on the returning belt.

Actual a.S!*embly of the iron is done on a pallet con-

veyor (3")). This conveyor consists of asbestos plates

12 in. wifle and .")'•_ in. long, fitted with asbestos cloth

to prevent scratching, and attached at each side to

the links of a chain conveyor. The conveyor itself

is 7."i ft. long. .\t the first assembly point the covers

are stenciled and have the heel rests and hanrlle straps

riveted in place. At the next station the bases are
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delivered and studs are fastened into them to hold

the clamping casting. Then the heating elements and
the clamping casting are placed in position and bolted

together. Next, the covers are bolted down to the

clamping casting and the terminal insulation is added.

The next operator attaches the wood handles and
screws them in position. At all these points where

attachments are fastened power-driven wrenches and
screw drivers with self-releasing chucks are used.

The iron is now ready for testing. Each of the

assembly pallets carries a connection plug, which is

Fig. (J Cord Assembly Bench

attached to phosphor-bronze springs on the under side

making contact with bus bars supplying current for

heating. The plug is connected to the iron and be-

neath the iron is placed a small piece of white cloth

treated with a special chemical that colors brown
under the action of heat. The assembly conveyor

travels at the rate of 2 ft. per min. and the iron is

under test along a 40 ft. length. Within this time the

white cloth will assume a definite shade of brown if

the iron is in perfect condition. If the color is either

too light or two dark, the iron will not pass inspec-

tion and is leturned for replacement of the heating

element. A meter check is also made. This method
of test supplants the old meter measuring plan in

which there was a delay of an hour and a half.

At the end of the pallet conveyor (35) the irons

are transferred to a cooling conveyor (36), a long end-

less chain carrying hooks at close intervals. The irons

are placed on these hooks and carried up an incline

and through four lengths of an overhead system en-

closed in a sheet metal casing. Fans blow air through

this casing to cool the irons for shipment, the cool-

ing process requiring l^/o hr. The irons are removed
from the conveyor a short distance to the left of

where they were put on, and are ready for packing.

Cords for the irons are cut to length on a cord cut

off bench, and are delivered to the cord conveyor as-

sembly table (38). A chain conveyor with lugs runs

down the whole length of this assembly table at about

2 ft. above the table top. Operators work at each side

of the table. The first girl cuts off the insulation from

the ends of the wire in a trimming machine and fits

the plug over one end and a wire guard over the other

end. She then throws the cord over the conveyor
chain which carries it down to the next girls sitting

on opposite sides of the table. One of these girls

attaches the wires to the plug and the other fits eye-

lets by machine into the opposite end of the wires.

Another girl takes this eyelet end and places on it

the two metal contacts which fit on the iron, fasten-

ing them in position. The next girl fits the split hard
rubber casing to the cord and tightens it with a ma-
chine-driven screw driver. A girl on the opposite side

of the table fits a screw plug to the opposite end.

Finally a girl tests the cord by means of electric con-

tacts and if it is perfect a lamp lights and a produc-

tion counter registers. Cords are then coiled and
delivered to the packing bench on conveyor (35).

Each iron is packed in a moisture proof bag and
placed with its cord in an individual box. These

boxes are run through a sealing machine anrl then

packed three to a larger carton, sealed and delivered

to roller conveyor (37). This conveyor passes through

the floor and carries the boxes to spiral chutes lead-

ing either to storage on the seconil floor or to the

shi]iping room on the first floor.

The automatic irons are fitted with thermostats

which, when the iron is connected with the current,

alternately make and break the circuit to maintain

the temperature at the correct degree. The thermo-

stat is formed from a round disk about 1^2 hi. diam-

eter punched from sheets of double metal. The one

metal has a different rate of expansion from the other.

Holes are punched in these disks for the attachment

of resistance wire and disks are heat treated and then

dished by means of a press. A second heat treatment

follows, with a temperature maintained constant to

within one degree. Contacts are attached with mica

washers separating them from the metal. The ther-

mostats are then individually tested and after cool-

ing are assembled with the heating element and deliv-

ered to assembly conveyor (35).

Before the new layout was put into effect the manu-
facture of irons was scattered throughout several de-

partments of the plant. A great deal of handling was

necessitated involving heavy expense. Smooth run-

ning of production processes was also impossible. The
straight-line methods now employed with the me-

chanical conveyor equipment, which was designed and

installed by the Mathews Conveyer Company to take

care of the handling, will bring about a large economy
in manufacturing. The amount of production obtain-

able from the installation is governed by the speed

of the assembly pallet conveyor (35) which is 2 ft.

per min. As there are 2 pallets per ft., 4 irons can

be assembled per min. or about 50,000 per month.

It is estimated that the amount spent for conveyor

equipment will be saved to the company in approx-

imately two years. Due to improvements in manu-
facturing methods, the company has already been able

to make a SI reduction in the consumer's price of the

automatic iron.



Tinich^ Guide to Manufacturing Control

Till' \'alvc and Fittintrs Index

U.v .lOSKPH H. IJAKHKIi

Aiisixlniil til Prcxident, The ^\'nlu•orth Comjmny

OIIDKH volumes are the timeliest and most sig-

nificant barometer fur fiuidintr the industrial

manafier in his planning toward a stal)ilized,

profitable manufacturing control. Therefore. I urge

heed to your own industrys timely liarometers. and to

give the findings of your statistical research more

freely. This article is intended to be such a sharing

of benefits in the hope that the contribution may lead

toward further stabilization and greater profits in

industry.

I shall describe first the \alve and Fittings Index.

1922 1923 1924 1975 19261919 1920 1921

(•ipurohl. HHf!. Th, Wnlirnrlh Cn.

Fic. 1 Monthly Hkcoud of Wai.wohth Inhkx Compahed with
THE Sm<H)THKD ThEVD OK \'m.\K AM) FlTTIN(;S DeMAND

give its general significance and to a slight degree the

methods employefl. This is in the hope that indus-

trial managers will watch the quantity of incoming

orders in their own industries, and then, as the ex-

change of traile information may make it possible,

compare continuously the trend of orders with the

average trend of quantity ordering volumes in all

closely allied iiuiuslries.

I shall use the editorial "we." for I am fully alive to

the fact that imich by way of development of my own
thought in the matter has resulted from contact with

niany of my associates in the Walworth Company and
from other conferences with executives, economists and
statisticians who have contributed in large measure
toward the final development of the index.

Before we attempted selection of the useful measure
of trade, it was necessary to ask:

1. What is trade?

2. What can we find to measure the valve and
fittings trade?

As to the first question, we concluded that consump-
tion of goods is not really "trade." Actual consump-
tion of goods must be in essentially steady volumes.

Hut "steady business" is quite contrar>' to the experi-

ence of most of our customers who know that trade

activity is not steady, hut changes according to vary-

ing sentiment.

We also concluded that profits—accinnulated from

success in past tratle—are not necessarily of them-

selves a true measure of current trade. Sometimes
trade is active in comfortable volume even at the cost

of atlequate profit margins. Profits may reflect suc-

cessful trade, but even before there can be profitable

trade there must be actii'e trade, that is. trade in good

volinne.

Finally, we concluded that the merchant usually

thinks of his business health in terms of ncir trade.

We should, therefore, expect ones impression of trade

activity to be best reflected by indicators of new busi-

ness being negotiated. In this sense, trade involves

speculation as to the probable future consumption.

To a certain extent—an extent greatly magnified

by our imagination—profitable trade seems to depeml

upon the ability to buy low and sell high. In actual

practice, however, a merchant can but slightly govern

his .selling price. So. to whatever extent his fortunes

are actually dependent upon careful buying, it becomes

his iiroblem to buy his greatest quantities when prices

have fallen below average, thereafter disposing of his

goods on the average at the more stable but relatively

higher selling prices. We answer first, then, that trade

changes should be reflected most promptly and most

decisively by changes in the quantity of demand that

may later become the basis of rising or falling produc-

tion, jirices and profits.

As to the second (juestion. we knew that those who

serve the consumers of valves and fittings—those front

line merchants who carry the stocks against future re-

quirement.s—become exjiert judges of future c«)nditions

atTecting the consinnption of their goods. When pros-

prritv is in prospect, they order into their stock ample

supjdies against an assured future demand. On the

417
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other hand, their doubts become promptly evident

when they suddenly order on a hand-to-mouth basis.

Our second answer, then, simply acknowledged that

changes in the quantity of order placing or contract-

ing by those who trade in valves and fittings should

be a useful measure of the changes in the activity of

the valve and fittings trade. Fortunately, it has been

possible, either directly or indirectly, to get such quan-

tity measures so reported to us that we should be able

to chart the current trend continuously.

Index Is Aver.\ge of N.a.tional Demand

The inde.x is but an average of 16 separate indi-

cators of national demand for valves and fittings.

Eleven indicators actually measure the volume of or-

dering or contracting in building, equipment and other

national industries demanding or creating a demand
for valves and fittings. And, given equal importance

in the average, there are five indicators of the actual

quantity of orders placed upon nationally represen-

tative producers for sanitary ware, brass faucets, and

other of the products usually associated with the valve

and fittings line.

The form of the index is essentially a direct state-

ment of fact. To arrive at an average it is necessary,

of course, to change the actual quantities of each series

into index numbers. For this purpose, the 1921 to

1924 monthly average of each series is arbitrarily taken

as its fixed 100 per cent base. In two series where data

are available only in terms of value, the efi'ect of price

changes is eliminated. In four cases, corrections are

made for incidental variations that are purely seasonal

by nature and that do not represent significant changes

in trade activity.

The reader may well question the j^ractical value

of any such simple index. How is it possible to in-

terpret the signals which this index may be expected

to give and how could a manager apply its current

advices and warnings to the control of his business?

Of course, such an index will not play the role of a

mechanical prophet. It should, however, demonstrate

a very real value by helping him formulate some of his

vital policies. A few graphic illustrations, which speak

very well for themselves, will helji to indicate the sort

of guidance afforded by a broad index of ordering de-

mand such as the one we have developed for our

industry.

Fig. 1 shows the monthly plottings of the valve and

fittings index in the form of a relatively faint line.

The purpose here is to show the great tendency toward

purely speculative ordering at certain periods. The
heavier line should be suggestive of the real ordering

trend developed if we but wash out the effect of tem-

porary excesses and their corresponding temporary

reactions.

That heavy line is simply a year's moving average

of the monthly plottings. Still, I would particularly

emphasize that the year's moving average must always

be plotted centrally, (or for convenience, possibly on

the seventh month of the 12 months averaged.) For

instance, the annual average of 1919 is reasonably to

be considered as the average representative of all the

high months and all the low months of that year. We
would therefore expect the average plotting to appear
somewhere near the middle, or approximately half way
between the high and the low. Just as reasonably may
we assume that, from the standpoint of time, that

1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924
Copyright, 19S6. The Walworth Co.

Fig. 2 Trend Comparisons

1925 1926

same average is typical only of a point of time ap-

proximately half way between the beginning and the

end of the period averaged.

Then the year's moving average progresses by
dropping off the earlier January and adding on the

next succeeding January. Thus, the moving average

is always representative of the average conditions of a

12-month period which is distributed one-half before

and one-half after the plotting location of any par-

ticular point of the moving average. For this reason,

a year's moving average can never be brought down
to date.

It is true that a chart showing such a year's moving
average just presents "mere ancient history." Never-
theless, such a chart as in Fig. 1 does definitely force

upon us a realization that these business fluctuations

are much more moderate than would appear from the

surface indications afforded by the index of the month-
by-month fluctuations of demand rates. Moreover, it

becomes evident that the violence of the upward and
downward movements of this heavy trend line proves

in recent cycles to have moderated considerably since

the earlier trend fluctuations of 1919 and 1920.

Accordingly, however timidly we may dare to draw
forward through the last half of 1925 and the first half

of 1926 some projection of that heavy trend line, we
cannot but arrive at at least two conclusions. First,

recent monthly order levels have been illogically high.

Second, the level of monthly ordering rates since the

fall of 1925 is not representative of the level of monthly

ordering rates likely to be persistently maintained

throughout the full year of 1926.

We have often anaylzed the forecasting problem of

inainifacturers in the following fashion. At any par-
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ticular monioiit of time, as he contemplates the possi-

bility tliat his (IcMiiaiui rates may or may not change,

he must answer tinee questions:

1. Wlicn may jiresent order levels change?

2. In what direction may tiiey change?
3. To what extent may they change?

We shall gain an im])roved perspective to aid us in

answering all three of these questions if we may con-

firm even approximately the tentatively projectefi

trend of this years moving average. For, the chart

itself tells us that, after a brief period of a few months'
excessive ordering, tliere is innnediately a compensat-

1922 192} 1924 1925 19261919 1920 1921

Copurioht, mj. T^.c Waltrorlh Co

Fig. 3 Analysis ok Movement ok Okicinal Monthly
Plottings

ing period (it under-ordering. Almost inevital)ly. it

seems, that heavy black line does somehow average out

so that there is only a moderate continuance of a per-

sisting wave-like trend.

Now. as a further aid toward a sound confidence

in the integrity of the demand index, upon the chart

of Fig. 2 I have reproduced the trend line alone for

two purposes. First, we may interpret its significance

better by actually measuring the trend movements.
And, second, while the order demand index is slnnvn

in that form, we may confirm the belief that our index

is not only a very timely l)Ut also a reasonably accurate

measure of broadly representative United States busi-

ness cycles.

Fig. 2 definitely suggests tliat repetitive cycles still

tend to persist and in view of the facts we nnist ask

ourselves a pointed ciuestion. First, note that the

early peak of late IHlil was followed 35 months later

by a sub.sequent jieak. ami that the valley in early

1U21 was followed 35 months later by a fairly well

defined valley in early 1924. Then also note that the.se

demand trend fluctuations are but a rea.sonably faith-

ful advance index of the similar trend movements of

that well accepted "barometer" of rnited ."^fates in-

dustry, namely, pig iron production. This, however,
is naturally to be expected, for it was our original

hypothesis that an index of order demand should an-
ticipate by considerable margin the movement of an
index of production.

The pointed question then is this: In the face of

such measured and corroborated experience, are we
justified in assuming that the smoothed trend of our
demand index can have prolonged its persistent rise

beyond approximately October or November 1925?
If the answer implied is the result of good reasoning,

then we must ask a still more significant question. If

the peak of ordering demand has been reached, and if

recent ordering levels have far exceeded what con-
stitutes the normal average level of orders, according
to any reasonable assumption, then must we not as-

sume that that peak will be followed in turn by at

least a moderate, though persistent and continuing,

decline in the smoothed trend of order demand?
Of course, many have not yet come to have con-

fidence in such statistical reasoning by analogy. There-
fore, in Fig. 3 I show that much can be gained directly

by analysis of the movement of the original monthly
plottings of the index. In those monthly changes,

which would stimulate an executive toward a vital de-

cision, the index gives decisive warning earlier than
the usually accepted record of T'nited States pig iron

production.

Now. as suggested in earlier paragraphs, the per-

1922 1923 1924 1925 19261919 1920 1921

CopvriglU, IDSt!. The Walworth Co.

Fig. 4 Compahison of the Valve and Fittings Index and the
Index of Phice Cycles

spective gained from charts like the foregoing should

permit better planning of the business and tend toward

a staliilization of "volume" operations. This alone is

advantageous, for steadier operations will lead to better

efficiencies aiul increased profits for the owner, while

at the same time it necessarily regularizes employment
for the worker.

In addition to this, however, there is always the

question fif price changes, which some hold to be the
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cause of volume ('han<i:es throughout the business cvcle.

To them the business cycle appears as a vicious circle

of rising prices and increasing volumes, then weaken-

ing prices and decreasing volumes. It is true, that in

all stages of a business cycle prices are a significant

factor. What then is the relation of cycle price changes

to commodity speculation as reflected in the rleniand

volume fluctuations shown by our index?

I'ndoubtedly. connnodity speculation is stimulated

by fear. There may be fear of delayed delivery, fear

of an actual goods shortage, or fear of a jsrice rise.

Under present conditions, each of these stimuli to

speculative frenzy may be negatived, for railroad serv-

ice is now good and customers know that industry- can

now readily produce ample stocks. Though prices may
not yet be stabilizcfl, it is becoming more and more ap-

parent that price changes now are significant primarily

in the sense that they indicate what has happened in

the cycle of ordering demand.

The Speculative Advantage

In Fig. 4 tlie valve and fittings index is shown
against the price cycle index prepared by Harvard

Committee on Economic Research. That index of

price cycles is significant because it measures the

speculative advantage that may be gained bj' fol-

lowing a policy of commodity price speculation.

As manufacturers we are not primarily specidators.

We know from experience that the real profits of in-

dustry are gained from the quantity manufacture of

product. We think of commodity speculation only

when we think we see an unusual combination of de-

mand and price conditions. Fig. 4 helps to show what
really happens.

In the chart, note that the largest quantities of de-

mand (orders actually placed for production) occur

before the months of greatest price advantage. In

fact it is only natural that a seller would not attempt

to gain for himself an above-normal price advantage
until he has seen evidence of an above-normal volume
of demand. When he has a back-log of orders and ha.s

developed an assurance, however ill-founded, that the

large volume of order rates is going to persist, then

only does he acquire courage to increase quotations.

Price Changes Not Significant

For instance, note the lack of significance of i)rice

changes during "buying movements" of that highly

speculative commodity, pig iron. The 191fl-lfl20 buy-

ing movement in that commodity was typical oi all

such buying movements. During 1919, 60 per cent

of the pig iron orders placed during the two years were
placed before pig iron prices had advanced half way
up to their 1920 peak. During the six months of sus-

tained peak prices in 1920, 25 per cent of the time,

there was placed but 15 per cent of the total orders

of those two years.

Thus the highest prices did not represent real prices,

in the sense that they did not represent the prices

applicable to any predominant volume of goods con-

tracted for. Prol)ably to some extent those peak prices

did indicate a large \'olume of fear. However, I am
inclined to feel that rising prices should be interpreted

to be merely a signal that the sellers have been selling

in good volume. Their subsequent price increases can
tend only to dampen the ardor of those belated buyers
who did not "cover" when the predominance of volume
occurrefi at the lower prices that were the real prices.

Possibility of Price Stabiliz.\tion

To the extent that the higher price ciuotations in

any industry result from a capitalization of fear, is

there a possibility of ultimate price stabilization in

that industry. Facts will dispel fear. Though buying
movements still persist in that "prince and pauper" pig

iron industry, nevertheless in recent years there has

been a marked degree of price stabilizatit)n. With facts

well distributed and understood, we find now that, to

even the belated buyer, a very moderate increase in

quotations is signal enough to suggest that further

speculative buying should be deferred indefinitely.

Having in mind the thought that high prices are not

the real prices, but are essentially a signal that the

sellers have been selling in good volume, let us again

consider Fig. 4. This history of the index of price

cycles shows us that in two major cycles the area of

greatest price advantage has coincided with, or just

preceded, the months of greatest decline in the order

rates, ^loreover, it shows us that in 1925 in spite of

the growing increases in the quantity volume, there has

as yet developed no cyclical price advantage which

should prove a substantial stimulus toward specula-

tion in commodities. In those earlier business cycles,

the higher ])rices were not real prices. Rising prices

are not an indication of rising demand, for the demand
may have long since risen to its peak. Almost con-

trariwise, we might argue from the chart that rising

prices will always force ordering rates down to lower

levels.

Only Moder.ate Price Rise Significant

If we come to that realization, we shall no longer

fear price increases nor make extensive speculative

commitments on account of them. We shall under-

stand that any other than a very moderate price rise

represents only exaggerated enthusiasm and can not

be long sustained. Large quantity volumes of demand
will not continue, and "volume" production rates can

not be sustained under high price conditions.

Steadier prices will contribute toward more regular

employment and steadier operations. Steadier oper-

ations mean better efficiencies and greater profits. To
gain these ends we need to avoid booms and depres-

sions. A depression is the headache that follows after

any over-extension toward elusive goals, toward elusive

price levels, profit margins and markets, that only seem

at times to consume 100 per cent of possible produc-

tion output. To stabilize business, we must wipe out

depressions and the only way will be to eliminate the

ill-founded enthusiasm that leads to a boom.



A Market Sun'ey and Its Results

In IiuTcasiiiL;- Sales of a l^uildmir MatiTial

\iy II. L. kKKI.V

Special Representative, Johns-Manvillc, Inc.

AV\l\'.\H)\'^ article' outlined the first steps in

iiiakinii a market survey and slunvs the items

and factors to he studieil. Tliis ]iaper takes up

a product and shows in specific detail how the nidhnd

descrihed is actually applie(L

The proihict is hair felt. This consists of clieniically

treated cat tic hair. t)lo\vn between layers of water-

proof«>d and ordinaiy liuildinu; papers. It is stitched

in jihice with tapereil and Ixiund ediies. .\t first it was

put u]) in bales eacli containing oOO sq. ft. Later, to

facilitate application a smaller package was adopteil

in tlie foini of a roll containing 2.")() sq. ft.

This hair frit has been used extensively for a num-

ber of years for insulation in railroad cars and ice

boxes: and in the building field as a sound-deadenei'

in walls. Hoors and i)artitions. particularly in ajiart-

ment house and hotel construction. Tlie same (jual-

ities that make it an efficient sound-deadener. also

make it an effective retardant to tin- passage of heat,

and the ease of application renders it highly desirable

as a "heat stop" in the walls and roofs of dwellings.

A certain amount of propaganda had been carricil mi

for a number of years to introduce it to this market.

It was not difficidt to interest the person l)\iilding for

his own occupancy, but owing to the lack of advance

information that an inchvidiial was prejiaring to build

for liim.self. the contract was usually awarded before

the selling force were aware of the jjroject. in which

case it was necessary to interview owner, contractor.

and architect, making the selling effort tln-ee-fold.

This caused an excessive selling cost with a small

vohiine.

Fm-iiier investigation demonstrateij that nearly '.»)

per cent of all residences were erected for re-sale. In

many localities large operative l)uilders would erect as

many as 2(JU iiouses in a building season. I'nder the

conditions immediately following the war. witii the

housing shortage totaling several l)illion dollars tin-

builder for re-sale couM not |)rodiice iimises fast enough

to supply the demand. (Jualily was forgotten and

the slogan was: "Huild as cheaply as possible." re-

sulting in very shofldy construction of an impermanent

nature, aptly dubbed the "Third-Mortgage House."

The materials and workmanshiii in many ca.ses were

so poor tiiat long ijeforc the houses were clear of first

and second mortgages, it would be necessary to expend

the equivalent of a third mortgage in repairs.

' See "Tlie Kir.-t Stop in :i Markil Survey." M:iy 1926, imce X'ir,.

A careful review of building programs in various

cities as portrayed by the F. W. Dodge Corporation.

ArcliitrclurnI Forum. C"o|)per i\: Brass Research Asso-

ciation, iim-eaii of the Census, and company records.

indicated that the housing shortage would soon be non-

existent, and that the time was rapidly approaching

when the operative builder would be compelleil to in-

corporate "(luality" into his jiroduct. as conditions were

chaimini; from a seller's to a l)uver's market. The next

^tS^GiatS^G^
JOHNS-MANVILLE INC.

Jnhm-'i
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H
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l"l(.. 1 I.AUKl, 'lHAr Is I'.KIM. UUI.T I .N TllK Illll .s|. .Vl Tl.lt UkI.Ni:

."^ICNKD BY TUl: .VHCnrrKtT, BlII.DKU .A.M) C'()M|-.\NV

step in the problem of marketing was to cultivate the

builder for re-sale. This group could afford a large

(piantity outlet, with a minimum of selling expense

after the initial order was received. The development

ipf the plan was as follows:

.\ctiiiii nil the assumption that the builder for re-

sale was a merchant performing the .same function in

the local communily as the hardware merchant, grocer,

druggist, and (hflering only in the conunodity and

methods of selling, it Ix'came evident that the dis-

posal of houses—while regulated to a certain extent

i)y the activities of real estate boards—was handled

in the same manner as our forefathers used. While

.<!ome of the realtors knew what it was costing them

to erect and sell houses, the average contractor or car-

penter had little knowledge of cost, and in far too

many cases an inadeiiuale knowledge of what was

proper construction. Without exception, every town

and city could be expected to produce at least three

builders for re-sale who claimed to be "quality"

421
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builders of dwelling houses in their community.

An extended trip involving a number of the larger

cities over half the United States brought to light the

fact that in too many cases the public was buying

largely from appearance and without consideration for

ckn-ability, wearing qualities, and cost of upkeep.

When all the figures and data were presented it was

decided that a method should be devised which would

prove attractive to the builder for re-sale; something

that would assist him in marketing his homes. While

the presence of nationally advertised articles had in

rare instances been featured by builders, it was not

done on a systematic basis, and the following line of

reasoning was used:

The public today buys its cigars, breakfast food,

threshing machine, automobile—in fact, almost every-

thing purchased—by means of identifying marks or

packages. We have become a nation of buyers of

trade-marked articles, articles of known worth, yet

these same people when making a purchase of a home
(which is usually the ma.ior purchase of the average

man's life) buy a nondescript article on the say-so of

the local assembler of materials, be he realtor, con-

tractor or builder.

Thus the trade-marked house was evolved. The
plan was this, where a builder would. use the insulat-

ing material in accordance with the company's specifi-

cations, the company would inspect the house and

issue a label. Fig. 1, to the builder, which was built

into a panel cut out of the plaster face of the outside

wall, usually in the back of a closet or as one, went

down the cellar stairs. When the builder incorpora[ted

this label in his house, he was required to sign the

label as builder, as well as give the origin of the plans,

and date of construction, forming a permanent record

which was an integral part of the house. Certain

sales helps were afforded the builder in the form of a

sign "For Sale, a Trade-Marked House, insulated

against outside weather," mentioning the company's

name as a tie up with the national advertising. See

Fig. 2.

The first group of these houses were built in Buffalo;

the plan added approximately li!250 to the selliiig price

of the dwelling. The results obtained were satisfac-

tory, but the builder requested additional selling

help which could not be accorded on account of the

close margin of profit and the sales expense. This was

followed by the inauguration of what is known as the

Triple-Insulated-Home. It involved three or more

houses built at one time, or in close succession and,

as the name implied, each house was insulated at

three points: the roof, against roof communicated fires;

the heating apparatus, against loss of heat from the

source to the radiator; and the whole house, against

all kinds of outside weather. The revenue derived

from the sale of these three products in three houses

was sufficiently large so that the company could afford

not only to register and trade-mark the house anti

furnish "For Sale" signs, but could also supply selling

helDS in the form of a printed folder, descriptive of the

particular development where tlie products were used.

This folder was treated in the same manner that a

printer or advertising concern would do for the builder,

if given the job of writing and printing the booklet.

The location, transportation, social life and other

facilities were described; the plans were discussed in

detail and products of well-known make which were

incorporated in the house, such as the hardware, heat-

ing apparatus, plumbing, fixtures, etc., were described

Fig. li T^i'icAL Real Estaie Develui'me.xt Featlking the
Triple Insulated Idea

by name as well as the products made by the company.

These folders were furnished without charge and a com-

plete advertising campaign which involved the use of

the company's local sales' office window. Fig. 3, the

preparation of advertisements, and the furnishing of

plates for use of the realtor, or builder, at his expense

for the actual insertion, was also available. Several

pages of advertisements appeared in mediums of na-

tional circulation. All of these advertisements bore a

return coupon and the inquiries from such advertise-

ments were referred to the local builder, together with a

letter from the company's office stating that the builder

either had Triple-Insulated-Homes for sale or would

build them to order.

The buying habits of a group so disorganized as the

builders for re-sale could not be expected to be altered

over night, but representative groups were secured in

Philadelphia. Buit'alo, Youngstown, and elsewhere.

The big feature of the plan from the sales standpoint

was illustrated by a Philadelphia builder who, in his

original group of 32 houses, incorporated the mate-

rials and availed himself of the assistance of the com-

pany's marketing policy. He re-ordered by telephone

without competitive bid within five months on 43

more houses. This reduced the selling expense and

increased the size of the sale tremendously.

Another instance of how this worked out was a

builder in Cleveland, who in March 1925, placed his

original order for three houses and availed himself of

the sales helps. At this writing the company has re-

i
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coivcd seven re-ortiers, each covering troin one to three

houses from this builder, most fif tliem being placed l)y

telephone with no sales expense, the builder having

stantlardized on these items of construction in all

houses built by him. He reports a much more rapid

turnover of houses, the first three being sold before

completion, and the second group of three being or-

dered from the first samples, without competition with

other builders. The results, as obtained from this mar-

ket, while in percentage of product or increase in sales

are not startling but connections have been established

which have resulted in a steady flow of business with

no sales expense, and with practically the elimination

of competition for these three items.

OUTLINIXC; A S.\LE.S PoLICV

Where a commodity is placed upon the market for

the first time, or where existing methods are not giving

satisfactory results, it is often advisable to consider a

2
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investigation up to this point. Another way of ex-

pressing these groupings would be to say that media

are used for conveying the message from industry to

industry or from industry to consumer.

To consider the four in turn, we have:

1. Mail—This consists of letters (first or second

class) or circulars, which term is intended to embrace

any printed matter as booklets, catalogs, and other

mailing matter. Incidentally, it may be remarked that

mail order houses sell wholly by mechanical means,

the liulk of which comes under this heading, though

usually supjilemented by a limited representation

under item three. Mail advertising generally follows

up the publication and is supported by display.

2. Display.—Here are included two classes, mobile

and immobile. The former covers moving pictures

and changeable electric signs; the latter covers car

cards, bill-boards and posters, both daylight and illumi-

nated, show windows, placards, flange signs, theatre

curtains, street banners, and similar devices.

3. PublicatioDS.—There are three general types of

publications:

(a) Newsjiapers

(b) Magazines

(c) House organs

(a) Newspapers form a valuable medium for the

selling efforts, particularly where a district or a com-

munity is to be cultivated separately or in advance of

the general market, or to assist dealers to move na-

tionally advertised commodities in their locality. Gen-

erally speaking they are best adapted for articles and

commodities having an unlimited market.

Among the several classes of newspapers are the

morning, afternoon, evening, and special editions of the

daily; the semi-weekly and the weekly. They may be

further classified as: metropolitan, urban and sub-

urban, to say nothing of the foreign language press.

(b) ^lagazines may be classed generally as of three

kinds;

Popular

Business

Class

Popular magazines embrace all those not appealing

to a particular profession, industry or class of ]ieople:

such as magazines of fiction or storied fact. The Sat-

urday Evening Post. Literary Digest, Life, and theatre

programs (while not magazines in the strictest sense)

may be classed under this head.

Business magazines make an appeal to a particular

industry or profession, as In))/ Trade Review. Iron

Age, Dry Goods Economist ; or they may be devoted

to the science of manufacturing as Manufacturing
Industries; or they may touch only a function of

business, as Advertising and Selling, Purchasing

Agent, etc.

Technical magazines form a sub-division of the

business group and are those where the editorial policy

deals only with the technique of a particular pro-

fession or calling, such as Chemical and Metallurgical

Engineering, .fuunial of the American Medical Asso-

ciation. American Medicine, etc.

Business catalogs such as Sweet's Car Builder's Dic-

tionary and Cyclopedia. The Chemical Catalog, and

trade directories as Thomas Register of American Man-
ufacturers, McRae's Blue Book and Hendrick's Com-
mercial Register, etc.. should also be classed under

the head of business magazines.

Class magazines may be defined as those reaching a

particular class of people such as Motor Boating, Ford

Owner and Dealer, Elk's Magazine, Capper's Farm
Papers, and others of similar nature.

(c) House organs may be classed as internal and

external. They vary largely in size, circulation and

purpose, some of the internal house organs being only

intended to reach the personnel of the company while

the external house organs may have a mailing list na-

tional in scope and accept paid advertising. The prin-

cipal distinction between this type of publication and

the regular business magazine is that the house organ

is usually distributed without cost to the reader.

4. F^en]e>n.brance.—^lechanical selling by the re-

membrance method consists of keeping before the de-

sired consumer some article to be used in his daily life

which calls to mind the donor. The method of dis-

tribution gives us our classifications, which are;

(a) Periodic, which is best illustrated by calendars.

(b) Events, such as conventions conmiemorated by

souvenirs.

(c) Contact, where an article is presented to the

consumer or prospective buyer by the salesman or

other representative, although it may be well to in-

clude under this heading articles that are sent out in

response to a questionnaire. Catalogs and other

printed matter are, of course, excepted.

(d) Sampling may be placed under item (c), but

in some lines it is of sufficient importance to warrant

a separate listing.

These are tools that the advertising manager must

use in conducting his campaign and let me state that

the writer holds no brief for any method or group of

media but believes that each commodity and problem

must be treated individually as the survey indicates.

Conclusion

The foregoing analysis presents the principal ele-

ments of the problem. After a careful study of the

commodity and competing articles has determined the

markets to be cultivated and the method of personal

distribution, it will be a simple matter for a trained

man to lay out a well defined plan of campaign that

will be definitely tied in with the sales or key budget.

and through it with the master budget or general plan

of the company.
It is an unsolved mystery why a concern will spend

large sums on plant valuation antl distribution of

overhead in order to arrive at a true selling cost, and

then apportion the advertising expenditure in a hap-

hazard fashion, often without the slightest effort to

tie it up with the personal selling effort.

i



Budovt Plan of Li(}uid Carbonic Company
Construction and Knt'orccnicnt of a Coni|)rrlicnsi\c Budyi'tary Prourain

Uy WWAARl) J. (iHAIlAM

Professor of Adminislrntion, Monmouth College

Tin: I.i(|iiii| ("arlionic C'oinpany ongaKPs in the

manufactuir and distribution of a complotc line

of oquipniont and supplies for tlie earbonated

beverage industry, including carbonic acifl gas. soda

foutitains. syrups, crushed fruits, extracts and flavors,

automatic drink-dispensing devices and bottling ma-

chinery of all kinds. In adflition to the main fac-

tory and general offices in Chicago, there are some
2") sales offices, gas plants, and gas-distributing stations

throuchout the United States and adjoining territory.

|)roviding an organization capable of rendering com-

plete service to the industry in Cjuestion. The annual

sales are about SS.000.000."'

The extent anri varied character of the operations

of the company produce a major management prob-

lem in co-ordinating the activities of all the depart-

ments of the business. Included are: planning and

regulating the rate of production so that it coincides

approximately with the demanrls of the sales depart-

ment: controlling effectively the amount and char-

acter of the inventory, which consists of raw materials

and finished parts stored at the main factory, and

finished goorls storerl at the main factory and branches.

It is the purpose of this paper to explain how an

efficient buflgetary program aids in the solution of

these prol)lems of control.

Organiz.\ti()x ok the Co.mpaxv

The general organization of the company follows

rather closely the usual functional type. At the head
is the president, reporting through the executive com-
mittee to the l)oard of directf)rs. Subordinate to liim

are four major executives of the company, each having

complete control of a principal function. These are:

production manager, known as vice-presiilent in charge

of production; general sales manager; secretary-treas-

urer; controller. Reporting to the general sales man-
ag(M- are the 12 branch managers. Reporting to the

production manager are. among others, the purchasing

agent, employment manager, traffic manager, and gen-

eral works manager, who has the supervision of the

seven manufacturing divisions. In direct charge of

each manufacturing division is a superintendent re-

porting to the general works manager. The executixe

conunittee referred to above is composed of the chair-

man of the board of directors, president, sales inan-

' See "Motliods to Keep Inventories Down lo a Miniinnin." bv
Willard .1. Gniham. Mav 1925.

ager. production manager, general works manager, and

secretary-treasurer. This brief outline will serve to

make clear later references to these executives in the

discussion of the builget plan.

The General Budget Program

.Ml till' ncti\iti('s of the l)usiness are operated upon

the basis of a budgetary program under the control

of the executive conunittee. In general the plan is

this: The Sales Manager estimates the total volume

of sales flesirable and jiossible, and determines its flis-

tribution among the various sales divisions and

branches. I'pon tiie basis of this Sales Budget the

production manager and his superintenrlents a.«sign

production quotas to the tlitf'ercnt manufacturing divi-

sions. The treasurer, after getting estimates from

the different sjiending units, makes up the Expense

Budget. To some extent the above estimates are

made in co-oiM'ration. the executive committee consult-

ing, comparing, revising, and taking into account the

desires and opinions of various lesser executives. The
whole general plan is from the top, ''breaking down"
the total among groups, divisions and units. T'pon

the basis of the above budgets the president makes

up the Financing Budget for the year, and an Esti-

mated Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement.

The whole budget program is controlled to a great

extent by the president, though he is ably assisted

by the other executives.

The Sales Budget

l^iidgetary control of sales was first instituted in the

comjiany three years ago. The first year each branch

manager estimated his own quota, basing it on the

previous year's business ant] the antici]iated increase.

Salesmen as they were, they were all too oiitimistic.

They spent the large expense appropriations they

askeil for. and in some cases even exceeiled them, but

practically all of them failed to reach their (piota of

sales. The result was a bad showing for the year,

expenses being large and the actual sales much less

than estimated.

During the next two years a new plan was tried with

better success, an<l is being repeated this year. .Accord-

ing to this jilan the general sales manager, with such

consultation and advice from his suborrlinates and

executive conunittee as he fjeems necessary, makes up
both the ."<;des Budget and the Selling Expense Budget

42.-
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for the year. Some months previous to the end of the

fiscal year the sales manager prepares a total sales

figure for the next year. He bases this on the actual

sales for the past year or years, and adds the estimated

possible increase. This total is "broken down" into

commodity totals, for the 10 major groups of com-

modities. This is done on the basis of the ratio of the

sales of each major group for the past three to five

years to the total sales for the same period, taking

into consideration any special factors that have made
the sales of any particular commodity greater propor-

tionally in the past than can be hoped for in the

future, or any other factors that make the sales of

any commodity especially desirable or less desirable.

An example of the first type would be a Pittsburgh

case where 200,t)00 lbs. of gas were used to put out

a fire. Such a case might never happen again. An
example of the second type might be fruits and syrups,

which, being less profitable than other lines, are not

to be pushed this year, and the quota on this par-

ticular commodity is being lowered by about 30 per

cent.

Branch Sales Quotas

The above total commodity figures are then distrib-

uted among branches on the basis of percentages for

the past three to five years. For example, if New
York has sold one-fourth of the total gas in the past,

and there are no special varying circumstances, one-

fourth of the total estimated gas sales will be assigned

to New York as this year's quota. Here again special

factors would have to be taken into consideration. As
examples:

1. Considering the Pittsburgh gas case mentioned
above, it would be unjust to ask Pittsburgh to increase

its gas sales in the same proportion as other branches.

This increase must be distributed elsewhere.

2. Minneapolis sells a large number of soda foun-

tains. That territory is thoroughly worked, being well

organized. To ask them to increase their soda foun-

tain sales in the same proportion as other branches
would be asking an impossibility. This increase must
go to other branches' quotas.

3. Some branches have recently undergone a reor-

ganization of their sales force. They are now in a
better shape to sell, have better men, better organized
territories, etc. The quota to such a territory would
be increased perhaps more than the percentage given
to other branches. ]\Iany other such factors might
enter in to vary the distribution of the total sales

figure among the branches.

Possible Readjust^ment in Branch Quotas

When the total commodity figures for the branches
have been obtained by the above methods, and these

figures combined into the grand total for the branch,
it may be that the figure thus obtained seems unduly
large. In consultation with the branch manager some
changes may be made, but not usually, for the work

up to this point has been painstaking enough to take

care of most of the possible variable factors.

Further "Breaking Down" of Totals

These total commodity figures by branches are now
further broken down into months, the same per-

centage principle being used. These final figures, to-

gether with the Selling Expense Budgets, are sub-

mitted to the branches, and they are very infre-

quently changed, except, of course, at later periods

when the actual sales for some good reason vary appre-

ciably from the estimate. The branch manager fur-

ther breaks down these sales figures into sales direct

and to jobbers, and into sales of subdivisions of com-
modity classes; at the same time he distributes his

expense budget as he sees fit. The report thus broken
down and subdivided comes back to the general sales

manager, goes to the executive committee, and is the

basis of the computation of the Production Budget,

Expense Budgets, and finally the Financial Budget,

which is based on a summary of all the others.

While the Production Budget is based on the Sales

Budget, and at all times the total to date must at

least equal the Sales Budget total, the two do not

correspond exactly, for there are peak periods of sales,

and production must of necessity be more uniform.

To "take up the slack" in months of light selling, and
to have goods ready for the peak periods, there are

two expedients used. One is the spring dated order,

which is taken in the autumn and winter months with

the agreement that the goods will not be shipped until

April 1, or at least that the time of sale be considered

to be the fii-st of April and the credit period figured

from that date. The other is the creation by the pro-

duction department of a large inventory to carry over

the periods when sales outrun production. This inven-

tory is stored at the factory and branches.

The Prodx'ction Budget

As suggested above, the figures for the estimated

sales for the year, by months and cumulative in terms

of major items, expressed both in financial tei'ms and
in physical quanities, are given to the i)roduction de-

partment by the sales department, after having been
approved by the executive committee. It will be re-

membered that on this executive committee there are

two representatives of the production department,

these being the production manager and the general

works manager; so in effect, tliough it may sound
somewhat paradoxical, the Sales Budget has been ap-

proved by the production department before it is

formally turned over to them. Therefore, when the

figures are finally given over into the hands of the

division superintendents, it is "their's" to construct

a Production Schedule that will enable them to deliver

these goods in accordance with the estimated needs.

Why Xot a Schedule for Each Division?

Theoretically, the superintendent of each division

might be expected to construct such a production
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schedule as is suggested above, one that woukl elim-

inate the irroiiularity duo to peak poriofis of soiling.

In practice, liowovor. it has hoon found that with the

exception of the soda fountain and machinery divi-

sions, the Sales Rudget and Production Schedule do

practically agree. Therefore the first serves as both,

not only as to total amount but also as to time of pro-

duction, with some minor exceptions that will ho noted

customers' actual orrlers. (A variation from this rule

in the extract division is in connection with the large

fjuantity production of certain extracts ami Havors

which require "aging." and which must therefore be

produced in large quant it ios and in advance of sales

roquiromonts.)

The fruits and syrups division builds up a small in-

ventory but it is relatively unimportant and can be

CL,;--,-.. Machihery Department
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figures, in financial tornis and in terms of physical

quantities, are given to the soda fountain and ma-
chinery divisions, by months and cumulative, in terms

of major items, this does not constitute the Profluc-

tion Schedule, as is the case in the other divisions.

But, with this as a basis, the superintendent of each

division and the general foreman, keeping in mind the

sales estimate and at the same time the productive

capacity of the division, consti'uct a schedule that will

at all times equal the estimated demands of the sales

department, but will at the same time partially elim-

inate the seasonal factor and allow for a practically

uniform output during the entire year. This Produc-

tion Schedule is in terms of physical quantities and
is transferred to a Ciantt Progress Chart, prepared

and kept up to date by an assistant to the division

superintendent or by the general foreman of the divi-

sion, from information coming to him in the form
of regular reports from the production and sales

departments.

The Gantt Progress Chart

The Gantt Progress Chart in a variety of forms is

in common use in industry tO(kiy. As used in connec-

tion with the Production Schedules of the soda foun-

tain and machinery divisions ( see Fig. 1 ) it is similar

to the one used by the head of general stores for in-

ventory control,- except that the chart expressed in

terms of major commodities is supplemented by charts

showing the same information for the minor divisions

of these major finished products. These charts por-

tray the following information:

1. The estimated sales for each inontli of the fiscal

year, cumulative to the end of each month. This

information is taken from the Sales Budget.

2. The estimated Production Schedule for each

month of the fiscal year, cumulative to the end of eacli

month. This information is taken from the Produc-
tion Scheckile of the division.

3. The factory orders that have been started to date.

4. The factory orders that have been completed to

date. The information for this item and the one im-

mediately preceding is taken from the weekly pioduc-

tion reports of the division.

5. The sales to date.

6. The shipments to date. The information for

these last two items is taken from reports prepared by
the tabulating section of the sales department.

When the Gantt chart has been prepared as de-

scribed, an examination of it will reveal at any time
these facts concerning the products of the division in

question

:

1. Relation of actual and estimated sales.

2. Relation of actual and estimated production.

3. Relation of actual sales and actual production.

2 See "Methods to Keep Inventorie.'^ Down lo ii Minimum." M:iv
1925, page 471.

4. Relation of sales to shipments, perhaps revealing

im filled orders.

5. Relation of production and shipments, .showing

the amount of finished goods on hand.

6. Relation of factory orders started and those com-
pleted, showing the amount of work-in-process.

A study of the above conditions with reference to

the products of the division constitutes a rather com-
]-)rehensive survey of actual sales and production con-

ditions, and aids materially in the enforcement or

adjustment of the budget program.

Selling Expense Budgets

Expenses, so far as the budgeting of them is con-

cerned, might be divided roughly into three groups,

selling expenses, manufacturing expenses and, what we
might call, general expenses. Selling expenses might

be further subdivided into two groups, those which are

incurred by the central office and are therefore

chargeable to the whole selling organization, and those

which are incurred by the individual branches. In-

cluded in the first group are all general sales office

expenses, advertising expenses, expenses of conven-

tions that concern more than one branch, salaries of

sales executives, etc. These are estimated by the gen-

eral sales manager on the basis of past years' expenses

and sales and this present year's estimated sales, and

are submitted by him to tlie executive committee with

the complete Sales Budget.

The next step is the preparation of the Branch Sell-

ing Expense Budgets. In this group of selling expenses

are included the salaries of branch managers and sales-

men, salesmen's expenses, expenses of In'anch conven-

tions, and the various other expenses of the branches,

all chargeable to particular branches. These expenses

are all estimated by the general sales manager in con-

nection with his compilation of the total Sales Budget.

When the branch manager approves his sales quota

he must at the same time take some action with refer-

ence to his Expense Budget which is submitted to

him at the same time. Some adjustment may be made
in this expense figiue at the branch manager's request,

if "he kicks hard enough," but usually not. It is based

largely on past percentage of expense to sales, and it

is expected that if the sales quota is not attained,

neither will the expense appropriation be entirely

exjiended (though experience reveals the fact that it

usually is so spent, regardless of whether or not the

([uota is attained.)

Manufacturing Expense Budgets

In cfinnection with the preparation of the Produc-

tion Schedule each division superintendent prepares

an estimate of the expenditures which will be neces-

sary for the performance of the proposed scherkde.

These are in part for individual departments within

the division and in part for the division as a whole,

and are based on past expenses antl past production,

in comparison with the estimated production for the
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period, takiiifi into consideration, of cour.^^e. cljanges

in labor cost? or in the prices of material. These in-

clude both iiulirect and direct expenses.

Tiu' estimated labor reiiuirements are presented to

the employment manasjer. He translates them into

financial terms, using his knowledge of the probable

labor market durinii the cominji year. likewise, the

material requirements in terms of physical (plant it ics

are pre.<;ented to the purchasing agent. With his more

complete information as to jirobable material costs he

translates this estimate into financial terms. Other

executives are consulted when necessary in llie prep-

aration of this i)udget.

These budgets, or estimates, when approved In- the

general works manager, production manager, and

executive committee, become the aiiiiroi)riations for

departments and divisions. Of course, in case the

schedule is not attained the appropriations should not

all be spent, though it might not be possible to con-

serve a proper proportional jiart.

(\)rresponding to the above division budgets is the

chemical engineer's estimate of the gas manufactur-

ing costs for the period, based, as are the others, on the

estimated sales and production figures. This is sub-

mitted and approved in the same manner as the other

division budgets. This Gas Expense Budget, being

divided according to gas plants, is included in the

Branch Budget, but as a separate item, as gas costs

and other manufacturing ancl ."selling costs are kept

separate so far as possible.

General Expense Bidcet-s

In general it may be said that estimates are pre-

pared in all "siKMiding imit?" by those res]ionsihlo for

those expenditures. Among these are:

1. The controller submits an estimate to cover all

the expenses of the accounting department. This in-

clufles salaries as well as other expenses. Outside of

the factory proper each (ie])arlnient head to a great

extent employs his own as.'sistants.

2. The secretary-trea.surer. since he controls the

general ofiice force, submits estimates for all office

expenses, exclusive, of course, of the sales office

expenses.

.i. The traffic manager submits estimates covering

the expenses of the traffic department, including re-

ceiving and shipping department expenses. Since this

inchnles exin-nse on trucks, it is rather an important

item. His estimate includes figures on the trucks at

the branches, but these are submitterl as a part of

the Branch .~<elling Kxpen.se Bu<lgets.

4. The superintendent of maintenance submits an

estimate of the expenses of his flepartment. part of

which estimate will be included in the l)udgets of the

respective divisions, when it is possible to predeter-

mine the allocation of the expen.se.

5. The production manager suljmits estimates of

the general expenses and office expenses of his dejiart-

ment. including those of the pmchasing department.

general stores department, and printing and stationery

department.

All of the above are combined into one general

budget by the president with the assistance of the

controller. From this is i)repared a Financial Budget.

In a very general way it covers a year, being made
more in detail about a month in advance, varying to

accord with actual operations.

In addition to the General Budget and the Finan-

cial Budget, the presid''nt also prei)ares an Estimated

Balance Sheet and an lOstimated Profit and Loss State-

ment for the year. On the basis of all of the above

the executive conunittee formally ai)iiroves the whole

program, although a great part of it has Ijeen ten-

tatively ajiproved in detail at previous meetings, the

tentative ajiproval depending ujion the final result

(if tlie {'(i-ordination of these Ijuilgets into one. and the

amount of the estimated profit to be secured from

such a program.

.\s suggested above, the control of the budget pro-

gram is centralized in the hands of the executive com-

mittee. We have noted that all estimates have been

approved by this committee before they become a

recognized part of the budget, and that tlie sum-

marizing of the various estimates and the prejiaration

of the general budget, of the financial budget and of

the estimated statements has been performed by the

president who is at the same time chairman of this

conunittee. It might be added, however, that the prep-

aration (if these estimates is hardly so much of an

individual projiosition as might be imagined from

the general statement, as the jjresident is consulted

in connection with a great many of them. Also, the

comliination of these estimates, and the preparation

of the Financial Budget and of the estimated state-

ments, while nominally the work of the president and

contniller, involves nnich consultation with the otlier

meiul)ers of tiie executive committee, and perhajis with

those who submitted the original estimates. In other

words, the whole budget is not such a set proce-

dure as might i)c imagined from the original state-

ment of the case, and is very much of a co-operative

proposition.

Enforcement or tiik Bidcet

In general the budget is enforceil by the .same indi-

viduals who are responsible for its construction. Of

the numerous reports coming to the desks of the

various executives, practically all include a comparison

between the actual and the estimated results of oper-

ations, and this is the basis for action by the executive

who is responsible for the situation.

For example, the branch manager, if he sees that his

sales are not uji to the quota figure, will try to dis-

cover the cause of such a condition and remerly it.

jierhajis by conferences with or direct orders to his

salesmen, or perhaps by cutting <lown branch ex-

penses. Or. the general sales manager, if the branch

t^ales are iielow the quota figure, will hold the branch
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luauagtT responsible, and try to aiil him in bettering

conditions. Still further toward the center of au-

thority, if the total of sales up-to-date is below the

budget figure, the general sales manager must account

to the executive committee, or to the chairman of the

committee the president of the company.

In much the same way the department foreman is

responsible to the general foreman, who is responsible

to the superintendent of the division, who in turn is

responsible to the general works manager, the produc-

tion manager, and finally to the executive committee.

The expense ap]")r(i]iriations are enforced by the indi-

viduals who submitted the first estimate and later

accepted the budget figure in the majority of cases.

In other words, there is no special organization in

the company for enforcing the budget other than

through the regular channels of authority. This has

been found very satisfactory, as it combines respon-

sibility for estimating the budget figure with the

responsibility and corresponding authority for the en-

forcement of the budget.

The president is the principal single factor in the

enforcement of the budget program, but it should be

noted that such control is not incident to his position

as president, but was carried over from his previous

position as treasurer, from which he has recently been

promoted, and is due to his particularly close grasp

of the financial situation. More and more of the

detail of this control is being shifted tu tlie controller,

whose position in the business is an increasingly im-
portant one. He should, and probably soon will,

exercise a very close control over the budget program,
replacing, to some extent, the present relation of the

president to this proposition.

The head of general stores, whose activities have
been described in an earlier article, is seen to aid

materially in presenting the facts for the control of

the budget situation. By means of Gantt charts sim-

ilar to the one illustrated in Fig. 1, drawn for all

products and divisions, he presents to the executives,

especially to tlie production manager, a picture of the

activities of each manufacturing division, comparing
their actual with their estimated performance, and at

the same time showing a comparison of their actual

production with the estimated sales and the actual

shipments. This report is used by the production

manager and to some extent by the president in push-

ing the production of items that are behind schedule,

or in encouraging the sale of items the production of

which is far ahead of the actual sales.

Results of operations under the budget system have

fully justified its installation. The budget, which was
considered at first as a desirable goal to be hoped for,

is now regarded as a definite task to be completed.

This new point of view is in itself a sufficient com-
ment upon the advantages of this plan of operation.

Hoisting Apparatus for Buildings

IN the new office buikUng erected for the Pacific

Telephone and Telegraph Company provision has

been made for elevating heavy eciuipment to the upjier

floors. As shown in Fig. 1, a heavy girder is mounted
on the roof in such a fashion that it can be extended

out through the wall and hoisting tackle secured to it.

The girder rests on two rollers, one in the wall,

one in the anchor strap placed about eight feet from

the wall. When not in use it is pulled back so that

--•, 'I' —

it is invisible from the ground. An opening is pro-

vided in the wall so that hoisting operations can be

directed from the roof if so desired.

The building is six stories high but provision has

Fic. 1 Girder Used for Elevatixg Heavy Equipment

2 SuppoKTixG Columns Extend Above the Roof to

Facilit.\te Future Construction

been made so that six additional stories can be added
when wanted. Foundations and walls have been built

with this future addition in view and Fig. 2 shows how
supporting columns have been extended above the

roof to facilitate future construction.

i



Testiiii*- Products from tlie User's An^le

General Motors Makes Kxliaustive Studies of Motor X'ehieKs

By (iKOKdK K. I1A(. K.MAN

N

.-l,,,.,;,i/. /',///, .r, MAXUF.MTrniM. Tmm sTUUs

TXTI I'Ul.X the past two years the General Motors

Y Y < "orporation established near Milforrl, Mich-

ifian. about 45 miles northwest of Detroit, the

first adequate proving ground equipped for the test-

ing of automobiles in actual service. The Technical

Committee of General Motors, with the president of

the corporation as

chairman, and cer-

tain executives of

General Motors and

the chief engineers

of the individual

companies as mein-

b e r s. administers

the work of the

proving ground, as

well as that of tlie

research 1 a b o r a-

tories at Detroit.

Previous to the lay-

ing out ()f this

property no auto-

mobile manufac-

turer had the facil-

it ies w h i c h were

really necessary to

determine the pov-

foruianee of motur

cars. .\ 1 1 tots

which were madt>

had to lie conchicted

on public highways.

The great incon-

venience, and the

impossibility of ob-

taining results that

were even approx-

imately accurate,

are obvious.

Traffic on t li e

public highways and legal limits to speed made enrlur-

ance and corresiionding operating tests ahnost out of

the question. Hoad roinlitions could never be defin-

itely determined and irregularity of road maintenance

precluded any comparisons of rtms made at flifTerent

periods. Grades were irregular ami uncertain. Where

special care had been exercised in highway construc-

tion the stretches of road were usually ill adapted for

Fii.. 1 Layout ok Pkovlng CiUoind

the investigation of factors of utmost importance in

motor car and engine design. Severe tests under the

grilling conditions imposed by exceedingly long and

steep grades were possible at only a few places, such

as Pike's Peak. Colorado, and I'niontown Hill. Penn-

sylvania. The inconvenience ami excessive cost of

conducting h i 1 1-

cliinbing and en-

durance tests so far

away from the

main plant, the

difficulty of getting

measuring a p p a-

ratus to the point

of test and keeping

it properly adjusted.

and the lack of reg-

ulation over the

actions of the driver

and his handling of

the car while away
from the plant, in-

troduced a big ele-

ment of uncertainty

into all the restdts

recorded.

In order to pro-

vifje facilities whicli

w o u 1 (1 eliminate

tiiese troubles and

inaccuracies i n c i-

dent to previous

methods of road

testing, the General

Motors C(»r|ioration

jnirchased 1-i large

adjoining plots at a

point about equally

(hstant from their

factories at Detroit.

Pontiac. Flint and Lansing. This tract of land com-

prises 1125 acres and is about a mile and a half square.

The site selected is in a region where both high and

low ground are available. Hence means are at hand to

test cars not only under approximately level road con-

ditions, liut also on grades of various known degrees.

The proving ground is laid out to jirovifle prac-

ticallv everv condition which might arise in the actual

4.31
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operation of automobiles. Some of the roads are of

concrete; others are of gravel, macadam, tarvia, or

ordinary dirt. Part of the system is level; other por-

tions are laid out with accurately measured grades,

some of which are very steep. Straightaway courses

are provided; curves have been introduced at other

points. At one place the cars can be run through the

"bathtub,"a depression in the concrete roadway filled

with water to any desired depth up to 30 in.

The general layout of the property is shown in

Fig. 1. The section labeled A is located in the valley

and consists of a high speed tarvia and gravel track

3.S miles long. Section A-1 is a concrete straightaway

a mile and a quarter long and 20 ft. wide with a gravel

loop at each end for turning around. This section is

exactly level and on it are carried out the engineer-

ing tests of acceleration, braking, fuel economy, speed,

etc. The speed tests are run on days when the wind

velocity is no higher than 3 miles per hr. In order

Fic. _' \'iEW FROM One of the CVimheie (Jkade.s

to eliminate even the slight uncertainty which this low

wind velocity might introduce, all speed tests are run

first ill one direction and then in the other so that an

average can be determinerl approximating the true

conditions in still air.

.Section B has, at the right of the illustration, a

concrete test hill of 11.6 per cent grade leading onto

a concrete grade of 9.7 per cent and thence over a

tarvia and gravel hill road with grades as high as 24

per cent. This section connects with section A at

each end.

A section labeh^d B-1 connects with B at each end

of the concrete course in the latter.

Section C is a concrete hill road of 7.26 per cent

grade running from section A into Section B.

Section C-1 is a gravel road parallel to (' and con-

necting with B at one end.

The hill route used in many of the tests comprises

most of sections A and B and totals a distance of 5.2

miles.

Very definite and rigid rules have been worked out

to regulate traffic on all parts of the proving ground.

Every driver must demonstrate unusual proficiency in

the handling of cars and full knowledge of the special

traffic rules, before he is permitted to run automobiles
on the track. The directions of traffic are shown by
arrows on the map. No cars are allowed to stop on
any part of the course but nuist turn out well to

the side of the road, or into definite parking spaces

provided at various points. Special precautions are

enforcefl in regard to climbing hills and particularly

Fig. .'-! Test ox a Ror(;H Gravel Roa

of driving when reaching the browsabout methods
of the hills.

Fig. 2 shows a general view of one section of the

liroving ground, including in the foreground a section

of the concrete grade and in the distance a portion of

the gravel high-speed track.

Fig. 3 shows a car in a section of gravel track piu'-

posely left in an unfinished state so that tests may be
lun under conditions similar to those often met on
country highways.

Fig, 4 shows a jiortion of a dirt road of very uneven
grade with a steep rise in the foreground. Fig. 5 illus-

ti'ates a truck loaded with a definite weight and oper-

ating through an open field to encounter conditions

often met with in the handling of trucks on high-

ways, through industrial plant yards and in the fields

in agricultural districts.

The proving ground has a large garage with facilities

for 150 cars, and a machine shop and laboratory for

the making of repairs and the rigging up of special

instruments and devices to be used in tests. A few

special testing machines are also installed, although

practically all the laboratory test work on cars, en-

gines, etc., is conducted either at the individual fac-

tories or at the research laboratories in Detroit. Very

little development work of any kind is carried on at

the proving ground, whose function is almost exclu-

sively that of repeatedly testing the service quality

of cars from the standpouit of the actual user, and

fi-ee from problems t)f design and production. The
facts thus brought out are transmitted to the en-

gineering departments of the various General Motors

units, or to the research laboratory, if it is a research
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proposition. These branches of the organization use

the data sujiplied either to confirm decisions or else

as a basis for chans;ing designs.

In addition to the main garage a separate garage

has been providetl for each of the General Motors
units—C'aflillac. Buick, Oakland, Oldsmobile. Chev-

rolet and (icneral ^lotors Truck. PJach of these com-

panies is permitted to bring out cars which it manu-
factures anfl on which it desires to conduct road tests.

and to run them on the track under the strict regula-

tions enforced in the interest of safetj-. Any repairs

or adjustments which become necessary to these cars

can be made in the company's inrlividual garage and

by its own employees.

In all. over 100 tlistinct tests are made on every

car submitted to the proving ground for thorough

testing. These tests cover fuel economy, horsepower,

maximum and minimum speeds, acceleration and de-

celeration, steering, turning radius, braking, tempera-

ture rise of cooling water, transmission of power, wear

of all moving parts, action of all mechanisms, condi-

tion of car at various mileages, general comfort of

riding at various speeds and on different kinds of

roads, shimmying, action and wear of tires, wind re-

sistance, vibration, visibility of road, action of car

in cold weather, and every conceivable factor which

may have any influence on the user.

By means of the "bathtub" the following points

are investigated: How wet will the driver's feet get

from water splashed up through the slots in the board

for tlie clutch and the l)rake pcvlal'.' What happens to

the brakes when they get wet? Does water splash up

in the windshield and obscure vision'.' Do the driver's

windows get wet? Will the ignition shortcircuif.' Will

the carburetor take water and the engine die right

in the middle of the stream'.' What will happen when
the end of the exhaust piiie is inunersed in water".'

Will the red hot mufHer blow up'.'

Beauty of lines may oftentimes be an important

factor in the selection of a car; hence mea.«urements

are made at the proving ground of all different body

designs so llial the iiiu.--i liai luuiiiuu.s and attractive

combination can be developed. The time required to

<lo tills and the flifiiculty of working from bases which

would give accurate readings so that slight variations

in flirterent cars could be correctly gaged, led to the

ailo]ition of a photographic method of performing this

work. A camera with an S in. lens of (35 in. focus is

used to take the pictures of the various cars, against

a cross-sectioned background. This method provides

the means for determining measurements directly

fidm the photograph instead of from the car.

One reason for the tremendous success of auto-

mobile manufacture has been the fact that the in-

dustry early recognized the need of moving forward

as a whole, with competition based upon the specific

qualities of individual cars rather than upon a trade

rivalry of unfriendly character which brought about

the extinction of competitive companies and a con-

sequent economic and social loss. The value of this

industrial policy to the consumer is evidenced by the

fact that autf»mobile prices have steadily decreased

in spite of the rise in all branches of manufacturing

Fii;. .'1 Tkii'k (I|'i:k\tim; I'ndkk ArTr.M> Skiuk k ('ciNDmoNS

costs. Meanwhile the companies themselves have, in

the main, prospered. On the broad general principle

that the automobile industry as a whole must advance

if individual comjianies are to stu'vive anfl be suc-

cessful the (icneral Motors Corporation tests all makes

of cars, both foreign and domestic, on the proving

ground to determine the real worth of each improve-

ment developed in the light of its value to the art.

Figs. and 7 show various ini^truments used for

specific tests of cars. Similar rigs are required for

almost all the engineering data which is gathered in

each case. These devices have practically all been

developed either at the proving ground or in the re-

search laboratory, and their development has been

carefully studied to provide the mo.'st accurate and

reliable means of mea.'suring each factor.

Improvements are constantly being made to render

the testing equipment more highly efficient. The
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apparatus (Fig. 6) now useil tor determining accelera-

tion gives its record by three series of perforations

made by means of electric sparks in a paper tape.

One series of sparks is spaced at half-second intervals.

A second set is spaced at foot intervals and a third

set at 10-foot intervals of travel of the car, as regis-

tered by means of a fifth wheel ajiparatus attached

to the running board and driving a small current

breaker mechanism. Experimental work is being con-

Fni. () Electricai. Ai'pahatus foi; Measching Accelehatiox

ducted on the development of a moving picture ma-
chine and speed counter, the latter to register the

travel as measured by the fifth wheel and the former,

traveling at a known rate of sjjeed, to measure the

time element. In this way it will be possible to deter-

mine acceleration readings by inspection of the film

instead of by the endless work now involved in count-

ing the spark records on the tape.

The exhaustive data obtained from the hundred nr

more tests conducted on each car are carefully analyzed

by engineers at the proving ground. As stated above,

no attempt is made to interpret the application of

this data for the various units of the General Motors
Corporation. It must be put into readily usable

shape, however, to be of greatest advantage to them.

In practically every case it is possible to draw up
charts for the graphic presentation of the data. Com-
parative charts are made of like factors determined

from different cars in order that the relative perform-

ance may be properly measured. It is possible by
careful study of all of this data to work out the best

economical combinations of qualities for each class

of cars. Obviously, to make any one kinrl of car which

would repi'esent the ]:)resent ultimate in every cjuality

—beauty, speed, acceleration, low repair cost, high

fuel economy, greatest riding comfort, and so on

through the hunfh'ed or p.iore factors involved—would
necessitate the setting of a selling price wliicli would

be pr(_)hibitive on the market. But it is absolutely

necessary to determine for each class of car the qual-

ities which are in greatest demand by the largest

majority of users. Engineering and manufacturing skill

can then be devoted to improving these qualities in

the interests of the cimsumer. lather than spending
large sums of money to develop other qualities in

wliich the consumer of this particular class of car has

little, if any, interest.

A comfortable and well-furnished club house and
dormitory has been built for the proving ground per-

sonnel. Entertainment is provided by means of radio,

piano, magazines and books. INIeals are prepared and
served under the direction of a competent chef. En-
gineers from the various plants had be accommodated
over night when making tests.

A repair gang is kept busy maintaining the roads

in good condition. One of the advantages that the

proving ground has is the ability to test all cars at

all times, day and night, sunmier and winter, in all

kinds of weather, and under conditions of road which

Fin. 7 Scale Used to Meastre Clutch Pedal Pressure

are as nearly uniform as it is possible to keep them.

The roads total a length of over 12 miles and during

192;") about 250,000 car-miles of travel per month was
made, with gasoline consumjjtion of over 20,000 gal.

per month. During 1926 it is estimated that a total

of over 4,000,000 car-miles will t)e recorded.

The General Motors proving ground involves a large

expense. This expense was willingly shoulilered in

the hiterests of the consumer. It is at the same time

well justified from a financial and economic stand-

point. The company will be enabled by this means

more quickly to contribute its share toward the fur-

ther sound development of the automotive vehicle,

producing cars that are even simpler, more depend-

able, of high quality, of greater utility, at a lower price

and with inci'easingly lower operating costs—one of

ihe most important means of modern transportation.

i



Keeping Up Improved Operating Results

At Maiirer Plants of Harlur Asphalt Co. Savinufs in Labor Cost

Ai\' Four Times Exprnsc of Brttrnnrnt ^^'ork

15y JOSKl'll A. PIACITELLI
Engineer, Barber Asphalt Co.

IT
is easier to improve methods than to maintain

them and unless the necessary tools of manage-
ment are put into action it is quite probable that

the newly created standards of methods, materials

and tools will die their "natural deaths" so soon as

they are deprived of the paternal attention which
they generally receive during the period of devel-

opment.

At Maurer. two measures have been taken to main-
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tain the results accomplished.' First, to make ade-

quate records of the standaifls for the purpose of pres-

ervation and. second, to provide means of perpetuating

them. The system of written instructions which has

been installed, reinforced by charts, layouts, sketches,

stereophotographs and motion picture film is tloing

much as a preserving agent in the maintenance of

standard methods and in furnishing the information

necessarj- for effective teaching.

Fig. 1 shows an instruction sheet written to pre-

serve the method of stacking l(i" Latite ."^hingles. To
facilitate the description a sketch is made showing the

relative position of the packers, some of the equip-

ment aiul the shingles before aiul after they are stacked.

This cycle is repeated approximately !K)00 times per

day by each packer and it is important that the method
is written up to insure its execution to the established

degree of perfection.

The degiee of detail in which these instruction

sheets are written depends largely upon the import-

ance and repetitiveness of the operation performed.

For instance, in case of cleaning a certain section of

a machine at the end of the day's run. the instruc-

tion sheet is written as briefly as possible and yet in

sufficient detail to avoid any possible misunderstantl-

ing as to the amount and ([uality of the work ex-

pected. The cycle of motions necessarj- for the feed-

ing operation is performed on an average of 18,000

times per day liy each feeder and this is one of the

many cases which places motion stu<ly on a pedestal

al)ove that of any other method of analysis. To say

"feed shingle into machine" is not enough; nor will

it be adeciuate to say "(iiasp shingle with left hand
and feed it into machine with the right." This methoil

has been recorded so as to cover each element t)f mo-
tion in the cycle anrl in such a way that there is no

doubt as to the seciuence and approximate path of

those elements involving motion.

The chief purpose of the instruction sheet is to

make the transference of skill jiractical in that it

provides the neces-^ary data for the foreman to teach

the men the correct motions involved in the process

and which will enable them to attain automaticity

in the shortest period of time possible. The stand-

aiflization of methods anrl the system of instruction

has in many cases reduced the learning period 50

435
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MESSENGER -u.T O.LI

IN THE OBDER OF THE BASKET
AS WRITTEN HERE

STANDING ORDER NO.
NO OF SHEETS

SHEET -NO

7*
2
1

61 66 JBW irpL 97 es 43

WHO 19 TO DO THIS WORl

1

«.«E or POSITION OH rUHCTIO.. iOADI NG POBEliAN

BAaxrr no. and name oZ XiAjAUIlT.

43 RAMBURC;.

37 94

WHERE IT IS TO BE DONE

CALENDAR WHEN THIS WORK IS TO BE CONE

11 A.li 8A , EAi

SEOUENCE WHEN

-ZZ.

1 A ^ \Mfl_t\y emina ihb reason will alw*-* mare easierWHAT IS TO BE OONE AND WHY. the .i».-.e.i~g oe tm. .t.~oi~o o.de.

THE LOADIIIG FQBEMAM WHO HAS CHAHDE OF 3HIPPIHG ON

#6 TRAGIC THE LAST UOllDAY IN EACH MONTH, SHALL COLLECT ALL

EMPTY SILICA AND TALG BAGS OH THAT DAY AlJii SHIP THEU BAGK
L.C.L. THIS DAY IS SELECTED FOR THIS IVOHiC BECAUSE A REGULAR
L.C.L. CAR GOES OUT THEN ON SCHEDULE. THE METHOD TO FOLLOW

13 DETAILED ON SHEET #2 OF THIS 3.0.

WHY?- TO TAKE PROMPT ADVANTAGE' OF AVAILABLE EMPTY
BAG REFUND, AND GET THEM OUT OF THE WAY IN AN ORDERLY
MANNER TO MAKE ROOM FOB MORE USEFUL MATERIAL.

WHO, N9PKCT IT

37 IiURKULIS CHECKER

WHO OVER-IN9PKCT IT

AS3T.3HIPPIirO CLERK
94 O'BRIRM.

WHOM TO NOTIFY AT THE TIME THIS WORK IS COMPLETE

o N.59. JOMllffiBB. .PILE

WHEN

WHEN

CAR

3AM5;

HE SEALING
THAT DAY.

L.C.I,

DAY iY TALLY 3HIKTS

VVHOM TO NOTIFY ir WORK IS NOT COMPLETED
WHEN AND AS CALLED FOR HEREIN.

.A„E, »„-... .NO NA-. 61 .

STRIEWI.O

Fig. 2 Standing Order Relative to Shipment of Empty Bags

per cent, to the gratification of all concerned.

Stereoscopic photography has been playing a very
important part in our development work as well as in

the maintenance of methods and equipment. By such
means many of the processes have been effectively re-

corded for the purpose of study and with these pho-
tographs and process charts made from observation,

we have been able to attain satisfactory results from
the analyses. By taking a series of stereophotographs,

tlie writer has been able to record methods, eciuipment
and tools in a few houi's which would otherwise neces-

sitate long detailed description, thus saving time as

well as getting a true picture of the surrounding
conditions.

The Standing Order system has been installed and
has proved a reliable means of getting work done
periodically and effectively. It has done nuich as a
supervising agent to perpetuate the new standards and

cleaning

to insure the effective use of them. Stand-
ing Orders have been suggested by men in

various capacities—from clerk to vice-presi-

dent—affecting every department within

the three plants and cover a wide range of

functions and problems such as standards,

production, storage, shipping, receiving,

inspecting, charting, office management, etc.

Fig. 2 shows a standing order intended

to perpetuate the work of the loading

crews relative to the shipment of empty
bags, and leaves no doubt as to who is re-

sponsible, for what, }vhen, and why the

work must be done as prescribed. The
hoiv of the work is often written with the

lohat and wluj and whenever more space

is required a second sheet (Fig. 3) is used

to record the necessary additional informa-

tion. In case of the maintenance of stand-

ard methods of production the hoio is gen-

erally written on Instruction Sheets in the

degree of detail necessary. Fig. 4 shows a

standing order which is characteristic of

the latter, plainly telling what is to be done
and fixing the responsibility for the work.

The Instruction Sheets referred to are kept
by the foreman in charge of the work, who
acts as the instructor of the operations

under his supervision. In this way the

method is preserved by the Instruction

Sheet and perpetuated by the Standing
Order which provides the necessary means
of getting action and a check on its per-

formance. To insure the effectiveness of

the Standing Order system the Reminder
System, serving as a necessary adjunct to

it, reminds the men of the work they are

to do and furnishes the necessary informa-

tion to do it.

Another phase of the maintenance prob-

lem which is being solved is that of keep-

ing the plant clean. In carrying out the

program it is necessary for us to deter-

STANDING order no. 74
No. OF Sheets 2
Sheet No. 2

(1) The Silica dust bags aWII be found in the Deck House bundled and tied for
shipment in lots of 25.

(2) The bundles of bags are to be taken from the Deck House by members of your
crew and carried into the L. C. L. freight car.

(3) The Talc bags will be found in Building No. 1, Festoon Room, between doors
110 and 112 and also in Building No. 2, Festoon Room, between doors 111
and 115. Bundled and tied in lots of 25.

The Talc bags in Builchng No. 1 shall be piled on a baggage truck and wheeled
into the L. C. L. freight car passing through the Roofing Storage and the door
where the I.. C. L. car is spotted.
When neither of the shingle cutting machines in Building No. 2 on the lower
floor are operating the Talc bags in Building No. 2 shall be carried to a
baggage truck, placed at the top of the stairs near the shingle cutting machine
No. 3 on the lower floor.

When truck is piled full, wheel the bags through the Roofing Storage and the
door where the L. C. L. car is spotted, into the freight car.

Then pile the bags into the car.

When either one of the shingle cutting machines is operating, members of

your crew shall carry the bags to the L. C. L. car by passing through door No.
lis so as not to interfere with shingle cutting operators.

(4) Get shipping tags from 94 O'Brien, who fills them out and shipping foreman
shall tie one of them to each bundle of bags, to effectively mark its destination.
Separate tags are provided for SiUca and Talc bags.

Fig. 3 Form Used to Record Additional Information
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mine tlie decree of cleanliness to which the work

must be performed; to provide tools necessary to do it

in the sliortest time practical and to get the work

done. Like those of any operation in production the

methods and tools have been standardized and stand-

ing orders written to maintain them and we are

securing very good results where this work has been

completed.

The rate of output, loss of time due to delays, and

percentage of waste from each machine used in the

production of roofing materials are charted daily and

each foreman iii.<pects the charts covering the work

for which he is responsible, giving us the reasons for

the exceptional changes in rate of production. By
such a method we ha\e received many good sugges-

tions: the variables of production are being brought

out giving us the opportunity to study

them and. above all. the continued inspec-

tion and analysis of these charts has done

much to stimulate interest in reducing

waste of time, effort and materials.

These graphical records have also enabled

us to study the learning periods of un-

trained crews and those of individuals as

well. Fig. 5 shows the progress, during

the learnins period, of two crews of four

men each employed in the folding of 16"

Latite shingles. The lower dotted lined

graph represents the six-day progressive

a\erage of the rate of output of a new
crew immediately after the new methods

of feerling and packing were installed but

there was no elasticity between the feed-

ing and heating operations as described in

a previous article. Some time later when
the above elasticity was provided a new
crew was added to this work and its per-

formance is represented by the smooth line

at a higher level.

A comparison of the two graphs will

point to the facts that the last group made
greater progress during the first six days

of the learning period than did the crew

which startcfl some time before. This may
be considered as another means of meas-

uring the value of the results of our efforts

to improve the methods during the period

of August 1024 to May 102."). Tlie relative

smoothness of the line indicates clearly

that we have ironerl out" some of the

"wrinkles" in the proce.'ss by controlling a

few of the variables which caused the fluc-

tuation of the dotted line graph, and that

wo are approaching the conrlitions which

would make these visual records truer rep-

resentations of the learning process. In

Fig. 6 is a learning curve of one of the new
men recently employed on this work and is

characteristic of the learning curves of

other individuals.

Alliiougii the men do not cumplam ui the fatigue

caused by the first day's work, it is evident that the

nniscles, put into action, were not developed for the

set of motions involved in the cycle. We have found

that the men work as much as 25 per cent slower

the .second day in spite of the fact that they know
nnich more about the work than they did the day
before. The rate of output of the third day is usually

higher than the first and from then on it is a matter

of attaining automaticity.

These graphs represent the results obtainerl while

other variables, aside from those of a psychological

nature, entered into the process and though they may
not be called true learning curves, they are indicative

of the degree of perfection at which our methods stood

and give us the valuable information as to what to
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expect from an inexperienced crew or individual.

Rhythm ax Important Factor

The effect of rhythm on some of the operations is

being observed and it has been found that the noise

produced by the stroke of the die in the Latite folding

machines gives rhythm to the operator's motions.

During the learning period the new worker feeds

28

27
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The reader will note that the output jier iiiaii-hoiir

follows ueiieially paiallel to tlie monthly iJidiliiction

hut that the jjap between them is sitae liially widen-

ing. The marked inciease in output per man-hour

shown l)v the last six months charted is due larsely

to the metiiods which have resulted t'rotii our olYorts

to reduce laiior waste on the shinjilc ])ackinj>; proc-

esses, which were installed in June lillT).

Since fixed items such as watchmen, firemen, oilers,

medianics. foiemen and similar jobs are included in

ihi' total man-hours, the output per iiKin-liiuir i- not

eg"

c
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Effect of Knots on Strength of Bracing for Carload Freight

By R. P. JOHNSON
Engineer, U. S. Forest Products Laboratory

APIECE of car bracing has no definite, fixetl

amount of strength regardless of how it is used.

Its amount of strength and the service it is

good for depends largely on how it is placed with

reference to the knots it contains. In order to know

how to place bracing with reference to knots, we must

first see how a knot injures the strength of beams.

If we test the wood of a knot, we find it harder,

stronger, and heavier than the surrounding w^ood. We
might, therefore, expect it to be an asset to strength.

yet we know that it is a liability. Why? The answer

is not far to seek, because one of the most prominent

characteristics of wood is its difference in strength

lengthwise of the grain and across the grain.

Stronger With Than Across Grain

In tension, wood is from 25 to 50 times as strong

in the direction of the grain as across it, depending on

whether it is green or dry. In compression, wood is

about ten times as strong with the grain as across it.

Let us see how this characteristic of wood explains the

injurious effects of knots on the strength of a beam

when used as a car brace or for any other purpose. A
knot is formed by wood fibers of the main body of

the tree running out into a limb, and the other fibers

develop cross grain in passing around the knot. Con-

sequently, forces acting along the grain of the mah-i

body of the beam act across the grain of the wood in

and surrounding the knots.

Now, when a load comes against a brace, tending to

throw it into a bow shape, the side of the brace away

from the load is stretched, or thrown into tension along

the grain, while the side next to the load is short-

ened, or compressed along the grain. That is prac-

tically the whole story of the bending of a beam. Thus

the lengthwise tension and compression of the brace

act on the wood of a knot in its weakest direction, that

is, across the grain. Even the strength which wood has

across the grain is practically destroyed in knots by

the checking which almost invariably accompanies dry-

ing. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Consider the piece

illustrated in the picture to be loaded at the top as

indicated, and supported at the two ends. The top

of the beam will be shortened or compressed and the

bottom stretched or under tension. The relative direc-

tion of the forces set up inside the piece are shown

by arrows. Note that the forces are acting along the

grain, or in the strong direction of the wood, in the

main part of the beam, and almost directly across

the grain, or in the weak direction of the wood, in

and around the knot. We see, therefore, that the

cross-grain in and surrounding a knot is what causes

injury to the breaking strength of a beam, and since

the difference in strength along and across the grain

is so much greater in tension than in compression, knots

on the tension side are about twice as injurious as

they would be on the upper or compression side.

Therefore, tui'n the knotty face of a car brace toward

the load and not away from it.

"It sounds good, but it is all theory," you may say.

Fin. 1 Testing Strength of Bracing

The lieam with a knot at the bottom broke at 1030 pounds.

Now, suppose we subject it to a practical test as was

done before a group of claim agents of the American

Railway Association at the Forest Products Labor-

atory. Three 2 by 4s were cut from the same plank,

one clear and two with knots of about the same size

on the edges. One was tested with the knot on the

compression face and one with knot on the tension

face, and the results compared with those of the clear

specimen. Each piece was put into a testing machine

as shown, with its ends supported and the load applied

on the upper face through the I-beam and pressure

blocks shown. The beam with the knot on top broke

at a load of 1G70 pounds. The beam with the knot

on the botioiii broke at 1030 pounds. The clear beam

broke at 2430 pounds. So the knot on the top or

compression face caused the beam to break under 760

pounds less load than was carried by the clear lieam,

while the knot on the bottom or tension face caused

the beam to break at 1430 pounds less load than the

clear beam carried. That is, the loss in strength fi-iun

the knot on the bottom or tension face was approx-

imately twice that from the knot on the top or com-

pression face, as our theory stated would be the case.

The theory of the influence of knots on the breaking

strength of beams is based on the results of many tests

made at the Forest Products Laboiatorv.



Operating' and Turnover Ratios

In \]\v Financial and Industrial Investig:ation

By Airnii K am)i:ksi;.\

Arthur Andersen & Co.

IS a fornior article^ the goneral use of ratios in

fii>ancial analysis was shown, and some detailed

discussion was given of the significance of various

balance sheet ratios. But the most interesting type of

analysis from a going business viewpoint is that given

by a study of turnover ratios, which as a whole ex-

presses the relationshiji lietween operating results and

the capital employed. In other words, a comparison be-

tween profit-and-loss figures and balance-sheet figures.

Turnover ratios as related to current assets are

affected little by inflation and deflation, unless these

movements are violent. Both sales and inventories are

directly affected by changes in jirice levels and the

ratio is affected but slightly in enterprises which have

reasonably rapid turnover. It is only in industries

which ha\e very low turnover, wlu-re the process of

manufacture extends over a period of from six months

to one year or more, and when inflation and deflation

occur very suddenly, that the ratio is noticeably

affected by this factor. Ordinarily the relationship be-

tween purchase and sales prices remains reasonably

constant.

Turnover ratios over a period of time reflect im-

pro\ef] or less effective use of capital resulting from

management and business conditions. If an enterprise

has been unsuccessful, it furnishes a basis for study

to determine whether capital has been inefficiently em-

ployed or whether there is insufficient general demand
for the product to enable operations upon a success-

ful basis.

It is a self-evident condition that a capital of ?1

turned twice will yield the same amount of profits as

?2 turned once and the rate of return on investment

will l)e twice as great. I'nder competitive conditions,

SI turned twice can do business upon one-half the

margin of profit and yield the same rate of return on

investment as $2 turned once. Ordinarily, operating

ratios which deal with margins and control of expenses

are given more attention in analyzing the trend, suc-

cess or failure of an enterprise. Turnover ratios are

equally vital in their effect on the relationship of

profits to a reasonable return on investment and in the

ability to reduce profit margins in times of keen com-
petition. Effective turnover of capital and profits are

each essential factors in the determination of a reason-

' See Manvfacturing Industries, May 1926, page 351. For other

articles on this subject, see December 192.5. page 325: Janu:irv 1920.

page 17; Febniarv 1926, page 113; March 1926. page 201; .\pril 1926.

page 277; May 1926, page 351.

able return on investment. Efficient or inefficient use

of capital, which is reflected in turnover ratios, has

equal influence in determining the return on invest-

ment as the percentage of profits realized.

Turnover of Tot.al Capital Employed

The ratio of sales to total assets used in producing

sales reveals the turnover of total capital employed.

Total capital employed is represented by the assets of

an enterprise irrespective of the source from which the

capital is obtained. The portions of capital obtained

through credit, short and long term loans, and invest-

ment do not alter the amount of capital employed.

The assets of an enterprise ordinarily include cash, re-

ceivables, inventory, deferred charges, plant and fre-

quently intangibles. Receivables, inventory and jilant

are usually major items. Extraneous investments in

securities or properties having no connection with the

business should be eliminated in ascertaining turnover,

as such assets yiekl income independently from income

of the business.

Normal turnover, in accordance with the character-

istics of each industry, fixes the relationship between

turnover ratio and operating profit margin so that a

reasonable return will be realized on capital employed.

Operating profits as used in this sense are net profits

from the business available to pay cost of financing and

yield return on net worth. An enterprise, marketing

large units or higher jiriced products, will have a lower

turnover than one selling small units or lower pricefl

products. A lower turnover must of necessity have a

liigher profit margin in order to realize a fair return

on the investment.

Turnover of Receivables

Tiie fundamental relationship between turnover and

profit margin constitutes the ba,«is by which operating

results are to be judged. It is the starting point for

determining the weaknesses or strength of an enter-

prise. The extent to which weaknesses in turnover

have contributed to an insufficient return may be

ferreted out through a process of elimination, by apply-

ing the turnover ratio to the principal assets compris-

ing capital employed. These ordinarily are receivables,

inventory and plant.

Turnover of receivables is revealed by the ratio of

charge sales to trade receivables. Cash sales and re-

ceivables other than from trade should be eliminated

441
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as they are unrelated to credit extended on sales. In

case of a seasonal business, the receivables must be

averaged in order to obtain a more correct turnover

for each of the periods under consideration. The turn-

over may be sho\\ii in the usual way in terms of sales

times receivables as for example 5 to 1. Another form

of expressing it is by showing the number of days'

sales carried in receivables as, for instance, the re-

ceivables are equivalent to 45 days of charge sales.

This is obtained by dividing the receivables by the

average charge sales of one day's business.

The ratio of total charge sales to average trade re-

ceivables gives the conijiosite turnover of all receiv-

ables. In a business making all sales ui^on uniform

credit terms, and selling over limited territory, this

composite ratio is often sufficient for general analysis

of a business. When sales are made in niany states

and in different countries, and when varying credit

terms are established in different territories and on

different commodities or departments, the composite

ratio is hardly sufficient in determining whether turn-

over has been favorable or unfavorable. The ratio

must then be applied to groups of i-eceivables arising

under diiferent credit terms and in different territories.

The turnover ratio of receivables is significant in

determining the effectiveness of the credit anrl col-

lection department. A comparison of the rate of turn-

over with the usual terms of credit gives an indication

in normal times of how rigidly collections are enforced

in accordance with terms of credit extended. During

periods of changing business conditions and periods of

de]iression. credit departments are always confronted

with increasing problems. Over such periods, the ratio

is indicati\-e of the general policy of credits and col-

lections. The degree of caution with which credit has

been extended, and the enforcing of collections, wield

their influence in molding the ratio. The movement of

the ratio over a jieriod of years furnishes the key to

changes in credit policies, to the ease of collections as

affected by business conditions and to the efficiency of

the credit and collection department in periods of de-

pression as well as in normal times.

Turnover of Inventory

The benefits of a high rate of turnover, in contrast

to a low one. are less collection expense, less possibility

of bad debt losses, and decreased cost of financing. The

longer an account is carried, and the longer collection

effort is ajiplied, the greater the collection expense.

The possibility of bad debt losses is increased because

customers who do not pay promptly often drift into

financial difficulties. Low turnover results in increased

capital in\ested in receivables which increases the cost

of financing. All of these factors converge into the

final result of an increase or decrease in return on cap-

ital employed and in return on net worth.

Turnover of inventory may be stated on the basis

of (>ither sales or cost of sales. It is frequently shown

in terms of sales as sales constitute the cf)mmon basis

for other turnovers, ratios, of expenses and margins

of profits. The more correct basis, however, is cost of

sales. The actual turnover is represented by the ratio

of cost of sales to average inventory. The ratio on the

basis of sales will usually show similar trends, but is

less accurate because of the variations in profit mar-

gins. Under the retail method of accounting, the ratio

of sales to inventory at sales prices gives the same turn-

over ratio as cost of sales to inventory at cost prices.

The composite ratio based on total inventory gives

the turnover as a whole. More useful information is

obtained by ascertaining turnover with respect to the

various classes of inventory. The ratio of cost of sales

to finished product gives the turnover of manufac-

tured product or merchandise sold. The ratio of fin-

ished product to work-in-process gives the turnover of

work-in-process. The ratio of total materials and sup-

plies used to inventory of materials and supplies gives

the turnover of raw materials and supplies. Ascer-

taining the ratio with respect to different kinds of

products sold and principal classes of raw materials

used leads to information on movement of stocks and

the balance maintained in inventory in accordance

with production and sales.

The turnover ratio of inventory over a period of

years is of assistance in ascertaining the rapidity of

realization, the policy with respect to advantageous

purchasing, and alertness of the purchasing depart-

ment in buying as warranted by current business con-

ditions. \'ariations reflect primarily the eflaciency in

use of capital. By ascertaining the ratio by depart-

ments or on various classes of merchandise, informa-

tion can be obtained on the extent of excessive stocks

and on slow moving or obsolete goods. In a manu-

facturing enterprise, it assists in determining the de-

gree of co-ordination between production and sales

of the various products, and also the balance main-

tained in raw materials used in production. Very fre-

quently, some materials used in manufacture are con-

siderably over stocked while an insufficient quantity of

others is carried. Surplus stock occasioned by advan-

tageous purchasing is sometimes justified, but it has

its dangers as well as advantages and can not form

the basis of continuous policy. The foresight of a

management is often revealed in the steadiness of

turnover in periods of depression as well as in periods

of advancing prices.

The advantages of rapid and efficient turnover are

decreased cost in carrying inventories, less possibility

of excess and obsolete stocks and minimum danger of

k)ss from price declines.

Turnover of Property Investment

Turnover of property investment is reflected by the

ratio of sales to plant. This relationship may be shown

by the ratio of sales in dollars, or by the ratio of sales

in units to plant. The ratio of sales in dollars is more

fretiuently used. During periods of inflation and de-

flation, tiie ratio based on sales in units supplements

the ratio based on sales in dollars in that it eliminates

the effect of and is uninfluenced by changes in price
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levols. In this respect it expresses a iiiore iUTurate

relatioiisliip between sales and pnultietion ami jilant.

The ratio of sales to jMoperty investnienl over a

period of years is of assistance in determining the gen-

eral policy of ])lant expansion, the wisdom of jilant

expansion which has been made and the favorable or

nnfavoral)le competitive position of the enterprise. A
study to ascertain the causes of fluctuations in the

ratio will reveal whether plant expansion has been

undertaken in order to supply permanent sales

demands, or whether the construction cxiMMiditures

were made in the ambition to expand relyiufi upon
aliility to dispose of the added production. Expan-
sion iMnlertaken by the conservative manaiiement does

not attect the ratio noticeably except periiaps for a

very brief periofl flurin<i and following construction.

Expansion based upon uncertain volume usually re-

sults in lowering the ratio for a cinisiijcral)!!' period

fi)llowing construction.

A period of s(>\eial jirofitable years in succession is

exceedingly tempting to the undertaking of expansion.

This was well illustrated during the war period. The
wisdom of such expansion is demonstrated in the abil-

ity to utilize subsequently the increased capacity and
maintain the ratio of sales to plant investment. The
ratio when compared with competitors will reveal a

measure of competitive advantage or tlisailvantage

which will have its efifect in return on net worth.

H.vTio OK SiRPLis Net Profits to Net Worth

I'hc ratio of surplus net profits to net worth, when
jilaced on an annual basis, expresses the earning ]iower

of a business from the viewpoint of stockholders.

Although this, in itself, is not strictly a turnover ratio,

it constitutes the basis for the relationship between
turnover of net worth and surplus net profit margin.

Normal tmiiover of total cajntal employed fixes its

rciatioiishii) with the ratio of operating jirofits. Total

capital emi)loyed in this sense is total assets; operating

profits are profits available for financing. After de-

ducting from operating profits the cost of boiTOwed
capital and income taxes, a comparable relationship

exists between turnover of net worth aiul surplus net

profit margin. The ratio of final net profits to sales

must generally l)e sufficient, on the basis of normal
turnover, to yield a fair return on net worth. The
ratio of final profits to net worth is the final sum-
ming uj) of all turnover and operating ratios and re-

veals the success obtained through management in

financing, turnover ami operating.

The ratio of final net profits to net worth varies ac-

cording to business conrlitions, competitive conditions,

character of business, risks involved and management.
A business well established and having stable condi-

tions will realize a more uniform return and attract

capital more readily than one that is new and easily

atTected iiy disturliances. New industries, such as the

radio industry of to-day. are more speculative in char-

acter and must yield a higher return in order to attract

investment. A succession of profitable years encour-

ages expansion. Periods of depression bring keener
competition forcing lower returns and often eliminating

the less efficient.

H.vrnt oi- CIross Promts to S.\les

The ratio of gro.ss profits to sales represents the

sprr-ad between cost of goods sold and net sales. Fun-
damentally, this margin in competitive industry varies

within a range which will yield tr) the average con-

cern under average conditions a fair return on capital

over a period of time. This is essential to the sur-

vival of a business. From the standpoint of the indi-

viilual enterprise, the margin is set by competition.

.\s competition becomes keener in proportion to de-

maufl. gross profit margins naiTow. Increasing demand
in i)roportion to su|)ply tends to increase prices aufl

prnfii margins. Each enterprise endeavors to dispose

of the commodities at maximum prices consistent with
volume aufl thus realize as high a gross margin as com-
petition will permit. From the gross profits realized

selling and general expenses and cost of financing nuist

be paid. The balance remaining represents the return

on investment.

The ratio in the case of merchandising or trading

companies represents the spread between purchase

cost and sales. It is the margin of the middleman as

an agency in the handling of commodities from pro-

ducer to consumer. \'ariations of the ratio in trading

companies over a period of years are the result of

business conrlitions. effectiveness of purchasing power
and .sales policies. Business conditions constitute un-

(lout)l(dly tiie greatest factor in afTrcting demand for

goods anil thus influence gross profit margin con-

tinuously. Profit margins are under continuous sur-

veillance by a management with the view of main-

taining profitable turnover under existing business

conditions. Purchasing power and changes in policies

in purchasing and sales departments wield a lesser in-

fluence on the ratio of gross profits.

The ratio in the case of manufacturing companie-

repr(.';ents the spread lietween manufactm"ing costs

and sales. Cheaper productiim means lower competi-

tive prices or larger profits. High production costs may
mean competitive elimination.

In analyzing a mamifacturing enterprise, some f>f

the more important ratios concerning manufacturing

costs are the ratio of total mamifactming cost to sales,

ratios showing proportionate cost of materials, labor

and factory expenses to total manufacturing cost, and

the ratio of property expenses to property investment

and to sales, \'ariations in the ratio of total manu-
factining cost to sales are caused by conditions, com-

petitive advantages or flisadvantages. internal jiolicies

and di.sonlers. The ratios showing proportionate co.st

of materials, labor aiul factory exi)enses often lead to

information on material market and labor comlitions.

The factory expense ratio shoidfl ordinarily decrease

with increased volume. A-ssuming approximately uni-

form general price levels, a reasonably normal rela-

tionship e\i<i< lietween property expenses, properiv
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investment and sales. Property expenses include de-

preciation, insurance, taxes and repairs. Variations

in these ratios over a period of years furnish a basis for

study of the very vital issue of whether a concern can

manufacture its product and market it at a reasonable

profit.

Ratio of Selling and General Expenses to Sales

The ratio of selling and general expenses to sales

is significant of the control exercised over these ex-

penses in relation to sales. Expenses constitute a first

lien on gross profits and must be paid before arriving

at earnings available for cost of financing and return

on investment. Even in times of financial difficulties,

expenses must be paid before bond interest, bond prin-

cipal or stocks have any claim.

Fluctuations in the ratio over a period of years will

reflect the change in relationship of expenses to sales

as caused by business conditions. Sales are subject to

continuous fluctuation by reason of changing demands
and by the adoption of sales policies in accordance with

changing conditions. Expenses, on the other hand,

are reasonably fixed. When expenses are once in-

creased in order to take care of sales expansion, they

can not be so readily contracted when sales volume
diminishes. The ratio of expenses to sales should or-

dinarily decrease with increased volume. If the ex-

pense ratio increases with increased volume, there is

usually a lack of co-ordination of expenses with sales

and an indication of weakness in management. The
increase in expense ratio to sales during and since the

deflation of 1920 and 1921 is the most outstanding

illustration of the effect of business conditions.

Ratio of Operating Profits to Net Sales

Operating profits constitute net profits, exclusive of

income from investments and non-operating sources,

available for interest on borrowed capital and income
taxes. Income from investments and non-operating

sources are extraneous to the particular business under
consideration and cannot be included in the relation-

ship of operating profits to sales. Interest on trade

receivables and purchase discounts are elements of

operating profits. Because of usual concern in the

ratio of profits to sales before interest received and pur-

chase discounts, operating profits are generally shown
both before and after these items. Federal and state

income taxes are shown as deductions with interest

paid for the reasons that extraneous income and in-

terest paid are included in computing the tax and, in

theory at least, income taxes constitute a sharing of

profits.

The ratio of operating profits to net sales represents

the operating margin realized on sales. It is comple-
mentary to the turnover ratio of total capital employed
both borrowefl and invested. The turnover of total

capital employed fixes the relationship with operating

profit margin so that a fair return is realized on cap-
ital employed. The higher the characteristic turnover
of capital in an industry, the lower the characteristic

profit margin. This ratio is not influenced by the man-
ner of financing, except in-so-far as a certain ratio be-

tween borrowed capital and stockholders' equity is

normal for a particular industry. The greater the

average stability of earnings the greater will normally

be the proportion of borrowed capital and the lower

will be the average ratio of operating profits. From
operating profits, the cost of borrowed capital is paid,

leaving the remainder as a return on stockholders'

investment.

Ratio of Surplus Net Profits to Sales

Surplus net profits represent the final net profits

remaining as return on investment. Its ratio to sales

shows the percentage realized as net profits and is the

final result of all other operating ratios. This ratio is

complementary to the turnover of net worth in rela-

tion to sales. Normal turnover of net worth to sales

determines the ratio of surplus net profits to sales

necessary to yield a fair return on investment which
is expressed by the ratio of net profits to net worth.

This relationship is fundamental to the permanence of

an enterprise.

Variations in the ratio of surplus net profits to net

sales over a period of years result from the same causes

as influence the ratio of operating profits which are

business conditions, competitive conditions and man-
agement. It is also influenced by the additional factor

of cost of borrowed capital. A strong financial struc-

ture can borrow money at less cost than one less favor-

ably financed and thus increase its net profits.

It is evident that the analyses cited are just a^ ap-

plicable by the management in directing the course

of its own business as they are by outside investiga-

tion in showing what the course of the business has

been in the past.

With the movement of business cycles, an enterprise

\\ill experience normal times, periods of high earnings

and periods of depression. During years of normal
and high earnings, the management must conserve its

resources, and keep a tight rein of control over oper-

ations and expenditures if it is to fortify itself to

weather the trials of less favorable conditions. Care-

less financing and dissipation of earnings through divi-

dends in successful years multiply the problems and
usually result in financial difficulties in periods of

depression. The managements of all sizable enter-

prises are constantly seeking improvements and greater

efiiciency which will enable marketing a better product

or at less margin as compared with competitors. They
cannot afford to overlook a single means of control.

The enterprise that stands still and is content with

itself soon finds itself in competitive disadvantages

which result in eventual elimination. Business is char-

acteristic of the individual. Survival, comparative

position and success are the rewards of a definite con-

structive financial and operating policy, which reveals

itself through intelligent analysis and the use of

analytical findings to better the status of the business

and the industry.

i



Knittini>* Plant Material Control

Mctliods Used to Record and Schedule All Materials

By lIKKUKirr C. GATES
Superintendent, Underwear Deparlmenl, Otis Company,

Formerly Head of Planning Department, The William Carter Company

IX
a knit uiulerwcar mill one of the most important

records is that of the knit cloth on hand. This

pajier briefly covers the manner in wliich an ac-

curate daily inventory of knit cloth is maintained in

several mills.

The first main purpose of cloth stock control is to

provide the planning department with a perpetual

daily inventory of cloth by fabric and head size, so

that the proper cuttins: up orders can be issued with

the assurance that the right sizes and quantities of

cloth will l)e on hand when wanted. The second main

purpose is to provide the cost department with the

necessary record of cloth to be charged into process

accounts.

Greex Cloth Division

Some mills carry as many as 150 active cloth fabrics,

many of which because of the peculiarities of their

bleach, color, dye or tint require either separate

processing or groupings with other fabrics to make

up complete batches. This necessitates a small stock

of unprocessed cloth which we call "green cloth."

The record of this green cloth is maintained by

posting to it daily the summary of all rolls of cloth cut

off the knitting machines each day. Fig. 1. and sub-

tractinii from it daily the record of cloth processed

each day, Fig. 2.

Finished Cloth Division

The record of this cloth starts with a physical in-

ventory of the cloth on hand in the cutting depart-

ment. These physical inventories are taken twice a

year, and we seldom find it necessary to take further

jihysical inventories for check up purposes.

Starting with a new physical inventory at the be-

ginning of a period we set up this inventory on a

set of cards. Fig. S. in the cutting room office. Each

card covers a certain head size of a certain fabric.

As each day's bleach and dye records. Fig. 2. come

through, the total poundage of each head processed is

posted to the proper card and the balance carried for-

ward. Since each batch of cloth processed goes directly

to the dry room and thence to the cutting room, the

bleach and dye record is equivalent to a receiving record.

At the end of each day a summary of the day's cloth

cutting is made, and this cloth used record is posted

to the cloth inventory as a deduction.

A copy of the summary sheet of cloth used for each

day goes to the cost department, which assigns the

proper cost values for each fabric and then charges

the garments in process-material account with each

day's cloth cuttings.

How the Cloth Used Reports Are Obt.\ined

Each day's cutting orders are issued by the planning

department from the home office, and consist of a

certain number of individual shop orders. Fig. 3, each

calling for a certain number of dozens of various

fabrics, styles and sizes. The shop order unit is in

most cases five dozen, and the average number to a

group is 20 dozen. On the back of each ticket group

the planning department lists the cloth number, the

head sizes required to cut the order and the esti-

mated poundage required on each head size.

As these tickets are given to the cutters, the cloth

men take the necessary cloth from the cloth stock

room and feed it to the cutting tables. As each roll

of clotli is taken from the cloth room the liearl doth
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man records the fabric, head, weight, and mil iiuin-

ber on the cloth issued sheet, Fig. 4. This informa-

tion is obtained from the roll tag attached to the roll

of cloth, Fig. 5. As the rolls of clotli are cut uj) the

tags are removed by the cutters and thrown into a box

under each cutting table.

The rolls of cloth which are only partially used are

laid one side, and at the end of tlie day's cutting are

BATCH ORDER
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Real Relation of Wages and of Living Costs

By L. :\I. STOWELL
Employment Manager, Detroit & Clei'cland Xavigation Co.

DO. or should, factory wages vary from time to time

with periodical changes in living costs, or can

they be equitably set and largely maintained in spite

of increased or lowered costs of living? When the

selling price of manufactured goods rises, a reason is

often given that the increased labor cost was respon-

sible, as indeed it often is. But is this necessary? This

question is frequently raised because, when a selling

price is lowered, wages are more often lowered after

the price cut than before, and are taken to be inci-

dental rather than a direct cause in the rate of change.

The accompanying chart reveals a relationship be-

tween production, wages, sales and living-costs that

can be nearly constant. It seems to show that a just

wage scale may be maintained in spite of the extreme

hills and valleys in the costs of living ; that this scale

may be set and continued at or near the prevailing

average rate, and should be so established and main-

tained in fairness to both the employer and employee.

In a given firm this unit rate of wage may not be

determined or controlled by the costs of living, but

rather by the constancy of the relationship between

unit-production and unit-sales.

Exhibit 1 shows relations between employees, pro-

duction, sales, wages, materials, other expense, profit,

and the altogether result in cost of manufactured prod-

uct and its influence on living costs.

Exhibit 2 shows a few more dollars in the pay-

envelopes, but no more product. Once more the wheels

turn until the fatal day when the general manager

sees something wrong with the balance sheets and

forthwith summons bookkeepers to find "what's the

matter." They find the same general unit costs of

material and other expense items, except labor, which

is now shown increased. Also the same volume of

sales is found at the same unit price, yet with lower

profit. This situation has not entered into the pre-

vious hasty calculations and upsets the good results

expected from the wage increase.

Finally, when realization comes that the market

will not permit a higher selling price on the com-

modity manufactured, with its usual tendency toward

ultimate increase in living costs, the inspiration comes

to "stimulate production." Expanding this thought,

as in Exhibit 3, it is observed that the same employees

on increased unit production make possible the earn-

ing of their larger wage rate. Also, with more inti-

mate understanding between selling and production

forces, there follows the ultimate possibility of re-

ducing the selling price of the product and the sub-

sequent lowering of general purchase price to the

consumer.

How does this work out in time of a general slump,

with 10 or 15 per cent drop in living costs, as well as

in the purchase price of essential raw materials? Is

the continuation of this plan justified when everything

else is lowered, so that the per-unit wage cost is low

in proportion to costs of other commodities? History

does not present available figures to guide us here,

but common sense would seem able to determine a

reasonable modification of any local application of a

and

EXHIBIT 1

More
Wages +o

same
Employees

T

mY/i
Same Unit

Cost of
Materials

w/fh
Same Unit

of other

Expense

Result

Decreased

Profrt
Higher Cost

of

Finished

Product

and

EXHIBIT 2

and

Lower

Cost of

Living

EXHIBIT 3

Fig. 1 Rel.\tion Between Wages, Prodvctiox .\xd

LivixG Costs

standard rule to meet any great variation in usual

conditions.

It is found that where intimate co-operation exists

between sales and production departments that a

uniform sales and manufacturing schedule may be

maintained to a surprising degree. The unit selling

price may be somewhat shaded in extreme cases, but

by close adherence to the sales standard it is found

possible to maintain nearly and in some cases even

to exceed the usual net receipts. As a result pro-

duction registers normal or near normal.

Thus all hands are contributing of thek best for a

generally recognized common gain. The result is that

work and quality are better and the unit production

greater. This fact, together with the reduced costs

of materials and other expenses, enables the unit of

wages to be economically kept at high levels, with

little real prospect that it will need to be reduced.



$52,000 Saved in Noii-Producti\e Work
Small Economics Total Biii Sums tor Cirmral Electric

Wy \. \. IIKLMSTUKET
Bureau of Methods, General Electric Company

FIIOM the very first the General Electric Coni-

jxiny has eiiorfiotically supported the wide-

spread attack beiiij; made upon industrial wastes

by the Department of Commerce, acting in concert witli

a larjie number of manufacturers. Much of the saving

already I)rought about by tliis co-operation lias been

in the field of production processes and simjilification

in sizes and kinds of products. But o])erations and

materials used in the so-called non-productive depart-

ments of manufacturhig plants can also be profitably

studied and many substantial economies introchu-ed.

The Cleneral Electric Company has already realized

the possibilities for reduction of expense in its ofiices,

service shops and warehouses. A slight change in the

size or thread of a bolt, a change in arrangement of a

printed form, a reorganization of a department, or the

standardization of a simple clerical function often have

far-reacliing results on the yearly profit. A few actual

cases are cited below.

'I'liK Hai'I'v Medium ix Economies

In looking for the S20,000 "ieaks." most persons fail

to recognize the items of SlOO, .S'iOOn. or SoOOO which,

if accumulated at the end of the year, would far out-

weigh the larger individual savings. On the other hand,

in tlie endeavor to effect economy, everyone has a tend-

ency to e.\]iend so much energy in ferreting out the

obscure and indirect leaks, that they quite often miss

the obvious: in other words, tlie search for details may
cause the overlooking of glaring ilefects.

As an illustration, the General Electric Company
until recently used two grades of internal envelopes.

One tyi)e was of liea\y wciglit material on which were

printed the afldresses of the various offices and plants,

and the other was a plain, light-weight manila. Hy
changing tlie heavy eiiveloije (substance no. !2S ) to t!ie

weight of the plain envelope (substance no. 'JO I. an

animal saving of -SKMH) was realized.

Hecently an employee made a suggestion tliat a

different grade of tissue letter cojiy pajier be used. The
specifications were changed slightly and a tissue paper

efiually as good is now lieing purchased at a saving of

.StJnnn each year.

For years a comjiaratively lieavy-weight yellow jiajK-r

was used for internal copies of customers' bills. Paper,

when manufactured, is originally white and must be

colored (increasing the cost) to secure other shades.

Whv vellow was used for a bill form instead of white.

no one knew. Now a lighter grade of white paper is

used, saving ai)|)n)ximately .?200n a year. Further-

more, much better duplicator copies are made.

Many similar illustrations could be given. These

are cited to show how three slight changes in sjiecifica-

tions brouglit al)out a total annual saving of Sl-'.UUO.

Tile coinin(>rcial duplicator as a money saver is play-

ing a very imiiortant role and has replacerl hundreds

of typists. General Electric shipping deiiartments no

longer rewrite requisitions when desiring additional

copies: iiroijuction departments no longer write out

Fig. 1 Cextuai.ized Dcpi.u.wtok Bi-he.\c

special -<liop orders on separate forms. The general

office with its present staff of clerks could not possibly

perform its work of issuing hundreds of reports, thou-

sands of bills to customers, and so on. without this

machine. (See Fig. 1.)

District sales offices no longer write an order to

ship material from warehouses to customers, and then

rewrite the same order in the form of a bill. Instead,

they prepare the requisition in hektograph and use

the original copy as a master for duplicating the cus-

tomer's invoice. The duplicate (in hektograph) is

sent to the warehouse where the superintendent notes

the routing and number of boxes or packages that will

be refiuired and duplicates the neces-sary shipping

labels, tags ami the bill of lading, express or truck

receipt, depending on whether the material is to be

449
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shipped by freight, express or truck. A shipping label

prepared in this manner is shown in Fig 2.

The labels are tacked or pasted to the boxes by
an experienced selector and then serve as signals to

the truckmen that the material is to be shipped.

Boxes, crates, etc., are then carted to the loading plat-

form and, upon shipment, the warehouse superin-

tendent returns his copy of the requisition to the bill-

(Rater te OUR No.

voun
ORDER n^ B-6671 4/17/26

WH-4567

N-671987

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
627 Greenwich St.,

NEW YORK, N. Y.

NOTICE CoNTENis MetchandiM
TO Mav be opened for postal inipcction.

POSTMASTER Krturn Po£t3ec Gu^rnntced.

FOR
Weatport Electric Company
1135 N. 18th Street Mount Vernon, N.Y.

SHIPPING DATE
and ROUTING

New York 4/20/26*" H. y. c. PPD

Fig. 2 Shipping L.\bel Made on Duplicator from Second

Copy of Requisition

ing department where it serves as authority to issue

the invoice. The master is withdrawn from file, the

bill number, date, and routing are filled in, in hekto-

graph, and customer's bills and all internal copies are

duplicated. (See Fig. 3.) At no time throughout

the cycle is any data written more than once.

Not to be outdone, the General Electric service

shops went several steps further. When a job is re-

ceived they issue a combined receiving report, cost

sheet, duplicate cost sheet, examination report, dupli-

cate examination report and work order. All align

with the customer's invoice, labels, shipping receipts,

etc. When the job is finished one of the cost sheets

(originally prepared in hektograph) is placed on a

duplicator and from it are made the customer's in-

voice, shipping papers and all internal copies of the

bill.

Reorganization of Duplicator Work

The application of the duplicator to so many
different phases of General Electric work was so rapid

that machines and operators were put to work in a

very large number of departments. It was inevitable,

however, that the majority of these should be idle

many hours of the day. As a matter of fact, a review-

showed that at one plant alone there were 55 operators

producing a total of 153,000 copies each month.
This number was cut down to 32 operators by creat-

ing a centralized bureau and, in spite of the reduc-

tion in the number of operators, the output increased

to a total of 717,000 copies each month. The 23 ma-
chines thus made idle were transferred to other ])lants

or sales offices and, as a result of this reduction, the

plant in question realized an annual saving of $7500
in gelatine rolls alone. The total annual saving in

machines, gelatine rolls, increased efficiency of oper-

ators, reduction in payroll, etc., amounted to approx-

imately $40,000.

As an example of the varied types of work which
the duplicator can be called upon to perform, there is

the identification of blueprints mailed to customers.

Approximately 6000 of these are mailed each week from
Schenectady in connection with installation work. An
average of 10 prints are prepared for each installation

and on the back of each must appear the customer's

name, requisition number, contract number, date of

mailing, etc. Until recently this information was
copied in longhand on the back of each print.

A form is now printed in hektograph and tlie cus-

tomer's name, requisition number, etc., are filled in

in hektograph. The information is immediately copied

by the duplicator on as many copies of the blueprint

as are required not only by the customer but also by
the General Electric Company. The services of two
employees were dispensed with as a result of this sim-

ple change. In addition, the possibilities of error have
been minimized and the prints are prepared with

greater speed.

Where changes in print specifications were neces-

sary, it was the practice to prepare a form letter which

accompanied each blueprint. This form is now printed

in hektograph, specific changes are inserted in hekto-

graph and the information is duplicated—again on

B-6671 4/17/26

irH-4S67

11-671987

.NT, OK oun BILL No 11-676979

':o n ROADW.-.y \IVJ YORK. N Y ^_,, ^,April 20, 1926

Weatport Electric Company
85 South Broadway
Tonkers, H, Y.

Westport Electric Company
1135 H. 18th Street Kount Vernon, R.Y.

K^.^;.g..-:^T,PAR

PACKAGES

4/gO/g6 H. Y. 0. PPD

1 - Kt - 914 - J - IZCX) - 220 - 60 cycle

motor

Weight 90 lbs.

Complete ehlpnent from our warehouae

000.00

Freight

Fig. 3 Customer's Invoice Duplicated from Original Copy

of Requisition After the Latter Is Completed

the back of each print. This method also has saved

the time of two typists.

Not content merely with these accomplishments,

however, the General Electric Company is continuing

its study of labor-saving methods, because the size of

the company and the diversity of its operations open

the way to still greater possibilities of applying the

duplicator to advantage, and bringing about other

important economies in the offices and shops.



The Guide to Latest Information

One Hundri'd Hest Selirtions for June*
Notes on Xi'w Industrial ?^(|ui[)nicnt

Bv THE EDITORS

OUT of the most recent issues of trade, technical and
industrial magazine* that contain articles dealing

with subjects of value to manufacturing plant executives,

and from the numerous books and pamphlets of a similar

nature just publislied. the following items have been care-

fully selected and annoted. This index serves not only
tti bring to the plant manager's attention those books and
articles which he maj- wish to read, but it also gives a
running comment on the current trend of management

thought and development.

Increasing attention to the successful management of

the individual plant, to power generation, advertising, pro-

duction control, employee training, health and safety,

budgeting and to economic factors—particularly those

concerning individual industries and the labor situation

—

are strongly cvidcnccfl.

Much useful industrial equipment for a wide variety of

purposes is also being placed on the market.

Industrial Buildings and Plant Maintenance
Buildings and Equipment

Fresh Air and Ventilation

C.-E A Winslow. E P. Dufton & Co., New
Vorii. 182 pp. $2. During the present cen-
tur>- there has come jin ovenvhclming revi-

sion of earlier viewpoints in regard to atmos-
pheric conditions, in regard to their effect on
human health. This volume reviews the sub-
ject rather for the general reader than the
engineer or physiologist. It is based, how-
ever, upon an accumulation of newer knowl-
edge which has found its vehicle for presen-
tation in scientific treatises and technical

monographs. The nature of the material in

this book is indicated by the chapter he.id-

ings, which are: Relations of the Atmos-
phere to Human Health and Comfort; What
Constitutes Good Ventilation ; How to Se-
cure Good Ventilation; Special Problems of

Factory Ventilation ; Climate and Season and
the Hygiene of the Skin. Index no. 65825.

Steel Windows in the Commercial and In-

dustrial Building

R. B. Howes. .\ description of types suit^

able for industrial construction. Buildings
(Engineering and Contracting), Apr. 28, 1926,

pp. 163-5. Illus. Index no. 658.24.

Take Strong Position on Factory Sanita-
tion

B. K. Wilbur. Philadelphia candy manufac-
turers investigate conditions and adopt com-
plete medical examination and free medical
service as protection to the public and em-
ployees. PLan includes sanitary inspection

and supervision of plants. Candy Factory,
May 1926. \>\^. 74. 79. Index no. 658239.

Maintenance and Repair

Maintenance of Factory Walls

C. C. Hermann. Pointing, waterproofing and
painting. Machinery, May 1926, p. 730. In-

dex no. 691.4.

Organization, Management and Administration
Cadillac Keeps Strict Watch on Quality

Lawrfiice P. Fisher, president of Cadillac
Motor Car Co., describes the objectives in

maintaining high standards of materials and
tini.«hed products, and outline,* methods by
which the company insures their fulfilment.

M.tMF.4fTURiNC iNDfSTRiES, June 1926. pp.
400-12 llliis. Index no 6.t8 .VV2

Cost Estimates in Commercial Research
(An Opportunity for Conservation)

F. M liicket. The author calls attention
to the great losses due to failure to prepare
projier and complete cost estimates for new
manufacturing enterprises. Numerous cases

"The niimlMT at the rnd of each item i.i the
index jymbol m the Dewey Deeimal Clii.,<!<iticiiiinn

)«yslem. If articles are clipped and filed accicilii,.: t,»

ihex- immbers. like .«ubjecl» will automalinlly er.iup
loCfther and related subjects will lolluw in loKicml
><'<juenre.

The book.* and pamphlet-i classified can I< Dro-
cure<l frv'in (he Runald Prew Company or their re-
jpectiv, i.,M..h.r> If IxK.ks of other publishers
are cr i -he Ronald Pma Coinptinv', ordera
TtiM»l ' '•<i by cash plus 25 cents iwr Ixiok

',' pnntins on black bnck-
article indexed can \>t ob-

t-ntt thf pagf. by sddres«tTH
SiniptHw Library. J9 West 3tlli

>tre»*t. New Vork Cily. with whom we h.i.-e nr-
ninilwl thl^ S«*rVire. Reiml! .n.-,- n.ii.t ir^.tur -.r.v tV>«

"Ctler. When orderine :

Ihe index: (I) Title •

|3> Name, date and jn^
which Ihe item appears.

for

Ph ,•

cr.'uii'il ..I

t;iinr,i iit n ;

Mle KnKllu>-linK

are given and a schedule presented for

t>-pical cost estimation in the chemical in-

dusln,*. Iron Age, May 6. 1926. pp. 1269-

70. Index no. 6.W11.

Effects of Applied Research Upon the
Employment Opportunities of American
Women
Illustrative descriptions of changes due to
research and their effect on the employment
opportunities of women. Covers develoi>-

ment of new substances, new branches of old
industries, new raw materials, new methods,
."y.item of interchangeable parts, etc. V . S.

Dept. of Labor. Bulletin of the Women's
Bureau. No. 50. 54 pp. $0.10. Index no.

658.57.

$52,000 Saved in Non-Productive Work
\'. \" H> im.'^trret. Small individual i con-
omics ill envelo|)es. letter copy paper, forms,
and in substitution of duplicator work for fill-

ing in of records, bills, shipping forms, etc.,

total large sum annually for flinor.il Elirtric

Co. M.wvFAm RING IxDfsTRiES. June 1926.

pp. 419-50. Illus Index no 6.52

Getting the Most Out of Your Machine
Tool Dollar

W .•< flmliam. Machine tool equipment in

an automobile plant becomes obsolete long

before it wears out. Production engineer
should keep in touch with all new machine
tool developments and bring about the in-

stallation of new machinen," as soon as it can
be proved to be economical. American
Machinist, May 6, 1926, pp. 697-8. Index no.

6,5,S27.

Influence of Design on Production

Earle Buckingham. Steps in developing a
new mechanism, designing to suit equipment
available, eliminating extreme requirements
for accuracy, sub-assemblies, standardiEatioo,

preparation of drawings, jigs and fixtures, im-
provements of production methods. Ma-
chinery, Mav 1926. pp. 740-3. Index no.

658.575.

Lumber
CI:i.<silication. size standards, selection for

various purposes, inspection, cutting to elim-

inate waste. Revi.aed Simplified Practice

Recommendation. No. 16 (1926 issue), of the

Elimination of Waste Series, L'. S. Dept. of

Commerce. 87 pp. $0.15. Index no. 674.

Our Management Plan

r,< oruc F. Juhnson. Plan of the Endicott-

Johnson Corporation in which, during 10

years, the number of workers ha.s doubled,

the number of super%-isors halved. Sy»tem,
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Mav 1926. pp. 633-6, 693. lUus. Index no.

ess'o.

Scientific Foundations of Business Admin-
istration

Edited bj- Henry C. iVIetcalf. Williams &
Wilkins Co. Baltimore. 341 pp. $5. Fourth

book in a series on human relations com-
piled by the same editor. The book is a

compilation of lectures given under the aus-

pices of the Bureau of Personnel Administra-

tion during 1924 and 1925. It represents a

serious attempt to analyze the philosophical,

biological, economic, and physiological foun-

dations of business administration, and its

basic administrative principles, and to apph'

them to practical business affairs. The mate-

rial from the 24 co-ordinated conferences

and the discussions which they developed lias

been compiled into the following sections of

the present book : The Philosophical Founda-
tions, by H. A. Overstreet ; the Biological

Foundations, by O. W. Holwell, th? Economic
Foundations, by Thomas Nixon Carver; the

Psychological Foundations, by M. P. Follett;

Basic Principles of Administration and of

Management, by Harlow S. Person; Prac-

tical Applications of Scientific Principles to

Business Management, by Henry S. Denni-

son; the Philosophic Foundations (conclud-

ing discussion), by H. A. Overstreet. The
book also contains a selected reading list.

Index no. 658.

Testing Products from the User's Angle

George E. Hagemann. General Motors Cor-

Ijunition has established a proving ground
of 1125 acres, with 12 miles of roads, con-

venient to its Michigan factories, for ex-

haustive studies of all automobiles, to as-

certain and develop the service qualities

most in demand by customers. M.^nuf.^c-

TURiNG Industries, June 1926. pp. 431-4.

lUus. Index no. 658.57.

Timely Guide to Manufacturing Control

Joseph H. Barber. Describes the develop-

ment, application and use of the valve and
fittings index, which indicates business trends

3 to 6 months before they show in pig iron

production. M.anuf.acturixo Industries.

June 1926, pp. 417-20. Illus. Index no.

338.97.

Power Generation and Transmission

Fuel

Selecting the Best Coal

H. C. Kenyon. Experience of the Standard

Brick & Supply Co. is that the best coal

for brick kilns is one giving a short flame,

small amount of ash, and which is fine and

clean when fired. Brick and Clay Record,

Apr. 13, 1926, pp. 614-17. Illus. Index no.

621.18.

Power Generation

Advantages of Automatic Boiler Control

H. K. Blanning. The author shows how au-

tomatic control compensates for the per-

sonal equation and gives a better perspective

to the major operating results, as operators

are relieved of minute details. Power Plant

Engineering, Apr. 15, 1926, pp. 470-2. In-

dex no. 658.261.

Industrial-Boiler Efficiencies

Samuel D. Fitzsimmons. Results obtained

from two boilers at the plant of the Brown

& Sharpe Mfg. Co. indicating the desirability

of low furnace-draft velocities and more

effective use of radiant heat. Mechanical

Engineering, May 1926, pp. 412-14. Illus.

Index no. 658.261.

Modern Practice in Steam Flow Measure-

ment

Milton A. Goetz. Describes the selection

Advertising

Scientific Advertising

Harry Dexter Kitson. Codex Book Co., New
York. 73 pp. $2. Exploitation of the his-

torical method as a technique for-the study

of problems in advertising. Results of a

six-year study of advertising practice com-
piled to point out mistakes that have been

made and the successful elements which

have been adopted. Discusses: Use of his-

torical method in study of advertising prob-

lems; history of full page advertisements;

heights of headlines; type size ratios; bor-

ders; amount and rate of increase in num-
ber of illustrated advertisements; develop-

ment of art forms; color in magazines; pic-

tures of people in magazines; quantitative in-

vestigation of pyramiding; position of adver-

tisements on newspaper page ; right- and left-

hand magazine pages; the package in maga-

and application of instruments to measure

steam flow and the value of the resulting

records in determining the cost of product.

Power Plant Engineering, May 1, 1926, pp.

518-20. Illus. Index no. 65826.

Power for the Continental Fibre Co.

Description of the equipment for the new
industxial plant at Newark, Del. Power
Plant Engineering, Apr. 15, 1926, pp. 460-

5. Illus. Index no. 658.26.

Recent Development in Mechanical Han-
dling of Ashes

George F. Zimmer. Description of a simple,

durable and efficient sj'stem suitable for

power house use. Industrial Management,
Apr. 1926, pp. 242-4. Illus. Index no.

658.261.

Southern Bleachery Installs Steam Plant

in Hydro-Electric District

Description of the new combined power and
steam-heating plant of the Southern Bleach-

erv, Inc. at Taylor. S. C. Power, Apr. 27,

1926, pp. 626-9. Illus. Index no. 658.261.

Power Transmission

Belting and Lubrication Service with Hand
Barrow

Novel method of handling this service in the

Marketing and Di.stribution

zine advertising; negative suggestions; his-

tory of the service idea. Index no. 659.1.

Writing Advertising

James Davis Woolf. Ronald Press Co., New
York. 287 pp. $3.50. This book is the first

comprehensive discussion of the methods of

creating advertisements presented by an

officer of one of our largest advertising

agencies. It is significant from several

points of view. It is an exposition of the

theorj' of advertising as practiced by a mem-
ber of a successful organization ; it is a body
of fundamentals for beginners in the art of

advertisement writing; followed through, it

becomes a course of systematic instruction

in advertisement production. It is. in short,

a monograph of an advertising specialist and
deserves a prominent place of usefulness in

the hands of anyone who has to do with the

origination of advertisements and the prep-

aration of the copy. Index no. 659.1.

plant of the International Harvester Co.

brings about a big saving in maintenance.

Belting, Apr. 1926, pp. 32, 34. Illus. In-

dex no. 658.262.

Equipment Used for Applying Lubricant:

Frank E. Gooding. Devices used for either

continuous or intermittant applying of lubri-

cants to the different designs of bearing ~

used on machines and line shafts. Industrial

Engineer, May 1926. pp. 213-18, 228. Illus.

Index no. 658.262.

Power Drive Equipment for Industrial

Piunps

Gordon Fox. Discus.sion of pumps under

operating characteristics affecting the selec-

tion of the motor, control, and drive con-

nection. Industrial Engineer. May 1926, pp.

208-12. Illus. Index no. 658.262.

Revamping Distribution System

J. C. Nellcgar. Methods used in the H. W.
Caldwell and Son Division of Link-Belt Co.

to permit a change over from locally gen-

erated direct current to purchased alternating

current power and light service without

stopping production. Industrial Engineer.

Mav 1926. pp. 201-7. Illus. Index no.

658.262.

Selling

A Market Survey and Its Results

H. L. Keeb'. Describes methods used to

market three household products together

and the excellent results secured in develop-

ing the "trade-marked house." Written from

the experience of the Johns-Manville Co.

M.\NUF-\CTURING INDUSTRIES. June 1926, pp.

421-4. Illus. Index no. 65S.S3.

Present Status of Installment Selling

Early improper methods have created preju-

dice. System actually a savings device.

Automotive Manufacturer, Apr. 1926, p. 15.

Index no. 658.883.

Packing, Shipping, Transportation

Boxes and Cases in the United Kingdom

A few items on methods in England. Barrel

and Box, Apr. 1926, p. 41. Index no.

658.78844.

I
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Effect of Knots on Strength of Bracing

R P. A. Johnson. Shows the reduction in

strenRth of bnicine timber due to knots.

Dtsorihos nuinorous experiments and proves

thai tlie .side of a piece carr>-inK a knot

should always be u.^od in compression, never

in t<>n.<i(>n. M^NTKAtTlRINfi iNDfSTRIES.

June 1926. p. -MO. Illus. Index no. 6.5S 7,S.S45.

Railroad Freight Service

Grovcr G. Huebner and Kmor>- R. Johnson.

D. Appleton »t Co. New York. 589 pp. $5.

Written iiriniarily for the a.«sislance of offi-

cials and others in railroad service and for

those in charge of traffic and transportation

activities of imlustries. It describes not only

organization and operation of the railroad

freight service but al.so those of the traffic

departments connected with industries and

commercial bodies. The aim has been to

present a comprehensive and detailed dis-

cussion of the whole field. The author points

out that although freight ser\'ice is neces-

sarily complicated it is becoming increas-

ingly efficient and economical as a result of

the splendid constructive work of men of

exceptional technical and executive ability.

The work of legal, accounting and other de-

partments connected with traffic service is

fully de.-;cribed. Cla.ssificjition of freight and

the making of rates has been omitted, both

becau.se the extent of such material would

made an additional volume and becau.se re-

vi.sions and simplifications are at pre.«ent in

process and will have to be completed before

discu.ssion of the subject can be adequately

undertaken. Topics covered include: Part

I—Railroad Freight Service: Car ser\-ice

—

freight cars, their transportation, interchange

and demurrage rules and charges; expedited

freight services; private cars and lines; spe-

cial services and privileges—reconsignment

or diversion; transit arrangements; special

terminal sen-ices and privileges—switching,

motor truck, etc.; indu-irial railroads and
tap lines. Part II—Freight Traffic Rules and
Practices: Bills of lading and other ship-

ping papers; railroad .shipping rules; devel-

opment of freight traffic; routing—its powers

and functions: freight claims. Part III

—

Organization of the Freight Service: Freight

traffic department ; lievelopment of claim de-

partment; transportation department; freight

stations and transfers; freight traffic a.ssocia-

tions and classification committees; railroad

service a.<.sociation : industrial traffic depart-

ments and traffic ser\'ice organization. Index

no. 656.2.

Wood—The Natural Container for Packing

House Products

.\. C Hughes. Status of barrels, specifica-

tions adopted by the Chicago Board of

Trade. Barrel and Box, Apr. 1926, pp. 24-7.

Illus. Index no. 658.78845.

Production Control and Material Handling

Production Control

Accuracy Control in Interchangeable Man-
ufacture

Charles O. Herb. How the White Motor
Co. specifies limits on parts and gages from

standardized lists and s>\<tematically inspects

all gages. Machinery, May 1926, pp. 683-

6. Illus. Index no. 658.562.

Control of Inventory Through the Scien-

tific Determination of Lot Sizes—VII

H. S. Owen. Perpetual inventorj- stock

records. Industrial Management, Apr. 1926.

pp. 257-60. Illus. Index no. 658.7S7.

Division of Labor in Tool Manufacture

G. A. Pennock. The way in which special-

ization and standardization are practiced in

tool making at the Hawthorne Works of the

Western Electric Co. American yfachinist.

Apr. 15. 1926. pp. 599-600. Index no.

f).>S.->)2

Keeping Up Improved Operating Results

Jos. A. Piacitelli. .\ management problem

of major importance is to make improvements

and betterments permanent so that the ad-

vantages once secured can be maintained in-

definitely. This article shows how such im-

provements have been made permanent in

one of the plants of the Barber A.sphalt Com-
pany. Mantf.^ctvrixo IxDisTRres. June

1926. pp. 4,^5-9. Illus. Index no. 658542.

Knitting Plant Material Control

Herbert C. Gates. One of the mo.st diffi-

cult control problems is found in knitting

mills because of the great variety of mate-

rial, color, style and finish of knitted gar-

ments. This article shows in detail how a

system has been develojied for material con-

trol and has proved satisfactorj- in use.

MA.MF.\rTiRixG Industries. June 1926. pp.

44.5-7. Illus. Index no. 658.78.

Maker and User Profit by New Methods

E. M. Olin, works manager, describes the

new layout of sad iron assembly and the

mechanical handling equipment installed to

increa.se production and reduce costs in the

Westinghouse Electric and Mfg. Co.. Man-
field. Ohio, plant. Equipment will pay for

if-sclf in two years and has permitted a re-

duction of $1 in retail selling price of auto-

matic irons. M.^NrF.xmRiNO IxorsTRiES.

J\me 1926. pi>. 413-16. Illus. Index no.

6.)S5.

Measuring by Optical Means

.Applications of two instruments developed

by the Bausch & Lomb Optical Co. for use in

shop, toolroom, and inspection department.

Mnchincru. May 1926. pp. 695-7. Illus. Index

no. 658.562.

Selecting the Proper Steel for Making
Shop Tools

J. B. Mudge. Classification .s>slem. test-

mg methods, and results worked out by the

Hawthorne Works of the Western Electric

Co. Iron Trade Reinetc, Apr. 29. 1926. pp.

11-16, 18. Illus. Index no. 658562

Standards of Performance in Shop Work
J. Stton Gray. Time study iiuthod. different

kinds of standards, and how sUindards aid

efficiency studies and estimating even with-

out premium or bonus plans. Machinery,

May 1926, ]ip. 724-5. Index no. 6.58.542.

Production Processes

Bar Work
M. E. Lange. Book one, of a series on

modem tooling methods for turret lathes, in-

tended to increa.se production on the large

number of such machines now in operation.

Fully illustrated with photographs and dia-

grams of work. Methods of doing a wide

variety of jobs are completely outlined.

Warner and Swasey Co. Pamphlet. 47 pp.

Index no. 6.58.561.

Chuck Work—

I

M. E. Lange. Book two, of a series on

modern tooling methods for turret lathes.

Problems of work; choice of machine; hold-

ing devices; order of operations; typical

chucking set-ups. Warner & Swasey Co.

Pamphlet. 31 pp. Index no. 6.58561.

Material Handling

Control Equipment for Industrial Trucks

R. B. Hunter. Controller apparatus and its

installation on .small battery-propelled trucks

and industrial locomotives, with graphs and

diagrams to aid in selecting the type best

suited to the operating conditions. Indus-

trial Engineer. May 1926. pp. 219-24. Illus.

Index no. 658.281.

Essentials of Industrial Truck and Tractor

Lubrication—II

,\llcn F. Brewer. Lubrication of gear and

cha.ssis parts on gasoline .ind electrical in-

dustrial truck equipment. Industrial Man-
agement, Apr. 1926. pp. 247-52. Illus. Index

no. 658.281.

Modern Methods AppUed to Three Plants

One of Which Excels in Design

F. A. Westbrook. Producing methods and

material handhng equipment of the New
York Trap Rock Corp. Flow sheet of oin-r-

ations. i^oducing meUio<ls and material han-

dling equipment. Pit and Quarry, Apr. 15,

1926^ I'p. 51-66 Illus. Index no. 658281.

What Executives Can Learn from the Au-

tomotive Industry—III

Jcr\is B. Webb. Descriptive outline of ap-

plication of conveyors to production. lndu.i-

trinl Management, Apr. 1926, pp. 230-4.

Illus. Index no. 658281.

Selection and Training

Apprenticeship Principles

Definitions, form of agreement, require-

ments and obligations of apprenticeship as

finally adopted by the New England Foun-

Eniploymcnt and Pcr.sonnel Management
iV Sharpe Mfg. Co Mechanical Engineer-

ing, May 1926. pp. 409-11. Index no.

6.5S3S61.

New England Foun-
Pamphlet. 10 pp.

dr>-men"s .\.*.sociation.

dr>'nien"s .\.s.sociation.

Index no (vW.'iSCI.

Has the Need for Apprenticeship Passed?

W, .\. Viall. Details of tbe experience of and

methods u.sed in apprenticeship at the Brown

The Training of Future Executives

John Younger. Manufacturing requirements
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call for thorough ])reliminary training,

either through apprenticeship or in colleges,

followed by practical experience in the plant.

Society of Avtomolive Engineers Journal.

May 1926, pp. 479-81. Index no. 658.386.

Remuneration

High Productivity Necessitates High

Wages
James Maloney. Modern methods and

mechanization of manufacturing have in-

creased production greatly and the workers

co-operation deserves higher remuneration.

American Federationist, May 1926, pp. 570-

4. Index no. 658.321.

Real Relation of Wages and Living Cost

L. M. Stowell. M.^NUFACTURiNG Industries,

June 1926, p. 448. Illus. Index no. 658.3831.

Health and Safety

Physical Examinations in Industry

Frank L. Rector. Outline of the status of

medical examinations in American industry

with a list of representative firms in which

the practice is fully established. Monthly

Labor Review. Apr. 1926, pp. 18-23. Index

no. 658.38222.

Safety in Materials Handling

David S. Beyer. The author estimates that

the yearly economic loss due to materials

handling accidents is $250,000,000. He em-

phasizes the necessity of considering accident

hazards in developing construction drawings

and specifications. Mechanical Engineering,

May 1926. pp. 475-80. Illus. Index no.

658"3S23.

Saving the Eyes of the Worker

Sanford DeHart. A re%-iew of results of 10

years of industrial eye work on 15,000 in-

juries. Industrial Mnnagcmcnt, Apr. 1926,

pp. 253-6. Illus. Index no. 658.3822.

Financial Control and Accounting-

Financial Control

Budget Plan of Liquid Carbonic Company

Willard J. Graham. Detailed presentation

of the methods used in developing sales,

manufacturing and financial budgets of a

manufacturing concern doing an annual busi-

ness of about $8,000,000. Results of the .sys-

tem, which has been in use about two years,

are qualitatively given. Manuf.\ctuking In-

dustries, June 1926, pp. 425-30. Illus. In-

dex no. 658.14.

Essentials of Budgeting Technique

Chester P. Grassmuck. The Management

Review. May 1926, pp. 131-60. Index no.

658.14.

Operating and Turnover Ratios

Arthur Andersen. This is the seventh article

in Mr. Andersen's series showing how to or-

ganize, conduct and use a financial and in-

dustrial investigation as a management pro-

cedure. Maxuf.actukikg Industries, June

1926, pp. 441-4. Index no. 658.14.

Accounting and Cost Finding

Cost Accounting for Sales

Joseph Robert Hilgert. Ronald Press Co.

New York. 2.59 pp. $4.50. A discussion

of the principles underlying analyses and

control of sales-cost accounts, whether manu-

facturers or wholesale distributors. The un-

derlying purpose has been to show the rela-

tionship between sales management and ac-

counts; to indicate how sales-cost accounts

may be used to construct reports of prac-

tical value to the sales manager and general

manager; to show how these executives may

interpret the reports and establish progressive

sales policies. The discussion begins with the

marketing organization and its problems,

presents the principles of budgetary control,

shows how to organize the field force, and

then takes up in detail various important

items of accounting for the sales department

and all of its subdivisions and branches. In-

dex no. 657.444.

Detailed Costs in the Machine Shop

James A. Thomas. Starting or remodeling

a cost system to get costs of details. Ma-
chiiwry.' May 1926, pp. 710-11. Index no.

657.452.

Overhead in Economics and Accounting

T. H. Sanders. National Association oj Cost

Accountant.'i' Bulletin, Apr. 15, 1926, pp. 583-

91. Index no. 657.441.

American Labour Movement and Scien-

tific Management

Paul Devinat. International Labour Rc-

vieiD, Apr. 1926, pp. 461-88. Index no. 331.

Cotton Facts (1925 Ed.)

Shepperson Publi-shing Co. New York. 167

pp. $1.50. Yearbook containing comprehen-

sive data from official sources upon foreign

and domestic cotton. Covers many topics

connected with culture, yield, ginning, move-

ment, receipts, imports and exports, stocks,

prices, consumption, spindles and manufac-

tures. This issue completes the fiftieth year

of publication. It contains several new fea-

tures: Cotton and cloth exports, imports,

manufactures and production ; cottonseed

section ; review of cotton growing in Africa,

Ru.ssia, China and Japan; Rayon produc-

tion by countries; etc. Data compiled par-

ticularly for the purpose of making future

estimates based on comparative record of

past experiences. Index no. 338.1.

Creative Chemistry

Edwin E. Slosson. Century Co., New York.

311 pp. $1. A masterpiece of exposition,

prepared for the reader unfamiliar with

technical terms, and showing the tremendous

importance of the chemical industry in

modern times. The three periods of prog-

ress—appropriative, adaptive and creative

—

Miscellaneous

are outlined. Following this a number of

fields in which chemistry has revolutionized

manufacturing and modern life are discussed.

These cover the application of nitrogeii;

feeding the soil; coal tar colors; synthetic

perfumes and flavors; cellulose; synthetic

plastics; the race for rubber; tJic rival

sugars; what comes from com; solidified

sunshine; fighting with fumes; products of

the electric furnace; metals, old and new.

The book also has an extensive list of worth

while reading references on the various sub-

jects discussed in its chapters. Index no. 660.

Decisions of Courts Affecting Labor

—

1923-1924

Lindley D. Clark and Stanley J. Tracy.

Bulletin of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Sta-

tistics, No. 391. 551 pp. $0.70. Index no.

331.

New Era for American Workers

James J. Davis. Description of immigration

and its vital effects upon American indus-

trial civilization. Industrial Management,

pp. 218-20. Index no. 325.

New and Advanced Position of Organized

Labor

William Green. Response to problems of

management and co-operation in the elim-

ination of waste. Industrial Management,

pp. 221-4. Index no. 331.

Pit and Quarry Handbook for 1926

Edited by H. W. Munday. Complete Serv-

ice Publishing Co., Chicago. 576 pp. $5.

Fourth annual edition of the handbook of

useful and practical information for the sand,

gravel, stone, cement, gypsum and lime in-

dustries. It is the combined work of more

than a dozen specialists co-operating with

H. W. Munday as editor. The information

is divided into 30 sections and covers the

basic technical processes and equipment

used in the non-metallic mineral industries.

Its value is emphasized by the fact that it

is the only reference handbook published for

this particular group of manufacturers. In-

dex no. 622.2.

Retail Prices—1890-1924

Food, coal, gas, and electricity; purchasing

power of union wages, as measured in food.

Bulletin No. 396 of U. S. Bureau of Labor

Statistics. 237 pp. $0.30. Index no. 338.5.

Trade Agreements—1923-1924

Compiled by Edson L. Whitney. Co\ers

many manufacturing, building, and transpor-

tation trades. Bulletin No. 393 of the U. S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 128 pp. $0.15.

Index no. 331.157.

Women in Illinois Industries

Study of hours and working conditions. U. S.

Dept. of Labor, Bulletin of the Women's

Bureau, No. 51. 108 pp. Index no. 331.4.
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Elevating Platform Truck

Made by the Yale and Towne Manufac-

turing; Co. and desiRnated as Yale Iv23-E.

Designed primarily for uniiinially hea\'y loads

and hieh tonnage per day. Has short tum-

Idk radius and narrow width. Large front

and rear tires effectively support load, and,

together with high-pressure lubricating s>'s-

tcm and hardened steel steering pivots and

bronze bu.*hings, make steering easj*. Ele-

vates loads to a moderate height at rapid

speed. Upper and lower limit stops as-

sure safety.

Heavy frame members and large elevating

links give high factor of siifcty. Power drive

designed for efficient lubrication and min-

imum friction. Controller is a sub-assembly

and, together with other units and sub-,is-

semblies, is standard and interchangeable

with all other models of the K series, to en-

sure economy in maintenance and repair

work. Inde.\ no. 658.281.

Motor Trolley for Hoists

Made by the American Engineering Com-
pany for use with its Vi ton and 1 ton, Cla.«s

A "Lo-Hed" electric hoists, heretofore built

in bolt suspension and plain trolley types

only. Trolley supplied with travel speeds of

80 or 120 ft. per min. .\ccurate control

makes spotting of work convenient. .Ar-

ranged for either direct or remote control.

Drives on all four wheels. Requires only 22

in. head room.
Ruggedly built, the three main castings

being of cast steel. Hyatt roller bearings

used on all shafts; ball bearings in the motor.

Thoroughly lubricated. Furnished for d. c. or

a. c. 2- or 3-phase current. Can be used

to convert any "Lo-Hed" hoist now in serv-

ice into a motor trolley hoist. Index no.

658.281.

Pneumatic Sweeper System

Electrically operated equipment for re-

moving, conveying, and collecting dust in

one operation. Designed to work without

raising any dust and hence particularly suit-

able for use in textile, lead, wall paper, silk,

starch, and hard rubber industries, in coal

pulverizing plants, grain elevators, to remove

dust from the tops of boilers and other equip-

ment in central stations, etc.

Multi-stage centrifugal blowers and ex-

hausters driven by Westinghouse motors,

and built in units of ',4 to 50 hp., handle the

dust, and are suitable for delivering air or

gas over a great range of volumes and at

different pressures. Minimizes dust explo-

«ion hazards. Manufactured by the Allen &
Billmyre Co Inc. Index no. 621.55.

Portable Electric Die Stock

Developed by the Oster Manufacturing Co.

for threading %. '«!, and •'V* in. pipe. Die

head is actuatetl by an enclose<l universal

motor operating from any lamp .socket on

110 volts d. c. current or a. c. current in any
cycle from 25 to 60. Operated by placing it

on the end of a stationar>' length of pipe and
centering by means of a universjil chuck,

which eliminates loose parts and also the

necessity for filing off the burr.

Die heads changed by disengaging the

head from the sleeve by means of a pawl.

Successive quarter turns of operating switch

rotate the die, stop the motor, reverse the

die, and stop the motor. Cuts standard, over-

New Industrial EquijMnont

size or under-sizc threads. Total weight 35

lbs. Index no. 621.944.

Portable Universal Saw
Circnl:ir s:iw for woodworking, combining

all advantages of portable bench machine and
self-contained floor type. Motor and all

working parts arc built into the upper por-

tion, which can be lifted off the regular stand

and taken to any point where work is to be

done. Motor is 1 hp. 3-phase, constant-speed,

air-cooled, and is directly geared to saw
spindle. Table is 25 by 25 in. and is fitted

with a removable throat piece to accom-
date saws requiring a wider throat opening.

Handles work up to 2M in. thick, and,

with adjustments, will cut compound mitres,

grooves % by 1 in., moldings, angles, etc.

When cutting angles the saw is tilted in-

stead of the table—a time-saving and safety

feature. Equipped with ripping fences, cross

cut fences, and complete guards. Moimted
on one-way castors for rigidity in operation.

Made by J. D. Wallace & Co. Index no.

621.723.
'

Shovel-Type Transformers

Used on electrically operated shovels where

vibration and shock are prevalent and where

the transformer is inclined at various angles,

causing leakage of oil and consequent over-

heating in ordinary pole-type distribution

transformers. Also applicable in cement and
flour mills, and mine sen'ice and subway in-

stallations, where dust would clog the ven-

tilating ducts, contaminate oil and cause

overheating of ordinary' types.

Made at present in 2300-volt single phase,

60-cycIe size. Other voltages are also ob-

tainable. Made with heavy end-frame con-

struction, oil-tight welded sheet metal tank,

oil-tight bushings, and additional bracing to

prevent transformer from sliding around in-

side of tank. Made by W'estinghouse Elec-

tric and Mfg. Co. Index no. 621.3143.

Steel-Bound Platforms

:jtcubing-Cowan Company have secured

patents and commenced manufacture of an
extra-strong lift-truck platform suitable for

all kinds of industrial use. Made in the fol-

lowing types: Sectional bin, crane lift, stand-

ard b.ase, spindle rack, core rack, stake, cradle

rack, and slat bin. Steel bound full length

and specially clamped to prevent sagging.

Made of heavy oak planking, held in steel

side rails by forged steel bolts and sup-

ported on forged steel legs with broad smooth
surface to prevent damage to floors. Oak
top provides long ser\Mce and safe handling

of materials whether fragile or heavy.

Standard platforms made in Type S,

3.T00-lb. capacity, with tops ranging from 24

by 28 in., Ts in. thick, to 36 by 36 in., V.i in.

thick ; Type S, 4000-lb. capacity, with tops

33 or 36 by 42 in., l',i in. thick; Type M,
5000-lb. capacity, with tops ranging from
33 by 48 by IVs in. thick, to 48 by 72 by
!•% in. thick. Other sizes made on special

order. Legs 6'ii, 7'/^, Ql'i or U'-i in high.

Index no. 658281.

Synchronous Motors
The General Klectric Co. offers a new

line of synchronous motors of the C E.

types TS and Q.V and known as the 7500

series, for general purpose application They
will drive any load whose torque require-

ments have been heretofore met with a

standard squirrel cage induction motor.
Ratings range from 20 to 150 hp. with speeds

of 1200. 900, 720 and 600 r. p. m. at 60
cycles. The motors, with minor changes,

will operate at unity, 00 or 80 per cent
power factor, and arc rated at 40 deg. con-

tinuous temperature at unity power factor.

.\t 90 or 80 per cent power factor the tem-
perature of the stator will not exceed 40 deg.,

with 50 deg. on the rotor.

Each motor is guaranteed to deliver the

Siime starting torque with the same inrush

current as the standard squirrel cage induc-

tion motor of similar rating. At full line

voltage the motor will accelerate and sj-n-

chronize a load who.=e torque is 100 per cent

of the rated full load torque of the motor.
Motors are of the revolving field, salient

pole type and are separately excited. Semi-
automatic control is recommended, by means
of which the field excitation is automat-
ically applied. Operations required to start

are identical with the starting of a squirrel

cage induction motor. Index no. 621.31344.

Synchronous Motor Controls

.\utoniatic starter, self-contained and oil

immersed, for 2300-volt synchronous motors.

Built for across-the-line starting of slow

speed motors and for reduced voltage start-

ing of higher speed motors. Operator merely
pushes a button to start the motor and as it

approaches synchronous speed the field ex-

citation is automatically applied.

The reduced voltage starter consists of a
welded tank containing automatic double-

throw switching mechanism, power trans-

former for starting voltage, potential trans-

former for 220-volt master-switch operating

current, and current-limit transition relay con-

necting motor to full voltage when it reaches

So per cent of synchronous speed. A sepa-

rate dustproof steel cabinet encloses the field

switching mechanism, field discharge resistor,

timing relay, and d. c. field ammeter. It

may also contain an automatic starter for

operating a magnetic clutch. The full volt-

age starter is similar except for omission of

starting auto-transformers.

Single unit construction makes floor

mounting possible. Manufactured by the

Electric Controller and Manufacturing Co.
Index no 62131723.

Welding Torch

A sturdy, compact torch, smaller than

standard size, but designed for a high de-

gree of efficiency. Uses same tips as stand-

ard torches and is adaptable to all classes

of welding. Light in weight, rapid in oper-

ation and economical in use of oxygen and
acetylene which it uses at low and compara-
tively equal pressures, from either generators

or tanks.

Standardized system of multiple mixing
gives a uniform flame. Special construc-

tion of seating surfaces between tips and
head allows lateral expansion without distor-

tion and |iermits eas>' refacing. Made of

bronze forgings and specially-drawn stain-

less tubing. Head set at an angle of 67^
deg. to allow natural operatmg position,

utilize heat to best advantage, and protect

operators hands. Equally balanced for easy

manipulation. Length 18 in., weight 25 oi.

Furnished with three welding tips. Trade
designation, Type J-Jr. Made by Alexander
Milbum Co. Index no. 621.7923.



News of Manufacturing Industries

The Month in Brief

Aluminum Company of America has

acquired controUiiia interest in Duke-Price

Power Company, Ltd.

Amerada Corporation has acquired

5600 acres of de\eloped and unde^eloped

territory in Coleman and Callahan Coun-

ties, Texas. Other recent purchases are

960 acres in the Panhandle field at Texas

and 1000 acres of scattered leaseholds in

the Semmole fields of Oklahoma.

American Electric Corporation.—An
initial quarterly dividend of 1^4 per cent

on Class A cumulative convertible stock

was declared payable May 15.

American Brown Boveri Electric Cor-

poration has launched the first completely

electrically equipped dipper dredge and the

most powerful craft of its kind in the

world. It is driven by Diesel engine units.

American Engineering Company an-

nounces the appointment of H. Kemper as

sales manager of its "Lo-Hed" electric

hoist di\'ision.

American Hide & Leather Company.

—

Quarters Ending, Mar, :S1 lU.'ti 1!)2.^> 1924
Net earnings (see note) . . S36.141 $201. 23.5 $261,71!>
Depreciation 54.673 62.4S2 61.130

Balance $1,468 $253,654 $200,5,89
Note.—Results from operations after charging repairs,

interest on loans, and reserves for taxes

American La France Fire Engine Com-
pany, Inc.

—

Quarters ending Mar, 31
Operating profit

Interest and taxes

Net income
Premium on sales of stock
Partial refund of taxes

Total net income

1926
$195,553
Cr.7,739

$203,291
186.737
289,849

1925
$201,235
42,908

$138,327

$679,877 $158,327

American Locomotive Company.—The
stockholders have approved the merger of

the American Locomotive Company and
the Railway Steel Spring Company. The
capital of the merged companies will be

385,000 .shares of .?100 par preferred stock

and 770,000 shares no par common stock.

American Non-Gran Bronze Corpora-
tion.—This company was incorporated in

1025 to take over the plant of the .Amer-

ican Bronze Corporation, sold under
sheriff's sale. The president is Philip E.

Guckes. The new company will continue

manufacture of non-gran bearing metal and
bars, castings and bushings of bronze.

Art Metal Construction Company.

—

Quarter ended March 31
Shipments
Cost of goods shipped
Estimated taxes
Dividends

.\vailable for surplus

1926 1925
$2,084,484 $1 ,,567,043
1,804,504 1,394.167

38,000 21.000
80,143 80.143

$161,838 $71,735

Atlas Tack Corporation.

—

Quarters ended March 31 1926 1925
Net income after charges but before

taxes $21,567 $43,805

Berkey & Gay.—Three of the foremost

manufacturers of house furnishings have

consolidated, retaining a part of the name
of one of the companies. These companies

are: Berkey & Gay Furniture Company,
Wallace Furniture Company and the Grand
Rapids Lipholstering Company.

Sydney Blumenthal & Company.

—

Three months ended March 31 192B 1925
Earnings from operation $192,764 $125,408
.\ccrued interest 32,961 34,693
Depreciation reserve 60,821 69.880
Inventorv loss 56,14.8

Loss on mill operation 122,464 182,821

Net loss $23,482 $218,134
Preferred di\-idends paid from surplus 41.877

Bridgeport, Connecticut, outranks all

other cities in the state in wages paid, value

of products and number of wage earners, as

shown by the census statistics for the year

1923. The number of wage earners was

33,207; wages paid were S37,SS2,000; value

of products produced was .?148,S56,000.

Brideport Brass Company.—Charles H.

Clark has recently joined the organization

as raw material salesman for the state of

Massachusetts and the cities of Providence,

R. L, and Meriden, Conn.

Brill Corporation.—The directors have

declared an initial dividend at the rate of

7 ]ier cent per annum on the preferred

stock, for the two months period beginning

Feb. 1 and ending March 31, 192(), pay-

able ,Iune 1.

Botany Consolidated Mills, Inc.—The
following have been elected otficers of the

company: President, Max W. Stoehr; vice

ju'esiilents. Col. C. F. H. Johnson, Ferdi-

nand Kuhn, Dr. W. L. Wirbelauer, F. Halt-

mayer and Walter Koch; secretary and
treasurer, and general counsel, Harold G.

Aron.

Botany Worsted Mills.—At a meeting

uf the stockholders held April 29 the fol-

lowing officers were elected: Chairman of

Ijoard of directors and treasurer. Max W.
Stoehr; president, Ferdinand Kuhn; vice-

presidents. Col. C. F. H. .Johnson, H. V. R.

Scheel and C. H. Schlachter; vice-president

and assistant treasurer, F. Haltmayer, and

secretary, A. de Liagre.

Brown and Williamson Tobacco Com-
pany.—It is reported that this company
has purchased the plant and business of the

Richardson Tobacco Companv at Reids-

viUe, N. C.

Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Inc.

—

Quarters ending March 31
.Sales, in bottles
Net earnings, after advertising,

depreciation, and all other
charges including taxes

192B
13,500,050

$.349,297

1923
8,024,900

$176,356

Casein Company of America.—Direc-

tors declared a regular quarterly dividend

of 2 per cent on preferred stock and an

extra dividend of 1 per cent, both payable

May 12.

Champion Fibre Company is offering

$2,000,000 15-year sinking fund 6 per cent

gold notes.

Chrysler Motor Corporation.—A net in-

come of .?4, 112,089 after charges, but be-

fore Federal taxes, is shown in the state-

ment for the initial quarter of this year

of the Chrysler Motor Corporation. After

dividend requirements on the Class A pre-

ferred this is equal to 81.35 a share earned

on 2,711,640 shares of no par common stock.

In the corresponding period of last year

the income was -$3,501.226, or -51.13 a share.

Columbian Carbon Company.—The
company has recently purchased all the

acreage of the Texas Company in the Mon-
roe gas field, Louisiana, comprising about

20,000 acres, with 25 producing gas wells

having a total open flow capacity of 200,-

000,000 cubic feet a day. The considera-

tion was reported to be approximately Sl,-

800,000. The Columbian Carbon Com-
pany already held 40,000 acres and a ca-

pacity of well over 1,000,000,000 cubic feet

a day. A good part of the newly acquired

acreage is virgin territory which has never

been drawn upon, and several of the wells

still retain their original rock pressure of

1000 pounds per square inch.

Diamond Match Company.

—

Income account for quarter ended March 31, 1026
Operating income $78.5,636
Depreciation and amortization 135.082
Federal, state and county taxes 214.914

Net profit

Di\-idends

Surplus
Profit and loss surplus

$415,640
336,000

$79,640
$4,726,503

Donovan Lumber & Affiliated Com-
panies has just put into effect a group

plan insurance for its employees. The
number of li\-es covered is 479 and the

amount of the policy -5478,400. This in-

surance is granted without cost to the

workers.

E. I. DuPont de Nemours Powder
Company.—This company, which has been

inactive since its business was acquired by

the E. I. DuPont de Nemours Company
(Continued on page 462)
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Hendin'; Roll. Industrial Equipment. Mar., 217
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Dispensaries
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Economizers
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General Electric Group Insurance. Jan., 12
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Apr., 290
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Cutting Labor Costs 37 Per Cent. Underwood. Feb., 119-24
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Two Novel Material Handling Methods. Mar.. 184

Mawson, Robert
Computing Relative Speeds of Work to Save Time Study Ex-

pense. Mav, 371-2

McQuinn, E. G.
H..tnis .System Pays in Hoosier Plant. May. 329-34

Metal Industry
Solvinc Difficult Handling Problems. Travers. Apr., 287-9

Mirror Industry
.Summarizing Costs for the Directors. Rosenthal. Apr., 179-84

Modern Design Fe-Atures Xew Puaner Pi-ant. Cardullo. Apr..
261-5

Modern (The) M.anuf.acturing Pl.ant, Atwater Kent Co. Ash-
worth. Jan.. 7-10

Moore, F. E.
Xew Cost Basis for Material Handling. Mar., 169-70

Mory, A. V. H. and Quigley, Leon V.
How the Bakriite Corporation F.ffectively Manages Organized
RrMarrh. Jan.. 13-16

Motion Study
Kcepmc L'p Improved Ui'or.iting Results. Piacitelli. June,
435-9

Reducing Costs 227r by Motion Study. Piacitelli. Apr., 281-6;
May. 347-50

Motor Control
S>Tichronous Motor Control. (Industrial Equipment). June,
455

Motor Starter
oil Motor Starter. (Industrial Equipment). Mar., 217

Motors (See also Condensers)
Search for Eronomy Alters Motor Drive. Rogers. Mar., IT 1-1

Synchronous Motors. (Industrial Equipment). June, 455

N
Necixcted (A) Phase of Cost Accountino. Robinson. Jan.. 44

New 0>st Basis for Materi.m, Handlino. Moore. Mar., 169-70

News of Manufacturing Industries
Feb. 136; Mar. 21S; Apr. 29S; May. 390; June. 4.56

90'~r (A) IXCRE.ASE IN Labor F.FFiriEXO'. Sylvester, .^pr . 245-S
Novel Bidcets Cxn Indirect Expenses. Harmon. Mar., 1S9-92

O'Connor, Charles F.
Irii|r.i\f(l Methods Doublf I'rwluction. May, 369-71

Office Methods
$52,000 Saved in Non-Productive Work. Heimstreet. June,

449-50
Offsets for High MANVFAcrrRiNc Ck>sTs. Perr>-. Feb., 107-10

(~)n. Burner and Psehe.\ter. Industrial Equipment. Jan., 60
Oil Industry

.\ 90""^ Increase in Labor Efficiency. Svlvestcr. Apr., 249-52
OUn, EM.

^laker and User Profit by New Methods. (W'estinghouse iron

manufacture). June. 413-16
OPERtTisr. <ND B.AUNCE Sheet R.\tios. Andcrscn. May, 351-4

Oi'eiutinc; and Turnover Ratios. Andersen. June 141-1

Operating Statements
.lu.igini; OpiTiling Results. Andersen. Apr., 277-80

Orders
Foreseeing Volume of Coming Orders. Barber. Apr., 253-6
Short Cuts to Accurate Order-Filling. .Mdrich. May. 335-6

Organization
The First Step in Manufacturing. Apr., 256
Judging Organization and Personnel. Andersen. Feb., 11.3-17

Packing (!^<c Shipping Containers)
Packing Industry

Major Hesiilts of Budgetary Control. Clithero. May. 343-6
P.\NELnoARi) FOR Indvstrial Use. Industrial Equipment. May, 379
Paper Manufacturing

Coal Handling and Boiler Operation at Northern Paper Mills.

Gochnauer. Jan.. 23-4

Cost of a Short-Sighted Power Policy. Sheehan. Mar.. 193-4

Successful Budgetarv Control of Production in Fine-Paper Mills.

Grasselt. Apr.. 257-60

Patent Pooling Develops .\i-to Industry. Bauer. Mar., 207-9
Peerless Portland Cement Pioneers in Pl.ant Design and L.\t-

OUT. Gillespie. Mar., 195-200
Perry, Thomas D.

jNIanagement in Lumber Drj- Kilns. Jan.. 45-50

Offsets for High Manufacturing Costs. Feb., 107-10

Personnel
Judmng Organization and Personnel. Andersen. Feb., 113-17

Piacitelli, Joseph A.
Kecpins; V]> Improved Operating Results. June. 435-9

Reducing Costs 22% by Motion Study. Apr., 281-6; May,
347-50

Pipe Threaders
Portable Power Pipe Threader. (Industrial Equipment). May,

379
Platforms

.\ Double Purpose Platform for Handling Material. Apr., 286
Steel-Bound Platforms (for lift trucks). (Industrial Equip-
ment). June. 455

"Please Cle.\n This Car." Jan., 28
Polleys, Rhodes

Hiiid I.il'or and Maehinerj' as Producers J." 11-12

Power Equipment (See device in question)

Power Plant Operation
Coal Handling and Boiler Operation at Northeni Pai^er Mills.

Gochnauer. Jan.. 23-4

Cost of a Short-Sighted Power Policy. Sheehan. Mar.. 193-4

Scientific Planning for the New Western Electric Plant. Spur-

linc. Feb . 101-6

Power Transmission
.•^tarch lor Economy Alters Motor Drive. Rogers. 171-1

Pricing
Pricing for Profit vs. Pricing for Volume. Churchill. .\pr.,

267-70
Unfair Selling Prices. Churchill. Feb.. 97-100

What Should thr Net Profit Be? Churchill. Mar.. 175-S

Printing Press Manufacturing
An EtTective Production Control System. Swan. Jan.. 39-43

Simplified Production and Handling. Edge. Feb., 93-6; Mar.,

1S.5-S

Production
Hand Labor and Machiner>- as Producers. Polleys. Jan.. 11-12

Maker and User Profit by New Methods (Westinghouse iron

manufacture). Olin. June 413-16

Rilation oi .Safety and Production. Luckenbach. Jan.. 25-8

Production Control (See also Management)
An Effective Production Control S.vstem. Swan. Jan.. 39-42

Maintaining Hcuirlv Control of Production. Brooke. Apr..

271-5
Market -Analyses Checks Over-Produetion. Willys. Mar .

165-S

Simplified Production and Handling. Edge. Feb.. 93-6; Mar.,

185-8 ^ „
Successful BudgetarA- Control of Production in Fine-Paper

Mills. Gnisselt. Apr, 2,')7-60

.\ timely Guide to Manufacturing Control. Bari>er. June,
417-20"

Profits
Industnal ami Public I tility I'rotits in iy2."> Apr. 260

Pricing for Profit vs. Pricing for Volume. Chtirchill. Apr..

267-70
What Should the Net Profit Be? Churchill. Mar. 175-8

PRnGR^M (At FOR 1926. Jan, 5-6

Public Utilities

Industrial and Public Utility Profits in 1925. Apr.. 260

Purchasing Power
Gcncnil Motors Purchaaing Power Index. Weaver. .\pr. 291-2
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Quality Control
Cadillac Keeixs Strict AVatch on Quality. Fisher. June, 409-12

Fimlnig Causes of Quality Variations. Shewhart. Fell.. 125-8

Quigley, Leon V. (See Morj-, A. V. H.)

Radio Manufacturing
The Modern Manufacturing Plant. Ashworth. Jan., 7-10

Re.\l Rel.wiox of W.'iGES .\ND LiviNG CosTs. Stowell. June, 448
Recl.\m.ation Process Applied to Water. Mar.. 174

Recording Instruments (See Indicating and Recording Instruments)
REDrriNG Costs 22% by Motion Study. Piacitelli. Apr., 281-6;

May, 347-50
Reducing Lumber H.^ndling Costs. Feb., 111-12

Relation of Safety and Production. Luckenbach. Jan., 25-S

Reorg.\xizing a Rundown Manufacturing Plant. Fish. Apr., 275-6

Research
How the Bakelite Corporation Effecti^•ely Manages Organized

Research. Mory and Quigley. Jan.. 13-16

Keeiiing Research on a Business Basis. Hagemann. May.
359-62

Testing Products from the User's Angle (General Motors prov-
ing ground). Hagemann. June, 431-4

Reuter, F. J.
Alignment Charts as Management Tools. May, 367-8

The Break-e\-en-point Chart a Management Tool. Apr., 290
Rheostats

Field Rheostats. (Industrial Equipment). Apr., 297
Robinson, J. W.

A Xi elected Phase of Cost Accounting. Jan.. 44
Rogers, R. H.

Si arch for Economy Alters Motor Drive. Mar., 171-4

Rosenthal, Rudolph
Siiiiiinarizing Costs for the Directors. Mar., 179-84

Rossy, M. S.

Kee]iing Down the Cost of the Factoiy Dispensary'. Jan., 55
Rubber Industry

Novel Budgets Cut Indirect Expenses. Harmon. Mar.. 189-92

What Management Has Done for Us. Harmon. Jan., 51-4

Safety
Relation of Safety and Production. Luckenbach. Jan., 25-8

Safety Progress Requires Better Records. Mar., 211

S.AViNG Money on Shipping Cont.«ners. Feb., 129-30

Saw, Woodworking
Portable Universal Saw. (Industrial Equipment). June, 455

Scientific Planning for the New Western Electric Plant.
Spurling. Feb., 101-6

Scope of Financial and Industrial Investigations. Andersen.
Jan., 17-22

Scrap
A Fence Made from Scrap. Edwards. Jan., 50

Search for Economy Alters Motor Drive. Rogers. Mar.. 171-4

Selling (See Pricing)

Sheehan, Andrew F.
Cost of a Short-Sighted Power Policy. Mar., 193-4

Shewhart, W. A.
Finding Causes of Quality Variations. Feb., 125-8

Shipping
Effect of Knots on Strength of Bracing for Carload Freight.

Johnson. June, 440
Shipping Containers

Saving Money on Shipping Containers. Feb.. 129-30

Short Cuts to Accurate Order Filling. Aldrich. May. 335-6

Simple Storeroom and Storage Yard Methods. Mar., 210
Simplified Practice Progress. Jan., 43
Simplified Production and Handling. Edge. Feb., 93-6; Mar.,

lS.5-8

Soldering Iron
Electric Soldering Iron. (Industrial Equipment). May. 37-9

Solving Difficult Handling Problems. Travers. Apr.. 287-9

Special Truck Cuts Handling Time in Half. Feb.. 124

Specul.\tors or M.achine Builders. Feb., 128
Spurling, O. C.

Scientific Planning for the New Western Electric Plant. Feb.,
101-6

Stock Control
Visible Index for May, 350

Storage
Simple Storeroom and Storage Yard Methods. Mar., 210

Stowell, L. M.
Real Relation of Wages and Living Costs. June, 448

Successful Budget Install.wion. Tharp. Feb., 89-92

Successful Budgetary Control of Production in FiNE>P.\rEB
Mills. Grasselt. Apr., 257-60

Summarizing Costs for the Directors. Rosenthal. Mar.. 179-84

Switches
Magnetic Switches for A. C. Motors. Mar.. 217
Magnetic Switch for Woodworking Machines. (Industrial

Equipment). Jan., 60
Swan, John J.

An Effectne Production Control System. Jan., 39-43

Sylvester, L. A.
A 90', V Increase in Labor Efficiency. Apr., 245-8

Telephone Equipment Manufacturing
Finding Causes of Quality Variations. Shewhart. Feb., 125-8

Scientific Planning for the New Western Electric Plant. Spur-
ling. Feb., 101-6

Testing Products from the User's Angle. Hagemann. June,
431-4

Textile Industry
Budgeting the Textile Industry. Tharp. Jan., 29-34

Knitting Plant Material Control. Gates. June, 445-7

Successful Budget Installation. Tharp. Feb., 89-92

Textile Machinery Industry
Improved Metliods Double Output. O'Connor. May, 369-71

Short Cuts to Accurate Order-Filhng. Aldrich. 335-6

Tharp, Carey E.
Budgeting the Textile Industi-v. Jan., 29-34

Successful Budget Installation. Feb., 89-92

Timely (A) Guide to Manuf.acturing Control. Barber. June,
417-20

Traffic Rules
Employee Traffic Rules. May, 346

Tr.\ffic Spots. Industrial Equipment. Mav, 379
Trailer Car

Industrial Trailer. (Industrial Equipment). May, 379
Transformer

Shovel-Type Transformer. (Industrial Equipment). June, 455

Travers, James B.
Solving Difficult Handling Problems. Apr., 287-9

Trucks (See also Platforms)
Elevating Platform Truck. (Industrial Equipment). June, 455

Light Duty Hand Lift Truck. (Industrial Equipment). Jan., 60
Six-Ton Hv-Lift Truck. (Industrial Equipment). Jan., 60

Special Tnick Cuts Handling Time in Half. Feb., 124

Turnover
Operating and Turnover Ratios. Andersen. June, 441-4

Two Novel Material Handling Methods. Mar., 184

U
Underwood, Charles N.

Cutting Labor Costs 37 Per cent. Feb., 119-24

Unfair Selling Prices. Churchill. Feb., 97-100

Vacuum Cleaners
Pneumatic Sweeper System. (Industrial Equipment). June. 455

Portable Vacuum Cleaner. (Industrial Equipment). Apr., 297

Valve and Fitting Industry
A Timely Guide to Manufacturing Control; the Valve and
Fitting Index. Barber. June, 417-20

Visible Index for Stock Control. May, 350

W
Wage Payment

Rarth Standard Wage Scale. Mav. 373-4

Bonus Svstem Pavs in Hoosier Plant. McQuinn. Mav 329-31

Cutting Labor Costs 37 Per Cent. Underwood. Feb., 119-24

Real Relation of Wages and Living Costs. Stowell. June, 448
What Dctcnnines Wages in Industn'. Cox. Apr.. 245-8

Waste Reclamation
Reclamation Process Applied to Water. Mar.. 174

Weaver, H. G.
General Motors Purchasing Power Index. Apr., 291-2

Welding Equipment
Resistance Welders. (Industrial Equipment). May, 379
Welding Torch. (Industrial Equipment). June, 455

What Determines Wages in Industry. Cox. Apr., 245-8

Wh.\t Management Has Done for Us. Harmon. Jan.. 51-4

Wh.\t Should the Net Profit Be? Churchill. Mar., 175-8

Wildin, G. W.
Labor-saving Equipment Features New Westinghouse Air Brake

Plant. May, 337-42

Willys, John N.
5larket-analysis Checks Over-production. Mar., 165-8

Woodworking Industries
Bonus System Pa.vs in Hoosier Plant. McQuinn. May, 329-34

Management in Lumber Dry Kilns. Perry. Jan.. 45-50

Offsets for High Manufacturing Costs. Perry. Feb., 107-10

Reducing Lumber Handling Costs. Feb.. 111-12
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"We never know how little we make ior save), until we know how n^uch we WASTE"

YOUR WORKING FORCE x $1,000.00!

Add together the number of your firm members, salaried employees

and wage earners. Multiply this total by $1,000.00

This will represent what your annual preventable waste, in man power, equipment,

materials and overhead expense, is supposed to be, as an average.

This can be divided:

A — Waste for which labor is responsible 24%
B — Waste for which management is responsible .... 60%

C— Waste for which management and labor are responsible 84%
D — Waste due to external causes 16%

£ — Total 100%

Ratio B to A = 2.5 to 1.0

Waste, in the best plants to that in the average plants, ranges from 1 : l'_> to 1 :
4'^^.

These questions are. therefore, pertinent. What is the ratio of your actual waste

to your calculation? To that of the best plants in your industry?

C. J. Stark, President, Penton Publishing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, has said:

"While volume has been large, margins of profit have been the smallest

relatively ever known "

Why? Too much waste in industry!

Would it not be well to consult us regarding a Waste Elimination Program? This can be

done at your convenience, without obligation to you.

Why not arrange for this Conference immediately?

Waste Eliminators
Incorporated

C. E. KNOEPPEL, Managing Director

PARK SQUARE BUILDING BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

A Division of Bigelow. Kent. Willard fi^ Co.. Inc.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

Waste Eliminators, Incorporated. Date

Park Square Building.

Boston. Massachusetts.

Gentlemen:

Understanding that it will be without obligation to us, you may arrange for a personal conference with us to

discuss the matter of a Waste Ehmination Program, on or about 1926.

Company City

Person to see Title

Person signing Title
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ACTOI^J^^MNTING-

l—WORCOUTE, flat ^vhite

2—Our painting equipment
(loaned to yoii)

3—Your own handy man

—quicker

—better

—less bother

—more economical

The Vortex Manufacturing Co.

1982 West 77th Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO

,....'7.S° ".it^oCo. 1

in 1915, is to be dissolved after a])proval of

the dissolution plan by the stockholders.

The reason for dissolution is to end con-

fusion in identities of the two companies.

Eureka Vacuum Cleaner Company.

—

For the first four months of this year the

company sold 88,453 machines, compared

with 74,840 machines in the same period of

last year. Sales during the month of April

were 24,000 machines as compared with

14,4.30 in April of last year, and profits

for the month of April are expected to ex-

ceed those of the entire second quarter of

last year. Unfilled orders now amount to

19,000 machines. Net sales in the first

quarter of the year amounted to $2,781,055,

compared with $2,337,237 in the same quar-

ter of last year.

Fairbanks, Morse & Company.

—

Quarters ended March 31
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Cutting 53.04 H. P. offthepower load*

r)
prevent shaft bearings running hot

and whining for oil, power costs run-

ning high and out of all proportion to the

amount of power actually used by old plain

bearings, which constantly demand attention

and repairs— install Skayef SelfAligning

Ball Bearing Hangers.

A Southern cotton mill*, not only reduced

• A certified survey of this instaUation sent on reqttest.

labor and lubricant costs, but cut 53.04 H. P.

off the power load as soon as Skayef equip-

ment was installed.

Skayef engineers will show you how
Skayef line shaft equipment will reduce your
power and maintenance costs, speed up
production, eliminate expensive delays and
pay for itself in less than two years.

ms
The SKAYEF BALL BEARING COMPANY. 16=; nr.<>J»->v. New York

BALL BEARING
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bverij parcel

shipped by
mail has
money valat

NORTH America Parcel Post Insurance does

not cover currency sent through the mail-

Yet every package mailed is money in an equally

losable form. Insurance is your only protection

against financial loss on packages, and a North

America Coupon Book represents dependable

insurance in its most convenient form. Wrap a

North America Coupon in every package and

you are assured of satisfactory adjustment with-

out red tape or delay. Ask your insurance

agent, or write for complete information.

Insurance Company of

North America
PHILADELPHIA

"The Oldest American Fire and
Marine Insurance Company

Insurance Company of North America
Sixteenth Street at the Parkway

Philadelphia, Pa., Dept.D-l3

Name

Street

City — State

Wants information on Parcel Post Insurance

a majority interest in the Roth Buchner

Company, the largest manufacturer of

safety razor blades in Germany, and has

also purchased the entire capital stock of

a large Austrian manufacturer. Present

organizations of these companies will be

retained and they will continue to market

blades under their trade name as before.

From .?;i,000,000 to §1,500,000 is hivolved

in the purchase of stocks of these German

and Austrian companies.

Graton and Knight Mfg. Company.

—

The directors have declared the reorgani-

zation plan operative. This will result in

the transfer of the assets of this company

to a new company to be known as the

Graton & Knight Corporation. Frank H.

WUlard becomes president of the new com-

pany, succeeding John E. White, who has

been president of the Graton & Knight

Mfg. Company.

Hudson Motor Car Company.—.A gain

in Hudson and Essex buyers of 53 per

cent in the first three months of 1926, as

compared with a similar period of 1925, is

announced by Roy D. Chapin, chairn\an of

the board. These figures, just compiled,

show that 55,000 Hudson and Essex cars

were sold to owners in this period as com-

pared to 36,000 in 1925.

Hupp Motor Car Company.—Number

of cars jiroduced, month of

April 3,799

March 1926 4,732

.\pril 1923 3,665

Industrial Rayon Corporation.—Ber-

trand R. Clarke has become president of

this corporation, and its subsidiary, the In-

dustrial Fibre Corporation of America. A
plan has been developed to acciuire all of

the outstanding securities of the present

subsidiaries of the corporation, so there will

be but one large company.

Inland Steel Company on May 4 for-

mally fired the new blast furnace at its

plant at Indiana Harbor. This furnace is

one of the largest in the Mid-West, cost

$1,500,000 and will have a daily output of

700 tons of pig iron. It is so designed

that it can be operated by four men in-

stead of the usual crew of 12.

International Combustion Engineering

Corporation reports net income iVu' 1925

of 81,006,919, after interest, depreciation,

Federal Taxes and other charges, a.~ agains"

earnings in 1924 of 81,056,406. The 1925

earnings are equal to .S2.21 a share earned

on 454,545 average number of no-par shares

outstanding, against .S2.41 a share on 437,-

934 shares in 1924.

International Harvester Company.

—

Issuance of 810,000,000 of new preferred

stock to carry on stock ownership among

employees was voted at the annual meet-

ing of the International Harvester Com-

jiany.

When the plan wa< first announced, in

(Couthiiicil nil page ^66)
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Ignorance is the cause

of economicwaste"

—said Mr. O. H. Cheney, Vice-

President of the American Exchange-

Pacific National Bank, New York

City, in a recent address. "Ignorance

of the facts of supply and demand is

the cause of troubles which afflict the

separate industries. Ignorance of

efficient business methods is the

cause of individual failure."

There is no need, today, for the in-

dividual business man to be in the

dark about conditions and improved

practice in his field. The business

press particularly those publications

belonging to the A.B.P., are serving

industry better and more completely

than ever before.

Fight waste tt'ith

facts from A. B. P.

papers

Get the most out of

your business paper.

Read its editorials

for the worth-while

opinions of men who know. Read

its technical articles to keep pace

with current developments. Read

its advertisements for dollar-saving

suggestions.

You fight waste with facts when you

get your information from an A.B.P.

publication—this one, for example.

High standards of accuracy in editor-

ial as well as advertising content are

exacted as a condition of member-

ship in the Associated Business

Papers, Inc.

Advertisers in A.B.P. papers are

combating selling waste by reaching

selected groups of

readers who are

searching for just

such economical sug-

gestions as the adver-

tisers have to offer.

Are you making the

most of this, your

business paper?
- -J con»i»tent reader of your paper.

Each issue contains information that you
would not want to /niss.

A
THE ASSOCIATED BUSINESS PAPERS. Inc.

Executive Offices: 220 West 22nd St., New York, N. Y.

B
R An Association of none but qualified publications reaching 56

fields of trade and industry.

'Manujacturin<i hulustries" is a member of The A. B. P.
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^rhat
price
upkeep

—

Repairs,

replacements, and

the annoyance that

goes with them
are not wholly

inevitable.

For instance, where
metal enters

into construction ~

Copper, Brass and
Bronze,
appropriately used,

reduce or entirely

eliminate the

expense caused by

repair or renewal of

rusted parts.

In home, office or

plant, used as

Brass pipe

plumbing, as

Copper flashings,

gutters and
downspouts, as

Brass or Bronze
hardware and
lighting fixtures

these metals do not

rust.

Freedom from

expense and
trouble assured by

Copper, Brass and
Bronze warrants

their use.

COPPER ^ BRASS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

25 Broadway, New York

May, 1924, the stockholders authorized is-

su.tnce of 815,000,000 preferred stock, all

of which was taken by 22,000 employees,

or 60 per cent of the company's force. The
average holding is S680. The number of

shares held by the employees is 38,485. It

is estknated that employees are investing

at a monthly rate of 8250,000.

International Match Corporation and

Constituent Companies.

—

Calendar vears
.Sales

Income from interest and othei

sotirces
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PEASE PEERLESS MACHINE
Turns out finl»hc<l prints on non-i.idnut I'ease
blue prim p-iiner— i.nnu-'i. wa>hcl. iK»tashc<l,
dried and re.idy to use—in one continuous op-
eration. No wet floor*. No open trays. No
rack*; of drippinR blue prints. Wbr not in-

(i

The PeaseMachine Saves Us
theLabor ofOneMan

Four years ago. the Peerless Motor Car Company, Cleveland. Ohio,

replaced another type of blue printing machine that required separate

washing and drying with a Pease Peerless that prints, washes, and
dries—all in one operation. Substantial savings were immediately

noticed in the cost of producing blue prints.

99

Produce 1,000 Prints

Daily
Today, the P«'rle» .Moii.i Car Company are

makinf! aliout 1.000 blue print."; daily. They
blue print piece part rlrawines, as.-^emlily draw-
inRS. .^lock sheets, material specifications, prints

for otimates. patent sketches, factory sched-

ules, manacement charts. enRineerinc and ex-

perimental deiiartment curves—anythins of an
enRineerinc nature re<iuirin); duplication. Each
model requires 3.500 different piece part draw-
ings, copies of which are di.-tributed among
seven tactor>- departments.

In commenlinR ainul the tremendous savings

the Peerless Motor Car Company are making.
Mr. A. L. Neal. Chief Draftsman, says: Qur
prints run from 6 \ o inches tn J 6 inrhes In-

12 feet in size—most being 9x12 inch prints

of the piece parts.

"The Pease Machine is meeting the present
hea\y demand for Peerless car production
most .satisfactorily. On our present blue print
production, the j'ease Machine saves us the
lalmr of one man. as compared to the old hand
drying method.'

The savings the Peerless Motor Car Company
make by having their own blue printing equip-
ment is typical of hundreds of plants. Where-
ever Pease lllue Printing Machinery is used,
^ub-tantial savings are reported. If you us€
lilue prints in volume, it will pay you to in-

\e>tig3te Pease equipment.

Let us send you a copy of our new catalog and
reports showing how Pease e<|uipment is sav-
ing money in every line of business. You
rire not ntili^nted in .iny wav.

^

THE C. F. PEASE COMPANY
823 N. Franklin St., Chicago

PEASE VERTU \l MV^HIM:
Regardle'-s i>l **r..-hrr .;:.!! n^, 'hn
machine will turn nut I'lue pnnt*
taller ihan an% other ciuipment o(
il5 iTpe on the market. AK**iIuteIr
Doi«eIeft«. Require* little «pac«. Ot
the facts about this nucbioe.

pj 1

BLUE PRINTING MACHINEKY
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for the Manager
Concerned with

— Finances
Now in its

6tli Printing

F1N.W1AL

HANDBOOK

E31TOR

ROMALD

34 Sections

Control of Current Operations
Capital Structure and Policies

Fixed Capital Expenditures
Control of Sales and Sales Ex-

pense
Budgets
Insurance Protection
Controlling Inventory Invest-
ment

Cost Determination
Credits and Collections
Financial Statements and Re*

ports
Security Markets
Business Law
Export and Import Procedure
Purchase and Sales Terms
Foreign Exchange and Financ-

ing
Dealings with Embarrassed

Debtors
Purchasing
Traffic Management
Mathematics of Finance
Fundamentals of Business
Economics

Real Estate Transactions
"Blue Sky" Laws
Federal Taxes
Transportation Rates
Treasurer — Comptroller —

Secretary i Functions, Du-
ties, Etc. I

Banks and Their Uses
Profit-Sharing Plans
Accounts and Audits
Abbreviations of Business
Terms

Federal Regulation of Busi-
ness

Investing Surplus Funds
Types of Business Organi-

zation
Business Statistics

Fiduciary Relations

1749 Pages— Gilt Edges

Sturdy Flexible Binding

Here, concentrated between two
covers, is more information on practical

financial management for manufacturing

men than you can get anywhere else in

printed form at any price

—

Financial
Handbook

ROBERT H. MONTGOMERY, Editor

M<;mher of the firm, l.ubrand. Rosf Bros. <£ Monlqomerii:
Certified Public Accountant: Coimselor-al-Latc

ORGANIZES for quick reference the sub-

stance of every aspect of handling the finan-

ces of a business. Contains 1 749 pages of material,

so condensed and arranged as to be the equivalent,

in content, of fully 4000 of ordinary style, or 10

large volumes. 34 big sections—see list at left.

Covers Tremendous
Range of Material

Whether your organi-

zation is large or small

.

you will meet few

questions of Enancial policy or detail for which

this great Handbook will not give you the basic

data you need for a sound, positive decision.

A few minutes spent each day in reading over

its pages—in fact, simply the constant use of

it—will in a very short time give you a remark-

able grasp of financial methods and policies.

Prepared by 32 able contributors worked

Able Specialists over a period of two years

to assemble the material lor

this volume. Robert H. Montgomery, the

Editor, has for more than 25 years played a

prominent part in the financial management of

well-known companies in every line of business

and industry.

"Best Reference Book on My Desk"
"Far and away the best reference book on

my desk. Material is terse, well arranged and
almost perfectly indexed."

—

A B Byler. Vice-

President and General Manager. Edison
Electric Appliance Co , Chicago. III.

Sent You for Examination

Managers and officials in manufacturing com-

panies, accountants, credit men—executives who
handle finances everywhere, regardless of rank

or title—are buying the Financial Handbook
eagerly. It sells for $7.50, an almost incredibly

low price for so wonderfully complete and so

handsomely manufactured a volume.

Have a copy sent postpaid. Within five days

after receiving it you may either return it if it

does not meet your needs or send us your check

for the price. Address Dept. M-80

The Ronald Press Company
Publishers :: 15 E. 26th St., New York, N. Y.

tered in the U. S. District Court at Phila-

delphia, May 4, and the affairs of the

company were placed under the control of

C. H. Stinson, of Norristown, Pa., referee

in bankruptcy. Liabilities are estimated at

.Sl.l'OO.onO and a.>^sets at §400,000.

National Acme Company reports for the

ciuarter entletl March 31 a net profit of

•'>227,5(iS after interest and depreciation,

which was eciual to 4.5 cents a share of

the 500,000 shares of .510 par stock. This

ciiinpares with .•*li4,2S4, or 12 cents a share,

in the first (|uartpr of 102."i.

National Biscuit Company.—This com-

pany has recently purchasetl the coiitroll-

ins interest in the National ^Milling: Com-
jiany of Toledo, Ohio, which has a pro-

duction of 4000 liarrels of flour daily.

National Cash Register Company.

—

Consolidated net profit of the National

Cash Register Company for the first quar-

ter was 81,206,278, after expenses, de-

preciation and Federal taxes, compared

with si,469,l(50 in the correspondins; period

of last year. A larcre part of the ilecrease

is due to a substantial increase in adver-

tising expenses and also to reduced profits

from the foreisn business in January and

February.

Paige-Detroit Motor Car Company.

—

nijf, 1!I2.T

4,H2:i 4.0S0
Mr.uth c.f April
Nuniber of carp shipped

Paraffine Companies, Inc.—The pre-

ferred stockholders have been given the

right to exchange their holdings on ]\Iay

31 next for common stock on the basis of

p4 shares of common for one share of

preferred. No fractional shares will be

issued, but stockholders may either sell or

purchase fractions at the rate of .S93 a

share for the common stock.

Power Specialty Company has ]iur-

cliascd the Aero Pulverizer (.'oinpany,

manufacturer of Aero Unit Coal Pul-

verizers.

Albert Pick, Barth & Company, Inc.

—

The annual earnings statement of Albert

Pick, Barth ct Co., Inc., representing the

recent merger of Albert Pick ifc Co. of

Chicago, and L. Barth & Co. of New York,

shows total sales for 1925 of .S2ti,497,7S4.

This compares with sales in 1024 of

s22.73!l,3iU.

Procter & Gamble Company.—Charles

W. Dupuis has ficen elected director of the

Procter and Oamlile Compan\-.

Railway Steel Spring Company is to

be mergetl with the American Locomotive

Company by action of the stockholders of

the latter company in approving the plan.

The number of directors of the .\inerican

Locomotive Company has been increased

from 11 to !5,

Ryerson & Son, Inc. has purchased the

(Cuiitiiiiied oil page 4^4)
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Without
this label
it is not a true

SteelBound <

If the Steel Bound Platforms you

buy do not carry the above label,

they are not the true, original, Pa-

tent Bound Stuebing-built unit.

They will not wear as well—last

as long—be as safe—nor will they

carry the protection and the back-

ing of The Stuebing-Cowan Com-
pany. Stuebing units alone are

built to Stuebing specifications

for service regardless of cost.

A copy of Stuebing Sled BoiinJ

speciHcalionf or a Sicel Bound
platform will be sent for com-
parison. Which would you pre-

fer— write.

The Stuebing-Cowan Company
Cincinnati, Ohio Holyoke, Mass
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otitrolled Btute

^^&reiigth

COWAN
THERE'S no mystery about the success of Cowan

Electric Trucks and Tractors. It's their brute

strength that accounts for remarkable ability to out-run,

out-pull, out-lift and out-wear other types of electrics.

But brute strength uncontrolled would be cumbersome,
unwieldy. Cowan Electrics have, in addition, speed, ease

of control, quick safety,—a complete combination of

qualities that cuts handling costs 40 to 60 per cent.

Conclusive proof of their superiority is the repeat orders from
General Electric, Compton-Knowles, Pierce-Arrow, John A.
Roebling, and many others of equal calibre, who buy on a basis

of efficiency records.

Write or wire for literature. Experience of years is at your
service without cost or obligation.

The Stuebing-Cowan Company
Holyoke, Massachusetts Cincinnati, Ohio

StuSi^
THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF HAND AND ELECTRIC LIFT TRUCKS
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Tycos Instruments in one of

the mixing rooms of the
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co.

Perfect Humidity Control Since Using ^ ^
Tvcc^Thermometers and Hygrometers

In the manufacturing of chewing gum, perfect

temperature and humidity conditions must be

maintained or the gum will deteriorate.

A too moist air condition makes the gum soft

and sticky. Then it cannot be worked. If the

temperature is too dry or warm, the gum be-

comes hard and brittle.

The temperature and humidity of the plant

must be kept at the right temperature through-

out the entire process.

The Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company have solved

the problem by installing Tycus Recording
Thermometers and Hygrometers throughout

their entire plant. Now they have perfect tem-

perature and humidity control. The charts in-

dicate at all times the temperature and humid-
ity of each room. Hourly a man visits each

Tvcos Recording Thermometer to check up on
the air conditions. This prevents spoilage and
speeds up production.

There are 7'v. ru Instruments for indicating, record-

ing and controlling the temperature or pressure for

thousands of different operations. It may be the

roasting of coffee, the japanning of sheet steel, the

keeping track of steam, water, lime, ammonia, oil or

gas temperatures, the drying of lumber, the treating

of metals — whatever the operation, ^^..'^ Instru-

ments will do the job thoroughly and accurately.

We shall be glad to send our 7 v,.>> Catalog giving

complete information, or one of our Engineers will

visit your plant and suggest ways to safeguard your
process.

Sv/orInstrument Companies
Rochester, N. Y., U. S. A.

Canadian Plant Tycot Building. Toronto

> rf and .Wa«o>i. 1.H-. Wi'iiiratOrina Oi«lritu(or. ir. Grial firilaiti

l\1i^r\OTemperature
A 7 Ww<J Instruments

^INDICATING - RECORDING - CONTROLLING
There's a Tycos or T^r temperature instrument for every purpose
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Air-handling calls

Type "E" Electric Blotcer

The selection of equipment for blowing, exhausting, conveying,

cooling, drying, heating or tempering air calls for your best

judgment, because a slight difference in efficiency, an ever-so-

little difference in strength, a trifling increase in horsepower

required to drive that equipment may result, over a period of

years, in an excessively large difference in cost.

That's why, more and more each year, manufacturers want to

know ALL the facts before they buy this type of apparatus, and

that also explains the growing preference among the largest users

for Buffalo fans.

No matter what your requirements are, there is a Buffalo

blower or exhauster to take care of them.

For the thousand-and-one uses requiring a small, compara-

tively high pressure blower, we have the Type "E" illustrated

at the upper left. These fans are made in a series of stock sizes

with capacities from 50 to 4000 c.f.m. and are chiefly used for

blowing forge fires, oil and gas furnaces, removing dust, chips,

lint: for deep mine ventilation, etc. The housings are adjustable

to any discharge.

For larger capacity and higher pressure the Type ""R" fan

is a favorite. This is a built-to-order, steel-plate fan, and is

made to meet your individual requirements. Used extensively

with powdered coal burning outfits and oil and gas furnaces.

For heating shops, warehouses, garages, etc., the Buffalo

"Breezo-Fin" heater will be found ideal. This unit is made in

four sizes, has enormous capacity, very low operating cost, is

easy to install and very low in price! Uses steam coils and

Buffalo Breezo electric fan. Hundreds of these heaters are giving

highly satisfactory service all over the country.

equipment for
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for more than ''fans
^^

For ventilating offices, store rooms, basements, garages, etc.,

the Buffalo Breezo Fan is unexcelled. This fan has ten points

of actual superiority that make it an outstanding value. Made
in six sizes.

General heating and ventilating apparatus consisting of

Buffalo fans and heaters has given universal satisfaction for

more than forty years. We can show you statements of users

that more than justify all our claims for this equipment.

For mechanical draft work, Buffalo forced and induced draft

fans have been so successful that to-day they arc used in the

largest pmwer plants—such stations as Philo, Columbia Power

Station. Hell Gate. Crawford Avenue Station, Calumet, Avon
Station, Hudson Avenue Station, and many others—operated

by the very largest power companies.

We also manufacture a complete line of industrial exhausters,

Buffalo Slow Speed Mill Exhausters, which are guaranteed to

save at least 20' , in H.P.

Our experience in meeting the requirements of many diversi-

fied industries and many unusual conditions entitles us to YOUR
consideration when YOU are in the market for any of this

equipment.

We'll be glad to send you further information on request.

liiillalo Forge (Company
111 M«.rtini<r St. ItiilTalo. \. Y.

I!H\N( IIK>« IN Ml rUIN( II'VI CITIE-S

In Canada

C.\N\IU\N moWIK \ l<U{<,i: <«>.. I.I.I.

Kiulii-iuT. <Jiit.

Brtru> f'fntitaling Fan

Niagara Conoidal Fan

Ventilating ff'or'

every Air-Moving service
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Make Walkways Safe

FERALUN
Jlnli-Slip Treads^—

^

^"i." -6TYLE.-A-
-yoR- • CONOPETE. • TREAt)2> •

It costs less in the end because

anti-slip treads with their extremel.y

hard surfaces last as long as your

building. A record kept in the New
York subways showed that over

14,000,000 people used a certain

stairway before the Feralun Anti-

Slip treads began to lose their

special effectiveness.

At an important railroad terniiiKd

141 accidents occurred in two
months on a stairway equipped with

new ordinary grooved treads. Fcr-

akm treads were substituted and

for three months (as long as records

were kept) no falls were reported.

You can equip your stairs and walkways, either new or old, with

Feralun Anti-Shp Treads and secure this durability and safety at

low cost.

Send for Complete Information

AMERICAN ABRASIVE METALS CO.

48 Church Street, New York

FERALUN BRONZALUN ALUMALUN CARBORUNDUM TILE

Style "T" Door Saddle

SAVE TIME AND LABOR
USE THE

Merrick Conveyor Weightometer
Any material handled on a belt, bucket or pan conveyor fitted with MER-

RICK WEIGHTOMETER is automatically weighed as it moves along. The

scale is always on the job—it makes no slips—it's honest—and its totals at the

end of the day are accurate and they require no special attendant.

'tmk

Material being
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GerrardRound Bands of Steel

Gcrrard Round Bands of Steel are placed around the

shipping container and sealed with the "Tie That Binds"

by the Model "G" Little Giant Wire Tying Machine.

Applied under high tension, Gerrard Round Bands of

Steel hind the case as if in a vise, adding compactness and

solidity to the package and relieving the pull on the nailing.

Such great strength allows users to ship the heaviest

materials in cases, which, without being reinforced by the

Gerrard Method, reach destination in damaged condition.

Lighter and less expensive containers may often be used if

they are reenforced the Gerrard way.

Gerrard Round Bands of Steel cost but litde to purchase

and to apply. Advantages by way of reduction of loss and

damage claims and recoopering expense, elimination of pil-

ferage and decreased sales resistance, result from using

Gerrard Round Bands of Steel.

Of far greater importance than the money saving is the

good will, the business friendship oi customers. Why not

eliminate one cause tor complaint?

Your copy of the new Gcrrard Catalo,^ue

contains valuable pacha^in^ and shipping

information. What is your address?

GERRARD
I

DhemnnBif

Invites Theft

Easily Opened

Gerrard Sealed

GERRARD WIRE TYING MACHINES CO.
®

1943 South 52nd Avenue CHICAGO. ILL.

L
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Fig. 153

Screwed, Jen him
Standard Iran Bndy

Angle Clier k Va Ive.

Sectional view. Fig.

tI7 screwed. Jenkins

Standard Bronze Bar

i-.ontal Check Valve.

Check Valves
that check trouble
Install Jenkins Check Valves; their

action is prompt and reliable.

The contact at the seat is leakproof,

each valve being fitted with a Jenkins

Renewable Disc. In addition to

insuring perfect contact, a Jenkins
Rubber Composition Disc takes up the

wear of frequent opening and closing.

Jenkins Check Valves are made in

bronze and in iron, in standard, and

extra heavy patterns.

JENKINS BROS.
so White Street New York. N. Y
5J4 Atlantic Aver\ue Boston. Mass
133 No Seventh Street Philadelphia. Pa
646 Washington Boulevard . Chicago, III.

JENKINS BROS.. Limited
Montreal, Canada London, England

Fig. J5.'

Screwed, Jenkins
Standard Bronze
Swing Check Valve.

Always marked with the"Diamond

enkmsValves
yj SINCE 1864

PENTECOR. WIRE GLASS

? ? I

For skylights, this is the best type

of glass to install, because it is scien-

tifically designed especially for sky-

lights to conduct condensation and

transmit the maximum amount of

daylight.

There is no glass which will give

better light distribution in skylights

thf.n Pentecor. It is no more ex-

pensive than Rough or Ribbed, so

why not get the best and reduce the

cost of artificial illumination?

? ? ?
Made in both Plain and Wire Glass

MISSISSIPPI GLASS CO.
MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO.

220 FIFTH AVENUE
CHICAGO. ILL. NEW YORK ST. LOUIS. MO.

Tide Water Oil Company.—The Tide

Water Sales Corporation, a subsidiary an-

nounces the completion of a new distribu-

tion plant at Woodbury, near Camden,

N. .J., in anticipation of expanding busi-

ne.-s in this territory. Last week the com-

pany announced the opening of a new dis-

trict office in Minneapolis to serve the

Northwest. The Woodbury plant con-

sists of a warehouse, one storage tank for

lubricating oil, two tanks for gasoline, a

garage and office buildings.

Underwood Typewriter Company.

—

Net income of .'>S70,260 after depreciation

and Federal taxes is reported for the first

quarter by the Underwood Typewriter

Company. This compares with a net profit

in the corresponding period of 1925 of

.§1,011,842. The 1926 earnings are equal,

after preferred dividends, to 82.05 a share

earned on 400.000 shares of common stock

outstanding, against $2.3S in 1925. The

company retired -SIOO.OOO of its 7 per cent

cumulative preferred stock during the

ojicning three months of 1026.

Union Oil Company.—In association

with other California oil companies, the

Union Oil Company has started a safety

school to minimize accidents in the oil

inilustry.

United Paperboard Company, Inc., has

just put into effect a group plan insur-

ance for its employees. The policy covers

765 lives and the amount is 81,502,500.

This insurance is on the contributory basis,

the workers pay a part of the premiums,,

the coiniiany the remainder.

United States Gypsum Company.—The

direct ors on May 12 declared an extra

di\i(lend of 81 per share on the common
stock, par $20, in addition to the regular

(|uarterly dividends of 1^4 per cent on the

preferred stock and 40 cents per share on

the common stock. The extra dividend is

payable May 31 to holders of record May
22, and the usual quarterly dividends are

pa>'alile June 30.

United States Rubber Company has

ailoptpd a group insurance plan for life

and permanent disability insurance for its

full-time salaried employees. Eighty-five

per cent of the 10,164 employees eligible

for this insurance have already applied.

The amount of insurance for which each is

eligible and the weekly cost is given in

the following table. The cost to employees

is at the rate of 15 cents per week for each.

$1000 of insurance.
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Help
Your Superintendent

and Accountant

to Check Every Man's

Elapsed Time
/^^ 1\'E these executives the best facili-

ties possible in order to carry on

their work of increasing accuracy and

economy!

Superintendents everywhere are def-

initely checkinjj uj) tlic |)roductivity

of their men, collectively and indi\id-

ually, at a j^lance.

Accountants in thousands of |)lants

and factories all <i\cr the world are

saving money by protecting their books.

And all this is done w ith Calculagraph

!

There is a big, constructive storv

behind Calculagrai)h — and we have

told all the facts in our comprehensive

booklet — Elapst'd Time Ricords — ex-

plaining how a Calculagraph prints on

any style of time ticket tlu- rxact work-

ing timr t'lapst-d for every man and

also the time of beginning and end-

ing every job. \\ rite for a free cojiy

to-dav.

The Calculagraph Company
50 Church Street Dept. 12 New York City

CALCULAGRAPH
CTi t^ -7 (D
/lie Ci)laf)scd''/inic l^ccordcr

^&. ^^^ix
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Make Warm Weather Workers
Employees lessen their efforts in the summertime. That's why
you should install Rundle-Spence Vertico-Slant Fountains.

They make warm weather workers, and put the "drive" in
production. The clear, cool water refreshes and invigorates.
No possibility of drinking contamination because lips 'can't
touch the R-S nozzle. Every one must drink sanitarily.

The R-S line includes Sanitary Drinking Fountains,' Bath and
Plumbing Fixtures and Supplies. Write for catalog with com-
plete information.

RUNDLE-SPENCE MFG. CO.
62 Fourth Street Milwaukee, Wis.

KUNDLE-SPENCE

Elesco
for Vogt

V

Elesco Superheater in a Vogt Bent-Tube
Boiler. This arrangement is covered by
Bulletin T-10-Vogt. May we send you
a copy.

Engineering

Boilers
In the bent tube boiler, Elesco

superheater units extend from
outside headers through the

upper tube bank and into the

free space below when moderate
superheat is desired.

For higher superheat the
units extend into the lower tube

bank where the furnace heat is absorbed
both by radiation and convection. A
nearly constant temperature is, therefore,

maintained irrespective of boiler ratings.

Also for Vogt horizontal boilers, a suitable

superheater arrangement is provided.

Whenever the matter of boilers and super-

heaters comes up, Elesco engineers will

gladly co-operate with you.

Advise the make and style of boiler

which you have and we will send
you a copy of the bulletin on Elesco
superheaters applied to this partic-

ular construction.

THE Superheater Company
17 East 42nd Street ^^^^\ Peoples Gas Building

NEW YORK N^^a^ CHICAGO
Bostou Pittsburgh

Canada: The Superheater Company, Limited. Montreal

Employees 60 to 64 years of age are

eligible for SIOOO of insurance. Employees
65 years old or more are eligible for $500.

In event of total permanent disability,

resulting from bodily injuries or disease,

before the insured employee attains the

age of 60, no further premiums are col-

lected and the principal sum is paid to the
insured.

United States Smelting. Refining &
Mining Co. (& Subs.)—

1925 1924
Net earnings *$r , 9S9 . 9SI.5 *$6,902,806
Other income

Total income
Interest on funded debt ....

Deprec. & reserve funds. . . .

Federal taxes and reserves.

.

.\dditionaI reserves
Pref . di\-idends (7%)
Common dividends

$7,989,995 $6,902,806
801,382 730.393

2.785,665 2,572,466

1..500, 000
1,702,234
1.097,234

1,800,000
1,702,225

Balance, surplus $103,488 $97,721
Profit and loss $17,421,005 $17,317,516

* Net earnings after charging cost of production, selling
exp.. res for Federal taxes. &c.

Vacuum Oil Company.—The directors

have declared an extra dividend of 50 cents

a share in addition to the regular quarterly

dividend of 50 cents a share on the out-

standing capital stock, par $25, both pay-

able June 19. Extras of 50 cents per

share were paid on March 20, June 20 and
Sept. 19, 1925, and on March 20, 1926,

and one of $1.50 per share on December
19, 1925. Total distributions including ex-

tras, in 1925, amounted to $5 per share,

compared with a total of $3.75 per share

paid in 1924.

Wanner Malleable Castings Company.
—The Comiiany reports a loss for the year

ended December 31, 1925, before deprecia-

tion, interest, amortization of deferred

charges and obsolescence, of $98,697, which

included drop in value of inventory' and
work in progress. Total net loss for the

year 1925 after all charges was $163,859.

Ward Baking Corporation, New York.

—The directors have declared an initial

di\-idend of S2 a share on the $8 non-cu-

mulative no-par value class A common
stock and the regular quarterly dividend of

P/4 per cent on the preferred stock, both

payable July 1.

Henry Weis Manufacturing Company,
Inc., has just moved general offices and

factory to a new plant in Elkhart, Ind.

This location was selected because of near-

ness to sources of raw materials, excellent

shipping facilities and good living condi-

tions for employees. The principal prod-

ucts of the firm are toilet, shower and
dressing room compartments, hospital ward
and waiting booth cubicles, and steel door

frames and trim.

Western Electric Company, Inc.—Sales

billed for the first quarter this year by the

Western Electric Company, Inc., were $57,-

893,000, as compared with $57,338,000 last

year. Orders were $61,057,000, as against

$57,881,000. Orders on hand at March 31

(Continued on page 431)
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Straight-Line Production for Westinghouse Irons

STRAIGHT line production, handled by
a Mathews Conveyer System, has made
possible increased production with

greatly lowered handling costs in the plant
of the Westinghouse Electric Products Com-
pany, at Mansfield, Ohio.

This conveyer system which plays a part in

every operation connected with the produc-
tion of automatic electric irons includes a
great variety of types of conveyer.

Sheet metal and cast parts are handled in

tote boxes between operations, delivered to
stock, and to assembly lines on roller and
power conveyer units. The installation also

includes spiral floor-to-floor conveyers, spe-

cially designed and constructed pallet con-

veyers, chain conveyers, power elevators,

deflector systems, switches, etc.

Any executive interested in getting results

for his own plant such as Mathews has made
possible for the Westinghouse Electric Prod-
ucts Company will find in Mathews Conveyer
Systems the means of getting increased fac-

tory turnover with large economies in time
and labor.

No matter how complicated your production
processes may be, Mathews will help
"straight-line" them with quality equipment,
built for years of profit-earning service. Call

a Mathews engineer for a discussion of your
requirements. There's no obligation.

MATHEWS CONVEYER COMPAxNY, ELLWOOD CITY, PA.
Ne»- York, Boston. Philadelphia. Buffalo. Pittiburnh, Cleveland. D--troit, C^icaxi. Atlnnln. Anderson. S. C New Orleans. Minneapolis,
Milwaukee, St. Louis. Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City. Los Anjelcs. San Francisco, Siattic Canadian Fact,>r\ Furl Mope. Ont

MATHEWS
Conveyer Systems

Increase Plant Profits

.MfttKrNvn Crnvry«r Compj»n>
tlll^^orxi City, Pcnniylvania

Y- : niity Bwc mc further information <-.-..

Mflthc** Conveyer byitemt. We arr

interested in the mechanical handling of

d You may have your representative call

Firm

Individual

Addrr««
Ml < r'
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ForPackaging'>^ the Pac\age Engineer

THE PATENTATTORNEY
WOULD you attempt, without

expert counsel and guidance,
to steer a patent application
through the complexities and
seeming contradictions of patent
office practice?

The proper balancing of all the
varied and intricate factors enter-

ing into the right package design
demands a similar breadth of inti-

mate specialized experience.

He Knoivs Packages
The Bryant Electric Co. of
Bridgeport, Connecticut, the
world's largest exclusive
manufacturers of electric
wiring devices, are recent
converts to H Si D corru-
gated boxes.

The boxes were adopted
after they had proved their

worth in experiments con-
ducted with trial packages de-
signed by a Hinde &. Dauch
Package Engineer.

The result is a cash saving
of many thousands of dollars
annually in a lower first cost

and 40"^ lighter shipping
weight— while big returns are
credited to good will in
cleaner packages, an almost
complete elimination of dam-
age claims and the value of
the advertising printed on
the box.

Mr. E. G. Thrall, Purchas-
ing Agent, says: "The H&D
Package Engineer has given us
the most protective fibre box
for the least money for our
many different products."

SUPERFICIALLY, your shipping

package is "just a box." Actu-

ally, it is either a sales-maker or a

sales-breaker. A money-saver or

a source of serious loss.

In which classification it falls

depends on a host of contribu-

ting factors—upon what your
competitors are doing— whether
or not you are taking full advan-

tages of shipping privileges—
whether it costs you too much in

packing labor, space require-

ments, or damage claims.

Frankly, are you prepared to

answer such questions definitely

and absolutely? Doesn't it stand

to reason that an expert, familiar

with the latest packaging develop-

ments, may show you improve-

ments you never dreamed of?

A staff of 40 such factory-

trained, laboratory-schooled
package engineers is maintained

by the world's largest producer of

corrugated fibre shipping boxes
and packing materials. AnH&D
"P. E." will call at your office and
serve you to the best of his sea-

soned ability at no cost or obliga-

tion to you. Fill in the coupon.

TheHiNDE&Dauch Paper Co.
907 WATER STREET SANDUSKY, OHIO -^-^^^—

^

Canadian Address, Toronto: ^^^^ I I I I [I /Tm^^^^^
King Street, Subway and Hanna Avenue T^

IL LII--^'^-l -I IJLI

The World's Largest Producer of /
Corrugated Fibre Shipping Boxes / THE HINDE & DAUCH PAPER
and Pocking Materials. ' COMPANY

• 907 Water St., Sandusky, Ohio

' Please have a Package Engineer call

/
,.

^

^ Send me copy of booklet, "Hou* to \J%e 1 I

H&D Free Service." I I

^ Name of

^ Company

^ Name of

^ Vi/Titer

/ 7 • Street

^ Address

* City - Slate -

CORRUGATED FIBRE SHIPPING BOXES
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wcrr SfKi.'.iNij.llOil, as comparcii with .'<s7,-

(I7!I,(HM) in I'.iJ."..

Westinghouse Electric & Manufactur-

ing Company.—Sales lor llic year piulinj:

March :il, I'.C'ti. wrrc llic lanirst in llio

roniiiany's history. The total of all i>ay-

roll.s for the year was .S7-4. 144,1)07. atioiit

4il per cent of the cost of sales liilled. The

vahic of nnfilletl onlen; at the end of the

fiscal year was ?5">,1(>.S.247.

liK'onio .\rcount for tlic Yi-ur:

tirt»w» nnrnifiipi:

S«li-« Hilli-.! »16O,0Ofl,SO().4K

Cfml uf Sail-!.:

FiiiMory <'«wt inrliidinir nil rxjwn-
tiitufffl for I*utliTii*». Dii'j* mid Nt'W
Sninll TihiIk iiikI SuTiilry Itilur Hot-
IrrmiMits uiu) Kxtflisioiis: iiLhii Di*-

pnTJalion; iiikI all .^•tliiiK .-Vdniiiii^-

tnitioii. (Ji-nmil iiml IJrvflnpiiiriit

ICxiM-nwa; Hiitl Tux<-!«- ... lol ,711 ,1I3S,7S

Set ManufttrlurillK Prnfil $ 14. 204.861 .70
( >llirr Inronii':

Intrn-T't. I)if«rmmt

and .MinrcllaiH'ituN

In Ill- and Pr..tit» t xili.5'7>i>l

niv)<lrnil.« and In*

trrfxt on .Siiniirv

Slock and HoutU
Owned 1.494,3S4..TO 2.29.1.3(13.14

CroM Inponio froni all Sour^-*-" $ 10,.51)0. 224.84
Di-ductioni* froni Ineoini-;

Intrri-st on nonds 2, 46S, 223.97

Nrt Inronie .\vailahle for ni\ndends
amlOthfr Puriiosn. S 14. 122,01)!) !i7

Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.

—

Rrmlla far Y..ir Eml.d D,c,mh,r.U. UtJ't

I-'.arniiiKf* afirr dixiurtinK rojil to njanufnr-
tun*. repaint, di-pri-riation. wfllinK and ail-

niini8trativ(> I'xpi'npf* $701 ,03'

< »tlu»r dwluctiond. lew* other inconi'' .T<i,242

Fetieral inronie tax S7,^64

Net profit for venr JtH0.!l31

Capital and Kurplu.* Jan. 1, 192.i $2,(M4,3<)1

.\<ldUional 50,000 nhares common stock issue 7.i0.000

Total »3. 441 .322
Dividends paid on Class " \" stock 201 .IKMI

l-!ilraonIiiiary rliuricrs. net (not applicable to
rurrent ojierations) 98.21*0

Halanre, represente<l by I(X>.*M)0 shares of
Class ".\" ancl l.iO.tlOO shares of com-
mon $3,142,031
Incnmf Aeetinnt for (Junrier Ended March SI . tlUlt

Ni-t after deprerialitni niiil ex|>eii?tes $24.5, .501

< 'ther inconie 2.0.5.5

Total inronie $247.filfi

Federal taxes 32.2.57

Class .\ di^ndends .50.000

.Siiriilus $1(1.5, 3.59

Capital and surplus March 31, 1026 3..'ll)7,3!lo

Willys-Overland Co.

—

\\ the aninial

ineetinc, I'res. .Inhn X. Willys said:

'(ieneral conditions w:irrant ureal con-

lideiice in the aiitomoliile industry in gen-

eral and crrater confidence in the future

of the company. K.'irninB>' for tlie first four

months, after all charce-s except Federal

taxes--, were in excess of S;5,2oO,fMX), or ;'ii

et|iiivalent of the entire year's dividend re-

<|uirenients on the 7'' jjreferred stock and

a lialance of 7n cents a share upon tlie

J,r>27,(HH) shar(>s of common slock. ( If

this total March contributed S1,'J;«,.V2I) atiil

.\pril over .<•_',( MM 1,1 M Ml.

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Com
pany.—

Quarters en<l<'<l .March 31 I'.iJii 192.5

.Net earninns $7S9.IM10 $.579..Vtl

Deprrriation 91.9.54 72.:m^
Fr<leral taxes 106.374 74..T7K

Net income $.501,332 t432.7)'K
Dindends 400.000 400.00.1

Surplus $101,332 $32.7Wi

M \ \ I 1 \ 1 r f I! I \ i; [ \ I) r ST i; I i: ISI

( I his 14 Ni). (> t»l a MTics )

Mercury believes in the tractor-

trailer method.

Mercury builds no power unit except

the tractor—4 types and 10 models.

Mercury is the only tractor manufac-
turer \\ ho makes a full line of trailers to

work with the tractor.

Mercury sales engineers are tractor-

trailer specialists. They know the

equipment and how best to apply it.

Mercury installations predominate. A
little investigation will convince you of

this fact.

Mercury can—and will—demonstrate

a complete installation in your own
plant.

He li'clcotric the opportunity to

tell and prove <»i<r story.

Mercury Manufiactursng Company
4124 So. Hdlsted St. Chicago, U. S. A.

and
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Professional Counsel

WALLACE CLARK
Consulting Management Engineer

Methods that get things done on
time, reduce costs and give the

executive complete control.

50 West 12th St. NEW YORK
Full information on request

WALTER N. POLAKOV & CO.

Savings in

INDUSTRIAL POWER
without capital investment

25 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Ayres, Scheiter and Tucker
INDUSTRIAL

ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS
618 DREXEL BUILDING

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GENERAL MANAGER. WORKS
MANAGER or COMPTROLLER
Good organizer and personnel builder. Un-

usually broad experience for his years. Age
34. Experience covers Organization and Man-
agement of Manufacturing. Production, Pur-

chasing. Cost-Finding, and Budget, in the fol-

lowing lines: Interchangeable Small Parts

Manufacture. Steel Plants. Sheet Metal Prod-

ucts. Structural Steel, and Woodworking. De-
sires to share in the profits he increases through

cost reduction. Available July 1st. Box 343.

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. 15

East 26th Street. New York City.

A GENERAL EXECUTIVE
Who has about completed the rehabilitation

of an important Manufacturing Industry with

diversified products, and possessing a large

Branch and Agency Distributing Organiza-

tion, wishes to offer his services to another

Corporation which may desire to utilize his

experiences in investigating and improving
conditions.
Have met with gratifying success with

present and former principals in reducing

costs by eliminating leaks, increasing produc-

tion, reducing inventories of raw material and
finished products; consequently adding very

materially to the net profits of the Industry.

The results in former and present expe-

riences were obtained by evolving a simple

but comprehensive accounting analysis em-
bracing accurate cost data, current material

and stock control, and by utilizing these facts

and figures in co-operation with the Engineer-

ing Staff, the Superintendents and Heads of

the various Departments and the Selling Or-
ganization in attaining the desired goal.

Some lines of activity investigated con-

sisted of the manufacture and sale of Pulp
and Paper, Iron Mining, Smelting, Casting

and Machining, the operation of Timber
Limits and Saw Mills, Retail distribution by
a high grade Chain Store Organization, etc.,

etc.
Names of present and former prmcipals

will be gladly furnished upon request. Age
45. Remuneration according to extent of

responsibilities to be undertaken and upon
results secured. Box 336, MANUFACTUR-
ING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th Street.

New York City.

Carle M. Bi^elow, M. E.
President

Robert W. Kent, B. S.

Vice-President
John A. Willard, S. B

Treasurer

BIGELOW, KENT, WILLARD & CO., Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS AND ACCOUNTANTS

Park Square Building Boston, Massachusetts

Production—Costs Sales—Audits Building and Machine Design—Valuations—Chemical

and Physical Testing Industrial Research—Management—Trusteeships—Financing

iii^ Scovell, Wellington & Company

Vc?I^i?jy Audits Tax Serfice Costs Industrial Engineering

Boston Springfield, Mass. New York Syracuse Cleveland Chicago

MILLER. FRANKLIN. BASSET & COMPANY
ENGINEERS ACCOUNTANTS

•47 MAOISOM AVINUI
NEW VORK CITY

STEVENSON, HARRISON & JORDAN
A Consolidation of

The Stevenson Corporation— G. Charter Harrison—
J. P. Jordan and Associates

MANAGEMENT ENGINEERS

19 W. 44th St., New York Hanna Building, Cleveland

779 Washington St., Buffalo 80 Federal Street, Boston

Organization, Measurement and Control

of Sales, Production and Costs

Literature and Complete Information Gladly Furnished

WANTED—POSITION AS COMPTROLLER

C. p. A. of long banlcing and financial expe-

rience and mature judgment, wishes a position

as Comptroller, Treasurer or Auditor in small

city or town in one of the Eastern States. At
present member of firm of Public Accountants
in large Middle Western City. If living con-

ditions are particularly attractive salary will

not be all important. Boi 341, MANUFAC
TURING INDUSTRIES. 15 East 26th
Street. New York City.

OFFICE MANAGER
of a well-known Massachusetts corporation

experienced in cost and production methods,
credits and collections and corporation

finance, desires connection with a corpora-

tion offering an opportunity of becoming a

member of the firm. Box 342, MANUFAC-
TURING INDUSTRIES, 15 East 26th St..

New York City.

EXECUTIVE MANAGER WANTED
A large corporation is seeking a high grade,

technically trained executive who knows en-

gineering and production from all angles and
who I J familiar with the higher executive
duties of general management. The position

calls for a real progressive, around 40 years
old, who has rapidly climbed to large respon-

sibilities with a constructive record of achieve-

ment along the most modem business lines.

Full details, with photograph, are desired.

Box 340. MANUFACTURING INDUS-
TRIES, 15 East 26th Street, New York City.
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Dependable ReM^eratioii
Perfect, continuous operation! Freedom from me-
chanical defects! Your time saved as well as your
money! Lipman Refrigerating Machines may cost

a little more than some. That extra expense has
gone into the machines, making them stronger,
surer, in ever>' way more dependable.

Ice carries with it an uncertain cold and unceasing
bother. It is unsanitary and untidy. Lipman Re-

frigerating Machines produce cold in an orderly,

controllable way. They may be depended upon to

save time and money by giving steady, attention-

free service.

Sales and Service Stations all over the United
States assure dependable service to Lipman
owners.

General Refrigeration Company
132-194 Shirland Ave. X Beloit. Wisconsin

rGn^
o.

.CO .

THE DRY. CONSTANT COLD OF THE MOUNTAIN TOP
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G-E Motorized Power

is more than a motor or

its control— it is a prac-

tical and economical

application of electric

power. "Built-in" or

connected to all types

of industrial machines

or household appli-

ances, G-E Motorized

Power provides lasting

assurance that you have

purchased the best.

The giant G-E Motorized Power units of

the steel mills never tire. They do the

work of many men in the roaring heat of

the rolling mills. In the yard, with G-E

Motorized Power, two men unload as

much pig iron as 128 men could move

by hand. At the furnace-charger one

operator does the work of 40 men.

So here, as in the other basic industries,

G-E Motorized Power cuts the cost of

production, raises the productive value

of workmen and helps to maintain the

high standards of American industry.

OTORIZED POWER
^Fitted to every need

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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